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Toward a Transboundary Monitoring Network:
A Continuing Binational Exploration

Although the material herein reflects the views and
concerns of those participating in
and others assisting
TbMN deliberations and not necessarily those of the
International Joint Commission, it will be used by the IJC to
further the catalysis of a shared
U.S.A./Canada
transboundary monitoring network. It is, after all, such
committed individuals who stimulate appropriate action by

the neighboring governments which are the lJC's "clients".

With technology s modern capabilities, our learning is going to have to be done
even more carefully than previously.
Ed. Note: As a living organism, every hour of the day, 365 or more days a year, your being must be kept in
tune with your environs. Much of that attuning is done without your conscious awareness, and it is just as
crucial for your wellbeing as the relations you choose to monitor. A particular challenge in monitoring a
transboundary region of-binational scale is the keeping of a finger on the region s pulse at appropriate
not just at times we find convenient. In a TbMN there is no such thing
indication points around-the clock
as a "field season", no location that is not an environment, and no justification for reliance on only daytime
monitoring. The vital signs of the transboundary region, like our own vital signs, should be monitored
systematically.
In his book, Steps To An Ecology Of Mind, Bateson defined the levels of learning we deal with as we explore
and the sub-subject of transboundary monitoring:
such subjects as systemic health
Zero learning is characterized by specificity 91 response which
294

right or wrong

is not subject to

correction.

Learning l is change i_n the specificity o_f response by correction of errors of choice within a set of
alternatives.

Learning II is change i_n the process o_f Learning I, e.g., a corrective change in the set of alternatives from
which choice is made, or it is a change in how the sequence of experience is punctuated.
Learning III is change i_n the process o_f Learning l_|, e.g., a corrective change in the system of sets of
alternatives from which choice is made. ...
Learning IV would be change in Learning III, but probably does not occur in any adult living organism on
this earth. ...
the noting
Note that these learnings (I through IV) require change . That s what monitoring is all about
of changes that make a difference. Thus, if TbMN monitoring is expected to assist our changing for the
better what we know and how we understand, it will require our monitoring of both our environment and
ourselves as lifetime learners increasing in our wisdom
it is hoped.
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June 1986

A song of the rolling earth, and of words according,
Were you thinking that those were the words, those upright lines? those curves, angles, dots?
No, those are not the words, the substantial words are in the ground and sea,

They are in the air, they are in you.

The earth does not exhibit itself nor refuse to exhibit itself...
The beautiful sister we know dances on with the rest.

With her ample back towards every beholder...

Holding up in her hand what has the character of a mirror, while her eyes glance back from it,
Glance as she sits, invitin none, denying none,
Holding a mirror day an night tirelessly before her own face.
Seen at hand or seen at a distance,
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Duly the twenty-four appear in public every day,
Duly approach and pass with their companions or a companion,
Looking from no countenances of their own, but from the countenances of those who are with them,
From the countenances of children or women or the manly countenance,
From the open countenances of animals or from inanimate things,
From the landscape or waters or from the exquisite apparition of the sky,
From our countenances, mine and yours, faithfully returning them,
Every day in public appearing without fail, but nevertwice with the same companions.

Embracing man, embracing all, proceed the three hundred and sixty-five resistlessly round the sun;
Embracing all, soothing, supporting, follow close three hundred and sixty-five offsets of the first, sure and necessary as they.
Tumbling on steadily, nothing dreading,
Sunshine, storm, cold, heat, for ever withstanding, passing, carrying,
Of all able and ready at any time to give strict account,
The divine ship sails the divine sea.

No politics, song, religion, behavior, or what not, is of account, unless it compare with the amplitude of the earth,
Unless it face the exactness, vitality, impartiality, rectitude of the earth.
Walt Whitman, "Song Of The Rolling Earth"
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Date (5)

As a general
tendency
to

matter, references to the IJC have relied upon the previous
arrange
for monitoring on
a project-by project,
ad
hoc,

compartmented

(ambient/source/effects

or

media by-media)

pollutant

basis

Pa 11 1982

Michigan-Ontario Air
Board
is asked whether
it
believes
its
Reference and
Directive
should
be
modified to include expanded work on the design and
operation of monitoring networks.

January 1983

Growing evidence of the need to trove toward an
integrated transboundary nonitoring approach prompts
U.S. Section of IJC to develop a draft reference on
the
development
of
an
integrated
transboundary
monitoring network.

Spr ing 1983

Michigan Ontario Air Board opines that
it cannot
accanmodate
expanded
directive,
and
it declines
Commission's
offer.
Commission
then
LEGS
new
directive material to prepare a model transboundary
air monitoring reference.

July 26, 1983

IJC U.S.
Sectim hosts U.S.
federal
interagency
eeting to discuss possibility of a reference m
integrated
transboundary
nmitoring:
participants
suggest that mare developnental work
be done 01 the
idea.

Fall 1983

St. Croix River Pollution Advisory Board expresses
interest in the Carmissicn's offer to expand existing
monitoring studies of the salmon fishery to include
informatim on the health of the river.
Camission
and Board develOp new and broadened directive which is
forwarded for concurrence by the governments of Canada
and the U.S.

October 1984

IJC organizes and conducts a omeeptually oriented
transdisciplinary
workshop
m
a
prospective
transboundary monitoring network that might be shared
by the U.S.A. and Canada.
The discussion revealed,
among other Hatters: extremely heavy cmoentrations of
nonitoring effort in some locales (yet not sufficient
infornatim to
show whether
there were gaps or
overlaps in coverage); a need to conduct an inventory
of ongoing monitoring in the Transboundary Regim: a
growing
consensus
of
the
need
for
a
shared
transboundary nonitoring network; the wisdom of tying
monitoring to decision support systans so there is a
greater prospect for usefulness in the data gathered;
a necessity for more balance between the preponderance
of present-day ad hoc (reactive/tactical) nonitoring
and
whole
system
modeling
assisting
the
decisiomnaker's evaluation of information in light of
strategic objectives and the need for anticipation.

Fall 1984

01
behalf
of
the
IJC,
the Cmcord
Scientific
COrporation
begins
its
"Review
of
Atmospheric
Deposition Networks in the Great Lakes Basin .

in

spite of growing evidence of the usefulness of an ecosystem approach and
despite the fact that fragmentation leads to duplication and cost inefficiency.
Amroximate
Date (5)

August 2, 1977
(date Poplar
Reference was
signed) thru
January 1981
(date

IJC

issued its
report)

Novanber 22 , 1978

Bent

IJC attempts to grapple with "the data problem" on the
Poplar River Reference. There was no baseline water
quantity or water quality data for the East Fork of
the Poplar River, the area of primary concern. A few
data were available for the Middle and West Forks.
Even though omditions in these river forks were not
precise matches with the East Fork, the IJC was forced

to use them as indicative of baseline conditions
throughout the Poplar River Basin.
The need to begin
monitoring on a pro active basis begins to become
apparent.
U.S.A. and Canada sign Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement
(GLVDA)
comnitting
to
"an
ecosystem
approach", entailing an integrated look at the water
quality of the Great Lakes.
The Parties defined
"Great
Lakes
Basin
Ecosystem"
as
meaning
the
interacting components of air, land, water and living
organisms,

including man.

Fall 1980

Science Advisory Board (SAB), an IJC entity set up
mder the GLFDA, recognizes significance of aerial
pathways anong the matter-energy aspects affecting the
quality
ofthe Great Lakes

Fall 1982

Michigan-mtario Air Board asks the Commission to
assist
it
in
persuading
government agencies
to
maintain
funding for an Air Pollution Monitoring
Network
of
the
jurisdictions
for
this
Board.
Conmission asks Board for more information on the
design and operation of the Network including how many
stations

there are, what

they

measure,

where

they are

located, and who sponsors them. Commission begins to
ask questions about the efficiency of the Network and
other questions about the general design of air
monitoring networks.
Spr ing 1982

Cmmission learns about number of stations in the Air
Pollution
Monitoring
Network
and
asks
the
Michigan-Ontario Board about duplication within the
Network
and
whether
stations
can
be
made
nulti-functional (treasure nore than me thing at one
place).

Blen t
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Amoximate
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Date (5)

November 1984

Souris Red River Board develops (in relation to need
for inventory) a revised proposal, using nonitoring
data on water facts.
Notes the need to systematize
monitoring with proposed objectives.

January 1985

Battelle
Washington
Environmental
Program
Office
initiates
"An Inventory of Current Environmental
Monitoring
Projects
in
the
U.S.
Canadian
Transboundary Region".

January 31, 1985

International
Great
Lakes
Technical
Information
Network Board report accepted by IJC and forwarded to
goevernmmts .
Repor t
notes
that
the
present
institutional arranganents among IJC Boards, data
gathering agencies and other users are fragmented and
lack the cohesion and authority required to rake
optimum use of current and
future
technological
opportunities.
The Carmission concludes that
under existing
institutional arrangements,
network
modifications will likely occur in relative isolation
and opportunities for efficiency or effectiveness may
be lost.

March 1985

Draft
of
the report
by the Cmoord
Corporation is submitted to the NC.

April 1935

SAE
submits
proposal
for
the
study
(specific
geophysical mapping) of gromdwater, noting that any
future attempt to monitor groundwater resources would
be dependent on such mapping of those resources.

Jme 1985

Setting a precedent for trans-regional dialogue, Red
River Polluticn Board meets with the Commission's
Great Lakes SAB to discuss the process of developing
specific objectives by using monitoring data.

September 1985

Draft of
IJC.

Novanber ll , 1985

International
Souris Red Rivers Engineering
Board
provided
IJC
with
requested
information
an
the
monitoring network of the Poplar River Generating
Station, an extensive network of water quantity and
quality,
groundwater quality and levels, and air
quality ncnitors to provide data for the Poplar River
Cooperative Monitoring Arrangement.
The information
includes
Canada's
estimated
costs
involved
in
operating the various networks to meet the needs of
the Bilateral Monitoring Committee
benchmark costs
for sampling, analysis, compiling, and sending out
data
such
as
would
be
involved
in
a
shared
U.S.A./Canada Transboundary Monitoring Network.

the report

by Battelle is

Evin

Decanter 1985

Both governments concur in new directive for the st.
Croix River Pollution Advisory Board, and Board is
asked to begin work on expanded monitoring studies.

December 1985

Term of reference confirmed for the International Air
Quality
Advisory
Board,
providing
an
air
investigations perspective in an integrated rode.

February/March 1986

Great Lakes International Surveillance Plans (GLISP):
Model surveillance plans
dealing with dynamics at
air/water/land

interfaces

governments and jurisdictions.

forwarded,

by

IJC,

to

Scientific

submitted to the

Published in 1986 by

the International Joint Commission, United States and Canada

For additional copies write to:
Printed in Canada.

International Joint Commission
Washington, DC 20440
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Walt Whitman s 365 earth-days poem
Chronology Movmg Toward a Transboundary Monitoring Network
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ITEMS EXCERPTED FROM THE WORKBOOK FOR THE TbMN WORKSHOP:
462
Workbook Cover Page and Contents Page
463
overview

APPENDIX A - PROGRAM OF THE TbMN WORKSHOP

301

Responses Received on Background Kit (with critique

IJC Press Release about the TbMN Workshop

302

Program for the TbMN Workshop

302

List of Attendees and their addresses

307

Explanation of Workshop Purpose and Format (Bandurski)

313

385

APPENDIX B - BACKGROUND FOR THE TbMN WORKSHOP
A "Background Kit" was sent out as one method of explainin

in

some detail our intended coverage of concepts at the Philade phia
workshop. For those who showed interest in attending a
"Workbook" would be sent, later, as additional background.

Cover Pa e with comment from TbMN Workshop Special

Critic Joe Hedgpeth about the "paper storm' we are weathering

Map of major Bilateral Environmental Frictions

464

Remarks by Congressman Brown re Environmental Monitoring

473

Questions about Monitoring the Transboundary Region

476

Boundary Region Pathology in Societal-level Living Systems

478

De ning Monitoring Strategies

479

An Introduction to Modeling Questions (Edinger)

479

The Real Ecosystem: identifying Measurable

473

Ind'camrs f°r Soc'etal'l eve' Mon'mr'w (Haug)

481

Overall Cost-Effectiveness in Monitoring
Decision Support Systems (design of a bisodetal

488

388

survey information system)

489

New Bibliography to augment the one in the Background Kit

493
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ITEMS EXCERPTED FROM THE BACKGROUND KIT FOR TbMN WORKSHOP:
386
Background Kit Cover Page and Contents Page
Introduction

by Edmge' Of draft aground K't)

Problem Definition

Associative Considerations (including Workshop objectives)

487

Excerpt from the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909
The International Joint Commission, U. S. and Canada

39°

391
392

OTHER BACKGROUND PAPERS FOR THE TbMN WORKSHOP:

493

Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement of 1978

393

Standard Monitoring Records: Tools for Coordination (Haug)
'

497

between the mad State and canada

Refining the Ecosystem Approach (Edwards) from FOCUS: On
Great Lakes Water Quality, Vol. 7, No. 2
Different Perspectives on the Need for a Transboundary

Monitoring Network (Bandurski)

.
. .
Conceptual Aids for Understanding Livrng Systems

Ecological Interdependence (Hailing) from OPTIONS, 1984: No. 1
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis

The Environmental Monitoring Improvement Act of 1984,

394

395

A Manager s View of the Decision/Monitoring Dilemma (Burvvell)

494

Strate y for Using Fish Bioassays and Surveys to

Identigy and Eliminate Point Source Environmental
Carcinogens (Harshbarger and Black)

510

Conceptual Considerations in the Use of Volunteers

for Monitorinkg (Bgrwell) and title artifcle

395

Facing t e La e: T e Coastvvatc
ers 0 Racine
County, Wisconsin (Keillor and Gruning)

396

of a Monitor (Reynoldsong

Environmental Monitorin

-the Perspective

The Conceptual Ecosystem: ldenti ing Key Societal Variables

517
531

for Modeling Living Systems (Haug

535

406

Some Thoughts About the Theoretical Basis for the Design
of a Transboundary Monitoring Network (Fisher)

539

H. R. 5958, (and testimony by Lyon)

397

Use of Scientific Method in Model-Building and
Monitoring: an Overview for Discussion (Haug)
Excerpts from the book, Living Systems (Miller)

410

Integrated Data Users - A summary of Four

TbMN Workshop Director s Choice of Ten [Information] Sources

461

Nat'ona worksh'ops (0'50")

547

Letter of Invitation from IJC Commissioner Bulen

462

Manag'ng Earth 5 Future Resources (Thacher)
Environmental and Renewable Resources
Monitoring (Izrael and Munn)

551
555

299

APPENDIX C - FOLLOW-UP

Cover page with quote from Alan Clarke committing the NC to include
in the TbMN workshop record those materials submitted as pertinent
BNA International Environment Reporter article
about the TbMN Workshop

582
582

Les Milbrath's letter of October 17, 1984
Tim Smith s letter of October 29, 1984
Dan Kelley s letter of October 31, 1984

John Edinger's first follow-up Evaluation

583
584

585
586
589

590

REACTIONS BASED ON MORE RUMINATION ABOUT THE WORKSHOP AND A TbMN
593
Henry Lickers' workshop critique letter of May 1, 1985
Mike Colby's post workshop comment On Ecosystem
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Governance and 'Logic' for the Future'
Bob Rodale's critique 'A View From the Home"

594
598

MISCELLANEOUS POST-WORKSHOP INPUTS CONSIDERED (BY FOLKS IN THE IJC
FAMILY) TO BE IMPORTANT FOR TbMN DELIBERATIONS AND TO FURTHER
NETWORKING

Letter with enclosure about EAN and CDNnet from Paul C. Gilmore
[James Grier Miller, seeing the otential utility of this network in
transboundary monitoring he put Gilmore in touch with Bandurski
following the TbMN Workshop]

599

Initial pages from the 1984 Annual Report by the

Poplar River Bilateral Monitoring Commitee (Canada, U.S.A.,

Saskatchewan, and Montana) reporting recent advances in
integrated monitoring [suggested by Keith Bulen]

605

Transboundary correspondence and articles dealing with
(1) measuring health via 3 'Prevention lndex" and

(2) home-based health and bioregional consciousness

[provided by Bob Rodale as TbMN Workshop follow-up]

"Managing the Great Lakes Basin as a Home", article about
the 22-24 March 1983 Hiram, Ohio, Workshop on an
ecosystem approach to mana ing the Great Lakes Basin

[provided by Jack Vallentynelg

Sample of correspondence asking to be put on the UC mailing
list for our auxiliary network of folk who were not able to
attend the TbMN Workshop yet are interested in the endeavor
to catalyze a Transboundary Monitoring Network
TbMN News #1, accompanied by summary of reponses
to Follow-up Inquiry Question 8: What, if anything, would
you personally like to see happen in the near future in

relation to this issue?"
Tom Kuchenberg s article about the TbMN Workshop in
Philadelphia: 'Measuring the Health of the Ecosystem'

610

624

632

633
635

638

Stress", whic was included in the mailing of TbMN News #2
Excerpts from Council on Environmental Quality (U.S.A.)

638

other environmental change (both adverse and beneficial)

651

Reg ulations For lmplementin The Procedural Provisions
Of T e National Environmenta Policy Act", procedures
for detecting, evaluating, and monitoring stress and

IMMEDIATE REACTIONS OF THE WORKSHOP'S PARTICIPANTS
(LETTERS AND MEMORANDA)
Ken Watt's letter of October 15, 1984
Lovell Richie s letter of October 16, 1984

TbMN News #2
Rapport, Re ier, Hutchinson article: "Ecosystem Behavior Under

Article, "A Gulf Divided , showing that the determination

of the Canada/USA. geopolitical border line is a matter

still being resolved at various locales [from Island Journal]

654

Article, Preserve Design and Migratory Species" on choosing

and designing preserves to support migratory species, from
The Nature Conservancy publication Ecology Forum, No. 50

655

"Toxic Blob" news clipping exam le of the kind of surprise
that a TbMN must cope with even or particularly) in areas

having the great concentration of monitoring stations that

typifies the St. Clair River watershed

Executive Summary and Appendix A from NOAA report:
"Chemical Contaminants and Abnormalities in Fish

657

and Invertebrates from Puget Sound '
United Nations Global Environment Monitoring System

660

submitted by Peter Thacher]

669

Agriculture and Resources Inventory Surveys
Through Aerospace Remote Sensing research report

677

Article on use ofLandsat technology in Maine

691

State-of the-Art Oceanography from Space

694

A Digital Map That Doesn't Look Like One

704

and Global Resource Information Database [materials

WHAT CAN I DO ? IMPORTANT ROLES FOR VOLUNTEERS INATbMN:

707

"What Can I Do?" article from Virginia Wildlife

707

Forest Service s use ofvolunteer monitors

709

The Nature Conservancy s use of volunteer monitors

710

National Weather Service s use ofvolunteer monitors

715

Volunteer Monitoring article by Trefor Reynoldson et al.

718

SPECIAL CRITICS' COMMENTS ON THE TbMN
WORKSHOP AND ITS AFTERMATH:
John Edinger

731

Robert Rodale

732

Craig Loehle (Z-part critique)

735

Peter Thacher

744

James Haefner

750

Joel Hedgpeth

753

Appendix A

Careful interpretation of the inconsistencies between observation and expectation suggests
alternative scales for observation. Nevertheless, no matter how brilliantly the models are
conceived, nor how carefully the technical tasks of observation are executed, the scientist is

greatly influenced by scale problems that limit what he can know. If he is to observe his subject
completely and accurately, he must observe at close proximity with the same scale as the

observed holon. The problem then becomes one of intrusion. Since the identity of a holon is
determined by its scale, when he applies an identical scale at close quarters, the scientist becomes
part of the phenomenon.

T.F.H. Allen and Thomas B. Starr, Hierarchy: Perspectives for Ecological Complexity (1982)
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Great Lakes Regional Of ce
International Joint Commission

Great Lakes Regional Office

100 Ouellette Avenue
Eighth Floor
Windsor, Ontario N9A 6T3

Telephone: (519) 256 7821
lntemational Joint Commission
Great Lakes Regional Office
PO. Box 32869
Detroit, MI 48232-2869
Telephone: (313) 226-2170
TOWARD A TRANSBOUNDARY MONITORING NETWORK:
A Continuing Binational Exploration
Wednesday, October 10l 1984

ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES OF PHILADELPHIA. 19TH STREET ENTRANCE
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8:00 am

REGISTRATION

AUDITORIUM
9:00 am HOST'S WE LCOM E
Thomas Peter Bennett and Ruth Patrick
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia
9:10 am PRELIMINARIES
Louis E. Sa e, Workshop Host
Vice Presi ent, Environmental Research
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.
Bruce L. Bandurski, Workshop Director
International Joint Commission, United States and Canada
(on secondment from the U.S. Department of the Interior)
Trefor Reynoldson
Great Lakes Regional Office
International Joint Commission, Canada and United States
9:25 am THE NEED FOR AN EFFECTIVE TRANSBOUNDARY MONITORING NETWORK
L. Keith Bulen, Workshop Co-Chairman
International Joint Commission, United States and Canada

9:45 am KEYNOTE ADDRESS
William J. Cronon
Assistant Professor of History
Yale University
10:30 am BREAK

mam
UNDERSTANDING THE SHARED U.S./CANADA TRANSBOUNDARY REGION:
10:50 am IDEOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Lester W. Milbrath, Director
Environmental Studies Center
State University of New York at Buffalo
11:20 am ADAPTIVE CONSIDERATIONS
E. Frederick Roots, Director-General
Office of the Science Advisor
Department of the Environment, Ottawa
11:50 am ASSOCIATIVE CONSIDERATIONS
Lynton K. Caldwell, Director
Advanced Studies in Science, Technology, and Public
Policy Program, Indiana University

W
12:20 pm LUNCH
AUDITORIUM
1:30 pm A LIVING SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF THE CANADA/US. BOUNDARY REGION
James Grier Miller
Author of Living Smems

2:00 pm THE NEED FOR MORE SYSTEMATIC MONITORING
Michael L. Rodemeyer, Counsel, Subcommittee on Natural

Resources, Agriculture Research and Environment Committee on
Science andTechnology, U.S. House of Representatives

2:30 pm COMMENT BY WORKSHOP CO-CHAIRMAN
E. Richmond Olson, Workshop Co-Chairman
International Joint Commission, Canada and United States

2:50 pm BREAK

AUDITORIUM

DINOSAUR HALL

3: 10 pm PANEL DISCUSSION OF PRACTITIONERS
Moderated by John Blodgett,
Congressional Research Serwce
U.S. Library of Congress
4:00 pm OPEN QUESTION/RESPONSE SESSION
Moderated by Alan Clarke, Workshop Organizing Committee for
the International Joint Commission, United States and Canada
5100 pm SYNTHESIS OF DAY ONE AND PREPARATION FOR DAY TWO
Peter T. Hau , Workshop Organizing Committee for the
Internationa Joint Commission, United States and Canada
5:30 pm BREAK
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

12:00n

LUNCH

Graphics/Software Demonstration by Paul L. Freedman,
Limno Tech, Inc.
Ann Arbor, Michigan
ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES ROOMS 1 - 9
1:45 pm RESUME CONCURRENT WORK GROUP SESSIONS

3:00 pm BREAK

W
3:30 pm PLENARY SESSION: WORK GROUP REPORTS
5:30 pm SUMMARY & CHALLENGE
L. Keith Bulen, Workshop Co Chairman
International Joint Commission

6:00 pm RECEPTION AND
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SHOW

Joel Hedgpeth

7:00 pm DINNER

J. Blair Seaborn, Canadian Chairman
International Joint Commission

SPEAKER: Glenn A. Olds, President

Alaska Pacific University

8:45 pm CONTINUATION OF HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SHOW

Oregon State University

Robert C. McEwen, United States Chairman
International Joint Commission
6:30 pm ADJOURN

ThursdayI October 11I 1984
ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES OF PHILADELPHIA AUDITORIUM
8: 00 am PLENARY SESSION

THE PALACE HOTEL OF PHILADELPHIA

ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES ROOMS 1 - 9

@ 8:30 pm MOVIE AND SLIDE SHOW FOR WORKSHOP ATTENDEES
WHO ARE REMAINING OVERNIGHT ON OCTOBER 11,1984

8:30 am CONCURRENT WORK GROUP SESSIONS
10:15am BREAK

10: 30 am RESUME CONCURRENT WORK GROUP SESSIONS
11:30 am BREAK

'Lake Tahoe: Two Decades of Change
Charles R. Goldman
University of California at Davis
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MUSEUM FLOOR PLAN

ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES ROOMS 1 - 9
FOR CONCURRENT WORKING GROUP SESSIONS
APPROXIMATE LOCATION SEE GUIDE FOR DIRECTIONS
1- Widener Center
2 -Widener Center

Widener Cooler
Io: Science Education

DINOSAURS=

An Exhibu in the Making

8 - Fish Library
9 - Entomology Library
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

The International Joint Commission wishes to thank the following
organizations, without whose suppOrt and encouragement this
workshop would not have been possible:

THE WILLIAM H. DONNER FOUNDATION
THE JOYCE FOUNDATION

THE ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES OF PHILADELPHIA
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Phone Numberforthe Workshop: (215) 299 1081
(Between the hours of 9:00 am and 5:00 pm.)

First Aid Service: For first aid or for emergency medical attention,
contact the Museum guards located at either the 19th Street or
Parkway entrance. Phone: 299 1020 or 299 1019.
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Messa e Center: A bulletin board will be located in the auditorium
toyer Ior all messages.

For Outgoing Calls: There is a pay telephone located at the 19th
Street Entrance, across from the Registration Desk.
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BEING, BEHAVING/EEIIMING:

A Personal* Explanation of 'IbMN Workshop Purpose and Format
Bruce L. Bandurski, mm Workshop Director

No man is an Iland, intire of it selfe;
every man is a peece of the Continent, a part of the maine;
if a Clod bee washed away by the Sea, Europe is the lesse,
as well as if a Promontorie were,
as well as if a Mannor of thy friends or of thine own were;
any mans death diminishes me, because I am involved in Mankinde;
And therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls;

It tolls for thee.
- John Donne, Devotions Lyon Ehergent Occasions
PREFACE

A transboundary monitoring network ('I bMN) shared by Canada and the United
States of America
That, to me, now [1] seems worth spending one's life
time working toward, if it is integral to the decision support systems of the
countries encouraging the effort -- and to the decision support systems of us
individual beings, us living organisms.
The historic challenge
is how to find a synthesis betweenthe
need for belonging or commitment and the need to be true to
themselves

respectful

as

individuals,

honest

in

of their different growth needs.

relationships,

and

~ John Welwood, Challege Of The Heart (1985)

The Game is so large that one sees but a little at a time.
[C] annot the Government protect?
We of the Game are beyond
protection.
When every one is dead the Great Game is
finished.
Not before.
Truly it runs like a shuttle
throughout all
[A] great and wonderful world
and I am
alone -- one person - in the middle of it all.
-- Rudyard Kipling, _l§i_m_ (1901)

*I'm convinced there is no such thing as "objective information".
Through
such approaches as scientific method, we
can come closer to obtaining
objectivity; but recorded observations
(even those of remote automated
sensors) reflect our proclivities, our inchoate understandings, our sensory
limits, and even our impinging on the scene as observers. I would like to be
objective, but I cannot be. It cannot be helped. Anything I plan or write is
to some degree biased by my experience.
As Mayda said in the quote on the
next page, these "are not narcissistic confessions made for their own not too
interesting sake".
I am a product of my upbringing and cannot help but be.
(I wouldn't have it any other way; I want my behaving to have an effect on the
context in which I exist.)
So, I might as well openly personalize this
account in a way that the reader - or hearer at the M Workshop -- has
clear clues to its major realized biases.

"After all, there is a government which has all the necessary pwers and
employs specialized officials who are supposed to do these things for a
living.
One tends to rely on them and to feel that they should be given the
benefit of doubt.
The fast and busy momentum of our
lives, whether the
matters are important or trivial, hampers individual initiative. And there is
the feeling of helplessness when a private citizen raises a question which is
outside the programmed official knowledge and procedures, especially if his
doubt or complaint is intuitive and he doesn't have the diploma to spell it
out ea51ly in technical detail. These are not narcissistic confessions made
for their own not too interesting sake.
I am trying to illustrate what is
perhaps the ultimate question:
the sensitivity of the camtunity and its
capacity to recognize these problems and to move toward their solutions.
It
must be acknowledged as having at least as much bearing on the emergence of
ecomanagement as do the scientific facts, analytical concepts, value systems
and legal institutional norms" [2] .
If working toward a M meant leaving the 0.8. Department of the Interior
after nearly
twenty years as a federal civil servant, it would have to
challenge more than my sense of can do".
Mid-year in 1983 that happened.
Keith Bulen, the staff of the IJC, and the U.S.A./Canada environmental
diplomacy situation brought a sense of "should do" to it and moved me -mentally as well as physically (mind-body separation not implied).
Somehow, in that stimulating setting (the IJC Washington Office), I got
convinced/convinced myself that I could and should give it a try. What better
way to put to use an interest in environmental diplomacy? The skill that is
my strong suit (early-phase strategic planning at the scientist/practitioner
interface)

seemed one of the most evident needs.

from the Interior Department.

I went to the IJC on detail

I said it would take me three or four years yet to get things
well fiXed up and going smoothly;
I should then have been
in office six or seven years, and I believed my system and
machinery would be
well developed
-- Samuel L. Clemens, Chapter X: Beginnings of Civilization"
in A Connecticut Yankee In Kirg Arthur's Court (1889)
What synthesizing skill I could muster pulled together a draft [3]
entitled "Vital Signsll which was circulated on 14 Septetber 1983.
It was a
proposed approach by which a strategic monitoring plan might be devised as a
system for the International Joint
principal feature of a decision support
Commission.
That draft made a case for putting
a Transboundary
Dbnitoring
Network
in
a useful
institutional
matrix with
direct
user-friendly
It was 'a formula for
computerized linkage to users of data and information.
breaking the cycle in which a set of Wtoms of environmental dysfunction is
addressed in ways that fail to encompass the problem, and therefore fail to
solve it". Among other things, it suggested that critical process subsystems
[4] may afford, for cost-effective and long-term considerations, a more
systematic categorization of subjects in need of monitoring than do the
"synoptic" taxonomic [5] and reactive/responsive ad hoc measures we now seem
committed to.
Other key points made in "Vital Signs" were:
"Having pored over stacks
of statistics about particular monitored cmponents of the human environment,
I am convinced that a list of indicators of some usefulness would extend
beyond the horizon.
We need different criteria by which to judge the
relative need for more monitoring.
Why establish a Transboundary
Monitoring Network ('IbMN) to serve the United States and Canada?
Because
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without it we have no strategic approach to problemsolving (in the Boundary
Region) which would be of the appropriate logical type for solving systemic
Without it, we have only tactics of lesser scope than the
problens.
problems. Why establish a Decision Support System (DSS) for the International
Joint Conlnission? Because without it monitoring data will fail to be obtained
and used in a way that is cost-effective (on societal level net accounting)
and interrelationships of the Boundary Region will remain too conplex to be
understood, giving no real clues to the best course of binational action.
Though its goal is cost-effective econanagement (measured in systems -- or
net -- terns), the planning approach proposed herein undoes nothing.
["You
cannot strengthen the weak by weakening the strong , said Abraham Lincoan
It only redresses an imbalame of effort and provides a different sort of
rallying point for on-going natural sciences, social sciences, and the
environmental design arts that are used in support
of government.
This
rallying
point should
(1)
disclose
opportunities
for
more
effective
cooperation among government agencies, private agencies, and individuals, and
(2) enable a true "ecosystem approach" to Boundary Region problemsolving.
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As an ecologist might see it,
[the U.S.A. and Canada] are in a
position to acknowledge the advantages of nonobligatory and favorable
protocooperation
(+,+) with a tendency toward nutualism (+,+) which is
favorable to both and obligatory, as recognized in treaty and agreement.
Neutralism (0,0) is not in the picture; each population does affect the
other. This proposal is aimed at anticipation and the precluding or lessening
of (-,-), (-,0), and (+,-) interactions between the two populations.
A region that functions as a camon boundary subsystem between two
societies (e.g., Canada and the U.S.A.) is not just an unlinked collection of
constituents.
If intact,
it is a dynamic subsystem of interconnected
components and processes that have relationships which serve a purpose for a
larger systan. r[his region (or subsystem) at the perimeter of a society holds
together the conponents which make up the society, protects than from
environmental stresses, and excludes or permits entry to various sorts of
matter-energy and information.
['Ihese latter observations about the
boundary subsystem functions rely heavily on James Grier Miller's living
systems theory [6], set forth in his 1978 book, Living astemsJ
"The wild goose is more cosmopolite than we; he breaks
his fast in Canada, takes a luncheon in the Susquehanna,
and plumes himself for the night in a Louisiana bayou."
-- Henry David Thoreau
'Ihe diversity in a

The IJC not only welcomed and

proposal written while

understood my ranbling mre-than-lOO-page

on secondment from the Department of the Interior.

IJC produced convincing docunentation that

an 'ecosysten approach" which was

The

it was well along the path toward

the linchpin of what I was proposing.

It

had already had a major role in a binational workshop on "ecosystan approach",

in Hiram, Ohio [10].

(Ed. Note:

See Appendix C, 179.624 -632.]

The International Joint Cannission had had a niche in bringing about the
1978' Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement which coumitted the two governments
(U.S.A. and Canada) to an "ecosysten approach".
'Ihe concept of an ecosystem
approach* to U.S.A./Canada environmental diplomacy was broached, already.
Its
monitoring and surveillance aspects for these "sister holons" [ll] now needed
some fleshing out.
In due time, an ecosysten approach by (+,+) technological man could bring
us "full helix". Hopefully, our development has taken us beyond what would
full circle", but there is cause for concern about that.
If we take too long
in giving our life support systen a thorough second look and ignore the time
necessary to adapt, our caunitment to technology if it isn't of the
appropriate sort -- may not allow us the time to reconnect to the full set of
sustaining subsystens.
I believe that an ecosysten approach will take more
conceptual [see Illustration Al] and real wherewithal than we now have for
coping with this underlying oceanic matter that is the enviromnent/man
relationship. The abstracted wherewithal we have in sane plenitude.

[Iln due tine,

so far as Time
was on those beryl floors,
they came back to the
tale.

-- Rudyard Kipling, "A Sea Dog"
in Thy Servant A D_og (1930)

In the shadows against the cliff
the river was deep and engaged in profundities,
circling back on itself now and then
to say things over
to be sure it had understood itself.
-- Norman Maclean, A River Runs Throth
It and Other Stories (1976)

subsystem such as the Boundary Region can and does

change with time, just as the Region's configuration changes with time.

Like

an amoeba having no determinate form and with a differentially permeable
membrane, the area containing the boundary relationships between two nations
will varyas the passage of time enccmpasses change in the system in which the
nations are embedded as well as in internal subsystems.
We nust have a
paradigm of our ecosystan which is capable of acconmodating this fact.
The success of this proposal will require what Kuhn [7] and Bateson [8]
have called one of the most difficult of educational tasks - bringing about
paradigmatic change.
[See Note 9.]
It will require, on the part of those
involved, a different way of viewing "the Boundary Region'I and, as well, a
lifelong course of being open to the new disclosures of applied scientific
method.
For those who would participate, it will demand a high degree of
curiosit , a high level
of self-confidence, and an abiding interest in the
mast fmigamental responsibilities of democratic fonts of government."

*Tne search for exactness in mraseology ought, in my opinion, be pursued more
seriously than it now is in the records of monitoring.
Perhaps there is a
proper place for the superimposition of clarifying words and phrases as Pierre
Teilhard de Cnardon found important for tracking the ontogenesis of an idea -his own development of thought, in his war papers.
[Those interested in the
technique might wish to consult his book: The Making Of A Mind: letters fra'n
a Soldier-Priest, translated by Rene Hague (Harper & Row: New York, 1965).]
Certainly, his coining of the word "noosphere' [12] requires more than the
typical offhand explanation for the concept to be well understood by us
laypersons
interested
in
applying
it,
in an ecosysten
agaroach,
to
envrronment/man relationships.

be

I.

3 SYSTEM TYPES

That must be dealt with in the environment/man relationship

CONCEPTUAL

VERIDICAL

ABSTRACTED

WEOFTHEMWSIDP

We cannot live for ourselves alone. Qir lives are connected by a
thousand invisible threads, and along these synpathetic fibers,
our actions run as causes and return to us as results.
-- Herman Melville
Seek, above all, for a gene worth playing ...
Having found the
game, play it with intensity - play as if your life and sanity
depended on it.
('mey do depend on it.)
-- R.S. DeRoga, The Master Game (1968)
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ILLUSTRATIQ J Al

oman

In
draft .

the

lingo

of

threadology

It is a deliberate record.

and weaving,

this

is

not

an

'accidental

The M Workshop has a before, a during,

sea

and an after. 'mese phases need to be docunented for future reference.
I have a view on each, as does each of the planning group.
Mainly my
perspective shows here.
'Ihe purpose of the m Workshop, as I conceive of it now,
is not to
better conceptualize the enviromient that we probably should monitor more
cost-effectively.
It is not a meeting to better conceptualize
man-- the
individual, the group, theorganization, the society, or all mankind.

A Second Chance For Man 'Do Fit In:

I nere and Back Again
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A thing in itself never expresses anything.
It is the relation
between things that gives meaning to than and that formlates a
thought.
A thought functions only as a fragnentary part in the
formulation of an idea.
Eans Hofmann, Search For 'me Real (1967)

Minimal consciousness evokes time,

As a nonsimultaneous sequence of experiences.
Consciousness dawns
with the second experience.
This is why consciousness
Identified the basic incrarent of time
As being a second.
Not until the second experience
Did time and consciousness
Combine as human life.
Time, relativity and consciousness
Are always and only coexistent functions
Of an a priori Universe,
Which, beginning with the twoness of secondness,
Is inherently plural.
-- R. Buckminster Fuller, Intuition (1972)

A beginning is a very

delicatetime.

-- Frank Herbert, Dune (1965)

This workshop director sees our principal inmediate purpose as catalysis
of better understanding of the environnent/man relationship, particularly that
relationship in and depending upon the U.S.A./Canada transboundary region.
That's ecology (and ecomanagement when it's applied with systats thinking
behind it and ahead of it).
It is not environmental science.
It is not the
study of man.
It is the consideration of enviroment/man relationships so
that we may more cost-effectively monitor those relationships and more wisely
decide to govern our actions individually and collectively.
'lhe environment needs to be understood better.
Man (the manual, the
oonceptualist,

the technologist)

needs to be understood more thoroughly.

But,

I've done what I can to ensure that this workshop focuses on the interface -the relationships, not the relata.
We only have a gathering two days long in which to ponder the need for and
the essential aspects of a shared transboundary monitoring network.
le
gathering is to take place because two friendly neighboring societies want to
maintain and improve their relationship.
_
That friendly relationship has increasingly been threatened by actions
calmitted by each nation that then lead to an adverse environment for the
other.
Some of us believe that a shared monitoring network embedded in the
decision support system of the U.S.A. and Canada might enable a lessening of
these transboundary problems.
It (a M) could even be a facilitator of mviromnental diplomacy.

Opportunities for meaningful and important action are everywhere:
the food

the

that

we choose

transportation we

to eat,

choose

choose to relate to others,

to

the work

use,

that we choose

the manner

to do,

in which

we

the clothing that we choose to wear,

the learning that we choose to acquire, the compassionate causes
that we choose to support, the level of attention that we choose
to give to our nunent to nmient passage through life, and on and
on. The list is endless since the stuff of social transformation
is identical with the stuff from which our daily lives are made.
-- Duane Elgin, Voluntary Silly~ licity (1981)

The ability to interest oneself in a thing for what it is in
itself and not for the profit which it will render us is the
magnificent gift of generosity which flourishes only at the peaks
of the greatest altitudes of vitality.
This curiosity,
which is simultaneously an eagerness for life, can only be found
in porous souls where free air cosmic air charged with
stardust -- circulates, unconfined by anylimiting wall.
-

Jose Ortega y Gasset, On love (1957)

Taste all, and hand the knowledge down.

-- Gary Snyder, "Ethnobotany" in Turtle Island (1974)

(A111 of us must grapple with problems of tremendous import, and

we must

strive

together

in harmony,

not

in destructive

discord.

This
assanbly of great minds nust not be divided.
We
must work as partners in our exploration into the structure of
matter, into the workings of the human mind, and into society s
chances for survival.
If we divide we destroy ourselves.
If we
unite, we can bring order to a threatened Earth.
-- Stanley Mott, as quoted

byJames A. Michener in SEce (1982)

When either nation or its inhabitants acts, it brings about a different
world, a new context. And, as living systans, each is always acting. As_on a
weaver's loom,
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each new woof

line changes the environment somewhat.

Each new

line - whether contributed by one or by many actions in concert -- brings
into being a new setting, a different tapestry, for the weaver and for the
inmediate environment

(the loom).

The tapestry is the visible result of an ever-changing relationship no
matter how little the weaver or the loom changes.
The tapestry reflects much
about the weaver's heritage, and each woof (weft) line determines to some
degree what will be the environment of the future.
We live in our minds, and existence is the attempt to bring that
life into physical reality, to state it in gesture and form.
-- Ayn Rand, 'Ihe Fountainhead (1943)

No movement exists without a difference.
These may be any
difference and any transgression.
- Francesco Alberoni, Falling In love (1983)

a

I

i«

i

J

We humans do our work, at this loom, perched on a three-wheeled gardening
scoot (stool).
The front wheel is our turning ideology.
One hind wheel is
our adaptive nature.
And the other hind wheel is our associative behavior.
The tractor seat they support is the integrative under"standing" on which we
sit as we weave new records of our current knowledge. Together we, the loom,
and the gardening scoot compriSe our noosphere.
The double helix we traverse in our weaving endeavor is included with
these to define "the environment" -- seen by those on an abstracted course of
discovery and seen by those on a whole system empirical (veridical) course.
Today this environment/nan living system consists not only of Planet Earth
and its spheres of influence [13]; our ecosphere now extends to other galaxies
whose influences we detect and/or suspect.
If they're in our realm of
awareness, they influence our behaving.

"Instead of planning for a specific future
weassume that our successors
will themselves act intelligently; it is incumbent upon us to promote their
capacity for intelligent action" [14]. We mist endeavor to produce a warp
suitable for their "tying on".
At the m Workshop our

challenges are

(l)

to

better conceptualize this

ever-changing context; (2) to identify crucial footings
monitoring that our
seat of germane knowledge nust have as dynamic underpinnings if we are to
continue placing reliance on it in the changing setting; and (3) if the need
for a shared binational 'I'cMN seems clear, to consider both its essential
features (including its involvees) and its connection to networks of greater
and lesser scale.
[See Appendix C, pp. 669-677 and Appendix B, pp. 521 530.]
Together these nourish the feedback loop of the ecomanagement challenge.
It is the challenge of monitoring with
an aware ecosystem approach so that
findings are of representative breadth and depth, are shared throughout
an
affected ecosphere, and are evaluated and applied by human living systems at
all levels (at least those levels of individual organism and higher).
The Bounds Of Our Yestermorrows
The progress of biology and psychology has probably been checked
by the uncritical assumption of half-truths. If science is not
to degenerate into a medley of ad hic- hypotheses, it nust become
philosophical and must enter into a thorough criticism of its own
foundations.
- A.N. Whitehead, Science And The Modern World (1926)
This situation, where scientific men rally to the defence of a
doctrine they are unable to define scientifically, much less
demonstrate with scientific rigour, attempting to maintain its
credit with the public by the suppression of criticism and the
elimination of difficulties, is abnormal and undesirable in

science.

-- from E. Lester Smith's book, Intelligence Came
First, quoted by Arthur Koestler in Janus (1978)

Part of the challenge is to break out of the sensory straightjacket
inposed by the scientific tradition of earlier times.
"Observation, from the
seventeenth century onward, is a perceptible knowledge furnished with a series
of systematically negative conditions.
Hearsay is excluded, that gOes without
saying; but so are taste and smell, because their lack of certainty and their
variability render inpossible any analysis into distinct elements that could
be universally acceptable. The sense of touch is very narrowly limited to the

designation of a few fairly evident distinctions (such as that between smooth
and rough); which leaves sight with an almost exclusive privilege, being the
sense by which we perceive extent and establish proof, and, in consequence,
the means to an analysis partes extra partes acceptable to everyone: the blind
man in the eighteenth century can perfectly well be a geometrician, but he
cannot be a naturalist
And, even then, everything that presents itself to
our gaze is not utilizable: colours especially can scarcely serve as a
foundation for useful
canparisons. The area of visibility
in which
observation is able to assume its powers is thus only what is left after these
exclusions: a visibility freed from all other sensory burdens and restricted,
morever, to black and white.
This area, rruch more than the receptivity and
attention at last being granted to things themselves, defines natural
history's condition of possibility, and the appearance of its screened
objects: lines, surfaces, forms, reliefs"

of art as having
spectators', artists as having 'audiences'.
This suggests
that man exists in some dimension quite separate and apart from his artifacts;
that the only contact between the two is this narrow channel of vision and
hearing;
and
that
this contact
is
unaffected
by
the environmental
The facts are quite otherwise and our modes
circumstances in which it occurs.
of thought should be reVised to correspond to them.
Art

of,

architecture,

all the rest"
[W] ith an

[15].

like

man

himself,

are

totally

sumuerged

effort like

that of a swinmer

Line, form and color live in me;
I am the Beauty that I see;

your body, too.

In waves
oflight converge and pass,
And print themselves as on a glass.

[Blreak the chains of your thought

Ah!
I could write a book of size
About the wonder of my Eyes.

At

"The Wonderer"

create a persistent alienation from ourselves,

from others,

and from the world by fracturing our present experience into
different parts, separated by boundaries.
We artificially split
our awareness into compartments such as subject vs. object, life
vs. death, mind vs. body, inside vs. outside, reason vs. instinct
-- a divorce settlement that sets experience cutting
into
experience
and life fighting with life.
The result of such
violence, although known by other names, is simply unhappiness.
Life becomes suffering, full
of battles. But all of the battles
in our experience our conflicts, anxieties, sufferings, and

despairs -- are created by the boundaries we misguidedly throw
around our experience.
[Elach boundary
weconstruct in our
experience results in a limitation of our consciousness
There is
this global unwillingness to look upon everything,
as a whole, as it is, just as it is, now.
-- Ken Wilber, No Boundary: Eastern and Western

moaches to Personal Growth (1981)

The
environmental
design
arts
have
been
similarly constrained,
artificially.
"A fundamental weakness in most discussions of aesthetics is
the failure to relate it to experiential reality.
Most literature on
aesthetics tends to isolate

the root

mistaken belief

in Ballads Of A Bohemian (1921)

it from this matrix of experience,

to discuss the

aesthetics process as though it were an abstract problem in logic.
Art and architectural criticism suffers from this conceptual limitation.
This finds expression in a persistent tendency to discuss art forms and
buildings as though they were exclusively visual phenomena.
This leads to
serious misconceptions as to the actual relationship between the artifact and
the human being. Qir very terminology reveals this misapprehension: we speak

an

before sharks, who hurls

Where hills and houses, seas and skies,

-- Robert W. Service,

in

[16].

himself half out of the water, his mind leaped up fran a darkness
that was swallowing it
-- Rudyard Kipling, Q (1901)

Then there's the wonder of my Eyes,

[W]e

and

exterior environment. 'Ihus they can never be felt, perceived, experienced in
anything less than nulti-dimensional totality.
A change in one aspect or
quality of the environment inevitably affects our response to, and perception

andyou break the chains of

-- Richard Bach, Jonathan Livingston Seagull

of

the

problan where

that nature is something

our civilization goes
less

than authentic,

(1970)

wrong
that

is the

nature

is

not as alive as man is, or as intelligent, that in a Sense it is dead, and
that animals are of so low an order of intelligence and feeling, we need not
take their feelings into account.
A line [boundary]
is drawn between primitive peoples and civilized
people.
[Tlhere is a wisdom in the worldview of primitive peoples that we have to
refer

ourselves

to,

and

learn

from.

If

we

are

on

the

verge

of

postcivilization, then our next step must take account of the primitive
worldview which has traditionally and intelligently tried to open and keep
open lines of camunication with the forces of nature.
...
[T]here is more information of a higher order of somistication and
canplexity stored in a few square yards of forest than there is in all the
libraries of mankind.
vaiously, that is a different order of information.
It is the information of the universe we live in.
It is the information that
has been flowing for millions of years.
The paintings of bison and bears
in the caves of southern France were of that order. The animals were speaking
through the people and making their point.
And when, in the dances of the
Pueblo Indians and other peoples, certain individuals became seized, as it
were, by the spirit of the deer, and danced as a deer would dance, or danced
the dance of the corn maidens, or impersonated the squash blossan, they were
no longer speaking for humanity, they were taking it (:1 thanselves to
interpret, through their humanity, what these other life-ferns were.
That is
about all we know so far concerning the possibilities of incorporating
spokesmanship for the rest of life in our dernocratic society'

[17] .

Perhaps, for those beings that sense a broader spectruu of light, sound,
and electromagnetisn than does mankind it is a richer environment evoking
deliberate response.
Biochemical resPOnse may, on the other hand, have more
similarity among all biota as [NA and RNA appear to be the two nucleic acids
found in all cells.
'lhe extent of this sameness or difference we may never
learn,

but

the

likelihood

of

its

being

behaving/becoming) should not be slighted when

(and

of

its

affecting

weevaluate technology's impact.
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Miller has hypothesized that living systems at all levels from cell to
supranational
(and within levels)
have similarities in their
boundary
functions.
Miller postulates [18] that for a society the boundary may be
defined as a critical process subsystem "that holds together tne components
which
make up the society, protects them from environmental stresses, and
excludes or permits entry to various sorts of matter-energy and information".
The

boundary of

the

U.S.A.

and

the boundary

of Canada may be

defined

in

many ways.
In fact, from an ecological standpomt,
The boundaries of a
system may be defined in any way.
In choosing boundaries for an analysis
of a system of interest, one may focus on the unit of interest by making all
its
influences outside forcing functions.
However,
this procedure
is
reductionistic and concentrates on details of a single unit and limits one's
ability to understami the interplay of pathways to the forcing functions. We
sometimes say that one n'ust model and simulate a system that is one size
larger than the one of interest.
For example, to understand and predict
trees, one has to model a section of forest; to understand and predict bass
populations, one nust model the pond; and to understand the human individual,
one mist establish boundaries around the larger section of the society
surrounding that person [19].
We need not look for an example as presently controversial as acid
precipitation to find instances of societal boundary failure in the Western
Hemisphere.
Such
failure
occursevery time U.S.A. and Canadian neighbors
believe they are adversely inpinged on by cross border flows (of anbargoed
trade goods [20]; of transmissible disease; of polluted water; of noise; or of
views of garish signs, buildings, or forest clearcuts, for example).
I have seen serious societal boundary failure firsthand in the Amazon
Basin of Colonbia, South America, where the Correguaje Indians are barely
hanging on as a society.
There the invaders are acting as though they are
moving into vacant lands.
The invaders and their cattle take over the high
elevations along the courses of rivers, and the indigenes move away.
"Away"
is into the less-healthy, less-productive, and Swampy areas.
When they get
there,
there is no there there
(to paraphrase Gertrude Stein).
The
able-bodied tribesmen go back to the rivers (the corridors of transport and
comnerce) "to make a living", leaving a dangerous gap in the social fabric of
the tribe.
I would
guessthat what's going on in that setting is, to a large extent,
a repeat of the pattern at the interface between North American Indians and
white explorers and settlers" since the time of Columbus.
(See Illustration
A2a (Gallatin's map of North America) and Illustration A2b (Maine at the time
of "discovery" by
Europeans) delineating the general location of various
Indian groups and making it quite clear that, as in most landscapes, there
were few if any vacant niches for colonizers.]
And, here, the continent's
natives (the American Indians) had a concept of boundaries, if not of outright
*The interface between the New Zealand Maori
and 'whites" since the
explorations of Cook and Tasman appears to be a nearly parallel happening in
the Eastern Hemisphere. As Herman Melville observed (1846) in his first book,
: "When the inhabitants of some sequestered island first descry the 'big

canoe

MAINE

of the European rolling through the blue waters towards their shores,

they rush down to the beach in crowds, and with open arms stand ready to
embrace
the strangers.
Fatal
enbrace!"
European
settlers and
their
descendants have been nuch like the English weaver finch or the Starling
(which they brought with them) in moving into the bluebird's homeland.
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Policies of the new republic (the U.S.A.) would be devised so as to blur and
eradicate whatever fluctuating societal boundaries the many eastern Indian
tribes had worked out among themselves. As U.S.A. President Thanas Jefferson
wrote in a letter (dated December 29, 1802) to Secretary of War Henry
Dearborn, "Our proceedings with the Indians should tend systanatically to that
object [a strong front along the Mississimi and its tributaries], leaving the
extinguishment of title in the interior country to fall in as occasion may
arise. The Indians being once closed in between strong settled countries on
the Mississippi & Atlantic, will, for wt of game, be forced to agriculture,
will

find that

small portions

of

land

well

improved,

will

be

worth more

to

them than extensive forests unemployed, and will be continually parting with
portions of them, for money to buy stock, utensils & necessities for their
farms 5 families."

In the history of our U.S.A./Canada
land ownership in their universe.
on A3] of
Transboundary Region ('IbR) is a fairly clear record [see Illustrati
has
the Indians assertions of their land rights. Selective societal mermry
issue.
excused subsequent taking by denying that such rights were at mutual

Boundary failures take several forms. We face them every day. They are
not only a phenomenon of the past or of peoples in Amazonian backwaters. They
are a continual hazard to all life. The way we express things gives a clue to
this fact For instance: How did the term "better developed" ever come to be
applied to situations where intense development in precarious environmental
circumstanCes (e.g., the placement of houses and offices in flood plains of
active rivers or on foredunes) is compared to more sparse development?

ILLUSTRATION A3
Stability is not independent of boundaries, both structural and
In the same way that stability demands complementary
functional.

models for

[We

its description,

belong

so do boundaries.

T.F.H. Allen and Thomas B. Starr, Hierarchy (1982)

to

a

generation

that

has

crossed

an

epochal

In the environment of which he is part, know it all
borderline.
man is searching. with his brain and his hands, he seeks to tap
the secrets of his marginal home, haunted by unsolved riddles
that drive him beyond its borders. The thirst for knowledge is
the distinguishing trait of his species.
But not all that he
finds is without danger for him.
The deeper he penetrates into
the workshop of nature, the more hazardous the forces he conjures
up.
-- Rolf Edberg, On The Shred Of A Cloud: Notes in a
Travel Book,
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translated by Sven Ahman (1966 1969)

In his categorization of types of boundary dysfunction in real (concrete)
given us a useful way to see some
I believe,
systems, Miller has,
commnalities
in the many failures of environmental diplomacy at the
He has suggested [21] that there are "eight major
U.S.A./Canada boundary.
categories of causes of pathological states in living systems:

William Donohue Ellis captioned this photo in his book, Land Of The Inland
Seas

(Weathervane Books:

New York,

1974;

p.

138):

"Rogers

and

his

rangers

Stopped at the Cuyahoga by
were sent west to take over the French forts.
Pontiac, he learned that in the Indian's view defeating the French did not
give the British rights to the land." On the previous page Ellis noted, "In
the spring (1761) the British took over Michilimackinac, Sault Ste. Marie,
Green

Bay,

and

St.

Joseph.

However,

the

Indians

did

not

go

with

the

declared,
Minavavana
Chief
Chippewa
Michilimackinac,
At
property.
'Englishmen, although you have conquered France, you have not conquered the
Indians. We are not your slaves. Those lakes, those woods and mountains were
left 93 by our ancestors. We will part with them to none.

(a)
(b)
(c)

Lacks of matter-energy inputs.
Excesses of matter-energy inputs.
Inputs of inappropriate forms of matter energy.

(d)
(e)

Lacks of information inputs.
Excesses of information inputs.

(f)
(g)
(h)

Inputs of maladaptive genetic information in the tanplate.
Abnormalities in internal matter energy processes.
Abnormalities in internal information processes.
"

.. .

For those possessing a vocabulary for systens thinking, it is not too
difficult to imagine examples of particular transboundary subject matter that
might be appropriately fitted in each of these categories. For those not yet
there, Miller has defined his terms and concepts and has even laid out for
open scrutiny each of the hypotheses behind his general living systems theory.
He has been willing to take a giant step forward.
To those who have
nothing better to offer, yet find all sorts of reasons for casting up more
skepticism than they show willingness to test Miller's theory, I offer Abraham
Lincoln's words to Major General R.S. Canby (from a Decenber 12, 1864, letter):
[wle can never finish this,

if we never

begin it.

Much

goodwork

is already done, and surely nothing can be gained by throwing it
away.

Finding a fitting conceptual

approach is a prerequisite for finding

appropriate boundaries of an ecosystem to be investigated.

the

Dimensions of the

Transboundary Region (perceived as an ecosystem comprising two cisboundary
subsystems) are difficult to establish.
"The ecosystem is the fundamental unit ofecology. Yet the identification
and use of appropriate indices to assess the effects of perturbations on
'whole' system functioning have been slow todevelop. The focus of ecological
research has been on the component populations rather than on the system" [22] .
Zoogeographical regions, phytogeographical regions, or terrestrial biomes
[23] won't do as principal referents for the panoply of issues we confront in
the I bR.
My present view is that the Region should be perceived as changing
in dimension depending on the issue at hand.
This would
complicatethe
strategy for 'I bR monitoring and database management for geographic/holographic
information systems

of any
issues.

findings

[24] ,

relating

but

to

it would enhance the utility for decisionmakers

a

particular

set

of

significantly

interwoven

Direct Beamigg
When IJC Calmissioner Bulen began talking earnestly with me about the need
to bridge the widening gap between science and the lay public in working (in a
binational organization) toward a 111%! over a long period -- not just an
administration or two
I was ready to leave the Interior bison to its
facing-left/facing-right grazing game. For too long I had been ensconced in a
bureaucracy's reactive node of day to-day, administration-to-administration
foreplay while its firstborn child (a constitution to form a more perfect
union) ranained a "latchkey kid" and long range family planning (for the
nation s family and the family of man) was just a buzzword.
Planning, in the IJC family, seened more of a possibility. The assemblage
of talent/dedication that is the IJC family
was (and is) awesome.
The
evidence that an ecosystem approa " was seriously being considered was ample
enough for me. I went.
Feeling strongly that no one person or agency should control such a 'IbMN
endeavor, I suggested (at an executive meeting) that the IJC convene a small
(select attendance) binational workshop to consider conceptual underpinnings.
'I'ne Cmmission decided to give it a try, to be a catalyst, to see whether
others agreed with the need IJC perceived for such a cooperative endeavor.
At the IJC executive meeting of April 16, 1984, I was given the go-ahead
to plan and to organize a binational workshop.
That, we all knew, would
require
a working integration of multifarious individuals EI'E cooErative
social §ystans.
The job of conprehensive policy making for ecomanaganent is
too big to be performed by any specific group.
[I]t must be done on the highest level of political power, not as
something which the political professionals order to soothe their
conscience, and then are free to take or leave.
[Iln the
context of governing which I have been able to observe
the
absence of any ecomanagement worth mentioning has been due to the
absence of qualified
citizens'
participation in
(or
even
fomenting of) this kind of policy making.
-- Jaro Mayda, Ehvironnent And Resources:
From Conservation 5
gment (1:968)

Introspection of being and behaving/becoming is, 4in my opinion, an
important act for living human individuals.
But introspection's value is a
dependent value.
Its utility depends on the living system's understanding of
context, of an enviromrent/nan relationship having emergent properties -- as
John Donne long ago noted so eloquently in his Devotions 91:22 Brergent
Occasions.
Monitoring, as I see it, is not sane optional or isolated activity.
For
living human systems, it is what they do to keep their begg' -- to stay
healthy,

to pursue

goals suchas happiness,

and to increase their wisdom in a

dynamic
setting,
their
environnent.
'Ihe
rudiments
of
that
environment/organism relationship are diagrarmed in Illustration A4.
The
diagram focuses on "perceptual mechanisms" - the senses we have for relating
to our environs.
These mechanisms illustrate the starting processes we humans
(and most organisms we're awareof) have available for any monitoring endeavor.
One touch of nature makes the whole world kin
- Ulysses, in "Troilus and Cressida", Act III, Scene III,
by William Shakespeare
Justice, in which are included mercy, or caupassion, obviously
refers to sense and feeling.
Now is the essence of justice
divisible? Can there be one kind of justice for men, and another
for brutes? Or is feeling in than a different thing to what it
is in ourselves? Is not a beast produced by the same rule, and
in the same order of generation with ourselves?
-- John Lawrence, A Philosophical Treatise on Horses and on
the Moral Duties of Man towards the Brute Creation"
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"[Alll living things have much in cannon, in their chanical
composition, their cellular structure, their laws of growth, and
their liability to injurious influences. We see this even in so
trifling a fact as that the same poison often similarly affects
plants and animals
"
-- Charles Darwin, The Origin of
Species By Means Of Natural Selection (November 24, 1859)
For living organisns such
automatic and voluntary:

as man,

monitoring

in that

setting

is

both

If your purpose is staying alive, you and your subsystems monitor.
If you are interested in attaining goals, you monitor.
In both instances you
and
your setting change in relationship to each
other, so to keep abreast of context you monitor yourself [25] , your environs,
2:5 the relationship. Anything less is not nuch help.
You must deal with the elergent properties of the entire enviromnent/man
systen.
Not just with parts.
with parts, with
the whole, and with the
relationship of parts (you in and of the larger living system) to the whole
(you as a whole and the larger living system as a whole).
Both/and, not
either/or.

to
To live in accordance with Ch'ien is to bring peace and security
It brings the
the world through one's activity in creating order.
possibility of seeing with "great clarity causes and effects".

ILLUSTRATION A4

I

K'un is the principle of the earth in that it receives the seeds

The Relstionsh'vo between Man Ind His Environment
Environmental Factors

Organism

I. Thermal

2. Atmospheric

It has no need of

m Ch'ie_r_1 and brings them to birth.

what it should rightly
purpose; everything becomes, through it,
It is the principle of devotion and the force which
be.
Cme
gathers things and people together rather than dividing them.
equality,
of its symbols is water, the element which creates
which covers and embraces all
- Sukie Oolgrave, The Spirit Of The Valley: The
Masculine and Feminine in Human Consciousness (1979)

a. temperature
b. humidity
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_
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c. movement
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The relationship between the metabolic process and its environmental support
is literally uterine. And since the process is the substructure of consciousness, sens0ry perception of changes in the environment in which the body nds itself is totally dependent
upon satisfaction of the body's minimal metabolic requirements.

Monitoring

is

behaving/becoming

our means

tying

together

(K'un).

our

being

(Ch'ien)

and our

From our autonomic nervous system to

it
our speculation on prospects of future space travels, monitoring (though
might best
usually deals with history) is our way of ascertaining how we
It is not some optional
attain our purpose (life) and the goals we set.
It is the provider of essential feedback for individuals and for
activity.
cooperators who have purposes and goals and objectives to obtain [26] .

[S1urvival can enter

into a purely physiological dimussion only

as an hypothesis made by a onlooker about the future.

But the

moment you bring a consciousness into the midst, survival ceases
No longer is it, "i_f_ survival is to
to be a mere hypothesis.
occur,

then so and

so must brain and other organs work".

It has

now become an imperative decree: "Survival shall occur, and
Real ends appear for the first
therefore organs must so work!"
time now upon the world's stage.
-- William James, Some Problems of Philosomy (1911)

Well-oriented monitoring can tell us where we are in most need of
Monitoring can, therefore, serve as a
governance -~ internal and external.
It can be the Occam's
pointer to parsimony (efficient use of wherewithal).
Razor that we apply when a minimum of government is what we want.
My view is that government has paid far too little attention to the kind
of monitoring that can best help it perform essential services for us
living/dying, behaving/becoming citizens of an ecosphere. The closer we come
living
to understanding what is the full set of critical processes for
systems, such as we, the closer we can come to knowing whether we and/or our
a more
representative institutions are tracking what is important to attaining
perfect union, to providing for the common defense, and to promoting the
general welfare. That is what is the crude material for democratic governance.
All good observation is more or less a refining and transmuting
process, and the

see it.

Fitch in
from "Experiential Bases for Aesthetic Decision" by James Marston
(Holt, Rinehart and
Environmental Psychology: Man And His Physical Setti
, William H.
Winston: New York, Montreal, Toronto, 1970), Harold M. Proshansky
Ittelson, and Leanne G. Rivlin, editors; p. 77.

of

in our habitat

secret

is

to know

the crude material

when you

-~ John Burroughs, The Birds Of John Burroughs (1877)

If this workshop's catalysis works, we individuals who are the crude
material for protocooperation and for mutualism will see even more reasons for
monitoring (1) each boundary that might get in the way of social cooperation
in welding Ch'ien and K'un, as well as (2) each Ch'ien/K'un boundary that we
really do need intact.

CooErative Social Systems

appropriately designed physical setting could be expected to evoke, or at
least to serve as the locus of, a range of expected behaviors whose variations
could be studied as a function not of physical parameters but of those complex
social and psychological determinants that are rooted in 'all human activities
and relationships. ...
[Bloth the citizen and the scientist have been compelled to take a second
look at their man-made world.
'Ihe physical environment assumes a new
significance once it is viewed against the backdrop of pressing and urgent
problems created by the inexorable progress of modern technology.
me fruits
of this progress are bitter as well as sweet, as evidenced by the existence of

[Tloday what perishes or survives or changes under the pressure
of threat or promise is not primarily a species or an individual
but each of a

number of~more or

less particulate societies, each

dependent on its own relations within its own habitat more than
on its relations with others.
men a society like Britain's,
which has become highly dependent on international trade for the
necessities
of life,
can achieve what
it
needs only by
collectively accepting common constraints which are today beyond
the capacity of its members to attain or even to identify.
All of these human societies are threatened directly or
indirectly by the instabilities
-- war,
"developtent",
inflation, and unemployment as well as by the instability of
None of these is directly
relations with the physical milieu.
due to technology; but each of them is affected by it in
important ways.
-- Sir Geoffrey Vickers, Human S stems
Are Different (l§83)
[SJymbiosis

refers

to

biological

associations

in

which

urban

problems"

each

organism contributes to the survival
and
welfare of its partner.
Rene Dubos, Man, Medicine, and Environment (1968)
If

this

influential

workshop's
determiners

catalysis
of

works,

cooperation

we

(or

societies
its

lack)

who

are

the

will

see

even

slums,

water

and

air

pollution,

depletion

of

natural

resources,

congestion and crowding in the city, and any number of other oontarporary
evils.
For the first time scientists of all persuasions are being asked to
reexamine the physical world that they have in part created.
Yet they are
being asked to do more than simply provide solutions to these environmental

most
more

reasons for monitoring each boundary that might get in the way of alpathic
symbiosis in our noosphere.
[For a brief map-line history of conflicting
territorial claims in Northeastern North America that led to warfare after
failed symbiosis, see Illustration ASa (Grants and Charters, 1603-1622) and
Illustration ASb (French Claims, 1603-1763) .]
"For the social sciences, particularly those concerned with man's
relations to other men, the physical enviromment has been conceived as a
given, rather than as a source of parameters for understanding human
behavior.
Urban settings, for example, are distinguished from suburban or
rural settings, or the "ghetto" from the more affluent areas of a community,
but more for their contrasting properties as social systems or complex social
contexts than for
the differences between them as organized physical
settings.
It is reasonable to ask why physical setting has been neglected in the
theory and research of social scientists.
In our judgment, it is rooted in
more fundamental considerations than those of priority or theoretical
predilection.
Increasingly the term "physical environment" is used to refer
to the man-made environment: to the physical environment that is planned,
constructed, and changed by man on the basis of a continually evolving
scientific technology whose limits are by no means in sight.
To the social
scientist no less than to the casual observer, the success of this technology
has suggested
that the problem of man's control of his physical
environment was solved and that each planned technological advance would
produce corresponding favorable changes in man's existence.
From the social
scientist's point of View, the ability of modern technology to plan and
construct a large variety of physicalcsettings to meet the specification of
any number of human functions, activities, and relationships meant that the
effects of the physical environment were predictable and controllable.
An

[27].

At the highest levels of governmental counsel, they are being asked to
assist in anticipating the consequences of social/scientific/techmlogical
interaction. The scientists system of discourse may be one of the best tools
we have for such anticipation:
'[Tlhe ultimate source of the strength of
science will not be found in its impressive products or in its powerful
instruments.
It will be found in the minds of the scientists, and in the
system of discourse which scientists have developed in order to describe what
they know and to perfect their understanding of what they have leaned. It is
these internal factors -~ the methods, procedures, and processes which
scientists use to discover and to discuss the properties of the natural world
-- which have given science its great success."
'Ihis likelihood was
recognized by the MAS Committee on Science in the Pramotion of Human Welfare,
in a 1965 report it made by the title The Integrity of Science", quoted above.
'Ihe Challenge of CbservedZUnobserved 'Boundaries":
Retaining
(purpose) and our Freedom (goals) as we Devel<m (objectives)

our

Health

Authorizaticn for the establishment of a new industry might
hereafter require that the complete loop of the manufacturing
process be specified, including provisions for the regeneration
of wastes and feedback as a useful reinforcing injection into
another part of man's system.
-- Howard T. Odum, Enviroment, Power, And Society (1971)
In

the

ecologists'

lingo,

we

have

(as

social

beings)

produced,

committedto

the use of

distributed, and consumed much.
But we have failed to handle thoroughly the
deccmposition process; our wastes impinge on us and upon others. For example,
to boil

water

for steam-electric generation,

we

have

fission power before finding a safe way to take care of its waste products.
My understanding of the relationship of individual and societal boundaries
and environmental diplomacy is that the subject hinges on freedom . 'Ihe kind
of freedom we in the U.S.A. and Canada are accustomed to is under increasing
threat as our privacy and our territories are pressed on by the crowding of
people and by trespassing -- much of it due to our technological capabilities
for which we have not fully "closed the loop".
Symptomatic is the cacophony
many of us now must hear on our sidewalks as we pass or come together with
those insisting on their right to hear (without earphones) their portable
soundboxes, tuned to different channels or with different tapes or discs.
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[Tlhe general acoustic environment of a society can be read as an
indicator of social conditions which produce it and may tell us
much about the trending and evolution of that society.
- R. Murray Schafer, The

and
have
will
the

hinirg Of The World

(1977)

Both the lay public and scientists are feeling the technological pinch,
Do you, my neighbor,
fundamental questions of freedcm are being raised.
it
the right to plant a tall-growing tree on your property if eventually
shade try solar collector from the sun? Does a town such asmeson have
right to expand its growth to the point that city lights interfere with

astronomical

observation

[28]

at

a multimillion

not originally "nearby' but is now becaning so?

dollar

obsarvatory

that

was

What's trespassing, now?

(he hundred and twenty acres, according to the County Clerk, is
But the County Clerk is a
the extent of my worldly domain.
sleepy fellow, who never looks at his record books before nine
o'clock. What they would show at daybreak is the question here
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at issue.
Booksornobooks, itisafact,patentbothtomydogand
myself, that at daybreak I am the sole owner of all the acres I
It is not only boundaries that disappear, but
can walk over.
alsothethoughtofbeingbounded. Expansesuhknowntodeedor
nap are known to every dawn, and solitude, supposed no longer to
exist in my county, extends on every hand as far as the dew can
reach.
Like other great landowners, I have tenants. They are negligent
about rents, but very punctilious about tenures. Indeed at every
daybreak from April to July they proclaim their boundaries to
each other, and so acknowledge, at least by inference, their
-- Aldo Ieopold, A Sand County Almanac, with

fiefdom to me.

other essays on conservation frcm
Round River (1949/1966)

What a man doesn't understand, he doesn't have, I said Goethe. I disagree
We have boundaries whether or not we
sane-what in the case of boundaries.
In fact, that is what has brought us here. We nust better
understand then.
understand the boundaries of living systens if the freedon's we cherish are to
It's the same need that generated the study
be optimized in today's context.

. Now it
special attenpt to hurdle when they get in the way of understanding
between the

sin. n «a» .nmar .M'

on

new i

.»
54 g, 1: am N; am.

(Title IX) of the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909.

We have all sorts of boundaries that we nust cone to understand better.
We have physical (veridical) boundaria in our concrete (real) systens.
the temporal,
include the spatial,
in concrete systens
Relationships
The boundary layer near an airfoil is of
spatiotenporal, and causal [29].
this type.
In conceptual system relationships are
We have conceptual boundaries.
expressed by words, or by logical or mathematical synbols, including those in
e.g.,
represent operations,
which
programs,
and
simulations
computer
The language.
inclusion, exclusion, identity, implication, or equivalence.
symbols, or canputer prograns are all concepts and exist in one or more
The conceptual systems of sc1ence
concrete systens, living or nonliving.

tuampum

provisions

maintain in scientific
and/or computers [30].

seems that we have

observers, theorists, experimenters, books, articles,
They are the boundaries this workshop will make a

almost an interspeCies camlumcation problem

It is like the circumstance when a human
splitters .
I'1urrpers" and the
, looks at the
points to a distant object and the dog or cat, being addressed
tip of the pointing finger and not beyond. Paradigmatic gridlock.
The units of
We have abstracted boundaries in our abstracted systens.
observer in
abstracted systens are relationships abstracted or Selected by an
ical bias.
the light of his interests, theoretical viewpoint, or philosoph
le by some
,Some relationships abstracted may be empirically determinab
being only the
operation carried out by the observer, but others are not,
observer's

conCepts

[31].

Boundaries

revealed

through

'proxenics"

[32]

are

observers.
among the former and often entail relationships of two or more
"An abstracted system differs from an abstraction, which is a concept
of phenomena
(like those that make up conceptual systems) representing a class
The
stic.
all of which are considered to have some similar 'class characteri
members of such a class are not thought to interact or be

interrelated, as are

Abstracted wstens are nuch more
the relationships in an abstracted system
Since abstracted
science.
natural
in
than
theory
science
social
in
canton
the
systens usually are oriented toward relationships rather than toward
are not
concrete systens which have those relationships, spatial arrangements
Consequently their physical limits often do not coincide
usually enphasized.
may.
spatially with the boundaries of any concrete systen, although they
Speaking of systen hierarchies, Simon says: "There is one important difference
and social
between the physical and biological hierarchies, on the one hand,
Most physical and biological hierarchies are
hierarchies, on the other.
m the other hand, we propose to identify
described in spatial tents.
social hierarchies not by observing who lives close to when but by observing
These two points of view can be reconciled by
who interacts with whom.
defining hierarchy in terns of intensity of interaction, but observing that in
most biological and physical systens relatively intense interaction implies
relative spatial propinquity.
There are other reasons why abstracted systems are sometimes preferred to
mtionalists may resist the use of space-time coordinates because
concrete.
But one nust have suchcoordinates in order to observe and
they seen static.
Subjectivists may resist each coordinates because their
measure process.
private experience does not seem to be presented to them in erternal
"" [33]
space-time. But where else do their inputs arise fran?
has its own local time, and time
Fach frame of reference
appears to run at different rates depending on how fast one frame
is moving with respect to another. Time is a very private matter.
- Eugene F. Mallove

Darwinian selection no doubt plays a part in the evolutionary
there is a growing realization that there
[Blut
process
must be other principles and forCes at work on the canvas of
evolutionary phenomena.
- Arthur Koestler, Janus: A Sunming gp (1978)
We are beginning to get a better idea of what constitutes boundaries, what
separates us and what are our differences [34]. Perhaps the time is ripe to
devote conmensurate effort to finding the carmonalities that will allow us to
act in cooperation toward shared goals for individuals and as associates.
for unity in
Before us lies a search for pattern in individuality,
diversity. [35]

I don't really know what a quality is.
I rather think that all
qualitative differences are quantitative differences in sites and
speeds of changes, and I don't know any more about it.
They are
quantitative differences in conplarity of form, to go back to the
fundamental definition being patterns of forces.
-- F.E.J. Fry quoted by S.R. Kerr in 'Ecological
Analysis and the Fry Paradigm" (1.976)

so.

[Plolicy is the art of ought-to be;
to be good it must be
comprehensive and integrated;
it mist rest on'empirical data
derived from experience as well as experiment,- and
these
data,

Most of the world's nations are no older than the sum of ten lifetimes or
In that regard they are like living individual organisms; a virulent

event of relatively

short duration

(e.g.,

a disease such

as AIDS or a lack

of

oxygen for a few minutes) can snuff out their lives.
Fran this temporal
perspective, the rise and fall of nation/states appears to have a staccato
history attributable to external as well as internal relationships.
with a different scale of time for perspective, this discontinuous pattern
for individuals and nations is decidedly different frcm the typical history of
human populations, most of which appear to go on with fair continuity. Across
this tapestry's grain of humanity lie many failed experiments in government.
But the human experiment
has gone on, heretofore, without the threat of
eradication that accompanies today's I'advances".
Illustration A6

is a model of two

living system

(Canada and the U.S.A)

fields of

adaptive,

associative,

and

ideological endeavor

are to be united sufficiently for concerted action, we nust soon move to
understandings of what we have to gain by action-in-conmon [36]. Particularly
in democracies is this so if we areto optimize our remaining 'freedoms".
And we must act with more dispatch, with equity, with wisdom as we see ~through monitoring our setting and ourselves and the relationships between
them -- that deciSions must be made and responsible actions taken.
Somewhere between calmensalism (population 1, the cmmensal, benefits
while population 2, the host, is not affected) and matualism (interaction
favorable

to

both

populations

and

obligatory)

[37],

lies

the

type

of

protocooperation -- the policy for environmental diplomacy -- that will give

canada and the United States of America the freedoms for which we long and
which we can realize.

policy making,

nust

be

ordered with

the

anEcosystem Approach

[We know in part, and we prophesy in part
For now we see in a mirror dimly*
-- 1 Corinthians, Chapter 13

at

In a world where so much of each individual's milieu consists of
his fellow men and their doings, his sense of belonging nust
increasingly depend on the extent to which he accepts and trusts
this milieu.
And where the human milieu is
increasingly
institutionalized this trust nust include his institutions.
Men
are not born free. They are born in total dependence on
others.
Nor do they become free, for by the time they have
outgrown their physical dependence, they have bwome immersed in
a sea
of mutual
and complementary
responsibilities.
The
antithesis to servitude is not freedom but service and service
may indeed be an enlarging and ennobling experience.
- Sir Geoffrey Vickers, Hanan stetus Are Different (1983)
diverse

for

Hist now passes for an 'ecosystem approach'I is too readily segregated
(and/or disnissed as specious) in the minds and hearts of the very people who
can make it efficacious. It has not yet been well-enough thought out to be so
labeled [38].

Ultimately, the entire universe (with all its
'particles',
including those constituting
hunan beings, their laboratories,
observing instruments, etc.) has to be understood as a single
undivided
whole,
in
which
analysis
into
separately
and
independently existent parts has no fundamental status.
-- David Bohm, Nholeness And The Inplicate Order (1980)

between Canada and the U.S.A. have continued to change.)

the

be useful

E comanagenant: Toward

the societal level.
It is an adaptation of James Grier Miller's general
living systaus theory, which I have found useful for organizing the many
complicating things I am learning about neighboring societies and their
dynamic
boundary functions.
[As Illustration A7 shows, even after the
Anerican Revolution the duration and extent of that geopolitical boundary

If

to

help of some unifying set of values
and
principles.
-- Jaro Mayda, Environment And Resources:
Fran Conservation to Ebomanagenent (1968)
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For today, I believe that ecomanagement is a better-integrated approach
than what most of us are now using for achieving our hunan purposes and goals
on Earth and in space.
E ccnanagement does a better job of establishing what
are the critical enviromnent/man relationships and keeping us mindful of
then. And, it is backed by sufficient ccgitation to be logically coherent.
It provides a sound basis for action. Eventually, it my even turn out to be
congruent with anecosystan approach.
'Ecananagement" is not a pursuit based on happenstance.
It is deliberate
and reflects the outcome of deliberated individual and societal choices.
If
our pursuit is net hunan benefit, it is the systems approach to getting us
there.
Jaro Hayda has given what I believe is the best rationale for this
well-deliberated,
more-integrated,
more systenatic
yet
anthropophysical
approach.
Mayda has woven
acogent argunent. Rather than attempt paraphrasing, I ve
incorporated his ecomanagenent rationale word-for-word as Appendix AA of this
article.
I encourage you to read it before delving into the section on
Format, my explanation of the M Workshop's planned substance and form.

'F

fnding such a unifying set of principles is not a one-time event.

mst be an
Canada and
monitoring
gnoseology,

It

endeavor of continuing discovery involving the citizenry of both
the 0.8.9.. if these nations are to cooperate in a transboundary
network.
It is a discovery requiring science,
techmlogy,
and public supportfor a pervasive process of learning.

*In the original version, it was probably "
through a glass darkly .. "
-early
windows
being
translucent,
not
transparent,
grey
glass.

3.3. SUBSVSTEMS WHICH PROCESS INFORMATION

32 SUBSYST EMS WHICH YROCESS MATTER-ENERGY

IILIJSTRATIQQ A6a

3.2.1 lngrslor

Organization which imports matter-energy, including airline,
railroad, trucking company, steamship line; porters' or dock
workers uiiion, customs and immigration servtce, importing
firm; truck farm, agricultural, fishing. mining, or lumbering

company, fishing boats, may be downwardly dispersed to group

or individual person that carries out similar processes; artifacts
such as port, airport, temiinal, building, plane, train, truck,

Canada

3.3.] Input transducer
Such organization as gateway exchange for telegraph, cable, or

telephone communications, ground station for satellite; foreign
news service; diplomatic or consular serwce, mlltlan'
observation post at the society's border; weather bureau,

exploring expedition; foreign intelligence agency, international

ship, dock machinery, agricultural machinery, fishing boat,
mining and lumbering equipment

or central bank; may be downwardly dispersed to organnational
units stationed abroad, to groups such as businessmen,
missionaries, research workers like anthropologists, or
to individual organism or person such as traveler who
Visits other countries, immigrant, ham radio operator, listener

to foreign broadcasts, may be outwardly dispersed to Visitors to
the society such as foreign diplomat, businessman, traveler.
missionary, teacher; may be upwardly dispersed to
supranational or international teaching mlSStOn or cultural
exchange, artifacts used in receiving foreign messages such as
book, publication, electronic or other device, telegraph, cable,
telephone, radio, teleVision, radar, satellite
3.3.2 lttlt'iriizl Iriiiisifiit ri

/

Such organization as representative legislature, political party,
board of election, survey or public opinion polling organization.

t,

/

.A
w _.i \a
(s

secret police, governmental statistical organization, advertising

and public relations businesses, social-change organization,
ethnic organization, labor union, grange, legislative lobby,

A

chamber of commerce, church, serVice organization, news
medium; bank or financial institution; may be downwardly
dispersed to group or to indiVidual person such as cartoon artist,
writer of book, article, tract, "presidential listening post' , may

be upwardly dispersed to organizer of a plebiscite or election
under international or supranational auspices, may be
outwardly dispersed to component of another society
"penetrating" or strongly influencing the society in question,
artifacts such as various sorts of marker, computer, voting
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machine, other machine used in transducing

Organization which makes decisrons about, regulates,

3.3 3 Channel arid net
Organization which operates regional or national

facility within a country, such as governmental regulatory

telegraph, radio, or television network; publisher of printed news

3.2,2 Distributor

constructs, or operates national or regional transportation
agency controlling transponation, highway construction

We must better understand the boundaries of Iivingisystems

company; road maintenance organization, airline, airport, bus
or truck company, moving or express company, railroad;

domestic shipping, power, or pipeline company, may be
downwardly dispersed to group or to individual person that

carries out such functions; artifacts such as road. airplane, train
bus, truck, steamboat; pipeline; electnc wire, tool

communications facilitv such as mail service, telephone,

medium, magaztnes; disseminators of book, tilm, phonograph
record. tape recording. display advertising company, lecture
bureau; organization of actors, musicians, performers, art

gallery, museum, or sales company; public meeting, rally,
demonstration; conference, convention, meeting; censor that
decides what information may flow in the net; bank, financial
institution, stock market through which moner flows, often
downwardly dispersed to group or to individual person in
person-tovperson communication, including, in primitive

society, sender of smoke signals, jungle drum communicator,

ImBTRATIWMb

runner; messenger, spokesman, fashion leader, business leader,

religious leader; artifacts such as telephone, telegraph,
televiSion, or radio network; responder television,

Canponents of the 19 Critical Subsystem of a Society

3,1 SUBSYSTEMS WHICH PROCFSS BOTH MATTERVENERGY AND INFORMATION

3.1.1 Reprodiirt r

leave their tribe and occupy
Organization which creates and implements a charter for a new society, including tribal members who
of federating governments.
new territory, leaders who achieve national independence. constitutional convention, representatives
down; international peace
breaks
empire
when
government
national
up
successful revolutionaries; empire builder, ruler who sets
fortification, gun, sword,
ship,
as
such
artifacts
group,
to
dispersed
downwardly
be
may
commission,
and
committee,
conference,
pen, parchment

communications satellite, computer network, picture phone,

mail truck, airplane, mail railroad car

3.2.3 Converter
Organization that converts raw materials, such as smelting
plant, chemical company, sawmill, mill, slaughterhouse, meatpacking plant, oil refinery, power company; may be
downwardly dispersed to group or to individual person who
carries out such functions; artifacts such as building, smelter,
laboratory. sawmill. mill, conveyor belt, truck, refinery,
generator, tool

3.3.4 Decoder
Organization such as foreign office, department of state, news
medium, observatory, weather bureau, financial institution,
religious organization, scientific community, teaching

institution; may be downwardly dispersed to group or to

individual person such as presidential adviser, language
translator, interpreter, cryptographer, news or market analyst;

artifacts such as computer, sensing and recording device like
seismograph, barometer, and radiation-detection devtce

3.1.2 Boundary

as army, navy, air
Organization located on or near national borders; or which defends. guards, or polices national borders, such
bases on
force, coast guard, customs service, immigration servtce. public health service: diplomatic mission; unit of military
foreign soil, organization which processes information at national borders, such as censorship agency, security organization,
group or
to
dispersed
downwardly
be
may
exchange;
currency
or
bank
national police, radio or televtsion regulatory agency;
individual person such as farmer, hunter.

sherman; worker that is on or near national borders or that guards embassy,

such as missile base. fortification
extraterritorial property, ship, or plane at sea; astronauts or cosmonauts in space; artifacts

weapon, ship, airplane, dike, gate, wall, fence, barrier, border station, radar installation

3.2.4 Producer

Organization which makes any of a wide range of products in
factory, food processing company; road or building construction
company, organization which carries out building or product
repair and maintenance, organization which is involved in the
reproduction of the people in the society or aids them by
providing health and welfare services, such as tribal moiety,
certain legal, governmental, or religious organizations,

organization that operates park, theater, motel, hotel, computer
dating bureau, hospital, clinic, other medical facility, welfare
organization, health insurance organization; many of these
processes may be downwardly dispersed to group, including
mating dyad, or to individual person; or outwardly dispersed to
other societies; artifacts such as machine tool, diverse kinds of
machines, assembly line, truck, bus, airplane, medical
equipment

3.3.5 Assarintor

Organization such as school, college, university, other teaching
institution, research organization, foundation, scientific or

professwnal organization; may be downwardly dispersed to
group such as student group, exploring group, research and
development department; also downwardly dispersed primarily
to each individual person, who does most of any society s
associating, artifacts such as computer and other data-

processing equipment, space vehicle, laboratory equipment

ILUJSTRATION A6b (continued)
3 2.5 Matter-energy storage
Organization which determines storage regulations or actually
stores matter-energy such as the Treasury Department, the

armed services, the Energy Research and Development
Administration, the Environmental Protection Agency, the

Interior Department, the National Park Servrce; organization
that operates such storage facilities as grain elevator, stockyard,

water reservoir, petroleum storage depot, coal mine, 01] field,
rock quarry, timber tract, shipyard, foodstore, warehouse,
waste dump, cemetery; laterally dispersed throughout a society,
as well as downwardly to lower levels, sometimes outwardly

dispersed to other countries and upwardly to supranational

3.3.6 Memory
Organization such as religious body; teaching institution;
cultural, craft, or professronal organization; national archive;
centralized data bank, document storage and retrieval
organization, national information network, scientific

MAINE

W

St. Croix River
Boundary
Settlement

information sen'ice. library, museum, historical place, national

monument, art gallery, bank, treasury, may be downwardly
dispersed to group such as family that carries on moral and other

,1, I»;

traditions of ancestors, or to indiVidual person such as priest,

singer. storyteller, dancer, medicme man, teacher, artist. potter,
artifacts such as library building and equipment, computer

system; artifacts such as storage building, shipyard, cattle pen,

reservoir, freight car, ore boat, tank, and machinery such as
crane, lift, truck, mining machinery

3.3.7 Decider
Society s voters; organization such as of ce of emperor, king,
queen, presrdent, chancellor, prime minister, regent, first
secretary, chairman of the council of ministers, premier;
executive agency; legislative body, parliament, judicial body;
religious organization, group such as council of state, cabinet,
quasiludicial organization such as Securities and Exchange
Commissxon, Federal Reserve Board, lnterstate Commerce

Commission, Federal Trade Commission; private corporation;
state or local goverrnent, political party, research organization;
may be downwardly dispersed to group or to individual person,

may be outwardly dispersed to component of another somety
"penetrating" the society in question; artifacts such as building,

3.,«,4

3.3.8 Encoder
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computer

Governmental organization indud ing chief of state and his or her
of ce; department of state, foreign office, other executive
agency; Congress, legislature, parliament; judiciary;
organization that writes, creates, or produces radio or television
presentation for of cial intemational broadcast; cultural
mission; may be downwardly dispersed to group or to

individual person such as national spokesperson like diplomat,
chief of state, official who represents the society in international
or supranational contacts; military leader; speech writer,

3.2.6 Extruder
Organization that sets government policy on or promotes
national export trade or extrusmn of wastes, organization that
extrudes products (such as export company, land, sea, or air

transport company, pipeline company, general trad ing
company); organization that depons persons not wanted in
the country, such as immigration service, armed services, penal
authority, or national police; organization that makes decisions

concerning national waste disposal policies; oil company that

expons its products; waste disposal organization that extrudes

wastes of regions, states, or cities beyond national borders. as

into the sea; may be outwardly dispersed to another nation or to
an organization in it, like a steamship company that exports

products from the rst nation; artifacts such as ship, barge,

railroad, car, truck, airplane, dock facility, loading machinery,
airport facility, pipeline
3.2.7 Motor

Organization in transportation or construction industry, armed
forces, space agency; may be downwardly dispersed to group
such as family, work group, or to individual person or
domesticated animal; artifacts such as windmill, mill wheel,
wagon, sailboat, truck, locomotive, ship, military tank, plane,
missile, earthmoving machine
3.2.8 Supporter
Land and waters of the societv; artifacts such as public
building, public housrng

propaganda writer: coding expert: translator: press secretary;
teacher, technical expert; representative of news media; artist
and designer 01 societal symbols, artifacts such as writing
materials, encoding equipment, coding machine

3.3.9 Output trmisdurrr
Governmental organization that sends messages to another
society, or international or supranational body, including chief
of state and his or her office, department of state, foreign office,

other executive agencv: Congress, legislature, parliament;
iudicrary; organization that operates radio or televiSion stations
or publishes newspapers or magazines that convey messages
over society's borders; organization that transmits telephone or
telegraph messages over society s border; some components
may be joint between the output transducer and the encoder;

may be downwardly dispersed to group or to individual person
including person who speaks offiCially for nation such as delegate
to international or supranational body; governmental press
secretary, public relations officer, radio operator, pilot who

drops propaganda lea ets; radio technician, publisher, actor,

speaker, teacher, singer, dancer, missionary, traveler; artifacts

such as press release, book, an object, manufactured product,
broadcasting equipment, teletype machine, telephone
equipment, cable

'Among the subjects of dispute during the peace negotiations after the
American Revolution was theEastern boundary between Nova Sootia and the Maine
area of Massachusetts.
....
'me Treaty of Paris (1783) designated the
boundary in Eastern Maine as a line drawn along the middle of the St. Croix
fruit its wuth in the Bay of Fundy to its source.
Controversy over the
interpretation of this decision began almst imdiately.
'Ihe first major question was the identity of the St. Croix River, drawn in

an

inaccurate

location

on

the

1755

Mitchell

map

used

by

the

peace

negotiators.
'lhe problan was cmplicated by the local Indian 0.15th of
calling more than one river 'St. Croix'.
... Early efforts at: negotiation
failed.
After a period of research, field observation, interviews and
meetings,
during
which both sides held their positions,
the British
Cannissioner ... established through excavations that St. Croix (Doohet)
Island on the Schoodic was the site of cianplain's Habitation of 1604-05, and
therefore the true St. Croix.
...
'me next
step was to determine the
location of the river's moth and its source.
There was little disagreement
on its mouth, but. considerable difference of opinion on its sauce, a location
made important both by land grants and by the Treaty of 1783, which had said
that: the Northeast boundary would proceed mirth fun the source of the St.
Croix.
Each Cmissioner had a different interpretation of the river s
source.
Again, a outprcmise was reached, on the Northwest soutoe of the
So by the Cannissioners' formal report of 1798, the St.
Chiputheticook Lakes.
Croix boundary was established.
-- research by Alice R. Stewart

to provide an education adapted to the years, to the
capacity, and the condition of every one, and directed to their
freedan and happiness.
-- Thomas Jefferson, Notes 01 The State
Of Virginia
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(Decenber 20, 1781 - May 1785)

Key to this continuing discovery, in both countries and in the larger
world they affect, is the murisl'unent of institutions that assist our lifelong
learning
about
the environment/man
relationship.
Instead,
we've been
nourishing the problem symptoms.
'1 surveyed the wreckage.
The answer
was obvious.
If I were to finish out
the year honorably, it would be
necessary to reassert my authority.
No teenagers were gomg to push me
around.
Besides, my course was too important. First offense would be an 'X'
in the grade book.
Second, a paddling. Third, to the principal. Fourth, out
.
of class for two weeks.
It frightens 112 to think how close I came to making another stupid
mistake. First, I had bored than umuercifully.
Now I was about to impose a
welcome punisnment. 'mo weeks out of that class would have been more pleasure
than pain.
It's the same old story.
The answer to student boredan and restlessness
(manifested in everything from paper airplanes to dope) maybe -- just maybe -is not stricter penalties, innunerable suspensions, and bathroom monitors.
How many schools (mine included) have dealt with those students that still
have fire and spirit, mg by channeling that fire in constructive, creative
directions, but by pouring water on the very flames that could make them
great? And it's not necessarily that the rules are wrong.
It's the arrogant
way we tend to enforce than. Until we can inspire rather than babysit, we're
in big trouble.
We think drugs and turnover rates and dropouts are a
problen now. We haven't seenanything yetll [39].
You've got to be carefully taught.
-- James A. Michener/Ibgers and Hamnerstein,
Tales Of The South Pacific/South Pacific (1947)
[Ylou allow your own confused perspective to confuse what you
see and, as an observer as well as an interpreter, you
are
careful to remain on the mst concrete levels of description
you can nanage, defining the real in terms of the existing
detail.
- Charles Wright Mills, The Power Elite (1956)
In

the

U.S.A.,

a

recent

authoritative

report

[40]

should

give

us

sufficient discomfort on this subject to inpel us
to systematic action -action that would ensure we have the feedback we need to keep attainment of
our national goals within the realm of possibility.
The findings of the
National Commission on Excellence in Education include the blunt assessment:
"Our Nation is at risk.
This report is concerned with only one of the
many causes and dimensions of the problan, but it is the one that undergirds
American prosperity, security, and civility. We report to the American people
that while we can take justifiable pride in what our schools and colleges have
historically accomplished and contributed to the United States and the
well-being of its people, the educational foundations of our society are
presently being eroded by a rising tide of mediocrity that threatms our very
future as a Nation and a people. What was unimaginable a generation ago has
begun to occur
- others are matching and surpassing our educational
attaimnents.
If an unfriendly foreign power had attempted to impose on
America the mediocre educational performance that exists today, we might well

have viewed it as an act of war. As it stands, we have allowed this to happen
to ourselves.
We have even squandered the gains in student achievement made
in the wake of the Sputnik challenge. Moreover, we have dismantled essential
support systens which helped make those gains possible.
We have, in effect,
been cmmitting an act of unthinking, unilateral educational disarmament.
History is not kind to idlers.
The time is long past when America's
destiny was
assured
simply
by
an
abundance of natural resources and
inexhaustible human enthusiasm, and by our relative isolation frcm the
malignant problems of older civilizations.
The world is indeed one global
Village."
We have commmication satellites which can convey a message to
the entire population of the planet, but no 1135'ua franca which
would nake it universally understood.
It seems odd that except
for
a few
valiant Esperantists,
neither. DMZ-3(1) nor
any
international body has as yet discovered that the simplest way to
pranote understanding
would be to promote a language that is
understood by all.
- Arthur Koestler, Janus: A Sunnigg Q (1978)
Not only is there little attention to a cannon language for humankind. We
give too little attention to a failure that helped lead to the Constitution
we've found workable for two hundred years.
When this nation (the U.S.A.)
began, after its War for Independence, it did not at first form a government
having
a viable balance between attention to structure and attention to
process.
Its initial government,
under the Articles of Confederation,
failed. The States had insisted on too nuch autonomy (freedcm for egoistic
action) from their suprasysten.
The arrangenent provided a confederation too
weak to provide essential services for the whole.
Fortunately (at least
that's how I feel), for us, our founding fathers and their associates were
learners. They learned by error control. They used feedback to come up with
improvenents, and we have hadan amazingly long-lasting Constitution [41] .
Error control (adaptation and adjustment) is still our main way of
functioning, learning, and reaching our goals.
OJr continued existence as
individuals and as associations proves, to sale extent, its utility as an
approach.
Today, though, we are so influential as. technologists that our
major errors have the potential to do more than prevent us from reaching our
goals on hoped-for timetables.
Sane error potentials are too great to be
repaired by the earthly processes that we've counted on in the past.
As neighbors in an ecosphere increasingly showing its interlinkages, we
are now faced with a mortal need to reach more wisdom.
We must - through
transboundary nonitoring and through what it teaches us about
anticipating
proolals and opportunities -- learn at earlier stages the need to practice
sound enviromnental diplomacy.
"Such provision should be considered the
ultimate in life insurance.
[42]
We need a theory relating the facts to each other; men we have
such a theory, then we havescience.
Such
a theory does not need "to unveil the ultimate nature of
things" if it helps us build a meaningful wholeout of scattered
knowledge and in this way understand our subject better; if it
helps us to predict its course, and when necessary to guide it.
-- Constantinos A. Doxiadis, Ekistics: An Introduction to the
Science of Hman Settlements (1968)

This will not be a fashionable workshop. To the degree I've been able to
influence its direction, it will emphasize synthesismore than analysis -- as
partial compensation for the piecemealing we've been prone to of late.
The IJC agreed to a conceptually-focused workshop. We need to find cannon
conceptual ground underlying the real (veridical) whole systems andabstracted
system that we will be dealing with in contemplating the merits of a TbMN.
As Workshop Director, I have (as firmly as I could) resisted pressure from
technocrats to skip that essential strategic step and to get on with tactical
sampling schemes, quality assurance, specimen archiving, etc.
Our context,
the dynamic architecture of the systems in which we are enmeshed, needs to be
understood -- as does our strategy for deliberately networking those systems
-- before such tactical aspects have their day.
Hierarchies can be regarded as "vertically' arborizing structures
whose branches interlock with those of other hierarchies at a
nultiplicity
of
levels
and
form "horizontal'I
networks:
arborization and reticulation are culplementary principles in the
architecture of organism and societies.
-- Arthur Koestler, Janus: A Summing 92 (1978)
We are very far behind in synthesizing, in conceptually networking what we
already knw.
In my Tb»! Workshop niche, I have attaupted to give it more
attention, more weight.
Rather than attalpt novelty, the appeal of which is often fugacious, I
have
sought to get systemic insight by bounding over previously accepted
'bomdaries' into old gardens.
This explanation of workshop purpose and
format, itself, is new in hardly any analytical sense.
It needn't be at this
point. There's plenty of analysis lying around unused.
Eyery word of this paper has been used before in sane cannunication.
'lhere it was selected (abstracted) from the English language
subset of the
whole human vocabulary.
Likely, the rationale for the word's selection
(though mspoken) had quite a role in determining the success of the
commnication attalpt.
(As Vickers notes [43] 'Corurunication takes place only when someone
receives some message which is meaningful to him; and this meaning may or may
not bear any relation to what the sender was trying to oonvey. )
It is
unlikely the underlying influence of the rationale was sufficiently recognized
or acknowledged as important. More often it needs to be -- particularly when
anticipated anergent follow-up will affect others' lives.
In govermnent work, the word carbined with others to make a whole
fathomable camunication ought more often reflect an explicitly-shared context.

A language possessies] utility only in so far as it can construct
conventional boundaries.
A language of no boundaries is no
language at all, and thus the
[person] who tries to speak
logically and formally of unity consciousness is doaned to sound
very

paradoxical

or

contradictory.

The

problem

is

that

structure of any language cannot grasp the nature of
consciousness, any more than a fork could grasp the ocean.
-- Ken Wilber, No Boundar

: Eastern and Western

roaches to Personal Era GE? (EFT)

the

unity

Doxiadis frames the need for socio-cultural systems theory correctly.
In
Ekistics [44], he quotes Leonard mhl's warning, "Action programs concerned
with specific areas executed without a couprehensive theoretical base may be
wasteful and even misleading.
All groups concerned with the well-being of
man, who at the same time either consider thencelves scientists or are
responsible for the administration of a scientific program, should allocate
energy and manpower to the development of such theories."
Socio cultural evolution is a fact of societal and personal life
and though it lacks a conprehensive theory, it cannot be reduced
to or subsumed by biological evolution.
Social and cultural
evolution is, however, no less open to systemic analysis than
biological evolution is, and indeed nuch more fruitfully.
-- Sir Geoffrey Vickers, Human SEtems Are Different (1983)
Once we adopt the general picture of the universe as a series of
levels of organisation and complexity, each level having unique
properties of structure and behaviour, which, though depending on
the properties of the constituent elanents, appear only when
these are combined into the higher whole, we see that there are
qualitatively different laws holding good at each level.
-- Joseph Needham, Time line Refreshgg River (1945)
Pages 235 242 of Ekistics (the section on "Dynamic systems" in Doxiadis'
chapter on Ekistic Evolution) have a series of diagrams I have found helpful
as I try to envisage the structure/process conplexities that need to be
depicted for wider understanding of our being in boundary relationships.
These are conparative diagram of four phases of human settlement: primary;
some central settlenents

interconnected;

more

settlenents

interconnected;

all

major central settlements forming me urban system (without, necessarily, a
reference to a nation).
In living systans hierarchies containing; humans exerting a sufficiency of
self-governance, it is the level of the individual (organism) that I see as
pivotal and, ultimately, the determining level for successful coping with
innards and environment and for establishing desirable relationships.
(In
case you were wondering, my first ecomanagenent test for such "sufficiency" is
the viability of humankind on this planet till it loses its sun. My Second
test deals with retention of species diversity.)
By having each of the
mosaics
in Doxiadis'
diagrams
intersecting with
a cell/organ/organism
"shred out" diagram as shown by Miller [45] on page four of his book, Livgig'
stems, my present mind's-eye model of how-the-world works is greatly
aSSisted by a four-dimensional graphic characterization. The model helps me
cogitate; others may find it simplistic.
The characterization is reductionist to the extent that the vertical plane
shows reticulated hierarchies of couparmented cell/organ/organism systems; it
is holist to the extent that the shred-out lines and the horizontal plane
enhance the finding of relationships that seem extant in our ecosphere and
noosphere.

This synthesized Doxiadis/Miller diagram series m to me to account

for essential individual processes and to represent well
place in structure of larger scale - kinds of changes we
but I attempt to remain mindful that such
useful TbMN
subjective and is dependent on a paucitous me:er that only

the changes taking
nust monitor in any
apparent change is
works backwards.
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It's a poor sort of manory that only works backwards.
-- the White Qieen in 'Ihr9_u_gh The Lookng Glass by Lewis Carroll

(1871)

The notion that time flows in a one-way fashion is a property of
our consciousness.
It is a subjective pherunenon and is a
property that simply cannot be denonstrated in the natural
world.
We serially perceive events that simply 'are", and
the serial perception of many such events eventuates in what we
interpret to be an indisputable fact of nature, the flow of time.

u Larry Dossey, we, Time 5 Medicine (1982)

[BEFOREI EIEVDRKsmplh'IWASISeeItNOW
The objective world simply is, it does not happen. Only to the
gaze of my consciousness, crawling upward along the life line of
my body, does a section of this world come to life as a fleeting
image in space which continually changes in time.
-- Hermann Weyl, Philosoply of Mathematics And Natural
Science (1963)
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[Iln scientific research you start from two beginnings, each of
which has its own kind of authority:
the observations cannot be
denied, and the fundamentals must be fitted. You nust achieve a
sort of pincers maneuver.
-- Gregory Bateson, Steps 'Ib An Ecol_ogy Of Mind (1972)
Ebunanagelent necessitates an integrated interdisciplinary approach and,
in my opinion, would thrive with a transdisciplinary approach that deals
systematically with the relationships between parts and wholes.
That opinion
derives fran a certain perception of history, the recounting of which may help
to explain the foregoing characterization of 'IbMN Workshop purpose.
Reconsidering the fear expressed by Mayda (of appearing
narcissistic in
these nusings") [46], it is tempting to depersonalize this account and use
'we" instead of 'I".
Likely, though, that would convey a non synoptic
explanation. 'me one thing I am mst clear about is the catalytic purpose of
this endeavor that I have been contalplating and working toward for the past
year and a half.
We had a very instrunental planning group for this man
Workshop, but someone needs to be responsible for tracking the genesis as well
as those later formative steps.
I've been given that task.
Here is one
perspective on the matter:

*I trust this view will change with the change in context that is the product
of our getting together in Philadelphia.
I have got my feet wetted (and my
interest whetted) by this challenge of catalyzing 3 mm.
But as that old
systems thinker Heraclitus observed [in Fr gnts (ca. 500 B.C.)]: 'You cannot
step twice into the same river, for other waters are continually flowmg in."
Perhaps I'll feel differently about wading in the post-Workshop river.
I
recall that, in his book, Kg, Rudyard Kipling didn't hold out nuch hope for
definitive solutions: "no those who follow the Way there is neither black nor
white ... ". We shouldn't expect things to become completely clear - even in
the future.
A long time fran now things will still be somewhat milky.
We
live in the Milky Way, remenber.

For more than a decade I've been trying (with Keith Caldwell and numerous
others), through agency procedural reform, writings, and teaching [47], to
inculcate in the federal executive and its clientele 3 working understanding
of the National Envirormental Policy Act and the Act's distinctly different
approach
to
governance
particularly
its
mandated
'systematic,
interdisciplinary approach
[48].
The distinction is between disciplinary
knowledge integrated into a coherent natrix but with missing interstitial data
identified
(and perhaps
ranedied),
as contrasted
with
separated
and
uncoordinated inputs from the disciplines to the analysis of a policy problem
with greater risk of missing data being undisclosed" [49] .
[Tlhe bigness of the world,
swept linked thought aside.

seen between the forecourt gates,
-- Rudyard Kipling,
(1901)

[Coordinating Ed. Note:
My job at the IJC is to catalyze a transboundary
monitoring network -- not a scientific network, only.
Other sectors of
humanity are just as necessary as scientists in its fornulation and formation.
Volunteers (only some of whom are scientists) have already dawnstrated
how well and how cost-effectively they might take part in such an endeavor.
As I see it, I will have missed a crucial opportunity if the good science that
set in place the footings at our Philadelphia workshop is not connected,

herein, to the nultifarious other ingredients that nust be mixed as foundation

mortar for a M. Much of the fieldstone for the foundation has already been
gathered.
Sane of that stone has just been piled (like so nnch data) without
analysis. Some has been checked for its quality.
Some has been canpued for
canpatability with the living rock that will be used in partnership with the
footings we humans have devised. Some is yet too nuch covered with dirt and
moss to be knom as useful or not.
In the planning group, in the Background Kit, in the invitation list, in
the Workbook, in the major presentations, and in the choice of setting for our
Philadelphia deliberations, I attempted to bring to our I predesign locales" a
representative assortment of the multifaceted materials that appear necessary
for a m that is to be shared binationally over the long term.
there is nuch mre predesign work to be done. If my colleagues and I have
brought to bear the right ingredients for an initial catalysis, it then needs
to be extended. More of those who will ultimately determine the fate of our
nascent networking need to be encouraged to tie a knot or two mam-elves,grassroots and holdfasts mist soon be enlisted.
We need 'superstrings" for
tying our sciences together better than they have been of late; a
Iheory Of
13 verything'I would be helpful, likely. But just as nuch (and, in the long run,
perhaps mre) we need the contribution of the many byssus threads the general
public is capable of furnishing once it becomes convinced that monitoring is
essential -- not optional.
The editing of this White that goes beyond our Philadelphia discussions
is my doing.
It is my way (1) of putting into the hands of Workshop
participants a lasting documentation of the convoluted terrain we've covered
in seeking sufficient comnon ground to warrant our continuing the m
exploration, and (2) of using the varied responses to the invitation extended
("to write the IJC with
contents and perspectives on the workshop
experience
and any unresolved points that you wish to make") in a form
that may complenent the formal proceedings and thereby bring a deeper and
wider set of interests into the Great Game we've begun with updated rules.
I ve stamped I E Pluribus Unum" on all the currency I could get my hands on if
it came my way
as aperceived consequence of our two-day gathering at the new
"Philadelphia Mint . And, I've spent it all.]

'tis most sweet,
When in one line
two crafts
directly meet.
-- William Shakespeare, "Hamlet"
"The growth of knowledge has been characterized by two contrasting yet
complementary trends
the subdivision of knowledge into ever more
specialized, discrete disciplines and the integration of knowledge into more
inclusive and complex levels
of generality.
This dual development has been
essential to the advancement of knowledge, but specialization and the
reduction of knowledge to descriptions of ever more elementary or basic
phenomena have proceeded more rapidly than has integration.
Integration
cannot occur until there is something to integrate.
The accumulation of
factual knowledge is a necessary precursor of its synthesis.
But when
synthesis does occur, new knowledge may also be created
the whole being
more than the parts" [50] .
With the talented and dedicated team for planning this workshop, I've
tried to encourage a further, more challenging, step.
That is the step out of
disciplinary shoes and into the territory that recognizes academic disciplines
as fettering boundaries [51, 52].
Perhaps the resulting synthesis will
disclose emergent properties of the Transboundary Region that must be
accounted as we investigate ways we might monitor it.
Could a greater miracle take place than for us
to look through each other's eyes for an instant?
-- Henry David Thoreau
Both
reductionist:
and
holism
seek
clear
description and
identification of useful holon boundaries with a view to finding
consistent
explanatory
principles.
Clearly
a
dual
reductionist holist
strategy
is optimal.
In ecology,
finding the scale and fixing the appropriate boundaries is one of
the most crucial parts of the study.
-- T.F.H. Allen and Thomas B. Starr, Hierarchy:
Perspectives for Ecological Omrplexity (1982)
The workshop is formatted to give a glimmer of the advantages (for
environmental diplomacy) of an approach that deals with the complementarities
of reductionism and holism
in a transdisciplinary mode.
This is a copse
most of us deserted upon entering the parceled-up grove that's today's academe.
In the transdisciplinary mode, all systems of human endeavor can be seen
as "integrated complexes in which they coexist and act jointly" [53] . In that
mode the parsing of subsystems (ideological, adaptive, associative) is less
likely than is disciplinary science/art to foil their reintegration for
increased
understanding
of
the
whole
picture
in
the
interest
of
better-informed decisionmaking.
In that mode, there will (hopefully) be not
so much of a "ledge" in "know-ledge" as we deal in technological brinksnanship.
Acting as professionals in the transdisciplinary mode perhaps we can more
readily and more wisely exercise what Vickers [54] calls "governance
-- a
term wide enough to include all aspects of the art of imposing on human
affairs, whether in the public or private sector, whatever kind and degree of
order seems possible and desirable to those in seats of power".

Efforts nust be nade to calculate what has been called the
'Net Hanan Benefit
of change ... New developments nust
operate in an ecologically sound manner.
-- Norman Pearson,

'Enviromwental

Policy Planning in Canada"

(19,74)

Until rather
recently,
the prevalent pattern in this tapestry
-supposedly woven for hunan benefit - has been that of a double loop braid.
It was a black-and-white basic weave that could be rapidly unraveled all the
way by a little steady tension on either loose end (either end fastened to
supposed 'externalities" in the global village).
That meretricious pattern was synptanatic of our either/or mentality: the
wish for and the expectation of smple answers to complex problem; the
specious pigeonholing of people, other life forms, and of sciences, arts, and
crafts;
and
the
habit
of
neglecting
integration
and
relationship
considerations in favor of noting separations and awarent differences in the
shared ecosphere.
Aesthetically and historically, the product I am hoping for would more
closely resenble the illuminating Bayeux tapestry [55] than the Bayonne, New
Jersey, waterfront.
In seat-of-the pants designing of the m Workshop format (and the
continuance of effort I presently foresee), I drew-up a weaving plan.
First, the new textile would show a pattern of three-strand flat braid.
This braid would
allowsons structured retrospection toward the bitter end.
But, like Cronon's synecological keynote address, it may be expected to lose
detail the closer it gets to the warp beam of umiocuuented history.
The
braid's strands would be of three colors, each only periodically occupying a
central position. The strand with the color argent (silver), representing our
adaptive Sibsysteu of life support, would (like the other two strands)
periodically
occupy exposed and vulnerable positiom at the edge of the
plait. There in contact with man-made influences as well as natural envirom,
it would show tarnish and increasing potential for rupture in times recent.
Then the plan calls for a brief separation of the braid's three strands.
'Ihe argent would
besegregated fran the red strand and the white strand,
facilitating detailed inspection of the condition of each -- in relative
isolation. Here the textile would show three distinct and parallel bands of
color.
They just happen to be records of the same three aibsystans that
support the weaver's stool or scooter I occupied during this pre-Workshop
endeavor.
And the red (representing associative subsystem and the white
(representing ideological subsystem just happen to be the flag colors of
Canada and the U.S.A. Milbrath, Roots, and Caldwell - each of these speakers
will assess one of the conceptual color strands, contributing an essential
skein to the tapestry.
The texture I see as infinitely variable; but this Cross of 'nmnessee'
pattern I've chosen has these three colors, running lengthwise and crosswise
down the tapestry. At our Philadelphia gathering, these colors represent our
ideological, adaptive, and associative subject matter. 'Ihey derive frm the
three-strand flat braid at the bitter end and connect firmly to the tapestry's
parallel bands; but during andafter their weaving
atthe M Workshop, their
relationship is changed considerably. Thereafter, only the red and the white
colors
crossover
periodically.
The
argent
continues on
a protected
uninterrupted course, underlying the crossovers of the other colors when it is
not in as nuch evidence as they - but unbroken as befits the subsysten giving
continuity to life.
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Argent has long been a "proper" [56] color for such heraldry. 'Ihe argent
(the color for the adaptive subsystem is sufficiently reflective for us to
see that we monitoring folk actually change our environs as we peer into
them.
Alternately,
as we monitor the tapestry we are "creating" or
"developing" and as we monitor ourselves in its mirroring/reflective silver, a
process of deuterolearning [57] takes place.
The fact

is,

the

seer,

seeing, and

the seen

are

all aspects of

one process -- never at any time is one of them found without the
others.

- Ken Wilber, No Boundary: Eastern and Western
groaches to Personal Growth '(1981)

[T]he moonditicmed and conditioned sides of hunan nature are
always intertwined, making up one whole cloth.
-- John Welwood, "On Love: Conditional
and Umonditional" (Septalber 1983)
At the working end, the Miller

[58]

ILLUSTRATION ABa

'Jhe 13$ Predesign Cycle

The Predesign cycle
Decision Analysis

Entry

Monitor and descrbe the current
decision process

Identity degree at
commitment. key interests,
and perspectives; build
momentum tor change

Determine the key
decisiorls

model chosen as a aranple has pranise

for helping us determine systematically (by working through a decision support

system
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[see

Illustration

A81)

what

last

he

nmitored

if

we

are

to

I'It is inportant to see the particular utterance or action as art of the
ecological subsystem called context and not as the product or effect of what
ranains of the context after the piece which we want to explain has been cut

Define "normative"
modeKs)

Cunpare the descriptive

Design alternatives;

I am myself, and I ranain myself only by the grace of the powers
that enter me, from the unseen, and make me forever newly
myself.
What bunk then to talk about being master of my
fate! when my fate depends upon these things:
- not to mention
the unseen reality that sends strength, or life, into l'IB, without
which I am a gourd rattle.
-- D.H. Iawrence, "Love Was (hoe a Little Boy"
in Phoenix II: Uncollected, Unpublisth
and Other Prose Works (1959)

[T10 say to yourself, "mere could be more, there could be things

wider view.

It

is to take a

It is to permit yourself an extraordinary freedom:

someone else does not have to be wrong in order that you ma

right.

Identity
resources
available

and normative models

It matters not how strait the gate,

How charged with prmishments the scroll,
I am the master of my fate;
I am the captain of my soul.
- William Ernest Henley, 'Invictus"

we don't mderstand," is not to damn knowledge.

Detine
objectives tor
swoon etton

have

justified confidence in the key indicators we choose. The process is that of
learning what is the environment/man context, specifically of deuterolearning
between us and our environs.

out fran it"{59}.

l

-- Barry Holstun Lopez, Of Wolves And Men (

be

78)

Selec t areas t or support

operationalize goals.
i costs,
maybene
key ts:
issues
and constraints en
inclement-non

Design
stage

It will not be easy or restful,
this journey into terra
illoggnita. Without clear maps, without safe travel instructions,
without ounforting exhortations, we can only follow delight like
a bound on a trail
[to] learn how to enter and enjoy varying
states of consciousness in preparation for a life of change.
-- George 8. Leonard, Education And Ecstasy (1968)

it
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II.

FORMAT [warm THE M DAYS IN PHILADELPHIA]

The Design Cycle

The following topics culprise my view of how this 'I oMN Workshop on concepts

Preoesnn cycIe
(see Figure 64)

should shape up.

Operanonahze
dessgn
Objecllves

Desugn unle ace

Check om llS

usability.
human engineering,

I
1

[ Idenmy umperahves" I

A599" 9mm.

Ind so on

Desugn mma!
rouhnes

Structured Retrospect and Prospect*
Need for a M [problan and opportunity as seen from a binational
(IJC) perspective]
Parts of the Problern/Cpportunity (as perceived by aibsystem sciences):
Ideological Considerations"
Adaptive Considerations*
Associative Considerations"

Dgnne gala base

Delune coherhon

and maintenance
procedures

The Problem/Opportunity Perceived as a Challenge for General

Desogn dlla
managemem

Hideourse Reassessment

l
Assess syslem m rolalvon
to omecnvos

1

When system Is compble.
repeal predesnn cycle

"[O]ur conscious self is in the driver's seat.
Qir whole life
can oe regarded as made up of successive pattern
s of choices
that could lead to the feeling of fulfill
ment with the
itsendant happiness that canes to a life centere
d on meaning
purpose.
'lbgether we are, as human persons- engaged
in the e.tranendous adventure of oonsc10u
aistenc
sly coexperi
'
'enced'

-- Sir John Eccles & Daniel N. Robinson, The
Horde: Of Being Human: Our Brain 5. Qir
Mind (1985)

perspective]

Practitioners]

(fran Decision Suwrt
S Stalls: An

by Peter G.W. Keen and
Michael 5. Scott Morton;
pp. 174 and 186.)

rm a binational (IJC)

A View of Sane Actual Graphic Applications of Desk-top Hardware and
Software of Assistance in Monitoring
Binational Cooperation (U.S.A./Canada symbiosis) in Environmental
Diplomacy ( lhe Search for Net Human Benefit)
Catalysis (intensive and attensive participant interaction)

release when robust

Organizational PersEtive

{as seen

Considerations of the Technology of Monitoring [as perceived by

Test system,

alter prehmunavy usage

(whole)

Systens Science
Use of Systematic Monitoring Support for Societal Agarda setthig
(Science and Technology in the Service of the Art of Governance)

soitwale

l
Make necessary aO|uslmenls

The final agenda is shown in the printed program, but the

following list of topics is what I kept in mind as I tried to secure principal
speakers and as I worked with others of the planning group in inviting
participants.
Some of these topics (those marked with an asterisk) need
further explanation, and I shall go into the rationale for including them in
the workshop - at some length.

A.

m 0N HISIORY:

Structured Retrospection

both a new world and the old made explicit,

-

To understand
of a nation.

understood

T.S. Eliot, I'Burnt Norton'

anan you mst know his nanories. 'me same is true
-- Anonymus

Monitoring won't do us much good if it is based on delusions. We need to
do a better job of uncovering facts of both the recent and the distant past.
that requires not just retrospection.
It requires structured retrospection,
systematic research that allows fitting inputs not just Um that seen to
cater to our predilections.
As we cannot capture the Intent, all monitoring is history.
Conceding
that -- and alploying today's tools - we can do considerably better than we
have previously [60] in recording it (history).
Tine hath
a wallet at his back,
merein he puts alum for Oblivion,
A great sized monster of ingratitudes.
Ulysses, in 'Troilus and Cressida'
by William Shakespeare
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'mose who cannot ramber the past, not only relive it; they tend
to impose it mistakes and all, on others.
We hoped that
they would ranember their own beginnings and their own battles to
be recognized and not be too proud to provide us with examples to
follow -- pieces we could aspire to in our own work.
-- Eliot Wiggenton, ed., The Foxfire Book

(1972)

By the year 2000, we will have had at least 500 years of practice in North
America
trying
to
characterize
this
dynamic
continent
by
static
two-dimensional maps [see Illustration A9].
I hope that past is not prologue
in this. Today, with our increased use of such aids as electronic navigation
systems, we are finding an increasing nunber of reasons to continue our
refinanent -- in new dimensions -- of products of our mapping.

WK}! A9
(from The Gulf Of Maine by Spencer Apollonio; p. 2.)
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of our environs.

[Ed.

Note:

See Appendix C,

pp.

694-703, for

an exhibit on

oceanography from space;
it now includes 3-D and soon might enable
holography.]
Keros Cartwright, in "Detecting and Monitoring Contaminated
Groundwater"
(a paper for a March 14-15, 1983, Workshop 0n Groundwater
Resources And Contamination In 'Ihe United States, proceedings published in
August 1983 by the National Science Foundation's Directorate for Scientific,
'I echnological, and International Affairs, Division of Policy Research and
Analysis) called attention to this [p. 216 of PRA Report 83-12]: "Based on the
new
[surface deposits] map and the three dimensional geologic mapping
techniques
, the Illinois State Geological Survey undertook in 1982 to
generate a new aquifer susceptibility map. This map has just been completed,
and provides a great deal more detail for locating areas of moderate to high
aquifer susceptibility.
Using the best possible aquifer susceptibility maps,
efforts can be directed to regions where groundwater contamination is most
likely. Often these are the areas where contamination has not been recognized
by the general public and reported to environmental agencies."
Real Renamgg'
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Isn't it about time we
used available technology to devise more
characteristic characterizations in our baseline monitoring?
So long as
two-dimensional maps are widely enployed,
our paradigm is likely to remain
uncomfortably close to a "flat Earth" model of how our ecosphere appears.
Fortunately, growing concerns about ocean and groundwater baselines and
contamination have recently stimulated interest in mapping a third dimension

(, I'rulu Canon

The Gulf of Maine. a pan of the "Mar descubierta por Yngleses," as it first appeared
on a map of the new world by Juan de la 0033 in 1500.

I used to pride myself on my relative objectivity in certain matters, but
I keep getting reminders that I have been as susceptible as anyone to
unsystematic
prescreeningof inputs.
Like many others at this workshop I
believe that America's story is my family's story. My mom's family has been
here for well over three-and-a half centuries; my dad's arrived early in this
century.
I have long had an interest in the cultural mixing. Yet, probably
because of an insufficiency of appropriate skepticism, I have allowed a very
unlikely model of America's settlement to maintain prominence in my conceptual
world.
The model was probably put there by earnest teachers, but I am at
fault for living so long with its irreconcilable "facts".
The human understanding is no dry light, but receives
infusion
from the will and affections
For what a man had rather were
true he more readily believes.
Therefore he rejects difficult
things from impatience of research; sober things, because they
narrow hope; the deeper things of nature, from superstition; the
light of experience,
from arrogance and pride; things not
conmonly believed, out of deference to the opinion of the
vulgar.
Nmrberless
in short are the ways,
and sometimes
inperceptible, in which the affections color and infect the
understanding.
-- Francis Bacon, The Praise of Kriowl e
It's not that I cannot live with conflicting rrodels of Earth and its
features' origins; I do and do so willingly.
Such Hatters will never be
resolved here. What bothers me now is that I so readily have an example at
hand of my own lazy thinking about the U.S.A./Canada transboundary region. It
wasn't brought toward correction until quite recentl -- and by a source I was
consulting for an apparently-unrelated purpose.

Despite Knowing of the American Indians and Vikings and Spaniards and
knowing that the European fishing and the fur trade in these environs were
underway long before the year 1620 and that getting a piece of that action is
what brought my Dutch ancestors to the Hudson Valley about that time [61, 62] ,
I have most of my life carried with me this unlikely scenario of the Plymouth
Rock Pilgrims (whose intended place of settlement was "about the Hudson
river") as the first of the settlers leaving a legacy in North America.
Thanksgiving holidays, some history teachers, and some English literature
teachers I have had have reinforced that perception.
Those and Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow's folksy poem, "The Courtship of Miles Standish", made it
easy for me to fall for the story of the pilgrims' importance as 'firsters" on
these shores.
A little structured retrospection on my part (in the East or
the West)

would have

brought marvelous/credible contrary evidence to the

fore

in a way that it could not for so long be ignored, discounted, and left untied
in my conceptual framework.
I've got a wonderful future behind me.
-- Willie Nelson, from his song "Wonderful Future"

Appendix AB supplies a correction.
It is one that I find is a believable
template for the credible unfitted facts of the huddled history of our East I
have so long lived with.
As structured retrospection, it irrevocably changes
my view of what likely was. The context in which I now view change in North
America is, forever, significantly different from that I used for forty years
or so. The "new" account of history is appended to this presentation because
it may (as a service) do the same for you. Might even open your boundaries a
little more to what then follows concerning the pending TCMN Workshop. Error
control is no mistake. We need to more deliberately be open to more of it.
Structured
retrospection
(systematic
monitoring)
will
continue to
invalidate much that we've been taught about our history.
It may temporarily
make us uncomfortable.
['Change is not made without inconvenience, even from
worse to better."
(Richard Booker, as quoted by Samuel Johnson in the preface
to his Eglish Dictionaryn Yet, it's the sort of correction we need in order
to make sense of our present in light of our past.
aim Q1
[Flrcxn the earliest beginnings of recorded time, belong ing to a
political soc1ety has been a basic element in the nature of
social, cultural man.
It remains true
that the pattern of
belonging has grown bewilderingly complex.
As MacIntyre has
pointed out in his Short Him of Ethics, in the society
mirrored by the Homeric poems the word we translate as virtue
(arete) meant the successful performance of a defined role,
whether king or shepherd. Society was structured by well-defined
canplenentary roles, performance in which was judged by equally
well-defined criteria and which seldom conflicted with each
other.
It
is not surprising that
in such societies
the
obligations of manbership were seldom questioned and the rights
of membership highly prized.
Today's politico-fiscal units, all
formally nation states, are supported in very varying degrees by
traditions of nationhood carried over from earlier days. But few
if any of then have the political coherence of earlier and
smpler societies. Few Western political societies have even the

degree of coherence which they had seventy years ago.
It is
not easy to rewncile the machinery for functional action with
the machinery for policy making, and efforts to do so form a
substantial
part
of
the
history
of
recent
political

organization.

None

successful.

of

these

efforts

has

yet " been

wholly

-- Sir Geoffrey Vickers, Hanan Systems Are Different

To

a

ourselves,

great
we

extent

need a

we are

more

products

realistic

of

record

of

our

history.

what

went on

the

so-called

(l983)

To

understand

before.

It

is

obvious that the present record needs correction.
As Willoughby [63] noted, "People in general have a very meager knowledge
of the tribes encountered by the colonism in those portions of the country
first settled by the English, of which New England forms an important part.
It is only during the last few years that systematic research has been
undertaken into the archaeology of this region
" This impressmn I got
from his book and others.
Tired

of

book

research,

in

1962,

I

drove

'InterAmerican

Highway" to Panama.
I not only got stuck (in 4-wheel drive) right in the
middle of that nuddy track; I got stuck with an abiding interest in the fate
of nations and the "archaeology of knowledge" [64) .
[To help pay for
w schooling,
as a student I had done part-time
archaeological work identifying fragments of animal bone.
Those fragments
were dug from Fort Michilimackinac, a site last taken from the U.S.A. by the
British on July 17, 1812.]

A slight detour, off the PanAm Highway, to Huehuetenango reinforced the
interest I already had in vanished peoples.
We still don't know what
disappeared that inpressive civilization which left unignorable signs behind
in Guatemala. The causation is still lost to us.
Yet, such vanishings as the Red Paint People and the Mayans are -- or can
be -- instructive, as Chief Seattle forewarned on the occasion of the white
man's founding of his namesake city: "There was a time when our people covered
the land as the waves of a wind-ruffled sea cover its shell paved floor.
A few mre winters -- and not one of the descendants of the mighty hosts that
once moved over this broad land or lived in happy hunes, protected by the
Great Spirit, will
renain to mourn over the graves of a people -- once more
powerful
andhopeful than yours.
But why should I mourn at the untimely fate
of my people? Tribe follows tribe, and nation follows nation like the waves
of the sea." [65]
Song sang blue, every garden grows one
-- Neil Dianond, "Song Sung Blue" (1974)
Since long before the northern part of the continent became the U.S.A. and
Canada, my own family has loved, fought for, supported, and depended upon it
and influenced its course.
Like those patroons, who after the U.S.A.
Constitution, had to relinquish a million acres around Albany, New York [66,
67], I've come to an acceptance of change -- even at the societal level.
Seattle and 'lhomas Jefferson (who foresaw periodic revolution) were
awarently correct.
It's only a matter of time before nation succeeds nation
[68].
How long did "the Greenville Line" last between the young U.S.A. and
American Indian society?
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Citizens had best look after their own interests as individual living
systais. Structures (including institutional structures) change over time and
are not everlasting.
"Structure is the arrangement of a concrete system's
parts at a mutant in three-dimensional space.
Process is change in the
atter-energy or information of that system over time" [69].
The processes
that keep our systan viable are dynamic, not static.
I refer not only to eventual change in the U.S.A. Fonts of govermnent in
Canada have not been entirely constant.
"The great difference between the
position of the Canadian seignior and that of the vassal proprietor of the
Middle Ages lay in the extent and nature of the control which the Crown and
its officers held over him. A decree of the king, an edict of the council, or
an ordinance of the intendant, might at any mnent change old conditions,
impose new ones, interfere between the lord of the manor and his grantees, and
modify or annul his bargains, past or present. He was never sure whether or
not the government would let him alone; and against its most arbitrary
intervention hehad no remedy" [70].
Government assuring health? Not in the United States of America.
'Ihe
language in our National Enviromnental Policy Act is "The Congress recognizes
that each person should enjoy a healthful environment and that each person has
a responsibility to contribute to the preservation and enhancement of the
enviromnent."
The
wording
"each person
is entitled to a healthful
environment" didn't pass mister.
Rather than relying on such changeable
institutions, as a living being it makes considerable sense to me to put more
effort into gaining a better understanding of life's critical processes.
They re always changing; yet, for living systems, having the full set of then
in good repair seens nore crucial than does expending all our energies on (and
placing all of our eggs in the basket of) structures that will be of different
form than we can anticipate.
Government assurances are not permanent, and they are always limited in
their scientific underpinnings if they have any. For exanple, our governments
(and most health officials I've run into since 1963 when I worked for the
Public Health Service) have seemed satisfied to declare water as "safe for
drinking" if it passed bacteriological tests that have been standard for the
last three decades or so.
We have known of waterborne disease viruses for
long before that, yet only in very recent years [71] have we begun to question
our reliance on water treatment processes that aim at bacteria and which have,
generally, little effect on pathogenic viruses.
Those who drink water had
best become acquainted with the indicators that show need for their greater
citizen awareness of government services taken for granted -- services such as
water treatment.
Education is
self reliance.

experience, and the essence of experience
-- T.H. White, The (hceAnd Future Kggg (1939)

is

Several of my biases, I know, affect my view.
I like liberty and am an
advocate of self-governance.
I believe, however, that (at higher levels of
living systens) government rust be instituted to help look after the allergent
aspects of health and defense and to secure with equity the blessings of
freedom for us and our successors.
And, I also believe that we individuals must behave in accord with
an
understanding that governmental structures are impermanent.
Nation follows
nation as, on this continent, there has been a succession seemingly in-charge:
gedtpgintetcpeople, American Indian, Vikings, Spanish, Dutch, Swedes, Fremoh,

r1 1

,

.

The truly hmnan society is a learning society.

- Eric Hoffer

My expectation is that structured retrospection will give us a better
footing than we've had in our continuing neglect of history.
Manitoring is
the noting and recording of what was. It is history.
As a footing, it will do us eventual harm if we fail to note its salient
aspects. Taking it lightly can lead us far from understanding why structures
and processes are as we now find them.
Structured ecological retrospection
such as our keynoter did in his book,
es In The land, can make better use
than we heretofore have of the baseline data we've allowed to go stale.
Perhaps, in returning "home", we can see as many new slants as did the
returnant, Henry James:
So the freshness
kept breaking through the staleness -- when
the staleness, so agreeably flavoured with hospitality, and
indeed with new ingredients, was a felt element at all.
'Lhere
was after all no monent perhaps at which one elanent stood out so
very sharply
from the other
- the hundred anendations and
retouches of the old picture, its greater depth of tone, greater
show of detail, greater size and scale, tending by themselves to
confound and mislead, in a manner, the lights and shades of
ranenbrance.
Very promptly
the work of time loomed large,
and the difference made by it, as one might say, for the general
richness.
The richness might have its poverties still and the
larger cauplexity its crudities; but, all the same, to look back
was to seem to have
been present at an extraordinary general
process
-- Henry James, the American Scene (l907)
'm look back, ystematically, is sanething we have not done enough of.
'mose of us who were actively involved in land use management before the
'Earth Days'l of the early 1970's - and who 'taught" on that first "Earth Day
and those subsequent -- are beginning to see the circling back (on nearly the
same plane of awareness) to the well trodden ground of that era of the recent
past.
I kept on discovering America.
[Elvery single idea which I
intuited along the way and considered as possibly bright or even
original was discovered later in the literature, either verbatim
or sufficiently similar in substance.
-

Jaro Mayda, Erwiromlent And Resources

(1968)

In taking on this job, I started out to take a fresh look at mnitoring.
The 'original" ideas I jotted down at some point began to look very faniliar.
Some literature re-seardi and some structured retrospection made it obvious
that the only originality in these ideas was in their recanbination and
reorganization. What follows is only that, put in an evolving context.
The
words and trust of the ideas have beenused before [72, 73, 74, 75].
"As

the weavers

skills and

knowledge

increase,

...

[hle

learns

to

treat

with great caution the word 'original', ...
[ le realizes that in the weaving
craft
original usually means merely
something
which
the
weaver
has
rediscovered for his own self; uncounted people have discovered the same thing
before him and are discovering it at the same time he is working.
He learns
that new does not mean new to the world or new to human experience, but merely
new to himself.
He thus gains humility and perspective and is in more
sympathetic accord with the world in which he lives
[76] .

It's about time;

Some animals and people learn the significance of boundaries and
It is
act accordingly; others behave to their detriment.
what people interpret and make of the behaviors of other people
and animals that is of consequence
-- Stuart A. Marks, The I_npgrial Lion (1984)

it's about changes.
It's about time.
It s about you and me together,
and it's about time.
- John Denver, fran his song 'It's About Tine
We have made sane significant advances in learning how to apply systems
thinking to governance of man/environs relationships; but they are, for the
most part, fine-tuning.
Evidently, the processes to ensure intergenerational
transfer of knowledge have not worked as well as they might for continuity and
cost-effectiveness over the long haul.
I find the format of this coming
workshop hauntingly similar to the outline for headway in the 'ecosystem
approach" laid out by Stan Cain in 1967 [77].
Nearly twenty years ago, as
Assistant Secretary of the 0.5. Department of the Interior, he put out a news
release which concluded with these words:
But the question was this:
Can ecology provide the basis for
synthesis among the social sciences? The answer will be 'Yes' when
each social science discipline takes
into consideration in the
formlation of its concepts and conclusions the fields of knowledge and
understanding of the others. If economics takes into consideration the
if psychology takes into consideration the
inpact of psychology,
influences of wltural groups, if geography seeks the causes of the
patterns it finds on the land, then these and any other social science
fields will be dealing with interacting inter-relatiom axxi their
scientists will thereby be practicing hunan
ecologists creating a
synthesis of their separate fields.
In all fairness, however, we cannot ask the social sciences to
produce a synthesis unless we expect the same
fran the biological and
physical sciences.
The only true synthesis would be that which
recognizes the real nature of human ecosystems, a recognition of all
the significant relationships between man and enviroment.
If we ever reach the time when internal cmbustion engines no longer
pollute the air, when rivers are not for duupihg wastes into, when
cities have human scale - in fact when all our actions are humane -we
will have a physical environment of quality.
We will then, as
individuals, as economic firms, as participants in political systems
and units ofgovernment, yes andas managers and administrators, all be
practicing ecologists.

In my view, the; two questions raised then and to be raised now

are the

matters of I'health" and freedom . How can we maintain and enhance a baseline
of hunan
and environmental
health while providing anple freedan for
'develognent" - realization of our potentials at all levels? The floor and
underpinnings we are trying to design and to put in place are for a dance, a
loan/weaver relationship, not for a house.
As well as providing information
storage and feedback, the M's structure nust continue to allow us change in
what we are developing as we recognize and adapt to new contexts.
Perhaps
warped ideas" is a more appropriate and more discerning metaphor than
"underpinnings".

B.

IDE OLOGICAL (INSIDERATICNS:

Skein #1

[Tlhe word was in the beginning
I used to think water was
first, but if you listen carefully you will hear that the words
are underneath the water.

-- Norman Maclean, A River Runs

'Ihrog It and Other Stories (1976)

[T]he ideological system is the body of knowledge, beliefs, and
values generated in the adaptive and associative efforts.
- Darcy Ribeiro, The Americas And Civilization (1971 trans.)
"An emerging conceptual pluralism is at work in certain domains of
science, a form of knowing that presages the demise of the either-or
structures which now weigh us down in medicine. Pluralistic and complementary
concepts have already exerted a conceptual renovation in physics, as is well
known. There they have commanded recognition _n_o;t because of totally arbitrary
reasoning, but because it is necessary to adopt them to account for actual
physical observations.
The now famous wave-particle duality is perhaps the
most striking exanple
of conplementary thinking at work in the whole
of
science.
The importame for medicine?
It is likely that the pluralistic
views
ofthe world that stunned physicists earlier in this century will
not
ranain confined to physics where they originated, but will eventually affect
the healing professions as well.
[These inplications have been examined in an
earlier work, M, Time! and Medicine (Boulder: Shambhala Publications,
1982).]
As they do, it should be remembered that the pluralistic approach to
envisioning reality flows from the best scientific traditions, not the worst,
as is clear from the experience in modern physics.
Pluralisn need not be
equated with a wholesale dilution of scientific precision.
'mus in medicine
we need not feel conpelled to protect a nonolithic guiding ideal that is
utterly
spirit-freeout of the principle that it is the only possible view of
man that is scientifically legitimate.
If our best observations of ourselves
lead to complementary visions of our world, we mist have the courage to follow
them, just as scientists have already done in domains that are far more exact
than medicine.
Perhaps it is unnecessary to expect precise definitions of spirit, mind,
or consciousness before we begin to reexamine old assunptiors in medicine.
Today we know enoughabout spirit, mind, and consciousness to search for
grander, more inclusive concepts of ourselves.
And the fun
- yes, the
pleasure, in the deepest sense of the word -- in this task lies in pursuing

the best traditions of exactitude and precision in science g in hearkening

to the eternal spiritual elements that have always
been apart of the
tradition of healing. This is the pleasure of all synthetic effort -- seeing
the formation of wholes from parts, seeing diversity merge into unity [78] ."
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One natural question often raised

It's

new

not

only

the

oversights

and

errors of

historians,

scientists,

and

uh
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[Tlhe state of the language is a calmentary on the state of
our society.
- Fdwin Newman, Strictly le akin} (1974)

As I see it,
A misspelled word may seen an incomequential matter.
though, leaving it as a corruption is not benign neglect. We use words to
giving wrong
Accumlated misspellings
formlate and cummicate our ideas.
signals about origins and derivations
- can have an influential role in
leading us astray. We have erwgh trouble tracking enviromental consequences
without that diversion. 0.1! docunentation of monitoring needs some precision,
particularly where the choice of a word along synonym seals pivotal.

i

i

get

medicos that retain too strong a foothold when we are insufficiently
Even our language contains words such as
systanatic in our retrospection.
[79].
century
16th
the
since
misspelled
been
has
which
"island"
Unnecessarily, the present spelling has confused learners of the English
language, wasted space and energy, and continued a long-standing wrong.

.
s
i
i

ever

how do we

is,

verbal creations
? in; answer _i_s_ that E 935 than
Mating words, shifting than about until a _ne£ pattern i_s_
-- J.B. Watson, Behaviourism (1928)
Em.

Everything that we can directly observe of the physical world
hamens inside our heads, and consists of mental events in at
least one sense of the word mental.
It also consists of events
which form part of the physical world.
[Tlhe distinction
between mind and matter is illusory. The stuff of the world may
be called physical or mental or both or neither as we please; in
fact the words serve no purpose.
-- Bertrand hissell
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'Recognition of the role of biological language, not just of hunans but of
biological structures in general, is crucial. It prevents the biologist from
supressing the arbitrariness which derives from the heavy rule dependence of
his study material.
'It is a universal property of language (and hence, all
dacription) that the structure of syubol vehicles or signs (i.e. the letters
of

the alphabet,

nucleotides,

words, codons,

the

persists

etc.)

are

[sic]

related to their

referent or their effect by arbitrary rules.
These rules are not derived
from, or reducible to, the laws of nature. They are perhaps best described as
frozen historical accidents -- accidents because their antecedent events are
unobservable, historical because the crucial events occurred only once and
frozen

because

result

as

a

coherent,

stable,

hereditary

constraint' (Pattee 1978)" [80].
The man Workshop (and the hey we provide a context when we document it
and share it with others interested in the subject) is structured sarewhat
like a weaver's loom.
It is an enabling device to bring materials and ideas
together and to integrate then.
It will have to cope with that 'hereditary
constraint" all of the Tum Workshop invitees have in cannon -- the English
language. In some discussions, English may not serve as adequately as might
the notes of other languages (e.g., nusic; and Inuit [81]) likely to have a
native richness more closely matching the complexities of structure and
process attending environs/man relationships, especially in locales (e.g.,
Arctic) only recentlydiscovered by those speaking English.

Again, I find Melville's quotations germane to an ecomanagenent subject to
be developed conceptually.
[In 1973, I gave an overview address (outlined by
lines from roby Dick) to a newly-formed section of the Marine Technology
Society at the Society's 9th Annual Conference.)
Again, the prospect is "a
passage out not a voyage complete".
Again, finding ways to fathom Farth's
enabling/limiting loom seems an initial priority.
[Tlhe industrious earth beneath was as a weaver's loan.
-- Herman Melville, Moby Dick

(1851)

Similar to the limits of our chine-bound ability to look to times behind
and ahead are the loom's limits of length for active weaving, but I think
these are less constraining than are the limits (such as those imposed by our
language) that reflect our present breadth and depth of conceptual framework.
"It is the intrusion of the observer, through his understanding
of system
symbolism which gives rise to irreducibility of emergent properties of both
nested and non nested systems.
Thus in complex
systems the conceptual
structure of the observer is inportant and inescapable.
There is a need for
not
only
rate dependent
descriptions
of
systen
dynamics,
but
also
complenentary rate-independent descriptions of system
constraints" [82] .
Rwognizmg that, I have invited the input of a specialist in conceptual
frameworks who will serve as one of the designated critics of our Tom
Worksnop.
We have devoted much energy to reductionist learning nodes.
There has
been increasing attention to holisn,

of late,

but few models of the noosphere

whicn lead us to a loom design of scope adequate to what we see confronting us.
Double Beam Warping and Chine

Sir Thanas Browne may have been partly correct (back about the year 1635)
when he opined, '[TJhe lives, not only of men, but of Cannonwealths, and of

the whole world, run not upon a helix that still enlargeth, but on a circle,
where, according to their meridian, they decline in obscurity, and fall under
the horizon again.
is our solar system winds down, we may have to settle not
for a circle but, rather, a helix that reaches for the stars in diminishng
sweeps of resource profligacy.
With a husbanding wisdom in the use of our
wherewithal, we may continue to reach for new heights while coursing in
effective curves that ever-tighten.
Picture the noosp'nere as a double helix, like WA, on which we find
ourselves and humanity's loom.
Each helical strand represents a prevalent
model of how things work, and each helical strand anchors a beginning end of
the loom's warp.
(he of the strands is a more familiar route for those
tending toward reductionism.
me of the strands is a more familiar route for
those tending toward holism. Some are comfortable on either strand.
As we advance in our understanding of parts of this polymer (represented
by the nucleotides adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine), we don't grow in
a useful way unless we also discover mre about how those parts link to the
paired helixes. It's like the woofs on the loom. They won't hold without the
warp.
And, for our inmediate endeavor the loaning plan nust take the loom
itself into account. The loom's structure and its present position symbolize
our rnamnalian limitations.

For advancement,

for new net productivity, we must

take care of the loom and we must becane-and-remain attuned to the dynamic
context that is in large measure determined by our relationshi to the two
helical strands.
That dual constraint recognition/attunth is what will
enable the correct logical typing of problems and orportunities for us weavers.

We ought to take a clue from the title of Herbert J. Muller's book, The

Uses Of 'Ihe Past: Profiles of Former Societies.

Of the givens we must dag

forward,

history

With

(e.g.,

elements

backward,

or

of

our

both;

solar

societal

system

laws)

time's

human

inexorable
is

movement

rife

with

-

clues

for coping better than we have.
Though it is far fran being a complete
baedeker for tanorrow, structured hindsight of even recent history certainly
can save us from repeating certain serious mistakes out of our ignorance of
what really went on before.
Monitored, even our personal histories are
instructive if self-understanding is garnered through observations of what we
actually do and not only on what our left brain works out as a conceptual
explanation.
You can observe a lot just bywatchin'.
-- Yogi Berra
But, of
'me woods
are where I go when I'm starved for quiet.
course, the quiet is only relative. Few things in nature have
idle tongues.
The chattering of a squirrel will alert those of
its kind that are listening -- as it's meant to do. The scolding
of the jay precedes my presence like a siren.
'I'nese are
important sounds to creatures that live by listening.
This
is the country of few second chances for the unwary, and you
might think about that.
My father especially liked the sound of mow falling. He used to
say "listen ...," and I couldn't hear anything but the softness.
It took 112 years to understand what he heard in the sounds of
snow and rain and that it was possible to understand something
and never be able to explain it - that sane sounds you absorbed
deeper than in the labyrinths of the ear.
-- Gme Hill, A Listenag Walk (1985)
My family lived within walking distance of the Indiana/Michigan border
during my teenage years.
Occasionally, just for the feel of it, I would, on
purpose,
walk across that geopolitical line with my dog -- on roads, in
fields,

in

woods,

and

on

the Lake Michigan shore.

There,

at

that

boundary,

neither my collie nor I had to have special papers.
Had I been hunting or fishing, the case would have been considerably
different.
Here, the govermnental context for viewing boundary dynamics
changes as different environmental values come into play.
Author Tom
Kuchenberg ably points out some of the effects of this piecemealing of
environmental concerns:
"Cooperation is not always the order of the day
between the two states
The northern boundary of Indiana runs across the
narrow crescent of southern LakeMichigan. At the extreme eastern and western
end of this crescent, Michigan and Illinois waters lie only a few feet
offshore.
As a practical matter, the problem is noticeable in areas such as
Michigan City, where the border is roughly two miles from the_ shore.
In the
summer
as the larger species move into deeper haters, they move without
knowing, or for that matter caring, that they are moving into Michigan.
Michigan DNR [Department of Natural Resources] personnel reportedly do not
hover acactly on the invisible boundary, but they are certainly likely to be
more familiar with it than the average boat fishermanwho maybe pursuing the
large, deep swinming species. 'Ihe result may be a fine.

This bit of craziness works both ways.
If you hold a Michigan license,
catch a fish in Michigan waters, and naively or mistakenly stray into Indiana
waters,

you

are

also

liable

as

state

enforcement

officials

have

no

way

of

knowing where the fish was caught.
(he wonders what happens if a huge,
hooked, and very excited salmon drags a small boat across the border.
Is this
a mitigating circumstance? Is the salmon liable?
A few cannercial fishermen have paid for their jurisdictional uncertainty
by having their boats confiscated.
In this region geographic ignorance can be
a very expensive matter. Logic would dictate sane form of reciprocity, but
historically logic has not played a noticeable role in these Hatters. This is
no exception. It is really a sinple matter of barter. what can Indiana offer
Michigan that would
makereciprocity worthwhile to the latter state? Indiana,
after all, controls only one percent of Lake Michigan's waters.
The upshot is
that the state advises sport fishermen planning to venture any distance into
the lake to carry both state licmses. Further, the INR people follow their
own advice" [83].
Having gone to high school in Michigan City, I am reminded of my
experience in that town's conparatively superior library.
If your interest
was the connection (relationship) of things, you had no section in the stacks
to go to. Like filing schemes in goverrlnent and the private sector, the card
catalog categories were there for parts (single reductionistic subjects) but
if your interest was relationships -- you
mighthave to seek out every item
in the whole place before you were able to determine which were most closely
related to each other.
The 'authorities' have followed the same misfitting
conceptual schane in legalistically parcelling-up The Lake, and they've got
lots of caipany.
The mind can make all these arranganents, but of murse the fish
do not always
observethan.
- Norman Maclean, A River Runs Through It and Other Stories

(1976)

Genesis and Carding/Discarding of Ideas (learning to Weave, and to Bob)
In my beginning is my end.
-- T.S. Eliot, "East Ooker'
I guess my interest in margins or edges of living systans came honestly.
My mother's family name originally meant from the border of Soleure".
The
tradition continues.
As a fire lookout I lived astride the Continental
Divide, learning that it was a divider for water but not for much else.
My
Maine place, for vacations and retirement, is where the sea meets the land.
There, I've followed Jacques Cousteau's bidding to 'love all life ; but life
at the intertidal border crossings is what I find most fascinating. That's
been so since 11y border collie/childhood carpanion showed IE more than I've
learned since about the permeability of interspecies boundaries to honest and
loving cannunication.
('Do this day, I think that was reason enough to value
her even more than the legendary MacDatno did his houm, Ailbe [84].)
In
influencing this workshop's character, I've tried to increase the likelihood
that that fascination will be shared and nurtured.
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For every man the world is as fresh as it was at the first day,
and as full of untold novelties for him who has the eyes to see
- T.H. Huxley, A Liberal Education (1870)
them.

A manna I»-

We might do well to retrieve some of the wonder and open-mindedness that
mat would
characterizes the nursery rhymes we used to hear in childhood.
leave more open the possibility we can camunicate with wider and deeper
understanding -- at least among our own species; occasionally, maybe with
Pussy cat, pussy cat, where have you been?" "I've been to Iondon to
others.
, I don't expect Merlin or Dr. Doolittle or Rima
No
look at the queen."
(from Green Mansions, those of you

missed W.H. Hudson's book)
who

or Mowgli to

materialize and readily talk to the animals simply because it would be handy
for some of us to be able to find out from other creatures where they've been
What I am suggesting is
when we've not been able to track their movements.
that the context we human neighbors share is shared with other living systems.

FWJ

t um am mu m... .,

has to become one with the object, animal, person,
The object
or action; to feel what it feels the way it feels it; to sense
what it senses; move as it moves; to know what it knows; to merge
with it and be it for a while. -- Thea Alexander, 2150 A.D. (1971)
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'Ihese other living systems have complexities and capabilities far beyond
(Reindeer when, not so
what we, as adults, ordinarily give than credit for.
That would make
use tools?
long ago, you were taught that only humans
Such underestimating
chimpanzees and some herons and other birds 'hmnan'.)
causes us to see fewer avenues of discovery than we otherwise would in this
We act
intricate ecosphere. We tend to put up too many conceptual borders.
more like outsiders than insiders [85].
We are stardust
(billion year old carbon).
We are golden
(caught in the devil's bargain),
and we've got to get
ourselves back to the garden.
-- Joni Mitchell, 'Woodstock'I
It s not been done, the sea, not yet been done,

Fran the inside, by one who really knows
-- John Masefield, 'Sea Pictures"

With improved peripheral (not superficial) vision and hearing, we are just
beginning to get an idea of how sentient are the whales and their allies. For
years (because of the short view temporal paradigms we've
beenlocked into) we
failed to recognize the patterns in their canninications, their. long songs.
Perhaps,
instead of relying mainly on sightings of variously marked
individuals, we can -- by learning more about (and expecting more of) their
communications -- track a subpopulation by the distinctive song it sings at a
Perhaps, whale vocalizations offer clues to their health as
particular time.
well as to their growth (intellectual and physical). Maybe their health is a
good indicator of the sea's health. If only because we landlubbers depend on

the marisphere* so much for our weather, we ought to be interested in its
Its surprisingly complex biota we are just beginning to
abiotic aspects.
appreciate as the land becomes less able to support our increasing numbers.
There seemed to be more to them than anyone realized.

-- Jean M. Auel, 'Ihe Valley Of Horses

(1982)

By so many systems
As we are involved in, by just so many
Are we set free on an ocean of language
that comes to be
Part of us, as though we could ever get away.
-- John Ashbery, A Wave (1984)

Even on more familiar landscape, interspecies surprises continue to come
Every day I get what seem to me insightful (difficult to prove, I
our way.
know) sound productions from my African grey parrot -- Echo Pockadunkquaywayle
Not just interjections which I was led
(cf. Thoreau's Maine Woods), by name.
by ethologists to believe was the limit, the boundary. Timely and appropriate
categorizations of things seen, accurate labellings such as I have been
treated to on field trips with name-prone humans. And -- having gone to some
lengths to get her to associate water and particular foods with particular
words and to distinguish between immediate and more distant futures - things
and actions wanted (e.g., "Want water"; "Want an apple, pretty soon" ; "Want a
nut, right now!").
This morning, after we had both eaten, the exchange went
like this: [Echo] "Woof, Woof."
[long pause]
[Bruce] "What's that?"
[Echo]
"That's Echo make a dog." As often as not when we are watching TV together
and a dog or a bird or an airplane appears on the screen, she'll say: "That's
a dog." or "Bird!" or "Airplanei". Any TbMN I have a say in is not going to
completely neglect the monitoring of birds and other higher life forms as we
draw up aroster of indicators that might now or someday tell us much.
Anyone weaving a history of "the ecosystem approach" to monitoring is
likely to find not a distinct woof of beginning but, rather, a many stranded

*'me National Marine Pollution Program Office (MPG) is responsible for
ensuring that results, findings, and information regarding marine pollution
research and monitoring activities funded by the federal government are
disseminated. Though limited to pollution concerns (632 projects in 63 marine
pollution-related programs of 11 Federal agencies and departments in 1983),
that Office's experiences with a computer-based system would seem to be
instructive as we contemplate what it would take to get into place an
effective Transboundary Monitoring Network shared by Canada and the U.S.A.
Last May, the IMPPO convened a workshop focusing on "the general condition
of marine ecosystems" - dealing with the issue of the "sufficiency of indices
to distinguish between natural and anthropogenic change".
'Ihese would seem
essential underpinnings for the National Status and Trends Program (begun in
fiscal year 1984) and succeeding the Northeast Monitoring Program. This -like our prospective work in a m
is a long-term monitoring program
designed "to establish benchmarks against which temporal and spatial changes
can be compared" (National Ocean Service, 1984) .

The geographer/synthesizer, George Perkins
warp extending way back in time.
Marsh, made substantial contributions [86] to the approach about the time the
word "ecology" was coined. And, the word "ecosystem" has been around for more
We who see the utility in the ecosystem approach are
than half a century.
indebted to those who, long ago, did systematic and interdisciplinary or
transdisciplinary work that is still instructive and reliable. 'me vocational
reward structure penalizes too many who cross the classification lines.
We classify ourselves into vocations, each of which either wields
some particular tool, or sells it, or repairs it, or sharpens it,

or dispenses advice on how to do so; by such division of labors
we avoid responsibility for the misuse of any tool save our own.
But there is one vocation -- wilosophy - which knows that all
men, by what they think about and wish for, in effect wield all
tools.
It knows that men thus determine, by their manner of
thinking and wishing, whether it is worth while to wield any.
-- Aldo Ieopold, A Sand County AlmanacI with
other essays on conservation fran
Round River (1949/1966)
Not all of that old-time transdisciplinary work came fran the academic
sciences or the calculating arts.
It seans likely that my first lesson in
ecology (and my proclivity for long interlinked sentences) came from The

Mother Goose Book.

Many English-speaking people of my generation were broug E

up on nursery rhymes of that ilk.
This is the house that Jack built. This
is the malt that lay in the house that Jack built. 'Ihis is the rat that ate
the malt that lay in the house that Jack built. 'mis is the cat that killed
the rat that ate the malt that lay in the house that Jack built. This is the
dog that worried the cat that killed the rat that ate the malt that lay in the
house that Jack built." And so on.
'lhat
particular
rhyme goes on fran the construction of adaptive
relationships to several
that are instructive in the associative and
ideological realns. And it links them clearly, better than most mvironmental
inpact statenents among the hundreds I've reviewed that were sugaosed to
provide real decision support for
hands-on" managers of the interlinked
landscape as they try to warp its evolution in a desired direction.

W
[Tlhe evolution of life is a splendid game played according to
fixed rules which limit its possibilities but leave sufficient
scope for virtually limitless variations. 'ihe rules are inherent
in the basic structure of living matter, the variations are
derived from flexible strategies which take advantage of the
opportunities offered by the former.
In other words, evolution [development] is neither a free-for-all
dependent on chance alone, nor the execution of a rigidly
predetermined conputer programme.
It could be cmpared to
msical conposition of the classical type, whose possibilities
are limited by the rules of harmony and the structure of the
diatonic scales -- which nevertheless permit an inexhaustible
nulber of original creations.
-- Arthur Koestler, Janus: A Summing m (1978)

In holistic science there is an attempt to capture the complex
consequences of sinultaneous communication at different scales.
In reductionist science each scale is applied one at a time in a
causal

chain:

transnitter

message

to

receiver

signal,

through

receiver signal to received message, to response which is seen as
a message transnitted by the receiver and so on.
- T.F.H. Allen and 'I'nanas B. Starr, Hierarchy (1982)

Acadanics have, of wurse, greatly assisted our understanding of time and
space and environs/man relationships.
m we
grow in systens understanding
they help us to see that language is not only referential, not only for naming
structures.
Social or
interactional
uses are also characteristic of
language. 'lhese interactional uses are essential if we are to fathom the warp
and woof dynamics, the changes (including new contexts), that make the subject
matter of ecomanagement monitoring.
Any observation is scaled by temporal patterns. These patterns relate to
the level of resolution of datum values and the extent of the entire
observation period.
Observations nade at regular intervals measured in
minutes, days, years, and the like might seem to be the sinplest pattern to
use, but this is often not so in biology. Time passmg regularly in minutes
might be very irregular for the process under observation, sane minutes
containing much activity and others containing none.
For any holon that sees the process and responds to it as if it were
smoth and regular, minutes constitute a very irregular measure of the passage
of time. An insistence of measuring time in minutes may have the effect of
stretching and contracting different time periods as far as the observed holon
is concerned. Behavior of the observed, in these circumstances, appears very
canplicated.
More than this, depending on when the observation is made,
perception may stretch time on one Stan of the hierarchy while contracting
time on another. .. .
A min purpose in biology is to track back frcm biological time to our
experiential time framework" [87].
Makgg theWarp
When I look around
at the symptom of ranpant reductionism (e.g., the
gigantic lists of barely-connected labellings that characterize environmental
inpact statenents), I find good reason to get back to basics.
Such symptons
indicate that, conceptually, we remain 'babes in the woods .
'Ecology, even
most theoretical ecology, can be seen as largely a formalization of coman
knowledge, as institutionalized
walksthrough the woods.
This aspect of the
discipline's character comes from the essential tangibility of the research
material; apparently, it is difficult for ecologists to look beyond phenomena
that are in tune with familiar rhytl ms" [88] .
The soundscape of the world is d'nanging.
Modern man is
beginning to inhabit a world with an acoustic environment
radically different from any
he has hitherto known.
'lhese new
sounds
differ in quality and intensity from those of the past
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To define nusic merely as sounds would have been unthinkable a
few years ago, though today it is the more exclusive definitions
Today all sounds belong to a
that are proving unacceptable.

continuous field of possibilities lying within the wrehensive
dominion of music.

Behold the new orchestra: the sonic universe:

And the msicians: anyone and anything that sounds!
-

R. Murray Schafer, The Tuning Of The World (1977)

Even, that old nursery rhyme collection, The Mother Goose Book provides
lessons in stress ecology that, perhaps, we ought to review. "For want of a
nail the shoe was lost; for want of a shoe the horse was lost; for want of a

of
horse the rider was lost; for want of a rider the battle was lost; for want

a battle the kingdom was lost; and all for the want of a horseshoe nail."
It is time our strategies again account for the full set of horseshoe
nails

(the

nurturing

before

basics)

we

commit

our

horses

to

irreversible

courses in bringing about "progress" or "developnent".

Our species acquired its humanness
characteristics, but by engaging in
patterns of behavior that have led to
of animality resulting in the creation

not by losing its animal
activities and developing
a progressive transcendence
of humanness.

-- Rene Dubos, Celebrations Of Life
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(1981)

If the past is regarded in total perspective, the long prehistory
of man is likely to appear more inportant than most of what cans
to be preserved on clay tablets and parchment scrolls after man
started to note down what he considered essential in a limited
more important if for no
environment and a narrow span of time

other reason than the fact that prehistory is conmon to g human
beings, in all societies, at _a_ll cultural levels, and important

also because prehistory explains so much of the later activity of
with prehistory as the point of departure, it should be
man.
natural to see the continued path of man through the world
against the background of the total environment of which he is
part and which he himself has largely made what it is -- to read
history, in other words, not so mob in the way it has been
preserved piecemeal on clay and parchment, but rather as it has
been carved into the globe itself.
- Rolf Edberg, On The Shred Of A Cloud: Notes in a
Travel Book, translated by Sven Ahman (1966/1969)
This yarn has a rather recent ideational beginning, but the tangible
fibers that made it possible go back to times when there were no writings and
to survivors

(early observers,

early monitors)

who were successful

in melding

Perhaps it's now time for a brief consideration of the
nature and nurture.
adaptations that allowed our precursors to survive and that make it possible
for us to think straight. From his broad perspective, Lewis Thomas, M.D., in
The Medusa and the
greatest investment

Snail, has convincingly asserted:
for the future, mist be in the

"[F]ar and
broad area

away the
of basic

biological science.
The great need now, for the medicine of the future,
is for more information at the most fundamental levels of the living process."

C.

ADAPTIVE WIDERATIONS:

Skein

2

The adaptive system covers all those practices through which a
society acts on nature in the effort to provide its subsistence
and to reproduce the totality of goods and furnishings at its
disposal.
-- Darcy Ribeiro, The Americas And Civilization (1971 trans.)
'A living organisn appears to have the power to direct its energies to
some
definite end,
and
it will make
all sorts of experiments,
of
triaband-error co ordinations of its bodily movements, until it successfully
achieves that end.
The specific power of directing its energies to certain
definite ends or objects or with a certain measure of purpose seems to be
characteristic of all living things from the lowest to the highest.
This
capacity of direction may be conscious or unconscious; it may be a reflar or
instinctive or deliberate and intentional; but as a phenomenon and a fact of
It is the eglanation of the
universal observation it is beyond dispute.
phenomenon and fact which is in dispute, as well as its relation to the
mysical-energy systen which it seans to influence or direct.
[Slelection and direction, which are inherent in life and mind, are
pervasive holistic characters which appear in matter already, evolve from it,
and grow to maturity in life and
These characters show no opposition or
antagonism to the system of matter, but co exist with and interpenetrate it as
higher phases of itself, so to speak.
They taierate the laws of matter and
discharge their functions without interfering with these laws.
In other
words, the action of life and mind is consistent with the principles of
energy" [89]. The search for net human benefit nust, it seems to me, address
the complementarities of both realms:
matter-energy and life-mind as
selections are made and a spread of directions taken.
The logic of adaptation is a different logic Eran that of the associative
and ideological subsystans in this ecosphere so highly influenced by mankind's
applied

science

and

art.

As

Bateson

stressed,

Both

for

nutations

and

for

learning, it is always necessary to remember the potential pathologies of
logical typing. What has survival value for the individual may be lethal for
the population or for the society.
that is good for a short time (the
symptomatic cure) may be addictive or lethal over long time" [90] .
In too many quarters, Bateson's warning seems to have fallen on deaf
ears.
In such important governmental functions as the NEPA process, we have
so far failed to specify in any explicit way the referent level of living
system for determinations of impact 'significance".
Federal regulations for
the NEPA process address "context" (40 CFR 1508.27) but tend to leave the
impression that an action significant at any level requires the production of
an enviromiental inpact statement, whatever the national implications. Until
we confront the rationale underlying such determinations, we will continue to
be in the position of equating the significance of an action to an individual
organism with the significance to the nation. They are not the same.
Spreadng in a Reed
You need not go to Indiana Harbor [91] or Hamilton Harbor -- or even, for
that. matter,

to

transboundary

waters

-

con5ideration in deliberations about a M.

to

find

matter

that

is

due

Residents of the Transboundary

Region comprise part of the measure of "the health" of the Region.
Their
health is, in considerable part, a function of their exposure to environmental
contaminants in the bane, in the yard, and in the school or workplace.
'Do the extent that bodies are exposed to (and in some cases made

hypersensitive to) these insults, matter entering the

IbR and matter in other

locales of the 'IbR may be of more or less interest and concern.
Where
long term or cumulative exposure is of particular concern, the home or work
settings (indoors and outdoors) where people spend most of their time may have
more influence on the health of the residents of the TbR than do the more
remote settings which often come to mind as 'transboundary dynamics" are
discussed.
This is particularly likely to be the case in societies such as
the U.S.A. and Canada which
have cannitted to the widespread use of manmade
products
of
technology
before
their
inplications
(singly,
combined,
synergistic) for living system are fully tested and understood.
People who live in the Transboundary Region are likely to spend as much of
their time

indoors

(at home, work,

school, etc.)

as they do outdoors.

If we

are attempting to get a handle on the state of health of the 1131? via a network
that will use a cost-effective minimum of monitored clues, then we need to be
as mindful of indoor environmental exposure to boons and banes as we are of
exposure to outdoor environmental factors.
"A critical threshold in perception Imst be crossed before it results in
awareness.
Another threshold in awareness mist be crossed before critical
action ensues. And yet another plateau trust be reached, before the action is
maintained effectively enough for effective intervention.
'me intrinsic
difficulty here is that two of our elenental life supports -- air and water by their nature fail to yield information about their level of pollution
directly to the naked senses.
Many of the lethal oxidizing and reducing
atmospheric pollutants, and serious disruption in the delicate distribution
and layering of gases (ozone for instance) may occur without setting off
visual, olfactory or gustatory alarms. Even an accurate information systen -comprised of
[sic]
atmospheric and water pollution monitors -- cannot
oonpletely bridge the credibility gap between one's own senses and the
informational display,
as any man/machine-interface-expert,
in the air
(aviation) or in the water (man-in ocean) knows. When action is called for,
particularly for effective socio-political, long term controls, this gap
becomes critical. Man still believes the direct evidence of his eight senses,
however distorted they may be and however clear the displays of 'artificial
intelligence
(machines, ccnputers, etc.).
It may even be that we shall
require mandatory flagging, one way or another, through direct audio-visual
displays (like the colouring of industrially enitted dangerous gases) in order
to bring us

toour senses'l

[92].

Transboundary monitoring is a subset of monitoring done by living
system. Living system mist deal with the integration of their om critical
process subsystem. 'I'nat integration is, in turn, a concomitant of structural
conditions in these living system.
Both structure and process in living
system are linked by transboundary processes to factors outside (environment) .
'lhe effect of transboundary process on the integrity of a living system

mist, also, be monitored if the systen is to maintain a fitting state.

Both

structure
andprocess in living system are linked by transboundary processes
to factors inside those system.
We need mre often not gut reaction but
rather "gut proaction" for reninding us of essential I'lookirrg inward" subject
matter. In my view, transboundary mnitoring is ecological in that it treats
the maration that makes system 'living" -- an ecology of being alive and
behavmg
ng.

Transboundary monitoring is truly a system approach if implemnted to
serve the full spread of decision support needs of living system.
Because
living system and their environs and innards relationships and their
integration are our subjects, in a M we are dealing with rudiments of 'an
ecosystem approach".
It is the approach beginning to be seen by adaptive
organizations like the IJC as essential to the accarplismnent of their charges.
Hanan living system, such
as you
andI and the IJC, have only so many
basic tools by which they can sense the health of their environs/innards
relationships.
Six of those tools now known to science I called to your
attention in Illustration A4. They are familiar to us all, yet neglected as a
set when we discuss strategies for pre-decision and post-decision monitoring.
The most direct way we have found for ensuring a causal model
structure is to focus on the level of the constituent processes.
'Ihese are the operating subdivisions that link the variables of a
system.
Looking
at processes also has
the advantage of
capitalizing on generality -- becauSe processes extend across
many situations, we can draw upon the knowledge and understanding
gained frcm other cases and other research.
-- C.S. Bolling et al., Adaptive Ehviromnental Assessment
And Want (1978)
All change over time of matter energy or information in a system
is process.
Process includes the ongoing function of a
systen, reversible actions succeeding each other from mnent to
moment.

Process

also

includes

histog,

less

readily

reversed

changes like nutations, birth, growth, developmnt, aging, and
death; changes which commonly follow tramna or disease; and
changes resulting from learning which are not later forgotten.
-- James Grier Miller, Livgg' System (1978)

Spreadggg

in a Raddle

As a mthod of perception -- and that is all science can claim to
be -- science, like all other methods of perception, is limited
in its ability to collect the outward and visible signs of
whatever may be truth. Science probes; it does not prove.
-- Gregory Bateson, Mind And Nature: A Necessary Unity (1979)
'Individuals and populations tend to differ in their responses to any
environment. Some achieve more in environment, sane achieve less; some adjust
only with difficulty.
easily to environmental extremes, others adjust
Different responses may be a function of different abilities to respond to
environment, or of different perceptions of environmnt. Understanding of the
sources
of
variance
in environmental perception
is
essential
to an
understanding of variation in nan's envirormental behaviors.
One significant source of perceptual differences is man s variable
'me concept of adaptation level here offers an
sensitivity to environment.
invaluable tool. Our bodies are capable of adjusting to environment in many
ways, as physiological functioning requires. When exposed to heat or cold or
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high
under
only
more

altitude, haneosbatic adjustments permit the body to maintain fitness
But the adjustment to enVironment is not
a wide range of conditions.
physiological; there is also sensory adaptation. 'lhe individual becomes
sensitive to those new environmental conditions which require him to be

sensitive,

and conversely,

of sensitivity
well being.
mmeostatic
environmental

are

less

valueless

responses
stimili:

sensitive in circumstances where high

even

or

universal

are

deficiencies

disadvantageous

of

heat,

for

responses
oxygen,

to

and

levels

comfort

and

universal

water

eliCit

generally universal physiological responses, if not universally successful
Adaptation levels, by contrast, are quite variable, given their
responses.
basis in complex enVironment, experience, culture, and personality.
Environnental perceptions do vary; but the variability that characterizes
different populations is predictable only to the extent that the major
'lhese nust
variables of environmental perception and response are understood.
include,
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in addition to the consideration

of environment,

a

consideration of

heritage,
to include physiology, cultural
the complex human organism,
experience, and personality in both their universal and unique dimensions. No
one can know everything environmentally significant about everyone in every
But we need to know mre than culture history,
population or culture group.
economy, society, and policy to understand the variable success of individuals
and populations in adapting to environment.
The need to know exists; the means for knowing also exists, in the wealth
of concepts and research techniques now available fran the behavioral
the era of environmentalisn witnessed an early attanpt by
Sciences.
Though a strong reaction
geographers to function as behavioral scientists.
was necessary in order to re-emphasize the significance of culture in
accounting for mankind's variable relationships with, and achievanents in,
environment, the anti-environmentalist legacy of the era has discouraged the
study of man's environmental sensitivities and behaviors. Without question,
this has been a loss to geography; it my well have been a loss to behavioral
science as well" [93].
artifacts:
monitorable
workbench contains
adaptive
the
man,
For
the central function
'If
implements, blueprints (plans), and buildings.
of building is to lift the raw environmental load of the physical environment
mso-environment required by
to create that
fran our backs and
ciVilization -- then we nust judge building as we do any other instrunent or
And the central criterion for judging
tool: i.e., by its performance.
building performance nust necessarily be anenity, well-being, ultimately
Docunentation of experience with such artifacts and hopes for
health" [94].
them -- regulations for plaming; manuals; guidelines, etc. -- can also be
monitored for performance.
I see as an encouraging sign, the fact that systematic post-decision
monitoring plans are beginning to be formilated as legislators and land use
managers search [95] for ways to adapt organizations to dynamic environs. At
the organization level within the U.S.A. federal government, the California
State Office of the Bureau of Land Managenent has produced an on-the-beam
handbook covering rudiments of such monitoring and evaluation of performance
in its plaming process:
'Oonceg
The mnitoring plan serves as the tool to evaluate the continuing
It
effectiveness of the decisions on the RM? [Resource Managenent Plan].
provides the information to evaluate the progress being made toward reaching
the W5 stated goals and objectives.

Monitoring and evaluation indicate the effectiveness of the plan's
The manager can then judge the continued
policies, goals, and objectives.
utility of the plan's decisions and prescriptions to determine amendment or
revision needs.
Riggiranents
The regulations give sane broad requiranents that are to be included in
A spec1fic, more detailed mnitoring plan tailored for an
the actual plan.
individual planning area will generally be necessary to fully use the concept
to determine amendment or revision needs.
The proposed plan must establish monitoring intervals and standards based
evaluate
should
It
involved.
resources
the
of
sensitivity
the
on
effectiveness of mitigation measures pertinent to the decisions, and the
impact any changes in State or local plans may have on the decision

consistency requiranents.
The
There is conSiderable flexibility in designing a monitoring plan.
following measures, as found in ELM Manual 1616.9, are considerations that may
be pertinent to specific MP5 and designed into the monitoring plan:
Determine if a multiple use prescription is fulfilling the purpose for
A.
which it was designed.
Determine if predictions of effects and impacts fran managenent
B.
actions were accurate as a basis for appropriate managanent action.
Reveal unanticipated and/or unpredictable effects including off-site
C.
inpac ts.

D. Determine if mitigation measures are satisfactory and are as effective
as predicted.
Determine if any established threshold levels have been net or
E.

exceeded.

Provide for continuing evaluation of consistency with plans or
F.
programs of State, local govermnent, and Indian tribes.
Provide for continuing comparison of plan benefits versus costs
G.
(social, economic, and enviromnental).
Determine if new data or information have affected the plan, its
H.
conclusions, or estimation of effects.
1. Determine the' rate and degree to which the plan is being implemented
in terns of both the decisions that can be implemented without activity
planning and those that require activity planning.

Mint es

The Monitoring and Evaluation Plan is tailored to meet the needs of a
specific planning area, based on the array of planning decisions, and the
sensitivity of the resources involved.

W

Early in the process the manager and planning team can develop the
'lhese are based on the RMPs Goals, Objectives,
Cb'ectives.
Monitori
and associated R use decisions the relationship of the RIP to other
agency planning, and authorizations needed to be put into conformanCe
with the plan decisions
Decisions to be Monitored
mice the Monitoring Plan Objectives have been established, the manager
and planning team can determine what broad policy, goals,_ objectives and
land use decisions will be monitored.

Categorize Decision

where stresses of a genetic character,

important

to
monitoring expectations and the monitoring objectives which apply
Decision types to consider could include a combination
each decision.
of the following:
- decisions intended to implement policy,
-- decisions designed to achieve management prescriptions,
-- decisions developed to affect change in resource use, condition,
availability, etc.,
-- decisions to initiate mitigation measures,
-- decisions that are support types, i.e. construct a drift fence,
etc., or they might simply be categorized based on whether they
are guidame, i.e., implanent policy, affect change in resource
use, or are task oriented, i.e. [sic], construct fence, develop
recreation sites, etc.
Decision gspegtation
After the deCiSions have been categorized by tYPe, each decision is then
played against the Monitoring Plan Objectives to determine what
Task type decisions (e.g., construct drift fence)
objective(s) apply.
Prggress and/or conpletion as short-term expectations with
would have
Policy and
the effect on livestock movement as long term expectations.
compliance
have
might
decisions
type
prescription
Management
[with] decisions affecting resource change,
expectations identified;
i.e. [sic], 'Vegetative conditions have iuproved fran fair to good'I as
one of the nonitoring expectations.
mnitorggg' Result Evaluation
me team mist also determine the frequency the decisions will be
This is likely to vary according to the sensitivity of the
monitored.
resource [a]ffected, the type of decision and monitoring expectations.
men establishing monitoring time frames, keep the budget cycle in mind
an effect on AWP [Armual Work Plan]
(results of mnitoring may have
developnent.)
Periodic monitoring reports should be evaluated as part of the process
Evaluation should assess the plan decisions ability meeting IMP
also.
goals, objectives, public danand, and consistency with other agency
plans. The evaluation should result in one of the following decisions.
-- decision on Amendment needs;
-- decision related to additional actions that may be
needed to achieve goals;
-- no further action is needed at this time.
Periodically (at least every five years) the evaluation should address
is
the continued effectiveness of the plan and whether a plan reviSion
requiredll [96].

In

practice,

disappear

Descriptive ecologists often base descriptions of conninities on typical spots
observed in the field, tracing in the boundaries as rmework. In fact, we do
not really need marked frontiers.
It is enough to observe that the
conposition of an ecosystem is different in two spots to assume that some
change mst occur beth them
"' [97].
Perhaps there is good reason that the U.S.A./Canada ecotone often
disappears when we look at it closely.
Perhaps,
for perceiving the
U.S.A./Canada relationship 'we do not really need marked frontiers .
Perhaps
it is enough 'to observe that the composition of an ecosystem is different in
two spots to assume that sane change nust occur between them" and that, in
this instance, it is mainly a different structure for danocratic governance
that is the most salient of change generators.
If that continues to appear
true, perhaps the devising of a shared network to collect and conIIIunicate
information from monitoring will not be so difficult to fit to those two
denocratic systens for governance.
The similarities of variables may far
outstrip the differences, making cooperation relatively straightforward.
D.

ASSWIATIVECDQSIDERATIQS:

The identified decisions are then cat__egorized by w to facilitate

@129
to
"Descriptive ecology uses maps with patches of color intended
Ecology is, or at
represent different kinds of camunities or ecosystems.
least has been, very prone to formalism and a word 'ecotone", was introduced
Happily
by Clements to designate the ambiguous boundary between patches.
enough, in the etymology of the word there is a reference to tension -- a
suggestion of something dynamic that can give life to the patches on a map.
Indeed, such boundaries must be considered places of tension where two
organizations meet and exchange their respective canponents, or as places

however,

ecotones

often

in evolution, are at work.
when

we

look

for

them.

Skein #3

The associative systen covers the complex of norms and
institutions that organize social life, discipline runan
cOexistence, regulate the work force, and govern political
life.
-- Darcy Ribeiro, The Americas And Civilization (1971 trans.)
It seals to me that more scientific fora should
take the format of
scientific method. We place a lot of faith -- some of it airely warranted in that method of inquiry.
I don t understand why we have not more often
structured our gatherings (workshop such as this) to follow that pattern of
probing.
Seems to me we ought more often formulate and pose hypotheses of
apparent merit and openly invite their scrutiny, even in mixed assanblages of
scientists and non-scientists.
My experience in this is nuch more limited than those who are partial to
conferences for all sorts of purposes. Still I can only recall, at present,
one description of a conference deliberately framed in terns of an aperiment:
'lhe germination of our ideas concerning the programing, structure
and content for this conference began 16 mnths ago.
The idea of
having the conference was earlier still, but the major portion of the
program development thinking was done within those 16 mnths.
This
whme conference, although
elaborately planned, was an experiment -from our perspectives at least.
The experiment was in the form of a test -- a test of present
approaches and facts for visual landscape assessnent against present
and near future visual impacts in wildland landscapes.
'Ihe hypothesis
to be tested was whether current approaches and methods could be
successfully used in an 'applied" way to deal effectively with current
and near future visual management problems.
If the hypothesis were
proven false then future research and effort should be intensively
redirected [98].
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Doxiadis stressed: 'Tne need for a theory of hunan settlenents as the
basis for action is indispensable
It may be argued that such a body of
knowledge would be better acquired by concentrating separately on each one of
the elenents
I believe that such an approach
would be completely
wrong.
In a way that is what is happening today. There are attenpts in each
of the fields concerned with each of these elements, at forming theories
related to each.
These theories are not always of equal value; and even if
one of then has great value it is not sufficient to guide the development of
entire human settlenents.
The failure to merge theories into a systen has
contributed to two situations:
It has led to the development of a separate
approach for every element and the real issue of interest has been treated by
these fields only as a side issue. For exanple, physical geography. concerned
with Nature, has not concentrated on relating Nature to human settlenents as a
whole.
The disciplines concerned with these elenents have tended to develop
particular
approaches toward the entire human settlenent.
For example, the
approach of the anthropologist is different from that of the planner, which in
turn differs fran that of the engineer, the architect, etc.
It is exactly
this which must be avoided in the future.
What we need -- and this is the
only way
ofachieving the best results is a unified approach to the entire
problen of human settlements.
Only a balanced knowledge of all elenents and
their interaction in the formation of settlements can lead to a successful
theory. Only then can we branch out into more specific fields [99].
g
I believe that 'oalanced knowledge" will, suneday, follow a recognition of
the calplenentarities [100] between holism and reductionism.
Ihe holism (with
its attention to energent properties) needs to cane first; but, of late, it
has hardly been set upon the stage.
Individually and as groups and
organizations that have
pulled together for political purposes, we are
fractured eight ways to Sunday.
There is strength in that diversity only if
it can be synthesized for some concerted effort on behalf of the whole.
Civilization does not lie in a greater or lesser degree
refinement, but in an awareness shared by a whole people.
- Albert Cams, Notebooks 1935-1942
A great nany cultures

have a name

for thenselves that means,

of

in essence,

'The People
-- as though anyone outside that culture didn't really matter.
The Navaho, for instance, have a name for thenselves, 'Dineh" or "Dine"; it
means 2.115 People. I believe that such a view foils enpathy and explains nuch
of the need for environmental diplomacy on an increasingly peopled Earth.
(In
the Navaho's oral history, there is a counterpoint, however. Overall, in the
Navaho's creation story,
the narrative mves steadily toward a fully
apprehended awareness of clan equality after the various
clansassenble to
form a cohesive tribe [101].)
'h veryone exists only by the grace and favour of other men, some in the
same society, some far removed; all linked -- though by no means united -- by
the fact that nearly all are vital parts of saneone else's eWironment. So it
is possible that the passion for individual autonany
doesindeed signal a
valid sense of threat from human dominance little different in kind or degree
from that fran which the Enlightenment claimed to set men free..
The fact remains that people have to learn to live if they can in a world
in which they form each other's environment to an extent never known before.
And this raises two problems which have not yet been solved and which may be
insoluble but which are fundamental to the continuance of human life on

earth.
(he is the problen of sustaining a sufficient degree of personal
autonomy without foundering in a sea of alienation and rival pursuits of the
new ideal of authenticity. The other is the problen of creating a sufficient
cannunity of culture to support such an interdependent world without weakening
diverse

existing

cultures

so

nuch

as

to

make

nations,

classes

individuals even less comprehensible to each other than they are now"

and

even

[102].

[T]he main lines of every major strategic plan are largely
political in nature, and their political character increases the
more the plan applies
to the whole state.
-- Carl von Clausewitz, 0n War (1815-1827)
[T]he process of decision making and, still more, of policy
making is a process of intensive and accelerated learning and
this includes learning what to want as well as how to get.
[AJLl today's human populations, perhaps particularly those heirs
of the Enlightenment who have so successfully pioneered the huge
cultural changes of the last two hundred years, need now to
achieve an even more radical reversal, a change not only in their
understanding, as observers, of the developing situation in which
they are trapped, but
also a change in their appreciation, as
agents and as experients, of what these changes require of then.
[T]he increase of constraint on every done-by by every doer,
[is] due inescapably to his increasing involvenent in the very
systen which has also set the standards of his enablenents
The counterpart of this is, of course, the corresponding increase
in the constraint exercised on every doer by the reluctance of so
many done-by to accept the increased constraints in even the most
benign activities of the doers. The conventional picture of our
time as a time of all-powerful doers and helpless done by, the
very picture which the Enlightenment believed that it was
abolishing for ever, is I believe as dead, at least in the West,
as any revolutionary of two centuries ago could have hoped. But
its replacenent involves a concept of universal responsibility
such as no Utopian since Plato ever hoped to get even from his
Guardians . No wonder the political growing point of the world
is the manufacture of consensus.
-- Sir Geoffrey Vickers, Human asters Are Different (1983)
At the conclusion of the m Workshop (which is heavily-weighted toward
scientific perspectives), our job will be to extend graspable handles to
"Guardians" -- the miltitudes involved in everyday enviromtental diplomacy
(regardless they realize). That's one justification for the rather mixed tone
and varying sophistication of this tract for the Proceedgg s on our purpose
and format.
This is not for scientists only, though they will be enplacing
many of the first footings if a TbMN endeavor continues to appear warranted.
We need a cannunication effort that has many of the characteristics of
Bulletin One: An Update on People and Events in the South Saskatchewan River
Basin Planni
Pr ram
[103].
A TbMN
will
need that
balance
of
government7citizen eiergies to be viable.
Scientists or not, we all have
biases that affect our perspectives. 'Ihat's why I believe that no one and no
single agency
should be the genesis of a TbMN or of this workshop on the
subject of 'l'rNN development.
The matters a M ought to track are too

important in determination of societal development to be isolated from the
decision support system of Canada and the U.S.A.
In fact, the decision as to

what is tracked in a 'IhMN ought to derive from an understanding of not only

the internal systemic needs of Canada and the U.S.A.
It ought to derive, as
well, from an awareness of contexts of more breadth that are aimed at making
our shared ecosphere a healthier place -- development pursuant to such
frameworks as the World Conservation Strategy. with this as a referent, both
nations could be leaders in developing national conservation strategies [see
Appendix AD, especially Section 2.5.7; vmat's sauce for the goose (especially

the cosmopolite)

] which

are sustainable in the larger mise-en scéne.

Developnent is the entire gamut of changes by which any social
systan, with optimal regard for the wishes
and welfare of
component individuals and subsystems, mves away
fran
a condition
of life widely perceived as unsatisfactory towards an alternative
condition held to be hunanly better.
- Denis Goulet in 'mst West Conference on
lechnology, Development and Values" (I972)

'me Newtonian world-view and the Industrial Age are behind us.
The mechanical
models of the universe and of human nature have been revised.
In the world organized according to the principles of the internal
coulbustion

machine,

workers

their own development"

"Ihe concept of participation is one of the most important issues in
developnent today.
It's a concept we hear constantly
'mree principles
have evolved fran our experience in the field.
PRIICIPLE (NE
Participation defines our hunanness: it honors the
fundamental fact that to be alive as a human is to be involved in one s
physical and mental awironment.
Depending on its form, participation can
either be an inposition on local cultures, or it can be a process based on
inproved mications and relationships of many different kinds.
For instance, if, as a development agency, we
insist we shall only
work with groups or organizations who adopt a participatory approach, we are
iuposing on then.
This is especially true if we pretend to be open to and
tolerant of the many and various forms of hunan behavior, but really rig
assistance so that the beneficiary will have to adopt our values.
There is an alternative.
It is to state openly that we
espouse
a
participatory approach, and that is how we are going to relate to local people
and bodies.
ether and how the local people adopt the participatory made
unst then be genuinely a local decision, and nust be respected and worked with
accordingly.
Taken in this nanner, participation values diversity.
It presents its own
values openly. It seeks to learn and it doesn't lecture or moralize.
PRIMIIPLE 1m -- Participation is looked at as a calminications system.
In that systen the nature of the response nust be proportionate to the nature
of the input, or tFere will be a short circuit in the information flow and
motivation will be reduced. 0n the other hand, the flow is canpleted, energy
is released and motivation is increased.
In this systen, our participation always anphasizes a learning as well as
a teaching mode.
When we
interact with another culture, we begin with
finding rather than searching.
Cross cultural learning deuands that we
stretch our sensibilities and cultural biases until we are able to notice and
find that which we are not looking for as well as that which our background
has taught us to observe, and, therefore, value.
Thus l'peririieral vision is
the most important capability we have for extending our ability to see the
unfamiliar, and thus to exercise our cross-cultural sensitivity.
PRDCIPLE THREE -- Participatirg human beings are the end in themelves.

were programmed

as

a

to

the

end

of

production.
In a participatory, people centered approach, hunan beings are
seen as the end in thenselves.
They are not defined in terms of any context
other than themselves.
In this model, with human beings defined as the context, the system
defines itself.
The system is not blue-printed or {are-determined.
It takes
in all of the human experience, not just a part. And it is highly creative.
The exciting part of the definition of a participatory, people-centered
approach is that the definition itself is constantly changing.
thus, the
definition of humanity is always to some extent undefinable; it uses itself to
define and measure itself.
{Rleal
productivity depends on people
making
their own decisions
concerning their own
economic futures and carrying them out.
In all our
projects we
insist upon the highly conscious involvement of our clients in
management decision-making
and in serving as models to others in the
camunity.
Thus learning is recycled.
The people are anpowered to create
[104].

In 6.8. Ooghill's phrase, '[TJhe organism acts on the environment
before it reacts to it.
Almost from the manent a creature is
hatched or born, it lashes out at the environment, be it liquid
or solid, with cilia, flagellae, or mscles; it swine, crawls,
glides, pulsates;
it kicks, yelps, breathes, feeds on the
It does not merely adapt to the environment but
environment.
adapts the environment to its own needs -- it eats and drinks its
environment,

it does not
questions by

fights and mates with it, burrows and builds

merely "respond"
exploringit.

to

the

enviroment,

in it;

but

asks

-- Arthur Koestler, Janus: A 5mm.ng 5Q (1978)

If T.5. Eliot was correct in observing that 'In my beginning is my end", I
guess I will have to learn to live with a hunanocentric approach to
developnent.
As long as the aforementioned approach takes individual and
social contexts entire -- viewing the human wosphere

[105] as inclusive of an

ethic that provides rights
for other life forns (because we
humans feel
better operating thusly) and as long as providing human life insurance means
leaving a sufficient margin of "undeveloped" ecotope to repair our erring ways
- I take no major issue with human beings defined as the context.
We are
prisoners of our own limitations as sensient annuals.
Hopefully,
we
can
continue to acpand our noosphere; but it is obvious,
to me atleast, that we
cannot avoid the fact that we-the-limited are the observer we are relying upon.
them is no life that is not in camunity
-- T.S. Eliot, Choruses from "The Rock'I
"Human systals have become very difficult for human beings to maintain.
They
demand fran whole populations levels of mderstanding and tolerance
seldom before found even among the few. Time is short -- but so is the whole
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Who knows what regulatory powers might not emerge at least
human time span.
among some of the different populations which face the future -- even if it be
a future measured only in decades?
We need not expect only one answer. Different treasures from the rich and
diverse human heritage may survive and even flourish in different places.
Precious innovations still undreamed may be spawned by necessity.
'Evolution ,
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as

T.H.

Huxley

wrote

in

the

essay

so

often

quoted,

'encourages no millenial expectations'. Man as designer would not achieve a
millenial design and dwell in it in harpiness ever after. None the less he is
a designer and we should not assume that his creative powers have run into a
total cul-de-sac' [1.06].
Science 'sanetines looks like a solitary activity, but it is as nuch the
opposite of solitary as human behavior can be. There is nothing so social, so
An active field of science is like an inmense
cannunal, so interdependent.
intellectual anthill: the individual almost vanishes into the mass of minds
tumbling over each other, carrying information fran place to place, passing it
In the midst of what seems to be a collective
around at great speed.
deranganent of minds, with bits of information being scattered about, torn to
shreds, disintegrated, reconstituted, engulfed in an activity that seems as
random and agitated as that of bees in a disturbed part of the hive, there
suddenly emerges, with the purity of a slow phrase of music, a single new
It is the most powerful and
piece of truth about nature. In short, it works.
productive thing human beings have learned to do together in many centuries more effective than farming, or hunting and fishing, or building cathedrals,
or making money' [107].
The assanbling of such scattered bits of information about this continent
(North America) has been underway in written records since the early part of
its "discovery" by Europeans. As an associative process, that assanbling and
documenting places information in a form conducive to wider sharing than
form of recording man's
(Pictographs as a
recounting.
word-of-mouth
monitoring were, of course, long previous in use.)
(he of the earliest documentations of baseline monitoring in the New World
Natural History
(new to Europeans, that is) was published in the year 1526.
of the West Indies, by Gonzalo de Oviedo y Valdes, included a list and
description of New World plants and animals.
(he of the earliest of North American efforts to link-up a set of laws
enfranchising both hunans and their non-human environs was "The Body of
Liberties" compiled by Nathaniel Ward and adopted by the General Court of
'Ihese included, according to Emily Stewart
Massachusetts in Decanber 1641.
Leavitt and other authors of Animals And 'Iheir Legal Rights (Animal Welfare
Institute, 1968; p. 13), one hundred 'liberties' which the Puritans expected
and observed
and inviolably enjoyed
impartiallie
respectively
to be
'At a time when others considered
throughout our Jurisdiction for ever'.
we find
animals as mere property, to be used or abused at the whim of man,
[Liberty 92] 'No man shall exerciSe any Tirannyor Crueltie towards any bruite
Creature which are usuallie kept for man's use'."
As in the Old World, North America's observers were not limited to the
spoken or written word when they made attenpts to associate and recount their
seem to have used nusic as a
Most cultural groups
experiences to others.
record form -- to communicate memories as well as present feelings.
As early
In
as the 1840's, formally encoded music was used to document history.
Chopin's piano literature, Polonaise No. 5 (in F-sharp minor), Polonaise No. 6
(in A-flat major), and Polonaise No. 7 (in A-flat major) comprise a triptych
of the history (and sentiment) of Poland.
As a monitoring record this
documentation

had

such

evocative

(some

believed,

provocative)

potential

stars of
[Chopin knew how to collect the flowers fran the fields, and to make
Nazis
then, meteors, comets, illuninating all of Dirope" [10811 that the
observed
prohibited his nusic during their occupation of Poland. Astute Plato
'[Mlusical training is a more potent
The Republic :
in Book III of
instrunent than any other, because rhythm and harmony find their way into the
grace
inward places of the soul, on which they mightily fasten, inverting
being
and also because he who has received this true education of the inner
with a
will most shrewdly perceive omissions or faults in art and nature, and

true taste

And when a beautiful

'he will justly blame and hate the bad

that
soul harmonises with a beautiful form, and the two are cast in one mould,
"
will be the fairest of sights to him who has an eye to see it
E.

SYSTBLSW

The understanding of social life and its dynamics denands
that abstract analysis of each of these factors refer always to
the integrated complexes in which they coexist and act jointly.
-- Darcy Ribeiro, The Americas And Civilization (1971 trans.)
[Elach object in the world is not nerely itself but
every other object, and in fact is every other object.
-- Buddhist aitra

involves

area
Earlier I suggested that the U.S.A./Canada Transboundary Region (the

a

cost-effective

TbMN

would

have

to

address)

might

best

be

conceived

as

of
dynamic -- as "an ecosystan' varying in dimension with the relatedness
values involved with particular issues. In 1968, Margalef [1091 suggested how
river
such process-defined ecosystems might be viewed: "Marine plankton,
a
plankton, and populations in between (12mm of estuaries) are paradigms of
in which
Consider a river,
ecosystem
[process-defined]
kind of
If
The water flows, carrying away organisns.
suspended organisms nultiply.
water
the flow were perfectly laminar everything would be washed away and the

would

become

empty of

life.

But flow

is turbulent,

and sane organism

at a speed
actually move against the main current; others are. carried away
As a result, at a
higher than the man, and all, of course, nultiply.
by
geographically fixed point a population is maintained in which increase
The
nultiplication campaisates losses by drift, diffusion, and sinking.
n;
population has to be considered a process rather than a state or organizatio
it is like a cloud that forms at one end and disappears at the other,
In
n.
maintaining in between a form and a certain appearance of organizatio
such a system we are led to propose a very broad approach,
dealing with
referring events to a system of geographically fixed coordinates and keeping
every element of the ecosystem open, with fluxes and exchanges across all the
As we build cumulative experience with transmundary
limiting surfaces. l
issues, the general most-useful perception(s) of the 'IbR's dimensions may
might be
anerge and provide better clues as to where our monitoring efforts
implemented most cost-effectively.
'[T1he deepest need of our time both in human affairs and in knowledge is
Our race and our Icivilisation grrxe1
indicated by the concept of Holism.
tion.
to-day confronted with the alternatives of integration or dismtegra

Holism points the way to the former as against the latter alternative.
It
therefore supplies a clue not only for philosophy but also for a program'ne of
action. My practical business in life has been concerned more with the action
than with the philosophy of Holism.
But such is the ultimate influence of
thought on action that the philosophy may yet prove no less important than the
programme of action which the dire necessities of our time so urgently call
for" [1.1.0]. My disagreement with Shuts on this is with whether we must choose
either/or".
It seems to me that there is mch to be gained by recognizing and utilizing the relative complementary strengths of 'integration" and
'disintegration" approaches as Margalef has done in much of his work.
Struts used the term "practical".
Too many people I know are too ready to
dismiss the evaluation of underlying concepts as effort that is "not
practical .
Practicality is a test of overall effectiveness.
I believe
I'overall" includes consideration of time (long-term as well as short-term) as
well as space. A solution is not practical in ecotnanagement unless it has the
full scope of the problem's (opportunity's) significant dimensions and is
available, usable, and valuable in practice or action.
_
Too many 'outsiders" yatrmer
that anyone concerned about models or
conceptual frameworks cannot be capable of also being concerned with the
on-the-ground aspects of monitoring.
Yet, the very words and symbols they,
thelselves,

use

to

curmunicate

are

models.

As

a

fire

lookout,

I

made

That which comes to be always does so as a whole; so that if a
man does not count the whole among realities he ought not to
-- Plato, Somist

nor are those ideas only to be regarded as practical which
are pursued for the sake of practical results.
-

Aristotle, Politics,

Adjusting the Warp
[K]now that you shall not find
ow at a glance should the sights be lined.
Charles T. Davis "Io Ride, Shoot Straight,
and Speak the Truth"

a

full-time living at the game of monitoring and relied heavily on map models to
pinpoint snokes and fires.
I am convinced of the utility of models known to
have limitations.
Impractical monitoring
is likely to prevail
when there is little
congruence between the best of theory (based on enpiricism) and the real
system monitoring that is done.
Practical monitoring is most likely to
prevail when there is good fit between the variables of a wnceptual system
that is employed and the veridical, living systems confronted by monitors.
As Woodger [1111 observed, '[I]t is inpossible to begin work in a
particular field without some pre-suppositions about its nature, and about how
to set to work.
'Ihe history of science shows that progress has very
largely depended upon the skill with which a few men [and women] of genius
have grasped the kind of assumptions it was necessary to make.
But these
facts are by no means so widely understood as they should be, and consequently
many
people do not realize to what an extent such assumptions underlie
scientific procedure, what their real character is, or how they have
been
arrived at. It is necessary that such buried assumptions should, from time to
time, be dragged out into the light, in order to
enable us to see whether
they are still performing their proper functions and not leading us astray."

speak of substance or of coming-to-be as real.

national environmental goals as are set forth in the National Elviromnental
Policy Act as we seek to ascertain the fit between what we say we want and
what we have.
If we
wish to apply science with
a problem foals, then Miller's
identification of major categories of causes of pathological states [£21. Note:
See Appendix B, p. 478.] seems a prime candidate for testing.
Each of the
eight categories he identified involves functions performed by the cisboundary
regions of Canada and the U.S.A.
International organizations such as the IJC
might find it very useful (not just interesting)
to inventory ongoing
monitoring efforts to see which of then are intended to gather data about
these dysfunctions. Certainly, such an inventory would go a long way toward
assisting generalizations about the 'health' of the Transboundary Region.
It
could even provide lurch integration useful for accounts such as State Of 'Ihe
mvirornent heart For Canada [112].

Book VII, Chapter 3

Cur need to adjust to limited wherewithal seems to me to dictate a
systenatic search for the set of key indicators that would _be revealing of
this
intricate
ecosysten.
I
continue
to believe
that,
despite
its
shortcomings, the process of inquiry comprising scientific mthod has merit
enough to be one of the approaches we ought rely upon for understanding the
'I'bR.
'mat boundary
systen'sstate/process might then be compared with such
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[Science] proceeds not so nuch by the discovery of truth, but by
the elimination of untruth -- so far, at least, as its major
generalizations are concerned.
-- J.H. Woodger, Bioiggical Principles (1929)
Scientific methoo, rigorously pursued in a transdisciplinary manner, would
be a central aspect of such a systematic search. James Grier Miller's way of
organizing
information in explaining his general living systems theory
appears, to me, to provide a teplate in-ccmnon -- useful as a sufficiently
cauprehensive coordinating device for all of us who are interested in boundary
[hemmena at various
levelsto cane together for strategic goals discussions.
'[Ilt

would

seenthat

there

ought

to

be

a

most

general

science,

not

inmersed in a particular subject-matter, but dealing with the relationship
between the various special sciences, and trying to synthesize their unst
general results.
And the function of such a general science would not
necessarily be exhausted by attenpting to make a synthesis of knowledge.
It
might also be able to help the special sciences by pointing out contradictions
between them, and thus suggesting new lines for investigation with a view to
their removal.
Such a general science would also serve as a corrective to certain defects
which inevitably attach to the procedure of the special sciences.
The whole
success of the latter depends on their way of dealing with their problems
pieceneal -- postponing difficulties until the easier tasks have been
completed.
In other words they proceed by abstraction
Now in our
universal science this would obviously be inpossible. Since it has undertaken
to give some account of the whole it could not abstract but would have to
ensure that the consequences of one mode of abstraction were duly conpensated
by the use of the others.
It thus becomes
the residuar legatee, of all
the difficulties which the special sciences have found 1
convenient to
neglect" [113].

v

Knowledge becomes automated after you
have practiced
using it for
a long time.
For exanple, most of us learn how to drive a car
without paying conscious attention to the movenents of driving.
We have automated that knowledge.
Experts automate an enormous
body of knowledge.
[Bleside autunaticity of knowledge,
experts have a greater ability to think in abstract concepts.
For then the forces and manenta are
real
They use a
different problem representation, as we say.
They can visualize
the forces, the way
novicesvisualize physical objects.
[Tlhat's the key to expertise, acquiring this ability to switch
from the concrete and particular to the abstract and general.
-- Jasmina Wellinghoff, quoting Dr. Jill Larkin in
Are You a Master Thinker?" (January 1984)
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Along with Miller and others, I have found useful the concepts of
hierarchies of living systems and of energent properties. These concepts fit
reasonably well with my experience in this ecosphere and seen worthy of
further testing.
Both, it seems to me, have sane present utility as we
attenpt to better understand neighboring nations and their tensions/potentials.
'The notion of hierarchical arrangenent is central to biology and even has
an Aristotelean origin.
'me two standard ways of organizing biological
system, that is, into taxonomic units and structural relationship, both
A nested hierarchy is one where the holon at
represent nested hierarchies.
the apex of the hierarchy contains and is composed of all lower holons. The
apical holon consists of the sun of the substance and the interactions of all
its daughter holons and is, in that sense, derivable fran then.
Individuals
are nested within populations, organs within organisns, tissues within organs,
and tissues are composed of cells.
In taxonomy a family consists of its
constituent genera and their component species.
These two hierarchical
arrangenents are ubiquitous in modern biology to such an extent that these
arrangenents are cannonly used to order the material in introductory textbooks.
The biologist encounters this pair of hierarchies so frequently that he is
wont to consider nested hierarcnies as being more properly hierarchical than
their non-nested counterparts.
In our more general approach to hierarchies,
however,

it is profitable to view the

nested hierarchical condition as only a

special and restricted case rather than a perfect hierarchy.
Nested
hierarchies meet all the criteria of the more general hierarchical condition.
The higher holons in the systen are associated with slower time constants of
behavior (i.e. longer cycling times and relaxation times), and, if manifested
in space, they occupy a larger volume.
This is common to all hierarchical
construction.
Also, the higher holons in a nested systen constrain the
behavior of the lower holons; where in the the world a heart shall beat is
determined by the movement of the whole organism
However, these are
properties canton to non-nested hierarchies such
as social hierarchies.
Non-nested hierarchies relax the requirenent for containment of lower by
higher holons and also do not insist that higher holons are derivable from
collected lower holons.
It is profitable to view the nesting as a
restriction, for if we are limited to just the nested condition, then
generality is lost because the many non-nested ecological structura mist be
viewed as a separate class of phenomena.
Also relevant to comparisons of nested and non nested systens is the
nature of emergentproperties. Margalef (1968) discusses such properties and
labels then as macroscopic .
These are properties of higher levels in the
systen that are not obvious frm the properties of the parts.
In fact a clear

view of the parts may preclude observation of the energent property.
An
example here could be the properties of macromolecules which cannot even be
seen, let alone given account, at a scale of observation that focuses on only
one or a few atans at a time.
A bond cannot be seen until a level of
resolution is used which allows both parties to be seen at once.
By this
definition the property energes because of a change in the way observations
are made. But there are other considerations.
With appropriate observer scale as a given, one type of energence only
indicates that the property arises from incomplete specification of the parts
or an insufficient understanding of their interactions.
Such properties are
energent only because they were unexpected when they were found -- a simple
matter of observer inadequacy.
Again, with appropriate observer scale as a
given, another type of energence relates to properties of the whole that are
innately irreducible to the parts; they are not reduced because they cannot be
reduced.
These pertain to linguistic aspects of the whole,- linguistic
relationships involve signs and symbols whose relationships to that which they
represent are arbitrary. Therefore they cannot be reduced by application of
universal Laws" [114].

W
merging from the scientific literature and intelligible to the general
reader are some recent cogitations and testable hypotheses [llS]
about
functional and structural boundaries.
Some of this literature of systens
thinking even uses as etample the interfacing ecotope shared by Canada and the
U.S.A.
That should assist the involvement in our neighborly dialogue
(relating to Tom matters) of those not adept at drawing analogy.
Being interested in the role of stability in the viability of nations, the
perspectives for ecological complexity discussed by Allen and Starr in their
recent book on hierarchy I have found helpful in this regard.
"A definition
of stability expressed in hierarchical terms is needed at this juncture so as
to allay
any
suspicions that we
are amggling an ontology into the
discussion.
Stability involves the
interaction between three temporal

considerations: first, the time constants of characteristic behavior; second,

the length of time a pattern of characteristic behavior persists (in a sense,
how long the holon is defined as existing).
Margalef (1968) brings similar
notions into his discussmn of stability when he entertains the substitution
of the word "stability" with
what Leigh (1965)
calls
frequency of
fluctuations .
The third tenporal consideration that we
require in a
definition of stability pertains to the time periods associated with
observation.
There are two aspects to the time periods of the observation:
first, how often observations are made (this determines what is assessed as
characteristic behavior);
second,
over what period the whole
set of
observations is made (this determines whether the observer sees a change in
the patterns of characteristic behavior).
Stability, like evolution, denands couplementary descriptions, one dealing
with the dynamics of the systen, the other taking into account the observer.
The observer determines what are the criteria for stability, while the
dynamics of the behavior determines whether
the observed meets those
criteria.
Thus there is an aspect of the systen,
its dynamics,
that
determines whether the level in question is important in evolution. But there
is also the observer who determines how similar consecutive patterns of
characteristic behavior have to be before they are viewed as the same, that is
before
they
are
viewed together
as
constituting
a denonstration
of

persistence.

Those criteria for persistence derive from a pattern of making

observations

that

go

evolution

the

first

in

on

to determine

place.

what

is going

[Bliological

and

to

be

cultural

recognized

as

evolution

are

inportant because they are evolutions for which we can easily gather
evidence. Other patterns of behavior that would also yield to an evolutionary
xmdel
may have been overlooked thus far because we are not equipped
biologically to see then readily or are not yet technologically equipped to
observe them through the appropriate filters.
Such evolutions, being
unobserved, fall outside practical scientific discourse, for the time being.
Stability
is
not
independent of
boundaries,
both
structural
and
functional.
In the same way that stability demands canplementary models for
its description, so do boundaries.
All this returns to the notion of
near decomposability, which, being related to boundaries, involves both a
systen to show appropriate patterns (one complement) and an observer to erect
criteria for mar-decomposability which are to be met (the other complement).
Perhaps there is a helpful principle bringing together three notions: first,
the number o_f coinciding boundaries (e.g. boundaries for temperature, density,
and protein coinciding in animal skin); second, holon stability; and last, the
role of significance in evolutionary processes.
But we feel our notions of
hierarchy and evolution are too primitive for such formlation at the present.
There are two arbitrary decisions to be made when considering a boundary.
First, there is the decision as to where the boundary shall be.
This is
arbitrary because boundaries can be drawn at will by an observer to divide any
two sets of things or places (Margalef 1968 expands on this point). Second,
there is a decision to be made about the significance of difference found
between the two sides of the boundary once it is investigated.
The first
decision is in abstract not involving observation; the second is a judgment
relating to what is observed.
The second decision assigns the boundary in
question to one of two classes: natural boundaries (which seem real) or
unnatural boundaries (which exist only through
a priori
definition).
If the
differences found between one side of the boundary and the other are judged
sufficient, then the boundary could be called natural.
Sanetimes conparison
between several alternative boundaries is needed so that the one showing the
greatest differences between sides may be chosen as meeting the criterion for
appearing to be rwl.
If a boundary is closed, it defines a holon. Shifting such a boundary one
direction is a mvement inward, and in the other direction is a movenent
outward.
'lhe natural boundaries between the parts of near decanposable
structures facilitate the transfer of only messages with very particular time
and space constants.
If a natural closed boundary is drawn in just a little.
that is, if a few things are excluded from the whole, then the observer will
recognize that messages of lunch smaller time and space constants pass
readily.
Conversely, if the boundary of an entity in a near-decomposable
structure is expanded to include a little more, then messages with nuch longer
time constants are seen to pass through the new boundary.
Expanding or

contracting the boundaries of entities in Mable systens may show
some, but not marked, differences in the time constants of the
transnitted and received. Bamdaries in such systemsare unnatural.
['Ihr

messages

E the Shuttle]

Let us conduct a thought experiment.
If the boundary of Windsor is
arbitrarily expanded so as to include Detroit in the Canada holon and to

exclude Detroit from the United States, then the quantity of mail from the
United States entering this newly defined Canada expands

greatly ...

Suddenly

Canada becanes directly coupled to all of the industrial Middle West.
The
proportion of her mail that comes frcn outside the country increases,
exparxiing and so slowing down her canmnication system Canada with Detroit
is a much larger holon.
But the line around
Detroit is arbitrary and
unnatural

in

an

international

context,

and

if

it

is moved

further

west

to

include more of the United States, the time constants of mail cycling in
Canada-plus-Detroit-plus a-little mre go up, but not by the enormous amount
that occurred when Detroit was brought into the Cannonwealth in the thought
experiment.
The Detroit River, which is the agreed (natural) border, has
special boundary properties in that any shift in the border dramatically
changes the time constants of the expanding holon.
However, further changes
in the border, once it has been moved, alter time constants of the separated
holons only to a small degree.
Margalef
(1972)
noted,
'To state meaningful
relations between two
subsystem or half-spaces, the simplest conparison between
that amounts to
fixing

a

limit between both,

and probably it is also

required that the

limit

be nonsynmetric,
and that
there be something
irreversible about
it.
Otherwise, what does a frontier mean?"
'Ihe asymtry in the international
frontier is identified in our thought experiment. While Canada plus Detroit
is different from Canada alone, the United States minus Detroit is altered
less by sucha shift in the frontier.
In our experiment Canada was the entity
and the United States was its mvirorlnent: mving the border the other
direction would reverse their respective roles.
g.
We nust now bring the notion of span into our mdel of
hierarchies. In the nested case the span of a given holon is the sun of the
parts of which it is made.
In the non nested hierarchy the span of a holon
consists of all holons over which it exerts constraint.
Simon (1962)
pioneered the notion of near-decanposability, so he is given to using only
those levels which exhibit
near-decalposability, those with holons which
appear discrete and munerable. His definition of span is the discrete case,
and his example is nested.
The number of subordinated that report directly
to a single boss is called his span of control
Thus a hierarchic system
is flat at a given level if it has a wide span at that level. A diamond has a
wide span at the crystal level but not at the next level down, the molecular
level.
'Ihus span is observer-defined by
what
hechooses as natural
boundaries, that is, what he determines to be the next
inward or the
next level down.
Span is a matter of amearances, not of ontological truth,
although amearances involving natural boundaries are often striking enugh to
seduce a fainthearted epistanologist.
From top to bottom of a hierarchy there is a scale gradient with
mall-scale holons at the bottom and large-scale holons at the top. 'Ihe scale
of holons can be determined by the cycling times of their endogenous
behavior.
'mese are reflected in the patterns whereby the holon integrates
incaning signal and in the time constraints of its output massages. We now
begin to deal, in the context of span, with the relationship between the
lateral and vertical continua in hierarchies
The vertical continuum
refers to the continuum of scales or endogenous cycle times that are available
to position a holon on the vertical axis of a hierarchy.
The lateral
continuum refers to the way that a holon belongs on a continuum of stels in a
hierarchy.
We emphasize continua here in order to escape the circularity
of discrete levels defining discrete holons. Near-decaposability can be best
identified by redefining the span of the holon under investigation while
monitoring its scale or relaxation time.
This is what happened as we
conducted the thought arperiment on North American mail" [116] .
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technetronic democracy where
a participative,
[Iln
depends on getting everyone into the act of planning
future,

there

seans to

be

little

basis for

hope in the

success
for the
outcome

unless there is a cannon language and a cannon orientation to the
In terns of the educational dimension, this means that
problem.
our delivery systen, at one or more levels, mist reach not only
systems
general
and
intellectuals
few
relatively
the
practitioners of our day but also the masses of citizens as well.
-- Jere W. Clark, "The General Ecology of Knowledge in
Curriculuns of the Future" in The Relevance Of General
von
Systans 'I neory: Papers Presented to Ludwig

Bertalanffy on His Seventieth BlrthdéX: edited by
Ervm Laszlo
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Anticipation through monitoring is a really tough job, looking ahead. To
effort.
do it better, we need sane overarching conceptual frameer for our
"A theory to
The noted physicist Steven Hawking put it in words recently:
once.
describe everything in the universe would be very hard to find all at
What we have done instead is to look for partial theories which describe
to be
certain classes of events in the approximation that allows other effects
It may well be that the time
neglected or described by a few parameters.
is not yet ripe for a unification of physical theories" [ll7].
But (at least it seems to me that) systems thinking like the Gaia
hypothesis and other "new"I discoveries among "the forces of nature" will
enharice the likelihood of our finding mare unity (cannonality) in the subject
handle
matter of our noosphere. Perhaps, that in turn will give us a better
on ecospheric linkages that will have a role in determining dynamic range of
or
-Knowing
future fluctuations in the environs/man relationship.
suspecting -- that, perhaps we will do a better job of planning and coping
than we do at present.

Infinity stares us in the face, whether we look at the stars or
Reductionism has no use for it,
search for our own identities.
but a true science of life mist let infinity in and never lose
-- Arthur Koestler, Janus: A Sumnng gp (1978)
sight of it.
Perhaps strategic system thinking will assist us in making full use of
all our senses and will give us eyes for finding, not only eyes for seeking.
I remanber well the time when the thought of the eye made me cold
-- Charles Darwin, in a letter to Asa Gray (1860)
all over.
El ojo que ves no es
ojo porque tu lo veas;
es ojo porque te ve.
-- Antonio Machado 'Proverbios y Cantares"

*Translated to English, this says: "The eye there is not an eye because you
see it; it is an eye because it sees you." A sage reminder I hope to keep an
I on ...

[F.d. Note: As we go to press with the documentation of our 'I bMN Workshop, a
new generation of old conceptual and real clues is being Seen in ways that
mist affect our monitoring and our view of the Canada/U.S.A. boundary:
"Hierarchy theory holds promise for ecologists in at least two areas:
(1) understanding the importance of the observer s vantage point in an
ecological system and (2) developing principles for interrelating levels of
Hierarchy theory tells us that a given phemmenon can have
organization.
a different structure or appearance at different levels of resolution, and
begs us to abandon the myopic fixation on one level of resolution as carrying
the truth. An example: O'Neill [R.V. O'Neill] stated that equilibrium is not
a property of a systan but rather a property of our observations about a
system. A systan may be seen as in equilibrium or disequilibrium, depending
on the level of resolution of the observer (think of Brownian nation at the
If the
scale of a single water molecule vs. that in a gallon of water).
parameters of a model system change very slowly relative to our observations,
then the assumption of equilibrium is reasonable. mis kind of sensitivity by
ecologists to the scale dependence of one's observations and conclusions
should penetrate deeply into the design and execution of ecological research.
Another important problem for hierarchy theory is that of mving between
levels of resolution. 91.8. Overton, drawing from his modeling experience and
the general systems theory of G. Klir, was a strong advocate of downward
'mis advocacy
control (a top-dam approach) in modeling calplex systems.
contrasted nicely with those espousing mdeling landscapes by aggregating
(Note here a sanantic mess: even though the word
models of small patches.
implies the opposite, 'aggregating' patch mdels to landscape models is a
anergent
capture
effectively
aggregation cannot
endeavor;
reductionist
properties at the higher level because, by definition, emergent properties of
Overton suggested that
a whole cannot be known by study of just its parts.)
we build mdels by searching for mdularity at the highest level, determining
how the modules interact, then moving to lower level modules if desired.
The reductionist
Variables at one level become parameters at lower levels.
alternative of upward control in mdels is more problematic: for example,
modeling a whole plant by working up from the leaf level is difficult because
of constraints inposed by a leaf's context in the whole plant.
'mis synposium suggested several needed developments in hierarchy theory.
We need a formal logic of hierarchies, razor cuts through the semantic tangle
of holism and reductionism, and a culprehensive account of mathanatical
Clearly, averaging and integration
manipulations as hierarchical operations.
are techniques for moving up in hierarchies, most data transformations are
scaling operations, and so forth.
A start on sane of these problens was trade by this symposium
Hierarchy theory just may be the tie that binds what often seems like a
"Ecological
PbCune,
Bruce
discipline. I
conplex
factionalized,
Hierarchies", a meeting review of Problem of Scale in Ecology: Hierarc
Theog mlied (a June 1985 synposium organized by T.F.H. Allen) in Bulletin
of the Ecological Society of America, Vol. 67, No. 1 (March 1986).
Wien a United States Senate committee last week approved what is called a
fast-track negotiating arrangement for free trade, it opened the way for a
far-reaching accord between the United States and Canada. A'new full-scale
calmercial agreanent between the two countries may re draw forever the
boundaries within which Canadians define themselves, their futures and
attitudes toward their giant neighbor.
I
Fran the Editor's Desk" in Haclean's (May 5, 1986)]
-- Kevin Doyle,

The parties to the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909 declared first their
Then they
desire E prevent disputes regarding the use of boundary waters.
gave attention to the matter of pending and future questions [all questions]

SUMATICN
I keep six honest serving-men
(They taught me all I knew);

involving the rights,

Child",

frcm Just-So Stories

(1902)

I try to keep a healthy skepticism while working within a government
system as a civil servant.
There are limits to my confidence in government's
ability to shed blinders that it and its clients have donned. The IJC has
seemed more willing to transcend disciplines than any outfit I've worked for;
yet it is sanewhat bound to present its services in a format readily
understood by its client governments.
Working for it, on secondment, I have
been favorably
inpressedby its attention to basics -- reminding lie of
Kipling's poetic guideline for inquiry that I learned so long ago.
The 'six honest serving-men" are basic questions.
They are tools of the
transdisciplinary skeptic as well as of the disciplinarian.
'Ihey are the
starting-block questions that will assist our ThMN Workshop to formulate the
question sets of moment for our subject:
What is the need for a thoroughly
integrated Transboundary Monitoring Network? _Wl_iy_ is it a need? What is the
Transboundary Region shared by the U.S.A. and Canada? What do we need to know

about the Transboundary Region, and W_hy do we need to know it?

When will we

have done sufficient conceptual work to warrant moving into predesign, design,

and implementation phases for a Transboundary Monitoring Network?
keep

our

hearings

in

sea/air/land/space scape?

moving

over

Where will

we

such

a

varied

find the wherewin

and

Q! will we

challenging

to sustain

obligations,

or

interests of

either

in relation to

the

other or to the inhabitants of the other along their cannon frontier.
The
treaty language remains viable and pertinent despite the growth of subject
matter seen as involving 'their canon frontier".

Their names are What and Why and When
And How and Where and Who.
-- Rudyard Kipling, "me Elephant s

such

a long-term endeavor as is likely needed? _Wl_1_g will commit, at such an early
stage, to doing the necessary brainstorming and networking?
Ancient, wise,
honest serving-men renain atour beck and call.
We need a strategic rationale for deciding what to mnitor - and w_hy. As
I see it, general living systems theory holds important clues for such
decisionmaking.
It can, with reason and in conplementary modes, focus our
monitoring on a limited number of truly critical processes.
In my view, the appropriate strategic mode for first attention to
transboundary monitoring E continental scale is anticipatory.
In that mode,
we must learn to listen like whales to patterns that develop over the
long-term.
The workshop format encourages such listening.
We deal with
history and precedent that are, to some extent, likely prologue.
They will
help us to design any needed monitoring system to be responsive to evolving
understanding
of
the processes
being
monitored
a
systan
based,
substantially, on testable hypotheses.
The other mode I propose (reactive-responsive monitoring) would depend
heaVily upon existing
efforts.
It would accumulate information about
transboundary dynamics by building a data base, increnentally. The increments
would
come about as
the scoping of ecomanagement issues between the U.S.A. and
Canada deduces significantly-affected ecosystens which must be studied and
acted more wisely within.
Cumulatively, these would
beginto define the
U.S.A./Canada Transboundary Region but not its anergent properties. Parts of
this made have been underway for years,-¢e.g., the High Ross Dam controversy,
investigation, and settlement; the Garrison diversion; the proposed Cabin
Creek coal mine; the Gulf of Maine arbitration) and should be incorporated
where they are reliable and useful.

An invisible wholeness unites the objects that are given birth in
the universe, and it is this wholeness that we have stumbled onto
through modern experimental nethods. Describing this quality of
oneness,

[Nick]

Herbert alludes to the words

of the poet

Charles

Williams: "Separation without separateness, reality without rift'.
- Larry Dossey,

,

Time & Medicme (1982)

Cross-fertilization of ideas can be either an inpediment or a catalyst to
progress.
We're counting on the mole of this diverse representation to be
The background materials sent you, plus what
more than the sun of its parts.
you will hear here, couprise a treasure house (or perhaps cunpost heap) of
Sane of these ideas may not be inplalentable with today's
rich ideas.
It is not so inportant whether they are or not. Riat is
methods; others are.
inportant is that each of us use these ideas to stimlate her or his own
In the book,
thinking, to carry us further, and to generate yet more ideas.
Seen as
challenges.
2150 A.D., Thea Alexander put it this my: '
Seen as
problens, they become increasmgly more complex, more difficult.
to solve, to deal with
elected opportunities for growth, they are a joy
effectively, to grow fran this game of life".
Time present and time past
Are both perhaps present in time future,
And time future contained in time past.
If all time is eternally present
All time is unredeemable.
-- T.S. Eliot,

'Burnt Norton"

'Ihis is the week in which we celebrate the supposed discovery of our
We are
It seems a fitting teuporal setting for our workshop.
continent.
interested in discovering pertinent old facts, as well as those that are seen
as new. We are also interested in discovering mistaken notions, so that they
may be corrected.
'Ihe purpose of this workshop is catalysis. It is to provide you a special
ogaortunity to explore the role that a transboundary monitoring network might
have in pursuing net human benefit. That's the purpose.
Seek on high bare trails
sky-reflecting
violets . . .
Mountain-top jewels.
-- Basho
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when that
The general plan of the workshop will allow us to look outward
format, is
seem called for. 'me desired effect of the workshop, and of this
rather than
convergence -- focusing on the commonalities of monitoring,
journeys
highlighting the differences we each perceive. We hope to facilitate
linary
from disciplinary peaks to interdisciplinary plateaus to the transdiscip
for a well-integrated U.S.A./Canada
in providing context
whole earth,
(Perhaps one that is not well-integrated
transboundary nonitoring network.
interrelated,
ah
"network"
appellation of
the
not deserve
does
highly organized system according to the dictionaries I read.)

Over a stream two birds of glancing feather
Do woo each other, carollihg together.
Both alike, they glide together,
Side by side;
Both alike, they sing together,
-- Alfred Tennyson, 'Dualisns" (1830)

We have examples also of unfitting associative arrangements for monitoring
(1 have already mted the situation
that spoil the 'le tapestry's integrity.
if we
Perhaps in fisheries regulation at the Indiana/Michigan border.)
be
arranganents can
such problematic
learn through error control
monitoring
instructive as to what not to do in devising a transbouhdary
network.
[Clooperation between individuals of the same species is often
based on the releaser system One individual, the actor, gives a
Such
responds.
reactor
the
which
to
signal
releaser-relationships are, however, by no means confined to
the same species; we know nunerous
relationships between
cases of inter specific co-operation based on a similar systan of
signals

-- N. Tinbergen,

Social Behaviour In Animals

All for one; one for

it,
If the need for a transbouhdary monitoring network, however we define
We trust
becomes apparent, this forum should help us explore such a network.
the format will also allow us to continue the search for a conceptual
and to
framework that would guide us in our cannitment of effort to monitoring
other features of our decision support system.
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All the world is still an America.
This is a story without end.
The most promising words ever written on the maps of human
knowledge are terra i gnita - unknown territory.
-- Daniel J. Boorstih. The Discoverers

(1983)

Make It Simple, Not Simplistic

Our conceptual framework(s) for a shared mm need not be elaborate.
tend to
Beyond what reflects the noosphere's salient aspects, any model would
confuse mre than it clarifies for the broad set of involvees that a Tom must
I have found Miller's (118] hypotheses about sets of
have for viability.
critical process subsystems the most plausible account of what it is that we
nust make certain a TbMN monitors. His work will be improved upon, I am sure;
but as a product of careful scientific method, it provides a general theory
It
testable by anyone interested in the dynamics of the Transboundary Region.
gives solid clues as to how we might -- in a way that is not arbitrary and not
g
capricious -- decide what we mist monitor to apply our 'IbR understandin
cost-effectively.
We have examples of adaptive and associative arrangements for monitoring
that work well toward cooperative ends and which reflect our TbR ideologies.
Appendix AB shows an ongoing experiment in citizen/government cooperation that
[This Appendix iten is, itself, an
seem to me truly exemplary for a 'I bMN.
exanple of networking that works. When Walter Sargent of the Canadian Section
of the IJC heard that I was looking for more examples of cooperation in
monitoring in the Transboundary Region, he called this one to my attention.
kI t isla post-Workshop update of some other examples I had intended to display
ere.

(1953)

all.

-- Alexandre Dunas

its
That s what I hope will become the watchword of this workshop and of
legacy of mvirormental diplomacy. We don't need another social boundary.
to
The keynote address and the working sessions of this forum are intended
show how our experience can be put to good advantage in planning and
As a student and product of
designing, if we decide that a M is needed.
history, I have cane to View mnitoring as mainly an accounting of the past -(in
retrospective learning which we hope will enhance our abilities to adapt
the interest of net hunan benefit) to (and, perhaps, even alter to Our
health/freedom advantage) what the future will afford.
The past may or may not provide useful prologue for the desired future.
'Yankee
The old nursery rhyme 'Lucy Locket' provided the cadence for the ditty
a
Doodle", which was written at Fort Crailo (across the Hudson fran Albany) by
"discriminating" British physician during the French-and-Irdian War to poke
fun at the ragtag Continental troops with when he was bivouacked in a shared
Less than twenty years later, 'Yankee
effort to secure "me Colonies".
Doodle became the rallying cry that worked for the Continental troops seeking
In the future we may find unanticipated uses for
freedom from England.
information

gathered by

a m.

To me,

that likelihood doesn't mean that we

ought to gather information willy-hilly in the hope that it may someday be put
It means that we need both reliable information about parts/wholes
to use.
relationships and some awareness of the contextual changes that have occurred
since the information was collected.
Emml Etial Context

The TWIN Workshop's carefully prepared background papers were provided to
'lhe ground-level question
start our search with sone cannon understandings.
was posed by Oaunissioner Bulen: What is the state of health of the boundary
between Canada and the United States of America? lots of monitoring has been
line question derives frcm a
done and is being done along the boundary.
reasonable expectation about results of that monitoring that might provide
It derives fran a decisionmaker's trust that the
dependable answers.
wherewithal provided by monitors and other explorers will make clear:

e

E
E

r|
1

What is known -- with what degree of certainty or confidence limits.

1.

2.

What

nit known, and why (difficulty of measurement, incomplete

theory, and so on).

What could be known, given certain additional time and resources.
3.
(More research is always possible, but its results should be forecast with
reasonable expectations.)
What should be known in order for society to make a prudent decision
4.
with reasonable assurance that important costs and benefits have been
(This implies that not all questions generated by persistent
considered.
challengers can be answered.) [119]
The matter is a serious one.
in

each

context,

should

come

The reply to Oaunissioner Bulen's question,

from

a

synergistic

effort

that

enfranchises

(includes) all who might be part of the subject matter. Certainly, the answer
- as it affects decisionmaking and inplementation -- will have some effect on
the freedcms of involvees.
knowwhy I supposed and suggested that we ought to hold this
Now you
I believe we are in need of a transboundary monitoring network
workshop.
allowus to answer the question better than we now are able,
which would
particularly as the question's context deals with tamrrow as well as today.
[AFL ER] Usg g

What We learn

The future just ain't what it used to be; and,
what's more it never was.
-- Dee Hays, songster with the Weavers

A proposal for a shared mm should be carefully scrutinized before many
camibnents are made to it. The proposal needs more formulating, and it needs
criticism. Like Matthew Arnold, I'm bound by my own definition of criticism:
'a disinterested endeavor to learn and propagate the best that is known and
thought in the world".
If we become convinced of the merit of a Transboundary Monitoring Network
and the imminent need for it, we need not start fran scratch to implement it.
MJCh monitoring useful in a M has already been begun by living systems
(including govermnental entities) at all levels.
Anong the papers collected for this workshop is one called to our
attention by Keith Caldwell, describing issues and indicators for the Beaufort
Region toward the northwest 'end" of the Canada/U.S.A. interface. Oxnulative
Socioeconomic Monitoring [120], prepared for the Government of the Northwest
Territories by Michael J. Carley, is an example of the headway that now can be
made in taking a cost-effective ecosystem (man-as-part-of-the-system) approach
to mnitoring. To me, it reinforces the value Francesca Cancian saw [121] in
functional analysis of change.
V
In the United States, we already have in place a law (our basic national
charter for protection of the environment, Public Law 91-190, as amended)
Which recognizes and encourages the application of an ecauanagenent approach.
Since 1978 we have also had federal regulations (40 CFR Part lSOS) which
provide for monitoring web as we need in a Transboundary Monitoring Network.
the
The law states that, to the fullest extent possible, all agencies of

Federal

character

Government
of

"shall

environmental

[rlecognize

problems

and,

the

where

wide

consistent

.and

with

long-range

the

foreign

policy of the United States, lend appropriate support to initiatives,
resolutions, and programs designed to maximize international cooperation in
anticipating and preventing a decline in the quality of mankind's world
environment".
It also states that, to the fullest extent possible, all agencies of the
Federal Government "shall
[i]nitiate and utilize ecological information in
the planning and development of resource-oriented projects'. The regulations
for implementing that law state Agencies may provide for monitoring to assure
that their decisions are carried out and should do so in important cases and
that the lead agency for a significant federal action shall "[ulpon request,
make available to the public the results of relevant monitoring".
I believe
it is high time the public began requesting.
I imagine you have noticed that I've put as many handles or hooks in this
treatise as has a cocklebur or a Velcro strip. I have a note or reference for
each person attending or assisting behind the scenes at the m Workshop in
Philadelphia, Ottawa,
Windsor,
or Washington.
I've deliberately
used
Buckminster Fuller's technique of caning at the same idea fran several
perspectives -- repetition. For that I apologize to readers who 'got it' the
first time through.
Such diverse (and, to acne, repetitive) coverage seems
necessary to me if we
are to encourage the involvenent of an appropriate
diversity of monitors. Ch this beat, I have attempted to include a panoply of
'grabbers'. Being a long-winded harborer of just one set of perspectives, I
know I have failed in the attanpt.
I harbor the hope, however, that the
entirety of the record of the 'I'ddN Workshop will close the gaps somewhat.
I
know it will be more interesting than this lone perspective.

siege;
Weaving is a rhythm, a rhythm which can carry much
of the
expressive feeling of dancing.
For many, the highest pleasure
can be attained from weaving only when the various mvements of
treadling, beating, shuttle-throwing, and shuttle catching are so
coordinated that they flow as if to nusic.
Fad: of these
movanents plays an important part in the full weaving cycle.
-- Harriet Tidball, The Weaver's Book (1966)
Sane essential

features for a cost-effective,

well woven,

and shared ToMN

are already in place in Canada and in the U.S.A.
Each society is already
responding to newly-appreciated rhythm.
We have already found the dance
floor, in both nations, for a shared 'leN.
But, the creations we will likely
be trying to design and put in place should be for an orchestra and dancers a pavilion, perhaps, but nothing more confining.
The Tom's structure must continue to allow us change in what we are
developing as we recognize
and adapt to new contexts.
That's why I am
convinced that much of our TbMN endeavor ought to be focused on processes
critical to living systens and cannon to neighboring living systems.
In each
context, knowing what is the essential set of such processes will allow us to
focus our monitoring more cost-effectively than we have in the past and will
lend necessary continuity where a structural focus might not.
I trust I have focused sufficiently on the boundary process of permitting
entry to various sorts of matter-energy and information.
By intent, much of
the M Workshop is geared to this function.
I realize the tendency most of
us have to look long-and-hard at the reciprocal boundary function of excluding
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entry to various sorts of matter-energy and information.

If I didn't strike a

I was out of sorts.
fair balance, please don't conclude that it's becauSe

'me

The hardest task has been to sort out germinal matter
opposite is the case.
That, too, is the challenge facing us in
from a surfeit of sorts.
Philadelphia.
synopsis of the
A crucial preliminary step is to take stock: to essay a
ideas, proposed
concepts,
values,
facts,
the
catalog
to
on;
informati
available
with the use of a
together
than
put
to
programs;
actual
and
solutions
the
and
sense]
uncamion
some
[and
philosophy
empirical
cannon sense
In
sciences.
social
the
of
equipment
l
analytica
and
rudimentary critical
elements for a kind
other words, to bring together at least the most obvious
Such a table has not only its
of Mendelyeev table for ecauanagement.
did, the empty spaces
substance, but also reveals, just as the chemical table
where facts, concepts or action are missing" [122].
with this crew,
I'm gratified at the turnout for this workshop, because
e regarding this
such criticism as Matthew Arnold called for may be achievabl
'Clir facts nust be
proposal and the context set forth. As Hans Selye noted,
important new
correct. air theories need not be if they help us to discover
facts. .
keep in mind
mt, even as we agree with Selye, we might be well-advised to
an opinion not now in
Joseph Ackermann's hard bitten observation that "Fact is
dispute".

'no speak of data in
available knowledge,
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mobilize

and

this connection is not to stress already
the reSearch necessary to
but rather

correlate

data;

and

the

anticipation

of

future

in
developnents which represent a relevant speculative element
Data collection is not a
theory for policy-mdel purposes.
or
purpose in itself; science is more than quantification,
statistics; it is the quality and relevance of the conceptualized
not
data that count; in sum, the principal business of science is
the accumulation of facts about the natural and social world but
the winning of new insights into their essence.
-- Jaro Mayda, Envit h And Resources

(1968)

present niche
'Ihe status of monitoring in water quality is indicative of the
"Water
of nonitoring in ecananaganent decision support, more generally:
boundaries)
quality conditions over a large area (often defined by political
the resulting
are the function of complex natural and man-made causes and of
[ascertaining] the
Consequently,
interactions in both time and space.
often very
essence of the water quality conditions at a reasonable cost is
e for
responsibl
those
to
conveyed
rarely
is
difficulty
'mis
difficult.
a result, the
As
.
strategies
managenent
or
goals
quality
water
ng
establishi
often far
information expectations placed on water quality monitoring are
complexity
beyond the ability of the network to supply such information. The
the public,
of water quality and its measurement is simply not understood by
[123] .
by public officials, or in my cases, by network designers thalselves"
may be able
There are, however, certain hope-raising signs that we
affected by
(systanatically) to reduce that complexity to the point that all
our efforts.
ecomanagenent or its lack may have an informed hand in upgrading
these recent
As we ready this volume for the printing press, I see as sanguine
observations by Stephen Jay Gould:
ns (1859), Darwin
"Introducing the final chapter of the Origin of
The "long
writes: I this whole volume is one long argument" (p. 459).
coordinating
argument", as I read it, is the claim that history stands as the

reason

for

relationships

simple and beautiful

among

elegance.

organisms.

Darwin's

Before the 935312,

argunent

possesses

scientists had

a

sought

Darwin replied that the
intrinsic purpose and meaning in taxonomic order.
The eminent
and simple.
pure
,
pathway
cal
histori
a
s
reflect
g
orderin
importance of the Darwinian
real
"The
writes:
Carr
H.
Edward
an
histori
Lyell had already begun in
revolution was that Darwin, completing what
71).
p.
(1961,
"
science
into
history
brought
geology,
for evolution; it is, above
Darwin s long argument is not a simple brief
subjected evolution, for
that
methods
of
set
a
-lity
knowabi
all, a claim for
for evolution -- and
briefs
s
Previou
.
research
zealous
the first time, to
had
s 1844)
Chanber
1809;
(Lamaer
connent
much
many had ameared to
in the way of doable
little
presented speculative systans suggesting
shared by Darwin)
Lyell's strong distaste for lamaer (an opinion
research.
of his system: "mere were no
centered upon the methodological vacuousness
men Lamarck talks of 'the efforts of internal
examples to be found
a
he substitites names for things; and, with
sentiment , as causes
to fictions, as ideal as
disregard to the strict rules of induction, resorts
the geologists of the middle
the 'plastic virtue', and other phantoms, of
ages

(1842, pp.

10 11).

two thanes: first, the
Darwin's claim for knowability centers upon
extrapolating from stall-scale
by
work
should
one
that
t
argumen
itarian
uniform
the establishment of a
mericmena that can be seen and investigated; second,
large-scale results are
only
when
history
ng
inferri
for
methods
of
graded set
Savor the paradox for a scientist cannitted by
available for study.
can know and manipulate is unimportant or
you
what
doing:
definition to
be directly observed.
cannot
al
essenti
irrelevant; what is
by proclaiming that the
Darwin broke through this disabling paradox
al selection as practiced
tangible small-scale evidences of change -- artifici
ic variation among races
by breeders and farmers, tiny differences in geograph
species,

for example

- are,

by smooth extrapolation, £h_e stuff

of

all

a
research
Darwin, for the first time, made evolution a workable
evolution.
ion. This methodological
program, not just an abmrbing subject for speculat
breakthrough was his finest achievenent.
methodological issue,
But Darwin, like Lyell, that ventured beyond the
since (including all
thereby setting the pathways of evolutionary debate ever
He argued that all change, at whatever
the hubbub of the last decade).
result of accumulated
apparent level, really did arise as the extrapolated
of strict Darwinism -features
ve
distincti
The
ns.
populatio
within
selection
organisms (denial of
particularly its location of causality in struggles among
and effect from
style,
rate,
in
y
continuit
for
argument
its
and
).
hierarchy
of charge (see
events
inferred
largest
the
to
le
observab
the smallest
-- anerge frcm
Gingerich 1983 for a modern defense; Gould 1984 for a rebuttal)
.
argument
tarian
uniformi
the
of
n
this substantive extensio
critiques
'lhe questioning of this extension unifies the apparently diverse
Critics are denying the
prominently discussed during the past decade.
(struggles among organisms) by outlining a
reductionist causal premise
levels of genes,
hierarchical theory of selection, independent at several
across all levels
organisms, danes, and species, but with complex interactions
defense of hierarchy
(Gould 1982a; Vrba and Eldredge 1984; for a wilosopher's
They are also denying causal continuity
as logically sound see Sober 1984).
to relays and
)
from competition in a crowded world (Darwin's "wedging"
1984), thereby
replacements of faunas in 11355 extinctions (Raup and Sepkoski

of

merely for
defending more randamess and discontinuity in _chan;gg (rather than
(Punctuated equilibrium does not
than Darwin's vision allowed.
raw material)
logical punctuations
challenge the continuationist claim per se, since paleonto

proceed

tolerably

slowly

in ecological

time,

but

rather

the reductionist

argument about the primacy of selection on organisns, Since trends mediated by
differential speciation offer such scope for true species selection
see
Eldridge and Gould 1972; Could 1982b.
'I'nus punctuated equilibrium leads to
hierarchy, not saltationism.)
In short, Darwin made evolution doable for the

first time, but by holding

so strongly to the substantive side of uniformitarianism, ultimately offered a
restrictive version that hierarchies of causal levels and tiers of time (Gould
1985a) must extend.
The uniformitarianism argument constructs history from an observable,
small-scale present.
But how can scientists proceed when they have only
results before them?
Past processes are, in principle, unobservable, yet
science traffics in process.
How, then, can we make history doable if our
data feature only its results?
I have come to view Darwin's sequence of books as proceeding at two levels
-- an explicit and conscious treatment of diverse subjects (from coral reefs,
to orchids,
to
insectivorous plants,
to
climbing plants,
to worms,
to

evolution); and a covert, perhaps unconscious extended treatise on historical
methodology, with each book featuring a different principle of historical
reconstruction.
We may arrange these principles -- three in number -- in
terms of decreasing information for making inferences.
'lhe Origin of sEies achieves its conceptual power by using all these
forms of historical argument: uniformitarianism in extrapolating the observed
results of artificial selection by breeders ard farmers; inference of history
from tanporal ordering of coexisting phenomena (in constructing, for example,
a sequence leading from variation within a population,
to small-scale
geographic differentiation of races, to separate species, to the origin of
major groups and key innovations in morphology); and, most often and to such
diverse effect, the panda principle of imperfection (vestigial organs, odd
biogeographic distributions made sensible only as products of history,
adaptations as contrivances jury-rigged from parts available.
I do not know whether Darwin operated by conscious design to construct his
mltivolumed treatise on historical method.
Since great thinkers so often
work by what our vernacular
callsintuition (though the process involves no
intrinsic mystery, as logical reconstruction by later intellectual biographers
can attest), conscious intent is no criterion of outcome.
Still, I like to
think that the last paragraph of Darwin's last book records his own perception
of connection -- for he closes his last treatise on worms by remembering his
first on corals, thereby linking both his hunble subjects and his criteria of
history:
It may be doubted whether
there are many other animals which have
played so inportant a part in the history of the world, as have these
lowly

organized

creatures

[worms].

Sane

other

animals,

however,

still more lowly organized, namely corals, have done far more
conspicuous work in having constructed innumerable reefs and islands
in the great oceans.
[Tlhe great historical scientists have always treasured both their rigorous,
testable methods and their singular data.
D'Arcy Thompson, whose own vision
of optimal form, impressed directly upon organisms by physical forces, nust
rank among the most ahistorical of approaches to evolution (see Gould 1971),
nonetheless knew that a retrievable history pervaded all objects - and that
the panda principle can recover it. He wrote in hi
incomparable prose (1942):

Imnediate use and old inheritance are blended in Nature s
handiwork as in our own.
In the marble colunns and architraves
of a Greek temple we still trace the timbers of its wooden
prototype, and see beyond these the tree-trunks of a primeval
sacred grove; roof and eaves of a pagoda recall the sagging mats
which
roofed
an
earlier
edifice;
Anglo-Saxon
land-tenure
influences the planning of our streets and the cliff-dwelling and
cave-dwelling linger on in the construction of our bones! So we
see enduring traces of the past in the living organism
landmarks which have lasted on through altered function and
altered needs.

[pp.

1020 21]

If the primacy of history is evolution's lesson for other sciences, then
we should explore the consequences of valuing history as a source of law and
similarity, rather than dismissing it as narrative unworthy of the name
science.
I argued
that Darwin cut through a tangle of unnecessary
canplexity by proposing 'just history'I as a disconcertingly simple answer in
domains where science had sought a deeper, rational ilnnanence (as for the
ordering of taxonomy).
I wonder how far we might extend this insight.
Consider our relentless search for human universals and our excitanent at the
prospect that we may thereby unlock something at the core of our being. 50
Jung proposes archetypes of the human psyche in assessing the similarities of
mythic systens across cultures, while others invoke brain structure and
natural selection as a source of uncannily couplex repetition among hunan
groups long separate.
Yet evolution is a bush, not a ladder. Hand sapiens
had a discrete and recent origin, presumably as an isolated local population,
crowned with inordinate later success.
Many of these similarities may
therefore be simple ruralogies of a contingent history, not deep imnanences of
the soul. Such an offbeat idea might provide anastonishingly simple solution
to some of the oldest dilennas born of the Socratic injunction -- know thyself.
Finally, history seens to be attending its influence to ever-widening
Soon we may no longer be able even to maintain the basic division of
two scientific styles discussed in this paper (which only advocates equal
treatment for the equally scientific, but different, historical sciences).
The latest researches in cosmology are suggesting that the laws of nature
themselves, those supposed exemplars of timeless imnanence, may also be
contingent results of history:
Had the universe passed through a different
(and possible) history during its first few moments after the big bang,
nature's laws might have developed differently. Thus everything,
ultimately,
may be a product of history -- and we will need to understand, appreciate, and
use the principles of historical science throughout our entire domain of
zealous research.
This has been an unconventional discharge of an appointed duty -- to write
I have not written a
a centennial essay on the inpact of evolution.
traditional review.
I have not chronicled the major advances and discoveries
of evolution.
I have tried, instead, to suggest that evolution's essential
impact upon the practice of science has been methodological -- validating the
historical style as equally worthy
and developing for it a rigorous
methodology, outlined by Darwin himself in his most distinctive (but largely
untouted) contribution, and continually refined to the kind of ultimate
triunph for homology that molecular phylogeny can provide.
I have presented nothing really new, only a plea for appreciating
something so basic that we often fail to sense its value. With a bow to that
overquoted line frcn T.S. Eliot, I only ask you to return to a place well
known and see it for the first time" [124].
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Such magic carpet selvage -- with a Navaho rug-like transcending thread
and more -- awaits (and welcomes) others who would
weavenore felicitous edge
effects in our shared transboundary regions.

The Path there is, but none who travel it.

-- Buddha

'mere was a period when I found the trail that led to home
with things like maps and compasses. That is a skill.
Now, come evening, I'm beginning to be able to smell the
paths I have to take on the darkening wind.
I'd like to think that this is the caning of knowledge.
-- Gene Hill, "When enough is not enough",

;
:

t
.

in Field 5. Stream (June

1980)

W
1. In 1983, I was more skeptical, more doubtful of its possibilities.
I'm a
believer in science as a method of becoming reliably informed, but I have
spent most of my career trying to find ways to make science's usefulness more
a part of the decisionmaking process in government and among the consenting
governed. Often these were interesting-but-frustrating years, the last ten of
which were as the senior environmental officer of Uncle Sam's largest
landholding agency.
The chasm between the Bureau of land Managenent's
forward-looking enabling legislatiOn and its performance remains symptomatic
of the difference betwem science's pranise and art's implementation.
The Federal land Policy and Managanent Act of 1976 is the Bm's organic
act.
This forward looking law is among the first of a new generation of
legislative products that evince a concern about the need for a more
systematic, interdisciplinary approach to governance in the United states of
America.
In essence, taking a cue fran the National Environmental Policy Act
of 1969, it mandates an ecomanagement approach for our llpublic lands".
It
requires that management decisions be based on planning (both policy planning

and land use planning) that takes account of interagency relationships and

.1):

If you're off to Philadelphia in the morning,
You nustn t go by anything I've said.
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1-

-

me things that truly last when men and times have passed,

on Grant PRA 79-10014, 1 August 1982.

They are all in Philadelphia this morning!

2.

, .me

[T]hings are sinply abstract boundaries of experience.
[T]hought,
our synbolic map-making, is precisely the process
superimposes

boundaries

on

reality.

[When

the

world is seen to be void of boundaries, then all things and
events
- just like all the opposites -- are seen to be
nutually dependent and interpenetrating.
-- Ken Wilber, No Boundary: Eastern and Western
roaches to Personal Growth (1981)

Life is perfect.

8. Resources: From Conservation to Econanagenent

3.
Bruce L. Bandurski, |'Vital Signs", paper distributed (l4 Septanber 1983)
to the International Joint Commission and to the Bureau of Land Management
(0.5. Department of the Interior) in accordance with terms of secondnent.
4. James Grier Miller, second annual Ludwig von Bertalanffy lecture given at
the 1975 amual North American meeting of the Society for General Systems
Research, the subject of which was Systems Thinking And The Quality Of Life.
Therein he noted that variables of the identified critical (process~defined)
subsystem have indicators which
can
be used to evaluate the current
condition of a system or sibsystem, to measure the amount of departure of
variables from established norm, or by extrapolation to forecast changes in

systan states in the inmediate or more distant future. I

5.
R.S.K. Barnes, editor, A Synoptic Classification Of Living Organisms
(Blackwell Scientific Publications: Oxford, 1984).
6.
James Grier Miller, Livglg' Systems (McGraw Hill: New York, Montreal,
Toronto, 1978).
7.
Thauas S. Kuhn, The Structure Of Scientific Revolutions.
(University of
Chicago Press: Chicago, 1970.)
'
8. Gregory Bateson, Mind And Nature: A Necessary Unity.
(Bantam Books: New

139.

9.
This concern about
paradigm shift" has reached the realm of political
science, too.
'Ihose interested in this realm might find worth considering

Come and play the game with me.
Love Is Everywhere"

Environment

York, April 1980); pp. 138

(I believe it.)

-- John Denver,

Jaro. Mayda,

(School of Law, mive ty of Puerto Rico, 1967); P. 8.

-- Rudyard Kipling, 'Philadelphia"

which

relationships with other levels of government as well as the private sector.
Some BIM State Offices are, only recently, seeing the role of monitoring in
this for evaluating the effectiveness of plan policies and goals.
My responsibility as BLM's senior environmental officer was to devise and
shepherd means by which this planning requiranent and the NEPA process could
together be applied cost (long & short term) -effectively.
A progress account
of a large part of that endeavor may be found in Lynton K. Caldwell et al., A
Study Of Ways To mprove 'me Scientific Content And Methodology of
EhVironmental Wt Analysis, final report to the National Science Foundation

(1975)

gm
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10. W.J. Christie and J.R. Vallentyne, "Manage The Great Lakes As A Ethel", a
sunnary (distributed) of proceedings culminating in a workshop, "Implementing
the Ecosystem Approach" in Hiram, Ohio, March 22 - 24, 1983.
11. T.F.H. Allen and Thomas B. Starr, Hierarchy: Perspectives for Ecological

mlexity

(The University of Chicago Press: Chicago, 1982).

this book of fascinating
define the Transboundary

versatile definition:

On page 13 of

concepts, applicable (I believe) to attempts to
Region using an "ecosystem approach",
is this

"We define sister holons as having no direct constraint

over each other. Bolons may be sisters in one discourse while failing to meet
the criteria for sorority in another discourse.
Therefore constraint is seen
as relative to defined information exchanges between holons."
Pages 43 - 46
follow with,
"The systen under observation may
be unified,
but the

requirements for description are dual. The W tability g the t_wg modes
is it a contradiction _f_o_r_ 3 modes ar_e formally SeEate; contradiction can

only occur inSide a formally unified system of description.
The sane
formal separation is true of boundary conditions (constraint) at a given
hierarchical level and the functioning of entities at that level.
Although
they do not generally anphasize the incompatibility of the two modes of
description
, contributors to the ecological literature are beginning to
use complauentary descriptions.
[IJn complex system the conceptual
structure
ofthe observer is important and inescapable. There is a need for
not
only
rate dependent
descriptions
of
systan
dynamics,
but
also
cauplanentary rate-independent descriptions of systan constraints."
12. Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, Man s Place In Nature: the Hmnan Zoological
Group. Translated by Rene Hague (Harper 5. Row: New York, 1966). The notion of
"noosphere' is discussed on pages 22, 30, and 79 - 121 of this book, first
published in France in 1956. Ch pages 80, 82, and 117, Pere Teilhard notes:

"[w]e now
totalised

see

an ubiquitous phylum
through the operation of

giving evidence
ofbecoming
ethnico social unification

[Mankind] is more than a branch
; he is nothing less than a 'sphere' -the noosphere (or thinking sphere) superimposed upon, and coextensive with
(but in so many ways more close-knit and homogeneous)
the biosphere.
[Ilt is only quite recently that,
once the frontier was crossed', the first

symptals appeared in the world of a definitive, global,

folding back upon

itself of the thinking mass within a higher hemisphere: and once that has been
entered, it can, under the influence of time, advance only by contracting and
concentrating itself.
...
If any point emerges with full clarity fran all
that we have seen so far, it is without doubt the fundamental and complete
inability of hunan plurality to escape the forces that tend organically to
concentrate it upon itself:
the general forces of cosmic convolution that
make themselves more directly and sharply felt (at the zoological and
historical level we
have attained) under the influence of the 'entry into
convergence' of the world in which we live.
In virtue of the very
structure
ofthe universe we are forced -- condeuned - to unify ourselves, if
we are to become fully alive."

13.

In his thought provoking book, Gaia: A New look at Life on Earth (Oxford

University Press: New York and Toronto, 1979) author/aunosmeric chauist James
E. Lovelock puts it this way:
"[T ]he evolution of hano sapiens, with his
technological
inventiveness
and
his
increasingly subtle ~ canmnications
network, has vastly increased Gaia's range of perception.
She is now through
us awake and aware of herself. She has seen the reflection of her fair face
through the eyes
of astronauts and the television cameras of orbiting
spacecraft. Our sensations of wonder and pleasure, our capacity for conscious

thought and speculation, our restless curiosity
This new interrelationship of Gaia with man is

drive are hers to share.

no means fully established;

we are not yet a truly collective species, corralled and tamed as an integral
part of the biosphere, as we are as individual creatures.
It may be that the
destiny of mankind is to become tamed, so that the fierce, destructive, and
greedy forces of tribalism and nationalism are fused into a conpulsive urge to
belong to the oomnonwealth of all creatures whicn constitutes Gaia.
It might
seem to be a surrender, but I suspect that the rewards, in the form of an
increased sense of well-being and fulfilment, in knowing ourselves to be a

dynamic part of a far greater entity, would be worth the loss of tribal

freedom. I Quote from p. 148.
14.
John Dryzek, "Present Choices, Future OonSequences: A Case for Thinking
Strategically", draft distributed from Department of Political Science, Ohio
State University in anticipation of the article's appearing in World Futures.
This quotation appears on page 8 of the draft, in association with the
comments: "The strategic utility
ofa state of affairs is simply the degree to
which the individuals in that state are capable of moving the system of which
they are a part into a desired future.
The only obligation that the
present has to the future is to maintain and pranote the strategic capability
of the inlnediate future. This avoids one pitfall of timeless utilitarianism

- that we have little idea as to what the tastes and preferences of future

persons will be
Moreover, its information requirements are nuch lower -we do not need to predict the effect of present actions on future utilities,
only on survival probabilities.
Beyond this, we let the future take care of
itself. This strategic approach is very different from 'planning', which is
an attempt to pre specify a trajectory through a nunber of timeperiods.
Strategic utility is, then, a collective interest
the idea is to promote
future possibilities for collective action (and agreement) in pursuit of

survival."

Survival depended not so much on equipment. as knowledge.

They were

a part of the medium in which they traveled

They did not control their speed or direction; they only steered
a course aroundobstructions.

" Jean M- Mel: W (1932)

As preparatory reading for Dryzek's article, I recommend "Societal mange, The
New Competence, and Legislative Behavior" by Donald N. Michael, in Stra
ic
Issues:
Historiml
Ebgperieme,
Institutional Structures
and
Conceptual
Framework (a report prepared by the Congressional Research Service for the use
of the Ocmnittee on Energy and Conlnerce of the U.S. House of Representatives;

Conunittee Print 97 KK, July 1982, pp. 59 - 65.

Michael establishes, pp. 59 -

60, "(We have sinply m adequate model to understand the dynamics of social
change.
In a formal sense - in a scientific sense -- we are profoundly
ignorant of the processes that underlie and influence the very circimetances
that we're trying to deal with, indeed that we're smply trying to describe."
15.
Michael Foucault, The Order Of-Things: An Archaeology of the 'Human
Sciences.
Translated from the French (Pantheon Books: New York, 1970); pp.

132 - 133.
16.
James Marston Fitch,

"Experiential Bases for Aesthetic Decision",

in

Annalsof the New York Academy of Sciences, Vol. 128, 1965; pp. 706 - 714.
17. Gary Snyder, Turtle Island (New Directions Publishing: New York, 1974);
quote from pages 107, 108, and 109.
18.
James Grier Miller, Living gystans (McGraw Hill, New York, Montreal,
Toronto, 1978); p. 770.
19. Howard T. Odom, Systems Ecology: An Introduction (John Wiley 5. Sons, New
York and Toronto, 1983); p. 11. In practice, this is not
ite as sinple as
it may sound.
In "The Factual Background Of Ecological
els: Tapping some
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Unused Resources ,

E.C. Pielou suggests that the development of such ecosystem

models might be made less costly by more fully utilizing the information
already stored:
'Successful ecosystem modeling on a large scale requires
knowledge of the relative performance of many species in response to changes
in numerous environmental variables. Without such knowledge it is impossible
to estimate the relative magnitudes, or even the signs, of the numerical
constants in prediction equations.
Acquiring this knowledge is difficult,
expensive, and time-consuming.
If the information now stored
in the
ecological literature and data banks can contribute, it should be used."
20.
Since the early days of the republic,
theU.S.A. has been aware of this
aspect of its relationship with Canada. "About a week before the legislators
departed the Washington scene, and about a month after the President [Thomas
Jefferson] learned of Timothy Pickering's verbal assault on the administration
in behalf of maritime New England, he received an alarming report of armed
resistance to the enbargo Laws on Lake Chanplain. Canada was a natural market
for products of this region, as it also was for those of upstate New York, and
prior to the passage of the law forbidding exportation by land as well as by
sea there has considerable trade in lumber, potash, provisions, and other
cannodities.
From the first that law was disregarded by men who probably did
not concede the necessity of its enactment and undoubtedly realized that more
than ordinary profit could now be gained from trade across the border.
A
letter from the collector on the Vermont side of the lake asking for military
aid called particular attention to the use, after the spring thaw,
of large

rafts bearing armed men.
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In the season of high water these could ride the

rapids and proceed northward by the Richelieu River." Quote taken from pages
586 - 587 of the book, by Dunes Malone, Jefferson The President: Second Term,
1805 - 1809 (Little, Brown and Company: Boston, 1974).
21.
James Grier Miller, Living Syste'as (McGraw-Hill, New York, Montreal,

Toronto, 1978); w. 81 - 82.

22.
Patrick J. Sheehan, 'Functional Changes in the Fcosystem" in Effects of
Pollutants At The Ecoqstem Level, edited by P.J. Sheehan, D.R. Miller, G.C.
Butler and Pn. Bouroeau (Jonn Wiley and Sons: New York and Toronto, 1984); p.

101.

23.
R.J. Lincoln, G.A. Boxshall, and P.F. Clark, A Dictionary Of Ecolggy',
Evolution And
stematics (Cambridge University Press: New York, 1982); pp.

1
_
7%

24.
vaiously, the Transboundary Region shared by Canada and the U.S.A. has
at least a third dimension.
mat dimension goes beyond shallow aquifers and
it goes beyond what each nation considers its 'air space". For some issues
that dimension of influence and pertinence might extend to the Earth's moon,
as the following quotation from a 1961 report of the IJC illustrates:
'Another disadvantage of the tides as a source of power is that the tides,
following the gravitational pull of the moon as it passes overhead every 24
hours
and 50 minutes, are out of phase with the 24 hour solar day.
This
50-minute daily lag is fundamental to the economics of tidal power for, since
power output
varieswith the tides, tidal power is out of step with the normal
pattern of power danands. Therefore, unless the tidal plant is supplemented
by an auxiliary power plant, such varying power would be of limited value. I

See

'Problans

of

Project

Formlation

and

Economic

Evalu'ation'

in

g

International Passamaquoddy Tidal Power Project, Section A, Report of the
International Jomt Camussmn: Washington/Ottawa, April 1961; quote onp. 19.
25.
For the individual, it is not only what he does to his
setting -rearranging it, adding or subtracting objects from it, or destroying it -that has phenomemlogical consequences for him, but
also what he does to
himself in relation to this setting. Man is a readily mobile, goal-directed

organism.
Where he goes, how he positions himself, whether he is lying down
or sitting up, and indeed even how long he occupies a given space in the
pursuit of his goals are all factors that contribute to what heexperiences as
his setting in a given behavioral context. I
So note Harold M. Proshansky,
William H. Ittelson, and Leanne G. Rivlin, editors, Environmental Psycholggy:
Nan And His Ph sical Setti
(Holt, Rinehart and Winston: New York, Montreal,

Toronto, 1
26.

); p. l

.

Two of the most thoughtful of the definitions of "monitoring" that I have

seen were sent to us

(by Ted Munn)

for consideration at the M Workshop.

The first of these definitions was formulated in 1971 by an Intergovernmental
Working Group which defined monitorng as 'a system of continued observation,
measurement and evaluation for defined purposes".
The second defined
intgrated monitoring as
The repeated masuranent of a range of related
enVironmentai
variables
and
indicators
in
the
living
and
non-living
oarparb'nents of the environment, for the purpose of studying large parts of
the biosphere as a single system".
These definitions appear in the draft of a
forthcoming paper by Yuri Izrael, USSR State Committee for Hydrometeorology
and Control of Natural Environment, Moscow, USSR, and Robert E. Munn,
Institute for Environmental Studies, University of Toronto, Canada. The paper
is titled "Environmental And Renewable Resource Monitoring . A draft was sent
to us workshop planners by Dr. Munn, with a note suggesting we might find it
useful in our Philadelphia deliberations. We already have. As he suggested,
we reproduced it to serve as a background paper for the M Workshop.

27.

Harold M. Proshansky,

William H.

Ittelson, and Leanne G. Rivlin, op.

cit.; pp. 173 - 174. These authors note, further, some headway in uncovering
unifying concepts:
"To solve one set of environmental problems does not
preclude the energence of others as still greater technological advances are
made.
The concern with solving problems of a man-made environment has
increasingly led to the more fundamental questions of why did it happen and
what can be done to prevent new problems fran occurring. What has anerged is
an euphasis on predicting and understanding the consequences of the physical
environment for the behavior of the individual, and this emphasis in turn has
called attention to the social scientist, his theory, concepts, and methods.
It is our purpose
to consider briefly the status and meaning of the
concepts of privacy, territoriality, and crowding
and to suggest the value
of introducing 'freedom of choice' as a unifying concept that can help to

organize and make clear the definitions of the other terms."

28.
Kurt W. Riegel, "Light Pollution , in Science, Vol. 179, No. 4080, 30
March 1973; pp. 1285 - 1291. Riegel (a fellow lookout in Yellowstone National
Park) was one of the early docunenters of this form .of "trespassing".
In this
Science article he concluded (p. 1291) that 'The level of skylight caused by
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lighting

systems

is

growing

at

about

20

percent

per

year

nationwide.
Light pollution is presently damaging to sane astronomical
programs, and it is likely to become a major factor limiting progress in the
nart decade. Perhaps those of us who have experienced the joy and the clarity

of isolated mountaintop existence are more readily able than those who have
not to note the inpingement of human settlements on dark sky values.

29.
James Grier Miller, Livigg {systems (McGraw-Hill, New York, mntreal,
Toronto, 1978); p. 17. _
30.
' - - ' ' ' ' ' ' ' * ' ' ' - , Livirg Systems; p. 16.
31.
'
H
, Living Systems; p. 19.
32.
Edward T. Hall, Proxemics -- the study of man's spatial relations , in
Dan's Image In Medicine and Anthropology, I. Galdston, ed., (International
universities Press, 1963). As Norman Ashcraft and Albert E. Scheflen observed
in their book, People Space: The Making and Breaking of Human Boundaries

(Doubleday: Garden City, New York, 1976), '(IIt takes a relationship of
behaviors to form a territory.
Space is defined by the joint behaviors
of those present.
A person may move away from another person and thus
increase the interpersonal distance between them. But the distance remains a
function of both their locations. Trig form the territory.
Distance is also

we

culture."

Canpany, Inc.: Garden City, New York, 1972);

a function of relationship and time.
[Quote on pp.

7 and 8.]

Distance is relative to species and

And, Irwin Altman notes,

further, in The

Environment And Social Behavior: Privacy, Personal Space, Territory, Crowding

(Brooks/Cele Publisning Canpany: mnterey, California, 1975) that "Regardless
of which mode of adjustment or which mechanisms are used to regulate privacy,
the person or group mist pay some 'price'; energy mist be expended in
boundary-regulation processes, nuch
as any organism expends physical and
biological energy in maintaining life processes.
The more various the
mechanisms that are employed in boundary regulation, the greater the price, in
physical and psychological energies." [Quote on p. 9.]
Boundary maintenance
is not a 'free good".
33. James Grier Miller, Living-Systans; p. 19.
34.
Difference deference?
'[T]he uncontrolled flow of information and data
across national borders is causing concern among many governments.
The
problan has been referred to the GMT with a request to report in 1984 on
whether an international agreenent on services is desirable and, if so, how to
proceed.
This quote is from a volume entitled World Ounmmications: new
horizonng pgergjnew hope, published by Gaston Lionel Franco on the occasmn
o the 'World Caummications Year 1983' which was proclaimed by the United
Nations General Assembly. The quote appeared on page 192 in an article titled
Data Flow Across National Borders: Security, Ownership, and Right of Entry".
35. James Grier Miller, Livigg Systans; p. 85.
36. 'If the diverse fields of soience are to be unified, it would help if all
disciplines were oriented either to concrete or abstracted systans.
It is of
paramount inportance for scientists to distinguish clearly between then.
Confusion of abstracted and concrete systems has resulted in the contention
that the concept of system is logically enpty because one cannot think of
anything or any collection of things which could not be regarded as a system
What is not a concrete system?
Any set of subsystems or conponents in

space-tittie which do not interact, which do not have relationships in terms of

the variables under consideration, is not a concrete system. Physicists call
it a heap." This observatiOn by James Grier Miller (Livi
S stems; p. 20
21) appears to converge (in its search for unifying concepts) with the finding
described in Reference ll, above.
37.
Eugene P. Odum, Fundamenta1s'0f Ecol?
(W.B.
Saunders Company:
Philadelphia and Toronto, 1971); pp.
3
228 - 233.

38.

An

ecosystem approach" is not truly what we are taking if we have a

hidden (but unacknowledged) or a declared anthropocentric bent, not yet
explicitly factored into our decisionmaking apparati.
If we are seeking to
give mankind advantage over other life forms -- Oh those occasions when there

is competition that must be resolved in favor of one or the other -- then we

are inserting and acting upon man s value judgments.
mese judgments may or
may not be in the interest of maintaining the ecosphere's present balances,
diversity, evolutionary trends and/or changes, etc.
Some of us have made an ethical determination that allows an earthly niche
('standing", in, legal parlance) for all creatures no matter how detrimental
they are to man. Some of us feel that mankind will ultimately be strengthened

and have a more interesting world if all forms of life (including disease
organisms) are assured a place. By
tame, that ideology probably fits
"

ecosystem approach".

Someday we may, as a species, reach the pomt where

see

that

the

'health'

of

the

entire

systa'n

(the

ecosphere)

should

take

precedence over our cum convenience and our lives. We, then, are rightly able
to label our pursuit as 'an ecosystem amroach' -- at least at that global
level. Having given due consideration to the consequences of that option, we
also could rightly label it as 'ecomanaganent'. We are a long way fran there.
39.
Brooks Eliot Wigginton, Introduction to The Foxfire Book (Doubleday &

40. The National Caunission on Excellence in Education, A Nation At Risk: The
Imperative for Educational Reform, an Open letter to the American People,
(U.S. Department of Education, Washington, D.C., April 1983); pp. 5 and 6.
41.
Perhaps one key to its longevity is the fact the it is 'neitner
national nor
federal Constitution", according to Samel Eliot Morison and
Henry Steele Calmager in their writing
about James Madison's analysis of the
nature of the new Constitution, in lime Growth Of The American Republic (Oxford
University Press: New York, 1962); p. 284.
42.
Bruce
lord Bandurski,
"Ecology
and
Economics
Partners
for
Productivity" in The Annals of the Merican Acadaly of Political and Social
Science 405 (January 1973); p. 82.
43.
Sir Geoffrey Vickers, Hanan S;st Are Different (Harper 5 lbw:
Philadelphia, 1983); P. 42.
44.
Oonstantinos A. Doxiadis, Ekistics: Pm Introduction to the Science of
Hanan Settlements (Oxford University Press: New York, 1968); p. 284.
45.
James Grier Miller, Livy Systems; p. 4.
46.
Jaro Mayda, Enviromnent 8 Resources: Fran Conservation to mauangganent
(School of Law, UniverSity of Puerto Rico, 1967); p. 8.
47. Mike Causey, "lhe Federal Diary , in The Washiggton Post, May 5, 1971; p.
313.
48.
The first recollection I have of dealing vocationally with a systanatic
interdisciplinary approach to the man/environment subject was at a Boy Scout
canp in Indiana.
In 1959, as camp program director, I devised a staffing
pattern that required the camp's instructors to switch specialties and to link
their instruction subject to other subjects
afforded the campers.
My old
notes say, " 1his year the Program Staff has attempted to integrate the various
areas of instruction.
We offer the same basic instruction of years past, but
use a different approach. In showing scouts that all skills being taught can
be combined to make camp life more enjoyable, we do not set a particular area
apart.
The Nature Staffer will point out the places in which Pioneering
skills have improved his location, in the Qitpost Camp where cooking and tent
pitching instruction is given ...
"
Waterfront staff were encouraged to
denonstrate how the skills of swimming, snorkeling, and canoeing could be used
to observe and capture wildlife.
(That's how we were able, in the short time
before calipers and their parents arrived, to stock quite fully the canp's
Nature Area with turtles, watersnakes, frogs, and fish caught in watery
locales that previously had been their refuge and their escape.)
This neophyte's intrigue with the transdisciplinary continued.
The very
next year, anployed by a university in an animal den survey, I was able to put
archery/pioneering/ropework and ecological skills to cmbined use in reaching
treetop dens.
Nine years after that, I was in the Amazon Basin (at a
[rm sponsored meeting) delivering a co-authored paper on use of Ithe
system approach" in improving our understanding and our anticipation of man's
impact on the tropical ecosystem Trouble was, it was mostly words not action.
In my opinion, despite the enactment of NEPA (our basic national charter,
in the U.S.A., for protection of the environment) progress in learning and
docurnenting mre about the ecosystau approach was unwarrentedly slow durigg
the decade following those days of the general public's I'ecologic
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awakening".
Perhaps, the general public was of the opinion that mere
enactment of such a law would take care of the recognized man/environment

problems,

just as most of the public

was unaware that the term "ecology" was

then nearly one hundred years old.
It's not only the general public; six
years after CED's NEPA Regulations went into effect, the executive branch is

in effect winking at the post decision monitoring requirement (40 CPR 1505.3).

49.
Lynton K. Caldwell, Science And The National Environmental Policy Act:
RedirectigPolicy through Procedural Reform (The University of Alabama Press:
UniverSity, Alabama, 1982); p. 18.
50.
, Science And The National I-hviroru'nental Policy Act:
Redirecting Policy through Procedural Reform; pp. 16 - 17.
SI.
Alan L. Porter, Frederick A. Rossmi, Daryl E. Chubin, and Terry
Connolly, Letters: Between Disciplines in Science (Vol 209; p. 966).
52.
This advantage of 'breaking out has long been recognized and documented
in Biglish literature.
In T.H. White's book, 'Ihe Once And Future King,
Merlyn's owl-friend (Archimedes) caught the Hart's attention by speaking to
him in English. At the Wart's request, Marlyn transformed the "Wart" (young
King Arthur) into a fish (with the help of the March); then he transformed the
Wart into a merlin, allowing the youngster to develop apathy for other living
beings -- to walk in their shoes for a while.
53. Darcy Ribeiro, The Americas And Civilization, translated by Linton Lamas
Barrett and Marie McDavid Barrett (E.P. button 5. Co.: New York, 1971); p. 33.
54.
Sir Geoffrey Vickers, amen System Are Different (Harper 8 Row:
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Philadelphia, 1983); pp. 152 - 153.
55. Andre Lejard, The Ba eux 'I a tr
Lejard describes the unusual
cm 0

(Vendome: Paris, 1947); not paginated.
this monitoring record:
"me Bayeux

Tapestry consists of a roll of bleached linen cloth, 214 feet and 20 inches in
length, and 20 inches in width." Still, it is very informative.
Still, we are missing a bet, in my opinion, in too strongly stressing the
visual ferns of documenting our monitoring.
Envirortnent/man relationships
have been documented in forms meant to be heard as well as seen. These have
historical value, but they may also provide us usable baselines.
At this
point, I am not certain how it might be used today; but I am certain that I
would want to include 'the Air" fran Handel's l'Water Misic' and some of its
adaptations (see below) as mnitoring records that ought to be preserved.
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56.
'All heraldic colours were opaque, flat and constant, unless something
was to be represented in its natural colOurs, or 'proper',' according to
Dorothy Hartley, author of host Country Life (Pantheon Books: New York, 1979);
p. 139.
In this personalized account, my explanation of the M Workshop, I
thOught I had freely chosen this color scheme for the weaving plan.
Naturally, it turns out they're heraldic colors of my family coat of-arms.

57.

Gregory Bateson,

(Ballantine Books: New York,

1972); pp. 167 - 176 and Mind And Nature: A Necessary Unity (Bantam Boons: New
York and Toronto, 1980); pp. 148 - 149.
58.
James Grier Miller, Living 5%; p. 1046:
'[E]xtrapolation across
levels
is vaguely comparable to the way chemists use Mendeleyev's periodic
table of the elements.
He arranged the chemical elements in a particular
order of columns and rows which made it possible to predict the specific
characteristics of undiscovered elanents.
This approach to living
systens has other scientific value.
It can aid a scientist in recognizing
previously unseen relationships between a set of his or her own findings and
those of others who work on carparable problems at the same or a different
level.
It suggests relationships between the variables and indicators in one

study

and those

in

others.

Scientists

can

learn

the

generalizability of their findings for living systems of all sorts.

degree

of

The data

may not be relevant beyond the individual, type, or level studied, or they may

be widely generalizable."
59.
Gregory Bateson, 'Caunent on Part III'I of Steps

(Randan House: New York and Toronto, 1972); P. 338.

Io An Ecology Of Mind

In a documentation of

error control, Bateson explained his discovery of context for his earlier
explanation of 'context":
"In the essays collected in Part III, I speak of
an action or utterance as occurring 'in" a context, and this conventional way

of talking

suggests that the particular action is a 'dependent" variable,

while the context is the 'indepemient" or determining variable.

But this view

of how an action is related to its context is likely to distract the reader

-

as it has distracted me -- from perceiving the ecology of the ideas which
together constitute the small subsystem which I call 'oontext".
[this
heuristic error - copied like so many others from the ways of thought of the
physicist and chemist
requires correction.
Ihe mistake in question
is the same formal error as that mentioned in the cement on Part II where I
discuss the evolution of the horse. We should not think of this process just
as a set of changes in the animal's adaptation to life on the grassy plains
but as a constancy _i_n the relationshij between animalsand environment.
It is
the ecology [ecosystem Which survives
and
slowly evolves. In this evolution,
the relata - the animals and the grass - undergo changes which are indeed
adaptive from manent to mnent.
But if the process of adaptation were the
whole story, there could be no systemic pathology.
Trouble arises precisely
because the "logic" of adaptation is a different I logic
from that of the
survival and evolution of the ecological system.
In Warren Brodey's phrase,
the time-grain" of the adaptation is different fran that of the ecology [the
ecosystemj".
Ibid.; 99- 338 - 339.

60.
To many Americans the story of the Revolution of 1775-83 is a tale twice
told. For more than a century historians, some of them masters in the field,

have been at work on all aspects of the subject.
Books on the Revolution are
more than sufficient to fill a large library.
Yet there remain some
unanswered questions, particularly as to what happened in certain outlying
areas.
One of these was the vast, sparsely
settled region between the

Pembscot and St. John Rivers" [mat is now the eastern 'end" of the
U.S._A./Canada transboundary region]. Quotation from the 'Foreword" to Maine
Rubicon: Downeast Settlers duriéig the American Revolution by
I

,

,

7

.

.

John Howard A Iin

61.
A.J.F. van Iaer, translator/editor, VanRensselaer Bowier Manuscripts:
Being the Letters of Kiliaen VanRensselaer, 1630 1643, and Other Documents
Relating to the Colony of Rensselaerswyck (New York State Library/New York
State Education Department: Albany, 1908).

62.

Frank

Chamberlain,

Hudson

'Iercentenary:

An

Historical

Retrospect

Regarding the Object and Quest of an All-water Route from Europe to India; the

Obstacles in the Way; and also Hudson's Voyage to America in 1609 and some of
its Results (J.B. Lyon Company: Albany, N.Y., 1909).
'1!) me, among "its
Results" are classics in American literature:

by that

former resident of Greenbush

tales by Cooper and Irving and

(Rensselaer),

N.Y.,

Herman Melville.

Aiming its more recent results, too, are activities carrying to some extremes
the spirit of free enterprise that nust have typified early Settlers along the
Hudson
- activities that show
we still undervalue (even ignore) certain
natural goods crucial to our life support.
My Dutch ancestors were such
entrepreneurs, though, I wonder whether they would have reacted as I did to
the news that Exxon Corporation tankers were routinely offloading oil at a New
Jersey port, filling their tanks with saltwater ballast, steaming up the
Hudson River and discharging the salty ballast into the river at Port Eden and
Hyde Park.
'Tne tankers then proceeded to fill their tanks with fresh river
water which they transported to Aruba, an island off the northern coast of
Venezuela,
for use in the Exxon refinery there and for the island's
waterworks.
Some Eamon tankers were not in the business of carrying oil at
all and went to Aruba solely to deliver fresh water.
It is estimated that
fran June to September 1983, Exxon took 378 million gallons of water from the
Hudson River, for which the government of Aruba reportedly paid $3 million. I
('Ihis according to the New York Department of Enviromnental Conservation.)
(Ed.

Note:

A New York

State

law effective

August

I unregulated taking of freshwater
is contrary
valuable resource
and that the State 'nust also
ballast from tankers
to ensure the protection of
63.
Charles Clark Willoughby, Antiquities Of The

1,

1985,

now states

that

to the wise use of this
regulate the discharge of
water quality'.]
New England Indians: with

Notes on the mient Cultures of the Adjacent Territory.

(Reprint of the 1935

edition published by AMS Press, Inc.: New York, 1973); LP. 1 and 2.
64.
MichaelPoucault, The Archaeology Of Knowledge. Translated from the
French by A.M. Sheridan Smith, lst American edition (Pantheon Books: New York,

1972).
65. Seattle (born 1786, died June 7, 1866) was Chief of the Suquamish and

Duwamish

tribes

Washington.

See

which

occupied

Indian Oratory

part

of

what

compiled by W.C.

is

presentday

Vanderwerth

State

of

(Ballantine

Books: New York, 1975); pp. 98 and 99.
66.
Sung Bok Kim, Landlord and Tenant in Colonial New York: Manorial Society
1664-1775 (The University of North Carolina Press: Chapel Hill, 1978) .
. Henry Christman, Tin Horns And Calico: The Thrillng Unsung story of an
Nuarican-Revolt-Against Serfdom (Hope Farm Press: Cornwallville, New York,

1978).

68.
Note that, even today, exclusions from liability insurance include damage
or injury arising from war (whether or not declared), civil war, rebellion,
insurrection, and revolution. Evidently insurance cmpanies (and Wall Street)
are also aware of the continuing possibility of major change in~government.
Did you
knowthat Wall Street was once a formidable boundary before it,
in the globalization of finance, became a marketplace ignoring alnost all
boundaries? The earliest Butch settlers of New Ansterdam had to build a wall
there to protect themselves from the natives after bungling applications of
environmental diplomacy. Lumber and the rich prospects of the fur trade drew
the attention of investors of the Dutch West India Caxpany up the Hudson

Valley.
In 1629 Kiliaen VanRensselaer was granted prospective land rights
along both sides of the Hudson River by the Oonfederated States of The
Netherlands. In 1630, he purchased that land fran Indians in the area who had
claimed it. On September 24, 1664, the patroonship seemed up for grabs when
New Netherlands

surrendered to

the English;

but,

on May 20,

1704, Qieen Anne

issued a new patent carrying Law of Ehtail and continuing the Manor.
'Ihen
along came the American Revolution and a Constitution that no longer allowed
entailing.

Between that

and

tenant farmer

lawsuits

to

force

land

sale,

the

VanRensselaer holdings grew snaller and smaller.
By the time of the Civil
War/War Between the States, the Manor of Ratsselaerwyck and Claverack no
longer existed though it had been well-managed (according to rwords cited in
Reference 66, above) for more than two hmidred years.
As that Kiliaen was my
greatgreatgreatgreatgreatgreatgreatgreatgreatgrandfather, I would be a poor
student of history if I retained an expectation that a particular form of
government would be a lasting form of government in this ever-changing world.
We citizens who have inherited New Ansterdam and New Sweden and New France
and New Bigland had best get a firm grip on what it is that we mist do for
ourselves (and for our posterity) as individuals/neighbors/associates to stay
healthy and to retain important freedaus.
It seems perilous to leave such a
fundamental matter mainly to government no matter how representative it is of
an informed electorate.
As individual living system, we need to track and
keep intact our critical Eocess sibsystens.
Perhaps,
additionally,
we need
to find a
bre universal way of
caummicating in our networks of interdependence.
As the context changes, you
have to be able to speak the new language if you want to mintain your
franchise as an informed citizen.
Charles Gehring [quoted by James Harkness
''In Search of Voices fran the Past'I in New York Alive (November/Dweiber
1982);

p.

42]

tells

what happened

in New York

with a

change

in

nationhood.

'When the English took over New Netherland in 1664
Dutch went into gradual
retreat.
First English replaced it as the language of cannon use for
administration, civil justice, and contracts.
Then it began to give way in
business and caunerce.
If you were to succeed
as a merchant, you shipped
To deal in New York, you had to be able to talk with
through New York City.
an English-speaking broker or middleman.
Eventually Dutch receded to the
farms and into bones."
The language of monitoring systanatically y differ considerably fran
today's canton Biglish. We all had best learn to speak it.
69. James Grier Miller, Livgg Systems; p. 24.
70.
Francis Parkman, France-And wgland In North America, Vol. I (Library
Classics of the United States, Inc.: New York, 1983); p. 1277.
71.
Gabriel Bitbon and Charles P. Gerba, editors, Groundwater
Pollution
Microbiol_ogy (John Wiley 5 Sons: New York and Toronto, 1984); pp. ix and 83.
Drawing on work done by Y. Marzouk, S.M. Goyal, and C.P. Gerba and published
in Water Res. 14, 1585 in 1980, they conclude:
'There is a need to find
suitable indicators of Viral contamination since no correlation was found
between indicator bacteria and viruses in groundwater." Until the time those
indicators are found we humans beings are, in my view, at serious risk. I say
'risk",
rather
than
'kmcertainty',
quite
deliberately.
As
Nicholas
Georgescu-Roegen pointed out in his oft-quoted article 'C hoic'e, Expectations
and wasurability' (The Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 68, No. 4,
'Many times we are faced with the inpossibility of
Novaiber 1954; p. 524):
predicting the outcane of a particular pheriomenon.
But the cases where this
The first contains
is so belong to two essentially different categories.
them processes which consist of using a known mohanism under varying
conditions. Tossing a die, spinning a roulette, picking up a ball in an urn,
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result of any
or any other isomorphic mechanisns belong to this category. The
known. This
individual outcome cannot be predicted, although the mechanism is
individual
is a risk. The second category includes the cases where both the
In
known.
outcome cannot be predicted and the mechanism is not completely
ons of the past.
general, what we know here are the results of a few observati
A procedure

known to have

times and failed

succeeded ten

twice,

is a simple

In nost cases we do not know even that, because the
exanple of uncertainty.
on the past
procedure we are interested in is quite new; so we have to rely
In the case of
observations of another, though somewhat similar procedure.
of the
risk, but not in the case of uncertainty, we can define the probability
In
This is not only a matter for science to be concerned about.
outcane.
"The Judiciary: What Role in Health Improvement?" (Science, 20 February 1981;
pp.

792

~

793),

Judge

David

Bazelon

noted

that

the

issues

of

risk

and

Earlier
uncertainty have not escaped the attention of our legal systan.
he had made the point that "Acting
16 May 1980; p. 661)
(Science,
independently of both expert and political debate, courts can wnpel full
ventilation of the

issues on the record,

as well as accustan decision-makers

[Clourts can ensure that
to the discipline of explaining their actions.
be
all persons affected have opportunities to participate. The result should
an open process that can reveal gaps, stimulate research, and thereby inspire
more confidence in those affected, including the scientifically untutored.
Garden
Ian L. McHarg, Design With Nature (The Natural History Press:
72.

City, N.Y., 1969).
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s
Bruce L. Bandurski and Maria Buchinger, I More Recreation: Implication
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I§§2); pp. I3h'i l37.
76.

Harriet
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The Weaver's Book:

Macxnillan Company: New York, 1966);

hindamentals of

Handweavigng

(The

p. 3.

Stanley A. Cain, I Can Ecology Provide the Basis for Synthesis Among the
77.
in United States Depath of the Interior News Release,
Social Sciences?
January 31, 1967; p. 14.
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79.
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1968);

p. 352.
T.F.H. Allen and 'Ihanas B. Starr, Hierarchy: Perspectives for Ecological
80.
gogglexity ('Ihe University of Chicago Press: Chicago, 1982); p. 45.
n 81. Not speaking them, I cannot be certain of this. But, my recollectio
discoveries I had on my last trip to
of offhand discussions and personal
Alaska (at Barrow, at Camp Lonely, and flying over the North Slope) about
snow, ice, and other cold weather conditions -- is that the native languages
had considerably more descriptors than does the English language (even of

For those interested in investigating this a
meterologists and hydrologists).
little further, I went to the bother of including evidence of sane available
It comprises the initial pages of a recent side by-side
documentation.

carparison

of

[See Appendix AC]

two languages,

as they

were auployed

in

l
describing the Inuit 1983 Circuupolar Conference, partly on environmenta
Neither English nor French is the language of the
concerns and issues.
of the
majority in Canada's Northwest Territories. There more than two-thirds
some seven
population comprises native peoples, and they (among them) speak
native languages. The Inuit language, Inukitut, is among these.
T.F.H. Allen and 'lhmas B. Starr, Hierarchy: Perspectives for Ecological
82.
In
(The University of Chicago Press: Chicago, 1982); p. 45 - 46.
lexit
of the
All ereine Erkenntnislehre (1925), M. Schlick asserted the inportance
'[Tlhe representation of
Rewer's conceptGEI structure in these words:
in the
concepts through images has been the most fruitful source of errors
Thought flies forwards without testing the
thinking of all philosophers.
carry it
carrying power of its wings, without seeing whether the images which
are fulfilling their proper function. 'mat mist be established by going back
But not seldom usable definitions are lacking, and the
to the definitions.
philosopher continues the flight with images which are supported by no firm
results."
conceptual framework. Wandering and premature downfall are the
Tan Kuchenberg and Jim Iegault, Reflections In A Tarnished Mirror: 'Ihe
83.
Sturgeon Bay,
Use and Abuse 'of the-Great Lakes (Golden Glow Publishing:
Wisconsm, 1978); p. 120.
Alfred W. DeQuoy, The 'Irish Wolfhound In Irish Literature And Law
84.
(Privately published, 1971); pp. 18 - 19.
In the book, Order-mt Of Chaos (Bantam Books: Toronto and New York,
85.

1984),

Ilya

Prigogine

and

Isabell Stengers put

their

warning about

this

"A new unity is merging: irreversibility is a source of
tendency this way:
Irreversibility is the mechanism that brings order out
order at all levels.
On the human level irreversibility ... is for us
of chaos [p. 292].
Still it is essential that in
inseparable fran the meaning of our existence.
this perspective we no longer see the internal feeling of irreversibility as a
marking
subjective impression that alienates us from the outside world, but as
our participation in a world dominated by an evolutionary paradigm [p. 2981."
(Simon and Schuster: New York, 1978) , Gerald M.
In his book, Fauna-And Famil

nirrell invites

t partic1pation, broadcloth:

'So, on behalf of the most

resourceful,
fascinating,
exotic,
and
colorful
bizarre,
and
charming
magnificent, dignified, funny and beguiling minority in this world (who cannot
read, write, vote or invent nerve gas), I invite you to join us."
86. George Perkins Marsh, The Earth As Modified By Hanan Action (1874; Arno
Press Reprint, 1971).
87. T.F.B. Allen and Tomas B. Starr, Hierarchy: Perspectives for Ecological
%lexity (The University of Chicago Press: Cl'iicago, 1982); p. 120.
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lexit (The University of Chicago Press: Chicago, 1982); P. 3.
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90.

Gregory Bateson, Mind And Nature: A'Necessary Uni .

(Bantam Books: New

91.

Here is a serious instance of boundary dysfunction.

In this case -~ as

York, April 1980); p. 164.

it came to my attention - it was what seemed (to a large matter of concerned
citizens) the exclusion of various sorts of information and access by the very
agencies formed (by their representatives in government) to franchise than.

,Perha,

because I was from .a nearby area of Indiana and had sane (minimal)

familiari y with the subJect, snortly after I arrived at the NC, GauniSSioner

Bulen asked that I attempt to catalyze" a more cooperative relationship
amongst the several public and private
entities closely involved with water

quality in the Indiana Harbor Canal and the Grand Calumet River (mo and OCR)

-- an old problem reaching new heightsof concern in recent times. From press
accounts and other cammications, at that time, it appeared that there was
need of more recognition of cannon concerns and opportunities-in commn to
balance the great concentration of differences being recognized amongst those
entities.
Acting as IJC catalyst I did (with the able assistance of such civil
servants as Valdas Adamkus of EPA and Dave Cowgill of the Corps of Engineers)
a little linking-up and on Novanber 15, 1983, chaired a meeting to receive
citizens
cannents regarding
the pollution control needs of
IHC/GCR.
Interests in attendance included the Grand Calumet Task Force (of the Lake
Michigan Federation, Inc.), the 0.5. EPA, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
the Indiana State Board of Health, and the Great lakes Water Quality Agreanent
institutions -- IJC's Water Quality Board and Science Advisory Board.
Since that conversation at which EPA Region V connitted to the
preparation of a plan for inproving water quality in the lib/OCR -- we have
seen not only the issuance of a draft and a final Sunnary Report on a Master
Plan for Improving Water Quality in the Grand Calumet River/Indiana Harbor
Canal, prepared by EPA with appropriate public input.
As we ready our TbMN
Workshop document (Proceedings and Relate) for the printer, the Chicago
District of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, too, has provided evidence of
its good faith in seeking inforned decisiomnaking by its circulating of a
draft environmental impact statanent, dated February 1986, pursuant to the
NEPA process and addressing its proposed maintenance dredging and construction
of a confined disposal facility for backlog and maintenance dredged material
from the Federal deep draft navigation channel in Indiana Harbor and Canal, in
Lake County, Indiana .
Whatever the decisions and outcome, 1 am of the
opinion that all participants in the process and area residents have
benefitted so far by the information sharing that has characterized the now
cooperative exploring of this very significant man/environment relationship.
[*This involved the objectives of:
hearing the concerns of the Grand Calumet
Task Force; understanding the problems, risks, and opportunities; providing
the various interests with a contact person at the IJC; and assisting in
dealing with the whole problan (via a canbination of cmponents/processes
approaches a_nd a systans approach) rather than dealing only with sane of the
innediately perceived sympth of dysfunction at that locale.]
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1967): quote on pp. 42 - 43 and 52 - 53.
94.
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Shag It (Houghton Mifflin Co.: Boston, 1972); p. 27.

5.
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History of the Federal Land Policy and Managmient Act of 1976

Legislative
(Public Law

94-579), prepared at the request of Henry M. Jackson, Chairman, Publication
No. 95-99 (U.S.G.P.0.: Washington, D.C., 1978); pp. 23, 37, 57, 73, 121, 138,
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98.
Richard C. Smardon, Gary H. Elsner, and George C. Coonbes,
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Orientation for Our National Landscape: An Experiment in Creative Conference
Programning in Proceedings 0f Oar National Lardsoape: A Conference cm Applied
Techniques For Analysis And Managenent Of The Visual Resource, April 23 25,
1979, Incline Village, Nevada, United States Department of Agriculture, Forest
Service, Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station, General
Tecnnical Report PSI-35, Septe'nber 1979; quote frcm page 4.
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An

Introduction
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(Alberta Water Resources Managanent

Services: August 17, 1984).

104.
Andrew H. Oerke,
Report By The President
in Annual Heart
Partnership for Productivity (Washington, D.C., Fiscal Year 1983).

105.

1983:

Hone base for us is still i_n mther Earth or 'Gaia' as the Greeks and,

more recently, James E. mvelock has reminded in Gaia: A New Look at Life on
Earth.
(Oxford University Press: New York and Toronto, 1979).
Lovelock, in
the definitions and explanations of terms he uses in this book, says (p. 152)
of his Gaia Hypothesis:
This postulates that the physical and chenical
condition of

the surface of the

Earth,

of

the

atmosphere,

and of

the

oceans

has been and is actively nade fit and canfortable by the presence of life
itself. This is in contrast to the conventional wisdom which held that life
adapted to the planetary conditions as it and they evolved their separate
ways.
106.
Sir Geoffrey Vickers, Hanan Systems Are Different (Harper & lbw:
Philadelphia, 1983); P. 177.
107. Lewis 'manas, Natural Science in Science, Vol. 179, No. 4080, 30 March
1973 (reprinted fran The New England Journal of Pedicine, Vol. 288, p. 307,
1973).
108. Camille Cyprien Norwid, in an obituary of Chopin.
109.
Ramon Margalef, Perspectives In Ecological Them.
(The University of
Chicago Press: Chicago and London, 1968); pp. 35 and 36.
110.
Jan Christiaen Sluts, Preface to the third edition of Holisn And
Evolution (Maanillan and 00., Limited: London, 1936)
111. Joseph Henry Woodger, Biological Principles: A Critical Study (Harcourt,

Brace and Oanpany: New York,1929); p. 27.

g

112. P.M. Bird and D.J. Rapport, project managers, State Of The mviromnent
Report For Canada: Background and OJrrent Status (as of Argust 1, 19831, a
joint preject by l-hvuoment Canada and Statistics Canada. Section 6 of this
report is titled Integration -- Analysis and Synthesis ; on pages 13
14, it
states:
This section will discuss the objectives for this part of the
report, namely the int ration of data already presentedconcerning the
e and the observations of conditions and trends.
factors which influence
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One of the considerations which will have been a cannon factor throughout the
selection of data for inclusion in the report will have been the potential for
contributing to this integration section.
It is recognized that, in most
cases, environmental cause-effect relationships are canplex and that it is
difficult to determine the impact of any single factor on overall productivity
or

response.

The analyses,

however, will

attempt to

integrate infatuation on

the many facets discussed [earlier] thereby providing, on an wozone basis
opportunities for innovative approaches to the synthesis of these data.
The extent to which integration/synthesis will be possible will depend
largely on the adequacy of the data base.
In each of the renewable resource
sector contracts which have been negotiated there is a requirenent to provide
an overview or
synthesis assessment
which
indicates,
where
possible,
cause-effect linkages and draws attention to important data gaps and emerging
or likely future
concerns. These assessments will prOVide input material for
work on this section."
113. Joseph Henry Woodger, Biological Principles: A Critical Study (Harcourt,
Brace and Cmpany: New York, 1929); pp. 22 and 23.
114. T.F.H. Allen and Thomas B. Starr, Hierarchy: Perspectives for Ecological
Elenty; pp. 38 - 39.
115. James Grier Miller, Livgg Systans; p. 93.
116. T.F.B. Allen and Thomas B. Starr, Hierarchy: Perspectives for Ecolgical

A rhythmic alternation of two different design elements [I picked
musty/reductionism], whether interpreted in color, texture, or pattern,
gives the most satisfying results.
Avoid the use of any pattern, color, or texture plan which places a
definite break or a strong anphasis across the center [boundaries that
don't mirror the reality of U.S.A./Canada interpenetrations]
as this
tends to divide it visually into two separate parts.
Whenever possible make a design structural by integrating the elements
and over-all proportions ['I hat, I trust, is our Philadelphia format.],
instead of adding
[the elements] as superficial decoration.
As weaving experience and knowledge increase, the range of selection
widens. Take full advantage of this and allow the breadth of designing to
grow along with increasing skills.
123.
Thomas G. Sanders, Robert C. Ward, Jim C. Ioftis, Timothy D. Steele,
Donald D. Adrian, and Vujica Yevjevich, Design Of Networks For Monitoring
Water Elity (Water Resources Publications: Littleton, Colorado, 1983); quote
on p. 2.
124.
Stephen Jay Gould, 'Evolution
andthe Triunph of Banology, or Why
History Matters" in American Scientist, Vol. 74, January-February 1986;
pp. 60 - 69.

1(. frlliylexity; w. 74 - 80.
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7.
Steven Hawking, "me Unification of Physics' in The Great Ideas Today:
1984 (Ehcyclopaedia Britannica, Inc., Chicago, 1984); p. 4.
118. James Grier Miller, Living Systa'ns.
119. Richard Carpenter, Using Ecological Knowledge for Development Planning"
in Ehviromnental Managanent (Vol. 4, No. 15, 1980).
120.
Michael J. Carley, (Mutilative Socioeconomic Monitoring: Issues
and
Indicators for Canada's Beaufort Region, prepared for Energy, Mines and
Resources Secretariat, Govermnent of the Northwest Territories and for The
Northern Economic Branch Depath of Indian Affairs and Northern Development
(School of Coumunity & Regional Planning, University of British Colunbia,
March 1984) .
121.
Francesca Cancian, 'Punctional Analysis of Change
in Social
e:
Sources, PatternsLand Consequences, edited by Amitai Etzioni and Eva Etzioni
(Basic Books: New York, 1964); pp. 112
124.
122. Jaro Mayda, Environment 5 Resources: From Conservation to Ecomanaganent,
(School of law, UniverSity of Puerto Rico, 1967); H). 11 - 12.
The aupty
spaces where facts, concepts, or action are missing can be filled if our
weavmg dance is a carefully
orchestratedone. As we design a M, we can
get sane apt assistance from weaver guides such as Harriet Tidball.
The
guidance on pages 22
24 of her work, The Weaver s Book, is: 'T nese are not
dogmas, as exceptions to all of then exist, but they are foundations for good
designing which the beginner will do well to build on. They are principles
which many handweavers learn to apply slowly through trial and error but they
mist be grasped sanehow because they make the difference between good and poor
designing.
Simplicity is the first rule ofgood design.
Economy of means goes hand in hand with simplicity.
Pick one point for ermhasis.
[I pick "net human benefit'.] Use all the
different elements of design to enhance the selected point of emphasis,
allowing none to distract fran it.
Preserve unity in calposition.
A rhythmic
repeat is always good design, whether one is working with
patterns or with sinple color stripes.

[D]oes the universe concentrate itself above as assuredly and
infallibly as it 'entropises" itself below?
by its nature, and in
The answer the facts give is 'No":
every instance, Emmesis E lies risk.
Life is less certain
than death.
Accordingly, it is one thing for the earth
to
force us into the mould of sane form of ultra-hominisation -- and
quite another for the ultra hauinisation to result.
For, if the
planetary evolution of consciousness is to reach its term, in us
and through us, two series or types of conditions are necessary,
external
and inteer respectively:
and none of these is
absolutely guaranteed by the progress of time.
[By]
e exteer conditions
I mean primarily the manifold
reserves (of time, of material, both nutritional and hunan) that
are essential to keep us supplied
[By] the; inteer conditions
I mean those bound up with

the

functioning

of our

liberty.

First, a

know-how 2 Q,

sufficiently expert to avoid the various traps and blind alleys
(politico social
mechanisation,
aiministrative
bottle-necks,
over-population, counter-selections), so frequently to be net on
the road followed by
a vast whole in process of totalisation.
Secondly, and most important of all, a will E Q, strong enough
not to retreat before any tedium, any discouragement, or any fear

met on the road.

'

-- Pierre 'Ieilbard de Chardin, Man's Place In
Nature: The Hmnan Zoological Group (1956/1966)

with these words I was thinking
that I had made an end of the discussion;
but the erxi, in truth,
proved to be only a beginning.
-- Plato, The Republic", Dialogues

APPENDIX AA: "E cananagement" Explained
"Policy making is the art of "ought to be".
The "ought to be" nature of
policy is not vitiated if the policy
is overdue and should already be in
the process of being carried out.
Nor does it matter that most or all the
elanents of a future policy are already of the "is," that means in existence.

The lack of conceptual clarity, which is indispensable for any definition, can
be illustrated by two current exanples.
One is the limited use of the
important emerging concept of enviromnent, as in the title of the new (1965)
Envirormental

Science Services

Administration

which,

in

fact,

combines

only

agencies dealing with weather, coast and geodetic survey and radio propagation
(and is jurisdictionally located, of all places, in the U.S. Department of
Cannerce).

Criti

of the concept conservation

The other example

Despite my introductory
strictures
against the term conservation, I have used
it in the preceding text partly because I discussed history, partly because it
is
a
widely
understood
generic label.
But
it
does
not do
for
analyticall/synthetical] purpOSes.
It is "confused," "means many [different]
things to many people", "is partial," limited by the background (for instance,
land use) or by the particular economicinterest (for instance oil and gas) of
the user of the term. The concept has at times been emasculated "to the point
at which it becanes indistinguishable frun economy or economizing."
Thus it
becanes merely a function
of one phase of manageuent (exploitation) of one
class of resources

(mineral or non-renewable).

In contenporary usage the term conservation is being increasingly limited to
mean the preservation of wilderness and natural beauty.
'Ihese appear to be
conceptually the proper confines of the term, on historical if not necessarily
on logical grounds.

of conceptual confusion is the Library of Congress catalog

(which sets the tone

for the predominant part of

apparent effort to broaden the definition,
around 1940 from "conservation" to "natural

the

American libraries).

general heading

In an

was changed

resources"--for instance,

the 1936

edition of the California Conservation guide for secondary schools is
classified under "conservation," the 1940 edition only under
"natural
resources".
A sinple analysis shows, however, that the two concepts are
supplanentary, not exclusive.
The term "natural resources " per se implies
the aspect of availability; the term "conservation" in its first meaning
inplies one possible way
ofhandling or managanent.
Toward a field definition of ecunanaganent

ofdefinitions
There are at

A pragmatic and logically sound conceptual approach to the delimitation of the
field for policy and model making purposes is obviously other than through
static and therefore always restrictive definition.
It consists rather of an
effort to express not only the scope, but also the interrelations and the
dynamics of all the recognized elanents of our environment and resources, the
causes
of actual and potential problems, and the available or anticipated
means toward their correction, solution or prevention.

First, the definitions are statically descriptive.
long after philosophers
and scientists such as Dilthey, von Neuman and Norbert Weiner have demolished

concept we must aim at a broad understanding of a field. This is already done
in the best contemporary statements of the problem, which define it, for

Despite these rather obvious strictures, the literature is full
which neither observe than nor stand up to logical analysis.
least two reasons for it.

the notion of

exactness

in the

sciences,

have continued to struggle manfully

the pedestrian conservation writers

with
exact definitions.

Secondly, this effort to define has been frustrated a priori by limitations of
scope, or a lack of clarity in the use and manipulation of the concepts.
As to the scope, it is not so suprising to find in a 1949 report of
Supreme Allied Comnander
in Japan
(Mission and accmrplislment of
occupation

in

the

natural

resources

field)

the

problans

reduced

the
the
to

"exploitation of natural resources" - only a decade before Japan began to
experience the same kind of a complex enviromnental syndrome the United States
has been facing.
But to find a National Acadany of Science cannittee
postulate still in 1961 the "task of developing a definable [general] concept
of conservation [toward the] elaboration of an analytical framework for
appraising conservation problem, policies and research needs," and offer a
dogmatic definition in terms of investment and productivity potential, is a
different matter.
Indeed one can interpolate into this definition the fact that it was produced
by a coumittee on soil and water resources, and thus interpret it dwn to a
proper size.

But it is of the essence of a definition that it "makes definite

or clear" without need for interpretation.

It could be said, perhaps that instead of a narrow descriptive definition of a
instance,

in the

form of

a

list of resources

and goals.

It

is

fair to

say

that and essay at such a cauprehensive definition (through limited to
non-renewable resources) can be found in the literature at least as early as
1935. It was not given prominent attention.
The features and carponents of this approach are:

1)

ognness

flexibility,

both preconditions of any effort at an

2)

mlete can catalog pf all Ems 9: resources and the resulting

application of policy in the form of practical planning and management models;
base for the canprehension of their interrelation;

3)

4)

idem with respect to the catalog of the areas of concern;

balance

o_f

_tt£

various

forms

9_f_

managenent

(exploitation,

development, conservation as preservation, rehabilitation, non-use) and shifts

Ems:

5)
an operational value gstan including priorities and benefit cost
considerations:
6)
the umbrella-concept of ecom and its application, hunan ecology.
If ecology is approximated to sudi agents as electricity or magnetism in
physics, which does not seem far-fetched to this laynan, then the description
of this comprehensive approach as the definition of field (rather than a
concept) acquires a very
specific
and perhaps even desirable meaning.
This list of carponents of a caliprehensive conception or field_defin'tion is
nothing more than a effort to conceptualize the various ingredients found
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possible range of encice for future generations;

The detailed
the literature and to fill in logically the empty spaces.
elaboration of the environmental and resources Mendeleyev table is a task for
let me merely sample some of the specific elenents-concepts
the specialists.
or their fragments.
Conventionally,

rewurces (soil, tin'ber, wild life) and
fund
or
man)
to
meaningful
period

Refinanents of
nonstorable

schene

this

(sunlight)

involve

resources;

flow

or

as

comepts

revolving-fund

and

(water)

storable

(scrap

resources

iron).

-- and definitions build on
'mis classification -- even when more detailed
it are limited to the traditional scope of natural resources; and they are
identified with the conventional meaning of conservation and with the I'narrow
utilitarian concept [of natura] as a set of comnodities canpletely sibverted
to the price systan and hunan conscription."
'Ihe new conception, labeled among other as dynamic and functional, replaces
this crude classification with elements and their relationships as represented
I will analytically
by the two definition-lists I have already mentioned.
extract their substance.

00000

'lhe key words in Keith's 1935 definition (it is necessary to stress
a)
the early date to throw light on all the narrow-visioned pedantry which has
since delayed the understanding of the problans) are these:
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inventory and evaluation of resources;

balancing natural resources against human resources;

maintenance and substitution in terns of renewability and abundance;
elimination of waste;
inproved technology of production and use, and flexible adjustments to new
technologies;
effort to insure to society the maxinun present and future benefits from
0
resources;
balancing the rights of the present generation against the rights of the
0
future generations;

0

allocation of powers and duties between the private and the public sectors;

0

without

spelling

planning model.

it

out,

this

definition

also

contains

the

idea

of

a

technological, economic and geographical considerations of resources must

be supplemented by social, cultural, esthetic considerations;
0
the concept of total environment as the rnost inportant resource;

0
interdependerbe of all sectors of resources and the resulting concern
about inbalance and mismanagement in one sector of region;
euphasis on flexible resources planning and managenent including an early
0
identification of approaching problem and exploration of alternative courses
of action;

0

the resulting need for research to overcane our incanplete and fragmented

0

basically

o

restatanent o

knowledge;

least,

the incorporation of

new

orientation

of

the

thorough rethinkir? of the whole field);

research

(which

b _

really

.

requires

_

ecological concern and criteria

The key concepts are repeatedly stated and elaborated in
c)
literature. For instance:
0
The related elements of quality and beauty, only implied in the list I
have just sumnarized, are gaining prominence in official statenents as well as
in academic thinking (for instance, 'esthetic dimension of environmental
responsibility"). They contrast with the 'reductive, quantitative notion of
and ominterbalame the trend toward drab uniformity
natural resources
inherent in technological civilization.

The concept of resources is broadened beyond the original scope of natural
0
resources. This process is even illustrated by the institutional nanenclature
progressing frcm the various departments of conservation to natural resources
(e.g.,

original

a

the need to reconcile today's fleXibility with the widest

(e.g.,

resources

to

Massachusetts),

conservation department with other

development

(Wisconsin).

The

concept

1961,

California,

related agencies),

resources

then

includes

fusing

the

to resource
also

space,

environment and huuan resources.
with regard to the last elanent, it is
recognized that it does not only have the social (population) and economic
(labor) dimension, which still persists in the official conception and
classificaton

(e.g.,

New

York

City's

Department

of

Hanan

Resources.)

Intelligence and basic research also are aspects of the human resource.
In
fact they are particularly relevant in this connection.
They represent a
counterpoint to the past lack of huuan intelligence in the treatment of
environment

and

resources,

and

thus

an

elenent

toward

a

reestablishment

of

harmony between man and nature where it has been disturbed.
0
Resources have been also defined as
environmental aspects available for
use by man," and it has been recognized that this term has more a social-than
physical-science relevance.
0
The elanents of culture, social heritage and ethics, in their relation to
the resource canplex are stressed by writers ranging from ecologists to
economists to planners.
o
Carbining elanents from the three preceding paragraphs, Professor Mason,
writing
on the 'political econcmy of resource use , projects the ethical
element as far as hunan rights, welfare,

conservation of the morals of youth;

resources"

cultural

Perloff connects I'amenity resources

b)
'Ihe definition of the National Academy of Science (1962) and its
elaboration in the supporting studies smmarized in the same report, adds to
the list the following elenentsand refinanents:

o

last, but not

into the consideration of the resources problems.

nonrenewable (at least not during a
minerals).
(oil
resources
(stock)

such

or

renewable

into

been classified

have

resources

0

(schools,

social

(climatic, recreational)

atmosphere,

anbience)

social-cultural

with

the

scarce

resource called talent--an observation of particular relevance to one of the
ultimate problem: the ability of a given cmmunity to attract and keep the
acadanic-scientific element, also for the purpose of ecananagenent.
o
In addition to the value system illustrated in the preceding paragraphs,
the comprehensive mechanism of evaluation is stressed with regard to changes
in environment, the composition and allocation of benefits and costs, and the
standards and procedures for evaluation of alternatives.
Crucial dimension: carprehens iveness

To be able to mve toward policy thinking and model making, it ,is first
necessary to conceive of the whole problan at least in approximate dimensions
susceptible of yielding workable hypotheses. The idea of comprehensiveness is
not reCent.
In his message to the Governor's conference on conservation in
1908, President Roosevelt stated that various uses of our natural resources
are so closely connected that they should be treated as part of one coherent

plan . . . ." But in contemporary thought the thrust toward comprehensiveness
has become promunced and has been raised to a higher intellectual content.
For instance:
Taking a cue from Justus von Liebig's Familiar letters on chemistry
0
(1844), architect-planner v. Loon postulates that culture and environment are
so intimately linked that the quality of an environment has as direct an
effect on the quality

of

a culture

as a

culture,

through its values,

has

on

the space and resources of a civilization.
and points out at least
Economist Firey speaks of a resource complex
0
the ecological
three basic approaches to its analysis and management:
(enviroment and interdependence), the ethological (behavior and culture) and
econanic, in that order.
0

Paul 8. Sears, the director of the Conservation Program at Yale, considers

resources, space, people and culture as the elanents of his ca'lprehensive
equation (in which the R5 factor in fact equals the full concept of
environment).
use and
conservation ,
The anerging concept of management in lieu of
o
care", 'preServation', comprehends the four major phases of administration:
rehabilitation, conservation proper, developnent and use. 'Ihe first two are
not new concepts, but have acquired relative priority in connection with the
environmental deterioration.
Cannon denominator: human ecology

In relation to biology it refers to the relation
mology has two meanings.
In social sciences it
between life in the various ferns and its environment.
It has
means the distribution and interdependence of people and institutions.
been also defined as ''the economy of nature ; and it has been said that
(Note the less than
conservation [is] practical application of ecology .
thOughtful use of the term conservation by an otherwise very thoughtful
writer--merely another illustration of the dichotomy between special technical
canpetence and the urgently needed generalizing cunprehension, to which I have
Through an interesting carbination of these various
already alluded).
meanings, and a relevant semantic shift and extrapolation, ecology has been
defined as the interrelation of all resources [presumably including the hunan
resource as specified above], with all their scientific technological, social,
economic and political aspects.

The injection of ecological considerations comes after a long era in which, as
Bates points out, economics and ecology, although they have the same verbal
root ("oikos'I standing for "house" in connection with 'oikonomia", the
habitat' in connection with the science of
household management; and for
natural environment), have had hardly anything else in cannon. However , this
is not an application of ecology to nature in the original state, but to
It is nerely an effort to
nature man has modified and will keep on modifying.
make the modifications rational and tolerable in the long run, by pointing out
the inexorable symbiosis and "coexistence" between man and nature.
This modified ecology is the human ecology, a concept pioneered already two
The current definitions
generations ago, but in general use only since 1950.
connecting link between general aecology and the social s'ciences;"
-- seem baSed on
interaction over time between cultureuform and environment
More simply stated, human ecology deals with the
macroconcepts and stilted.
that in
coordination between nature and man's changes in it. It postulateslatter to
the case of conflict,

the coordination becomes subordination of the

the former .
Hanan wology represents the outer framework for policy and all that depends
on it in the management of our resources complex (which I have called
descriptively, in the title of this study and in its text, environment and
resources, until I could explain it as I did above).
This management must
also serve our economy, and trust serve it as well as the increasing pressure
of quantity
andfor quality require it. However, this management must not be
purely economic management. Its point of reference must be the man-in-nature
coeristence of human ecology. It nust be anthromysical.
It was also obvious that at least for the purpose of this study some other
shorthand term than conservation nnst be found for this management of our
resource carplex. Since it does deal with the maintenance and improvenent of
human habitat with regard to anthropophysical (applied ecological) principles,
I used the prefix eco' with double reason, but conbined it with I nanagenen
(since the Greek "rnmos" had been already expropriated by economy, sanewhat

pretentiously as it has turned out), to form the term w.

This or similar term may also help to clear the general confusion caused by
the macroterm conservation. (he more example of it: not being ready to dump
the term, an otherwise
sophisticated
economist found hinself,
first,
complaining about confused national policies due to
confusion about what
conservation is or ought to be, and then assigning conservation the meaning
of 'program of action" not a body of scientific principles or [a group] of
scientific diciplines", as if the action (that is managanent) could be validly
separated from the principles or knowledge which nust guide them."
-- Jaro Mayda, Environment 5. Resources: From
Conservation to Footnanaganent (pp. 110 - 1.18)

Digging back into 70 years of yellowed print can fire you up.
You realize that great men with foresight
were part of us.
Part of our mistakes, ani our struggle to see and understand.
And it helps you realize
that if you're really trying to figure
sanething out,

that sanewhere

in the midst of all

those mistakes

and well-meaning disasters there might anerge an idea that points
in the right direction.
It might not be realized right away, but
it always hangs on.
In looking back, you realize that the
mistakes will be buried, but the truths will be repeated and
reverbered.
-- Virginia Shepherd, Virginia Wildlife (June 1986)

Your interest in all this is that you
payfor it. The total cost
that we all pay for the privilege of being governed has never
been reckoned.
We know in a general way the totals, as
estimated, but that is all we
do know.
What is the cost of
government in the United States?
How is it paid? What part of
our earnings does it take? What do we get for our mney?
-- Herbert M. lord, "How Much Shall We
Government?
in 'Ihe World's Work (J

nd gar
y 19 5)
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APPENDIX AB: Structured Retrospection
"History, as she is taught, does Maine many an injustice.
Consider, as a
starter, Christopher Oolunbus, who is the discoverer of America. The standard
biography of Colunbus has one revealing sentence which is always ignored by
schoolmarms and never ranembered by schoolchildren.
It says that as a boy
Colunbus made a voyage to the British Isles. It was what we, in Maine, call a
Hannah Cook voyage.
Inasmch as the ancient Phoenicians sailed to Cornwall
for tin, there is nothing wonderful in that, except that the significance of
it is missed.
Fishing vessels from the British Isles had been coming to the
Grand Bank for a long time, even though Colmlbus was then a small boy and
hadn't yet discovered America. Let us suppose that young Colunbus fell in, on
that occasion, with some Irish fishermen in Belfast who had just returned from
the usual rendezvous harbor at Damariscove Island with a highline load of salt
cod. It could have happened, and probably did.
In the conversation in a waterfront pub, the bright little boy from the
Mediterranean expounds his remarkable idea.
He says
he can sail westerly
until he canes under the belly of the earth and arrives at the riches of the
East Indies.
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At this point in all well-conducted history lessons, the teacher

always says that people laughed at Colunbus, because they all knew the Earth
was flat.
It is true, but not for that reason, that the Irishman laughed at
his contention.
They choked on their beer in hilarity. O'Cassidy, skimer of
a banker, recovers his voice and says, Ye can t do it, me bye!
|'Why not?"
'Because they's a whole big continent out there in the way."
How
do
you know?"
Because I been there. We've all been there. We just came back."
'mus was America discovered, not because of the vast treasures of the Far
Fast, but because codfish brought a good penny.
But what every Irish
fisherman

knew was unknown back

bane,

and Colunbus

conned Queen

Isabella

as

per the history books.
Take, again, the Pilgrim.
The cmlpany of English
gentlemen who had a charter to New England from James I had sent Captain
George Waymouth in his vessel Arcgggel in 1605 to scout a likely place in
Maine for the first English settlement.
It was not spices and gold and
precious gens that motivated them, but fish.
With Waymouth was
one James
Rosier, a scribe, and Maine's first director of publicity.
Rosier de5cribed
l"I he Maine" in glowing terms, but he called it the main because offshore
fishermen had been calling it the main for two centuries.
When Rosier and
Waymouth rendered a report, the Popham colonists were sent over in 1607.
Now, an exciting fact our school teachers almost always downplay is that the
French king had already given a charter to New France to the Sieur de Monts.
New France and New England were essentially the same region, and when the
Popham colonists arrived, the French already had successful fisheries and
peltries established in Penobscot Bay, in Frenchman's Bay, and at Ste. Croix
Island,

as

well

as

at

Port

Royal

across

in Nova Scotia.

In

1613,

British

warships sacked these French communities, establishing English supremacy in
that part of Acadia which is mw the State of Maine.
It was the intention, or
hope,

of the

Pilgrims to settle

in "The Maine."

But

the

landholding company

turned than down On the grounds that their dissenting disposition might prove
incompatible with the workca-day purposes otherwise established.
This
explains why the Pilgrims were told to find some place south of the Piscataqua
River. We could have had the Pilgrims in Maine, but we didn't want them.

When the Mayflower crossed the ocean, she followed the course of the fishing
boats,
and thus
her
first
landfall
was
Monhegan
Island.
Plymouth
(Massachusetts) records tell us that there was apause off Monhegan while some
cods were taken.
This conjures a pleasant tableau concerning a fisherman s
wife at Port Clyde, who looked off one morning and saw the Mayflower hove to
for some handlining. She calls to her husband, "Who do you suppose that is?"I
He shields his eyes to look, seems puzzled for a moment, and then recollects.
"Ihat's got to be the Pilgrins," he says.
'Ihey've come at last!"
The parent company had, indeed, alerted its Maine people to the intended
arrival of the Pilgrins.
'Ihe coupany journals in Plymouth (England) show
this.
Orders were sent that if any favors might be accorded the Pilgrims,
they should be offered "in the name of the Conpany," and this explains an
entry in Goveer Winslow's diary.
When he came in the Pilgrim shallop in
1622 to cadge needed food from the fat fisherman at Damariscove, he noted how
the food was willingly donated, and adds that the Maine fisherman "... would
not render any bill for the same.
'lhey couldn t; they were being charitable
on orders from England.
Squanto, who astonished the Pilgrims when they arrived by stepping from the
puckerbrush to greet than in Diglish, is variously mistreated by History. He
was a sachem of the Penaquids,
and his bilingualism is probably an
understatement.
Be undoubtedly spoke French as well.
He had been kidnapped
in 1605 by Waymouth, along with four other Pemaquids, and carried to England
in the MMel.
He thus learned English in London, and there is nothing
astonishing about that.
Sane teachers, regarding the kidnapping of these
Indians, miss the point. They were not taken to England to become slaves, or
to be exhibited as curiosities.
The intent was to permit the gentlanen
adventurers to question then, and thus learn about America.
Sir Ferdinand
Gorges, one of the investors and Maine's patron saint in some ways, says as
much.
In his mamirs he wrote that the capture of these Indians
must be
acknowledged the means under God of putting on foot and giving life to all our
p1anations.
Squanto was entertained while in England by John Popham, Lord
Chief Justice, and that's a Blue Book listing. He'came back to Maine in 1606,
and was accordingly on hand to greet the Popham colonists in 1607, and he had
already greeted a nunber of arrivals before the Pilgrims. We can assume that
every time Squanto heard that a boat had come from England, he mused, 'Hnm,
wonder if it's anybody I know?" as he strode from his Panaquid wigwam to go
greet than and find out.
As to his speaking French, cmtenplation teases us.
As early as 1532 the
Indians of Maine were acquainted with that language. Andre 'Ihevet, a French
schoolmaster, had come to America and written the inevitable book about his
voyage, and he told how he had sailed up the Penobscot to a place where the
French formerly had a fort' (somewhere near present Rockland), and how the
Indians rushed down to trade in such nunbersthat it reminded him of flocks of
starlings.
'Ihere was no language problem -- Maine Indians spoke French.
Suppose, then, that trilingual Squanto had got hinself fouled up in the
courtship of Miles Standish?
Poet Longfellow says that Miles was aman of war and bunbling in speech so he
couldn't whisper sweet nothings in the shell-like ear of beautiful Priscilla,
which

is why he asked John Alden

Mullein was a French Huguenot,

to woo her

and didn't

in his

cause.

speak English.

Bosh.

Priscilla

John Alden could

speak French.
The thing came off badly,
because Pricilla married the
go-between instead.
So, suppose that in this romantic exchange, Miles had
happened to ask Squanto instead of John, and Squanto had sired a brood whose
descendants now belong to the Mayflower
Society? It would have put Maine in
an enviable position.
There's no reason why Squanto shouldn't have known what a Huguenot was. The
Sieur de Monts had been one, and the first Christmas services in the New World
had been at Ste. Croix Island with both Catholic and Protestant clerics
collaborating, a broad-mundedness that didn't prevail otherwise for a long
time to come. That was in 1602.
50, early Mainers were aware of many things.
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John Gould, Maine Lingo: Boiled Owls, Billdads, & Wazzats (Down
East Magazine, Camden, Maine, 1975), pp. ix - xii.

"[T1hings" we -- or, at least, I - had put out of mind or not given their due
as facts of this region's history.
(Hopefully, the structured retrospection
in words and maps in this treatise will serve as partial rectification.) The
author

of

the

Though

some

above

(Gould)

was

curious

enough

(and

intellectually

honest

enough) to let in the doorway even those facts which were likely to upset the
model and, as well, some mixed "facts" with which he had probably reached a
comfortable rapprochement.
of

us

-

as

we

information about old relatives

get turned on

by

new

challenges

and

"new"

(both Miles and John are ancestors of mine)

--

tend to treat it as new, monitoring is actually old hat. As Spencer Apollonio
has pointed out (in the book, The Gulf of Maine):
European explorers began
monitoring

the Gulf of Maine 460 years ago, or more.

We know that Giovanni da

Verrazano entered and charted that sea between what is now Maine and Nova
Sootia in 1524. Benjamin Franklin's nephew, Jonathan Williams took the first
(that we can find) recorded temperatures of the Gulf in 1789.
1870, made (as far as we
are aware)
the first attempts

A.E. Verill, in
to measure its

subsurface temperatures. The U.S. Fish Commission gathered the first reliable
temperature readings of the deep Gulf waters in the summer of 1878. We owe
our forebears and other recorders of our planetary home a great deal of
structured retrospection.

We cannot command nature except by obeying her.
-- Francis Bacon, Novum organum (1620)

The song is still here, you know.
It's always here, resting in
the wind.
It can take a little time to find it, but you
cando
it when you're listening well. Just pull abit of it down out of
the wind and hear the part that is singing at the time.
You'll probably never hear all of it, and you'll always hope it's
not important you do.
It is important that you LIS'I FN.
-

Gordon Bok,

"Another Land Made Of Water"
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The Inuit Cireumpolar Conference is
now going into publishing. In Novemer.
the book Oil and Amulels by Philip
Lauritzen will be available in Canadian
bookstores and from the ICC office in
Nuuk.
OilandAmulets is the first in a series
of books from the Canadian publishing
house Breakwater Books Ltd. of St.
John's. Newfoundland. The series is entitled the A rclic andNorthern Life Series and will deal with the issues and con

The cover
The logoof the third Inuit Circumpolar Conference in Fmbisher Bay
was. very appropriately designed
by an artist from Frobisher Bay.
Aloowk lpellie was born there in
l 95 I .
»Sorneone from the ICC staff in
Ottawa asked me to design the logo for the conference , he says. »I
did at least five sketches and this
one was chosen. I wanted to convey
to the viewer the feeling of involvement of a lot of people in the circumpolar area and I thought that
the blanket toss did just that. At
the same time it is a symbol that
everyone recognizes in the North.«
Currently working on a book
describing his home town atthe time when he was growing up. Aloo~
tok is making his living as a free
lance writer and artist in Otawa.
He is well known to the Inuit community in Canada because of his
involvement with the Inuit deay
Magazine For eight years his drawings and articles have contributed greatly to that fine publication
of which he was the editor for more
than two years.

cerns of people who live in these areas
Lauritzen describes his book as. »a
journey in space and timeu beginning
at the first Inuit Circumpolar Conference in Barrow. Alaska. six years ago and
ending at the third conference in Frobi
sher Bay, Canada. in July of this year.
~0il and Amulet: is not. Lauritzen
says, »a book about everything that has
happened in the Arctic. It is more accu»
ratelj' described as a series ofcase storiv
es. presented in the form of a mixture of
personal views and interviews.
The foreword is written by John Amagoalik, President of Inuit Ihpirisat of
Canada. and Hans-Pavia Rosing. Presi»
dent of the Inuit Circumpolar Conferen~

ce:

Our homeland ~ Alasha. Arctic Carlada and Greenland v is faced with serious problems, problems which threaten
the Arctic environment and our-ancient
culture Unlihe the Inuit. the industrialized countries to the Soth are, by and
urge. ignorantofuur rituaa'on.
The level ofignorance about us in the
world has prompted the Inuit Circumpolar Con/creme to participate actively
in the pubEeation of this book. It represents, accurately graphically the aspirations and point of view of
the Inuit
and explains aurdernand forownership
of the land our opposition to the ruthless exploitation olits resaurus.
Inuit speak forthemselves in this bo
all. Oil and Amulets presents a tho
rough and easily read descriptiono/aur
point of view and ofour concern for the
animals and the environment of the
Arctic It also gives a much needed outline afourrecent history and ofthe eonf
llct in theAretic between the aboriginal
population and those people from the
outside who are in favor of economic
and cultural exploitation.
Hundreds o/boolzs have been written
about Inuit and the Areria Oil and
Amulet: is one o/uery fewr
"

to present our worries and demands in
an honest way No book tells the completeswr'y o/ourpeaple. and this is one is
no exception But it presents a precise
and validpiclure a/seuerul
speci c clashes of interests, thus illustrating the
struggle ouer the Arrt'ic A a struggle for
which we need support from the outside.
We warmly recommend this book to
anyone who is interested in our history
and [hedeuelopemenloftheArvtic region We should not be - we must not be left alone in our defense of the Arctic
culture. It is our hope that many.
through their reading of Oil and Amulets, will develop a better understanding of the threat against our homeland.
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APPENDIX AD

The 1983 Inuit Circumpolar Conference
The story of what happened in Iqaluit (F robisher Bay) from July 25 to July 31 is told by
Philip Lauritzen who is the head of Tusarliivik, the Greenland Home Rule Information
Service. Lauritzen is the author of a book, Oil and Amulets, which is being published by

Breakwater Books Ltd. in St. John s. Newfoundland. and the Inuit Circumpolar Conference.
The article appearing on the following pages is part of the last chapter of that book.

NATIONAL
CONSERVATION
STRATEGIES
A

by Philip Ianritun
Frohisher Bay was decked in flags. The
town was ready to receive the hundreds
of guests who would be packed into hotels or boarded by private hosts. All
doublerooms were to take four or six
persons and there was an air ofexpectation. to see who would sleep with whom
The days ofbarracks. as in Barrow. were
over. The conference s budget was in the
region of 2 million Canadian dollars It
was to cover apegeant of Inuit artists
and TV transmission to the whole Arctic region.
The Canadian arr-angers had organized things perfectly. and there were fullhouses each evening at the local NakaA
suk School for performances ranging
from drum and throat songs to Eskimo
country and western and rock.
The young Inuit Broadcasting Cor
poration was the conference's mediahost. and carried through what was without question the most elaborate media project the Arctic had ever seen
Founded in 1981 to strengthen the inuit's identity through programmes in
their own language. IBC covered the
conference several hours each day so
that the more than 20,000 Inuit in Canada could follow events on TV, while
CBC brought sight or nine hours of rae
dio reports each day. In cooperation
with the Department of Communications. facilities for satellite transmissions to both Alaska and Greenland were
established. and experiments were ma-

AmaraimnrauanuL

it possible for anyone interested in Denmark, Greenland. Canada or USA (Alaska) to call up relevant information
from the confaence. information either
compiled and stored before the conference or collated during the conference
The project worked through the telephone system. and the national telephone companies made free lines available
for the occasion
All delegates were optimistic and
there was a general concensus that ICC
had already more than justi ed its at
stence.
Eugene Brewer. Mayor of North Slope
Alaska: Where is no doubt,
IOChashelpedtoremavealotoftheofA
um destructive ignorance of our living
conditions which exists in the southJonathan Moufeldt. Premier of

would not be able to take part in the
conference because there were concerns about possibleupolitical undertonee at the cmferenccn

de with teletaxt Project Ielidon made

Greenland: -Ws in Greenland are in no
dmht that in spite of only having axi-

Tlu' Glneml Assembly in union

sled for three years. ICC has been succesfuL It is my hope that this conference will further facilitate the organization's ability to strengthen contacts between Inuit and broaden understading
of our unique situation in the world
about uau
John Amagoalik, President of Inuit
'Ihpirisat of Canada: ~ICC has already
shown. in a series ofissues. just how ef»
fective it is. both as a support in natio
all issues and. in more general terms. to
improve the understandingof Inuit s situation and rationaleOnly one thing marred the general satisfaction. The Inuit from Siberia had
not come. A few months before the conference began. the Soviet authorities informed ICC that Inuit from Siberia

In 1980, the Soviet Ambassador had
explained to the Greenlandic Amagugdliutz tGrsnlandsposun that a Si-

an

'

win.

could not be at the 2nd Inuit Circumpo

lar Conference in Greenland. but that

the invitation had been received with inunrest and he felt sure that representativas would besent to the next ICC
In the autumn of 1982. the Soviet Mi-

nistry for Cultural affairs was informed
of the follmving year's conference. and
in March 1983 an official invitation was
sent to the Soviet authorities
wI am at a loss to understand the paranoia. thatprevents the Soviet govern
ment from allowing participation in the
kind of cultural exchange that could go
a long way toward dissipating feelings
ofmistrust amongcountries.- commented John Arnagoalik. while at a press
conference. Hans-Pavia Basing. ICC 's
President, announced the Executive
Council's decision to hold a symbolic
place upon for Inuit from Siberia.
At the same press conference. Caleb
Rinngiyi. Inuk from Bering Strait.
Alaska. mid of the many families now
divided by the Iron Curtain through the

Strait.

-We. from the Bering Strait had espe
cially looked forward to this Inuit Cir
compolar Conference in the hope of
meeting some of our relatives from Siberia
or at least getting news of

them. he explained.

.My
"
and his brother came to Alaska from Siberia at the end of
thelastcenmrymndupwthsend ofthe

last war, we had regular contact with

our kinsmen on the other side. Then.
suddenly. we were forbidden to visit
aachothsrhythetwogavarnments-
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OVERVIEW
The World Conservation Strategy (wcs) was launched in 1980. It recommended the

preparation of national conservation strategies (Ncss) as the best way of helping
countries to nd their own paths towards sustainable development. Many countries
have begun to prepare their own NCSS and others wish to follow. The need for a
practical guide on how to translate the ideas of the was into operational conservation strategies has become apparent. This document is a response to that need.
Development represents the principal means of meeting human needs and improving the quality of life so that. where there is poverty and su e ng, development
efforts must be extended and accelerated. Yet the inappropriate nature of many
development efforts increasingly threatens human welfare. Because of careless
narrowly conceived development. the resource systems soils, water. air, plants and
animals which support human life are being degraded in almost every country.
Most countries. moreover, still rely on a narrow concept of development as the
only solution to their problems.
What is needed is a new. broader pattern of well-balanwd. sustainable develop.
ment. and that will depend upon the conservation of natural resources. Great and
lasting bene ts are to be gained by bringing the processes of conservation and
development together. The preparation of national conservation strategies will
assist countries to realise this potential in that they facilitate the de nition of
actions which lead toward sustainable development. Preparing an Ncs involves
government agencies. nonogovemment organisations, private interests and the
community at large in analysis of natural resource issues and assessment of priority
actions. In this way, it is hoped that sectoral interests will better perceive their
interrelationship with other sectors and new potentials for conservation and
development will be revealed.
The activity of preparing an NCS is of fundamental importance. for the whole
process provides a major opportunity for building awareness and consensus
amongst a wide range of institutions and individuals. Indeed. unless those responsible for implementing the strategy have beeninvolved in the process and are
convinced of its message, the ultimate etl ect of the NC: will be severely limited.
While there will be similarities in the process of preparing an NCS in different
countries, there will inevitably be substantial di erences. There are many legitimate
responses to the objective of integrating conservation and development. For
example. in the industrialised world. reconciling conservation with development
may mean less consumption of raw materials. less use of agricultural land for
urbanisation, less waste of resources. Inless developed countries the need for
economic development is more stark. Building conservation into the whole process
of development is the challenge. In certain cases in less developed countries the help
of development assistance agencies may be required. In such cases these agencies
may have a great part to play in promoting the N05 concept. and providing
technical assistance and funding for preparing and implementing conservation
strategies.
"
A national conservation strategy mnnot, and should not, be produced through
strict adherence to pre-de ned formulae and thus this document can present no
more than broad guidance based on the early experiences of a few countries. The
next several years should reveal more clearly the ways and means to achieve
sustainable development.

Development has several meanings: in this document it is taken to mean the modication of the environment and the use of resources to satisfy human needs and
improve the quality of life. Development is a dynamic process which must not only
meet the needs of today but also maintain prospects for the future. But. with
population growth in many countries largely outstripping food, water and fuel
supplies. the capacity of natural resources to support human populations has been
severely impaired despite, and in many cases because of. intensive development.
Examples of natural resource misuse and destruction are well-known. Soil loss. the
destruction of forests. over-exploitation of sh stocks, deserti cation as a result of
over-grazing. and the fuelwood crisis. are all examples. Most of this resource
depletion is avoidable through better management. Better management means
ensuring that life support systems continue to function effectively - that the fertility
of soils is maintained. that waters remain clean and productive and that the air is
t to breathe. Better management means using living resources such as sh and
trees at rates such that they may continue to produce useful crops. It means
preventing the loss of valuable forest and pasture species. for example, thus
maintaining genetic variety and keeping open options for the future. In short,
better management is aimed at the long-term productivity of natural resources and
at sustainable development.
Promoting short-term economic growth to meet immediate needs and protecting
the long-term productivity of natural resources are often seen as conflicting
objectives. The interests that promote and support rapid economic growth are
usually more powerful and better organised than those that espouse the priority of
the longer term: the former often dominate development planning. and long-term
planning is put o until later. The effect is often aggravated by changes in administration which always introduce delays. by the fact that the human. nancial and
natural resources at present available to most countries are generally insuf cient for
undertaking anything more than the most urgent tasks and by the frequency with
which uncoordinated development efforts frustrate each other and actually
diminish the potential of natural resources to support sustainable development.
In the late I97os. IUCN was commissioned to develop a strategy for the achievement
of conservation on a global sale. The product. the World Conservation Strategy
(wcs). is not simply the view of one conservation organisation but the result of an
extensive process of consultation with experts from many different elds. countries
and organisations. (UNEP and WW? were particularly central in providing support
and assistance in the development of the wcs and both FAO and Unesco collaborated on a day-to-day basis.) The wcs was launched in March 1980 and was widely
endorsed by international organisations. governments and non-govemment organisations throughout the world. The strategy emphasises that conservation and
development are two sides of the same coin. conservation being de ned in terms
of managing the use ofthe environment and natural resource: to ensure the
maximum .nLtIainable bene ls for presenl and succeeding generations. (This is the
de nition of conservation that is used throughout this document; Preservation of
Wildlife . the theme linked with conservation in many people s minds. is but a
small part of the overall picture.)
A major opportunity for the introduction of conservation is at the national level.
where the long term development aims of a country can be de ned, and where the

administrative structure and professional capabilities for an analysis of development and conservation are often already in place. The wcs is now being used as a
basis for discussion. programming and action in a number of less developed and
industrialised countries.
The effects of inappropriate development procedures have beenfelt in all countries.
directly as a result of each country s own development pattern and indirectly
through the linkages of trade, aid, technology transfer. shared ecosystems and
transboundary pollution. ln many developing countries. dependence on external
aid and nancial support have been increasing where they might once have been
expected to diminish. ln industrialised countries. excessive consumption has led
to the over-exploitation of resources. not only at home but also in trade-linked
developing countries. Damage to life support systems from pollution occurs

throughout the world.

A major obstacle to the achievement of sustainable development is the absence in
overall development planning of a strategic long-term approach to the management
of natural resource use. Too often, scarce technical and nancial resources are
deployed in reaction to natural resource crises. rather than according to a plan for
optimal long-term use. A strategic approach to the management of natural resource
use calls for.
- preparing a strategy for addressing environmental and natural resource issues so as
to ensure that the greatest number of people bene t on a sustainable basis;
identifying urgent resource problems likely to impede development objectives;
- assessing the supply of, and demand for, natural resources over the short, medium
and long term;
de ning projects, within the strategic framework. to make the best use of limited
resources;
- assigning responsibilities for action;
generating better awareness of the problems of natural resource use. and how to
deal with them, within government and all other bodies concerned with development.
Preparing a national conservation strategy can help meet these requirements.
Many countries are, in fact, already preparing Hus, using the wcs as a basic guide.
But the need for a practical "bridge" between the wcs philosophy and a functioning Nts has become apparent. This document, which seeks to provide that
bridge , builds on experience gained so far and is intended to:
encourage countries to prepare conservation strategies;
- provide ideas and guidance for preparing conservation strategies;
- suggest the priorities to be considered in their preparation;
- illustrate, through examples, the progress made in various countries. (This will be
supplemented by the World Conservation Strategy in Action". a brief report
published by IUCNevery three months);
- stimulate appropriate agencies to promote and support the preparation of "as
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framework for development planning. Thus the strategy aims progressively to
modify development proposals, working towards greater sustainability.

2.5 PREPARING AN NCS
It should be understood from the outset that there cannot be a rigid, universallyapplicable format for an Ncs (or indeed a single approach to preparing one within
any given country). A exible format is suggested which can be adapted to the
economic and social context in which a country develops. Such a format is outlined
in Annex I. In addition, there are a number of procedures and considerations that
are likely to be relevant to the preparation of an NCS in any country; these are
discussed below.

2.4 THE NCS PROCESS
By preparing an MS. a country makes it possible to build the objectives of and
capacity for "sustainability" into its development programme. Preparing an NCS is
a procss of exchanging information and views, carried out among ministries,
departments. noes. the business community. the public and. where relevant in less
devel0ped countries, international organisations and development assistance agencies. Through this process, an awareness of the bene ts to be derived from
conserving natural resources can be created. and the role of various agencies and
individuals in achieving sustainable developmenth be clari ed and encouraged.

2.5.1 COLLECTION OF INFORMATION
The preliminary analysis (2.5.2) may highlight a paucity of detailed and recent

information in certain areas. The NCS secretariat should collate exisung data before
planning any new inventory or research. Clearly the NCS should be based as far as
possible on existing data. Elaborate research and data collection programmes may
well be desirable for ultimate re nement of the NCS, but these are unlikely to be an
important feature of a country's initial NCS work-programme.

The NCS process can be divided into four overlapping phases (elaborated in Overall
Sequence of Events 2.5.9):
- initial promotion of the NC: concept in the country in question and assessment of
feasibility of successfully developing the Ncs;
- de nition of the conceptual framework and institutional arrangements for preparation of the Hes;
assembly and collation of data. preparation of the NCS. including component
sectoral strategies;
- implementing the various components of the Ncs, monitoring and reviewing.

data on the bio-physical characteristics of the country (terrain, geology. soils.
hydrology. climate. ecological zones) and the major resource endowments (minerals,
plant and animal life);
information on human manipulation of the environment;

The rst two phases may take considerable time and should be undertaken with
great care if the Ncs is to be a useful and constructive tool for the country. During
the rst two phases. attention must be given to the role of any external advisors
who maybe involved. At the very beginning it may be appropriate for them to
encourage the Government to develop an Ncs. But in most cases the Government
itself should. as soon as possible. take the lead, external advisors lending support if
and when necessary.
The concept of cross-sectoral, inter-ministerial planning must be introduced in a
positive fashion. If the need is not presented clearly it will be seen as threatening

rather than supportive. Well-articulated arguments need to be put forward to

demonstrate that cross-sectoral planning and action are essential for solving most

natural resource problems. Existing organisations, while they may need to be
modi ed. often provide the best institutional basis for the preparation of an m3.

Experience to date inditates that the third phase (setting up the whole process of
dialogue and involvement of the concerned institutions and
asernbling
and analysing the data and actually writing the N6) may take between one and two
years. The nal phase is a continuous one, providing an up-to-date and balanced

information on the human population including data on demography, population
distribution. health. nutrition. shelter. sanitation. settlement patterns and employ
ment:
data on the development characteristics of the country. including the general
development context and in particular sectors such as agriculture. forestry, energy.
water, tourism. etc., that are based upon renewable resources and have a direct
in uence on the environment;
l
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lnitial data necessary for the NCS team will usually be in the form of published
reports and interviews with people who have long experience in the country, maps,
aerial photographs, etc. The information should include:

information on traditions and cultural characteristics that have a bearing on
lifestyles. attitudes to nature and resources. expectations from development, etc.;
descriptions of buildings and monuments that are of cultural signi cance and
aesthetic merit and of archaeological sites;
information on the planning mechanisms and organisations and on the availability
of trained personnel within the country, as well as on legislation and control
mechanisms affecting conservation and development activities. Mechanisms and
organisations dealing with environmental problems and lessons to be learned from
previous conservation action are particularly important.

2.5.2 ANALYSIS OF CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT INTERACTIONS

Based upon information available. and considering the goals of conservation on the

one hand, and the stated goals and observed patterns of national development on

the other. the interactions between conservation and development can be analysed.
It is at this stage therefore that detailed consideration must be given to the
identi cation of those long-tenn threats to the (national) environment which. if not
arrested or reversed. will seriously undermine the nation s ability to use its
renewable resources on a sustainable basis. Analysis of conservation/development

interactions is one of the most important elements in the formulation of an NCS. It
leads to a more thorough understanding of existing problems. enables the emergence of unforeseen problems to be forecast and points to the most cost-e 'ective
solutions.
The analysis should eventually cover every part of the country and each sector, but
great care should be exercised at all stages to ensure that the scope and depth of the
analysis does not exceed the practical requirements of sustainable development or
existing budgetary constraints. Where they can be quickly applied. tools such as
cost/bene t analysis and environmental impactassessment may prove useful in
achieving a full understanding of priority issues. The tics itself should include
provision for the introduction and re ning of these tools where necessary.
2.5.3 DEFINITION OF CONSERVATION PRIORITIES
When the negative impacts of conservation/development interactions have been
de ned. and when their signi cance. the urgency of their solution and their possible
irreversibility have been assessed. priority actions to ensure sustainable development can be de ned. De ning conservation priorities may make it clear that if
development is to provide long-term bene ts. a higher rate of investment in
conservation will be required.
2.5.4 PRELIMINARY REASSESSMENT OF DEVELOPMENT PRIORITIES
The National Development Plan will normally be the central reference document in
the development of the NOS. but at some stage the NCS task force or committee may
wish to make a speci c review of the stated national development goals and plans.
It may initially nd that a higher rate of investment in conservation just cannot be
managed if budgetary allocations for development are to be maintained as planned.
But on the other hand, having analysed both the insidious and the catastrophic
consequences of the failure to conserve. it may ultimately conclude that the country
cannot a 'ord not to invest in conservation and that there should be some
adjustment of development plans.

2.5.5 EXAMINATION OE OPITONS FOR BETTER INTEGRATING CONSERVATION
AND DEVELOPMENT
Having completed an initial analysis of the conservation and development priorities. the task force/committee may require a systematic assessment of the various
options for conservaan and development. for consideration by government. The
characteristics of the various options should become more apparent when the
following types of questions are answered:
What would be the effects on income. employment, population distribution. health.
shelter, etc., now and in the future. of different levels and types of resource use,

ranging from intensive exploitation at one extreme to virtual preservation at the
other !
What economically and ecologically acceptable techniques are available forthe
achievement of different levels of resource use?
Do the planned development invesunents and present expenditures meet human
needs? If not. can the same needs be met in other ways'. Can investments or
expenditures for other purposes be diverted to meet these needs?
2.5.6 MEANS OF ACHIEVING CONSERVATION FOR DEVELOPMENT
The recommendations arising from an NCS should not be limited to immediate
on-the-ground conservation action. An recs should also make recommendations
with respect to organisations, procedures. legislation. incentives and penalties that
have a bearing on conservation.

National and regional procedures for setting development goals and for economic
and physical planning should be reviewed and where necessary rede ned; the
concept of ecosystem evaluation (as outlined in the wcs) and environmental
planning should eventually become integrated with broader planning systems.
Education, training. extension and public participation in conservation are investments in the future capability of the country. Many of these activities will have to
be designed to meet the speci c conservation needs of the country. although the
usefulness of existing arrangements should also be fully exploited. An NCS should
recommend the steps necessary to ensure that these activities will help people to use
resources sustainably.
2.5.7 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Bearing in mind that no nation is isolated. the international implications of
conservation/development problems often need to be considered. The migratory
habits of many species of animals. especially in drought conditions. the ows of
important rivers from one nation to another and the sharing of regional seas. are
examples that attest to the importance of international cooperation in conservation.
In addition the state of natural resources in a developing country will inevitably be
affected by the foreign policies of other nations, and particularly by the policies of
industrialised countries for food. trade, armaments and development aid.
It is recommended that. in the course of preparing an N5. special attention should
be devoted to an analysis of how the policies and practices of other countries
determine the sustainable use of resources in the country in question. This analysis
should also look in detail at the impact of the country s own policies and practices
on conservation in other countries.
2.5.8 PLANNING OE PILOT PROJECTS AND THE ACTION PROGRAMME

An NCS should be broadly conceived. It should look ahead, but it should also focus
on speci c carefully-selected conservation development projects. some of which
could be started while the rat: is being formulated. In this way. early results may be
seen and the momentum of HG preparation thereby more easily maintained.
In its conclusion, the Nt: should articulate all the recommendations for action in
programmatic form, with allocations of priority. estimates of costs. indications of

2l
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responsibility. and schedules for accomplishment. The form of presentation should
be such that individual projects can readily be extracted from the programme as a
whole. A programme for monitoring implementation should also be outlined. and
criteria by which to judge the success of projects should be designed. Such criteria
might include the reduction in the rate of soil erosion in an area, the diminution in
level of particular pollutants. the recovery of particular decimated animal populations. for example. The planning and nance authorities should be encouraged to
give these criteria the same order of weight as is given to the more conventional
criteria such as simple output levels.
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2.5.9 OVERALL SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
The process of preparing an NCS will vary greatly from one country to another.
depending on such factors as the type of government. degree of centralisation and
control, natural resource and economic characteristics. background data available.
interest and involvement of the national and international community. etc. Many
of the events will take place simultaneously or result from a process of continual
re nement. The ow chart in Annex III illustrates this. The basic sequence of
events is as follows:
- initial promotion of the NCS concept. including public participation if appropriate
and feasible;
de nition of preliminary goals for the rucs (based upon the objectives of the wcs
and the long-term development goals of the country) and how the strategy might
be prepared;

establishment of the authority (task force/committee) responsible for the ncs;

appointment of secretariat to the authority. with suitable staffing and facilities;
accumulation of natural resource and development information;

further publicity, including public debate. seminars, press releases. etc.;
preparation by secretariat of prospectus or initial overview report outlining content. major themes of the pics and interconnections between various sectors;
agreement of detailed work programme with NCS authority;
solicitation of views and involvement of commercial and business interests, local
authorities. local political groups. the wider N60 community. etc.;

assignment of responsibilities for various sections of the work to government
departments. new. international agencies. UN agencies, etc.;
preparation of individual components of the strategy. such as inventory, strategies
for each sector. project proposals. education programme, draft legislation (if
necessary and appropriate);
- interim review by NCS authority to ensure compatibility and comprehensiveness and
submission of nal drafts to the secretariat;

- continued publicity;
preparation by the secretariat of draft chapters to unite the various submissions.
establish general and sectoral priorities and costs. and develop the comprehensive.
integrated action programme;

review of draft strategy by the authority and its advisors (including possible
conservation practitioners debate);
full debate, involving private developers and the community;
nal review and revision of document following public debate;

printing and publication;
- continued promotion of the strategy;

incorporation into the development planning process and implementation of action
programme and pilot projects;
- monitoring to provide basis for review of progress. seminars to analyse successes
and failures;
regular updating of action programme; de nition and implementation of new
projects as required; permanent secretariat retained within development planning
process (if appropriate).

Within this process, data collection. analysis. review. and dialogue are continuous
activities. with the secretariat providing leadership and ensuring that the work is
undertaken according to the work programme.
In the case of certain less developed countries. technical assistance may be required
for the preparation of the NCS and appropriate discussions with international
organisations and/or development assistance agencies should be held as early as
possible to ensure the timely provision of such assistance.

2.6 IMPLEMENTATION
It has been stressed that the process of preparing an nos is one of building consensus on the manner in which natural resources can be managed for the greatest
overall bene t to the country. The actual activity of preparing the NCS is thus of
fundamental imponanoe.
The ultimate achievement of improvements in the management of natural resources
as a result of the strategy exercise can be brought about in a number of ways:

Through increased awareness amongst those concerned with preparing the national
development plan. resulting in a plan which is more responsive to the natural
resource priorities;
Through increased awareness in the wider community. resulting directly in more
efficient use of natural resources;
Through endorsement by government of the NCS and its associated action pro~
gramme. leading to implementation by government and other organisations with.
in the case of certain less developed countries, the support of development
assistance agencies and international organisations.

The relationship between the NCS action programme and the national plan will vary
from one country to another but, however the strategy is implemented, monitoring.
re nement and updating will be necessary. it is important to accept, however. that
much of the bene t arising from the Nt: will be in the form of small and often
subtle changes to major development projects. (the addition of the

environment

component") as well as new environmental projects.
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ANNEX 1
ILLUSTRATIVE OUTLINE FOR AN NCS REPORT

a description of conservation measures adopted so far and a concrete measure
of their e 'ectiveness;
the obstacles to achieving conservation in the sector and the level of their

The following outline for a full Ncs report is not a straightjacket: it draws from the
various reports produced so far and is presented mainly as a checklist to illustrate
the logic of a strategy Much of the content ofa nal NCS will be speci c to a given
country. Proposals for the preparation of individual Ncss, and Overview Reports
could also adopt elements of this outline.

severity;

trends and forecasts for the future;
identi cation of needs for action (summarised later if necessary).
2.4 INTERNATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
Regional Issues e.g.
- use of shared resources
- pollution problems. e.g., acid rain

PREFACE
The need for a National Conservation Strategy and the purpose it ful lls

SUMMARY

deserti cation
ooding

Global Issues e.g.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 CONSERVATION FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
a discussion of the philosophies of conservation and development.
1.2 THE NATIONAL CONSERVATION STRATEGY INITIATIVE
including a summary of natural resource issues as they affect national development;
brief history of conservation activity to the present day; record of the initiative to
prepare an NCS. the process and people involved so far.

2.5 OBSTACLES TO CONSERVATION
a national level analysis of inadequacies in e.g.
- environmental and natural resource planning
organisation

policy

legislation
available information
conservation awareness
nancial and manpower capability to conserve
consumption patterns and cultural attitudes
other signi cant functions

2. THE CURRENT SITUATION
2.1 PHYSICAL AND INFRASTRUCTURE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE COUNTRY
very brief descriptions and only if appropriate (often these may be based on other
recent documents such as USAID Environmental Pro les):

e.g.

Terrain
Ecology
Hydrology
Climate
Land use
Natural Resources

The economy
Industry
Energy
Population including health
Human settlements
Cultural aspects

2.2 THE DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT
discussion of the development issues facing the country; regional and international
context; rwent economic history and forecasts; main development aims. problems.
opportunities and constraints. etc.
2.3 DEVELOPMENT SECTORS AND THEIR CONSERVATION IMPLICATIONS
analysis of conservation/development interactions in each sector, with respect to:
- type and degree of consequences of interaction (positive or negative); e.g. soil
erosion, ooding, deforestation;

species protection
cultural heritage
conservation agreements
relationships with aid agencies
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This section should refer to the action needed now and why it is presently lacking.
3. THE STRATEGY
3.1 PURPOSES OF THE NCS

These would be along the lines of:
Goa!
- to satisfy the basic material. spiritual and cultural needs of all the people ofthe
country. both present and future generations, through the wise management of
natural resources.
The Strategic Aim
to de ne and establish policies. plans. organisation and action. whereby the
sustainability of natural resource use will be fully integrated with every aspect of
the country's social and economic development. The essence of a strategy is to
analyse trends as well as cun'ent issues so as to better anticipate problems and
plan accordingly.

priority of conservation problems on the basis of their signi cance. urgency
and possible irreversibility: (see was section 5);
ecosystems a ected;
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Objectives
to ensure the sustainable use of the country s natural resources (forests. agricul-

tural land; wildlife. etc.);

to maintain the country's genetic diversity (the range of genetic material governing the quality and productivity of plant and animal crops. as well as the rich
diversity of wild species);
to maintain essential ecological processes and life-support systems (soil regeneration and protection, nutrient recycling, protection and cleansing of waters, etc).
3.2 OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLES TO BE USED IN IMPLEMENTING THE NCS
These will be speci c to each country. but are likely to include:
keep options for the future open;
mix cure of environmental problems with their prevention;
focus activity on speci c projects and areas; as well as covering broad policies;
build on existing institutions and procedures;
maximise ef ciency of resource use;
coordinate understanding. commitment and activity between sectors;
integrate conservation and development activities so that all are more cost-e 'eclive;
- educate. communicate and assess public opinion;
highlight successes and draw lessons from successes and mistakes;
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establish priorities and act upon them rst.
3.3 SUMMARY OF ISSUES AND CROSS-SECTORAL ACTIONS NEEDED
Priority problem: in each sector will have beenanalysed earlier (Sec. 2.3). It would
be possible to list the related solutions i.e. priority actions. under sectoral headings;
indeed this will obviously be the procedure for sectoral strategies/work plans. which
will be complementary to the central Ncs document. However. one of the main
themes of an Ncs is that natural resource use in one sector can help or hinder use in
another sector. and furthermore. that many natural resource problems cannot be
solved by the customary single-sector activity. One way of emphasising the comprehensive; integrative approach that characterises the NCS concept is to present the
recommendations for priority actions within the matrix of conservation/development interactions. This will clearly demonstrate the interrelationships among
priority actions. link actions with objectives and at the same time allow the
identi cation of sectoral responsibility for undertaking actions.

3.4 VEHICLES FOR PRIORITY CONSERVATION ACTION
recommendations; for example. relating to:
organisations (which will be involved in the NCS)

policy (cross sectoral and sectoral; scal, investment)
comprehensive planning procedures
- legislation
- education, training. extension, the media and public participation
information and research
need for new international arrangements
projects (e.g. demonstration areas. projects to address urgent needs).
3.5 INTERNAL RESPONSIBILITIES
funding. staff allocation; of ce space, transport and administrative costs. etc.
3.6 EXTERNAL AGENCIES' RESPONSIBILITIES (if ppropriatr)

provision of funds, technical assistance personnel and consultancies (man-months

and costs). etcd
4. IMPLEMENTATION
(or Ncs preparation" in the case of an NCS Proposal/Overview Report)
A schedule stating timing. authority and responsibilities. and costs for each main
task/project, arranged by sectors where appropriate.

5. METHODS OF MONITORING PROGRESS
AND MAINTAINING THE NCS
Stating relevant criteria for measuring conservation success and de ning
mechanisms for ensuring feedback to improve the usefulness of the NCS.

6. APPENDICES
Amongst the appendices there could be:
a diagram showing the coordination among di 'erent organisations for the
various conservation functions;
- a ow chart showing procedures which are developed;
maps showing areas where priority natural resource problems/conservation
activities have been de ned.
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Skywatch hunts down
area s illicit polluters

APPENDIX AE

By KEVIN VON APPEN
The Spectator
IN HIS time. Ron Johnson has ursued Soviet submarines and Bi
suspects with his camera. But today. looking down from a Cessna
172 circling over Hamilton's industrial waterfront, the quarry is different.
Things could be leaking and
things show up from the air, he
saf's. as hills of iron ore and coal
pi ed on the piers below slide into :
view.
Sometima you get a wash off
these iles if they ve at it piledtoo
close to the water). on can see the
drastic advantage of an aircraft:
what your eyes miss. the photograph gets.
Mr. Johmon heads Operation
Sk atch a program that tracks
a lution problems from the air for
tario s Ministry of the Environment.
Barrels dumped in a forest
clearing. Truck tracks that end in
an open field. A change in the color
of a stream. A brown patch of dying
bushes surrounded by lush green. A
plume of black water near a pipe
that empties into a lake.
Those are environmental dan~
ger signals that often can onl be
spotted from an airplane. S nce
ration Skywatch has
1973.
for them.
searc

Convictions

In some cases, the photographs
have helped the ministry convict
illegal polluters. And the director
of the MOE s investigations and
enforcement branch says the exp will likely
pansion of his
mean a greater mand for aerial

photozraphy»

Operation Skywatch owes a lot
Adele Fogle beside the Cessna 172 they fly over
of its strength to Amelia Earhart Ron Johnson and
who vanished on a ight over the Hamilton's industrial areas. top and bottom, in their search for
' nu Novak,ThISpoc1lto'
affecting Lake Ontario.
problems
South Paci c Ocean more than 48 pollution
years ago.
Earhart formed the Ninet v
pipes and construction sites veillance ights. Operation SkyNines. an association for fema e creeks,
is the ob t of monthly surveil- watch is called in for photographic
pilots in 1929. The international
fli ts from Trenton to Nia- work on specific cases. work that
asociation has nine chapters in lance said Mr. Johnson. Changes in can help in court
gara,
Canada and in 1W8, the Toronto sediment can be important be
Herrick. an MOE investiWa
chapter began volunteer flights for
into the gator
in Hamilton. said that
t af- cause sediment spills out
the ministry as an e
communities
where
areas
same
in the spring of 1982 that
came
ti
a
ter being approached y Mr. John
along the lake take drinking water a elland chemical manufacturer
son.
in.
had dug up anold waste disposal
Vertical aerial photogra hs of site on its property and reburied
and the drums closer to the Welland
sites such as factory ar
taken through a ole cut. in River. Workers became ill from
london. Hamilton. Sarnia and durn
s floor provide a histori- odors released during the digging.
Windsor in 1979. Now, pilots like 14- the
with the help of archival
record
cal
Aerial photographs helped
e fly re
year veteran Adele
Mr. Johnson. You can workers pinpoint the new dumpsite
said
,
ghout
connaisanoe ights
of
number
the
count
and
over
y
compan 's 81 hectares (200
the
on
the heavily industrialized south of
there. Fly over the next
GE went in with
the province and to northern tar- barrels in how many disa peared acres}. The
see
and
day
to find the barrels.
detectors
meta
such as uranium mines at Elduring the ni t, and if ey did The company was eventually fined
'ot Lake.
disappear w redid they go?"
$14,500.
Nightmare
Back at Mr, Johnson s Toronto
Aerial photographs in the case of
of ce. a zoom stereoscope brings
who had an illegal
stereo photographs into pin-sharp. a waste hauler on a farm near
station
transfer
de. threedimensional relief with
in pinpointing
helpful
were
Guelph
tail invisible to the naked eye.
buried tanks used to temporarily
Another intrurnent superimposes store waste, said investigator Ron
recent photographs on earlier shots
Schwindt. A conviction in that case
to show an investigator. how fea- last summer resulted in a $6.000
tures such as waste lagoons were
fine. i
covered up or moved.
The ministry decided recently to
Mr. Johmon, a 47-year-old native ofMassachusetts, talks about create a new its-member investigaand enforcement branch that
tions
Operation Skywatch with fervor. it
isn t surprisin : surveillance was amongotherthingswillreplacethe
Spectal Invatigations
13-man
old
hisbusineseas arbackasthe'SOs.
Unit.
He worked for the US. Naval
Heavy rains have swollen Red
We feel (Skywatch) wui oe used
Hmcreek.whiehemptieslntothe Airforce in antioabrnarine war- A
tographing submarines to a greater extent now. with more
basin thesoutheastconerofthe fare,
harbor.andtheyellow-brown fan from orway to Cuba from 1957 to investigative people in the field."
said branch director Alex Douglas.
of creek sediment stands out tn 1901.
Mr. Johnson, not surprisingly,
aharpcontrasttotbedarkerbaain
From there, he went to work for
water.
the FBI, doin investigative photo- concurs.
aph is worth
A good pho
surveillance or another six years
heforecomingtoCanada.
many, many wo . as the old
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t
into Lake Ontario from rivers.
In addition to the regular sur- phrase goes.
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Because of their secure protection, generally large
size, and the inclusion of areas free from significant
human impact [,1 Biosphere Reserves typically provide

ideal sites for monitoring changes in the physical and
biological components of The Biosphere.
Their
protection and scientific mission make Biosphere
Reserves particularly attractive sites for gathering
scientific information.
Scientists can have more
confidence (than in most other areas) that the
integrity of study-sites will be respected, and that
collected data will contribute to a growing data bank
of increasing scientific significance.
As land-use
changes and human impacts progressively decrease
the availability of suitable monitoring-sites, scientific
interest in Biosphere Reserves will increase. . . .
In most protected areas, research is a secondary
function which is intended to provide information to
enable effective response to be made to immediate
resource-management problems within the protected
areas
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themselves.

In

Biosphere

Reserves,

interdisciplinary research programmes involving the
natural and social sciences are encouraged to develop

models for sustainable conservation of the ecosystems

of a large natural region. Biosphere Reserves provide
sites for coordinated research
including research to
determine requirements for conserving biological
diversity, to assess the impacts of pollution on the
structure and functions of ecosystems, to evaluate the
effects of traditional and modern land use practices
on ecosystem process, and to develop sustainable
production systems for degraded areas. . . .

Additionally, the international network provides a
framework for comparative studies of similar
problems in different parts of the world; for testing,
standardizing, and transferring, new methodologies;

and for coordinating the development of information
management systems.
Action

Plan

communicated

(Sorbonne),

for
by

Senior

Biosphere
Michel

Reserves,

Batisse,

Environmental

D.SC

Adviser,

UNESCO, 7 Place de Fontenoy, 75015 Paris,
France

Convention on Wetlands of
International Importance
Message to the Senate Transmitting the
Convention and a Protocol. june 23, 1986

To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith, for the advice and
consent of the Senate to ratification, the
Convention on Wetlands of International
Importance especially as Waterfowl Habitat,
concluded at Ramsar, Iran, February 2,
1971, and a Protocol to the Convention,
concluded at Paris on December 3, 1982.

The report of the Department of State is
also enclosed for the information of the
Senate.
The Convention is the result of a broad
international recognition of the economic,
cultural, scienti c, ecological, and recreational value of wetlands, coupled with

rising concern over the progressive world

wide loss and degradation of these habitats
and their dependent resources. The Con-

vention provides a framework for promot

ing the conservation of wetlands through
international cooperative and coordinated

vides a mechanism for amending the Convention.

International efforts directed toward wetlands conservation are vital to the preservation of United States migratory bird populations, which are affected by the loss of wetland habitats to the south. United States
participation would complement domestic
wetlands protection efforts and legislation;
help stimulate Latin American countries, in
particular, to cooperate in protecting the
wintering habitat of birds that migrate to
North America; and provide a framework

for sharing U.S. wetlands technology and
expertise.

I recommend that the Senate consider
this matter at an early date, and give its
advice and consent to ratification of the
Convention and Protocol.
Ronald Reagan

The White House,
June 23, 1986.

actions, consultations, and information ex-

change.
A primary obligation under the Convention is the designation by Contracting Parties of wetlands within their territory for
inclusion in a List of Wetlands of International Importance. If advice and consent to
ratification is forthcoming, I intend to designate the four wetlands named in the Department of State report.
The Protocol to the Convention establishes the four language texts of the original
Convention as equally authentic and pro-

WEEKLY COMPILATION OF

PRESIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS
Monday, June 30, 1986
Volume 22 Number 26

Pages 851 879

Appendix B

[T]he scientist is double bound; either he may distort the message by applying a different scale in

order to avoid becoming part of the system, or he may intrude by changing the components of

the holon so as to include himself. Some sort of compromise is the usual way out, but even then

the scientist must remember his humanity or suffer delusions of objectivity. . . . In the final

analysis the scientist must translate back to a human understanding, and it is there that the

scientist and artist share moments of creative insight.

T.F.H. Allen and Thomas B. Starr, Hierarchy: Perspectives for Ecological Complexity (1982)

We were all deluged with paper
before this began, mountains of
it. None of us, I think, had time
enough to read all of it, or even
part of it, in the scholarly way
we

would

like to:

that

FOR

ECOLOGICALLY,

A MORE PERFECT UNION

is,

following likely leads that
other people dug up for us.
so
getting
is
Literature
fantastically scattered now,
becoming almost
that it s
impossible to keep up with it.
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A Workshop to consider a
Transboundary Monitoring Network (TbMN)
for Canada and the United States

Convened by the International Joint Commission
United States and Canada
Hosted by the Academy of Natural Sciences of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

October 10 11,

1984

Joel Hedgpeth, TbMN Workshop
Special Critic (October 1984)

Assembled By
Bruce L. Bandurski
Ecologist, 0.5. Section, IJC,
and TbMN Workshop Director
and
Michael E. Colby
Research Contractor and TbMN
Planning Task Force Member
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1.0

We invite you to join us in a collective attempt to

INTRODUCTION

develop a conceptual

the governments of Canada and the United

States entered into a

that

waters flowing

across the boundary shall not be polluted
the

what is known,

what is not known,

perhaps most

assist

in the resolution of

difference

obligations, or
to the

interests of either

inhabitants of the other,

between

the United States and
In 1912,

in relation to the other or

as required by the
its

disclosed "a situation along the frontier
everywhere

perilous,

and

in some

cases disgraceful."

assessment, the state of health of
of concern.

since this dire

the boundary region is still

Pathologies are emerging which are much larger in

scale and more comprehensive in effects than those of 1912, and
their causes are more difficult

to identify and

Transboundary Monitoring Workshop, we will
an

integrated modeling,

improve our

remedy.

At the

examine the need for

monitoring and management effort to

ability to understand the interrelationships of

critical ecosystem processes,
effects of man's

and to predict the transboundary

interactions with his environment.

Excerpts

These materials are

digest them thoroughly before coming to the Workshop.

Commission
charters.

may be

Section 2.0

and its functions,

unfamiliar with the International
contains a description of the
and excerpts

Section 3.0 contains

Workshop,

from its key

important information about the

its format and purpose, and basic information about

the location.
The remaining sections offer a variety of views on
monitoring

Although we have made much progress

could be based.

Miller are included as an

food for thought, and we hope that you will take the time to

Joint Commission,

upon the extent of transboundary pollution

is generally chaotic,

including the need for a broad conceptual framework upon which

For those who

The Commission in due course reported that

comprehensive survey

seme of the key concepts we intend to discuss at the workshop,

the Dominion of Canada.

and ways to remedy or prevent pollution
Treaty of 1909.

frontier

the two governments asked the newly formed

Commission to advise

To begin this process, we

example of such a comprehensive framework.

the rights,

along the common

should be known.

and,

have compiled a number of articles and essays which introduce

from Living Systems by James G.

"other questions or matters of

arising between them involving

what

what could be known,

a coordinated approach to monitoring

and created the International Joint Commission to

other,

which

things,

among other

side to the injury of health_or property on

on either
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treaty, and pledged,

such an effort and to better

define the vital signs of ecosystem health:
importantly,
In 1909,

framework for

and modeling the environment which we hope will

stimulate and focus your thinking on how we might proceed
answer the question

boundary region?

What is the

to

state of health of the

We would appreciate hearing from you after

you have read these background papers to learn if you believe
the approach we are taking has potential,

and what we might do

to enhance the probability of a successful workshop.

We will

use these comments in the development of a workbook which will
be mailed to workshop participants in mid September.

Time is

regrettably short, but we would value your suggestions highly.
The workbook will focus more specifically on what types of data
are needed

to understand the state of health of the

transboundary region.

We hope you

further develop your own

will be able

ideas on the

the conceptual foundations presented
The prospect of an

to use it to

subject and

to build upon

in the background kit.

integrated monitoring network which

crosses jurisdictions,

scientific and human disciplines,

environmental media

exciting,

threatening.

Our

is

intent,

difficult,

however,

and,

understand

that we can improve upon our current
We also understand

are

to be improved,

and dedication of
both

that

it must be the

serves long term management needs,
success of existing programs,
individuals

to look beyond

participate

in the conceptual

and

from

approach to monitoring

rather than evaluate

the

to provide an opportunity for

their own

interests and needs and

development of an

integrated

monitoring

such coordinated, systematic

is a better understanding of ecological processes

and the effects of man's actions on
and collection of

them.

the information needed

decision-making throughout our

The
for

identification

and

reduce the ways

in which we work against

it.

Your

expertise and full participation are needed in order to ensure
that the system we develop will

truly satisfy all of our

environmental monitoring needs and
useful

information about the health

is necessary for us

to accomplish our

long-term objectives of maintaining and enhancing
ecosystem health?

2.

Do you feel that Miller's Living Systems Theory

provides an adequate starting point as a conceptual
framework which would

enable
us

to better design and

coordinate our monitoring efforts and information
sharing?

If not, can you suggest an alternative which

3.

Are there any other important concepts or

theories which you feel would enhance our efforts to
further develop this conceptual framework?

informed

societies will increase our

ability to function as the integral parts of the ecosystem that
we are,

Do you feel that a new approach to modeling and

night?

transboundary monitoring system.
The ultimate purpose of

1.

monitoring

that generates the

The purpose of this

workshop will be to assess whether our

responses along with your hotel

registration card.
QUESTIONS

efforts

a multi-disciplinary group of leaders,
for improvement.

send us your

673-6222, or

We all

result of the cooperation

inside and outside of governments,

necessary impetus

Please call Bruce Bandurski or Mike Colby at

(202)
and

monitoring

if our monitoring

please keep the

We would appreciate hearing your

thoughts on them.

to some,

is not to threaten.

programs.

As you read the enclosed materials,

following questions in mind.

provide meaningful and
of our shared ecosystem.

This Workshop is only

one step in a process which we

hope will continue after October,

and ultimately improve our

mutual efforts to understand the critical processes of a
healthy ecosystem and man's relationship to them.

We look

forward to hearing from you, and working together in this
important endeavor.
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from: International Joint Commission,
1980 Annual Heart.

2.]. MAP OF MAJOR BILATERAL ENVIRONMENTAL
FRICTIONS TO DATE.
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Main Points of Bilateral Envimnmcmal Frictions. (Adapted from
National Park: 4: Conservation Magazine, March, I978.Copyn'ghl© I978
by National Park: & Conscrvnlion Association. Used by permission of the

Publishers)

from: John E. Carroll, 1983; Environmental Diplomacy (University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor).

2.2 EXCERPT FROM BOUNDARY WATERS TREATY OF 1909.

TREATY
BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND GREAT BRITAIN
RELATING TO BOUNDARY WATERS, AND QUESTIONS
ARISING BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA.
The United States of America and His Majesty the King of the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and of the British Dominions beyond

the Seas, Emperor of India, being equally desirous to prevent disputes regarding
the use of boundary waters and to settle all questions which are now pending

between the United States and the Dominion of Canada involving the rights,
obligations, or interests of either in relation to the other or to the inhabitants
of the other, along their common frontier, and to make provision for the
adjustment and settlement of all such questions as may hereafter arise, have
resolved to conclude a treaty in furtherance of these ends, and for that purpose

have appointed as their respective plenipotentiaries:
The President of the United States of America, Elihu Root, Secretary of
State of the United States; and
His Britannic Majesty, the Right Honourable James Bryce, O.M., his
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary at Washington;
Who, after having communicated to one another their full powers, found
in good and due form, have agreed upon the following articles:
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INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION

The

UNITED STATES AND CANADA
WASHINGTON. D.c. 20440

The boards are appointed by the IJC and include scientists,
engineers and other experts from both countries. Most are government
employees whose services are supported by their agencies.

THE INI'EMTICR EL JOINT C(IQ ISSIGC

The Commission frequently holds public hearings in connection with
matters under its jurisdiction, often to collect comments on the
findings and
recommendations of
its
International
Boards.
The
Commission is continuing to consider how best to obtain more input
from the public.
It has conducted public workshops and seminars and
has attempted to make its activities more open than in the past.

International

Joint

Conmission,

United

States

and

Canada,

was

established under the provisions of the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909 between
the United States and Great Britain.
It is a permanent bi~national body
oanposed of six Camissioners, three Americans and three Canadians.
The Treaty was entered into to prevent disputes regarding the use of
boundary and transboundary waters and to settle questions arising between the
11.5. and Canada along their common frontier.
It has provided the framework
for cooperation on questions relating to water and air pollution and the
regulatim of water levels and flows.
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The United States Comnissioners are appointed by the President with the
advice and consent of the u.s. Senate.
The Canadian members are appointed by
the Governor in Council of Canada. .The Commission includes u.S. and Canadian
Co-chairmen who serve in their positions on a full-time basis.
The other
Commissioners serve part-time.

The Commissioners conduct their business as a single body and not
separate national delegations representing their reSpective governments.

as

The Commission has three principal functions:
1.

2.

Quasi-judicial
Approving
or
disapproving
APPLICATst
from
government,
ounpanies or
individuals
for obstructions,
uses
or
diversions of water which affect the natural level or flow of water on
the other side of the international boundary.

Investigative

Investigating

along

frontier,

the

commn

questions

called

or

REFERENCES.

matters
which

of

difference

are referred

to

the Comission by the two Governments. In such cases the Com'nission
reports the facts and circumstances to the Governments of Canada and
the United States and reconmends appropriate action by them.
The
Governments decide whether or not the Commission's recomnendations
will be accepted or acted upon.
3.

Surveillance/coordination

Monitors

or

coordinates,

in

compliance

with the Comnission's Orders of Approval at the request of the two
governments,
implementation of IJC recomnendations that have been
accepted by the governments.

The technical studies and field work required by the Camission to carry
out those three functions is performed by 25 bi-national advisory boards.
[(oontinued on reverse)]

The International Joint Commission maintains

at Ottawa, Ontario,

professional

Washington, D.C. and Windsor, Ontario.

The Washington and Ottawa staffs provide permanent
and administrative assistance to the Commission.
The Windsor office was established
in
1973
Commission and its Boards in carrying out their roles
Lakes Water Quality Agreement.
The staff of the
includes a group
of environmental scientists who
Conrnission's Water Quality and Science Advisory Boards
pollution matters.

United states Camissicners
Robert C. ch wen, Chairman
1. Keith Bulen
Donald L. Totten

staffs

professional

to
assist the
under the Great
regional office
work with the
on Great Lakes'

Canadian Corrmissioners
J. Elair Seaborn, Chairman
E. Richmond Olson, (MC.

Charles M. Bedard

Canadian Section

Regional Office

United states Section

100 Metcalfe St.

100 Quellette Ave.

2001 S St., NM.

18th floor
Ottawa, a . KlP 5M1
(613)

995 2984

Eighth floor
Windsor, ON. WA 6T3

2nd floor
Washington, D.C. 20440

(313) 226-2170
(519) 256-7821

[current as of August 1984]

(202) 673-6222

The border between Canada and the United States
includes a thousand miles in the Great Lakes

Pollution From Land Use Activities:
from agriculture,

how much pollution of the lakes comes

forestry, and other uses of the land?

An international

group studied this matter in depth, and reconmended setting up programs to
curb pollution from pest control products, animal husbandry operations,
hauling and disposing of liquid and solid wastes; road salt use and storage,
and soil losses. The Agreement reflects the findings of the study. The
lessons will be useful to governments as they c0nsider remedies and

The US and Canada Agree: a common concern and commitment

educational

The Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement of 1978 is a commitment

and technical

assistance programs to reduce pollution from the

by the Governments of Canada and the United States to preserve and improve

land.

of the Great Lakes is important to their citizens.

Reviewing Requirements and Performance:
the Agreement provides that pollution
control requirements and regulations of various governmental units be
renewed. The performance of business, industry, and government in complying
with the regulations will also be evaluated. Those reviews will be made
public. A separate section of the Agreement requires an evaluation of
pollution control programs and their effectiveness in both countries.

Both governments know that the water quality

They share the goal of

maintaining the generally high water quality of Lakes Superior and Huron, and

improving Lakes Hichigm, Erie, and Dr'itario and their drainage basins.

The

Agreement recognizes the ecosystem approach in dealing with Great Lakes
problems.
Air, land, water, and living organius (plants, animals, Eagle)

interact and depend on each other throughout the basin. The Agreement guides
governments (at all levels) in writing laws and regulations to preserve and
improve the ecosystem of the Great Lakes basin.

The Agreement: to improve and maintain water quality.
The Objectives:

the Governments agree on certain objectives for the Great

Lakes system -- targets to maintain quality of the waters in certain areas
and improve it in others.
Goverments must identify md report areas there

the objectives cannot be met because of natural conditions.

The Agreement

also allows for limited use zones where all of the objectives will not apply
and the water will not be usable for all purposes.
The Goverr-enta expect

that the number mid size of the zones will decrease as technology for
pollution control

improves.

Toxic Substances:
the Governments express concern mout stopping and
preventing pollution from toxic substances in the Great Lakes. The goal of
the Agreement is to keep my toxics (especially long-lasting ones) from
getting into the lakes. To accomplish that, the Agreement requires progrus
to identify the stances; find there they are produced; trace how they move
through the ecosystem; discover what finally happens to them; and control
hem.

Phosphorus Control:
the Agreement lists some limits on the muomta of
phosphorus entering the Great Lakes.
It sets a deadline of Spring 1980 for
the Governments to confirm those limits. It also sets deadlines for
industries and local governments to have complete phosphorus control progrns
operating.

Long range transport of airborne pollutants:

the Agreement recognizes that

substances in the air pollute the land and the lakes.
Some of the substances
which are Imown to fall from the air to the lakes include sulphuric acid and

nitric acid (the primary ingredients of acid rain), phosphorus, heavy metals,
and organic chemicals.

The Agreement regimes the Govsrrnents to identify

the sources of these stbstances.
It also calls for them to consult if
airborne pollution is fomd to have harmful effects on the Great Lakes
ecosystem.

Shipping and Dredging: pollution can come from ships, port activities, mid
dredging to maintain navigation channels and harbors. The Agreement deals
with these problems. For exmnple, the Goverruenta agree that they will
develop compatible measures to judge whether dredged materials are polluted,
ways to dispose of them, mid methods for evaluating their possible effects on
the ecosystem.
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the quality of the Great Lakes.

Scientists will study samples of sail, fish, birds, water, and other parts of
the ecosystem to help them learn whether the quality of the Great Lakes is

declining or improving.

The Agreement and the International joint Commission
Although the Governments of Canada and the United States are
responsible for implementing the Agreement, they have given the International
Joint Commission (IJC) major responsibilities. The Commission, created by
the Boundary Haters Treaty of 1909, works on problems of all the waters
forming or crossing the border between the two countries, including the Great
Lakes. Each nation has three meabers on the Cormussion, and one of the
members acts as chairman cf each section.
The 132's responsibilities under the Agreement include advising the
Governments about progress toward achieving the Agreement's objectives. Two
major international boards - the Water Quality
Boardand the Science Advisory
Board - assist the Comission in its work.
The Great Lakes Regional Office
provides scientific,

aaninistrative, and

information aerVices to the boards

and Conmssion.
The boards have mesb'ers from various gOvernmental agencies.
The Science Advisory Board also has representatives from business, industry,

and the public.

The boards make recs endations to the 13!: about

the

Agreement, and report to the Mission about new Great Lakes concerns as
they develop. The 13!: uses these reco-nendations and reports to advise the
two federal Goverments. The Commission has no enforcement power in
pollution matters, but its reports and recounendations have generally
prompted action.

What can you do?
a
a

a

a
0

You can find out more about it from the IJC.
Change the things you
doevery day which may make pollution worse.

Join an organized citizen group which works on Great Lakes issues,

and alert your friends, family and associates to opportunities for
action.
Contact various government agencies to find out how they are living
up to the Agreement.
And urge your elected representatives at all levels to adopt the
necessary laws and provide the money needed to help each country
keep its co-nitment to the Agreement.
Prepared by: International loint Commission

Great Lakes Regional Ottice
100 Ouellette Avenue, Suite 100
Windsor. Ontario N9A 673
Tel. (519) 2567821 Windsor or (313) 963-9041
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On Great LahesWater Quality
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REFINING THE
ECOSYSTEM APPROACH
by

Clayton Edwards
Background
in July 1977 the Great Laka Raaarch
Advrsory Board (RAB) reported to the
International Jomt Commission (UC) that

parts ol nature. rather than viewing

man as separate from nature:

continued emphasis on "water quality"
alone would be detrimental to eventual
restoration 0! the lakes and recommended

it

an "ecosystem perspective" in dealing
with boundary waters problems in the

iii

that UC explrcrtly recognize the need lor

394

tagging interaction vith other

Links Basin Ecosystem with tens

neighboring theBsin,

interrelating tml activities.

ln its FlIlh Annual Report on Great

geochemical cyclesand lood

Laka Walcr Qaallly to the Governments

(Fny Wu» UC stated that the

iv

significant benefits for the long term
rnanagement of the Great Lelia but

concaning its application. In ruponaing
to DC: reports. Coma and Ontario

stated interat in lunher Commission

recommendations as to the acope and

implications 0' the ecosystem approach in
relation In current activiua under the

l972 Agreement

Responding to the w the RAB

mm Uuly19781a report entitled
The Ecosystem Approach and
recommended that the Put-6 and UC
explicrtly recognize the need for an

ecosystem approach to problem
WNW. march and Wm
mtheGreat LakesBasinthattheP- ties
extend or amend the Bounary Water's
Trutyof1909andthe 1972 Agreement
to re ect the ecosystem approach. and
auggstad Ecosystem Approach criteria.
i
the W
it should em
,
human oc'trvitis in a manner

chains.
the approach should consider. allow
encourage public interests.

.

belore recommending any changes In
W to mnedying Great bites

problems UC wanted more information

the approach should convey a
dynamic MW! at the transport 0'

utergy and materials in the Basin.

Great Lats Basin

ecosystem approach could have

themproach should force us to

murder interactions olthe Great

v

_ P w

Ind_

.

loenable people in the Basin to
relate to the Wild
thew-oath should magma the

corrupt: of c-rylng wacity and
ru lience. uggutmg that there are
limitsto human activity in the Basin.
in its Sixth Annual Report on Great
Laks Water Quality UC noted
'Mptron 0! an ecoaystem approach will
provide a sounder and more

comprehensive basis than is currently
We tor the prevention 0!

traruboundary inyury to health. or property

onbothaldsoltheborder- believtng mat
itistheintentolthePamesasexprused
lntheBoundaryWuersTreatyol I909
and the Great Lake Water Qiality
Agreernentol1972.toprotectand
whence the Great Lites Basin

ecosystem the Commission apports the
Ranch Advisory Board's
recomth contained in The
F'
" Anon" 90"- Tie
Commisston endows a policy the need

for an ecosm wash to Eob em

identification research and management

CommisioanLFOJheli-itemauonal
AnociationolGrutLakesRaerch
(IAGLR). and Oral Laku Tomorrow
(GLT1reapondadtothelollowinglour

We a thorough review of the Views
Itd philosophia contained in the board s
report lor consideration of adoption ol

mm

in the boundary waters of the Great Lakes
Basin m tm. Further. the
Commtston urges the Pants to

dine recommenauons. Most spernfically
the Commission urges that the Parties the
state and provincul governments and the
people of the Great Lakes Basin
m by programs and pohcres
therr hire lad lity to apply the
ecosystem woach to one or more
M-ry ,
at common and

client comer-n."

Action Since the 1978 Agreement
Within the whole to the1978 Water
Mity Agreement the Governments of
Can-m and the United States raponded
when they recogan "- the rutoration
and mm 01 the boundary waters
annot be achieved independently of other

puts ol the Oral Lake: Basin Ecosystem
with which these waters interact" and
butt on to Mme the Great Lakes Basin
Ecosystem as '_ the interacting
componentsol air. bod water and trying
organisms hurting man. WlKhln the

hnagebaalnoltheStLawrenceRwerat
or upwum from the pocnt at which this
rive Decor : the muttonal boundary

between Cut-a nd the United States "

In an attempt toaid the Commission in

damaging its mandme under Article VII
Section 6 ol the 1978 Agreement the
Science Advisory Board (SAB replaced

RAB). the Oral Laka Fishery

1. WhatiaUrenalureo/supportlothe
Ecosystem Approach liom the
organization?

IAGlJiendtxsadtheapplicatmolThe
EcosysemApproachtothe

civironrne'italproolemsoltheGreat

LaltaBasinGLT urgedanecoaystem
anwiagingtheGreat
MWmepoaedmd
recommendedadopuonolthe
Myron-humith

dthelQ78Ww0nlltyAgreement
GLFCt-rillcon mietoaupportthe
Wilede
mltlgernent
2.Whathasthisorganizauon' doneto

"utilize support tor and wider
an ol the ecosystem
Woach. After lavorable evaluation.

SAB WI" cuts-oer financial and

administrative support to proposals

tutoring the ecosystem approach

t Whalunuldlhesponsonng
organizationlikeloseedonetnlhe

h m. I980 the tour organizations
created a nosing committee lor

widelinesforimplemenungthe
acoaystemapproachGLFCwilt

cornmltne ltd its parent organizations is
m musty requisite support lrorn the

The challenge that confronts the steering

mum I'iatoonviththeUCand
mthewm Boards-id
cornmitteatohavepintmeetingsand
«Mm-tombaophu

Govemrnmts while convincing those

lAGLRvouldliltethepruerrtgma-al
acoaystemapproachtobere nedto

mmmmmm
mtpruolthuyuemapeeu l

mum-minim

Imme

thepiblicollaclorsandimpliatiom
theymayhavehadinthecontutotthe
ecosysternqaproachSABr-as
unpredtoevaluatemdlntegrate

raunchwlthinanecosystem
MOLFChaaimplenmed
theGrutLdteaEcoaystem
RMIimionwognm-tdwov d

thetmumfordevdopingtheso'ategic
GteatLaltesFmM-iagement
Plutbothofthaeembodydements
otal'ustoroerecosymw'oach.
IAGUthasprovmd' muster

disemtnuingihexteitmc

himnationnecunrytorealuethe

lrnplematting the Ecosym Approach

ammonium-crestme

aupponlhlsooooeplinlhepul?

Gum undth polity

Conclusion

Iulure to [mm the Ecmystem
WM
SABrecognmthenedtodevelop

7

Ind

andecobgialmmall

oomponentsGLThopelornormauve

goalsdearguidellrmandmylor
Implementation' oltheemayatem
WMMMWWJM

ptblicimpeuutoachievevecl c

unort' proposals
1WIulBUiesporuor1ngorgantza' Hon

Mlomntrtbtuelnmeluuuei n
tIiLsregard?
GUCwillconwm

lltd

nancia'lmpportolpmponlsrelatad
rotheecoaystemwoachlAGLRwilt
continuewprovldeitsinformation

ammm MGLTvlllhelp

hiamncally opposed that implementing

the Ecosystem Approach is in their best
m too

DC at in 1t: Seventh Annual Report
on Great lakes Water Quality Not only

this W led to a wider search
mowed-non lot the ovuall impacts ol

'
, rvclu decrsions and
man'aactivitiagamlly, but it also leads
tomerwwmiaeorbn tibw nold

bur-as ol dialysis no anion. which were
previoust and tar geographical.

m

or iuristtcbonal

WWW
Manama m: Halter Biologist on the

au arquGe-tmkegwor/n mi.»

Nauru-laud:me cayenne:
Cm-dlheMl bcEnxyslem
Mummmewa
Cm

Different Perspectives on the Need
for a Transboundary Monitoring Network

Ecologically,

...

A More Perfect Union

CONCEPTUAL AIDS FOR UNDERSTANDING LIVING SYSTEMS
Each of a number of perspectives shows the need for a newlyconstituted TbMN, focused on key indicators (vital signs) for
gaining understanding of the critical subsystems of the whole
societies (the 0.5. and Canada) which share a boundary region:
Disclosed Need

Perspective
Societal Governance.

same

Bureaucratic.

Citizen/Taxpayer.

Academic.

Intellectual.

Governmental monitoring endeavors have the
structural weaknesses

that,

generally,

our

federal systems do; the expansion of
departmentalization to deal with a data explosion
is not adequately counterbalanced with
arrangements to pull these data together so that
they are used to the advantage of the whole
system.
Result: gaps and overlaps.
Environmental specialists have detailed
requirements for data that proliferate without
end because of a failure at the interface with
agency decisionmakers.
In the absence of
coordinated managerial models to aid societallevel decisionmaking, staff seek more data
without reference to decider needs.
Result: data
overload without info for informed deciding.
Alone, present arrangements for monitoring
neither help assure that we as nations will live
up to our treaty and resource management
obligations nor are they directed where they
might be most cost effective in providing
information for keeping our life-support system
viable.
Result: loss of confidence in government.
It is obvious that -- from our earliest
schooling to our most advanced and in the
preponderance of our research -- the subjects we
study are separated.
This separation of
knowledge used in our schools is not reflective
of the real connected world, yet the subject
areas are not reconstituted in effective
interdisciplinary classes on synthesis or
knowledge integration.
Result: skewed/piecemeal
views of life.
The paradigm most of us embrace is
reflective of our schooling.
There is a
misunderstanding of problem "logical type", and
our problemsolving is thus often inappropriately
applied.
Result: we are, generally, unaware of
the concept of "emergent properties", and we
devise sampling strategies for the wrong levels.

Living Systems:
The concepts and vocabulary from general
living systems t eory have been selected as a preliminary
framework for deliberations on transboundary monitoring.
The
theory is sufficiently comprehensive to address systems
processes at the societal level and cohesive enough to permit
the development of modeling and monitoring strategies in strict
adherence to scientific method.
Boundar

Systems,

subs

stem:

McGraw-HiII,

(modified from J.G. Miller, Livin

I978,

p.

770)

the

subsystem

at

the

entire perimeter of a society that holds together the
components of that society, protects them from environmental
stresses, and excludes or permits entry to various sorts of
matter/energy and information.
As living systems, the
societies of Canada and the U.s. are bounded by boundary
subsystems of their own.
Boundary region:

boundary subsystem.

a dynamic,

issue-defined subset of the

Theportion or area of each society which

regulates the flow (imports and exports) of matter/energy and
information to the other society.
Also called the
"cisboundary" region.
Transboundary region:

more)

societies are

two

(or

At the interface between two
more)

(or

cisboundary regions which

in

combination form the shared transboundary region.
This
includes not only separate sending and receiving functions
within one nation's cisboundary region, but the counterpart
processes of both sending and receiving related sets of
matter/energy and information on opposite sides of the border.
An importer does not exist independent of an exporter, and vice
versa.
This is the 'transboundary region
whose health we need
to monitor as part of a living system of supranational scale.
Vital signs:
Health is more than the absence of disease.
It is the presence of all critical subsystems and the assured
continuity of intact connections among these critical
subsystems.
Key variables and key indicators of the state of
critical subsystems could serve as vital signs of transboundary
region health.
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Earth is not divided into areas that correspond
s neroism:
to disc1plines which man has found as convenient demarcations
Living systems exhibit 'emergence,
for his sciences and arts.
outputs which can only be understood by observing the
Because the transboundary
properties of the system as a whole.
region is more than the sum of its parts, reductionist
(disciplinary) and holistic (systemic) approaches must be
integrated to understand it fully.
S nthesis:
would

focus

An effective transboundary monitoring network

on the

connections between

different data

sets,

The purpose of a
including those which exist already.
Transboundary Monitoring Network would be to increase the
utility of monitoring activity by coordinating and sharing
Through the
information from all sectors of society.
minimization of monitoring overlaps and omissions, the overall
cost-effectiveness of management of the man/environment system
("ecomanagement )
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could

be enhanced

in both

countries.

(from J.G. Miller, Living Systems,
Critical subsystems:
are necessary
Certain processes
. pp. 32-33)
McGraw-Hil ,
for life and must be carried out by all living systems that
All
survive or be performed for them by some other system.
living systems either have a complement of the critical
subsystems carrying out the functions essential to life or are
intimately associated with and effectively interacting with
the missing life functions for them.
carryout
systems which
Unless the parts of a system have relationships and
To accomplish this
interact, by definition it is no system.
coordination, its subsystems must be so arranged that the
This is necessary if the
system is continuous in spaeeLtime.
essential flows of energy and information are to occur and if
(J.G. Miller,
the controlling feedbacks are to operate.
Living Systems, McGraw-Eill, 1978, p. 52)
'Process I all change over time of matter energy or
in a system.

information

Director's Corner:

from Options, 1984: #1.
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Ecological Interdependence
The post war period has been
marked by growing economic interdePCnanCC

among

nations. as I CONSC

quence of expansmn and development
of industry and agriculture. The same
forces are beginning to add ecological
and resource interdependence to the
international agenda.
The extensrve economic interdependencies that emerged after World War
II led to and were guided by a system
of institutional arrangements new to
international experience. Those includ»
ed the Bretton Woods agreement of
1944. the subsequent creation of specialized agencies such as the International Monetary Fund and the World
Bank. ad b0( groups of international
aid agenues. banking consortia. multinational businesses. and supranational
authorities like the European Community.
By comparison with this richness of
international economic relations. the
environmental component of the international system is still in an embryonic
state, It will not be easy to develop
another expansion of the international
regime of collaboration and regulation.
[1 will require an abilll) to comprehend
the currents of industrial and agricul»
tural change. and the directions they
might take. I! will require an adequate
undersranding of the biological. chemr
ical. and physical systems that determine the behavior and the limits of
global ecological systems. It will require
a capacity to learn from past experience
in developing international accords so
as to design broader international regimes of governance that integrate the
security and economic experience of
the past with the resource and ecolog
ical pressures of the present.
The first generation of environmental pollution problems were localized.
and at the most contained within defined air or water basins. The pollution
episodes affecting Lake Baikal in the
USSR and Lake Erie in North America
in uenced tens of thousands of square
kilometers of water surface. These
problems were largely controlled, despite their sire and despite the uncertainty expressed at the time concerning
the most critical causes. They represent
problems of a scale that is essentially
reversible. Costs are low enough to
be absorbed. Alternative technologies

exist. And there is a source for renewal

of the air. water. and even species that
have been affected.
Now. however. industrialized coun-

tries are facing a second generation of
pollution that increases the spatial scale
of the affected area by upto two orders
of magnitude. Air pollutants in North
America and Europe now are known to

travel hundreds or even thousands of
kilometers from their origin in power
plants and industrial boilers.
Because of the Jump in scale. the
qualitative character of the problems
are changing. Now the costs to reverse
the trends are enormous. lt has been
conservatively estimated that it would
require 2 billion US dollars for each of
20 years to reduce sulfur emissions
generated east of the Mississippi River
in the USA by 50%. Traditional policies
seem infeasible because the source of
emission and the major impacts are
separated by hundreds to thousands of
kilometers. OtherWise reasonable polr
cies. such as that of pollute! pays".
hence seem economically destructive.
political!) impractical. and lacking in
equity. They are problems that cross
so many political Jurisdictions that the
authority and credibility needed for
action are often lacking. Finally. the
difficult) of the solutions places an
inordinate demand upon certainty of
knowledge of the causes and effects. in
order to provide a basis for confident
action.
But still a third generation of
problems
and opportunities
are
now emerging, An example is the
accumulation of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere. Geological and biological
evolution has led to a balance of the
chemical constituents of the atmo
sphere. Man has shifted some of those
balancing forces. Carbon is released
through die burning of fossil fuels. Removal of foresrs for agricultural or set»
tlemenr purposes has released more
carbon previoust locked away from
the atmosphere. Industrial and agricultural expansion has therefore set in
motion a new generation of problems
whose scale is essentially hemispheric
to global.
Two qualitatively new dimensions
appear. First. the costs of remedial action, and the absence of a source for re
newal suggests, for the first time. that

.

the trends may not he reversible, Adap
tation to the inevitable might be {ht'
only achievable goal Secondly. the la

bel of "pollution" or "environmental"
is no

longer appropriate. These

are

problems not understood SerlPl} in
terms of industrial or agricultural outputs burdening the air or water. The}
arc fundamentally ecological bccausc
they affect processes that link elements
of our biological world to global atmt»
spheric and hydrospheric procches.
Forests, swamps. and termites become
more than resources or curiosuics of
nature. They are part of a system of
sustainability.
Over the last decade. howexer there
has been a remarkable accumulation of

knowledge that does make it POSSlhlt
to define what can be done Four lctn'r
ties can achieve results. First. it is now
possible to develop consistent scenarios
for energy and agricultural expansion
and development. ASA itself has had
a lead role through its firSt maJor proy
ect

Energy in a Finite World 7 and

its Food and Agriculture Program,
Second. recent advances in the natural
sciences are leading to a deeper under
standing of the biosphere and its links
with the atmosphere and oceans. That
understanding has also been shaped by
international scxentifit instirurwns the
World Meteorological Organization.
the International Council of Scientifit
Unions and its Scientific Committee
on Problems of the EnVironmcnt. Thc
third would focus on experience in

developing international accords. and
upon international policies of adapta
tion and cooperation in relation to the
emergence of ecological interdepen
dence among nations. And finally.
ASA itself has had a decade of collaborative experience that can now
be direcred to the expanSion and
evaluation of alternative methods of
synthesis.
It is for those reasons that NASA
has established a one year feasibility
Study to design a long-term pr0}( ct on
Sustainable Development of the 810'
sphere. The problems are clear. The
base of experience for a synthesis seems
on hand. And the global character of
the issues relates closely to national
needs among llASA's sponsoring na~
tional groups.
C.S. Holling

. Scuavsa (tor himself. Mr. BIOWN of California. Mr. MACK . Ir. ToastCBLLI, Hr. Braoor, and Mr. Grumman) introduced the following bill; uid:

was reterred jointly to the Committees on Merchant Marine and Fisheries

and Science and Technology

A BILL
To provide for improvements in the Nation's environmental

monitoring programs, to establish a National Commission on
Environmental Monitoring, and to enhance United States
participation in lntemational monitoring programs.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa»
lines of the United States of America in Congress assembled.

SHORT TITLE
SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the Environmental Monitoring Improvement Act of 1984 .
FINDINGS; PURPOSES; DEFINITION
SEC. 2. (a) The Congress finds and declares that

UQNM UOHN

JUNE 28. 1984

bun-O

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

---

To provide (or improvements in the Nation's environmental mitosis»; programs.
to establish a National Commission on Environmental Monitoring. and to
enhance United States participation in International monitoring programs.

i3

H. R. 5958

2

(1) environmental monitoring includes the systematic measurement of ambient environmental quality and
associated activities related to quality control, data

management, analysis, and dissemination, and does not
include point source pollutant monitoring for compli-

ance or enforcement purposes;

(2) environmental monitoring is a key to the identi cation of national and global environmental trends
and future problems;

(3) during the last two decades it has become
clear that {urther study and documentation of the defi-

ciencies in the Nation's environmental monitoring programs and international monitoring programs in which
the United States participates is needed, and that further research is needed regarding how to coordinate

national ambient monitoring programs most costdin-lively;
(4) numerous environmental reports are unanimous in calling for improved national environmental
monitoring and enhanced United States participation in
international programs;

(5) de ciencies in environmental monitoring programs include iailure to meet the full range of demands
for high-quality data and analyses; failure to use scienti c principles in design, operat. n, and analysis; poor
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coordination among existing monitoring programs; and

1 called the

institutional barriers to adequate monitoring;

2 forth

(6) in recent years no significant progress has
been made toward correcting the many problems in en-

vironmental monitoring;
(7) large amounts of our Nation's resources are
being spent on monitoring the environment, and these
resources are not being utilized cost-effectively; and
(8) improvements could be made in our Nation s

environmental monitoring programs and international

3
«accuracie s

GDQ-ICBO
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Environmental Monitoring Bepo ) arming

(1) an inventory and description of the scope d all

existing national programs and international programs
in which the United States participates. either directly
or through support programs, for measuring natural re-

source trends, and the quality of the physical environment (including those components defined in section
201(1) of the National Environmental Policy Act of
1969);

programs in which the United States participates

(2) an evaluation of each national and internation-

which would result in more economical and ef cient

al ambient environmental monitoring program de-

use of resources to gain more and better information to

scribed in paragraph (1) of this subsection. including

manage the environment.

(but not limited to) information on effectiveness. quality

(b) It is not the purpose of this Act to review, evaluate.

of data, and comparability with other data;

or summarize monitoring conducted for enforcement purposes
under any other Federal law.

(3) selected environmental quality data. or surnmaries thereof, pertaining to the quality

ofthe physical

(c) As used in this Act, the term environmental moni-

environment (including those components defined in

toring" does not include any monitoring conducted for en-

section 201(1) of the National Environmental Policy

20 forcement purposes under any other Federal law.

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING REPORT

Act of 1969); and any other environmental quality in-

formation needed by the President or by the Council

Sec. 3. (a) On February 1, 1986, and annually thereaf-

on Environmental Quality for the preparation of the

ter. the Administrator of the Environmental Protection

Environmental Quality Report required by section 201

Agency shall submit to the Chairman of the Council on Envi-

of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969; and

ronmental Quality and to the Congress, a report (hereinafter
unssssltl

_~__

com-Ia:

(

designed and prepared with the advice and assistance of the
National Commission on Environmental Monitoring, estab-

lished by section 4 of this Act.
(e) The heads of departments, agencies, and instrumentalities of the executive branch of the Federal Gavemment
shall provide such assistance as needed by the Administrator
of the Environmental Protection Agency to evaluate environmental monitoring programs and to prepare the Environmen-

tal Monitoring Report.
NATIONAL COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
SEC. 4. (a) There is established a National Commission
on Environmental Monitoring which shall

h3nn
30tuh

(b) The first Environmental Monitoring Report shall be

$®~l

this Act.

o

Environmental Monitoring, established by section 4 of

_

recommendations made by the National Commission on

6

~

(4) a report on the status of implementation of the

aut o

n-s-n

s

s

i-WM-

n

s

o

comummsswm

In:

5

the Administrator at the Environmental W

Agency, as required by section 3 of this Act.
(b) Such Commission shall be composed oi ftea: mesahers, including the Chairman of the Council on Environmtal Quality, the Administrators of the Environmental Preteetion Agency and of the National Oceanic and Atmosphaic
Administration, the Director of the National Institutes d
Health, of the National Bureau of Standards, and ot' the
United States Geological Survey; and nine members selected
by the President from a list of at least fteen nominees
chosen by the National Academy of Sciences and representing State and local governments; regional and international
commissions; industry; scientific and academic experts; and
environmental, conservation, and health groups. The Chair-

man of the Commission shall be elected by the Commission
from among its members.
(c) The Commission shall, not later than three years

(1) make a full and complete investigation and

after the date of enactment of this Act, submit a report as

study of the Nation's environmental monitoring pro-

described by section 5 to the Congress and the President of

grams and those international monitoring programs in

the results of its investigation and study, together with rec-

which the United States participates (directly or by

ommendations for improvements in national environmental

providing support) and recommend to the Congress and

monitoring and United States participation in international

the President a plan to improve environmental moni-

and global monitoring programs. Upon submission 0! such

toring; and

report or upon expiration of such three-year period, whichev-

(2) advise and assist in the preparation of the rst
Environmental Monitoring Report, in cooperation with

er is sooner, the Commission shall cease to exist.
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(d) The heads of the departments. agencies. :nd instrumentalities of the executive branch of the Federal Government shall cooperate with the Commission in carrying out the
requirements of this Act, and shall furnish to the Commission

such information as the Commission deems necessary to
carry out this Act.

(e) The Congressional Budget Of ce, the General Accounting Office, the Congressional Research Service of the

Library of Congress, the Of ce of Technology Assessment.
10 the Congressional Clearinghouse on the Future, and other
H entities within the legislative branch shall make available to

400

the Commission such information as may he required for the

'
l 3 purpose of carrying out this Act.
14

(0 In the conduct of the study the Commission is authorized to contract, subject to the availability of appropria-

16 tions therefor, with nongovernmental entities that are compe17 tent to perform research or investigations in areas within the
)8 Commission's mandate, and to hold public hearings, forums,
I9 and workshops to enable full public participation.
20

(g) The members of the Commission who are not of cers
or employees of the United States, while attending conferences or meetings of the Commission or while otherwise
serving at the request of the chairman shall be entitled to
receive compensation at a rate not in excess of the maximum
rate of pay for grade 08 18, as provided in the General
HR 595 Ill

Schedule under section 5332 of title V of the United States

Code, including traveltime and, while away from their homes
or regular places of business, they may be allowed travel

expenses. including per diem in lieu of subsistence as author
ized by law (5 U.S.C. 73b-2) for persons in the Gavernment

service employed intermittently.
(h)(l) The Commission may appoint and fix the rate of
pay of such staff as it considers necessary for the performance of its functions. Such staff may be appointed without
regard to the provisions of title 5, United States Code, gov-

erning appointments in the competitive service, and may be
paid without regard to the provisions of chapter 51 and subchaptcr III of chapter 53 of such title relating to classifiw
tion and General Schedule pay rates, except that no individ-

ual so appointed may receive pay in excess of the annual rate
of basic pay payable for GS-18 of the General Schedule.

(2) The Commission may procure temporary and intermittent services under section 3109(b) of title 5 of the United
States Code, but at rates for individuals not to exceed the
daily equivalent of the maximum annual rate of basic pay

payable for 68 18 of the General Schedule.
(3) Upon request of the Commission, the head of any

Federal agency is authorized to detail, on a reimbursable
basis. any of the personnel of such agency to the Commission

10

to assist the Commission in carrying out its duties under this

to) pollution source monitoring and natural resources

Act.

N

monitoring, and the specific uses and applications of

b)

data generated by each type of monitoring;

phm, take such testimony, and receive such evidence, as

@Q- l

the Commission considers appropriate. The Commission may
administer oaths or affirmations to witnesses appearing
before it.

asaazaszs

G) The Commission may use the United States mails in
the same manner and under the same conditions as other

departments and agencies of the United States.

(3) an assessment of the costs and bene ts of en-

$

this Act, hold such hearings, sit and act at such times and

Cl

(i) The Commission may, for the purpose of carrying out

taco -am

uth -t

9

vironmental and resource monitoring;

(4) a statement identifying the environmental
quality and natural resource data (and its form and
quality) necessary for policymakers, and the public to
make

informed,

cost-effective,

scientifically

based

decisions;

(5) a statement of appropriate roles in and contri-

(1) The Administrator of General Services shall provide

butions to environmental monitoring programs by Fed-

to the Commission on a reimbursable basis such administra-

eral. State, and local governments; regional and inter-

tive support services as the Commission may request.

national commissions; industry; scientific and academic

comm OF THE REPORT or THE COMMISSION

experts; and environmental, conservation, and health

Sac. 5. (a) The report of the Commission shall

groups;

contain

(6) a description of all national environmental
(1) a statement of the goals of national and inter-

monitoring programs and those international and global

national environmental monitoring, including (but not

programs in which the United States participates (di-

limited to) establishing national and international envi-

rectly or by providing support), including the following:

ronmental quality and natural resource baselines and

statutory mandates; organizational and institutional ar-

trends, anticipating potential environmental problems,

rangements; manpower, laboratory, and budgetary re-

and supporting national and international environmen-

sources; areas of overlap and of gaps; contributions to

tal policy decisions;

international monitoring programs; quality controls;

(2) speci cation of the different types of monitor-

ing of environmental quality, including (but not limited

data availability; and strengths and weaknesses, includ-

401
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(9) a description of a comprehensive national environmental monitoring program, including recommended
improvements, encompassing Federal, State, local, re-

gional, private and academic monitoring activities, that

will (A) be cost-effective, (B) supply information essen-

tial to informed decisionmalting by the President, the

making; and

(l 1) an implementation plan for creating improve-

ments in environmental monitoring, which shall include
(A) immediately necessary improvements in environ

mental monitoring needed to fulfill the data needs for
current and future Environmental Monitoring Reports
described in section 3(a); and (B) speci c steps to im-

plement the national environmental monitoring pro-

gram described under paragraph (9) of this subsection
and improvements in United States participation in

international programs described in paragraph (10) of
this subsection.

(le) In preparing the plan required by subsection
(a)(1 1), the Commission shall

Congress. regulators, and Federal, State, and local

(A) consider the necessity for strong scienti c and

government policymakers generally, and (C) make such

statistical leadership in the management of the Na.

information available to regional and international com-

tion's environmental monitoring programs;

missions; industry;

(B) assess the need for and desirability of adjust,

scienti cand academic experts; and

environmental, conservation, and health groups;

'3
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monitoring programs to supply such information;

O

(8) an assessment of the adequacy of existing

_

recommendations made by the Commission;

Juan

ing information on the status of implementation of the

_

0

itoring Report required by section 3 of this Act, includ-

tively to informed environmental policy decision-

C!

to
J-

contained in future editions of the Environmental Mon-

a)

(7) a statement of the information that should be

m

for comparisons across various environmental media:

-l

l3

ing the ability to generate monitoring data necessary

ments in budgets, personnel, and responsibilities among

(10) recommended impr0vements in United States

programs for environmental monitoring to ensure cost-

programs

effectiveness, data compatibility, coordination among

which would enhance the capability of these programs

the various components of the national monitoring pro-

to meet United States and global environmental and

gram, quality control, and data availability;

participation

in international

monitoring

natural resource data needs and contribute more effec-

KIWI"

monitoring data and improving the quality of the data;
(D) identify mechanisms [or improving the wordination of monitoring programs and for the compatibility

of data collected;
(E) assign priorities for improvements in environmental monitoring and specify a schedule for completion of the various parts of the implementation plan;

issues. needs, constraints, opportunities, recommendations, or other matters the Commission determines to

he
I-

(C) recommend any legislation and other acb om
necessary to carry out the plan proposed by the
Commission.
AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS
SEC. 6. (a) There is authorized to be appropriated. for

use

by the

carrying out this Act.

$15,000,000.
(b) There is authorized to be appropriated to the Environmental Protection Agency for preparing the Environmental Monitoring Report and for carrying out the rewmmendations of paragraphs (9) and (10) of section 5(a) of this Act.
$1,000,000.

0

be appropriate.
l8

Commission in

m

(G) consider any other environmental monitoring

and costs of the plan; and

hm
w

the plan; and

(B) quantify, to the extent possible. the bene ts

A

fying problems and making necessary adjustments in

levels that the Commission might recommend;

.4
3

ommendations made by the Commission and for identi-

nding

p.
6:

evaluating the status of the implementation of the rec-

O

-

(F) recommend procedures {or reporting on and

organizational and institutional dnnges and

ha

(C) consider the use of incentives {or talks-ting

l4

{CQNQU- hww

suitcase-

13

(2) In preparing the part of the plan required by subsec-

l9 tion (a)(1 1), the Commission shall, in addition to the require20 ments of paragraph (1) of this subsection

(A) consider at least two scenarios which (i)
assume the national environmental monitoring program

to be based on existing institutional structures and at
existing funding levels; and (ii) assume any reasonable

HR 5! [H
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Statement of Walter A. Lyon
Adjunct Professor of Civil Engineering
Department of Civil Engineering
University of Pennsylvania

Mr Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you and
members of this Subcomittee to discuss proposed legislation on
Enviromental Monitoring.
In my previous testimony I touched on the history of environmental
monitoring, the results of our present efforts, the federal role

and I answered a number of searching questions which you had
in connection with that Hearing.

and

Engineering Consultant
20 Clifton Road

Camp Hill,

Pennsylvania

raised

I am delighted that the work of your Committee has now resulted in
a very substantial piece of legislation which deserves the full
support of anyone who
has deep concern about the environment

whether

ardent

conservationist

or industrial

manager.

A successful National Environmental Monitoring Program will

much

better than

we

now know,

whether

or not

we

are on

the

tell us

right

track in cleaning up pollution or in preventing pollution.
It
help us set our priorities right and get us the best pollution
abatement

for

the

least

and prevent pollution
of dealing

with any

amount

of

and that

problem.

money.

in the

Without

a

It will

end is

better

help

us

will

anticipate

the least costly way
ability

to anticipate

problems we are flying blind constantly colliding with mountains
which could have been prevented with a good radar system.

A good National monitoring program would have told us about Acid
Rain several decades ago and allowed us to deal with the problem at
a much lower cost. It would have told us much sooner and possbibly
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helped

Before the SubCommittee on Natural Resources
Agriculture Research and Environment
House Committee on Science and Technology

to

prevent excessive

Hudson, Kepones
hydrocarbons

and

long before we

nutrients

in the JamesI
heavy

metals

'discovered'

Good monitoring would have
of environmental

in Lake

Erie,

PCB's

in the

toxics in the Niagara and pesticides,
in our water.

them.

our

air and

our

bodies

painted a more meaningful picture

degradation,

more

meaningful

in the sense

that Congress could have used the information to set national
priorities in ways that would have allowed for more progress

with

far

fewer

federal, state,

local and

private

dollars.

We

pay dearly every day for the lack of such a program. Our
environmental expenditures as a Nation are astronomical. In
1980 the CEO estimated the Nation's expenditures in pollution
abatement for the 1979-1988 decade to be 735 Billion Dollars.
With that kind of expenditure we need a more powerful planning
tool and a more reliable measure of progress.

March 28,

1984

We need not spend more money for monitoring. The present investment
in a highly fragmented ineffective system can be used to pay for
one that works and serves our national purpose. We have been told
this repeatedly by a plethora of National Commissions who observed
the disorderly monitoring scene and urged an improvemnt but were
unfortunately not specific about how it was to be attained.
Your

It

Bill

corrects

this

serious

deficiency

creates a well-balanced Commission, with

in

a

number

a solid and

of ways.

comprehensive mission and an adequate amount of
do the

time to

job.

Commission has
independence.

It assigns the Commission the task of specifically proposing
an improved program and it links that program to the growing
importance of Global monitoring.
I

see two

problems with the

bill.

1) Excessive reporting and
2) the lack of

Section

confusing reporting requirements and

concurently,

in

turn,

is

limit

during

its

supposed

to

three year

life,

require

Report and

the

help the

President

with

his annual

Report

we do not need all these reports.

of

confusion

and would

tend

They would cause a

to divert

jeopardize the independence of the Commission.

energy and

independent Commision
suggest that Section

can deal with that.
A (2)(b) be changed

For
to

that

provide for the election of the Chairperson from among the
non-federal members of the Commission. For the same reason I would
also recommend that the funds under 6 (b) of the bill be made
available to the Commission for its reporting responsibilities.
Implementation

funding,

if

needed,

should arise

My

Commission

to

ambient

monitoring

which

would

cripple

conditions,
potential

last comment relates

to a

key word

in Section

5

(a)(l),

relating

to the Report of the Commission. The word "supporting" in line 25
can be read in two ways:to support EXISTING decisions or to provide
to guide future national and international environmental policy
decisions."

I consider the first two comments regarding excessive reporting
requirements and independence of the Commission to be of major
importance and crucial to the success of the Commission. The
other two comments are of lesser importance.
I

want

to

thank

you,

Mr

Chairman

and the

members

of

your

Committee

for the opportunity to appear before you and for youvdiligent
efforts in an environmental endeavor which does not bring you much
glory or public attention. I don't know why this is so. All I can
tell

The Commission needs a great deal of independence if it is to be
successful. Many federal agencies have monitoring responsibilities
and the important ones are represented on the Commission. That's as
it should be, but monitoring programs represent g0vernmental turf
a truly
further

the

you

is,

that,for

one who

has

worked as

an administrator

environmental programs for over 35 years at the local, state,
federal and international level I can think of nothing more

2) THE COMMISSION NEEDS COMPLETE INDEPENDENCE

and only
reason I

monitoring

data to help shape future decisions. while, clearly, the latter was
intended;it would help to provide new language such as "information

When I read the assigment given to the EPA Administrator, I find
it an impossible task to accomplish in one year.
At best we would
get a partial report.
deal

of environmental

pollutants, and measurement of the effects on humans, property
and natural systems, and including data managment, data quality
control, analysis and dissemnation."

Administrator

The Administrator's report would, in part, duplicate the work of
the Commission, and would tie up EPA staff who instead of writing
reports could be helping the Commission with its work.

great

definition

characteristics of the environment. including ambient
emissions, location, use and movement of existing and

So during the three year life of the Commission SEVEN federal
reports covering the same subject will be issued.

In summary,

the

"Environmental monitoring is the systematic measurement of

the Commission to prepare its own

Environment.

contains

its

its efforts. I recommend that the definition be broadened to
include all forms of environmental monitoring as follows:

complete independence

of the EPA to annually issue his own report while the Commission is
at work. The Commission is required to help the Administrator with
his reports and the Administrator is expected to help the CEO who,
on the

(1)

be confusing and jeopardize

which is crucial to the success of the effort and needs to give
the Commission adequate scope to deal with the full scope of the
problem. The National Academy of Sciences in its report includes
three basic forms of monitoring: source, ambient and effects
monitoring. The definition in the Bill, if read too narrowly, might

1) TOO MANY REPORTS
The Bill requires

2

reported would

out

of the

report

of the Commission and should not be considered prematurely, at this
time. To tie implementation funds to a specific agency before the

important

to

our

ability

to enhance

the

livability

of our

of

common

spaceship "EARTH". The environment is complex and therefore our
laws and programs deal with pieces of the problem
pieces which
belie its unity. To measure progress or anticipate problems require
a unified picture. This'Bill is the first and most important step
in that direction.
Please do not become discouraged or dissuaded from this,
important mission.

your most
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INIBQDHCIIQN
From an infinite variety of environmental parameters, we
A fundamental
necessarily choose a very small number to monitor.
eligible
field of
the
narrow
to
is
in monitoring
problem
parameters quickly, efficiently, effectively, and drastically,
the combinatorial possibilities ~before the I'combinatorics" of an ecosystem
overwhelm us.
USE OF SCIENTIFIC METHOD IN MODEL-BUILDING AND MONITORING:
AN OVERVIEW FOR DISCUSSION
Peter T.

Haug

1005 Lake Park Drive
Tumwater, Washington 98502
(206) 754-6541

Paper prepared for the International Joint Commission
as background for a workshop entitled
'TOWARD A TRANSBOUNDARY MONITORING NETWORK;
A Continuing Binational Exploration'
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Academy

convened 10 11 October 1984 at the
of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

One way to do this is to use an explicit systematic modeling
approach to formulate hypotheses about the ecosystem and to
examine assumptions underlying any models developed from those
to
us
permit
techniques
simulation
Ecological
hypotheses.
a
on
components
ecosystem
key
among
interactions
analyze
Realism is provided when computer simulation is linked
computer.
The model constitutes a
cybernetically to monitoring studies:
set of hypotheses to be tested and confirmed, invalidated, or
provides
program
monitoring
designed
well
a
modified;
experimental or control data for testing hypotheses in the model.
Feedback of data refines the model and enhances our ability to
predict system dynamics by improving our understanding of the
ecological system.

Such an approach is useful for studying virtually any type
of ecosystem, whether or not human manipulations are anticipated.
If no human intervention is planned, the approach provides a look
at the way things are, increasing understanding of that ecosystem
If
and providing baseline information about it as a 'control.'
the modeling/monitoring
future man made changes are expected,
process provides insights into responses of the 'experimental'
of
framework
the
within
'treatments, I
man's
under
system
This paper
classical scientific method and experimental design.
expands on these ideas and raises some questions about them for

discussion.

EEAI_IQ_HQNIIQR
- the
hat to monitor in an ecosystem
The question of
poses a real dilemma to the applied
man/environment system
An economist reads the health of the local, regional,
scientist.
national, or global economic system from its 'vital signs, l a
carefully developed set of indicators that ostensibly reflect the
The environmental scientist
the economy.
state of
overall
representative
attempts similar diagnoses and prognoses with
environmental indicators, and the social scientist does likewise
with key indicators or indices for the social system of interest.
Although it is rare within a discipline to find complete
agreement about which indicators are most reliable, it is rarer
by far to find interest in, if not understanding and agreement
This paper summarizes and
about, indicators petueen disciplines.
attempts to integrate some basic concepts about using scientific
method and model-building as a basis for determining what, where,
It assumes the purpose of monitoring
when, and how to monitor.

is to assess the state of the man/environment complex and adjust
man's activities cybernetically
to 'steer' the system toward
society's specified goals, such as those in the U. S. National
Environmental

Policy

Act

of

United States Constitution.

1969,

or

even

the

Preamble

to

the

from models.
We operate our lives on the basis
carry in our heads, models of how our world works.
whenever we
think, whenever we rely
the world around us.
Sometimes the

of models we
We all model

on a mental abstraction of
model is used consciously,

sometimes subconsciously or unconsciously.

SSIENIIEI£_HEIHQD
Science, at its Latin rgot, means knowledge.
The essential
purpose of scientific method
is to gather knowledge.
Implicit
in this purpose is man's wish to understand the natural world
sufficiently to control it.
But 'truth' -- the body of facts that constitute knowledge
- is
relative.
Scientific method at its
finest
'
hypotheses:
'The result of good science is always to show that
yesterday's good science was not so good after all.'
How,

then,

can

scientific

method

be

used

in

ecomanagement4

to build models and design monitoring programs?
Table 1 suggests
a series of steps that apply scientific method systematically.
They are more or less chronological, though they need not be, and
they provide a framework for a modeling/monitoring relationship.

EQQLQGICAL_HQD£LINQ
Although
systems
ecology
the
art
and
science
of
ecological modeling -- has been practiced for more than two
decades and has grown more and more sophisticated,
the most
complex
models
are
still
gross
oversimplifications
of
the
ecosystems they attempt to represent.
Even the simplest models,
however, force their builders to specify assumptions about system
interrelationships.
This is a good starting point for further
dialogue, both within the scientific community, and between the
scientific community and the public at large.

I]..

i

i

i.

I.

An alternative to building an explicit model is to work
with
an
implicit one,
a practice universal
throughout
government
agencies
(though
few practitioners recognize
they
are doing
this).
Mental models formulated implicitly by decisionmakers
contain far fewer variables than explicit ones, and are thus even
cruder
simplifications
of
the
real
world.
Although such
simplified abstractions are dangerous in themselves, there is a
greater danger associated with them:
they drift.
Because they
are not documented explicitly, mental models tend to drift in the
face of new information.
Decisionmakers process information and
feed it back into their mental models, often changing part of the
model without realizing it.
The implications of this fact exceed
the scope of this paper, but
they could well provide a point of
discussion.
Thus,

another

assumption of

this paper

is that we

all work

Table

1.

Classical

Scientific Method

(one

view)

Applied to Ecosystem Monitoring and Management

1.

W:

To understand. predict,

2-

WWW:

and mitigate the consequences of man's activities in
the human environment.

Monitor resources (i.e., key ecosystem components
and processes) to determine existing baseline
conditions.
3.
Egzmnlate_ ypgthg§gs:
From monitoring data and
scientific literature, hypothesize (predict) how
baseline conditions will change under different
environmental management strategies.
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4.
Ig§t_ ¥pgthesgs:
Implement management strategy
under a monitoring program designed to test
predictions about changes from baseline.
5.
Befine_ ypgtheag :
Revise hypotheses,
information derived from monitoring.

based on

6.
'
'
:
Use monitoring
information as the basis for adapting management
strategies to mitigate and otherwise correct
environmental mistakes.
(Maintain an ongoing program
of repeating steps 2 through 6, with the monitoring
program continually updating information originally
gathered in step 2.)
As we face decisions, models play a vital part in our
problem solving.
Many of these models are simple.
All are
simplistic representations of the world we live in.
studies have
repeatedly shown that relatively few factors are considered in
reaching most decisions,
mostly because
the human
mind
is
incapable of handling too much detail or complexity at once.
It
quickly
suffersfrom information input overload.
Mathematical
modeling techniques implemented through computer simulation can
help us develop and refine mental models while avoiding drift and
information input overload.
Most

existing

ecosystem

modeling,

however,

tends

to

be ad

has with little or no broad conceptuil basis in ecosystem theory.
Instead, eacn model tends to have a relatively narrow purpose,
usually
to
simulate
matter-energy
flows
among
a
subset
of
selected ecosystem components.
Such a model, constructed for a
specific purpose and for a specific ecosystem, lacks generality,
transferability

to

other

ecosystems,

and

often

broad

applicability
even
within
the
ecosystem
for
which
it
was
designed.
This is largely because ecological theory is in a
state of flux.
No comprehensive paradigm is widely accepted
among ecologists;
indeed,
ecologists have
not yet agreed
on
unifying concepts.
This is not surprising, for throughout the
history of science, disagreement has been the rule, rather than
the exception, as scientists attempt to 'show that yesterday's
good science was not so good after all.
But
one of the
purposes
of science,
at least applied
science, is to predict and control events in the physical world.
This requires generality
'
' '
of theory.
Countless
ecomanagement decisions are made daily on the basis of little
information, bad information, or no information at all.
Would a
general operational theory of ecosystems improve the situation?
Given the evolving dynamic of science, is there a role for a
working paradigm to support decisions, a paradigm that provides a
framework for handling environmental information efficiently?
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Perhaps there is.
Under one scenario, such a paradigm might
assist decisionmakers in:
>
Translating mental models of man/environment systems into
explicit,
well
documented
conceptual,
mathematical,
and
computer-based models.
>

Using these models to identify,

'control' and 'experimental' ecosystems.

characterize,

and compare

>
Identifying key ecosystem parameters to study within a
holistic
monitoring
program
that
is
based
on
system
inter-relationships,
rather
than
on
historical,
often
reductionist, system components.
>
Testing
the
stability,
resiliency,
boundaries,
sensitivities, and other characteristics of an ecosystem through
simulation.

WM
One such
working paradigm,
discussed
at this workshop,
derives from the living systems theory of James Grier Miller.
An
advantage
of
this
theory
is
that
its
apparent
conceptual
completeness
offers
a
comprehensive
organizational
framework
within which to gather, process, interpret, and store virtually
all
types of environmental
information.
However,
this same
comprehensiveness and generality is also a disadvantage, for it
requires considerable investment of time, energy, and intellect

from users of the theory.
Whether such up-front expenditures
will reap commensurate harvests in understanding and controlling

man/environment systems remains an open question.

There is an alternative to applying this -- or another
comprehensive, overarching approach from general systems theory
to ecomanagement.
Unfortunately, that alternative is probably to
continue
responding
incrementally to an endless sequence
of
seemingly
unrelated
ecological crises, from
toxic agents
to
carbon dioxide in a sort of spasmodic muddling through.

ECQSXSIEM_HQNIIQRING
A potential for resolving such incrementalism lies in using
ecosystem
modeling
concepts
and
techniques
to
link
broad,
abstract theory with environmental parameters monitored in the
real world.
Such a marriage could improve monitoring efficiency
greatly by helping select truly meaningful things to measure.
Ecosystem monitoring means different things to different
people.
Ecosystem monitoring -- or simply I'monitoring' -- as
used here means the following:
The systematic measurement and/or analysis of ecosystem
components
or
processes
to
determine:
(1)
the
condition of key ecosystem components or processes,
including trends.
(This type of monitoring provides
baseline
information in anticipation of a proposed
action by man.
It
identifies a bencnmark state from
which impacts
to an ecosystem are fore- cast and
changes under existing management are projected, and
against which future changes are compared.
It thus
provides an ecological basis for decisions about a

proposed action or

plan.);

(2)

the

effects of man's

actions within an ecosystem; (3) the degree to which an
action and its effect comply with laws, regulations,
policies,
executive
directives,
and
manage
ment
decisions; or (4) any combination of these.
Gathering too much, too little, or irrelevant information in
a
monitoring
program
can
be
costly.
An
ecosystem model
reflecting a living
systems perspective can provide a succinct,
logically organized statement of (1) what relevant information
exists and why it is relevant; (2) what relevant information is
missing;
and
(3)
what
operational
assumptions
about
system
components, processes, and interrelationships have been made to

determine the relevancies of

(1) and (2).

Thus explicated, assumptions about system interactions can
be
identified
for
further
study
in
a
rigorously
designed
monitoring program, using conventional methods of sampling and
experimental
design
to
maximize
the
value
of
information
collected.
In
a
very
real
sense,
these
assumptions
are

hypotheses generated through the inductive and deductive logic of

scientific method, and are therefore available to be scrutinized,
tested, and confirmed, invalidated, or modified in the tradition
of good science.

SIANDABD_HQNIIQBLNG_BE£QBDS
In the late 19705,
the National Science Foundation (NSF)
funded a study to detefmine the feasibility of producing an
ecosystem data handbook.
Much of the discussion in this section
is based on that study.
Data

on

the

ecology

of

natural

resource

systems

have

been

exchanged on a person-to-person basis for more than a century in
the research and applied science communities.
Since the advent
of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, however, the
amount of ecological and environmental data has
outgrown the capacity of any single individual or institution to
organize and use more than a small portion of it.
In 1974, the Council on Environmental Quality sponsored a
meeting
at
which
users
of
ecosystem
data
examined
the
difficulties of applying ecological data to societal problems.
Participants
concluded
that
easier
access
to
synthesized
information
about
ecosystems
would
facilitate
environmental
impact evaluations and the solving of problems associated with
resource stress.

1.].Eiii..ii
One way to provide easier access is to organize information
from an ecosystem perspective, specifically a perspective based
in broad
general
theory,
such as Miller's.
Living systems
theory, for example, could provide a powerful framework for doing
this within several cross-nested hierarchies amenable to logical
retrieval of specific data and other information.
Because of its
generality within and between levels of living systems, Miller's
theory would facilitate developing a relatively small set of
standard
monitoring
records.
Ideally
such
records
would
accommodate a wide variety of environmental data and information.
As an example
of
how this
could
be
done from a more
traditional
ecosystem
perspective,
the
NSF
ecosystem
data
handbook
study
organized
and
cross-referenced
environmental
information by
ecosystem
types
within biomes.
That report
recommended that the following be included:
inventories of
organisms, mean values for environmental processes, rates, and
cycles
(with
estimates
of
variability);
'normal'
states
of
principal ecosystem components (again with
estimates of extremes
and variability); and available ecosystem, community, population,
or
statistical models,
with estimated values for key model
parameters.
Also recommended were literature reference aids,
referrals
to
state of-the art
reviews,
and
a
glossary
of

ecological terms combined with an index

to the data base.

A systems approach to the prototype handbook section of that
report allowed data to be organized within a small number of
data-handling
formats
for many different
types of ecosystem
information.
Maps were used to display geographic and other
spatial information.
Modeling concepts were used to derive a
series of formats to accommodate point estimates and temporal
characteristics of ecosystem components and processes.
Formats
included
tabular
displays
of
basic
statistical
information, system diagrams, comprehensive interaction matrices,
and a model documentation format.
Internal cross-referencing
permitted users to identify the basis for each estimate of a
model parameter and trace it to its original source in the
published literature, or wherever it may have originated.
This type of data handling format could be modified to
provide
a
set of
standard
monitoring
records for
handling
Transboundary Region monitoring data.
Such a system could also
accommodate criteria for evaluating data quality or reliability.

SHHHARX
This paper suggests using an ecosystem modeling approach
embedded explicitly within sound scientific method (1) to develop
and implement a holistic monitoring program for the Transboundary
Region between Canada and the United States, and (2) to develop
and
implement
an
information-handling
system,
built
around
standard monitoring
records,
to support
better ecomanagement
within and between these two nations.

WM
Some 'seed' questions about

these ideas are listed below:

>
Why is it, or is it not,
Transboundary Monitoring Program?
>
Why is
approach based
thereof?

it, or is it not,
in living systems

>
Why is it,
or
is it
implement
a
set
of
standard
information-handling system?

to

establish

a

necessary to use an ecosystem
theory, or some modification

not,
necessary to
monitoring
records

>
Are these things feasible?
'necessary' in the above questions.)
way.)

necessary

(Substitute

design and
within an

'feasible'

>

Are they practicable?

>

Are they desirable from a decision standpoint?

for

(Substitute 'practicable' the same
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are
they
If
>
best
how
desirable,
implemented?

practicable,
feasible,
necessary,
developed,
funded,
be
they
can

and
and

W5
[1]

ecosystem
The man/environment system is understood to be any

with man

as component,

manipulator,

or both.

Principles and procedures used in
Scientific method [2]
le knowledge,
systematically pursuing intersubjectively accessib
recognition and
the
necessary conditions,
as
involving,
and
through
data
of
collection
the
problem;
a
of
formulation
observation

and,

if

possible,

the

experiment;

formulation

of
hypotheses: and the testing and validation or invalidation
hypotheses formulated.
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CHAPTEI
ONE

when engaged in the search for general principles to
integrate our understanding of the phenomena of life,
have placed major emphasis on the notion of living
systems composed of interrelated units The various
"systems theories" differ greatly in their concepts and
de nitions at basic terms. Their common goal is to
organize the ndings in some or all of the sciences of
life and behavior into a single conceptual structure

1. One general theory of living
systems

The general living system theory whid'i this book
presents is a conceptual system concerned primarily
with concrete systems (see page 17) which exist in
space-time. Complex structures which carry out living
processes l believe can be identi ed at seven hierarchical levels (see page 25)-cell, organ, organism,
group, organization, society, and supranational system. My central thesis is that systems at all these levels
are open systems composed of subsystems which process inputs. throughputs, and outputs of various
forms of matter, energy, and information. [identity )9
critical subsystems (see page 32 and Table 1-1) whose
processes are essential for life, some of which process
matter or energy, some of which process information,
and some of which process all three Together they

make up a living system, as shown in Figs 1-1. in this
table the line under the word "Reproducei" separates
this subsystem from the others because that subsystemdiffers from alltheothersbybeingcriticaltothe
species or type of system even though it is not essential to the individual. Living systems often continue to
exist even though they are not able to reproduce.
Subsystems in different columns which appear opposite each other have processes with important similarities for instance, the procsses carried out by the
ingestor for matter and energy are comparable to those
carried out by the input transducer for
In
general the sequence of transmissions in living systems is from inputs at the top of Table 1-1 to outputs
at the bottom, but there are exceptions
Systems at each of the seven levels, 1 maintain, have
the same 19 critical subsystans. The structure and
processes of a given subsystem are mom complex at
a more Advanced level than at the less advanced ones.
This is explained by whatI call the evolutionary principle of shred-out," a sort of division of labor (see
Fig. 1-2)r Cells have the 19 critical subsystemsr When
mutations occurred in the ca'iginal cells, the mutant
could continue to exist only if it could carry out all the
essential processes of life of the 19 subsystems: otherwise it would be eliminated by natural selection. The
general direction of evolution is toward greater complexity As more complex cells evolved, they had more
1
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how cross-level formal identities, basic to a general

theory of living systems, can be examined (see page

This book is an effort to integrate all the social,

biological, and physical sciences that apply to structure or process at any of the seven levels. Physiology,
biochemistry, genetics, pharmacology, medicine, economics, political science, anthropology, sociology.
and psychology are all almost entirely relevant. Physi-

Oran

cal science and engineering also contribute. Logic,
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Group

mathematics, and statistic yield methods, models,
and simulations, including some involving the relatively new approaches of cybernetics and information
theory.

0m..

2. Problems in presenting a
general theory

satisfactorily to all levels. Neverthele the reader will,

unfortunately, have to adjust to certain awkwardnesses of language. They seen unavoidable in many

ifthe,

Fig. 1-2 Shred-out. The generalized living system (see Fig.
1-1) is here shown ateach level Thediagram indimtes that the
19subeywemsatthelevelofthecellshredouttoformthenext
meadvancedlevelotsystem,theorgan.Thisstillhasthe
same 19 mbsysterns, each being more complex. A similar
ahIedding-outoccursmlormeachofthe vemoreadvanced
'sm, group,
misty, ltd supranatiortal system.

lityofthe

'systemis

Second, the book must be written for intelligent
laypeople rather than for spedalists at any level of
living systems, because specialists at one level are
usually not uperts on the mntent matter of other

levels. As a consequence, when specialists read chap-

tersconcemingtheirown elds,theywill ndthat
they already know much or all of their contents. Some

[Ed. Note: See Figure 6 and Table 8, both on page 136
in Vol. 1, for the two pages missing here.]

have made himself, and many details of the studies I

do consider cannot be presented. But that is the nature
ofsuchsbookasthis.lhopethatnoinaccuraciesor
inappropriate popularization; appear in my surveys

of the research in different

elds and that my

emphases on different aspects of the research are judicious. Beyond that, 1 ask the readers patience in
enduring the constraints inherent in the presentation

of an embracing general theory.

3. The potential contributions of
a general theory

In 1949 when our work in systems science began, an

integrative theory of living systems seemed desirable,
but barely possible. The outlook is better today. The

potential of such general theory is more generally
recognized.
Many scientists have expressed the need for a commonly accepted language, systematic theories, and
findings and bridge the gaps of our knowledge about

living systems. George Miller s description of scien-

ti c journals as " . . . catalogs of spare parts for a
machine they never build" is an eloquent statement
of need for an integrative theory. Royce de nes the
place of theory in psychology:
The big contribution which theory makes is that it brings
order out of chaos; it provides meaning where it had previously not existed. Note, however, that this orderliness cannot
be provided unless the previously unrelated mass at facts has
rst been funnelled through the cortex ofsome drinking scien-

tists.... ,"'

M

x

, u

tualizlng and showing logical rdatioruhips simply does n3:

lead us automtically to theoretical uni cation. The history of
scienceisrepletewithinatancasofallthefactabeing in. but
because of the lack ofan interested and insightful theorist, the
development of the unifying concept, law. or chewy was
retarded. Fact remain isolated tmtil some synthesizing mind
brings them together.

General theory has other important functions
besides clarifying the meaning of established research

ndings, as Mendeleyev's periodic table of the ele~
ments did for chemistry. Like his theOry it can also
supply a structure into which new discoveries can be
tted. The sheer physical bulk of scienti c and technical periodicals in the United States has been doubling
approximately every 20 years since 1800. There are in
the world at least 75M!) such journals, publishing

rst such journal was published" The numbers of
books and scienti c abstracts grow at similar rates.

Moreover, though most aspects of societies double
every 30 to 50 years, science is growing much faster.
The number of scientists appears to be doubling in
Western Europe every 15 years, in America every 10

s .
. .W

almost certainly not exactly what the specialist would

basic laws to organize the huge volume of research

Praentation of a general theory covering the wide
range of living systems from cells to supranational
systems aeates special problems in exposition, as
readers of this book will discover.
First, the conceptual system must be stated in terms
which are as nearly applicable as possible to all the
levels of living systems; otherwise it would not be
general. No words, however, are designed or precisely
adapted to describe comparable structures and processes at all these levels. The accepted specialized
terms at one level are not exactly appropriate for
another level. Consequently any term selected will
appearalittleinaccuntetospecialistsatoneorrrwre
levels. lhavetriedtousethewordswhichapplymost

to be mainhined.

wealth of alternatives. My selection of studies is

about 1.2 million articles a year. Further, at least 60,(XI) books and 1(1),!!!) other research reports appear
annually. The world list of scienti c periodicals, like
a colony of rabbits, has grown exponentially, doubling in number about every 15 years, inaeasing tenfold in 50 years, a thousandfold in a century and a half,
and a millionfold in the 300 years since1665 when the

.e»-

sured at each of the levels, and the sorts of variation
discovered can be compared across the levels. The
interactions between two or more variables in a single
subsystem or in multiple ones can also be observed,
measured, and compared across the levels. This is

5

7 ..-

exhaustive list. Each of these variables can be mea-

of the material is basic content in the eld which has
been taught in beginning courses for decades; other
material is advanced and new. In order to keep the
book within reasonable limitations of length, l have
had to select for discussion only a few studies out of a

years, in Russia every 7 years, and in China perhaps

every 5 years. Moreover, morethan 90 percent of all
the scientists who ever lived are alive today. And they
are hard at work. Twenty- ve years ago a competent
scientist had read most of the signi cant publications
in his eld. Today this is not possible even in subelds. Consequently, unless there is an accepted
structure into which each new nding can be tted,
the "immortality" of scientists' ideas will vanish.
Experimenters sometimes unwittingly repeat research
already accomplished by someone else, because the
unsystematic arrangement of facts and the unclear
relationships of concepts make it hard to retrieve ear-

lier studies which, no matter how excellent, get buried

under the avalanche of new researches. An organized
theory allows new ndings to be added to past knowledge in an orderly manner.
Perhaps the most valuable service of general theory,
as Merton has observed, is suggesting how to make
new observations or to conduct experiments on a wide
range of phenomena in order to extend our grasp of
the basic principles underlying them. Without such
theory the scientist does not know how to decide

which of an overwhelming number of possible observations are worth making.

A general theoretical structure also provides com-

mon measurement units that make research at different levels comparable in a way they are not when each
eld has its own idiosyncratic measum (see pages 16

and 1026 to HBO).

The fact is that, while physical science is approach-

ing the goal of an integrated mathematical theory of

the cosmos, the biological sciences today are a congeries of partial theories of varying degrees
of sophistication. And if an egg instead of an apple had dropped on
Newton s head, physics might now be in the same

state as the behavioral sciences. After a new theoretical integration, as the history of natural science repeat

edly has shown, basic discovery, experimentation,

technological advance, and isolated facts suddenly t
together to make new meaning.

\
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observe, and measure crossvlevel formal identities (see
page 17).
For each subsystem l identify about a dozen variables representing different aspects of its processes. It
would be easy to identify more if one wanted an

W_-_V_ _ \',_ . WV.

complex subsystems, but still the same 19 basic proceases. Similarly as cells evolved into more complex
systems at advanced levels organs, organisms, and so
on their subsystems shredded out into increasingly
complicated units carrying out more complicated and
often more effective processes. if at any single point in
the entire evolutionary sequence any one of the 19
subsystem processes had ceased, the system would
not have endured. That explains why the same 19
subsystems are found at each level from cell to suprasystem. And it explains why it is possible to discover,
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4. Critiques of a general theory
There are various arguments against such a general
theory as i shall present. Among these are (a) that the
sciences of living systems. particularly social systems,
are necessarily so vague
and
inexact that fundamental
disagreements cannot be resolved: (17) that behavioral
phenomena are too numerous and complex for meaningful classi cation and not available to exact measurement; (c) that living systems can be understood by

"common sense" and that therefore scienti c evidence
about them is not necessary; (if) that man is unique in
the scheme of nature and unpredictable, and that his
inviolable subjectivity cannot be quanti ed; and
nally (2) an emotional but forceful argument, that
understanding means control so that a truly scienti c
approach to life would restrict rather than advance
human freedom
My answers to these arguments are:
(it) The subject matter of the sciences of, life and
behavior, even social science, is not so intangible as it
may seem. Tangibility is attested by measurable regularities, and living processes are both measurable and
regular. There are. for example, regular relations of
inputs and outputs from which intervening processes
in an organism or social organization are inferred in
the same way that the characteristics of a vacuum tube

or ampli er are deduced from comparisons of its
inputs and outputs. When a physicist reads a flickering needle, he is observing behavior motion in
the inanimate world and drawing conclusions from
it. Even the "subjective metrics" of psychometricians
eventually reduce to behavioral indices and so are not
exceptions to ordinary scienti c practice. in the study
of society the opinions and activities of people are
becoming increasingly better understood as methods

of sampling and analysis improve.

(b) Man's complexity is great, but in the history of
science everything which has not been thoroughly
analyzed appears complex. I shall later demonstrate
that behavior as purposive as man's orientation
toward future goals appears in other living and nonliving systems. And even subjectivity can, in a sense,

be submitted to psychometric measurement.

(c) Furthermore, "corrunon sense" does not reign
supreme in the sciences of life and behavior any more
than it does in the physical sciences, where a pound of
feathers is obviously lighter than a pound of lead. The

..
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Lazarsfeld, who listed several commonsense, obvious

generalization about attitudes of American soldiers.
such as: "Better educated men show more psycho
neurotic symptoms than those with less education,"

or Men from rural backgrounds were usually in bet-

ter spiris during their Army life than soldiers from

city backgrounds." To those who know the Army
these statements seem obviously correct. The only
drawback is that an attitude survey among the soldiers
has indicated them to be wrong.
(if) Man is unique. in fact, each man is unique. All
particular things are unique. No two snow akes and
no two paramecia are alike.
Natural scientists attempt to view all phenomena
dispassionately, somewhat as the supernatural
observers looked down upon the Napoleonic era in
Hardy's epic The Dynasts.
These celestial beings
watched the movements of human armies and the
vacillation of men s fortunes just as the natural scientist views the stars. Such objective observation of man
has not been part of our cultural tradition. A scientific
attitude about man rst emerged in the rst half of the
nineteenth century. 2 At that time it became accepted
that literary and philosophical discussion, scattered
observations about behavior, and subjective experi~
ence were not enough. To them must be added
sophisticated quantitative empirical method and data
analysis, speci cation and testing of propositions by
collection of facts concerning individuals and their
social interactions (i use "empirical" here in the sense

I shall use it throughout this book. meaning "originat-

ing in or relying or based on factual information.
observation, or direct sense experience usually as
opposed to theoretical knowledge," and not in its
often derogatory other common meaning "relying on
experience or observation alone without proper regard
for considerations of system, science, and theory.")
There is still outcry against such anobjective attitude

by some social scientists. Adding detail to the conten-

tion that science cannot probe man's true nature, they
maintain that his acts are not caused in the same way
that the motions of nonliving matter are caused. He is
unpredictable; he can will to offset influences upon
him; and he can produce novel solutions to his dilemmas. His behavior is purposive. He is too complex for
analysis, and his subjective privacy cannot be pene

trated. There has long appeared to be conflict between
the search for general laws and the intensive study of

individual cases, the idiognphic and the "nomo
thetic approaches. AsWhitehead observed: 1 . . . all
the world Over and at all times there have been practical men, absorbed in 'irredudble and stubborn facts':

alltheworldoverand atall times there have beenmen

of philosophic temperament who have been absorbed

in the weaving of general principles. It is this union of

pusionate interest in the detailed facts with equal

devotion to abstract generalization which forms the

novelty in our present society."
There are legitimate scienti c approaches to details
of individual uses and to the causal history of a single
event. One may place the individual event under scru-
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tiny and ask about its complex interactions, as does a
psyd'ioanalyst with his analysand or an anthropological eld mission with an isolated tribe. One may apply
statistics to an individual. Or, on the other hand, one
may want to know in general how sense organs operate or how galaxies are formed. Both sorts of endeavor
are part of science.
(2) Perhaps harder to deal with is the question of
the increased control by one man of another, which
greater understanding and predictability may bring.
Various warnings have been expressed about the dangers of this. For instance Whyte fears that many modern "organization men may cease to make the distinction between right and wrong because of their
belief that a precise science of man can determine
ethics. A world like that of 1984 would make a
nightmarish unciviliution of the society of the
future. The more powerful and central to the human
condition a new scienti c discovery is, the more danger there is in its irresponsible misuse. We are acutely
aware of the potentialities of expanded control in the
eld of atomic physics. Prediction, however, need not
lead to control. As Harper said, because we can pre~
dict the course of the planets, we do not gain the
ability to change their motiom. He added:
This becomes knowledge to live by, not a tool for interplanetary dictatorship. . . . New scienti c knowledge does not
really mean the acquiring of an ability to exercise control
according to whatever may be the wishes of the controller. it
means, instead, learning the self-controlling laws of the universe, thus acquiring a greater ability to adjust ourselves to
things as they are to live in greater harmony with our envi.
ronment. That, I believe, is the way to greater freedom rather
than less, in social science as elsewhere. The biological nature
of man will not be eliminated by learning what it is. Develop
ment of the science of human affairs is, then, not something
that must be feared by the lovers of freedom.

5. Conclusions
Increasing understanding of the physical universe has
provided the skills to engineer great monuments and
public works, to communicate over vast distances,

and to move into space with incredible speed. Atomic
research has given us tremendous sources of power.
All this has inaeased our ability to control our environment even though it has not provided

from fear, at least as yet. Physical science so far has

beenusedmoretohelpmanthantoharmhim,in
spite of some obvious and dangerous misuses of it.
The same is true with biological science. Medicine and

biology know how to kill in more complicated and

effective ways than were possible a hundred years
ago, but medical and biological knowledge have been
used for the public welfare vastly more often than for
harm. While the specters of biologial warfare and of
starvation in overpopulated regions cannot be over
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looked, the advance of these elds has freed man from
many sorts of illness and pain and increased his span
of life. Unquestionably the science of living systems as
it develops may give opportunities for intimate forms
of control and drastic threat, but on the other hand, it
can also serve to free us from emotional disturbance,

, L
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from the international disease of war which has
scourged man throughout history. The expansion of
such science is not likely tobe avoided long by any
nation. We can view this eventuality constructively,
willingly accepting the challenge of its inherent dangers in order to realize is potentials for expanding the
quality of human life.
Somewhere in this suggestion lies the hope that
the same method which has harnessed physical forces
can give us control over ourselves, a hope that ade
quate understanding of man and society can ultimately lead to constructive freedom and avert mass
destruction. A general theory of living systems
viewed, as in this book, B a particular subset of all
systems implies a unity of science. It contends that
the method which has advanced physical science can

also advance the science of living systems. As Oppen-

heimer has put it In the whole of our knowledge of
the natural world including ourselves as natural
objects, this whole area that reaches from the earliest
days of history, from the farthest our telescopes and
imaginations can see to the most subtle questions of
human behavior, there are no signs of any unmanageable inconsistency."
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advance, because they had to halt when they ran out
of fuel. (d) The small physical size ofGoa in relation to
India and its spatial contiguity to India were, in 196],
major determinants in the decision of erstwhile neutralist India to invade and seize it. (2) Today information can ow worldwide almost instantly by tele-

graph, radio, and television. In the seventeenth

century it took weeks for messages to cross an ocean.
A government could not send messages to its ambassadors so quickly then as it can now because of the

constraints on the rate of movement of the marker

bearing the information. Consequently ambassadors

of that century had much more freedom of decision
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General systems theory is a set of related definitions, assumptions, and propositions which deal with
reality as an integrated hierarchy of organizations of
matter and energy, General living systems theory is
concerned with a special subset of all systems, the
living ones.
Even morebasic to this prsentation than the concept of "system" are the concepts of "space," "time,"
"matter," "energy," and information, because the
living systems which I shall discuss exist inspace and
are made of matter and energy organized by
information.

1. Space and time
In the most general mathematical sense, a space is a set
of elements which conform to certain postulates.
Euclidean space, for instance, consists of points in
three dimensions which are subject to the postulates
of Euclid. In a metric space a distance measure is

associated with each pair of elements. In a topological

space each element has a collection of neighborhoods.
The conceptual spaces of mathematics may have any

number of dimensions.

Physical space is the extension surrounding a point.

It may be thought of as either the compass of the entire

universe or some region of such a universe. Gassically

the three dimensional geometry of Euclid was considered to describe accurately all regions in physical
space. The modem general theory of relativity has
shown that physical space-time is more accurately
described by a Riemannian geometry of four nonuniformly curved dimensions, three of space and one of
time.
My presartation of a general theory of living systems will employ two sorts of spaces in which they

may exist, physical or geographical space and conceptual or abstracted spaces.
1.1 Physical or geograjiiical space
This will be
considered as Euclidean space, which is adequate for
the study of all aspects of living systems as we now
know them. Among the characteristics and constraints
of physical space are the following: (a) The dis
tancefrompointA topointB isthe sameasthatfrom
point B to point A. (b) Matter or energy moving on a
straight or curved path from point A to point 8 must
pass through every intervening point on the path.

This is true also of markers (see page 12) bearing

information. (c) In such space there is a maximum
speed of movement for matter, energy, and markers
bearing information. (d) Objects in such space exert
gravitational pull on each other. (e) Solid objects moving in such space cannot pass through one another. (7')
Solid objects moving in such space are subject to

friction when they contact another object.

The characteristics and constraints of physical space

affect the action of all conaete systems, living and

nonliving. The following are some examples: (a) The

number of different nucleotide bases configurations
in space which a DNA molecule has determines how
many bits of information it on store. (It) On the
average, people interact more with persons who live
neartotheminahousingprq ectthanwithpersons

who live far away in the project. (c) The diameter of
the fuel supply lines laid down behind General Patton's advancing American Third Anny in World War
I] determined the amount of frittion the lines exerted
upon the fuel pumped through them, and therefore

the rate at which fuel could ow through them to
supply Patton's tanks. This was one physical constraint which limited the rate at which the army could

than they do now.
Physical space is a common space because it is the
only space in which all concrete systems, living and
nonliving, exist (though some may exist in other
spaces simultaneously). Physical space is shared by all
scienti c observers, and all scienti c data must be

ailIected in it. This is equally true for natural science

and behavioral science.
Most people learn that physical space exists, which
is not true of many spaces I shall mention in the next
section. They can give the location of objects in it. A
child probably learns of physical space by correlating
the spaces presented by at least two sense modalities such as vision (which may be distorted by such
pathologies as astigmatism or aniseikonia), touch, or
hearing (which may be distorted by partial or unilateral deafness). Physical space as experienced by an
individual is that space which has the greatest commonality with the spaces presented by all his sense
modalities.
1.2 Conceptual or abstracted spaces
Scienti c
observers often view living systems as existing in
spaces which they conceptualize or abstract from the
phenomena with which they deal. Examples of such
spaces are: (a) Peck order in birds or other animals. (it)
Sodal class space, in which Warner locates six social
class (lower lower. upper lower, lower middle, upper
middle, lower upper, and upper upper classes). (c)
Social distance among ethnic or racial groups. (d)

Political distance among political parties of

re

Right and the Left. (e) The life space of Lewin,
environment as seen by the subject, induding the
eld forces or valences between him and objects in the
environment, which an account for his immediately
subsequent behavior (see page 434). (f) Osgood's

semantic space as determined by subjects ratings of
words on the semantic differential test (see page 406).

(g) Sodorneoic space, 2.3., the rating on a scale of
leadership ability of ead'i member of a group by every
other member (see pages $7 and 538). (ll) A space of

timecostsofvarious modesoftnnsportation, e.g., travel

takingkmgeronbotthanbyair, Iongaupstrearnthan

down. (i) A space representing the shortest distances
for messages to travel among various points on a
telephone network. These may not be the same as the
distances among those points in physical space. (1) A
space of frequency of trade relations among nations.
(k) A space of frequency of intermarriage among ethnic groups.
These conceptual and abstracted spaces do not have
the same characteristic and are not subject to the
same constraints as physical space. Each has charac~
teristics and constraints of its own. These spaces may
be either conceived of by a human being or learned
about from others. Interpreting the meaning of such
spaces, observing relations, and measuring distances
in them ordinarily require human observers. Conse
quently the biases of individual human beings color

these observations. Perhaps pattern-recognition com-

puter programs can someday be written to make such
observations with more objective precision,
Social and some biological scientists nd conceptual

or abstracted spaces useful because they recognize

that physical space is not a major determinant of certain processes in the living systems they study. For
example, no matter where they enter the body, most of
the iodine atoms in the body accumulate in the thy
roid gland. The most frequent interpersonal relations
occur among persons of like interests or like attitudes
rather than among geographical neighbors. Families
frequently come together for holidays no matter how
far apart their members are. Allies like England and
Australia are often more distant from each other in
physical space than they are from their enemies.
Scientists who make observations and measurements in any space other than physical space should
attempt to indicate precisely what the transformations
are from their space to physical space. Other spaces

are de nitely useful to science, but physical space is

the only common space in which all concrete systems
exist. A scientist who makes observations and measurements in another space, which he or someone else
has conceptualized, is developing a special theory. At

the same time, however, he is fractionating science

unless he or someone else makes an effort to indicate
the relationship of the space he is working in to physical space or to some other conceptual or abstracted
spaces. Any transformation of one space to another is
worth carrying out, and science will not be complete
and unitary until transformations can be made from
any given space to any other. One can, of course,
cmceive of spaces that cannot be transformed to other
spaces, but it seems unlikely that they will apply to
systems in physical space.
Not knowing at the moment how to carry out the
transformation from the space one is making observa~

tions in to another space does not prevent one from

monument
nature of the nutter-energy which armposea their
markers.

According to Quastler. information measurs can be
used to evaluate any kind of organization. since organization is based upon the inten'elations among
parts." If two parts are interrelated either quantitatively or qualitatively, knowledge of the state of one
must yield some information about the state of the
other. lnforrnation measures can demonstrate when
such relationships exist.
i a
The
of the info;
'
concepts
the early work related to thermodynamics of Max-

well, Planck, Boltzmann and Nabl," Helmholtz,"

and Gibbs." Gibbs formulated the law of the degrada-

tion of energy, or the second law of thermodynamics.

It states that thermodynamic degradation is irrevoca-

ble over time: r.g., a burned log cannot be unburned.

This law states that "even though there is an equiva-

lence between a certain amount of work and a certain
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amount of heat, yet in any cyclic procas, where a
system is restored to its original state, there can never
be a net conversion of heat into work, but the reverse
is always possible." That is, one cannot convert an
amount of heat into its equivalent amount of work,
without other changes taking place in the system.
These changes, expressed statistically, constitute a
passing of the system from ordered arrangement into
more chaotic or random distribution. The disorder,
disorganization, lack of patterning, or randomness of
organization of a system is known as its rntrapy (S).
lt is the amount of progress of a system from improbable to probable states. The unit in which it is mea
sured empirically is ergs or joules per degree absolute.
It was noted by Wiener and by Shannon that the
statistical measure for the negative of entropy is the

same as that for information, which Schrodinger has
called "negentropy." Discussing this
' '
I
Rapoport says:

In
' '
'
,, was ,
interms
oftheheatmdtheternperatureofthelystemwmdssadvent
MWUMCMMW,MGMWWD
"
,
' was
'r J
,
aridheatare
nowpicnrredintermsofthekineticenergyofthemolecules
comprisingthesysternmndentropybecomesameawreofthe
probability dutdievelocitiesofthemoleculesand othevariabluofasysternared'utributedinacerrainway.1 hereaam
the entropy of a system is yeateat when its tempaature is

r

;

as

Niall-:1.

of

,

turesisthemstpobablr. limeaseofentropywmthus interpretedasthepassageofasystemfromleasprobablebme
probablestatu.
Asimilarprocessoocurswttenweshul eadeckofc-ds.
westanwithanorderlyarrangernent,saymecardsofallthe
suits following each other acmding to their value, the shufing willtendtomalie the arrangement disaderly. But if we
start with a d'
arrangement, it is very unlikely that
through shuf ing the cards willoorne into an orderly one."
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One evening in Puerto Rico I observed a oonaete
illustration of how information decreases as entropy

PYOBMses. Epiphany was being celebrated according
to Spanish custom. On the buffet table of a large hotel

stood a marvelous carving of the three kings with their
camels. all done in clear ice. As the warm evening
went on, they gradually melted, losing their precise
patterning or information as entropy increased. By the
end of the evening the camels humps were nearly
gone and the wise men were almost beardless.
Since, according to the second law, a system tends
to increase in entropy over time, it must tend to
decrease in negentropy or information. There is them
fore no principle of the conservation of information as
there are principles of the conservation of matter and
energy. The total information can be decreased in any
system without increasing it elsewhere, but it cannot
be inaeased without decreasing it elsewhere. Making
one or more copies of a given informational pattern
does not increase information overall, though it may

increase the information in the system which receives

the mpied information. Writing an original poem or
painting a new picture or composing a new concerto
does not mate information overall, but simply selects
one of many possible patterns available to the
medium. Creating or transmitting such patterns can
have great in uence on the processes in any receiver
of the pattern, but this is an impact of the meaning in
the pattern not the information itself. Of course the
information must be transmitted for the meaning to be
transmitted.
3.1 Information and entropy
At least three sorts
of evidence suggest that the relationship between
information and entropy is mare than a formal identity based simply on similar statistical characteristics.
First, Szilard wrote a paper about Maxwell's sorting

which '
a paradox for physicists
since 1871. This is a mythical being

. . . whose faculties are so sharpened that he can follow every
molecule in its course, such a being whose attributes are still
asesaentially niteasourown,wouldbeabletodowhatisat
preaentimpoasibletous. . ..Nowletussuppoaethat. . .a
veaaelisdivided intotwoporoons, A and B, byadiv uion in
whichthereisasmallhole, and thatabeing, whocan seethe
individualmolecules,openssnddosesthishole,aoasm
allowonlytheswiftamoleculeatopaasfromA :05, andme
thesloweroneatopassfrom B ton. Hewillthus, without
, "
ofwork,raiaethetemperatureof8andlowerthat
of/l, inmosdidiontotheseoondlawofthermodynamh.
Sn'lard made important progress in resolving Maxwell s paradox by demonstrating that the demon
transforms information into negative entropy. Using

thermodynamics and quantum mechanics he calcu-

lated the minimum amount of energy required to
transmit one bit of information, i.e., the minimum
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marker. Comparable calculations of the smallest possible amount of energy used in observing one bit of
information were carried out by Brillouin. His work
was based on the assertion that unless there is light
the demon cannot "see" the molecules, and if that
light is introduced into the system the entropy in it
increases. This supports the second law. Like Szilard,
Brillouin employed the statistics of thermodynamics
and quantum mechanics. It is clear that he believed
his work to apply both to microsystems and to macro
systems!°
Calculations of the amount of information in
various inorganic and organic chemical compounds
have beenmade by Valentinuui and Valentinuzzi.

They calculated that in order to organize one bit of
information in a compound approximately 10'" erg
per bit is required. They suggested that such methods
could be applied to calculations of the amount of information accumulated by living systems throughout
growth.

Other relevant materialcan be found in a discussion

by Foster, Rapoport, and Trucco of work by Prigo
gine, De Groot, and others on an unresolved problem in thermodynamics of open systems. They turn
their attention to the concept of Prigogine that m
M system (that is one in which both matter and
energy canbe exchanged with the environment) the
rate of entropy production within the system, which is
always positive, is minimized when the system is in a
steady state. This appears to be a straightforward
generalization ofthe second law, but after studying
certain electrical circuits they conclude that this theorem does not have complete generalm, and that in
systems with internal feedbacks (see gage 37), internal

campy Prodtadion is 90' always mmimadyhgn the

_system _is__in agstationary state. In other words, 131;
back couplings between the system parameters may
cause marked changes in the rate of development of
entropy. Thus it may be concluded that the "information flow which is essential for this feedback markedly alters energy utilization and the rate of development of entropy, at least in some such special cases
which involve feedback control. While the explanation

of this is not clear, it suggests an important relationship between information and entropy.

The other evidence is the work of Pierce and Cutler,

(370°C), for example, this would be 2 96 v 10' l
per bit. Their approach to this question was to
determine how much energy is required to overcome
the thermal noise in a channel, which is the unpartemed, random motion of the particles in it. Thermal
noise is referred to as "white" noise, that is all frequencies are equally represented in it up to the frequency of W cycles per second, W being its bandwidth. Also it is referred to as Gaussian, which means
that if a large number of samples of it are taken, each
of the 2W samples per second from it l5 uncorrelated
and independent. Knowing N, the average energy of
certain samples, does not help in predicting the
energy of others. If ZWT (where T is a duration in
time) is a large number of samples, however, the total
energy of MT samples will be very close to ZWTN.
Noise has the statistical character of entropy. ln audiv
tory transmission this random motion of particles in

channels is heard as noise, and in visual transmission,

as in television, it is seen as "snow" onthe screen.
The amount of this noise times the length of the
channel determines the amount of energy required to
increase the signal above the noise and transmit the
information. Several factors must be taken into
consideration:
Take, for example, a satellite which is sending information. First of all. there is the "housekeeping"
energy required to hold the molecules of the system
together and keep it operating, maintaining the transmissions along the channel. In a satellite this involves
the energy in the atoms and that holding together the
molecules, as well as the energy stored in the batteries
which operate the transmitter, and so forth. Then the

level of thermal noise in the channel must be consid-

ered. At lower temperatures this is less, so that less
energy is required to transmit information over the
noise. The energy expended around absolute zero is
very much less. Therefore we must calculate the temA
perature of any channel above absolute zero and compute from this a factor by which to multiply the minimal amount of energy required to transmit
information at absolute zero. Furthermore, another
factor must be allowed for the lack of ef ciency in

whatever coding is used, the degree to which the code

is less than optimal. By calculations of this sort, Shan~
non gured the upper and lower bounds of the error

who calculated the minimum amount of energy used
in transmitting one bit of information, the minimum

probability in decoding optimal codes for a continuous channel with an additive Gaussian noise and sub-

derived for microsystems. ln a communication chan-

optimally efficient, achieving only a certain percentage of the highest possible ef ciency. This means that
they will need proportionately more energy to accom~
plish the transmission.

marker. in macrvosystems.n They arrived at the same
value that Szilard and Brillouin" independently
nel with thermal noise the minimum value was calcu-

lated by Pierce and Cutleras 9.56 X 10 ! per bit per
K. At the body temperature of a human being

ject to an average power limitation at the transmit-

ter. Also transmitting systems ordinarily are not

$11M
mined bysomerule(e.g.,x - y,xn I y,x
3+ y).
Any function is a simple conceptual system. Conceptual systems also may be very complex, involving
many interrelated functions. This sense of "function"
is the usual mathematical usage. in a concrete system
this word has a di erent meaning (see page 73).

4.1.7

Parameter

An

independent

variable

through functions of which other functions may be
equated.
4.1.8 Thestateofaconceptualsystem
Thisstate

is the set ofvalues on some scale, numa'ical or other-

wise, which its variables have at a given instant. This
state may or may not change over time.
4.1.9 Formal idunity
One system may have one
or more variables, each of which varies comparably to
a variable in another system. lf these comparable variationsaresosimilarthattheycanbeexpressedbythe
same function, a formal identity exists between the two
systems. If different functions are required to express
the variations, there is a formal disidentity.
4.1.10 Ielatiomhips between conceptual and other
sortsofrystems
Aoonceptualsystemmaybepurely

logical or mathematical, or its terms and relationships
may be intended to have some sort of formal identity
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or isomorphism with units and relationships empirically determinable by some operation carried out by
an observer, which are selected observable variables

in a concrete system or an abstracted system (see

pages 19 and 20). The observer selects the variables of
his conceptual system. As to the many other variables
in theconcreteorabstractedsystemthatarenotisomorphic with the selected variables in his conceptual
system, the observer may either (a) observe that they
remain constant, or (b) operate on the concrete or
abstractedsysteminordertoensurethattheyremain

constant, or (c) randomize them" i.r.. assume without proof that they restrain constant, or (I) simply
neglect them.
Science advances as the formal identity or iso-

morphism inaeases

a L

' -l

,

'

system and obiective ndings about concrete or
abstracted systems.
'l'hechiefpurposeofthisbookistostateinprosea
concemal s tern concerning variables unig and
relationshiE which have immrtant formal identities or isomorzhisms to concret;I living
gm
4.2 Concrete system
A concrete, real, or oeridical
system is a nonrandom accumulation of matter-energy,
in a region in physical spacetime, which is organized
into
interacting
interrelated
subsystems
or
components.

4.2.1 Units
The units (subsystem, mmponents, parts, or members) of these systems are also

concrete systems."
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4.2.2 Relationships
Relationships in concrete
systems are of various sorts, including spatial, temporal, spatiotemporal, and causal.
Both units and relationships in concrete systems are
empiritu determinable by some operation carried
out by an observer. 1n theoretical verbal statements
about conaete systems, nouns, pronouns, and their
modi ers typically refer to concrete systems, subsystans, or components; verbs and their modi ers
usually refer to the relationships among them. There
are numerous examples, however, in which this usage
is reversed and nouns refer to patterns of relationships

or processes, such as "nerve impulse,

"re ex,"

"action," "vote," or "annotation."
4.2.3
ieobaerverofaconcretesystem
The
observer, according to Campbell, distinguishes a concrete system from unorganized entities in its environment by the following chain: (a) physical proxim-

ity of its units; (b) similarity of its units; (c) common

fne of its units; and (d) distinct or recognizable pat.terning of its units.

He maintains that evolution has provided human

observers with remarkable skill in using such criteria

for rapidly distinguishing concrete systems. Their
boundaries are discovered by empirical operations

available to the general scienti c community rather
than set conceptually by a single observer.
4.2.4 Variable of a concrete system
Any property

of a unit or relationship within a system which can be
recognisedbyanobserverwhochoosestoattendm it,
which can potentially change over time, and whose
change can potentially be measured by specific opera-

tions, is a variable of a conaete system. Examples are
the number of its subsystems or components, its size,
its rate of movement in space, its rate of growth, the

number of bits of information it can process pa second, or the intensity of a sound to which it responds.
A variable is intrasystemic, and is not to be confused
with intasystemic variations which may be observed
a individual systems, types, or levels.
4.2.5 Thestateotaconcruesysaem
Thestateofa
concrete system at a given moment is its structure (see
page 22). It is represented by the set of values on some
scale which its variables have at that instant. This state
always dianges over timeslowly or rapidly.
4.2.6 Open synem
Most concrete systems have

boundaries which are at least partially permeable,

permitting sizable magnitudes of at least certain sorts
of matter energy or
information transmissions to cross
them. Such a system is an open system. In open systerru entropy may increase, remain in steady ante, or
decrease.

4.2.7 Closedsystem

Aconcretesystemwith

impermeable boundaries through which no matter-
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energy or information transmissions of any sort can
occur is a closed system. This is a special case, in which
inputs and outputs are zero, of the general case of
open systems. No actual concrete system is completely
closed, so conaete systems are either relatively open
or relatively closed. In closed systems, entropy generally increases. exceptions being when certain reversible processes are carried on which do not increase it. It
can never decease. Whatever matter-energy happens
to be within the system is all there is going to be, and
it gradually becomes disordered. A body in a hermetically sealed casket, for instance, slowly crumbles and
its component molecules become intermingled. Separate layers of liquid or gas in a container move toward
random distribution. Gravity may prevent entirer
random arrangement.
4.2.8 Nonliving system
Every concrete system
which does not have the characteristic of a living
system is a nonliving system. Nonliving systems constitute the general case of concrete systems, of which
living systems are a very special case. Nonliving systems need not have the same critical subsystems (see

page 1) as living systems, though they often have
some of them.

4.2.9 living system The living systems are a special subset of the set of all possible concrete systems.

They are composed of the m oncrans, pro stans,
fungi, plants, animals (see page 362), groups, organizations, societies, and supranational systems. They all
have the following characteristics:
(a) They are open systems, with significant inputs,

throughputs, and outputs of various sorts of matter-

energy and information.
(b) They maintain a steady state of negentropy even
though entropic changes occur in them as they do
everywhere else. This they do by taking in inputs of
foods or fuels, matter energy higher in complexity or
organization or negentropy, i.e., lower in entropy,
than their outputs. The difference perrnin them to
ram their own energy and repair breakdowns in
their own organized structure. Schrodinger said that

"What an organism feeds upon is negative entropy. "
In living systems many substances are produced as

well as broken down; gradients are set up as well as

datroyed; learning as well as forgetting occurs. To do
this such systems must be open and have continual

inpum of matter-energy and information. Walling off

living systems to prevent exchanges across their
boundaries mults in what Brillouin calls death by

con nement." ° Since the second law of thermodynamic is an arrow pointing along the oneoway road of

the inevitable forward movement which we call time
(see page 11), entropy will always increase in walledoff living systems. The consequent disorganization

will ultimately result in the termination of the system,
but the second law does not state the rate at which
dissolution approaches. The rate might even be zero
for a time; the second law has no time limit.
(c) They have more than a certain minimum degree
of complexity (see page 204).
(1) They either contain genetic material composed
of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA),
presumably
descended from some primordial DNA common to all
life, or have a charter. One of these is the template
the original "blueprint" or "program"- of their structure and process from the moment of their origin (see
page 55)-

(t) They are largely composed of an aqueous sus-

pension of macromolecules, proteins constructed from
about 20 amino acids and other characteristic organic
compounds, and may also include nonliving

components.

0') They have a decider, the essential critical subsystem which controls the entire system, causing its

subsystems and components to interact. Without such
interaction under decider control there is no system

(see pages 32 and 67).

(3) They also have certain other speci c uiucal subsystems or they have symbiotic or parasitic relationships (see page 32) with other living or nonlivmg
systems which carry out the processes of any such
subsystem they lack.
(In) Their subsystems are integrated together to
form actively self-regulating, developing, unitary systems with purposes and goals (see pages 39 to 41).
(1') They can exist only in a certain environment.
Any change in their environment of such variables as
temperature, air pressure, hydration, oxygen content
of the atmosphere, or intensity of radiation, outside a
relatively narrow range which occurs on the surface of
the earth, produces stresses to which they cannot
adjust (see page 35). Under such stresses they cannot

survive.

4.2.10

l'otipotential

system

A

living

system

which is capable of carrying out all critical subsystem
processes necessary for life is totipotenn'al. Some sys-

tems are totipotential only during certain periods of

their existence. For instance, a chick at hatching can-

not lay an egg, even though chickens are a precocious
species that can take care of themselves as soon as they
hatch. The duck, therefore, should not be called totipotential until it has matured to henhood and its
reproducer subsystem is functional.
4.2.11 Partipotential system
A living system
which does not itself carry out all aitical subsystem
processes is partipotentr'cl. It is a special case of which
the totipotential system is the general case. A partipo
tential system must interact with other systems that

cancarryouttheproceaaeswhichitdoesnot,oritwill
not survive. To supply the missing processes, partipo
tential systems must be parasitic on or symbiotic with
other living or nonliving systems.

4.2.12

Fully functioning system

A system is fully

functioning when it is carrying out all the processes of
which it is capable.
4.2.13 Partially functioning system
A system is
partially functioning when it is carrying out only some

of the processes of which it is capable. If it is not

carrying out all the critical subsystem processes, it
cannot survive, unless it is parasitic on or symbiotic
with some other system which supplies the other
processes. Furthermore it must do its own deciding,
or it is not a system.
4.3 Abstracted system
4.3.1 Units
The units of abstracted systems are
relationships abstracted or selected by an observer in
the light of his interests, theoretical viewpoint, or
philosophical bias. Some relationships may be empirically determinable by some operation mrried out by
the observer, but Others are not, being only his

concepts.

4.3.2 Relationships
The relationships mentioned
above are observed to inhere and interact in concrete,
usually living, systems. In a sense, then, these concrete systems are the relationships of abstracted systems. The verbal usages of theoretical statements concerning abstracted systems are often the reverse of
those concerning concrete systems: the nouns and
their modi ers typically refer to relationships and the
verbs and their modi ers (including predicates) to the
concrete systems in which these relationships inhere

and interact. These concrete systems are empirically

determinable by some operation carried out by the

observer. A theoretical statement oriented to concrete
systems typically would say, "Lincoln was President,"

but one oriented to abstracted systems, concentrating
on relationships or roles, would very likely be

phrased, "The
Lincoln."

Presidency

was

occupied

by

An abstracted system differs from an abstraction,

which is a concept (like those that make up conceptual

systems) representing a class of phenomena all of

which are considered to have some similar "class characteristic." The members of such a class are not

thought to interact or be interrelated, as are the relationships in an abstracted system.
Abstracted systems are much more common in
social science theory than in natural science.

Since abstracied systems usually are oriented
toward relationships rather than toward the concrete
systems which have those relationships, spatial
arrangements are not usually emphasized. Conse
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quently their physical limits often do not coincide
spatially with the boundaries of any concrete system,
although they may. Speaking of system hierarchies.

Simon says:

iereiaoneimportantdifferencebetweenduphysicaland
biological hierarchies, on the one hand, and social hierar
chies, on the other. Most physical and biological hierarchies
aredaaibedinspatialterrru.Wedetecttheorganellesina
oelllnthewsywedetecttheraiainsinthecake theyare
visibly' differentiated substructures localized spatially in the
larger structure. On the other hand, we propose to identify
social hierarchiesnotbyobserving wholivescloaetowhom
but by observing who interacts with whom. These two points
ofviewunbereconciledbyde ninghienrdiyintermsof
intensity of interaction, but observing that in most biological
and physical systems relatively intense interaction implies
relative spatial prupinquity. One of the interesting characterlaticaofnervecellsandtelephonewiresismattheypermit
very speci c strong interactions at great distances. To the
gum-tr
~
mi
.4.
var...)
communications and mportation systems, spatial propinquity becomes less determinative of str-ucture. n
There are other reasons why abstracted systems are

sometimes preferred to concrete. Functionalista may

resist the use of space-time coordinates because they
seem static. But one must have such coordin ates in
order to observe and measure process. Subjectivists
may resist sudi coordinates because their private
experience does not seem to be presented to them in
external space-time. But where else do their inputs
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marriage relationship. So the mail carrier is not a person,

just a role. On the other hand. the society is an aggregate of
social subsystems, and as a limiting one it is that social
oystem whidrcompriaes l therolesofalltheindividuals
who participate

What Ruesch calls the social system is something
conaete in space-time, observable and presumably
measurable by techniques like those of natural science. To Parsons the system is abstracted from this,

being the set of relationships which are the form of

Pusonsstahdthat...[actlonllsnotcrmounedwidithe
,
otthe 7'
butisooncanedwiththeorganismasamutinaaetofrelatioruhips
midmeotluurnsofdutrdatimhip.whidihecallssinutimeFrvmlhispointofviewthesystemisasystemofrelatlonshlplna ion,ltbneitheraphysialosganiamnoran
obiectofphysicalparception.0nmeomahand,aomeofus
maut ufodorsystmwhichueidenti edina
living eldmmtbeoonsideredasbeingderivedthrough
Wevolutaon
hauon'
' andgrthhfromearlser' andsimpler
an hmdionsandthatwithintheesystems tereare

,

for,""

and,"

Set-of"-

Parsons has attempted to develop general behavior

loquy at a conference on uni ed theory conducted by

4.4 abstracted versus concrete systems One fundamental distinction between abstracted and concrete

theory using abstracted systems. An interesting col-

Crank"er spells out ways in der a theory developed
around abstracted systems differs from one using con-

crete systems. Ruesch, Parsons, and Rapopart are
speaking:
lunar:Previouslylde nedculnrre-memulativebody
of knowledge of the past, contained in memories and
assumptions of people who apress this browledge in de nite ways. The social system is the actual habitual network
ofcommunication between people. if you use the analogy
of the telephone line. it corresponds to actual calls made.
The society is the network the whole Hephone network,
Do you agree with these de nitions?
masons: No, not quite. In the
conception a society is
composed of human individuals. organisms; but a social
systanisnot,mdforavayimpamtreaaon,namely.that
theunitofapartialsocialsystemisarolemdnotthe
individual.

sarorosr: The monarch is not an
but is a site into
which diffa'ent individuals step. ls that your unit of the
socialaystmll
ransom1Yes.Asocialsystemlsabd\avionlsystem.ltisan
"setof

of

'

witheach

odimapatternofrolesJ'herolesarelhemiitsofasocial

IysIemJVe say, lohnlonesis Marylares'husband.'lieis
meumepersonwhoisthemailcanier,bmwhenweare
talking about the mail carrier we are abstracting from his

Euclid was developing geometry, with its practical
applications to the arrangement of Egyptian real

estate, it is probable that the solid lines in his figures
were originally mnceived to represent the borders of
land areas or objects. Sometimes, as in Fig. 2 ], he

organization. To him the important units are classes of
"r
r
'
r of L ,
ratherthan
the subsystem themselves.
Grinker accurately described this fundamental, but
not irresolvable, divergence when he made the following comment:

ships among dimensions constitute a high level of generaliza
tionthatmbemoreeasily understoodifthephyaicalproperties of its componmt parts and their orip'ns and mtogenetic
properties are known.

anse' from?

why this is done will determine whether the results
are trivial, like a sort of intellectual Rube Goldberg
apparatus," or whether they are functional.
A science of abstracted systems certainly is possrble
and under some conditions may be useful. When

systems is that the boundaries of abstracted systems
may at times be conceptually established at regions
which cut through the units and relationships in the
physical space occupied by concrete systems, but the

boundaries of these latter systems are always set at
regions which include within them all the units and

internal relationships of each system. To some it may
appear that another distinction between concrete and

abstracted systems is something like the difference

between saying "A has the property 7" and saying "r
is a property of A."" This translation is logically
trivial. ln empirical science, howevu, there can be an

important difference between discovering that A has
thepropertyrandfindinganA whichhaatheprop
erty r.

ltispossiblehoaaaertconnectionsinabstr acted

symmngallsortaofentitiesJikeorunlike. near

together or far apart, with or without access to each

other in space even C

",

s

L

,' ,

haiku poetry, and the Brooklyn Bridge depending
upon the particular needs of a given project. How and

u:

SYSTEM

A

n. 1-1 A sum gure.
would rue dotud "cortsu'uction lines" to help conceptualize a geometric proof. The dotted line did not
correspond to any actual border in space. Triangle

ADD could be shown to be congruent to triangle CBD,
and therefore the angle BAD could be proved to equal

the angle BCD. After the proof was completed, the

dotted line might well be erased, since it did not
correspond to anything real and was useful only for
the proof. Such crmatruction lines, representing rela~
tionships among real lines, were used in the creation

of early forms of abstracted systems.
If the diverse

WEE if I'll

mm or to h

elds of scieer Q Ml

edi

ulmagrgcemd either t2

- systems. It is of paramount

gimme for scientists___to_ distg ggish_gle_a_rly
between them. To use both kinds of systems in theory

leads to unnecessary problems. It would be best ifone
typeoflystemortheotherweregenaallyused inall

disciplines. Past tradition is not arough excuse for
continuing to me both. Since one can conceive of
relationships between any concrete system and any

other, one can conceive of many abstracted systems
whid't do not «respond to any reality. The existence
ofsuchaystemslaoftenassertedinscience, and
empirical studies frequently show there really are no
such-,
.

r

L '

of

and

,

has

r-ultedinthecontentimthattheconceptofsystemis
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m
logically empty because one cannot think of anything
or any collection of things which could not be
re|arded as a system. What is not a concrete system?

Any set_ol subgntems or comments in ap time

nah-ch so ,mmcwmmmwmm;

slugs in terms of the variang unggr opnsideration is

mth- Was My

heart and your stomach. together, are not a oonaete
system; an arrangements of cells in your ngernails
andrn yourtrrownfelthataranotsmaetesystem;
the light streaming W my study window and the
music floating out horn my stereo are not a concrete
system. All the coal miners in Wales were not a concretesystem untiltheywereorganiaedintoaninten

communicating. interacting trade union. Sherlock
Holmes did notassurne that red-haired men in lenaal
were a concrete system. but when he got evidence that
some oi them were interacting. he deduced the eatia-

tence of an organised led-Headed League.

When abstracted systems are used it is essential that
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theyhadi ," trom
ls
"
an ahsrrartion. the dus ol all stored and current items
otinfomation whicharesharedincommbymtain
indrviduals who are members of a group. organization. society. or supranational system. as revealed by
similarities of those persons' mtornary behavior or of
their artifacts art ohiects, language. or writings? Or
does the term culture imply interactions among those
items of information. so representing an shaver-ted
system? Or. to take another eaarnpia. is an individ-

uals personality merely a dass of traits as repre-

sented by repeated similar acts. gestures. and languqeolaperaonwrdoeaitimplyinter
,

thssesrsita.whichwouldbeanabstseetedsysum?
Termslilranrltureorpersonalitycanbauaetulin

behavioral science I: refer to sommonaliti. snort;

peoplaoramdrareetsristicsolasindepersomhut
theystustbeusedunambiguouslyaau'theran
shatraetionsvanabetrectedsystem.

Noscisntishlnsocislaeienceoeanyleld,wlll
charge his traditional proceduru wimout re-on.
These are. howevu. a nuber of simple. down-to
earth practical reason why Norms should loan
uponmtssystseurathsrthanaosuaetedsystsuu.
asltsionihassuuested.

«)lnthearstplaceeonuetasysteuettworyusaslet to understand. Our sense organs rally, distinguishing obtects from their environment (see pages

ill
(

b 139). Sina childhood
2
WP Warp ) have been the nouns at most of

our sentences. and words
relationships
or changes in relations ( bvesi' "nms ) have been
theveros. Weaveuaedtosesingtheworidasasollso
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tion of concrete objects in spuetirne, and these

objects naturally draw our attention. Relationships are

less obvious. Abstracted systems orimted toward
L.
' '
, are
il,
,"
for our
ordinary thinking processes. We are used to putting
things into the framework of space and time. It helps
us orient than accurately to other things. Movies
which jump around in time puzzle us. We are confused when the action of a novel or play skips about in
spacefromoneplacetoanother. Forgeneraltheory

embrde biological and social aspects of life and
behavior. oonceptualiastions referring to concrete sys-

terns in space-time enable us to pro t from a lifetime

of experience in thinking that way. W
terns are usually at best inconvenient and clumsy conmal tools. Spatial propinquity or accessibility to
information truismitted over physical channels is
essential for all social intersCtions. except those based
on mutual agreements remembered from past interac-

tions. Even then. spatial contact in the past is essential. Spatial orientation, therefore. is important, for
both biological and social science: (1) It is a significant
fact about cellular function that deoxyribonudeic acid

(DNA) is found only in a cell's nucleus and some

otherosgandl-(seepageszzasndm). (2)Theloation
of pain sensory tracts near the cenosl canal of the
human spinal coed explains why pain sensation is

halted. in the bodily regions to which those tract:
lead, when the disease process of syringomyelia widssts the central canal until it transects the tracts. (3) The
winpoltheoetrichareofinadequatesiutocarryits

large weight. so it must run rather than y. (4) That
a" , . . r "
thetable
oflury
signi cantly af cted their behaviors (see pages 559
and 560)was ahownbyStodtbeclr and Hook."(5)'l'he
groupswhichrnahupor-ganlsationsmtanctmoat

frequerttlyandmoetetfectlvelywhentheyaredoee
Winspace.Di erIKesinpruimityofhousse
intwoCoatalicanvi ageswerefomdby rwelltobe
aasociatedwithdi emcssbetweantherwovillages
inthelveqrsuscyolviaitirtmfunilies lnthe

villageinwhidtthehousesweredosetoaachother.

pccentofthevisitiuoceurnddailyunthemore
openvillageonlyuperemtwaadainJGHtiswell
recognised bysociolo'ists. economists, and political
sdentistathstmyaonsofbehaviorsdi erinnu-al
regions andinurbanareas.(7)lnternational relations
anofhnaffectedbythespatiallocationsandgeo
'*
:stiosof
maths "

:hipsoltheirlandrnaases.theirbodieeofwetu,and

theaeesnoundthem.Thehistor-iesofthel anama
CanalormeSueaCanal.olSwitaIi-\doeqrpnrs
attesttosudt'eopoliticalfactors.
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(b) Variations in the units of systems appear to
contribute as much more to the total variance in the
systems than variations in their relationships,
although of course the total system variance arises
from both, plus interactions between the two. Any cell
in a given location at a given time, any ruler of a given
nation in a given period, receives comparable matterenergy and information inputs. But they may act quite
differently. If their inputs or relationships vary, of
course their actions vary. Process of systems is
explained only when we take account of both units
and relationships of cells and the internal environ-

ment around them, of the leader and the Zeitgeist.63

(c) Theory which deals with concrete systems
avoids two common sorts of confusion. One is the
confusion of conceptualizations which seem to
assume that information can be transmitted from sysv
tern to system without markers to bear it. The other is
the confusion of some social science theories which
appear to assume that actions. roles, or relationships
carry on a life of their own, independent of other
aspects of the people or other concrete systems whose
processes they are. When the head of a brokerage firm,
who is also a Sunday school teacher, in his role as
chairman of the board connives with the bookkeeper
in an embezzlement, the chairman takes the Sunday
school teacher right along with him into jail. They are
aspects of the process of a concrete system in a
suprasystem.
(d) If a surgeon does not cut along planes of cleaV<
age, he may become confused about spatial relations
as he gets farther and farther into a region like, for
instance, the pelvis. Not only is it harder for him to
reconstruct firm muscles when he sews up again, but
it is more dif cult for him to conceptualize the relationship between different structures. Behavioral scientists, if they deal with abstracted systems and establish their own conceptual boundaries which cut across
concrete systems, easily forget the intrasystem relationships in concrete systems which in uence processes within and among those systems. Consequently their understanding of the phenomena they
study is often incomplete and inaccurate.
(r) 1f the social sciences were to formulate their
problems, whenever possible, in the way which has
proved most convenient for the natural sciences over
centuries, uni cation of all the sciences would be
accelerated.
4.5 Abstracted versus conceptual systems
Because some of the relationships in abstracted systems are selected by scienti c observers, theorists.
andior experimentalists, it is possible that they might
be confused with conceptual systems, since both units
and relationships of conceptual systems are so

selected. The two kinds of systems differ in that some
units and/or relationships of evegy abstracted system
are empirically determined and this is not true of m
conceptual system.
All three meanings of system are useful in science, but confusion results when they are not differentiated. A scientific endeavor may appropriately
begin with a conceptual system and evaluate it by
collecting data on a concrete or on an abstracted system, or it may equally well first collect the data and
then determine what conceptual system they t.
Throughout this book the single word svstem, for
brevity, will always mean concrete system. The
other sorts of systems will always be explicitly distinguished as either conceptual system or "abstracted
system.

5. Structure
The structure of a system is the arrangement of its
subsystems and components in three-dimensional
space at a given moment of time. This always
changes over time. It may remain relatively xed for a
long period or it may change from moment to
moment, depending upon the characteristics of the
process in the system. This process halted at any given
moment, as when motion is frozen by a high speed
photograph, reveals the three-dimensional spatial
arrangement of the system's components as of that
instant. For example, when anatomists investigate the
con guration of the lobules of the liver, they study
dead, often fixed, material in which no further activity
can be expected to occur. Similarly geographers may
study the locations of the populations in the cities of
China and its interconnecting routes of travel in the
year 1850. These are studies of structure. Time slices at
a given moment reveal spatial relations, but they do
not indicate other aspects of the system. For instance,
they may show the positions of molecules but not
their momenta, or the locations of members of a group
but not their attractiveness to one another. Measures
of these other aspects must be represented on the
dimensions of other spaces, just as physicists may
represent the locations of particles in three of the six
dimensions of "phase space" and their forces or
momenta in the other three.
When systems survive, maintaining steady states
over prolonged periods, their structures are stable.
Consequently the concept of stability is often confused
with the concept of structure. Structure, of course, is
easier to observe if it is stable, but the spatial organization of a system s parts is its structure whether it
changes slowly or rapidly. Anyone can de ne slowly
changing process as "structure" and rapidly changing
process as "function," but when he does so he is using

PROCESS
structure in a different sense than its most frequent
usage in common speech or in natural science. These
two quite separate meanings must not be confused, lt
is also vital to distinguish my use of the word structure from another scienti c usage of the term to mean
generalized patterning. This de nition, which recognizes that information and structure are connected,
states that the latter is an entire set of relations, as
indicated by a form of nonmetric correlation, among
any groupof variables. This usage makes it possible
to speak of the "structure of French," the "structure of
music" or the structure of a nerve impulse" conceptual patterns or patterns in time as well as the
"structure of a crystal or the "structure of the pelvis" pattems in space, It is a contribution to science
to recognize that there is patterning among conceptual
or temporal variables which is comparable to patteming among spatial variables. Indeed, spatial variables
can be transformed to temporal, or vice versa, as when
one plays a piano roll with a con guration of holes on
a player piano, or when one records a dance in choreographic notation.
For empirical science, however, the distinctions
between spatial and temporal dimensions, between
physical space and conceptual spaces, must be maintained, and my de nition of structure does so. The
word is not used to mean stability, or to mean generalized patterning among any set of variables. It refers
only to arrangements of components or subsystems in
three-dimensional space.
6. Process
All change over time of matter-energy or information
in a system is process. If the equation describing a
process is the same no matter whether the temporal
variable is positive or negative, it is a "tremble process; otherwise it is irreversible, or better, less readily
reversible. At least three sequential time slices of
structure must be compared before reversible and
irreversible or less readily reversible processes can be
distinguished. Process includes the ongoing function
of a system, reversible actions succeeding each other
from moment to moment. This usage should not be
confused with the mathematical usage of function dened earlier (see page 16). Process also includes history,
less readily reversed changes like mutations, birth,
growth, development, aging, and death; changes

which commonly follow trauma or disease; and
changes resulting from learning which are not later

forgotten. Historical processes alter both the structure

and the function of the system. I have said less
readily reversed" instead of "irreversible" (although
many such changes are in fact irreversible) because
structural changes sometimes can be reversed: a cum
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ponent which has developed and functioned may
atrophy and nally disappear with disuse; a functioning part may be chopped off a hydra and regrow,
History, then, is more than the passage of time. It
involves also accumulation in the system of residues

or effects of past events (structural changes, memories,

and learned habits). A living system urries its history
with it in the form of altered structure, and conse
quently of altered function also. 50 there is a circular
relation among the three primary aspects of systems

structure changes momentarily with functioning, but

when such change is so great that it is essentially
irreversible, a historical process has occurred, giving
rise to a new structure.
lhave differentiated carefully between structure and

process, but often this is not done. Leighton has

shown that the meanings of structure and function (or
process) are not always clearly distinguished. He con»
tends that what is meant by structure in the study of
societies is what is ordinarily called function in the

study of bodily organs. He lists components of a socio-

cultural unit like a town as:" "family, including
extended families; neighborhoods; associations;
friendship groups; occupational associations; instituv
tions sud i as those concerned with industry, religion,
government, recreation, and health; cultural systems;
socioeconomic classes; and nally societal roles. in
my terminology not all of these are structural components. Some are abstractions about classes of processes,
relationships, or abstracted systems.
Leighton says:
Components such as the and their arrangement in relation
to each other are often called 'structure by sociologists and
anthropologists.Thisusageofthesu-mparallelsmatofpsychi-triats and psychologists when they speak of the 'structure
of personality in refaring to the relationships ofsuch componentsastheid,ego, and aupereganbothinstancatheword
means process. It stands for patterned events which tend to
occur and recur with a certain amount of regularity. Hence,
whenoneaaysthatthesmacnueofacommunityoraperson
alityhassudtandsuchcharscrritio,heis,ineffoct,talking
about anaspect of function.
ltseenutomethat structure asatermcanbeooublesome
whenoneistryingtograspand
thenanu'eofsocioculhiralandpsychologicalphenomenaJ'hisbprobablynotme
casewidithoseauthonwhosenarnesueasaociatedwiththe
term,butinmyexperimceitdoeseonhisepeoplenewtothe
field,especiallythosefromotherdisciplinesoymgtomaster
theoonoeptaanddevelopan mderstandingot bothpersonah
ity and sodocultural processes, Hume some impressions on
dumsforthesedif cultiesmybewonhrecording.
The meaning attributed to structure' by sociologists,

L r 'u

r, .,'

airdpsr"

'

ilonethatis

limited, daiotative, and reasonably clear. Trouble arises from
the fact that connotative meanings are carried over from other
contexts in which the word has markedly different sipifi~
cance. For example. the usage with reference to personality
and society is dynamic, while in anatomy, in architecture, and
in many evayday contexts the word refers to the static aspect
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of thing. A structure is not something which keeps coming

backinaregular owofmovementlikea gureinadance; it
is something which just sits there llke a chair.
Another and more important domination is that of substance.1 he0verwhelmingforceofthewordtneveryday
usage is ofan entity which can be seen and felt. It is-relative

mmuyu'

inl. ' .

L' ,diredly

"

to

the senses. This common meaning is also found in many

sciences, particuth biology. When one speaks of the structure of the heart he is talking about visiblepalpable subv
sluice, not the rhythmial contradict . The latter are an
npect of its functioning. Yet it is precisely the analogue in
behavior of these mind-ions, this regular functional process,
that is meant when one speaks of 'structure' in a society. The
brain offers another example. It: struerure consists in the
arrangements thatmn beaeenwith andwithouttheaidof
lnstrumenb such as the '
,
b
"
oblongata, layers of the m. and so on. The recurrent
electrical event: called brain wavu are not cmldered struc
hire, but rather a manifestation of functioning. Again, howevantheyaretheldndolphenomwhiehindiscuasionaof
socieryarecalled stnichue.'1hedosestanaloguetndiecommunlty of the
' ' use of '
' is the
of streets, homes, and other buildings.
Afurtlwrpointisdiia:incoomiont¢ms,andalsoin
biobgy, smre'isforthemostpartalacrrptionof
obscvednanire,whereasindiscuasiomofpenonalirymd
sodetyitisusuallyaninfermefrwn observednanire.Noone,
forinstanne,haseverseenadasssysteminthesamesmaein
whichthel-yersofthebodymnbeseen slun, fascia, mar
den, est.
The term structure appears so misleading to Leigh
ton that he suggests it should perhaps not be used.
He continues by saying that, in a personal communication, Hughes suggested to him that "'Structure'
refers to con gurations which pre-exist other processes that are the focus of our attention namely the
'functions." Then he quotes Bertalanffy, who said:

My -- ' ' er

"

this

7. Type
If a number of individual living systems are observed
to have similar characteristics, they often are classed
together as a type. Types are abstractions. Nature
,
an r,
L,
"'
variety of living things
which man, from his earliest days, has observed and
clasi ed rst, probably, on the basis of their threat
to him, their susceptibility to capture, or their edibility, but eventually according to utegories which are
scienti cally inore useful. Classification by species is
applied In free-living cells or organisms monerans,
protistans, fungi, plants, or animals because of their
obvious relationships by reproduction. These systems
are classi ed together by taxonomists on the basis of

likeness of structure and process, genetic similarity
and ability tointerbreed, and local interaction often
including, in animals, the ability to respond appropri-

ater to each otth sip-is. The individual members of

a given species are commonly units of widely separated concrete systems. The reason the species is not a
conaete system is that, though all is members can

interbreed and interact, they do so only locally, and

The antithesis between structure and function, morphology and
physiology is based upon a static conception of the organism.
lnamorhinethereisa xedarrangernentthatcanbeaetin
modem butcanalsobaatmt. lnaaimilarwaythepre
utablished structure of, say, the hurt is distinguished from
its function, namely rhythmical contraction. Actually this sep
aration between a pre-estnblished structure and processes
ocuuringinthesoucturedoesnorapplytodrelivingarganism.l'ortheorganismistheccpressionofaneverlasting
orderiyprocoa,though,ondreotherhand.thiaproceasia
'
_
* .,
and v
forms.
Whatladascribedinmorphobgyasorganicformsand muctulu,isi.nroal.ityamoma\taryuoao-soctionduoughaapatin-temporal pattern.
Whatarecalledstrucnnuareslowproceuasoflongdun
tim,functioruarequickprooessesofshortduntim.lfwesay
thatahmctionsudiasaoontractionofamudeisperfumed
byaatructure, itmeansthataquickandahonprocuswaveis
superimposed on a long-lasting and shady-running wave."

agree with Leightonthat the family, various groups,

which Leighton refers to are, however, abstractions.
relationships, or abstracted systems.
Structure
is the arrangement of a concrete system's parts at
a moment in three-dimensional space. Process is
change in the matter energy or information of that
,
over time. The two are entirely different and
need not be confused.

I

associations, and institutions are parts of the structure
of a town or otha such concrete system. The cultural
systems, societal roles. and socioeconomic classes

there is no overall species organization. Of course at
some time in the past their ancstors did, but that may
have been long ago. Complete isolation of one local set
of members of a species from other local sets, after a
time, may lead to the development of a new species
because mutations occur in one local interbreeding set

which are not spread to others of the species.

There are various types of systems at other levels of

the hierarchy of living systems besides the cell and
organism levels, each classed according to different

mural and process taxonomic differentia which I
discuss in laser diapters. There are, for instance, primitive societia, agricultural societies, and industrial
societiu, just as there are epithelial cells, fibroblasB,
red blood oorpuscles, and white blood cdls, as well as

freeliving cdls. Biological intu'breeding a a way of
trarisrnit ng a new system's template, which is a spe-

cialized form of informlion processing (see pages 55
and 217), does net occur at certain levels. At these
levels like the organization or society it may well
be, however, that the template, the "dimer" informa-

tion which originally "programmed" the structure and

processofallindividualmaofaparticulartypeot
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CHAPTER
THREE

SYIUCIUIE AND PROCESS

1.2 Protess taxonomy of tvpes of systems
Process
classi cations are used at all levels. Common modes of
process classi cation are in terms of what variables the
system maintains in steady state (e.g., a homotherm
keeps its body temperature constant) or what adjustment processes it can mobilize to maintain those stabilities (e.g., through gills sh take in the oxygen
dissolved in the water in which they swim). Or classication may be by the function of the system in its
suprasystem. A cell, for example, may secrete an
enzyme or a hormone, or it may transmit impulses.
An organ may excrete wastes: several diverse struc-

tures, including the kidneys, the colon, and the skin.

may be classi ed together as excretory organs in the
same way that the hormone-producing endocrine
glands are grouped. Animals may be sled dogs or
beasts of burden; men may be tailors or lawyers.

(The outline of this chapter, with similarly numbered sections dealing with
related topics. is repeated in Chap. 4 and Chaps. 6 through 12. Chapter 4
contains crosslevel hypotheses. and each of Chaps. 6 through 12 concerns a
differenl level of living systems. Compan'son of similar topics in all these
chapters is facilitated by this numbering procedure. Certain sections are
skipped in Chap. 4 because no material relevant to their topics was found.)
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1 . Structure
The term "structure" has already been de ned (see
page 22). it is generally used to refer to the arrange
ment of a system in three-dimensional space at a given
moment at the levels which are the chief concern of the
biological sciences. But at the levels dealt with primarily by the social sciences, there is less agreement; and
here structure often refers to con gurations that are
stable over time orto patterns in process. l shall use
the term at all levels only in the de ned sense in order
to achieve a comparable approach to them.
1.1 Systemsize
Therearediffermcesinaize
among various individual systems of a certain type,
among types of systems, and among levels of systems.
That is, they vary in extent of distance, area of surface,
and volume of space occupied. The median size of
systems at each higher level seems to be larger than at

the next lower level, but there is great variation in size
at each level.
1.2 Struchnltaxmnyoftypesofsystem
Clay
ai cations according to structure exist at all levels.
These depend upon distinctions of shape, patterning
of subsystems and components in space, size, color,
constituent materials, and other aspects of systems.
The same differentia are not applied at all levds. Form
and color are the chief bases of biological classifica-

Groups can exist for reCreation, for psychotherapy, or

tion. A difference in shape, for instance, distinguishes
Jack from lill, a difference in facial pattern distinguishes him from Ivan, and a difference in hair color
distinguishes him from Hans. Social systems may be
classi ed according to their numbers of components
and their forms or organization, but at the group level
and above, process taxonomies are more frequently
used to distinguish types of systems.
2. Process
l have already defined process (see page 23) as all
dnange over time of matter energy or information in a
system. More empirical and theoretical effort has been

devoted to thestudy of process a: all levels than to the
study of structure, although studies ofstructure often

precede studies of process.
2.1 System and subsystem Mcators
Many subsystem and systemwide variables fluctuate constantly
in every living system. Throughout this book 1 mention many such variables. If the changing values of

mwjltisblst-mokcmsoyrssi in I concrete

system in space-time,_ an observer or scientist must

use some measuring instrument or technique, that is,
an indicator, to do so. There are ma_ny__|§iltds of such

indicators. Those used in studies t

s-

tern may be veg different from th_g_sg m at angth m
level.

to accomplish a mission er a construction crew.
Organirations may be banks, churches, factories, or
military units. Societies may be chiefly producers and
exporters of agricultural or of industrial goods.
Supranational systems may exist for economic cooperation, mutual military defense, or the regulation of
international transportation.
Process taxonomy may also be in terms of a system s
irreversible changes or history as well as its reversible
changes or function. ls it in a period of growth or is it
in decline? ls it retarded or advanced in development
as compared with other systems of its kind? The
Freudian classi cation of personality types according
to the stage at which psychosexual development is
" xated" is such a taxonomy. So is the common
grouping of nations into underdeveloped or "developing" and "advanced."

3. Subsystems
[This chapter and Chaps. 4 and 6 through 12, which
follow the same outline, all have a section on the structure
and process of the system's subsystems and of the system
as a whole but none on its suprasystem. This is not
because a system s relations to its subsystems are more
important than its relations to its suprasystem they are
equally important. However, if Chaps. 6 through 12 (each

of which, in order of increasing complexity. examines a
higher level of living system) had both sections, the section
on the suprasystem in one chapter would of necessity

cover the same material as the chapter at the next higher
level. This would be useless duplication.)
Each subsystem, as l have said (see page 30), carries
outaparticularprocessforitssystemandkeepsoneor
more speci c variables in steady state. All of a given
subsystem may be in a single component, or it may be
in several. Those components may not be spatially

contiguous, although an actual channel in space-time
always exisb to convey the messages among them
which coordinate their processes. On the other hand,
one component may take part in the processes of a
number of different subsystems (see page 30) Simple
animals with relatively few cells, such as coelenterates
for instance, use the same opening for taking in food
and extruding wastes. Larger animals, like mammals,
have a number of separate struCtures for extrusion of
wastes alone. if groups with few members like a
family on a camping trip are to carry out all their
essential processes, some or all of the members must
participate in more than one, since there are at least 19
such processes (see Table 3-1, page 54).
Unless the parts of a system have relationships and
interact, by de nition it is no system. To accomplish
this coordination, its subsystems must be so arranged
that the system is continuous in space-time. This is
necessary if the essential ows of energy and information are to occur and if the controlling feedbacks are to
operate. At the levels of cell, organ. and organism the
continuity is apparent. That a group, organization,
society, or supranational system is continuous is
sometimes less easy to demonstrate. Consider the c-

tional flotilla of which the mutinous Caine was a part.J

The ships were distributed within an area of ocean.
The men in them were exchanging information by
means of blinker and radar, thus maintaining themselves as a social organization interacting under the
orders of a single commander. Certainly this organiza
tion of men was a living system made up of components in each ship. The channel through which the
bunker and radar waves were propagated provided
the necessary space time continuity. Then the otilla
was hit by a typhoon, and its communications were
disrupted. lt ceased to function as a system. The component ships were unable to act in a coordinated
manner, and there was danger that they would collide. Social systems have been disrupted by commu
nication blocks throughout history when fog blanketed Indian smoke signals, or winds blew down
television antennae, or electrical storms blanked out
radio signals. Coordinating or command signals must
be conveyed through channels connecting compo-

nents if they are to interact. If the transmitter or the

receiver is not operating, if noise in the channel is too
great, if power is inadequate to convey the messages
over the requisite distance, if messages are not property coded or decoded, or if commands are not
obeyed, then frequently the coordinated actions
among the components will cease, and the system
boundaries will disappear.
Systems differ in their deyees and types of inde-

pendence or isolation from the systems which sur»
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round them. Functional characteristics of their bound-

aries which inputs are processed and which are
rejected to a large extent determine how independent or dependent they are. The amount of spatial
connection of one system with another is an unreliable
indicator of how dependent they are on each other.
Two adjacent pieces of electronic equipment may be
rmly attached to each other by an insulator and yet
function entirely independently. On the other hand, a
satellite may be separated from its controls by

hundreds of thousands of miles and yet interact intricater and precisely. As Ashby asserts, we learn about

the degree of independence of a subsystem, not from
its connections in space, but from its processes. One
subsystem is independent of mother if all variables in
the rst alter in ways uncorrelated to the alteration of
any variables in the second. The amount of correlation
is a measure of the degree of dependence.

Up to now 1 have considered in detail only continu-

ity of boundaries in three-dimensional space, but my
de nition also mentions their continuity in time. If at
some time in the past the components have been in
contact so that information could ow between them,
and if they can store information over timein some
sort of memory, then in the future they caninteract as
a system even though their boundaries no longer are
spatially continuous. Thus ghter pilots on an air raid
can rendezvous at a given spot, even though they
observe radio silence and so cannot communicate for
hours, because they store in their memories their

orders as to place and time of rendezvous. Thus the
ships of the Caine s otilla could interact to prevent
collision when hit by a typhoon if they had a previous
agreement to head northeast when the storm struck. in
such situations preprogrammed stored information
substitutes for currently transmitted information; but
without such memories, disruption of communication
means the dissolution of a system.
Some living systems have unusual shapes which

depart greatly from the
globular rr -- r
of many cells and other systems. At times the ,
are dispersed to several components, so that the sys-

tem must transmit information, and perhaps also matter-energy, from one component to another aaoss

space in the environment or suprasystem outside its
own boundary (cg, external feedbacks). It is essential

that some sort of control be exerted by the suprasys

tem over this space to prevent interference with these

externaltr

To

a

r

I

-..,

the Ma a depends on free travel and unobstructed use

of national and international

' f

,

' u r -,

cable, and mails. Similarly, to remain an empire.
England in the sixteenth century depended on freedom of the seas and could notput up with pirates or
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the Spanish Armada. Such common external routes
and channels, outside system boundaries, must be

kept clear of interference if the systems dependent on

them are to survive. Since they are outside, this is
often hard to do; and use of such channels may be
perilous-as repeated cises over West Berlin since
World War 11 have shown. The control of such extrasystern space may begin with cooperative endeavor
among systems (6.8., international law) and ultimately
may lead to the development of a suprasystem (23., a
potent world union of nations).
Table 31 lists the critical subsystem whose processes every living system must have if it is to survive. These subsystems can be classi ed into those
involved in the metabolism of matter-energy (the left

column), those involved in the metabolism of infor-

mation (the right column), and those involved in both
metabolisms (crossing both columns). The reproducer
subsystem is separated by a line from the others

becauseitiscriticalinadifferentsensefromthe

others. lt is essential if the species is to mntinue to
another generation, though it is not needed for the

survival of the system in which it exists. For example,

castrated animals can continue to live. The processes
of all the other subsystems appear to be critical to the

survival of living systems at all levels.
The order in which the subsystems are listed is
meaningful, indicating the commonest sequence followed by the processes that make up the metabolism
of matter-energy or of information. This is suggested
in the diag amed flows which appear in Fig. 1-1 (facing
page 2), a vastly simpli ed conceptualization of a
generalized living system. It resembles an organism,
organ, or perhaps cell more than the higher levels
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Because matter-energy markers must be conveyed
over some channel if information is to be transmitted,
and because in living systems both matter-energy and
information ow at nite rates through distributors or
channels of limited capacity, and for other reasons,
there are in such systems interesting formal identities

between matter-energy and information flows. When

a hypothesis has been con rmed for one sort of ow in
a system, therefore, it is worthwhile to find out
whether it applies to the other sort as well. This can
extend the usefulness of the nding. 50, as i shall
--r later, .1
' _ theory
L
originally applied to transportation problems an
other matter-energy ows can also be applied to
information ows (see pages 94, 104, and 105). Further,
network theory applies to both. For instance, Elias.
Feinstein, and Shaman have proved theorems which

they believe are relevant to ows in mm net-

works with branches of limited capadty, whether they
be communication channels transmitting information
or matter-energy distributors like a railroad system, a
power feeding system, or a network of pipes conveying matte or energy.
Whenthereisadegreeofsimilarityintheprocesses
of a matter-enagy processing subsystem and an infor~
mation processing subsystem, they are placed on the
same line opposite one another in Table 3 1, Thus the
ingestor admits matter-energy from its environment
to a living system, and the input transducer admits
information from its environment. The parallel is
more tenuous between the converter and the decoder.
TAlLll-l

however, many of the components represented in this
gurewillbeseentoeaistatthegroupleveland
above. It is a graphic representation of the basic concepts in this chapter. Being an open system, part of its
boundary is permeable to matter-energy and information ows, which are seen as inputs to it, internal
processes, and outputs from it, its subsystems, and

3.1.2 Boundary
3.2. suesrsraus wruar mass IATTII INIIGY

3.3. mmrnas mum nocsss rmnou

3.2.1 ingestor

3.3.1
3.3.2
3.3.3
3.3.4

32.2

3.2.3 Converter
3.2.4 Producer
3.2.5 Mariam storage
3.2.6 Wider }

L 1
There are also feedbacks of infon-nation both within and outside the system, in its envi-

3.2.7 Motor
3.2.3 Supper-r

multitude of variables, are needed for even the sim-

outbydieabovel9structumareformed

or
r
,..e.... An
variety of such
transmissions, following many paths and controlling a
plest living cell.

-INBGY All) INPOIMATION

3.1.1 Reproduce

tems. Typically, the higher-level systems differ from
asdiu,
,andthe
L" in relation to each other,

Under each subsystem I list a representative set of
subsystem variables. These, plus other systemwide
variables, are the saw of variables which appear in
systems simulations at each level (see pages 83 to
85). in each chapter on a level of systems. 1.2.. Chaps.
6 to 12, I present an example for each subsystem

3.1. mun-sacs WHIOI "OCH! IOTH u

a system with a continuous and a discontinuous
boundary, or with localized and dispersed subsys-

L
yisem"
ant ,
as highly

boundary.

MliC tkalSrbsmn-ofauv'mgsntem'

because it is impossible to represent in a single picture

the lower-level ones in su'ch characteristics. 1f the

Nevertheless they cope with a common problem that
"public" input from the environment often is not in a
form in which it can be used internally within the
system. The convater makes matter energy suitable
for "private" uses of the system, and the decoder
dunges information to a "private" code of the system.
The producer synthesizes raw materials or matterenergy from the converter into more complex matterenergy forms, and the associator combines separate
bits of information into information complexes we call
knowledge or wisdom, by some sort of "association
bonds," so that bit A elicits bit B in the future with a
probability greater than 0. The matter-energy storage
retains matter or energy over time, and somewhat
similarly the memory stores information. No other
subsystem has processes like those of the reproducer
and the boundary. The supporters processes are
unlike any information processes, and the decider and
encoder have no parallels in matter energy processes.
Consequently in Table 3 1 all these subsystems appear
on lines alone, opposite no other subsystem. The out»
put transducer puts out information as the extruder
puts out nutter-energy and indeed uses the ext-ruder
or motor to transmit the necessary markers beyond the

Input oar-dour
[nu-rid uansducer
Channd and net
Decoder

3.3.5 MM

3.3.6 Memory
3.3.7 Dedder

3.3.3 Emoder
3.3.9 Output transdch

'l'hesubsystem strucmru listed in this table. Thenumberbefoeeeach subsystem is thenumbaofthe section in which
thataubsystmisdiscuasedinthischapteraswdlasinChaszthro-a
gh12.1henamofthesubaystemprocessescamed
v elceptforthe following:
, 'arly(s.g.," I.
Boundary boundary processing; Matterv nergy Stage matter-energyruoring;
Grand and Net channel and
net processing; Memory remembeing.
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variable, for that particular level of systems. These
examples illustrate the kinds of indicators that can be
employed to measure changes in these variables.
Some living systems possess noncritical subsyStems
or components which are not essential for survival.
The human vermiforrn appendix is such a component,
so are many aged citizens of any nation. One reason
organisms with noncritical subsystems survive evolutionary natural selection is that a noncritical subsystem may be produced by the same genes which also
produce a critical subsystem. But since there are costs
to maintaining nonessential subsystems, in general
they are few; for although evolution wastes many
species which die out, its natural selection rewards

parsimony when it occurs.
3.1 Subsystems which process both matterenergy

and information

The reproducer and the boundary

process both matter energy and information.
the subsystem which is capa3.1.1 Reproducer,
ble of giving rise to other systems similar to the one it
[S In.
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This process fimdamentally involves transmission
of information, the template of the new system" The
matter-energy which is organized to compose the new
system, however, must also be processed. The care of
the next generation of systems until they become
and self-supporting is also a function of
r
this subsystem. In all systems the reproducer operates
by many complex, reversible functions, but the ultimate effect is to bring abOut an irreversible, historical
change the creation of the new systems of a new
generation.

3.1.1.1 Structure The basic structures which
carry out this process are in cells, particularly in eggs

and sperm. The nuclei, containing chromosomes and

genes made of DNA, are the most important, but

certain other organelles are also involved. Systems
cannot reproduce themselves if they have less than a
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in which it produces both the components and their
relationships or (b) at the group level and above, by
creation and implementation of an implicit or explicit
charter establishing the relationships among compoat
nents made by biological reproduction by a system
a lower level. Process b is emergent at the poop level,
is
dependent on the use of symbolic language, which
emergent at the organism level (see page 468).
A cell is originated by biological reproduction,
which is either (a) asexual ssion from a single parent
cell or (b) sexual reproduction which requires the combining of genetic material from a union of two parent
cells, egg and sperm. Organs are not originated by
systems at their own level but by the reproductive
activity of (a) the cells which are their subsystems, (b)
the organisms which are their suprasystems, and (c)
the mating dyads which are their suprasuprasystems.
Organisms are originated by (a) cells which are their
subsubsystems and (b) in some species (2.3., hydra) by
single parent organisms or in others by a mating dyad.
Groups may be originated by the process of chartering, which is carried out by systems at any level from
organisms on up. An individual parent organism or
several (who may or may not be members of the group
themselves) program a set of structural and process
relationships the template or charter and then
implement this program with individual organisms as
components. This programming may not be planned;
in friendship and social groups it often just arises out
of the customs of the society common to all the mem»
bers. The living tissue of these organisms, with all its
structural and process characteristics, is produced by
the processes of reproduction described above. Organizations, societies, and supranational systems are
chartered like groups, by parent or founding systems
at any level from the organism on up, and these charters are implemented by living systems whose tissue

certain minimum of complexity, as von Neumann
showed. Reproduction is dispersed downward from

has arisen by the reproductive processes described
above. For example, a mother "gives" her son to their
country.

mating dyads-with differing structures according to

future, groups or systems at higher levels may jointly

organs to cells. Reproduc ve organs in organism
make reproduction possible, and in sexual species,

sex are necessary. At the group, organization, society, and supranational levels there can be subsystems-founders, committees to draft a constitution, or

charter conventions which create and implement

explicit or implicit templates which program the
reproduction of the entire system.
Every system is originated by
3.1.1.2 Procss
one or more parents or founding systems which make

itby-

"'Ditst

,

inn|--

,

The

parent system or systems originate the new system

from a template created by one of two fundamental
processes: (a) by some form of biological reproduction

DNA an now be synthesized in the laboratory
using a DNA template. It is conceivable that, in the
mate, in a "laboratory" or "factory," living organisms like those which compose them. Aldous Huxley
predicted this in his novel Brave New World. ° But we
at
are far from that now, and until it happens systems

the group level and above will be symbiotic or para-

sitic on (0) cells, (la) organisms, and (c) mating dyads,
to produce the new organisms which mmpose them.
This dependency explains the special protections and
prerogatives given to reproducing cells, organisms,
and dyads by higher-level systems.

Representative variables of the process of reproduc-

ing are: Sorts of matter-energy used in reproducing.
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Meaning of information used in reproducing. Sorts of
information used in reprodudng. Changes in reproduc
different
ing over time. Changes in reproducing with
cy of reproarcum stances. Rate of reproducing. Frequen
ing.
ducing. Lag in reproducing. Costs of reproduc
the subsystem at the perimeter
3.1.2 Boundary,
of a system that holds together the components which
make up the system, protects them from environmen-

tal stresses, and excludes or permits entry to various
sorts of matter energy and information.

The boundary ordinarily is
3.1 .2.1 Structure
structured to resist penetration from the environment.

lt may be a region of increased density or it may

present a barrier to matter-energy or information
transmission: (r.g., an empty zone or territory which

supports little life. a fence, wall, desert. jungle, body
of water, chain of mountains, forti cations, or guards
for matter-energy transmissions; walls, censors, or

electronic iammers for information transmissions).
Living systems differ from many nonliving systems by

having such specialized structures at their perimeters.
le latter ordinarily are not denser or provided with
barriers at their perirneters, unless they are artifacs

designed to carry out some boundary function, r.g.. a
box, a bottle, a case, an automobile, or a ship, The

boundary may be made up of living components and/

or artifacts which are xed in space or which move
freely about the edges of the territory.
System boundaries at the various levels are quite
different. Cells have membranes or walls; organs have
covering membranes or capsules; organisms have
skin, fur, scales, feathers, hair, exoskeletons, and

other structures. All these have many gaps in them,

through which matter-energy and/or information can
pass. Components of groups and systems above that
level ordinarily are not arranged in space to make

direct contact. Consequently they often have no common matter energy boundary at all beyond those of
the individual members, r.g., the backs of football

players in a huddle or children dancing around a
maypole. They always have a common information
boundary in spacetime, however, consisting of the
limits of the channels over which they communicate.

A system's components may share a single artifact to

perform a boundary function for them. Artifacts often
save living systems well as boundaries because many
nonliving substances can resist stresses more effectively than living tissues. In a sense the thick cell walls
of the higher plants are nonliving artifacts, for they are
made of cellulose which does not exchange matter-

energy as do other cellular components. The outer cells
of animals skins as well as hair, fur, scales, and exoskeletons are all nonliving artifacts of living cells.
Human beings wear clothes and armor; families pro-

tect themselves from intruders with houses, caves, or
fences; medieval cities were walled; nations have
often forti ed their frontiers.
The boundary does its ltering more at some
regions of the boundary than at others. Livmg sys
tems, being open systems, must at places admit matv
ter-energy and information, but matter-energy is
taken in only at those parts of the boundary where the
ingestor is. Information is admitted only at the regions
where the input transducer is. In different sorts of
systems these subsystems are quite differently distributed overthe boundary.
Boundaries carry out three sepa3.1.2.2 Process
rate but related processes: (a) They constitute a barrier

to ows of matter-energy and information in and out

of the system. Transmissions across this barrier
require more work than transmissions inside or outside it. (b) They lter certain sorts of matter energy
in
and information, selectively permitting some to pass
or out butnot others. The degree of filtering for each
sort of transmission varies from time to time, depen-

dent upon the states of the system and its environ-

ment. (c) They maintain a steady-state differential
between the interior of the system and its environ
ment, making it more likely, within a specific range of
probability, that a given sort of matter-energy or
information will be on one side of the boundary than

on the other.
When functioning normally, boundaries selectively
admit inputs lacking to the system and block out
excessive or dangerous matter-energy and information inputs. To do so, they may be closed over the
ingestor subsystem (see page 157): snails. when
attacked, draw into their shells; families more to tornado cellars when the winds are high. They also may
shut out the markers bearing impinging information:
eyelids close for sleep; censors block delivery of mail

revealing military secrets Openings in the boundary
may be increased in size or number in order to facilitate inputs. Moreover, boundaries are selective in

what they lter out, keeping from the system matter of
inappropriate size, shape, or chemical strud ure,
energy of too great intensity, or markers with inappro

priate informational patterns (cg, bitter substances,

h).
or persons who say sibboltth rather than shibbolrt
The boundaries of concrete systems can be located

by empirical operations available to scientists generally, rather than being set conceptually by a single
observer. Ordinarily, where a step function or sudden

change in rate of ow of matter-energy or information
is found, there is a boundary." This is true because
the boundary usually has a barrier or impediment to

the transmission of matter-energy or information that
is not present in the environment or the center of the
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system. Since more work is usually required to cross a
boundary than to approach it, transmission often is
slowed. The region where the step function change
occurs for one sort of matter-energy or information
input may be somewhat differently located in space
than that for another sort of input, but usually they
overlap quite precisely. Operations which indicate the
location of a living system's boundary and which commonly occur at or close to the same region in space
may include a sharp change: in temperature, registered by a thermocouple or thermometer; in resistance
to motion of a solid body, measured by a pressure
gauge; in density, measured by a densitometer or by
counting the number of components in a given volume; in illumination, measured by a photometer; or
in rate of information flow, measured by an observer
or a machine that can count messages or bits transmitted per time unit.
Representative variables of boundary process
include: Sorts of matter-energy crossing the boundary. Meaning of information crossing the boundary.
Sorts of information crossing the boundary. Degree of
permeability of the boundary to mattervenergy or
information. Percentage of matter-energy or information arriving at the boundary which enters the system.
Changes in matter energy or information processing
at the boundary over time. Changes in matter-energy
or information processing at the boundary with different circumstances. Rate of matter-energy or information processing at the boundary. Frequency of matterenergy or information processing at the boundary.
Lag in matter-energy or information processing at the
boundary. Cosb of matter-energy or information pro
cessing at the boundary.
3.2 Sibsystems which process matter-energy
ln<
puts, internal processes, and outputs of different kinds
of matter-energy constitute the matter-energy metabolism necessary to all systems. This metabolism is
accomplished in such a way that living systems at all
levels counteract entropic changes and maintain over
time steady states of many sorts of matter-energy.
3.2.1 Ingestor,
the subsystem which bring
matter-energy across the System boundary from the
environment.
3.2.1.1 Structure
The gaps in cell walls, input
arteries to organs, and the mouths, noses, lungs, and
gills of organisms are all ingestors. Groups may disperse this process down to individual members or
assign a single one to bring necessary matter-energy
to the entire group. Many organizations have ingestor
groups, and higher-level systems commonly have
organizations that specialize in ingesting, such as the
workers of mines and ports. Often they are aided by
artifacts.
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3.2.1.2 Process
ingesting processes are as varied
as diffusion through a cell membrane, eating, and
importing.
Representative r-anables of the process of ingesting
include: Sorts of matter-energy ingested. Degree of
openness of the ingestor. Changes in ingesting over
time. Changes in ingesting with different circumaunces. Rate of ingesting. Frequency of ingesting. Lag
in ingesting. Costs of ingesting.
3.2.2 Distributor,
the subsystem which carries
inputs from outside the system or outputs from its
subsystems around the system to each component.

3.2.2.1

Structure

Various

substances

diffuse

through the intermolecular spaces which constitute
the distributor of a cell. A sponge has its components
so arranged that they form canals into and out of
which sea water can pass freely. This is its distributor.
Vascular systems are the comparable structures in
more advanced organisms. Groups often designate
one member to serve food or issue supplies. There are
in higher-level social systems specific groups and
organizations which with the help of artifacts like
roads, trucks, railroads, and planes constitute this
subsystem. In a supranational system, like an alliance,
supply may be by convoy or air lift. At various levels
the distributor subsystem has a hierarchical structure
with a geometrical progression from the size of the
region served by an average unit of its lowest echelon
of the distributor to the size of the region sewed by an
average unit of its highest echelon.
3.2.2.2 Process
Without inputs olmatter energy
and removal of wastes, living components of systems
cannot maintain their steady states and so cannot
survive. When the blood supply of an organism is
blocked and cannot reach a nger, leg, or region of the
brain, for instance, that part dies. And the rate of ow
to each part must be controlled so that it is within
tolerable limits. Similarly if cities or nations cannot
maintain adequate distribution to all essential components, their organization collapses.
Representative variables of the distributing process
are: Sorts of matter energy distributed to various parts
of the system. Changes in distributing over time.
Changes in distributing with different circumstances.
Rate of distributing. Frequency of distributing. Lag in
distributing. Costs of distributing
3.2.3 Converter,
the subsystem which changes
certain inputs to the system into forms more useful for
the special processes of that particular system.

3.2.3.1

Structure

CHAPTER
ELEVEN

The structure of the converter

necessarily differs greatly from level-to level because
the levels process widely different sorts of matterenergv. Enzymes in food vacuoles, mitochondria, and
other organelles change inputs to cells into other com~

A society is a large, living, concrete system with organizations and lower levels of living systems as subsys
tems and components. Ancient city-states and kingdoms were societies, as are modern nation-states and
empires that are not supranational systems. Small,
primitive, totipotential communities are also societies
if they are not components of another society. Some
scholars de ne the word fsociety" differently from the
way I do. Toynbee, for example, wrote:
What then is the right way of describing the relation between
human Iocietiu and individuals? The truth seems to be that a
human society is, in itself, a system of relationships between

human beings who are not only individualsbut are also social
animalsinthesensethattheycouldnotaistatallwithout
beinginmiardationshiptooneanother.Aaociety,wemay
say, is a product of the relations between individuals. and
theserelau'utsoftheirsarisefromtheooincidmofmeir
individual fields of action. This coincidence combines the
individual ddsintoaoommonpound,mdthiamm
ground is what we call a society.

urns-""3

, m',

ma

ancillary
from it. Society is a " eld ofaction" but the
source of all action is in the individuals composing it.
Though some of his wording suggests that Toynbee
saw societies as concrete systems, his paramount view
seems to have been that they are abstracted systems
(see pages 19 to 22) whose peoples share similar cultures regardless of which particular government rules
them. What i call societies he called universal states
(empires like the Persian Empire) or national states
(when he referred to modern countries). He dealt with
abstracted systems, which he considered useful units
for historical study, and not with conaete nationstates having independent decider subsystems. In all
history he identified 21 of his societies, which were

also civilizations, and a much larger number of primi»

tive societies. The following civilizations in his list

persist today: Western Christendom; the Orthodox
Christian culture of Southeastern Europe and Russia,
which may be divided into Orthodox Byzantine and
Orthodox Russian; lslam; the subtropial Indian area
dominated by the Hindu religion; and a Far Eastern
area in the subtropical and temperate rep'ons between
the arid zone and the Paci c, which may be divided
into Chinese and Korean-Japanese areas.
Parsons, Shils, and their associates have de ned a
"social system 8 "Any system of interactive relationships of a plurality of individual actors. . .
and a
"sodety as ". . . the type of social system which contains within itself all the essential prerequisites for its
maintenance as a self-subsistent system. Among the
more essential of these prerequisites are (l) organization around the foci of territorial location and kinship,
(2) a system for determining functions and allocating
fadlities and rewards, and (3) integratiVe strudures
controlling these allocations and regulating con icts
and competitive processes."J As] noted in Chap. 2 (see
pages 19 to 22), this concept of society is an abstracted
system while mine is a concrete system. Also Parsons
and his associates make no clear distinction, as i do,
among levels of systems.

1. Structure
Unlike most organizations, all
as Parsons
and his associates noted, are totipotential. They have a
complete set of matter-energy and infatuation processing subsystems. They are, however, sometimes
dependent on other societies for assistance in carrying
out the processes of one or more of these subsystems.
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For instance, Austria and Biqgiadxh cannot produce
all the food they need, and at present the United States
annot produce all the oil it needs. The subsystems of
a society ordinarily are organizations or complexes of
organizations, but in some societies one or more subsystem processes are carried out by groups or even
occasionally by individual persons, like queens,
emperors, or presidents.
In being totipotential, societies differ also from
,
'
' ,
which r
y lack some

subsystems. In fact, most associations among societies
do not have the most essential critical subsystem, a

decider. Consequently, so far in the history of the
world there have been few truly supranational systans. Enduring supranational systems may develop in
the future, but currently societies are, for all practical
purposes, the highest level of totipotential living

systems.
As at other levels, mnsitional forms occur between
systems which are clearly societies and those which
are unequivocally at the next lower level (organizations) or the next higher level (supranational systems).

These
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'
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include

'

villages that depend so little upon their suprasystem
societies that they may be regarded almost as separate
societies inclusions within the territory of a larger
society with which they more or less rarely exchange
matter-energy and information. They illustrate
Hypothesis 2-3 (see page 92), which states that the
more isolated a system is, the more totipotential it
must be.

It may be hard to distinguish between a community

that is a component of a society and one that is an
inclusion in a society. About one of the first sort,

liedfield wrote: "The Maya village l knew is not fully
self-contained. To desaibe it completely we must
reckon with parts of outside communities, or in uatces from communities that have their centers and

their principal being elsewhere than in the village."

The Siriano Indian tribes that live deep within the

Bolivian forest, at least until recent years, were truly
totipotential small societies, which were really indu-

sions in Bolivia. These tribes not only rejected the
culture of
the society in whose territory they lived but
also avoided contact as much as possible.

Federations of states in which components have few

shared subsystem processes, and either no central
decider or a weak one, are something between socie-

ties and supranational systems, though more like the

latter. Examples are the British Commonwealth of
Nations and the Arab League.
1.1 System size
The more than 130 sovereign
nations in the world vary greatly in size. The smallest, Vatican City, ia only about 0.66 kilometer (km) in

diameter and has an area of 0.44 km ; Nauru, a Com
monwealth republic in the West Paci c, is about 5 km
in diameter and has an area of 21 km . The largest of

them all, the Soviet Union, has an east-west diameter
of about 11A!) km and an area of 22,272,190 km . The
median modern nation has a diameter of about 1,010
km and an area of about 1,020,100 km .

1.2

Structural taxonomy of types of systems

Clas

si cations of societies make some use of differences in

suucture, even though most are based primarily upon

differences in process. Among the structural differen
tiae in use are size of territory; number of persons
(subsubcomponents) in the population; density of
persons in the population; arrangement of compo
nents within the system's territory, 9.3.. number of
cities over 20,(X)0 persons each, per million persons in
the total sodetal population; and sorts of artifacts,
including buildings, used by subsystems. The
dichotomous classi cations that contrast two types
of organizations (see page 601) are sometimes applied
to whole societies, although real societies do not con~
form perfectly to either ideal type. Agrarian societies.
for
,' , differ widely in their percentages of fanners. The commonest dichotomy of societal types is the

following:

One extreme is variously called agrnnn, the llldEpB'P
dent society, Gemeinsclmft, or the folk society. lts population is relatively small, low in density, and spread
out in small villages or farms. It uses artifacts appro«
priate to agriculture and small-scale production, and
its human subsystem components are selected on
hereditary or familial bases.
The other extreme is called indushis, the drpnrdwt

society, Gcsellschaft, or the urban society, lt has a large

population, densely concentrated in cities. It uses arti-

facts like factories, steel mills, and heavy machinery,

and it selects personnel on the basis of impersonal
criteria of organizational status or effectiveness, producing a bureaucratic subsystem structure.
The structure of a society s decider subsystem, that
is, its type of government, is another basis for classifying societal systems. A particular nation, for instance.

is considered a democracy (single-party or multi-

party), an autouacy, a constitutional monarchy. an

oligarchy, a theocracy, or a dictatorship.
2.?rocess

The primary emphasis of my presentation at all levels
of living systems has been on process rather than
structure, for process is the essence of life (see pages
B and 24). The vastly complex and vigorous processes

in living cells have been dacribed, but they are appar-

ent only under the microscope and after laboratory
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studies in odlular biology. Motile cells are obViOusly

complicated, it is more restricted than the activity of
the higher levels. A prime tenet of my conceptual
system is that emergent new processes arise at each
higher level.

limitations of their actions are obvious. Organisms

my approach, whenever possible, to identify precisely
the structure that carries out every process the actor
for every action. This is not always done in the functional social sciences. To some it may seem to restrict
actions unnecessarily to tie them down to speci c

active, but sessile cells, to the unaided eye of the human observer, seem inert. Most organs, though they
may be carrying out many processes simultaneously,
appear similarly inactive, and when they move, the
especially higher animals and human beings are

constantly active and often innovative. Ercept when

they cut their hair or nails, undergo plastic surgery, or
receive organ transplants or prostheses, they are unable to change their structures. An emergent characteristic of living systems at the level of the group is an
apparent new freedom to change the spatial arrange
ment of system components. Groups and systems at
higher levels can extend over a much larger spatial
region than cells, organs, or organisms. Also, their
components are not held together by physical forces,
and so they may be much more separate in space and
more independently mobile. The larger organizations,
societies, and supranational systems become, however, the less mobility they have. The largest rarely or
never move. Also, systems at the group level and
above reorganize their internal structures much more
than systems at lower levels. Frequently they shift a
particular subsystem process from one component to
another. [This is not unknown at lower levels, however individual
myxamoeba cells can cluster
together and "delegate" certain processes to specialized cells in the cluster (see page 203); the spleen and
liver in human adults can produce red blood corpuscles if for any reason the usual component that does
this, bone marrow, cannot (see page 317); and the
medulla can send signals to other organs to decrease
an internal strain of high blood acidity if for any
reason increasing the breathing rate does not adjust
adequately to it (see pages 113 and 424).]

Many students of social systems are particularly

impressed with societies obvious great activity, abil-

ity to learn from experience even if only slowly, and

facility in making rapid and signi cant changes in
their own structures and processes. Some of these
scholars have concluded that general living systems
theory does not adequately explain such active

changes It is difficult for me to understand how a
careful study of my theory of living systems, with its

explicit and continuous emphasis on process, can
result in such an interpretation.
Perhaps one reason is that some look on my concept
of a social system as "quasiorganic" or rooted in biology and indeed I do maintain that the level of the
society evolved from the lower levels. But perhaps the

multiplex activity of the lower levels has not been

studied in enough detail to be appreciated. Certainly,
on the other hand, l do not deny that at its most

Another reason may be that it is a basic principle of

structures.

A further reason possibly is my view that every
action arises from multiple antecedent actions the
primitive assumption of causality common to all sorts
of deterministic science. Actions of a person or other
system do not arise "voluntarily" in the sense that
they are uncaused by preceding events. And few
social scientists today would argue that they do,
though some seem uncertain about their views on this
issue. Even seemingly novel actions of all systems are
elicited by changes in inputs (or resultant changes in
internal states) of matter-energy or information. If
there are few degrees of freedom in the information
input, the action may seem routine and clearly a
response to immediately prior events. If many alternative actions are possible because there are many
degrees of freedom, the action may appear highly
original. At a lower level, the signals which elicit
contractions of involuntary muscles ow over channels which permit few alternative responses. The signals which elicit contractions of "voluntary" muscles
pass over complex cortical and other channels which
make possible a great number of alternative immediate and delayed responses. That is the difference in

societies as well as at lower levels.

My approach to societies emphasizes processes in
every subsystem, a large repertory of complex systemwide adjustment processes, evolution, emergent pro-

cesses, yowth, and integration. All these constitute a
vast activity lively, continuous change.

A concept of major importance in social science is

that of culture. It refers to process rather than structure. The people of each society store in their memories a particular complex set of symbols which they all

learn. This is the content of their culture, and it determines their characteristic modes of information pro

cessing; the patterns of information which appear in
their speech, actions, and rituals; their artifacts of all
sorts; and their social structure. In this sense the culture of a society is an abstraction like the personality
of a human organism (see pages 457 to 460) and the
syntalitv of a group (see page 543).
The boundaries within which live the people who
share a culture often are not the same as the borders of
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Classification 04 Cyclical Economic Indicators
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a society. Multiple cultures or subcultures can be
included within a society. Also, more than one society
can share essentially the same culture, with modifications peculiar to each system. Societal borders can

differ froth one period to another, but at any time they

have de nite delimited locations in space. Transitions
among cultures often are more gradual. In one area of
India where a plain slopes from the Indian Ocean up
to a high plateau, for instance. the languages of plain
and plateau are mutually unintelligible, and yet at no
one point do neighbors fail to understand one

another. Societies in which diverse cultures coexist

those nations, for example, where a number of Ian

guages are spoken or whose citizens adhere to differ
ent religions are more difficult to integrate than culturally homogeneous societies.
2.1 System and nabsyneln indicators
For several
decades modern governmenb have monitored the
state of economic variables by analyzing economic indicators. These are statistical indices calculated at regular intervals to generate time series that permit comparisons over an extended period and reveal longterm trends and short-term variations that change sys
tematically in the economy. These statistics can be

The abundant statistics collected by governments

economy and forecasting its future activity (see pages
.

.
'
Measures that can be used as indicators for nonv
economic societal processes are less available. In 1960
members of the United States President s Commission
on National Goals agreed upon 81 speci c statements
of domestic goals. These were daasified under 11
categories (see Table 11-2). For only 59 percent of the
statements were any statistical data available which
could be considered relevant, even applying loose
criteria of relevance. ' Health and welfare, education,
and economic growth were the only categories for
which indicators relevant to all the goals could be
found in the Statistical Abstract of the United States,
1962, or the Historical Statistics of the United States,
Colonial Times to 1957.
The greater availability of economic indicators re~
flects not only the value placed upon nancial variables
by modern societies but also the greater advancement

approaches such issues with a general systems orien60"
ys,
'

- - - the highly th'mive mic dill

to take on a "

a k

of its own.

MY'I EW-

'

is '

"

The proved usefulness of economic indicators and
the dearth of indicators for these other processes have
led toa v",
favoring; ' r
ofa
similar set of social indicators. Their use has been
referred to as the kreping of social accounts, soda! bookkeeping. or monitoring social change.
Support by the United States government for use of
social indicators began in the mid-19605 when Secretary of Health, Education. and Welfare )ohn Gardner
appointed a panel of social scientists to study the

matter. His successor, Wilbur Cohen. continued to
promote this approach. He suggested that a social

4
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report be made annually. It would be useful in measuring various aspects of socral change, establishing
societal goals, and evaluating the an
,
of

Public rampant

Moore and Sheldon published an early paper on
monitoring social change in 1965, and Bauer, Biderman, and Gross published on social indicators in 1966.

In 1W3, the Of ce of Management and Budget of the
United States issued the rst of a planned series of

.
"3 these are r L'
of internal validity. There
may be disparity between a particular theoretical En.

cept and the particular indicator selected to measure
it. Another problem is that of fractional measurcmcnr,

that is,
only part and leaving ou'tirnportant
aspects of the thing being measured For instance, the

biannual publications, Social Indicators 1973. This is a

average number of television sets per household may
be determined, but other artifactual inputs to each

and trends in that year in that society." These indica-

sporting equipment, may be

book of statistics selected to describe social conditions

home, like food, bathtubs, furniture, washers, and

tors are organized under headings of health, public

based on a single class of such objects reveal only part

'

J

.

r.

I

i .

L

-

o! lei'

sure and mutation. and population. One or more
lndicsbrs for each of the social concerns included

ignored. Indicators

of the picture. A number of such measures can be
combined in a joint index, but this too has pitfalls,
since internal variation among the dimensions may

have been identi ed. Under health, the three major

not be re ected.
A further problem occurs when_g_\eg_urer_nent of

which is the average life expectancy at birth; (2) qual-

ity of health or life free from disability, which is

means is substituted for measurementyf goals. It is
easier to measure church attendance than to measure

sorul con dence in the ability to obtain good health

Inherent problems are increased when the measurements used are indirect. Further dysfunctions are

social concerns are (1) long life, the major indicator of
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Etzioni and Lehman discuss the dysfunctions that
social measurement may have for social planning."

bythe
,
ofdaysof"
'"y
per person per year; and (3) access to medical care. of
which two indirect measures are indicators (a) per-

"
' ".,'
'
although the latter is
usually the ultimate goal of religious organizations.

areand(b)percentofthe,,'i-mt

' "
-l p--n,"
toessentially
unreliable data, treating abstracted social units such as

by

health insurance.
Social indicators are of interest in other societies as
well. Great Britain, France, the four Scandinavian

countries, and Japan have recently issued reports on
social trends that use indicators based upon statistical
studies and surveys. Thus it is now possible to make
regular quantitative comparisons among individual
nations and across types of societies.
The development and use of social indicators is

bea

Lc-ofpr-L

asitsr

,

are well aware. Sheldon and Freeman, who consider

that there is critical need for a continuing body of
social data, identify the most serious problems as
deciding what to measure and what valid operational
measures of critical phenomena are available. They
say:
Wtdimoreknowledgeonwhattomeasurendbetteropentiaralmeasuns,wor|tonunderstandingthepastandpredicb
Hummuwmildbemademoreeffec veThaeareno
simple Idutions, for no agreement exists either on the outlin-ofdlemajamstltutionamdsodalaystemsinthesociety
orosiwhatoinstitutesmemajorsocialproblenu, deviant

L
ltd
" '
of social
r
Wehave
yetbdetermlnewhatdegreesofregularityeaistsothat
appropriate time intervals between measures can be determinedlnordertoestablishcritialchmgesinratesand
diam."

These authors also emphasize that until the necessary
data are available. social indicators cannot be adequate for formulating policy and planning action.

census districts as if they were concrete systems, and

aggregating attributes of members of a system rather

than devising measures for the system itself apart

from its members.
A continuing problem for social scientists is that the
information that would best indicate the state of a
particular social variable is not collected. For instance,
Cohen found that many more quantitative and quali»

tative data are needed on which to base indicators in
the area of education." Developing

them would

require further fundamental research into human
behavior and learning. It w0uld also be necessary to
collect detailed information on aspects of educational

activities and achievements, such as quality of teach
ing, effects of racial segregation of students on leam-

ing, distribution of student dropr in the population as a whole, failure rates in different sorts of

7S3

their performance on tests of the National Assessment
of Educational Progress, a program to evaluate educa

considers this sort of model of a society too general to

2. The opportunity for higher and continuing education. An indicator of this is the percentage of the

The conceptualization of a society which I provide
in this chapter does not include mathematical models

tional achievement in the United States.

adult population that participates in formal education.
This is broken down into the percentage of people

enrolled in 2-year and 4-year college programs, the
percentage of the adult population that attains a col-

lege degree, and the percentage that participates in
continuing education. These indicators deal with
some of the issues raised by Cohen, but leave others
unanswered.
An encompassing problem for those who would
develop a comprehensive system of social indicators is
that of inadequate conceptualization of the society
itself. Sheldon and Freeman say:

Despite its weakness and limited rigor, economic theory provides a de nition and the speci cations of an economic system, and the linkages are at least hypothesized, if not empirically delimstnted, between many variables in the system.
From such a point of departure, an administrator or a set of
administrators can design policies that make possible the
manipulation of one or more of the variables in that system.
Because the changes are of a relatively short-term nature,
feedbackisratherprompt,saysixmonthswsyear,and
policies and programs are vulnerable to further modi cation,
alteration, and manipulation. At least to some orient, this
model has worked and economic indicators and accounts are
useful polity tools.
Although some social scientists have promised similar use~
fulness for social indicators and social accounts, this is not
even a reasonable anticipation. There is no social theory, even
of a tentative nature, which de nes the variables of a social
system and the rdationahips between them."

be of value, preferring a more detailed and precise
mathematical speci cation.

of the subsystems or of their interactions, feedbacks,
or other adjustment processes. Nor does it or any
other model provide a common unit, the equivalent of
money in the economic models. that would make the
development of social indicators easier. It does, however, list a speci c, and possibly exhaustive, set of
critical subsystems present in every society as well as
in living systems at other levels. It identi es the structures that carry out the subsystem processes and pro

vides a selected list of variables for each subsystem at

every level. These are not exhaustive, but they cover
many important processes. Also, it identi es some
variable of total systems. It also makes clear what
level of system the variable refers to: organism, group,
organization, or society. Further, it analyzes the interactions of these variables in societal adjustment

processes, describes some of the feedbacks among

them, and hypothesizes some other relationships
among them. It thus provides a basis for nesting
a set of indicators that can measure processes common
to every society.
Social Indicators 1973 selects only six aspects of soci-

ety and gives current data from the United States for a
few indicators for each. Obviously, many more indicators are required for evaluating the states of all the
subsystems of any society or for identifying the
important trends within it. A chairman of the United
States Couna l on Environmental Quality, for exam-

Also, Land points out the need for models that

specify the ' r ,
and
r
of
social institutions.:1 Social indicators, in his view,
should be parameters or variables in a model of a
social system or part ofone. He says that more time

should be devoted to speci cation of the equation
systems governing the transformations of the inputs

conditions, and to measure the success of federal,
state, local, and private programs.

'I his_tasl_r_alone

would éqTire'mére indicators than_are eons_ig_ered,in

the above publication. The indicators _it_lis_§,__hgxg:

of social '
'
into
,
and
- u
parameters of such systems.
In my opinion, the wait will be long for a usable set

ever, are measures of certain important aspects of the

society. Eadi of these, it turns out,vis,r_dated toma-

bles of my conceptual system. As samples, I shall
discuss one indicator from each of the six aspects of

schools, the ef ciency and economy of the operation
of eduational institutions, the relationship of education to personal
and the relationship of
education to political participation.

of social indicators that are based upon a mathematical

model of a society suf ciently isomorphic to the real

society included in Social Indicators 1973 and identify

accepted educational goals:"
1. The achievement of a basic education. The relevant indicators measure the amount of schooling
attained by individuals, determined from the percentage of people who graduate from high school and from

the beginning of the social-indicators movement,
Cross has used a general systems model of society.
He suggested that it is necessary to provide a concep-

happiness." Average life expectancy is an aggregation

Social Indicators 1973 lists

two major socially

their knowledge, skills, and attitudes as shown by

system to be used to prove theorems about it,
although such a model is a desirable goal. There is,
however, a more quickly achievable alternative. From

its relationship to my conceptual system:
1. Health. The indicator average life expectancy is
related to a general desire of societal members to live
long the "life" of "life, liberty, and the pursuit of

tual model of a concrete society a set of general cate-

of data collected on individual human being, at the
organism level. It projects the probable number of

useful and reasonable ordering of the categories. land

live. The average lifetime of individual persons in a

gories covering all aspects of the society, as well as a

years a newborn infant can, on the average, expect to
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society is a useful measure of the health of the total
society considering its age composition (see page
865). This indicator can be disaggregated by sex,

race, or age.

2. Public safety. The indicator combined annual
rate of murder andnonnegligent manslaughter, forcible
rape, agravated assault, and robbery is a measure of
pathology at the society level in my conceptual system. It measures rates of pathological interpersonal
matter-energy and information transactions within
the society, given as the number of instances of particular crimes per 100,000 population. Statistics are taken
from Uniform Crime Reports, published by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. it reports separately official
crime statistics and responses to a national survey that
asks respondents whether they had been victims of
crimes. it is disaggregated by the four separate categories into Whld\ crimes are classi ed, as well as by
race, sex, age, and income of victim; sex of victim and

of offender; and race of victim and of offender.

3. Education. The indicator amount of schooling
attained by individuals is measured by the percentage of

the population graduating from high school. in my

conceptual system, this is the combined output of one
set of components of the nation's associator subsystem its combined high schools. The systems from
which the data come are organizations, aggregated for
the whole society. Unlike the indicators discussed
above, this is an annual percentage rather than a rate,
although it could have been expressed as a rate.
4. Employment. The indicator overall unemployment rate is a measure of the extent to which people
who are capable of working can find employment.
This is a total system variable in my conceptual system, since it is concerned with the number of people
engaged (or, in this case, not engaged) in performing
societal subsystem processes. The measure is at the
organ'um level, since each potential worker is listed
separately as employed or unemployed. The aggre~

gated indicator measures an important variable of the

cation of family head and by number of earners that
contribute to the total income.
6.
The indicator percentage of households
living In units classi ed as substandard re ects a goal of
the society that every family have a decent home. it

re ects a norm held by the society, since housing

considered substandard in one society can be accepta
ble in another. This is a variable of the supporter
subsystem at the level of the group (the family), aggre
gated for the total society. An excess of substandard
dwellings in a society is one sort of matter-energy
internal pathology at the level of the society. It may

indicate that there is a lack strain of monetary infor-

mation in the society. This is a dichotomous measure,
dividing all housing into two categories standard
and substandard. It can be disaggregated by size of
household, race, whether the house is occupied by
owner or renter, location of the unit, income of the
occupant, and age of the dwelling.

2.2 Process taxonomy of types of systems
Types
of societies are classi ed much more often in terms of
their processes than in terms of their structures. There
have been many such taxonomies. There is little
agreement among them, which is understandable
because they have been derived from studies of different sets of societies and different time periods. Also,

these researches have employed data from a wide

variety of sources about those societies. They have
investigated a large number of variables and indices,
and their analytic methods have beenquite divergent.
Nevertheless, some agreement exi5ts among them (see
Table 11-6, pages 762 and 763).
Out of the many process taxonomies, I shall discuss
only eight. They are based on conclusions about the
evolution of societal types derived from archaeologi-

cal, historical, and anthropological observations. They
classify the societies by the stages through which they

appear to have passed in going from primitive to fully
developed systems. These schemes are all concerned
with observable differences in ways of obtaining food
and other necessities, types of community and gova-nmental organizations, and other cultural variables,
such as characteristic institutions, religious practices,
art forms, and the manner of division of labor among
the people.
1. To begin with, there is the classical dichotomy
discussed above (see pages 601 and 748) of agraria,
Gemeinschaft, the independent society, or the folk
society, on the one hand, and industria, Gesellschaft.
the dependent society, or the urban society, on the

the sorts of family relationships they recognize, their
educational activities, aspects of the culture and
behavior of their populations, and the degree of totipotentiality of components like communities in the
system as a whole. A third category of societies, postindustrial," has been identified by Gross. Such
societies have fewer people who make products than
people who provide services. This is the current situation in the United States and is a recent development.
2. As i have already noted (see page 747), Tombee's two basic classes of societies are Civilizations, of
which there have been about 21, and primitive societies, of which there have beenmany more. 7 The latter
have smaller populations, lesser geographic extent,
and shorter durations of existence. In seeking the
essential difference between these two types, Toynbee
focused on process characteristics. Mature primitive
societies, he found, are static. The people in them
imitate older generations and dead ancestors. But
mature civilizations continue to change and grow. 3'
3. Steward identi es a nine-stage developmental
sequence."a From least to most developed, these are
hunting and gathering, incipient agriculture, forma~
tive, regional orescence (the early period of civilized
citybuilding societies), initial conquest, the Dark
Ages, cyclical conquests, lron Age culture, and the
industrial revolution.
4. An index of development devised by Naroll was
calculated from weighted scores for three variables:
the number of inhabitants of the largest community,
which represents the degree of urbanization of the
society; the number of occupational specialties; and
the number of types of component groups or organizations, which he called "teams.""1 The population of
the settlement was an independent variable; the other
two were dependent variables. A major change in any

of these variables is likely to be accompanied by a

change in each of the others. Increased population of a
settlement, for example, makes it more necessary to
regulate community life and makes specialism practical tsee pages 665 and 866).
As Naroll uses the term, a "team" may be a group or
organization made up of three or more people clearly
recognized as members. It must have formal leadership, and the leader rnust interact with the other members at least once a year. A team may have parts which
are themselves teams. An extended~family household
is an example. Narcll applied his index to 30 tribes for
which relevant information was available, nding that

society. This measure, like the education indicator, is
a percentage rather than a rate. It can be disaggregated
by age, sex, race, educational attainment, and occupation, as well as some other categories.
5. Income. The indicator median family income meamres a fundamental sodetal variable the amount
of money each family unit has to live on. This is
related to an information proassing variable of my
conceptual system, at the level of the group, the input
transducer for monetary information input. lt is also
related to the societal channel and net for monetary

other. This classi cation is based to some extent on

information to various parts of the society. This indiator can be disaggregated by race, age, sex, and edu-

included ancient societies like the Aztecs and lncas
and others that were observed during the period

their subsystem processes, their religious practices,

numbers he divided them into seven stages (or lev-

information, since it measures

ow of this sort of

structural characteristics of societies but chie y on process criteria such as the sort of technologies used by

their index numbers ranged from 12 to 58. The tribes

between 1830 and 19-60. On the basis of their index
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els ) of social development. Since he included no
industrialized sodeties, all seven of his stages are
earlier phases of societal development.
5. Working on the hypothesis that determining
whether a given society was on one or the other pole
of several such dichotomies really served to locate its
position along a single dimension social complexv
ity Freeman and Winch made a factor analysis of 48
preindustrial societies." They employed six com.
monly discussed social variables, all of which could be
scored with a minimum of interpretation. Ech variable was considered to have two possible values, the
rst representing greater complexity and the second
representing less complexity. They were (a) econ-

omy use of money rs. barter; (b) formal legal pun~

ishment~crimes punished by government of cials
z s. crimes punished by the victim, his kin, or the
gods; (c) religion full-time specialized real priesb
(Lc not a diviner or healer) vs. no such priest;
(d) education ionnal, with full-time specialized
teachers, vs. informal, without full time specralized
teachers; (e) government full-time bureaucrats unre~
lated to the head of government as. part-time bureauu as, bureaucrats related to the head of government,
or none; and (f) written language-written language
vs. no written language.
"Complexity" in this study is a measure of how
complicated the processes of the society are, not its
structures. Greater differentiation of subsystem components, a structural characteristic, is found when
full-time specialists perform subsystem processes, but
ordinarily information processing is also more com~
plex. lnforrnation processing also increases in complexity when money is used and when language is
written as well as spoken.

The societies in this study were selected to maxi-

mize cultural variation. The 48 societies chosen were
all well enough known that adequate data were availa-

ble in the Cross-Cultural Survey and the Human Rela-

tions Area Files on all six variables. The six variables
formed a unidirnensional array. These dichotomous
measures, Freeman and Winch concluded, describe a
single dimension, which they called "societal
complexity."
Freeman and Winch believed that their analysis
established a series of types along a scale which can be
used to describe and arrange societies, permit comparison among them, and generate hypotheses for
testing. They stated one such hvpothesis: " . . . as a
society of the least complex type became more com- plex, it would rst adopt a money economy, then a
formal legal system, full-time priests, educators, and
gavemment bureaucrats in that orda, and, nally, a
written language."
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soulcl: R. L. Carneiro. Sale analysis, evolutionary sequences, and the rating 0! cultures. in R. Naroll k R. Cohen (Eds). A handbook of method In cultural anthropology. Garden

City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1970. 836. Copyright ©1970 by Raoul Naroll 4. Ronald Cohen.
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6. A six-stage taxonomy of societies was developed
by Coon based on "levels of complexity" as measured
by three variables: the number of specialists, the

scale, a characteristic must in general be retained once
it is adopted.
The orderliness evident in such scalograms has an

cialists, although there are some shamans or witch
doctors. There is little trade. and there is only one
institution or group, the family, which is simply organized. in a Stage 6 society specialization is the rule
nearly everyone is a specialist in something. There is
an almost complete exchange of products. and there

. . . the order in which the traits are arranged, from bottom to
top, is the order in which the societies have evolved them.
Those traits toward the bottom of the scalogram are earlier and
simpler, and consequently more societies have them. Those
near the top are later and more complex, and therefore are

amount of trade, and the
L and r- ,' ity of
institutions. A Stage 1 society has no hill-time spe-

are hundreds of institutions, at

v

in u.

r

and

interlocking hierarchies, many with component
departments.
7. One can construct a matrix by listing societies
along the abscissa of a graph and societal characteristics along the ordinate. Then one can put a plus in the
appropriate square for each characteristic possessed
byexhsocietyJ'herowsofthemat acanthenbe

arranged so

at the characteristic with the most

pluses is at the bottom and the one with the fewest is
at the top. Also, the columns, one for each society, can

be arranged with the one having the fewest pluses at
the left end and the one having the most at the right.
The resultant new matrix is a scalogram. If the traits
selected form a scale, the matrix has a regular stairstep pro le (see Table 11-3). If the relationships among

the traits and societies are not regular in this way, no
scale will result. Not all societal traits scale. ln order to

evnl-I '

y explanation?

possessed by fewer societies. By the same token, the order on

the
' ,
of the
'
*
'
r
their
'
,
ol. ' '
Thosetoward the left have fewer
traits and are thus simpler and less evolved, while those on
the right have more traits and are therefore more complex and
more evolved.

increase in complexity appears to be fundamental in
societal evolution.
A study by Carneim of it!) preindustrial societies

rated on 354 characteristics disclosed that 90 character-

istics produced a regular scale. These characteristics

he considered to be a main sequence of cultural evolu
tion. it is a developmental series through which societies have usually passed. Instead of saying that societies tend to pass through the same stages, Cameiro
prefers to say that they tend to evolve certain charac~
'From A W :1me in cultural anthropology. Copyright
© 1970 by Raoul Naroll and Ronald Cohai. Reprinted by
pamisu'on d Doubleday & Cunpany, lnc.

Numberol
eharacteristit:

1. NewKingdom Egypt(1350l.c.)

329

-ewmdl

Rank order

51 Flathead

Numberof
character-ism:

38

1 Roman Empire (11.0. IN)

323

52 Kiwai

37

4. Aztec
5. China (Han Dynasty)

£3
299

53. Todas
55. Klallam

36
34

3. Assyrian Empire (650 I.C.)
6, lnas

7. Kingdom 0! Leon
8. Vikinp
9. Dahaney

IO. Ashmti

ll.
12.
13.
14.

Baganda
Marquesans
Tahitians
Hawaiians

15. Mano

16. Bavenda
17. Bank
13. Fijians

19. Bemba
20. Sula:
21. Tanala
22. Maori
23- POKOI

311

288

271
25
202
1%

181
142
140
127
I26

124

119
114

1m
99
94
92
86

24.
75.
26.
27,
28.
29.
30,
31.
32.
33.
33.

Acoma
Rwala
Creek
Tuareg
Kay-an
Futunans
Kotyar
Thongs
lroquois
Demo:
Boloki

82
79
77
76
72
71
70
6B
64
60
60

36,
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42,

Moluna
Elgeyo
Chis!
Karen
Lango
A0 Saga
Mandan

56
SS
52
51
50
49
47

35, Kwaltiutl

43, Omaha
43. lfalult

45,
46.
47
48.
49.
49,

Nama Hottentot
Menomini
Manobo
Tupinambi
Siuai
Cheyenne

S7

45

45

44
43
41
40
39
39

53. Gururumba
55. Mala

57. Reindeer Lapps

36
34

33

58, Guarani
59. Yukaghir

3]
30

61.
62,
62,
64,

27
25
2.5
24

60. Nuer

Tanaina
Tultuna
Comanche
Tenino

65, Blackfoot

65. Havaaupai
65. Canela
65. Warao

69. Yupa
69. Koryalt

69. Iivaro
72. Kamar
73. Kuikuru

74.
74.
74.
74.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
$3.

Tehuelche
Mundurucu
Gros Ventres
Barama River Carib
Camps
Yaruro
Cubeo
Northern Maidu
Arnahuaca
Copper Eskimo
Chippewa

83.
87,
88.
as.
88.
91.
92.

Ammaasalilt
Lengua
Siriono
Vedda
Rash
Nasltapi
Bushmen

83. Andamanese

92. Yahgan

92. Walbiri

92.
96,
97.
97.
fl,
lm.
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Mumgjn
Washo
Semang
Kurnai
Bambuti Pygmies
Tasmanians

28

23

13

7.3
23

22
22
22
21
19

18
18
18
18
17
16
14
13
11
10
10
10

10
9
7
7,
7
6
5

5

5

5
4
3
3
3
0

IOL'ICI: R. L.Carneiro. Scale analysis, evolutionary sequences, and the rating of cultures. In R. Naroll l:
R. Cohen (Eds), A handbook of method in cultural anthropology. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday. 1970. 846.
Copyright © 1970 by Raoul Naroll & Ronald Cohen. Reprinted by permission of Doubleday and Company.
lnc.

teristics in the same order. The greater the number of

these characteristics in a society, the higher its degree
of evolution. When the sample of 1m societies was

rank-ordered on the 354 characteristics, the total number a society possessed was considered its index of

cultural accumulation. Table 11 4 ranks the 100 societies according to their tetals. This listing agrees well

with Kroeber s intuitive grading of the aboriginal cultures of North America on their "levels of cultural
intensity" and with Naroll's index of cultural develop-
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merit, although there were variations in rankorderings.
8. An anthropological investigation paying particular attention to cultural differences in musical communication has been conducted by Lomax and BerkoA
witz. 1 They used factor analysis to denve an evolutionary classi cation of 148 societies (called "cultures" in
this study). Like Naroll, they did not include industrialized societies. A rst factorsnalytic computation

grouped these societies into 13 distinct clusters that
were geographically continuous. historicallv con
tinuous, or both (see Fig. 11-1).

An associated factor-analytic computation used 71
measures of these societies, including not only social
and economic variables but also musical-communicav
tion variables relating to song styles, such as whether
the society had unison or multipart singing; the
nature of its rhythms, vocalizing, musical ornamenta-

TABLE "-5 Summary of Seen-id Factor Analysis by tornax and ierliowitz
Musk aI Communication Measures Wis! to in MMostrial Societies
1. Differentiation

Productive range
Intensity of agriculture

Percent of animal husbandry

Size ofsettlanent
Number of extralocal
hierarchies
Inheritance 0! land
Degree of strati cation
Presence of metalworking
Task differentiation by sex
Percent of repeated teat!

STAGE 4
Eurasian

,

m

Perrent of precise

enunciation
Interval size

oia High Culture

Degree of melodic variation
Severity oi premarital sex
sanctions

Plow
Agricultu'l

Games of skill vs', games of
strategy

Rules for leadership

succession (uniquel
Dif cultv of wiving (unique)
2. Caloric value a! product

m,

Tropical
Gardeners

activity of gods
Games of skill its games o!

slrategv

Kinship system

3. Sexual division of lobar
A

In mam productive activrty
In overall productive acts

u
I

DIFFERENTIATION SCALE

STAGE 3-.

Size of domestic animals
Root r-s. grain agriculture
PUG!" 0 55M":
Importance of
milking
Presence and

Percent collecting rs. percent
hunting, fishing

4. Organization of groups

Importance of leaders r-s
group
Unison z" multipan

choruses
5. Level of cohesiveness
In rhythm of vocal group
In vocal blend
ln orchestral tonal blend
In rhythm of orchestra
Organization of vocal

group rhythm orchestral

Number of phrases
Litmy, atrophe,

throuQi composed

symmetry ol form
Melodic range
Presence and activity of
gods
11. Orchestral model
Social organization of the
orchestra
Unison vs multipart in

rhvuirnie type

the orchstra

Organization ot
orchestral group rhythm

Nasal vocalizng

Severity of premarital sex
sanctions

7. Ornamentalian

Melisma
Glisando
Embellishment

Glottal shake
Tremolo
Degree of melodic
variation
8. Community type
Solidarity-index

Unilinealvbilateral
Solidaryhn organizations

Kinship system

9. Matrrpatri

Female-male inheritance

of real property
Female male inheritance

of movable property
Marital residence niles
(F-M)
Matrilineal- patriltneal
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10. Size and type 0/ statement

(7. Noise and tension
Raspy vocalizing

Tight and narrow
vocalizing

of 71Social, EM

Relations of orchestra to
vocal part orchestral
rhythmic type

12. Vocal rhythm

Vocal rhythmic type

(regular to irregular)

Tempo
Phrase length
13. Dynamics

Softvloud vocalizing
Lax-forceful vocalaozents
bow-high register
Importance of milking
14 Purl organization
Type of polyphony
Sacral organization of
chorus

15, Type 0/ faintly

16. Size of/arni'ly

17, Segregation of boys

18

Fmalr dorninancr in
pottery, weaving.

lratherwork
19. POSIIION of final note in
songs

NOTE The analysis yielded 14 cluner {actors and 5 single factors Each cluster consists of two or more
all
in these '
a single basic attribute
lndented measures either are attached with equal strength to two factois or also occur as a single factor.
measures. With a few ru , '

STAGE 2
Circum- Pocitic

mm:

2.2-

...-

'x

I,

STAGE I
atricon Gamer-rs

LO-

Fig. 11-1

Thirteen societal clusters from the study by Lorna: and Berkowitz, arranged according to their scores on a scale 0!
or ev ' '
-v
r
. and v. , into four major types or developmental stages. The number in. and the
different widths of. the connections among the 13
(romafactor
', ' ofMB, '
soeieties,orgamzed
according to the measures displayed in Table 11-5, ,
the y.
of their ' "
y as ' "
" by their two strongest
residual bonds. No bond lower than 13 is shown. (From A. Lomax k N. Berkowitz. The evolutionary tasonmy of culture. Srience,
21 July, 1972, 177, 230. Copyright 1972 by the American Association for the Advancement of Science. Reprinted by per-Mission.)
'

source. A. lomax & N. Berkowitz. The evolutionary taxonomy of culture, Snrnrr. 21 July, 1972, 177,
233. Copyright 1972 by the American Association for the Advancement of Science. Reprinted by
permission.

tion, and melody ranges; and the social organization
of its orchestras. Concerning these musical measures
they found that there were:
. . . strong statistical relations between song style and social
norms for instance, that the explicitness. or information
load, of song varies with the level of economic productivity.
that cohesiveness of performance is an indicator of the level of

community solidarity, that multipart singing occur! in socie

ties where the sexes have a complementary relationship, and
that degree of ornamentation increases with increased social
strati cation. Thus song appears to function as a reinfoer

ment of a culture s social structure, and pro les of song performance can be used as indicators of culture pattern."

The second factor-analytic computation produced 14
cluster factors and 5 single factors (see Table 11 5).
Factor 1 differentiation was interpreted by the
investigators to provide a measure of how much evolu~
tionary development a society shows. In Fig. 11-1 the 13
societal dusters derivedin the rst computation are
arranged along a vertical scale according to their scores

on this differentiation factor. Bonds linking these clus-

tens were also calculated from measures of similarity
among the clusters. From all these data, four types of
societies representing four major stages of evolutionary development were identi ed. They are:
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Stage 1. African gatherers. This societal type is
made up of leader-less, egalitarian, nomadic bands in
which the sexes have a complementary relationship.
They include present-day Bushmen and Pygmies of
Africa, as well as trace societies in refuge areas on
every continent.

Stage 2. Circum-Paci c

simple producers, This

societal type probably spread from Siberia around the
Paci c shores and into the Americas. The people are
seminomadic. living by hunting, shing, or slashand-burn agriculture without animal husbandry.
Stage 3. Tropical gardeners. This societal type
practices full agriculture with animal husbandry. They
live insettled villages, among which there are confed-

eracies, and they have a two-class system. There is

evidence for an early continuous distribution of this
type from Melanesia through Southeast and Southern

Asia to Fast Africa and the Sudan. later such societies
sprud into sub-Saharan Africa, east into Polynesia,
and west into the New World.

Stage 4. Eurasmn plow agriculture.
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This societal

type has large towns, centralized government, and
complex social strati cation. Citizens of such societies
practiced agriculture and dairying in Europe in preindustrial times and are still found in rural areas of
otherwise industrialized societies where peasants fol
low an ancient life-style.
The eight societal taxonomies which 1 have just
discussed all assume that many primitive societies
evolve into more complex and sophisticated civilizacions. Table 11-6 compares the developmental
sequences of these eight taxonomies. My comparison
set out in it is very tentative because the descriptions

of the societal types in the various publications about
them are often unclear, and I may have misunderstood
some of them. The comparative timing of the various

stages is uncertain. Also, the data and methods
employed in creating the taxonomies differ greatly.
Certain general conclusions may be made from them,
however: Matter energy processing partimlarly the

ingesting and producing of food by the societal inges-

tor, converter, and producer subsystems is a predominant concern of primitive societies. The tech
niques for carrying out these processes become
increasingly sophisticated as societies develop. Other
sorts of manermergy and information processing
reallygetunderwayinsmajorfashiononlyafter

regular food surpluses dependany y've leisure for

them. Asthenumberofperlonsinasettlement
grows.the
ofs-,- '
'
oflabor
a Hypothesis 5.4.1-2 (see page 1%) suggess, making
possible more advanced types of society. As such
development occurs, the power wielded by the decider subsystem grows, and the government becomes

increasingly centralized from dispersed indiVidual
persons and groups to larger and more inclusive societal components, Also, other forms of information processing spoken and written language and education,

which are functions of the channel and net, decoder,

associator, memory, and encoder subsystems of the
society become more and more important.
A factor-analytic study not based on evolutionary
concepts was carried out by Cattell on 6 ) modern
nations using 80 variables. These were commonly
measured social indicators on which statistics were
available for these countries for the years 1837 to 1937
in various standard reference works. They included
gross population, density of population, territorial
area, diange in territorial area from 1837 to 1937,
warmth of climate, degree of governmental censorship, percentages of population of various religions,
number of telephones per 1,000 population, percentsgeof national budget devoted to arms and defense,
ratio of export to import values. expenditures on education per capita, number of language groups in the
country, percentages of deaths from various causes,
measures of creativity, birthrates and death rates,

number of cities over 2011!) population per1 million

population, and many more. Some of these variables
are similar to the variables listed at the end of each
description of a subsystem in Sec. 3 of this chapter
(see, for instance, pages 773 and 774) and those

listed in Sec. 4, on relationships between subsystems

and components (see page 828).
This research by Cattell uses methods comparable to
those employed in his factor-analytic studies of persons and of groups, which 1 have discussed in earlier
chapters (see pages 472 and 577).
Cattell's mathematical treatment of his data yielded
12 factors or dimensions along which the 69 nations
differed; these can be brie y described as follows: (I)
size small 175. large; (2) cultural control as. freedom;
(3) af uence vs. poverty; (4) conservatism rs. desire

for change; (5) slow as. rapid pace of life; (6) science

and work os. emotion and relaxation; (7) ordered

ical assassinations, many riots and local rebellions,
and many different language groups. Factor 3, concaning af uence os. poverty, was positively corre
lated with a high average real income of a society's
people, a high standard of living, high expenditures
on education and tourism, a large area, and a low

death rate from tuberculosis. Factor 4, concerning con-

servatism vs. desire for diange, was positively correlated with variables that indicated predominance of
masculine values, restrictive religious customs, and

few telephones.

Each country had a characteristic pro le when it was
scored on the 12 factors. On the basis of similarities of
their pro les the 69 nations were found to group into
13 nuclear clusters or sets of countries whose pro les
overlapped signi cantly. One of these, for instance.
had a nuclear group that included Bolivia, Brazil,
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in modern times, one frequently used taxonomy of
societies is based on economic variables, particularly
how wages andearnings are distributed and whether
capital is controlled by the state (socialism or communism) or by lower levels (organizations, groups, or
individual persons capitalism or free mterprise).
From the above discussion it is apparent that many
process taxonomies of societies have beenproposed,
but no single classi cation has received general acceptance. They are, of course, not mutually exclusive.

3. Subsystem

Examples of the culture-pattern families identi ed
are Eastern European, older Catholic colonial,
Mohammedan, East Baltic, and Scandinavian. The

Analyses of societies, whatever the theoretical position of the analyst, agree in general as to what the
essential processes are that a society must carry out.
National planners often approach their task by sector
analysis, which divides the total process of a society
into a limited number of categories or sectors. One list
of such sectors appears below " it is taken from the
Standard industrial Classi cation Manual of the Executive
Of ce of the President of the United States. Every sector is composed of a set of types of organirations or
"establishments" which I listed in the last chapter (see
pages 602 and 603). Each sector is followed (in italics
in parentheses) by the comparable subsystem or sub:
systems in my conceptual svstem.
1. Agriculture, forestry, and shing sector (tngestar)
2. Mining sector (Ingestor)
3. Construction sector (producer)
4. Manufacturing sector (primarily
converter.
producer)
5. Transportation, communications, electric, gas,
and sanitary services sector (primarily distributor.
matttwenergv storage, ertruder, channel and net)

Norway, and Switzerland in its nucleus and the Netherlands, Iceland, and Newfoundland as fringe members. These nations had in common the diaracteristics
of having small populations but being high in scienti c industriousness, order, pace of life, and af uence.

8. Finance, insurance, and real estate sector (primarilv supporter, input transducer. internal transducer,
channel and net, decoder, memory, encoder, and output
transducer of information-money, credit, and title to

Costa Rica, Cuba, Honduras, Lithuania, Paraguay,

Romania, and 14 fringe members, among which were
Mexico and a number of other Latin American coun-

tries, Finland, Greece, and Spain,

When these clusters were examined for sets of
nations with highaverage intercorrelations, 12 "families" of nations closely similar in their culture patterns
were distinguished. Approximately 12 nations,
including some which are important as world leaders,
had such low correlations with other countries that
they had to be considered isolates. These included
France, Germany, Japan, the United States, the United
Kingdom, the Soviet Union, and Mexico, as well as

some small countries.

Scandinavian family included Denmark, Sweden,

This cultural pattern contrasts with the Mohammedan

6. Wholesale trade sector (distributor)
7. Retail trade sector (distributor) '

Property)

9. Services sector (all subsystems)
10. Public administration senor (boundary. mternal
transducer, decider)
This particular list of societal sectors has only a
moderate similarity to my list of subsystems.

morality.
How the various social indicators used by Cattell

pattern shared by Afghanistan, lraq, Turkey, Arabia,
and Egypt in its nucleus and lran as a fringe member. This family was low in affluence, slow in pace
of life, and low in fastidiousness and peaceful
progressiveness.
When these groupings are compared with Toynbee's historically derived societies (see page 747), the

correlated with these factors can be understood by
' ' g a few of them. Factor 1, for example, concuriing the size of the system, was positively corre~

correspondence is far from exact. His Islamic society is
the same as Cattell's Mohammedan pattern. but Toynr
bee s Western society is split into several families and

processes. (Subsystems from my conceptual system
that carry out comparable processes appear in italics in
parentheses.)

large geographic area, large population, and large

Toynbee s view extended over all history, while Cattell's statistics covered only the period 1837 to 1937.

biological needs of members of the society (reproducer
and all the matter-energy processing subsystems)

activity vs. unadapted rigidity; (8) bourgeois careful-

ness vs. bohemisnism; (9) peaceful progressiveness

vs. militaristic conservatism; (10) fastidiousness vs.
forcefulness; (11) presence as. absence of BuddhismMongolism; and (12) poor vs. good morale and

lated with such structural variables or indicators as

cities, as well as such process variables as many polit-

four orfive isolates in Cattell's research. ° Of course

Another, quite different list of the requisite activities of societies, that of Levy, includes the following

1. Providing for sexual recruitment and the other
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(1)

Tonnies

Agraria or Cmemscha

t2)

(3)

Toynbee
anitive society

H)
Naroll

Steward

Hunting and gathering

(5)

"Level 1"
(Index numbers 12 15)

Mam "0
v
Formal legal system
Full-time priests

Formative

Level II,

Part-time shamans are the
only specialism; little trade;
tamin only institution

perhaps part trrne work

specialists; moderate trade;
Mo '
'
'
t
'l

-_ _

and band or village

"Level Ill"

(Index numbers 26-32)

owxen

lama: and Berkowitz

Special religious
practitioners

Gatherers
Simple prod utters

Trade between communities

[No statement made)

Shamans, usually part~time,
"v I . nu, md m

Region

(5)

Cameiro

Tropical gardeners

Written linguist

(Index numbers 19-25)

.

(7)

Coon

Educators
Governmental bureaucrats

Inap'cm snmhur'

erltutton

(6i

Freeman and Winch

1

'

Headman, chieli or lung
I:

;

other specialists; increased
trade,ineludingaome tools and
tood;2tou
' '
.
including ritual groups and
shamans' and traders
:lienteles

"Level IV
(Index numbers 33 39»

.

o! 100 4

r

Ayrtulture provtdes 75% 4»

0'
Full-time shamans and some

Plow agriculture

Mine .

Surplus cat food regularly
produced
Political leader has
considerable authority
Ruler grants audiences

Relatively

specialists; half of consumer
8004 F6 .
" d d?

"Level \"
Mex numbers {046

up to 24 institutions, some
with stable hierarchies
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Full-time service apecialists
Sumptuary laws

Hall of population are new
food-producing specialists;

*.__

more than half of consumer

Level VI"
(Index numbers 17 52)

.

lnmal conquest

some with component
departments

Dark Ages
.

cyd c

Paved streets

goods and some bod
traded; up to N!) institutions, some hierarchical and

_
qu su

"Level \ ll
(Index numbers 53 60)

Nearly evervone is a
specialist; widespread trade,
many institutions, with

hierarchies and departments

iron Age
[ndusma or Geguuha

Poatindustn al

haunt ! mohmm

[No statement made)

[No statement made]

[No

memem made]

(No statement made]

[No statement made}

We statement made!

N031: Approximate temporal order 0! appearance of societal types is indicated bv
their positions in each column. the earliest
It the top and the latest at the bottom Types opposrte each other in various
columns are roughly contemporaneous.

[No statement made]

[No statement madel

(No statement made]

[No

I'm!

""491

[No statement made}

ed.
of most subsystems of this society are identifi
Fig. 11-2 The Netherlands. Components
information: Boundary
Subsystems which process both matteraenergy and

a"

, organizations defending, guarding, or

policing the national border.

Subsystems which process matter-energy11ngestor

%

companie
,organizations, such as airlines, railroads, trucking

ofmatter-energy into the country; Distributor
orsteamshiplines, which import various forms
er
nergy by water, road, railroad, orairline; Convert
tions which transport various forms of matter-e

, national organizer
, organizations

, manufacturing
forms useful to the society; Producer @
which convert raw forms of matter-energy into other
or for export; Matter-Energy Storage E
organizations which make products for the society
store various forms of matter-energy; Extruder
houses, reservoirs, and electric power plants which

, organizations like ware, organizations

which deport
nations or eject wastes into the sea and agencies
which export products of the Netherlands to other

unwanted persons; Motor
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agency; Supporter

, armed forces, or space
units of transportation or construction industry
, public buildings and land,

, cable,
er ® , organizations that receive telegraph
Subsystems which process information: Input Transduc
borders of the Netherlands; Internal Transducer @
telephone, or radar signals or foreign news from outside

communications
or public opinion polling organization that receives
rapresentative legislature, political party officials,
and Net
and reports from all parts of the Netherlands; Channel

, national communications facility; Decoder

the world;
es received from Netherlands embassies throughout
O , foreign office that decodes secret dispatch
Memory
Associator @ , Dutch teaching institutions;
Queen and her government in The Hague; Encoder

Output Transducer
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, libraries; Decider

, the

, governmental press secretary or speech writers;

persons who speak officially for The Netherlands.

SWYSTEMS
2. Differentiating and assigning roles (one process
of the decider)
3. Communicating (input transducer, internal trans-

ducer. channel and net, decoder, encoder, and output
transducer)
4. Sharing cognitive orientations (internal transducer, channel and net, assocmtar, and memory)
5. Sharing an articulated set of goak (internal transducer. channel and net, associatar, memory, and decider)
6. Regulating the choice of means (decider)
7. Regulating affective expression (decider)
8. Adequate socializing (internal transducer, channel
and net, and decider, also subsystems that carry out
adlustment processes)
9. Controlling disruptive behavior (dender)
10. Adequate institutionalizing (decider)
About half of my subsystems are embraced in
Levy's first item. His last five items include various
aspects of what I call "decider processes." Though
there probably is general consensus between us as to
what the primary societal processes are, we certainly
classify them very differently. since his concern centers on decider processes.
The general theory of action of Parsons and his
associates has received recognition for the trenchancy
of its analyses of social processes. It is in some ways
like the approaches of Levy and myself, but its categtr
rization of the processes is profoundly different. All
social systems, including societies, must solve four
"independent functional imperatives" or problems,
according to Parsons and Smelser." To solve them,

societies tend to differentiate into four "subsystems,"
by which term these authors refer to processes. They
make it clear they are not discussing concrete structural subsystems, which they call "collectivities."
The four subsystems and the problems or imperatives" which they respectively address are:

1. The latent pattern-maintenance and tension-

management subsystem: maintaining the stability of
the system and its institutionalized value system
against pressures to change that arise either from outside the system or from within it.
2. The goal attainment subsystem (polity): attaining
goals, i.e.. seeking the "situational objects" that maximize the stability of the system by controlling elements of the situation. These goal states may either
maximize positive inputs or minimize negative ones.
(This concept of polity does not refer to government
in the 'usual sense.)
3. The adaptive subsystem (economy): carrying out
economic activity, providing facilities to accomplish a
variety of system and subsystem goals, and producing
wealth or utility.
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4. The integrative subsystem: maintaining solidarity in the relations between units of the system in the
interest of effective functioning.
Each of these subsystems, in turn, differentiates
into comparable subsubsysrem processes.
Other classi cations of social processes have been
advanced, but none is widely accepted. Common
agreement among societal scientists on such a funda'
mental issue is clearly desirable. I propose my analysis
of subsystem processes for consideration by others
concerned with the investigation of social systems.
The subsystems of societies are usually organiza
tions or sets of organizations, but occasionally their
processes are downwardly dispe_rsed to gr_qugs_9_r
indiyidual gons In primitive societies the organizations may not be large, but in modern developed
nations they are often very large and complex.
Figure 11-2 maps a society (the Netherlands) and
shows its subsystems. ln the harbor of Amsterdam is a
symbol representing the ocean liner which we. pictured in Fig. 10-1. It is one component of the ingestor
subsystem of the Netherlands.
Table 11-7 identifies the components that make up
the critical subsystems of a society. ln5pection of this
table makes it apparent that downward dispersal of
subsystem processes is common in modern societies.
in countries with market economies most processes are
carried out by independent, competitive organiza~
tions. In nonmarket economies they may be carried
out by relatively autonomous governmental organizations. In either case the deciders of such organizations
are subject to more or less control by the decider of the
society, which regulates various aspects of their activities (see page 861). They are cont-rolled to some
degree also by deciders of states, which wield downwardly dispersed power. Societies differ in the extent
to which subsystem processes are downwardly dis
persed. The central decider of most nations has the
authority and power under certain conditions to
assume greater control over any of these processes
by declaring martial law or by nationalizing or
expropriating facilities like railroads or mines, for
example. This is true regardless of whether theae facilities are publicly or privately owned.
3.1 Subsystems which process both matter-energy
and information
3.1.1 leproducer, the subsystem which is capable
of giving rise to other societies similar to the one it is

in.

3.1.1.1 Structure
The organizations that estab
lish a new society, creating and implementing the
written or unwritten charter that determines the forms
of its government and institutions, are reproducer
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TABLE I l-7

(mums oflbe I9Critical Subayslenuof a Society

3.1 WISY TEMS WHICH FIOCBS BOTH MAml-ENEICY AND "nonunion

3.1.1 Reproducer

Organization which creates and implements a charter for a new socrety. including tribal members who leave their tribe and occupy

new territory, leaders who achieve national independence. constitutional convention. representatives of federating governments
succesful revolutionaries; empire builder. ruler who sets up national government when empire breaks down. international peace
-, t'
, m4 ., dispersed to group; artifacts such as ship, fomncauon, gun, sword,
on, may be
pen, parchment
3.1.2 Boundary
Organization located on or near national borders; or which defends, guards. or polices national borders, such as army. navy. air
force, coast guard, customs service. immigration servtce. public health aervtce; diplomatic mission. unit of military bases on

foreign soil, organization which processes information at national borders. such as censorship agency. secunry organization.

national police, radio or television regulatory agency; bank or currency exchange; may be downwardly dispersed to group or
individual person such as farmer, hunter. sherman: worker that is on or near national borders or that zuards embassv.

eatraterritorial property. ship, or plane at lea; astronauts or coamonauts in space; artifacts such as musile base. fortification,

weapon. Ihip, airplane, dike, gate, wall, fence, barrier, border station, radar installation
sums'rnu WHICH noau IAml-INIICY

3.2.1 lngestar
Organization which imports matter-energy, including airline,

railroad. trucking company, steamship line; porters or dodt
workers umon; customs and immigration serwce, importing

rm; truck farm; agricultural. shing, mining, or lumbering

company: fishing boats; may be downwardly dispersed to group

or individual person that carries out similar processes. artifacts
sud i as port. airport. termmal, building; plane. train. truck.
ship, dock machinery, agricultural machinery,

mining and lumba'ing equipment

shirg boat,

3.3

UISVmIl! W HXCH PIOCESS INIDDIAYION

3.3.1 Input transducer

Such organization as gateway exchange for telegraph, cable, or
telephone communications. ground station for satellite. foreign

news service; diplomatic or consular seryice: military

observation post at the soaery s border; weather bureau.

exploring expedition; foreign intelligence agency, international
or central bank; may be downwardly dispersed to organizational
units stationed abroad, to groups such as businessmen.
missionaries, research workers like anthropologists. or
to individual organism or person such as traveler who
Visits other countries, immigrant. ham radiooperator. listener

to foreign broadcasts, may M outwardly dispersed to Visitors to
the society such as foreign diplomat. businessman, traveler.

missionary. teacher; may be upwardly dispersed to

suprananonal or international teaching mission or cultural

achange: artifacts used in receiving foreign messages such a»
book, publication, electronic or other deuce. telegraph. cable.
telephone, radio. television. radar. satellite
3.3.2 Internal transducer

Such organization as representative legislature. political party
board of election. survey or public opuuon polling organization
secret police, governmental statistical orgaruution: advertising
and public relations businesses, social change organization,
ethnic organization, labor union. grange. legislative lobby,
chamber of commerce. diurch, service organization, news
medium; bank or nancial institution; may be downwardly

dispersed to group or to indiwdual person such as cartoon artist.
writer of book, article, tract: "presidential listening post". may

be upwardly dispersed to organizer of a plebiscite or election
under international or supranational auspices. may be

outwardly dispersed to component of another society

"penetrating" or strongly in uencing the society in question;
artifacts such as various sorts of marker. computer, voting
machine, other machine used in transducing
3.2.2 Distributor
Organization which makes
' '
about. v '
cantructs, or I,
' or 5
r
facility within a country, auch as gov mental regulatory
gency controlling transportation; highway construction

3.3.3 Channel and net
{My
.
.
'

a

i of

i

facility such as mail service, telephone.

company; road maintenance organization. airline, airport. bus
or truck company; moving or express company; railroad;

Niegr aph. radio. or televtaum network.- publisher of printed news
medium. magazines; dissemirutors of book. lm, phonograph
record, tape recording; display advuriaing mmpany; lecture
bureau; organization of m, musicians, performers; an

carries ouuuch functions; artifacts such as road, airplane. train
bus. truck, Iteamboat; pipeline; dectnc wire; tool

,
a. censor that
decides what infatuation may ow in the net. bank. nancial
institution, stock "unset Mh which money flows, often

domestic shipping. power, or pipdine wmpany; may be
downwardly dispened to group or to individual person that

gallery, museum, or sales amp-1y; public meeting, rally,

SUISVSI'EMS
TABLE tt-7
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downwardly dispersed to group or to individual person in

3.3.8 Encoder
Governmentalovganiution including chief of state and his or her
of ce; department of state, foreign office, other executive
agency; Congress, legislature, parliament; judiciary,

person-to person communication, including, in primitive
society, sender of smoke signals, jungle drum communicator,
leader,
leader,
"
., , , '
ninner;

organization that writes. crates, or produces radio or televtsion

rdigious leader; artifacts such as telephone, tdeyaph,
television, or radio network; responder
coinmurucations satellite, computer network, picture phone;
mail truck. airplane, mail railroad car

3,2,3 Convener
Organization that converb raw materials, such as smelting
plant, chemical cornpmy, sawmill, mill, slaughterhouse, meatpacking plant, oil
power company; may be
downwardly dispersed to group or to individual person who
carries out such tunctions; artifacts such as building, smelter,

laboratory, sawmill. mill, conveyor belt, truck, refinery,
generator, tool

presentation for of cial international broadcast; cultural
mission; may be downwardly dispersed to group or to
individual person such as national spokesperson like diplomat,
chiefof state, of cial who represents the society in international
or supranational contacts; military leader; speech writer,

3.3.4 Decoder

Organization such as foreign of ce, department of state, news
medium, observatory, weather bureau, nancial institution,
religious organization, scienti c community. teaching
institution; may be downwardly dispersed to youp or to
individual person such as presidential adviser, language
translator, interpreter, cryptographer, news or market andyst;
artifacts such as computer, senstng and recording device like
seismograph, barometer, and radiation detection devtce

propaganda writer: coding expert: translator: press secretary:
teacher; technical eapert; representative of news media; artist

3.2.6 Extrudn
Organization that sets government policy on or promotes
national export trade or extrusion of wastes; organization that
eatnides products (such as export company, land, sea, or air
7
r Y- V r I.
v
»u
I
r a
company); org
tion that departs persons not wanted in

and designer or societal symbols, artitacts such as writing
materials, encoding equipment, coding machine
3.3.9 Ourput transducer

Govemmental organization that sends messages to another

society, or international or supranational body. including chiel

of state and his or her of ce, department of state, foreign of ce,
other executive agency; Congress. legislature, parliament;
authority, or national police; organiution that makes
'
; "
, a ' ' that ,
radio or television stations
g
'
'waste"r
,""oil
, ,that
orr
k "c , ,.
or u
thatconvey
a
exports its products; waste disposal organization that extrudes over society s borders; organisation that transmiu telephone or
wastesofregions,atates,orcitiesL ,
'
'L
as
' a ,
over somety s border: some components
into the sea; may be outwardly dispersed to another nation or to may be joint between the output transducer and the encoder,
an orgaruza'tion in it, like a abamship company that exports
may be downwardly dispersed to group or to individual person
products from the rst nation; artifacts such as ship, barge,
induding person who speaks officially for nation such as delegate
railroad, ar, truck, airplane, dock facility, loading machinery,
to international or supranational body; governmental press
secretary, public relations officer, radio operator, pilot who
airport facility, pipeline
drops propaganda lea ets; radio technician, publisher, ador,
3.2.7 Motor
speaker, teacher, singer, dancer, missionary, traveler; artifacts
Organization in transportation or construction industry, armed
such as press release. book, art object, manufactured product.
forces, space agency; may be downwardly dispersed to group
broadcasting equipment. teletype machine, telephone
such as family, work group. or to indiVidual person or
equipment,
cable
domesticated animal; artifacts such as windmill, mill wheel,
wagon, sailboat, truck, locomotive, ship, military tank, plane.
missile, earthmoving machine

the country, such as immigration service, armed services, penal

3.2.4 Producer
Organization whidt makes any of a wide range of products in
factory, food processing company; road or building construction
company; organization which carries out building or product
repair and maintenance; organization which is involved in the
reproducnon of the people in the society or aids them by
providing health and welfare services, such as tribal rrtoiety,
certain legal, governmental, or religious organizations;
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organization that operates park, theater, motel, hotel, computer
dating bureau, hospital, dinic, other medical facility, welfare
organization, health insurance organization; many of these
processes may be downwardly dispersed to group, including
mating dyad, or to individual person; or outwardly dispersed to
other societies; artifacts such as machine tool, diverse kinds of
machines, assembly line, truck, bus, airplane, medical

3.3,5 Associatar
Organization such as school, college. university, other teaching
institution, research organization, foundation, scienti c or
to
5",
:maybe
uig'
,
group such as student group, exploring group, research and
development department; also downwardly dispersed primarily
to each individual person, who does most of any society's
associating; artifacts such as computer and other dataprocessing equipment, space vehicle, laboratory equipment

equipment

3.2.5 Mattrnmergy storage

Organization which determmes storage regulations or actually

stores matter-energy such as tl'e Treasury Deparunent. the
armed mm, the Energy Research and Development
Administration. the Environmental Protection Agency. the
Interior Department, the National Park Service: organization
that operates such storage lacilities as grain elevator, sto'ckyard.
water reservoir, petroleum storage depot. coal mine, oil eld,
rock quarry, timber tract, shipyard, food mre, warehouse,
waste dump, cemetery; laterally dispersed throughout a society,
as well as downwardly to lower levels; sometimes outwardly
dispersed to other countries and upwardly to supanational
system; artifacts such as storage building, shipyard, cattle pen,
reservoir, height car, ore boat, tank, and machinery nth as
crane. lift, truck, mining machinery

3.3.6 Memory
Organization such as religious body; teaching institution;
cultural, craft, or professional organization; national archive;
centralized data bank, document storage and retrieval
organization, national information network, scienti c
information service, library, museum, historical place, national
monument, art gallery, bank. treasury; may be downwardly
dispersed to group such as family that carries on moral and other
traditions ofartcestors; or to individual person such as priest,
singer, storyteller, dancer, medicine man, teacher, artist, poof;
artifacts such as library building and equipment. oomqu

3.2.8 Supporter
Land and waters of the societv: artifacts such as public
building, public housing
components at this level. Historically, many different
sorts of units have carried out such activities. Among
them are tribal members who move into a new terri-

tory separated from their society by distance or natural

barriers; national leaders who achieve independence

of the people and their territory from rule by another
society and who

L" L a gov -

" c

'

-

tional conventions; representatives of governments in 1
3.3.7 Denier

Soaety s voters; organization such as of ce of emperor, king,
queen, president. chancellor, prime miruster, resent, rst
secretary, chairman of the council of ministers, premier;
executive agency; legislative body, parliament; judicial body;
religious organization, group such as council of state, cabinet;
quasijudicial organization such as Securities and Eschange
Commission, Federal Reserve Board. Interstate Commerce
Commission, Federal Trade Commission; private corporation:
state or local govennent, political party. research organizatiom
may be downwardly dispersed to group or to individual person;
may be outwardly dispersed to component of another society
"penetrating" the society in question; artifacts such as building,
computer

process of federation; members of successful revolutionary movements that impose new govemmental
forms upon established societies; empire builders

who bring previously separate societies under a centralized government; and rulers who form governments in the vacuum created by the breakdown of
empires which can no longer supply the services or

mobilize the governmental power to hold their com-

ponents together.
international bodies such as peace conferences that

create new societies by revising national boundaries

are also reproducer components. The Congress of
Vienna and the diplomats who wrote and signed the

Treaty of Versailles and other treaties following World

War I are examples of such bodies. Committees or
commissions or an international body like the League

of Nations or the United Nations may guide the forof a new nation and act as parts of the reproducer for that society.

These processes may be downwardly dispersed to

groups.
in these processes military activities may require
artifacts like ships, forti cations, guns, and swords, or

the task may be accomplished peacefully with pens
and parchment.
[Components of a society that provide for system

continuity over timeby furthering and regulating the
reproduction of its members are parts of the producer
rather than the reproducer subsystem (see pages 778
and 779).]
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3.1.1.2 Process
A new society comes into being
when decider components are organized in accor
dance with a written orunwritten charter. Organization or reorganization of other subsystems follows as
the system takes forrri and begins to function. New
societies are always composed of elements of preexist
ing societies. The people are not usually brought
together for the purpose of forming a society, although
in modern Israel something of the sort has occurred.
More usually the population has occupied the land on
which it lives for a period of time before the new
society is formed, either as an indigenous population
or as colonists from another society. They have genetic
continuity with previous occupants of the same territory and may have distinctive genetically determined
characteristics. Their culture, including their language
or languages, has a similar continuity over time. They
and their ancestors may have been parts of successive
societies in the same region extending far into the
past. Many modern inhabitants of the Italian peninsula, for example, are descendants of persons who
lived in the same region in Roman times. from whom
they derive their culture, which has been continu
ously modi ed over the centuries.
Among primitive societies, when one clan becomes
so numerous that it spreads beyond natural barriers
like mountains, it may become economically as well as
geographically independent.
It then inevitably
forms a separate system which traces its ancestry back
to the pioneers who led the clan members into their
new country. Among the Tungus of Eastern Siberia

this occurred when the population increased so that

tribesmen spread out over a hunting territory too large
to permit regular interaction. They then split up into

separate systems or local groups, the leaders of each
being the reproducers of a new system.

New societies also arise when changes take place in

the relative power of components of an earlier society.
Supporters of an alternative type of system organization then assume control. Empires form when a powerful society conquers several others. Federations are
formed because their members perceive themselva as
weak in relation to possible enemies or as lacking

resources.

All societies are potentially susceptible to revolution. They always include at least a few groups which,
under appropriate circumstances, could provide sup
port for a revolutionary movement that could create a
new society. Of these Etzioni says:'
'Reprinted with permission of Macmillan Publishing Co.,
Inc. from Thi- arlivr many by Amitai Etzioni. Copyright
© 1968 by The Free Press, a Division of The Macmillan
Company
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Once a dewant enclave has been founded, its future developmait and the chances that it will become a mayor societal
force, a transforming alternative. or perhaps even the basis of
a new societal conformity, depend not only on the numbers of
unsucocesafully socialized people or the extent to which the

society s "education" efforts are encompassing and intensive
but also on the distribution of the means between the societal

units mobilized in support of the prevailing patterns and
those which are deviating. Revolutions occur not so much
because the deviant asset base lr.g., money or political power]
in itself has been greatly extaided but because the asset base
of the supporters of the conforming patterns is collapsing. The
weakness of the governments of Russia in 1917, Guru in 19 9,

and France in 1789 was a final muse of the transformations
of these societies.
In discussing transformation of societies, Etzioni
makes it clear that this can occur not only by revolution and sudden change in decider structure and process but also by an accumulation of small changes,

although he believes that

. . . no society so far has

signi cantly levelled its power base and strati cation
structure without a revolution/ 7 Revolutions, however, may be carried out peacefully. Chile instituted a
Marxist government under Allende without violence,
although it was ended by violence. Etzioni admits that
the transition in both Britain and the United States
from argricultural to industrial societies constituted
major peaceful transformations. t
The transition in Britain and the United States from spicultural to industrial societies entailed the transformation of all
the major institutions of these two societies. including peace
ful change of the state and its control and a shift of the
concentration of political power from the aristocracy (in Brit
ain) and rural collectivities (in the United Stats) to capitalist,
urban collectivities. Now, a second transformation is in process an expanding welfare state, govu'nment guidance of
the economy and other societal processes, and mobilization of
weaker collectivities. Labor governments in the United Kingdom and the participation of labor in the political procsaes in
the United States have already transformed an early capital
ism into "mature" (or welfare") capinliamgand the process
is still unfolding.

This being the case, it is not always clear when a

change in the decider represents a "new society" and

at what point in the transition the society has become

a new society. When a revolution sweeps away the
existing order and institutes a new one with a new
charter, radically changed relationships among the
components, and acceptance of a different hierarchy of

values as in the French and Russian revolutions

the new system is reasonably considered a new soci-

ety. On the other hand, revolutions which replace one
"strong man" with another but which effect no fundatReprinted with pennission of Macmillan Publishing Co.,
Inc. from The artivc society by Amitai Etzioni. Copvright
© 1968 by The Free Press, a Division of The Macmillan
Company.
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mental change in the system do not represent the
beginning of a new society.
In gradual transformations, new charters may or
may not be written. The United States manages to fit
social change into its Constitution with a minimum of
amendments and a great deal of interpretation. The

United States Constitution is a very general docu-

ment. The constitution of the Soviet Union covers
many of the same topics, being more speci c on some
of them. Great Britain, with no written constitution,
makes laws to conform to social change and thus is
continually revising its charter,
Representative variables of the process of reproducing are: Sorts of matter-energy used in reproducing.
Example: The dissident minority which founded the

new nation included about 5,000 men and women.

Meaning of information used in rrproduang. Example:
The Declaration of Independence signaled the deci-

sion of the 13 Colonies to free themselves from British

rule. Sorts ofinformatian usedin rcpraducmg. Example:
The constitution of the newly formed nation speci ed
a democracy with a president and council ofelders.
Changes in reproducing over time. Example: New societies in the twentieth century were formed from what
had been colonies of major powers rather than by the
actions of dissident groups claiming land in newly
discovered areas. Changes in reproducing with different
circumstances. Example: Breakdowns in the effectiveness of government led to the splitting up of some old,
established monarchies. Rate of reproducmg. Example:
Two colonies were given independence in a single
year. Frequency of reproducing. Example: During the
sixteenth century Spain and England founded several
colonies in the New World. Lag in reproducing. Example: The colony won its independence by a plebiscite
after 50 years of political activity. Costs of reproducing.
Example: The war of independence claimed M100
lives.
3.1.2 Ioulidary, the subsystem at the perimeter of
a society that holds together the components which
make up the society, protects them from environmen
tal stresses, and excludes or permits entry to various
sorts of matter-energy and information.
3.1.2.1 Structure
Matter-nag boundary. It is important in consider-

ing boundaries of societies to distinguish between the
boundary of the living system and the border of the

system's territory, a distinction that is particularly
important at this level. The boundary, like corre

sponding structures at the levels of the group and the

organization, varies in shape with the changing distribution in the three spatial dimensions on the
ground, in the air or in space. and in the sea of the
system's living components. Gypsy tribe live as

inclusions in the territories of other someties. Since
they have no territories of their own, they have no
borders, only living boundary subsystems
The land borders of a society's territory may be
determined by natural features like mountains, nvers.
lakes. or seas, or they may be set by surveyors carrying out international agreements or the directives of a
conquering government. The borders of most modern
countries are precisely delimited, although disputes
about them between adjacent nations are common
Territories of neighboring primitive societies, the
range in which they hunt and gather food or establish
villages, may grade into each other.
All three~dimensional borders of a society s territory
are boundaries of nonliving systems. They may not be
distinct, as the boundaries of all living systems are.
The land and water borders at shorelines and the land
and air borders at the ground level are cleancut. But all
nations with a coast on an international body of water
extend their of cial borders into it. Distances of
claimed borders are from 4.8 km to 322 km. There is no
agreement concerning how far into the ground borders go, or how high into space. if the claim were to
the center of the earth, it would overlap other countries claims unless the borders were perpendicular to
the earth's crust. This would produce an irregular
conical or pyramidal solid gure whose edges would
have the shape of the boundary of the earth but would
constantly diminish to a point at the center of the
earth. In the sky the reverse would be true; the space
within the extended perpendicular to the ground
would gradually increase in area with distance above
the earth. Some have suggested that each country
owns the space above the earth up to the theoretical
limit of the earth's atmosphere, but practically no
countries have complained about the ight of missiles
or satellites above them (usually thousands of kilome~
ters), although they have often shot down planes
flying above them (usually thousands of meters). The

fact is that most national territorial borders are

abstracted system boundaries and are set arbitrarily.
They are continuous up, down, amass land, and into
the sea. Various rationales for setting territorial limits

can be made. Differing rationales can lead to disagree-

ment among nations and often have produced legal
disputes and wars.
A society/s territory is ordinarily continuous, but

sometimes it is divided by the tar-itcry of other societies or by international air and water. The United

States provides an example of this because Alaska,
Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and its Pad c island dependencies are not continuous with its mainland.

The cmcept of ortraterritoriality in international

law de nes a country s embassies and certain military
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SW
posts located within the borders of Other nations as its
territory. Their staffs and the visitors to such areas are
considered to be within the borders of that country.
Conversely, extraterritorial "islands" exist in that
country which belong to other nations. Ships at sea

and space vehicles bearing the flag of a particular
country are also considered to be its territory. At the

group and organization levels, components that travel
or work outside their boundaries are still considered
to be members. Thus nationals of one country who are
outside its territory nevertheless remain its citizens.
Organizations that occupy the perimeter of the living system, such as cities on an international border;

organizations that defend, guard, or police national

borders, such as armies, navies, air forces, coast
guards, customs services, immigration services, and
public health services; diplomatic missions; and units
of military bases on foreign soil are components of this
subsystem.
The subsystem may be downwardly dispersed to
groups or individual persons such as farmers, hunters, shermen, or workers living or ranging near the
edge of a country; guards of embassies and other
extraterritorial lands or buildings; guards of ships or
planes at sea; and astronauts or cosmonauts in space.
Artifacts like missile bases, forti cations, weapons,
ships, airplanes, dikes, gates, walls, fences, barriers,
border stations, and radar installations of various sorts
are nonliving boundary components.
lulu-nation boundary. The information boundary of
a society is complex in shape, since it encompasses
far-flung components like nationals traveling abroad,
diplomatic missions, personnel at military posts on
foreign soil, and astronauts in space who are connected to the society by information channels (see
page 52). Subsystem components include some that
also process matter-energy customs organizations,
for example, which may impose duty on, refuse entry
to, or impound certain money, books, pictures, lms,
or secret documents. Censorship agencies, security
organizations, national police, and radio and television regulatory agencies that monitor broadcasts at
national borders are other examples. Banks or currency exchanges may be components of the informa-

tion boundary, as well as of the input transducer,

decoder, and encoder.
The information boundary usually has groups or
individual persons as
downwardly dispersed
components.

3.1.2.2 Process

Manny-energy boundary. The matter-energy boundary of a society performs the three boundary processes
of (a) acting as a barrier to ows of matter-energy in
and out of the system, (b) ltering matter-energv. and
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(c) maintaining steady-state differentials of various
sorts of matter-energy between the inside and the
outside of the system (see page 56).
Components of this subsystem repel citizens of
other countries who are unwanted or who arrive to
invade the society s territory; turn back immigrants

seeking to cross the territorial boundary illegally at

some point other than a legal port of entry; destroy or
capture unauthorized planes that y over the territory
or ships that enter territorial waters without permission; and, in some societies, refuse tourists and other
aliens permission to enter. Some nations restrict

exports and ban foreign travel or emigration by certain

of their citizens.
Societies may attempt to prevent entrance of harmful forms of matter-energy such as pathogenic bacteria
and viruses, radioactive emissions, missiles, oodwaters, predatory insects, and the voraciously destructive piranha sh. They may refuse to permit removal
of various sorts of things, like antiquities, gold, Siamese cats, or petroleum. Both inputs and outputs of
unauthorized drugs may be prevented.

The boundary ltering process is exempli ed by

customs inspections, selective immigration policies,
citizenship examinations, and quarantine regulations.

Some nations allow only citizens with valid exit per-

mits to leave the country. They may withhold passports required for reentry from those they want to
keep in.
Steady-state rates of ow across a nation's boundary

of particular forms of matter energy may be achieved
by setting monthly or annual quotas. Immigration
into the United States is subject to sud'i quotas. So is
export of diamonds from South Africa. International

agreements set import and export rates for many sorts
of manufactured goods and nw materials so that markets will not be flooded with excessive amounts. Tariffs are another means of accomplishing this purpose.
Information boundary. Information arrives at the
borders of a society in many forms, including letters,
foreign publications, and other written materials;
radio and television broadcasts from other nations;

the designs of artifacts imported or brought back by

travelers; ideas carried by missionaries, teachers, or

others: and cultural patterns of information diffused

from one area to another.
Regulation of information ows across the boundaries of societies is accomplished by twodifferent pro-
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People believed to be carrying dangerous ideas are
often turned away by border of cials. Inthe rst two
decades of this century Abyssinia refused admission
to missionaries and most other white men. Japan was
closed to the West for centuries until the middle of the
nineteenth century. Radio and television programs
may be jammed; books and other printed matter may

and large, less developed countries have above-aver
age ratios.

countries. The secrets of producing certain sorts of

of a large increase in distance between the communicators, according to Stewart, who calculates that the
probability that any two people will interact decreases
as the square of the physical distance between them. I
Hypothesis 3.1.2.2-3 (see page 93), which asserts
that more information is transmitted within a system
than acros its boundary, and 3.1.2.2 4 (see page 93),
which says that the ratio of information transmitted
within the system to that crossing the boundary will

ries to incoming information. Currency may be
rigorously controlled by banks and customs of cers
so that, as in the Soviet Union, foreign money does
not circulate within the society. On the other hand, as
in Panama and parts of Canada, foreign money, i.e.,
the United States dollar, may be quite generally
accepted.
Similar subsystem processes may keep information
from crossing a nation s boundary outwardly to other
admired

indigenous artifacts are

often jealously

guarded within a country. Export of currency is also
restricted by many societies.

Step function changes in cultural communications
occur at some society boundaries. These may be

marked where Christian and Moslem or Moslem and

Hindu cultures meet, as between Greece and Turkey.
The languages of contiguous societies are frequently
different, although usually some individuals are bilingual in an area on both sides of the border. The need
to translate or recode language restricts information
ow in such areas. As Levi-Strauss has pointed out,
since communication easily crosses the boundaries of

most societies, such borders " . . . constitute thresholds where the rate and forms of communication,

without waning altogether, reach a much lower level.
This condition is usually meaningful enough for the

population, both inside and outside the borders, to

become aware of it."
lnformation reaching a society may be ltered out
because all members have been educated to believe
that it is wrong and dangerous. In general, if as good
or as acceptable a cultural equivalent is already estab-

lished in a society, a new, imported one will have little
acceptance.
Studies by Deutsch show an effect of national
boundaries upon ow of information. Of the various
possible measures of communication ows like speed,
delity, source, or response, he selected volume, by

which he means frequency of communication, for an

training of citizens to disregard cutain sorts of infor-

higher with greater geographic area, larger population, and more economic, social, and cultural activity.

mation alr-ady present in the society.

ratios, while communist dictatorships like Bulgaria

be con scated or censored.
Societies differ in the penetrability of their bounda-

cesses, often used simultaneously. The rst is censorship or some other process that lters out markers

bearing certain sorts of information. The second is a
more subtle process involving education or attitude

Domestic mail, however, always exceeds foreign. If a
country s ratio is much larger or smaller than its size,
number of members, and amount of letter writing
would indicate, a cause can very probably be found.
Mozambique, a colony, and Israel, with many relationships outside its boundary, have below-average

initial study. He found that the ratio of within-boundary to cross-boundary ows in societies, as indicated
by a larger number of letters written per capita, was

The effect of national boundaries is the same as that

be higher in a large system, both receive con rmation

from these studies. Hypothesis 3.12.2-2 (see page
93), which suggesu that more work is required to
move a marker across a boundary at the input transducer than to move it the same distance on either side

of the boundary, is also relevant here, although data
concerning it have not yet been collected.
Representative variables of boundary

process

include: Sorts of mutter-energy crossing the boundary.

Example: The Indian government imported a herd of
purebred cattle. Meaning of information crossing the
boundary. Brample: The quotation from Villon which
was broadcast by Radio London indicated to the
French when the 1944 invasion would begin. Sorts of
information crossing the boundary. Example: Missionaries for a new religion received permission to teach

their doctrines to members of the society. Degree of

permeability of the boundary to matter-energy. Example:

Switzerland rarely accepts a citizen for naturalization.
Degree of permeability of the boundary to infomation,

Example: All foreign radio and television broadcasts
were jammed during the rios. Percentage of matter-

energy arriving at the boundary which enters the System,

Example: Less than 80 percent of immigrants were
accepted for naturalization during a 10-year period.

Percentage of information arriving at the boundary which
enters the system. Brample: Over half the foreiin news-

papers were censored. Changes in mattenrnngy processing at the boundary over time. Example: During the

twentieth century it was necessary for all plants and
animals to pass an inspection before being imported.
Changes in information processing at the boundary over
time. Example: As the government became more stable, it began to encourage the performance of music of
other societies. Changes in mauewenngy processing at

SYSTEMS
Bample:

the above organizations. A society like the Soviet

cattle were admitted into the country. Changes in inforL
rrration processing at the boundary with di/[erent circumstances. Example: The population explosion forced the
government to import new methods of agriculture.
Rate of matter-energy processing at the boundary. Example: An average of more than MID American tourists
enter France each month. Rate of information processing
at the boundary. Example: On the average, a dozen
rumors a day carried by refugees were checked against

the major part of its agriculture being organized under
the central decider, has few downwardly dispersed
components. Others may disperse the entire process
of ingesting materials from the environment to group
and organization components.
Ingestor components like airlines, railroads, trucking companies, and steamship lines; porters or dockworkers unions; immigration services; and importing
rms station appropriate units at or near openings in
the territorial boundary. Others, like truck farms and
agricultural, shing, mining, or lumbering companies, are placed within the society s territory where
the particular matter-energy forms with which they
deal are available. Still others place ingestor components like shing boats outside the society s territory
in international waters.
The subsystem may also be downwardly dispersed
to groups or individual persons that carry out similar

the boundary with different circumstances.

During the epidemic of hoof-and-mouth disease, no

the other information available. Frequency of matterenergy processing at the boundary. Example: The cus-

toms of ce was open every day during business
hours. Frequency of information processing at the bound»
ary. Example: News from the rest of the world reached
the little society only when the shing boats put in for
water. Leg in matter-energy processing at the boundary.
Example: On a busy day it took several hours to get
the cargo cleared for entrance. lag in information processing a! the boundary. Example: The news of the
revolution in the neighboring society was not released
for a week. Costs of matter energy processing at the
boundary. Example: A group of four soldiers was
placed at each road entering the society to look for the
wanted criminal, and each man spent 4 days on this
job. Costs of information processing at the boundary.
Example: The government maintained a large staff of
experts to censor personal letters of citizens before
allowing them to go outside the society.
3.2 Subsystems which process matter-energy
3.2.!
lngestor, the subsystem which brings matter-energy across the society boundary from the
environment.
3.2.1.1 Structure
Inputs of matter energy enter
a society from the environment either inside or outside the territorial boundary. lngested matter-energy
includes new citizens, temporary human inclusions

like tourists and of cial representatives of other societies, and all the living and nonliving forms of matter-

energy the society imports, harvests, mines, or
secures in other ways. Components include all those
organizations which are engaged in bringing matterenergy that has passed the boundary ltering process
through entries in the boundary. Imports arrive by
air, land, and water, carried by airlines, railroads,
trucking companies, and steamship lines. Porters and
dockworkers unions; customs and immigration services (which are also boundary components); and
truck farms and other agricultural, shing, mining,
and lumber companies are other ingestor components
A society's ingestor usually includes downwardly dispersed components groups and individual persons
that independently carry out processes like those of
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Union, which permits no private ownership of land.

processes.

Artifacts in this subsystem include ports, airports,
terminals, various sorts of buildings, planes, trains,
trucks, ships, dock machinery, agricultural machinery,
shing boats, and mining and lumbering equip-

ment.

3.2.1.2 Process
The forms of matter-energy a
society ingests depend upon its available natural
resources and upon environmental variables like climate. Important also are its customs, technology, reli-

gion, wealth, and pattern of distribution of wealth. If

everyone can afford caviar, as much as possible will be
imported. If pork is forbidden, none will be provided.

Clearly a society s matterenergy processing depends
to a degree upon its information processing. Technologically advanced societies know how to exploit types
of resources that primitive societies cannot use. A
society must ingest, in suitable forms, suf cient

amounts of matter-energy to meet the metabolic and
other physical needs of its components. To this extent
it is similar to living systems at the levels of cell,
organ, and organism. Since human metabolism

Out ow of certain commodities or artifacts has fre~

quently been suf cient to cause strains. Both Greece
and Egypt lost many valuable antiquities to the colIecting zeal of anthropologists, archaeologists, exporters, and tourists. Boundary processes were invoked
not only to keep such things from being carried away
but also to prevent digging by unauthorized persons.
Expeditions were screened, and their numbers were

International negotiations also succeeded in

getting some things back.

The "gold drain" from the United States has consti-

tuted a matter energy (as well asa monetary information) output strain against which a variety of economic
adjustment processes have been used.
5.2.6 Information output processes
Adjustments

in the boundary subsystem that control outflows of
monetary and other information from societies are
discussed above. In addition to enforcement of
boundary controls on export of money and state
secrets, there are some multisubsystem control pro

cesses. Boundary processes to restrain leakage of class-

i ed information to other societies may be coupled
with internal transductions and broadcasting of mes
sages over the system s channel and net to warn and
educate the public. During World War II such a campaign was carried out in the United States to keep
people from talking about even innocent aspects of
defense work or any details of troop movements.
Excessive outflows of the society s money in foreign
trade may deaease the value of its currency in international transactions. When this occurs, a boundary pro
tection process the imposition of tariffs may be
invoked. This results in higher prices for foreign
goods within the country, decreased demand for
them, and an indirect limitation on the rate of ou low
from the society of money to pay for them. I discuss
this adiustment further in the following chapter (see
pages 956 to 958 .

5.2.7 Feedback

Socienl processes are guided
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adjustment processes described above (see page 845),
which are feedback processes, keep the economy in
steady state. Prices respond to the uctuations of supply and demand, for example, as a result of feedbacks
from buyers to sellers in the market. Central banks
and centralized economic planners receive informa
tion concerning uctuations in economic variables
and intervene only when societal economic indicators
signal excessive deviation.
Positive teedbadra. In ationary spirals are examples
of positive feedbacks. In these, one variable such as
wages feeds back to affect prices of goods or services
produced by the wage earners. The prices rise and
lead the workers to demand increased wages, and so
on. If a government prints more money to meet price
increases, another positive feedback can be set up,
and "runaway inflation" results. Rashevsky spoke of
paying 10,000 rubles for a plate of borscht in Russia,
and over 190,000 marks for a dinner in Germany,
during times of extreme inflation) Another positive
feedback exists in a population of whites with prejudices against blacks and racially Wted schools.
The stronger the prejudice or the more strictly segregated the schools, the greater is the prejudice inculcated in the younger generation. Discussing school
segregation in the United States as a positive feedback
process, Rashevsky said:
We may ask ourselves what parameters in the situation should
be varied and how, in aide to "open" the feedback circuit.
One interesting conclusion concerns the effect of legislative
prohibition of mat-ion. I! such legislation is strictly
enforced.butiitheenlorcementlaatsleasthanacertain
u'itical time, then after due reinforcement ends, the original
'
willbe
" JII.L
,the "
man lasts longer than the critical period of time. then even if
the legislative ban on segregation is lifted, society will move
towards a stable point at no segregation.
A mathematical model of this cimrit is discussed
below (see page 892).

by innumerable and complex internal and external
feedbacks, positive and negative. These do not neces-

isalso
'
insocial
of ' '
5- '
a positive feedback process! In the Watts district of

requires minerals, proteins, fats, and carbohydrates,
maintenance of the society as a system requires that it
ingest all these. Beyond these and other basic require
ments, ingestion by societies is subject to learned
,
-andp,"nofther
inthem.
Representative variables of the process of ingesting

decider. They may adjust relations among other subsystems. For instance, in the United States representatives of labor unions and management settle wage
disputes without governmental inta'vention unless
they cannot agree or unless they inconvenience the

and the killing of 34 people by the National Guard.

Beans and rice were the staple foods of the people

trolled bv interactions among representatives of the
states unless federal courts or regulatory bodies be
come involved and resolve disputes. In mixed economies, many economic variables are controlled by central
componens of the societal decider only when devia.
tion becomes extreme. Otherwise, the economic

include: Sorts o/ matter-energy ingested. Example:

because they were easily grown on the land. Degree of

openness of the ingestor. Example: No duty was placed
upon imports. Changes in ingesting over time. Example:
After tomatoes were proved to be nonpoisonous,

sarily include the central components of the system s

whole system by too severe or prolonged a strike or
labor disturbance. Interstate affairs are usually con-

Los Angeles in 1966, for example, resentment over
racial discrimination and social inequities was
expressed in violence which was met by police action
Anger flared higher among the ghetto dwellers, who
increased their arson and rioting and violence against

the police. ln response to this. more armored trucks
andmore

,

'

Iedto

'wv

-

on both sides. Similar positive feedback processes

have operated in the seemingly endless hostilities
during the 19605 and 19705 between the Catholis and
Protestants in Northern Ireland.
The above are examples of unfortunate positive

feedback effects, but such positive feedbacka do not
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make subsequent choices in favor of a more popular
candidate or issue over the less popular alternatives.

This increase of support is re ected in later polls,

enticing more voters onto the developing bandwagon.
In the end, a "landslide" may appear. The bandwagon
e ect may be balanced to some extent by voters who
use the feedback to back the "underdog," a negative
feedback adjustment. Critics of computerized election
average, which enables television stations to predict
winners early on election evening, fear that this
reporting might create a bandwagon effect because

results in the East are being broadcast while the polls

are still open in the West.
Positive feedbacks in societies do not necessarily
run unchecked. If the relationship between variables

is not linear, the curve of their upward rise attens
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out, and a ceiling is placed on the rise. If, for example.
for each rise in prices, a smaller rise in wages takes
place, the process does not run out of control.
Negative feedback reldionahips of the central decide.

Societal guidance and control in most societies are
in uenced by information owing through feedback
loops between the decider and other components of
the system. In some countries individuals may write
letters to editors or governmental of cials and receive
attention to their opinions or needs. But elsewhere

feedback, like consensus, is ordinarily mediated and

distorted by special-interest organizations. And in
some nations feedback loops have little or no effect on
national policy formation. Governmental deciders act

support for the union and the inadequacy of the measures he

introduced in reaction to incoming signals. If his legislation
for Syria had had to be approved by Syrian representatives.
many of the acts introduced would not have been approved.
Had he himself been subject to reelection, he would have
found it mare dif cult to
ignore signs of mounting dissatisfao
tion; and, if he had continued to ignore these signs, the result
might have beenhis replacement by a mm-e exible leader
rather than dissolution of the Union!

It is quite possible for a nondemocratic decider to
take account of feedbacks from all parts of the system
and to respond appropriately. There is also no guaran~

tee that a society with democratic governmental forms

of a "political system," which includes what I have

several years ahead, with the assumption that they
omrldbestbecarriedoutiftheeffectsonothercompo
nets of the society (second-order effects) were
ignored. Therefore, when undesirable outcomes

appeared in various parts of the system. feedback
emcanirigthemwasdig until the, L'

«(on

perspectives and power relations "I Syria. But, gradually.

Nasser replaced the Syrians with Egyptians. and the parties as
wdl as elections with the National Union, a downward organization set up by Cairo. Regional governments were abolished. Comequendy, the out) government increasingly lost
contact with Syrian representatives. At the same time, dissat~
isfaction with the union mounted in Syria following a
drought. unemployment, ight of capital, and the introduction of a nationalization scheme. Nasser relied increasingly on
a secret police madune (the Daniel: Bureau) for his information about Syria, When repom reached him that Syria was
about to rebel, the President of the United Arab Republic is
said to have ignored them. Had there been free elections in
Syria, Nasser would have been aware of the gradual loss of

XVI, and the French Revolution resulted. Conditions
were similar in Nazi Germany during the last days of

changing conditions.
Soviet planning under Stalin has been criticized for
failure to make use of feedback. Plans were made for

V

Initially, there was a fairly sizeable Syrian representation in
thejointo
andintwo
'
'ones, and
'
inSyria "
the
, " ofthese ,
vzbod~
ies. They served to bring to Nassel s attention the changing

will attend to the feedback from more than a limited,

the Hitler regime. The structure of the country was
disintegrating at the time. National goals were set
tmrealistically and could not be modi ed to suit

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

incoming intormation:'

without knowledge of the results of policies previ-

ously followed. This was true in the France of Louis

_

failure of Egypt s President Nasser to take account of

i-

These feed information back to voters, who often

ilisggi

back. - Results of public opinion polls are published
in the course of dection campaigns in many countries.

i

effects in elections also illustrate societal positive feed-

were of suf cient seriousness to require corrective
action. More recently, Soviet planning has attempted
to anticipate consequences. This is contrasted with the
British system of muddling through." which is low
on long-range planning but high on sensitivity to
feedback. Which approach is more adaptive is an
interesting question for research.
The breakup of the United Arab Republic, created
in 1958, into its constituent societies, Egypt and Syria,
in 196] is said to have resulted at least partly from the

powerful part of the society.
Easton has diagramed the multiple feedback loops
referred to u decider and internal transducer compo-

nents (see Fig, 11~B).

Feedback is regulated somewhat differently in dem-

ocratic and totalitarian regimes. Formal channels for
reporting may be similar, as they are in organizations
of ' " sizeand
,' 'y,but" " c,ofpositive and negative expressions of support from compo-

nents is dissimilar. In a democratic system it is ordi-

Reprinted with permission of Macmillan Publishing Co.,
Inc. from Tllr active society by Amitai Etaioni. Copyright
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necessarily lead to disaster. Improvement of the education of a depressed minority could raise their economic position and social acceptance. which in turn
could give them even better educational opportunities a positive feedback process. "Bandwagon"
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narily acceptable for private citizens, groups, or
organizations to speak, write, demonstrate, or otherwise make clear their positions on matters of importance to them. A veritable feedback in every sense of
the term was provided to President Nixon by a woman

who sent 4 ) peanut-butter sandwiches to the White
House to protest high meat prices. The freedom to

express opinion may be withheld from particular
organizations and may be restricted during national
emergencies, but in general such societies have many

open channels through which feedbacks can flow.

Totalitarian regimes are eqmlly dependent upon feedback, but more opposed to expressions of hostility or

disapproval. One way in which they regulate the col-

lection and reporting of feedback from societal components is by use of the many organizations to which
citizens of such systems are expected to belong. Eas
ton writes:
Group life may at times take on even greater importance than
under other systems. so much so indeed that members of the
dictatorial system are either encouraged or compelled to join a
variety of difierent and overlapping groups. If we consider the
USSR as an illustration, members are expected to belong to a
whole series of groups as they mature and take their place in
the economic, political, and social life of the system. Children
and youth groups, party, sports and social groups, vocational

anddirectly,

'

u '

r

'1 a

ground in many different and overlapping settings for the
members of the system, Far from isolating the individual so
that he confronts the authorities or latent power structure as a
lone atom, the individual is deliberately prased into complex
sets of relationships with others in society.
As in democratic systems, the authorities in dictatorial
systems, under conditions of mass society at least, need information about feedback response. The sustenance of a group
structure provides the necessary basis for it. As in democratic
systems. such groups act a points for collecting and regular
ing the discharge of support or oppositional sentiments. They
enable the authorities in dictatorial systems to inform them
selves in a manageable way of the state of mind of the membership about support for all political obyects .'"
Members of representative legislatures act as inter-

nal transducer subcomponents, collectors of feedback
information for the part of the population they represent. They are expected to use this information in
deciding on policies and to make it known to other

deciders. Public opinion organizations also provide

feedback, as do the statistics of the various social and
economic indicators.
Societies are capable of tight feedbacks where crucial processes are concerned. Information coming by
communication satellite or cable that a society s currency is in trouble on international markets can within
a day bring about emergency sessions of its top
national deciders and central bankers to take correc-
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tive steps. Some of the automatic feedback adjustment
processes are quite tight. For example, stock markets
rise and fall within minutes after the reporting of
major national and international news. Feedbacks are
more characteristically loose at this level, however.
That is, indicators are often reported slowly and then
allowed to vary markedly before national deciders take
corrective action, if they ever do. This slowness of
response often is adaptive, since interactions of com.
ponents can correct some deviations without decider
intervention
Analogies to mechanical systems such as thermostats and the governors on motors do not fully and
adequately describe feedback processes at the level of
society, as they also do not at other levels of livmg systems. Such mechanical systems do not ordinarily set or
change their own goals or reference signals," as

higher-level living systems do.
information channels that carry feedback have the

same characteristics as channels that convey other
sorts of information At the level of the society they
tend to be complex, passing through a number of
deciders in the net before they reach the decider component to which the information is relevant, Each of
these deciders can introduce lags or distortions. The
net is biased in several ways, one of which is deter
mined by the varying power relationships of the organizations that mediate most feedbacks.
Lags may be deliberately introduced into the ow of
feedbacks by organizations which collect these
responses and wait until they have enough material to
be convincing and until the time is right for bringing
it to the attention of deciders. Unfortunately, quanti-

tative studies using feedback analysis developed by

other disciplines (see pages 36 and 37) have not been
used by scientists on societal data to determine exactly
what classes of feedbacks societies have and their
speci c characteristics.

5.3

Evolution

The idea that societies evolved

much as organisms did was a direct outcome of nine«
teenth-century scientists acceptance of the doctrine of
organic evolution, although societal development

from primitive to more modern forms had interested
philosophers long before that, Herbert Spencer had

extended his theory of gradual modi cation of species
to include mental as well as physical traits even before

the publication of Darwin s theory? By 1855 he had

developed the idea of superorganic evolution: If
there has been evolution, that form of it here distinguished as super-organic must have come by insensible steps out of the organic. But we may conveniently
mark it off as including all those processes and products that imply the coordinated actions of many

individuals." '

Evolutionary theories of such men as Spencer,
Tylor, Morgan, Bergson, and Marx dominated sacral

theory until the 19205. EaCh theory differed from the

others in important ways, but some ideas characterize
the thought of the period. Belief in progress was one.
Men and societies were conceived as having pr0<
gressed from lower to higher forms. Marx s theory of
history held that society progresses toward an ideal
state through a sequence of forms (see page 967).
Spencer's theory was Lamarcktan and considered
social development to accompany organic develop
ment, both in response to the environment.am
These early scientists created hypothetical accounts
of the origins of speci c elements of society and then
looked for supporting evidence in accounts of aboriginal and tribal societies, In these accounts, people in
such societies were described as physically and mentally inferior to those in more developed societies. At
least some of these theorists believed that the course of
development of social institutions was similar every
where. The theoretical reconstructions were used in
explanation of existing social phenomena. As anthropology became more scienti c, the whole idea of evolution of society fell into disfavor. More recent theories again make use of it, emphasizing the factors
responsible for evolutionary changes in societies, the
adaptive value of change, and the effects of societies
upon one another in the diffusion of ideas.
Societal evolution, in my view, is a part of the
evolution of all living systems that began With the
emergence of life from nonliving matter. The biological evolutionary changes that gave man his unique
hands and manipulative ability; high general intelli
gence; socially cooperative nature; ability to vocalize,
communicate, and imitate; and capability of using
symbols were what made human society possible.
Although genetic evolutionary changes in man continue, these human attributes have remained stable
over time and are in all important respects alike
throughout the human species. Evolution of society
does not depend to any important extent upon genetic
variations but primarily upon the accumulation and
transmission of learned information from one genera
tion to another. Evolutionary changes occur in the
charters, written or unwritten, of societies and in their
cultural aspects rather than in human genetic
templates.
A feedback relationship between the two sorts of
evolution appears, however, to have been of mutual

bene t, since the probability of human survival was
increased by cooperative living. A reverse effect of the

continuing feedback relationship could occur as a
result of the practice, in present-day developed societies, of preserving detrimental mutations in the

human genetic pool instead of pursuing a policy of
limiting breeding by people with pathological genes.
in the process of shred-out (see pages 1 and 4) between every level of living systems and the next higher
level, undoubtedly there were transistional forms of
systems, as there were between the early organizations
and the societies. Some pnmitive tribal "societies" had
groups as components rather than organizations. They
were not soc1eties in my sense, since the preponder
ance of their components were not organizations.
Since organizations did not arise until about 9000
a.c., soaeties composed of a preponderance of organizations probably did not appear until about 5000
LC. Much of their evolution occurred in prehistoric
times. Although the characteristics of the earliest
human societies are unknown, Lomax and Berkowitz
suggest that they were similar to those of their Stage I
societies (see page 760) The societies of present-day
Bushmen and Pygmies of Africa and the Australian
aborigines are probably much like these earliest soc1e
ties. Archeological evidence and the fact that small
remnants of such societies are found on all continents
suggest that originally they were widely distributed.
Some conclusions about the first humans can be
drawn from observing their ways of life. lt is probably
correct not to View early man as
. . a bloodthirsty
caveman, whose adaptive success was due to his
interest in weaponry combined with a calculated
ferocity. Like our nearest relatives, the great apes, and
like present-day gatherers, early human societies were
probably nonagressive, highly intrasupportive teams
of foraging amateur botanists, quarterbacked by
women and guarded by males.""
The worldwide distribution of hunting and gathering societies suggests that this original type of society
radiated with little change from the parts of the earth
in which it first occurred, adapting to widely varying
environmental conditions but retaining its primitive

form.

A fundamental aspect of societal evolution is
increasing ability of the system to adjust effectively to
envrronmental stresses, minimizing the resulting
strains. A factor-analytic study, which grouped socieA
ties into 13 cultural clusters or types (see pages 758 to
760), found that position in the evolutionary scale is
correlated with a factor that includes variables related
to productivity as well as increase in complexity of
social structure, including development of multieche~
Ion deciders."a Many archaeologists believe that there
was no single area in which the development of more
complex forms of societies began, no "cradle of civilization," but that evolutionary changes began independently in various parts of the world and at different times. Although several general types of societies
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can be identi ed (see pages 748 and 755 to 761), each
particular society has its own way of processing information for every meaningful aspect of life. Cultural

elements of any society form an interrelated whole

with reocgmza'ble themes.m Within the general tendency toward increased complexity and the overall
similarity in development of cultural traits by societies, mud i individual variation has occurred. Understandably, a society may rank differently on various
aspects of culture, as Carneiro discovered (see pages
756 to 758). He found that the Incas, for example,
ranked third in political organization but only tenth in
economic among the societies he studied.
Some cultural patterns recur in widely separated
societies. Those which build circular houses, for
example, prefer straight-line gures in their art styles,
and those with rectangular houses prefer curved gures. Societies with rectangular houses are also more
readily deceived by the Muller~Lyer visual illusion,
in which lines of equal length appear unequal.
Iioloy'al and societal evolution. Societal evolution is
analogous to biological evolution in some ways and
different in others. In both, as the system becomes
more complex and passes through a variety of forms,
each viable, the separate parts also become modified
in various ways. Some components regress or disappear as their survival value deaeases, Others change
in the direction of becoming more complex and adaptive. Rapoport considers that the underlying principles of both are the same:
Principles of evolution through natural selection are another
, of
pnnciplea ,
I,in
,'
.
Even artifacts made by human being evolve according to
principles of namral selection. Observe the evolution of the
automobile from the carriage, a classical example of technological evolution. The example is remarkable in that even such
features as vestigial parts are observed in the early models of
the automobile. Those early versim still had sockets in
which whips were inserted on carriages. The gradual change
of shape of the automobile, the elimination of supa' uous
parts, such as the running board, the adaptation of the engine
to the changes in fuel, etc, all of these are manifestations of
true evolution.

g

I

Thee is little doubt that the pnna' plc operating in the
evolution of societies are very much like the principles of
organic evolution. it Is not necuaary to invoke any mystical or
metaphysical notions to subscribe to this view, auch as were

invoked by Goethe, Lamamk. and Bergson. ll!

exponents of

evolution.

Natural aelxtson

is a

simple.

extremely "prosaic" principle. and it acts without distinction
on biological, technological, and social phenomena. Even top<
ographical features on he often explained in terms of "natural
selection," for example, the arrangement of pebbles according
to their sues along the water line of a benth. The regular
gradationfrom netocoarseisaresultofdi erentialrateaat
which the pebbles are dropped by the wave that carries
them.

This is true even in the evolution of artifacts like
telephones, as Fig, 11-9 illustrates.
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Some of the similarities between biological and
societal evolution are:
(:1) Units (genes which convey alpha-, beta-, or
gamma-coded items of cultural information) are
passed from one generation to another.
(b) Units may persist unchanged through many
generations.
(c) Variation may take place in a single unit and be
transmitted in changed form to alter its somatic or
social expressions in the succeeding generation.
(d) Units combine and recombine and form new
systems with characteristics different from those of the
systems which gave rise to them.
(2) Partial or complete isolation of populations
results, after a period of time, in development of dis-

tinctive culturalas well as physical characteristics.
(f) Selection processes operate in both to eliminate
maladaptive units from the genetic pool or from the
culture.
(3) Changes often take place in or affect many units
and therefore many parts of the systeml Modification
of one part of the system may require alterations in

others in order to maintain steady states of critical
variables,
(h) Periods of stability of form and process may be
succeeded by brief periods in which profound
changes result in new system organization and capaci
ties. Platt refers to such changes as "hierarchical
restructuring and generalizes them to both nonliving
and living systems at all levels.349 He suggests that
evolution in general may take place not so much by
steady change as by a number of sudden reorganizrr
tions of one subsystem and then another,
(1') Each succeeding level of organization has emer-

gent characteristics.
(f) Adaptive radiation (see page 77) is rapid after a
period of change, An organism better equipped for
survival than its ancestors rapidly takes over new
territories and spreads beyond the range previously
occupied by its species. In these territories it undergoes adaptive change. An innovation in technology or
religion similarly spreads through, and often far
beyond, the society in which it originated, undergoing cultural adaptations to the societies it is in.

(k) Selection is determined by an internal hierarchy
of drives or strains see (g) on page 856 elicited by
external stresses.
(1) Evolutionary shred-out progresses through a
series of stable or unstable intermediate forms (see
pages 1, 4, and 78) System types that persist retain the
same matter-energy and information subsystems they
had when they evolved because these subsystems are
necessary to their survival.
(m) Earlier system forms continue in later ones,
Cells and multicellular organ systems retain system
characteristics in organisms. The evolution of nervous
systems with new components superimposed on
old ones (see pages 466 to 468) is pertinent, Societies
impose echelons of control above existing groups and
organizations, which nonetheless remain parts of the
higher-level system.
(n) Not all types of systems of each sort evolve at the
same rate. Some organisms and societies persist for
long time periods in relatively unchanged form.
to) Similar characteristics may develop independently in different phyla (like color vision in insects

and some vertebrates) and in widely separated cultures (e.g., agriculture developed independently in
several places),
The correspondences between biological and cultural evolution recognized by Gerard, Kluckhohn, and

Rapoport are summarized in Table 11-8.
Differences between the two sorts of evolution are:
(a) The underlying specific processes by which the
comparable results are achieved are not the same. It is
therefore not possible to predict cultural phenomena
from the behavior of the much better understood
genetic systems? There is no parallel to sexual selec
tion and the sexual combination and recombination of
genes, The similarities are, in the biological sense,
analogies rather than homologies.
(17) Because of this difference in process, aspects of
culture such as ideas, techniques, and institutions can

be combined and hybridized regardless of the dissim»
ilan'ties of the cultures that produced them.35
(c) Cultural and social evolution progress more rap
idly than biological evolution. The rates have accelerated as time has passed. Culture adapts human beings
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to their environment, and the environment to them,
allowing them to spread into hostile environments
without awaiting organic adaptation. (lf human
beings, like other animals, had to wait until they
developed fur and the ability to hibernate before they
could live in cold parts of the world, they would still
be con ned to a small part of the earth's surface.)
TAllE 11-8

Casewondencss between liolop'cal and Cultural Evolution

Biological evolution

Cultural evolution

:lntss
iwhrn

nighl
ml m
is!

Distinct specia and varieties
Morphology, structural
organization
Physiology, functional attributes

Distinct cultures and subcultures
Directly observable artifacts and

Genetic complex determining
structures and functions

"implicit culture," 1.2., the infeer

Preservation of species but
replacement of individuals
Hereditary transmission of genetic
complex, genaaclrig particular
species
Modi cation of genetic complex by
muhtions. selection, miyation,
he Bell
YB um

hanks

l Imus

cl EM

and "genetic drift"

Natural selection of genetic

complexes generally leading to
adaptation to environment

Extinction of maladapted and
maladiusted species

customs distinctive ofcultures

Functional properties attributable to
directly observable cultural
characteristics

cultural structure of cultural

WWW
Presa'vation of cultures but
replacement of individuals and

artifacts
"Hereditary" transmission of ideacustom-artifact complexes.

generating particular cultures
Culture change through invention
and discovery; adaptation,
diffusion and other forms of
culture contact; cultural drift"

Adaptive and "accidental" (1.2.,

historically deterinined) selection

of ideas, customs. and amfacts

Extinction of maladapted and
maladjusted cultures

sot/ace: R. W. Gerard. C. Kluckhohn, & A. Rapoport. Biological and
cultural evolution: some analogies and explorations. Behav. Sci., 1956, 1. 10.
Reprinted by permission.
(d) Biological evolution can be pictured as a branching tree with diverging lines of descent. Lines of cultural descent have no such clarity, A society gains
cultural elements in many different ways and modi es
them in a highly individual manner. It acquires information not only by transmission from the preceding
generation which is the only way biological information can be transmitted but also by communication with other societies from which it adopts and
adapts cultural information.
(e) Cultural evolution, depmding as it does upon
learning by each generation of the stored information
from the past, is more susceptible to loss. A group of
modern men living in isolation could transmit only a
small part of their cultural inheritance to their descen-

dants, and much of it would be irrelevant to the lives

of the isolated generation. Under these drcumstances,

the centuries of evolution of culture that had produced

the societies from which the parents came would be

lost to their children, who, if they survived, would
return to primitive ways of life. It would take a worldwide disaster to wipe out theaccumulation of knowledge and technical know-how in the present-day
world, but it is conceivable that survivors of a nuclear
war might return to the Stone Age.
(0 To some extent biological evolution can be delibv
erately directed by selective breeding. Societies can
plan to change from one type to another, as developing nations all over the world are now doing.
Some directional tendencies in societal evolution
were identi ed by Naroll from a review of nossvcultural studies) These are: la) Weak to slrang. A society becomes strong as it increases its ability to adjust
to the environment. Development of sources of power
is one aspect of this increasing strength. (l1) Generalisrs
to specialists. This change has resulted in an enormous
accumulation of information in societies. No single
person could hope to encompass all the specialized
knowledge in his society, even in a relatively primitive society. (it) Simple organization to complex organizir
lion. (J) Rural to urban. (c) Wealth sharing to wealth
hoarding, Money econorrues rather than reciprocal
exchange systems characterize the more highly
evolved societies (see page 755). Capitalism, somalism, and mixed economies are alike in tending toward
concentration of wealth. (f) Consensual leadership to
authoritative leadership. This involves a steady tendency to increase the proportion and importance of
authoritative of cials. Formal legal systems and
emphasis on responsibility and obedience in training

children seem to go along with this, (3) Responsible

elite ta exploitative elite. Naroll says: An elite does
seem to be indispensable in highly civilized societies;
such elites invariably occur, even in revolutionary
societies expressly designed to abolish them. The
steady growth in importance of elites seems clear; but
their presumed tendency to usurp the lion's share of

societal wealth awaits formal documentation for all

but a few modern nations." (h) Vengeance war to
political war. Warfare is common among primitive
tribes, but they do not ordinarily expect to gain

wealth, prestige, or political authority from it. They

exact vengeance or protect their boundaries in this
way. What is more, while war was unknown in primi-

tive societies, civilized societies all have warlike histty

ries, and warlike societies have expanded at the
expense of peace-loving ones.
Factors in evolutionary change. The course of societal

evolution from prehistoric times to the present has
proceeded in a series of step-function changes separated by periods of relatively slaw development. Sev-

eral analyses of this process identify factors important
in evolutionary development of some parts of the
world and some societies.

Toynbee concluded that the change from static to
dynamic that caused primitive societies to develop
into civilizations was brought about by the challenge
of the environment, '" Some of these diallenges were
threats or stresses; others were opportunities. Dif cult
physical conditions; a new previously unexploited territory; a sudden crushing defeat; the pressure of living
under threat of constant attack; and the penalization of
slavery all constituted challenges that stimulated one
or another society to progress into civilization. Societies faced with too great a challenge did not develop
beyond their primitive states and remained static
throughout their histories. Some began their development in a successful response to one challenge, only to
become arrested when a later challenge was too great.
There is a golden mean that favors development.
Sheer increase in numbers of people, by creating
disequilibria of several variables, can produce an
important strain that elicits development activities as
a societal adjustment. When the number of people in a
society increases, this greater number and other factors interact to increase the complexity of societal
structure and process (see pages 865 and 866).
Several theories identify changes that have acted
like genetic mutations. After each of these, both the
number of people in a society and its complexity
increased, According to Linton, three basic mutations
have

producednew cultural processes? (1) the use of

tools, re, and language; (2) the discovery of how to
raise food, which was associated with the develop
ment of the wheel, plow, loom, and other machines
and which led to the establishment of the fundamental
patterns of civilization; and (3) the discovery of how to
get power from heat and other sources, combined
with the discovery of the scienti c method, which was
begun in the late 17(1):. and continues until the present. Each of these arose with a sudden step function,
as a mutation does, preceded by small cumulative
changes. Each added signi cant new information to
society, becoming a "hereditary," xed element of the
culture. Following each, a given amount of land could
support more people.
A similar analysis refers to the periods of sudden
change as revolutions. These followed periods of
slow accumulation of information.m They were (1) the
discovery of how to produce food, about 7000 Lo; (2)
the discovery of writing, metallurgy, urbanization,
and more complex political organizations, about 3000
ac; (3) a sudden spurt in religion about 600 a.c.,
when both doctrine and institutional organization
developed rapidly; and (4) the rapid development of
science, technology, invention, industry, and wealth,
still in its period of adaptive radiation.
White sees culture as "an elaborate thermodynamic
mechanical system" designed to carry on the life pro-
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ceases of man by harnessing and controlling energy,
Culture, according to this analysis, evolves as the
amount of energy harnessed per capita per year

irio'eaaes. All other aspects of culture are adjuncts
to, and expressions of, this technological process.

Only two stages have followed the original, primitive

organization of society. Each permitted great increase
in population.
The first stage followed a revolution in agriculture
that put an aid to hundreds of thousands of years of
Stone Age culture. Man learned to make use of plants
and the physical strength of domesticated animals.
This revolution occurred independently in the Old
and New Worlds, separated by some thousands of
years. It stimulated profound change in all aspects of
the societies involved," Political organization
became more complex, and cities, nations, and
empires replaced primitive villages, tribes, and confederacies. Writing was invented, The ne arts, archi
tecture, astronomy, medicine, and the use of metals

developed rapidly. By about 1000 3c. the cultural
impetus had run its course, and progress leveled off.
The second stage was the fuel or power revolution,
when man learned to increase the amount of power
available to him, First coal was used, and later oil and
gas. Again more complex political units were organized, and the arts and sciences moved forward. As
the momentum from this revolution began to slow,
atomic energy, space science, and other technical
innovations occurred, extending the period of rapid
social change.
These revolutions t Platt s concept of hierardiical
restructuring. Several of the characteristics of these
sudden
jumps
in systems
steady states are
described by Flatt, who makes use of the concept of
cognitive dissonance (or strains) in analyIing them
(see page 461). He writes:
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. Kuhn describes in considerable detail the scienti c
"
that,
his '
"
' '
First,there
are accumulating bits of data that do not t the old predictions; or rules of thumb in certain areas that seem to be
justi ed only by odd assumptions. In the beginning. these
dif culties are dismissed as trivial or as errors of measurement

or cradtpot arguments, but they do not go away, and they get
more numerous. After a time. the confrontation with the old
system comes to be recognized as fundamental, and various
proposals for a reconciliation are brought forward. Then suddenly a simplification from some entirely different point of
view makes big parts of the problem snap into new and
dearer relationships. There is a collective sense of relief and

achievement, even though a long period of working-out may
lie ahead.III
Other aspects of societies also evidence such disso
nance or strains. Transformations of economic sys
tems follow a general realization that there is disso-

l
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nance between the existing situation and the values
and goals of the society. A second feature of these
hierarchical jumps is their overall character, illustrated

by the foregoing discussion of the effects of changes in

energy available to the society.
A third feature is the suddenness of these jumps. In

a few months the French Revolution overthrew the

royalty, the aristocracy, the church. and the army. The
new societal structure, of course, did not emerge that

suddenly.an Three time frames are involved: One

period ordinarily from a few weeks to several
years covers the time required to accomplish ordinary adjustments by means of the feedback loops of
the entire society, A second period ordinarily from a
few dQCades to centuries {overs the time over which
the basic steady state of the society endures. And a
third period often a brief span of a few week or
mont l'tHovers the transition time for the change
from an old, basic societal steady state to a new one.
This time may be short because the old feedback loops
that determine adjustment time may be bypassed. The
transition therefore does not have to wait for them to
function in their usual way. The Russian Revolution

took 10 days, and the United States t
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was

created in a few weeks.
A fourth characteristic of the hierarchical jumps is
"simpli cation." Science is moving toward simpler
and more general theories. Simpli cation represents a
permanent step forward because it is easy to hold and
hard to go back from. Money makes exchange easier.
Democracy is simpler than "complex ranks and
obligations."
According to Flatt, Karl Deutsch has emphasized
the fifth and nal characteristic, that these jumps
involve actions across system levels between old sub
systems and the new system in the process of forma
tion.m Dissonance or strains at the level of the system
cannot be changed by restructuring the subsystems of
that system because their relationships are stable and
self-maintaining. Any restructuring ts the largest

well-functioning subsystems into the structure of the

newly forming system in order to make it serve better
the larger integration of the suprasystem. A junta of
powerful generals, for instance, one day decides to
disobey the minister of defense of a developing
country, combines with the naval commanders, and
compels the pruident to enforce a.
ic
es
to protect the nation's currency and balance of trade in
the world economy.
laces-t social change. it was not possible for tiny
thippus to accelerate the processes of biological evolution which transformed its body into that of a
horse. Societies, however, may control their evolution

from one type as another and accelerate it if the mat-

ter-energy and information necessary for the transformation are available and if consensus favoring change
is present. Many less developed societies are changing
and developing rapidly at present. These include not
only societies that have existed for decades 0r centuries but also some that have been formed recently as
colonial empires dissolved and as tribal or cultural
entities organized national governmenb. At the same
time, industrialized societies are changing toward
postindustrial (or postmodern) struCtures (see page

755).

Societies in the process of development may receive
monetary aid from other nations or supranational systems and may increase their wealth by exploitation of
their natural resources. Technologists and teachers
from other countries and their own foreign-educated
students bring in knowledge. Exposure to communication media increases their peoples awareness of
better living conditions elsewhere and helps to build
support for leaders who promise change.
Nations undergoing development now do not pass
through all the evolutionary stages by which more
advanced societies reached their present stages of
it
r
. '
- they telescope the processes
that originally took centuries into a few years of profound alteration of structure and process. Few members of the society escape more or less drastic changes
in lifestyle. Their homes, occupations, social settings,
institutions, actions, group relationships, experi'
ences, expectations, and needs may all be altered. This

process has been called social mobilization. Many

people greatly increase their political participation.
They may take part in demonstrations or strikes. Governments may change as internal political strains
increase in severity. Such changes not only are conse-

quences of the process of modernization but also

in uence its further course in a feedback relationship.
An unfortunate aspect of such development in many
places is rejection of worthwhile values and cultural

elements of the past.

As development progresses, certain social and eco
nomic indicators (such as percentage of the population
that has experienced aposure to sigti cant aspecs of

modern life, size of the mass media audience, per-

centage of people who have changed their places of
residence, percentage living in towns or cities, pern
v in
vi- '
' occupations, GNP per capita, and percentage of literates) rise, although not at

the same rate. These are some of the measures of
variables generally agreed to be important in the

development process, such as social mobilization,
urbanization, economic development, literacy, minor
ity representation in societal decision making, pres-

ence of organizations that represent interests of parts

of the population (interest articulation), economic and
political participation by members, competition
among political parties, and exposure of the people to

communications media."I The highest correlations

among these variables in one study of 19 developing
countries were urbanization with economic development, urbanization with interest articulation, and

urbanization with minority representation.

Numerous stresses create serious strains in develop-

ing societies.m They arise when inceasing expecta-

tions of the people are not met. The resulting dissatisfaction causes the people to make demands of
govunments which they are unable to meet. Such a
sequence of events guarantees political trouble. A
society that raises the level of literacy and increases
access to mass media cannot help but raise expecta~
tions throughout the society faster than developing
opportunities can satisfy them. A society that educates
large numbers of people who have no immediate pros
pecs for jobs similarly disrupts a steady state.
Nations are changing in type from "industrial" to
"postindustrial" (or from "modem" to postmodern"), but the new type that is evolving has not yet
developed enough so that a complete description is
possible. Many of its distinctive characteristics are
extensions of trends that began during the society s
industrial period. Among the changes which have
already occurred in some societies and which appear
to be related to the emergence of a new type are:
(5) Fewer members of the society producing goods
than providing services. This is Gross s de nition of
the postindustrial society (see page 755). Etzioni
relates this characteristic to an increasing importance
of symbols over objects. He cites the increased expendinires on research and development and the increasing importance of education.
(b) Extension of the control exercised by the central
decider over other subsystems. Etzioni identi es two
"revolutions" which were stages in societal develop-

ment. The rst came with the rise of modern types

of organizations such as corporations; it occurred
when the society was transformed by the industrial
revolution, which provided societies with more effective ways of getting things done. These organizations

were not tightly controlled by the societal decider. The
second revolution added an echelon of control and

guidance above the organizations that do the work.
Both the United States and the Soviet Union appear to
be in transition into the postmodern period, and both

have extended the control of their decider subsystems
or governments over other subsystems.

(6) Mixed economies. Both the United States and
the Soviet Union have mixed economies (see page

844).
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(d) Emphasis on the satisfaction of the needs of
individual persons and on their interests and values.
Increased life expectancy, a higher educational level of
the population, and large-scale conservation of natural
resources are some elements of the change.
(e) A step-function increase in information processing capacity. Etzioni writes:'
The advent of the post-modern period has been marked by the
rapid rise of a new technology of knowledge, which serves
data collection and analysis, simulation, and systems analysis.
It has been said that the computer is to the production of
knowledge what the steam engine was to production of mate»
rials. This is a fair, only slightly exaggerated, comparison,
even if one relies on more conservative estimates of computer

capacities. . . . ln the rst two decades of the postvmodern
period, investment in research and development has grown

much more rapidly than GNP, especially in modernized countries. The rapid construction of organizations specralizing in
the production and processing of knowledge is a postvmodern
parallel to economic development which characterised modernization. As a result, society has much more information

about itself, a development which generates a whole new set
of options for societal control, new decisions to be made, and
a new range of processes to be guided.
Also growing is an awareness of the ability to restructure
society and of how to go about it at a smaller societal cost.-

(f) Increased interdependence among societies and
inc eased interest in international and supranational
decision making (see pages 967 and 968).
Alternative futures. It is obviously impossible by
any method we now have to predict the future evolu-

tion of societies. Many possible futures have been
suggested, their diaracteristics depending upon the

present trends the forecaster extrapolates and upon his
optimism or pessimism. Gloomy scenarios predict

mankind s failure to survive beyond the next few

years, when some combination of nuclear war, overpopulation, exhausted resources, and ruined environ.
ment brings the evolution of living systems on earth to
a sudden or gradual end. More optimistic forecasts.
like those of Doriadis, foresee solution of the pressing
problems now facing societies and development of an
ideal setting for human life (see pages 688 and 689).
Etzioni considers it possible that societies of the

present will become "transformed" slowly and that
latent energy and assets will be made available for

furthering system goals and purposes," While central
control would increase, it would rest upon an authentic consensus among components that would make

alienating fonns of control unnecessary.
5.3.1

Emergents

Among the emergent: at the

level of society are cultural characteristics that make it

possible to carry out subsystem processes of increas-

Reprinted with permission of Macmillan Publishing Co .
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ingly large and complex systems with ever<greater
populations. These are concerned with either matterenergy or information processing.
The fundamental process in societal evolution is
said by Lomax and Berkowitz to be "man's concern
with differential control of his environment.""' Differentiative capacity, according to this theory,
increases with evolutionary development. Their factor-analytic study (see pages 758 to 760) groups traits of
10 types of societies under three factors: differentiation,
integration, and communication. No industrialized
societies were included in this study.
Differentiation includes variables related to the
growth in complexity of social structure and in pro
ductivity. Integration refers to the closeness with
which members of societies live and work together,
that is, to what I call "cohesiveness." Communication,
in this study, includes only variables related to how
singing is done in the society.
The traits in integration and communication do not
change in an orderly fashion as the evolutionary stage
advances, although they arise from, and are consistent
with, the total culture of any society in which they

tion, increasing the coordination and many other
aspects of these large systems. Modern science is a
further emergent that has undergone enormous
expansion in industrial and postindusrrial societies.
Concerning the emergent characteristics of industrial
societies, Lornax and Berkowitz say:

Train included under differentiation do, however,
increase as evolution progresses. At each evolutionary
stage, emergent traits become statistically distinctive.
For Australian aboriginal sOCieties, for example, the
emergent is a government by older males. Among
aboriginal North Americans, who were corn farmers,
larger communities developed, and tribal confederacies and clan based community
organizations
appeared.
As societies evolved beyond the stages of peasant
agriculture and of irrigation empire, the most
advanced in this study, further cultural traits
emerged. Among these were technological inventions
that made it possible to process matter energy more
ef ciently; shred-out of processes to more specialized
types of organizations; a vast increase in the complex~
ity of organizations (an emergent at the level of the
organization, but dependent upon the resources of the
society); new types of decider and internal transducer
subsystems that increased simultaneously in centralization of control and in participation in the deciding
process by components at many echelons; and the

lennia of blood, sweat, and tears, we have a technology that
can reduce enVironrnental pressures to a minimum, if it is
administered properly Man might again, like his remote

appear.

discovery of new forms of energy to power the soci-

ety's processes.
As a part of a revolution in information processing,
emergenu were the many channel and net components of modern societies that make rapid communication poasible and increase the capability of controlling big areas and many people. Computer technology
permits the processing of large amounts of informa-

Conclusions

CHAPTER
THIRTEEN

. . . the differentiative factors continue their ascent as science

and machinery multiply man's economic range An expanding xonomy and growing population are accompanied by the
rise of a monstrous administrative bureaucracy, along with an
increase in the range, capacrty, speed, and precision of communications media . , .

Less noticed is the fact that the coming of industry involves
organizational changes that are re ected in an upward swing
of the integration factor. In the stage of plow agriculture,
women stayed largely in the harem, the home, or the garden,
going out only in the company of chaperoning relatives or
neighbors, Modern City life tends to break these ties or loosen
their restraints. Factories and of ces bring women back into
public productive function, not at rst as equals, but in an
ever more complementary relation to men. . . .

This recent trend in human evolution thus seems to indicate that culture is moving into a stage where a peak for
integration will match an unparalleled high in differentiation
A somewhat similar situation prevailed once before in man s

cultural evolution in one of its earliest stages The Miami:

Pygmies have apparently lived for many millennia in remarkable balance with their envuonment. . . . Alter twenty mil-

African ancestors, live in balance wuth his environment. with
all his needs provrded for in a genuinely egalitarian, sharing

mourn:

5.4 Growth, cohesiveness, and integration
5.4.1 Growth
Societies increase the numbers of
their citizens when their birthrates exceed their death
rates. They grow also from immigration and from
annexation of populated territories. Expansion of the
society's territory may or may not accompany growth
of population.
Hale, in 1677, observed the gradual increase in the
numbers of mankind and stated the exponential
nature of population growth:
And upon this account we may iustly suppose these things: 1

That these two Children may be coexisting with their Parents
for nearly 30 years; for if the eldest be born at 27 Years of age
of the Father, and the other at 30 Years of his age, and live till
the Father be 60 Years old, the youngest is 30 years old at the
utremity of his Fathe s age, which we suppose 60 Years; and

2. these two Children by lntermarriage may have likewise

two, three, or more Children by that time the Father attains 60
Years; 50 that in the compass of about 34 Years the number of
two, namely the Father and Mother, is incremed to the number of eight, namely the Father and Mother, their two ChilA
dren, and four Grand-childrui; I0 that in 34 Years they
become increased in a quadruple proportion. and all coexisting; and although by that time, we Iuppose the Father and
Mother die, yet in the like Period of thirty four by a Geometriml Proportion their lnaease is multiplied proportionable to
the excess of their number above Two."n

In this book l have tried to do a number of things:
show that a general theory of living systems can be
constructed; bring together enough of the important
relevant research to make it clear that the facts at each
level conform to a pattern which also ts the other
levels; point to gaps of knowledge that need to be
lled; and emphasize methods which make possible
comparisons across the levels and investigations of
interrelationships among them. in doing this, X
attempt to clarify die need for a uni cation of science.
Also, I hope to demonsu'ate the potential practical
value of such general theory.
All nature is a continuum. The endless complexity
of life is organized into patterns which repeat themselves theme and variations at each level of.sys-

tern. These similarities and differences are proper con-

cerns for science. From the ceaseless streaming of
protoplasm to the many-vectored activities of supra»

national systems, there are continuous ows through

living systems as they maintain their highly organized
steady states.
A mutuality exists among the components of a system. Each makes its contribution toward the processes
of the whole and receives in return a portion of the

benefits derived from those activities. This mutual

interrelationship extends across the levels. Cells and
organs of the body receive nourishment from the food
which the organism obtains from its suprasystem; the
employees of a rm do work and are paid from that
company s pro ts; and the member countries of a
supranational system receive the benefits which flow
from the communal activities to which each one (on-

tributes. The larger, higher level systems have emergent capabilities which eriable them to accomplish
things that systems at lower levels cannot achieve. All
the components and subcomponents of these systems,
however, may pro t from these accomplishments.
Often, but notalways, the bene ts of higher levels of
systems organization are distributed to all the component systems at lower levels. Sometimes the bene ts
are not equitably distributed If the inequity is gross
enough and if the pathology continues long enough,
the total system will decay and nally terminate.
The general theory of living systems presented in
this book is eclectic. lt ties together past discoveries
from many disciplines and provides an outline into
which new ndings can be tted. It is to be expected.
and indeed hoped, that my formulation will be supplanted by more advanced theories as systems science
progresses, using more adequate methods of observa
tion, measurement, and theory construction. In this
book I have described and evaluated relevant past
theories. in like manner, if a cumulative science of
systems is to develop, my theory should be critically
taken into account by those who attempt in the future
to improve on it.
The t between the concepnial system and the
empirical ndings reported in this book appears poor~
est at the highest two or three levels. Essays and
naturalistic observations abound at these levels, but
good controls and sophisticated quanti cation are
rare. Fortunately, however, more and more careful,
quantitative rsearches are appearing. As more reliable methods are employed to investigate organiza-
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tions. societies, and supranational systems, the findings may possibly give better support to my
conceptual system.
In its most embracing form, general systems theory
is a conceptual metatheory. It uses abstract mathematics, logic, and methodological analysis to determine
how to construct any sort of theory about any sort of
system conceptual, abstracted, or concrete. lt deals
with units and relationships, in conceptual systems,
abstracted systems, or concrete systems (see pages 16
to 22). The general living systems theory presented in
this book is a scienti c theory and is therefore less
general than a metatheory. It is not about how to form
theories. Rather, it is a speci c conceptualization
which can be con rmed or discon rmed by empirical
observations. in preceding chapters l have discussed
many such observations. Some can be interpreted as
supporting certain hypotheses of my theory.
The conceptual system outlined in this book concerns concrete systems that exist in physical spacetirne and have the constraints that go with such exisv
tence. It does not, however, relate to all possible such
concrete systems. Rather, it deals with a subset of such
concrete systems-a very limited, but a very fascinating, subset the living systems. Also, it concerns various artifacts or prostheses which have been created
by living systems but which are themselves nonliving

systems.

1. Some basic concepts of general
living systems theory in retrospect
In the light of the detailed review of facts about the
various levels of living systems in the preceding chapters, let us reevaluate the basic concepts of my theory:
1.1 Concrete systems
The sciences of living systems will develop most effectively if all such systems
are conceptualized as concrete rather than abstracted
systems. Their structures exist in speci c locations in
three<dimensional physical space. Processes of their
subsystems produce changes over time. Life is process, continual change. Throughout this book I have
said much more about process than structure Nevertheless, all process occurs in a structure, and science
has now advanced to the point where we can identify,
with only 7 exceptions out of 133, the components
which carry out the 19 subsystem processes at all 7
levels of living systems (see Table 13-1). In this book l
have shown that one can deal with the subject matterof
both biological and social science in terms of concrete
systems. It has not been necessary to conceptualize the
higher levels of living systems as abstracted systems,
even though many social scientists do so, A uni ed

view of all the levels has been achieved,

In all general scienti c theories the same dimenA
sionality must be used across all the cases studied, or
the necessary transformations of all units of measurement employed to this basic dimensionality must be
known. If this were not true, the theory would be only
a set of special theories without precisely known interrelationships among all the concepts. It has been possible in most cases to measure the phenomena l have
dealt with in the dimensrons of physical space-time
using the centimeter-gram-second metric system, or
dimensions of spaces which have known relationships
or transformations to these dimensions. The chief
exception is the meaning of communications. a very
important dimension which cannot yet be quantified
in such units (see pages 11 and 12). Most of the other
data discussed in this book can be measured in units of
the metric system as applied to speci c locations in
physical space-time, Such procedure uni es the data
from all levels and types of living systems.
Many modern social scientists are helping to perpetA
uate an unfortunate and pervasive confusion between
structure and function. This leads to a series of misunderstandings and ambiguities. The fact that a certain
pattern of function occurs repeatedly over time does
not justify calling it a "structure." Functionalists
sometimes resist the use of space-time coordinates
because they seem static. This is a misapprehension.
One must rst establish such coordinates before
observing or measuring any form of motion, flux, or

process.

Subjectivists may resist space-time coordinates
because their private experience is not usually presented to them on such coordinates. This is not a
suf cient reason for neglecting the useful exercise of
pinpointing phenomena in such coordinates whenever possible. Some psychologists and social scientists
feel that there is much more motion or activity in
individual social and psychological relationships,
groups, and social systems than in biological organisms. They conclude, therefore, that space<time coordinates are less important in social science than in
biology, since components can be almost anywhere at
any time. A thorough understanding of biological
organisms confutes this. Cells seethe with activity.
White cells in the bloodstream, for example, are
migrant nomads.

When structure and function are confused, fre
quently b0undaries seem to be only arbitrary choices

of the scientist involved. They are imposed by the
observer, like the dotted construction lines in some
geometric proofs. lf analyses are not made with

boundaries of systems, subsystems, or components

conceptually located at the place where they are

empirically found to be in natural systems, the boundaries may well cut across important processes of the
systems. It can be dif cult or impossible to keep in
mind the many interrelationships within the system
which arbitrarily placed boundaries can interrupt. At
no point in this book has it been necessary to confuse
structure in threedimensional space with process
over time to describe or analyze phenomena.
1.2 Living systems
The living systems dismissed
in this book are all viewed as concrete systems having
the following characteristics (see page 18):
(a) They are open systems, with signi cant inputs,
throughputs, and outputs of various sorts of matter-

energy and information. Processing these is all they
do a deceptively simple fact not widely recognized
by the scientists who study them.

(b) They maintain a steady state of negentropy even

though entropic changes ocmr in them, as they do
everywhere else. This they do by taking in inputs of
foods or fuels, matter energy higher in complexity or
organization or negentropy, i.e., lower in entropy,
than their outputs. The difference permits them to
restore their own energy and repair breakdowns in
their own organized structure. ln living systems many
substances are produced as well as broken down;
gradients are set up as well as destroyed; learning as
well as forgetting occurs. To go uphill against entropy
in this manner, such systems must be open and have
continuous inputs of matter-energy and information.
Walling off living systems to prevent exchanges across
their boundaries results in death. Since the second law
of thermodynamics is an arrow pointing along the
one~way road of the inevitable forward movement
which we call time, entropy will always increase in
walled-off living systems. The consecwent disorganization will ultimately result in the termination of the
system.
(c) They have more than a certain minimum degree
of complexity.
(:1) They either contain genetic material composed
of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), presumably descend-

ed from some primordial DNA common to all life,
or have a charter. One of these is the template-

the original "blueprint" or program" of their struc
ture and process from the moment of their origin.
(e) They are composed largely of an aqueous suspension of macromolecules, proteins constructed from
about 20 amino acids and other characteristic organic
compounds.
. (I) They have a decider the essential, critical sub~
system which controls the entire system, causing its
subsysth and components to interact. Without such
interaction under decider control there is no system.
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(3) They also have certain other speci c critical subsystems, or they have symbiotic or parasitic relationships with other living or nonliving systems which
carry out the processes of any such subsystem they
lack,
(it) Their subsystems are integrated together to
form actively self-regulating, developing, unitary systems with purposes and goals.

(1') They can exist only in a certain environment.

Any change in their environment of such variables as
temperature, air pressure, hydration, oxygen content
of the atmosphere, or intensity of radiation, outside a
relatively narrow range which occurs on the surface of
the earth, produces stresses to which they cannot
adjust, Under such stresses they cannot survive.
1.3 Matter-energy ows
A useful basic strategy
for observing and investigating living systems is to
trace their inputs, throughputs, and outputs through
the various subsystems and components in which
they flowin sequence, measuring various variables of
those transmissions as they occur.
A wide range of sorts of matter and several sorts of
energy are essential in varying amounts for various
living systems. Within these systems both matter and
energy are transformed constantly into new forms useful within them. How these processes are carried out
is the study of the energetics of living systems, a

classical subject for scienti c investigation.

One special class of matter-energy transmissions of
great importance to human living systems at the levels
of the group and above consists of human beings, a
species of organisms that bring not only matterenergy but also stored information or experience into
any system they enter. Though I recognize that they

process both matter-energy and information, in this

book l have, for simplicity, followed the convention
of referring to ows of human beings in higher~
level systems as a special sort of matter-energy
transmission.

1.4 Information ows

All information ows are

sequences of patterns that pass over a channel in
space-time, from a transmitter to a receiver. Each pattern is conveyed on a marker, a bundle of matterenergy, The pattern cannot be transmitted unless it is
borne on a marker.
The most general form of information flow, seen in
all living systems, is communication. At the higher
levels of human systems the level of the group and
above ~there is a special form, the flow of money,
which is one sort of information. It is found only in
advanced human societies.
1.5 Negative feedback
By multiple examples at
each level of living systems I have shown that varia-
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bles are maintained in steady-state ranges by negative
feedback, The governance or control of living systems, as matter-energy and information processes go
on, with flows from input to output, maintains related
variables within steady state ranges, Negative feedbacks damp down either increases or decreases in a
particular variable to maintain its stability. The exact
channel through which such a feedback is maintained
has in many cases been identi ed by research which I
have discussed in this book. So have the normal value
of the variable and the steady-state ranges which the
feedback maintains. The energetics of the flow of
markers is the same as that of any other matter-energy
ow. That is one reason why matter»energy and information ows have similarities, although there are
some differences, as the arrangement of Table 1-]

suggests. For instance, there are no mattervenergy pro-
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cesses that correspond to encoding and decoding of
information. lnfonnation flows also convey meaning.
which matter energy ows do not.
and meaning
'llforrnation,
1.6 Matter-energy.
information is the patterning of matter-energy in systems, To the observer of any particular system, the
more complex it is, the more information is required
to describe it. One can measure precisely not only the
matter energy characteristics of a system but also,
using the Shannon information statistic, its complexity, patterning, or organization (see pages 11 to 13 and
Note 20, page 43). Thus both matter and form can be
measured. The Shannon statistic, H = -p, log, 1),, is the
negative of the measure for entropy. Thus a precise
relationship is known of entropy to negentropy to
information. We know that E = mc states the relation of
energy to mass. And energy is one of the ve basic state
variables of thermodynamics pressure, temperature,
volume, energy. and entropv. (lf the values of any three
of these variables are known, those of the other two
can be calculated.) Consequently, a precise relationship is now known between the measures of matter,
energy, and information.
The mass, the amount of energy, and the amount of
entropy can all be measured in units of the metric
system. The amount of information can be measured

by the Shannon statistic (H), which is the negative of

entropy. But for a complete measurement of the processes of living systems, another sort of unit, not yet
discovered, is essential. This is a unit to quantify the
meaning of an information transmission to the system
that receives it. Such a measure would identify spe«

ci c patterns out of all the alternatives in an ensemble.

Any one of these speci c patterns can be sent in a
message from a transmitter over a channel to a
receiver, The meaning of that pattern is the change the

information brings about in the actions of that particular receiver, either immediately or later.

At present we must use human beings as meters to
measure variables relating to meaning. rather than
more objective instruments. People often make distorted observations, and so they are less than satisfactory measuring instruments. A quantification of
meaning would have to establish the basic categories
or dimensions of meaning. As yet we do not have any
reliable way of determining a postman the categories
of meaning and then measuring them objectively.
Whenever possible, the categories of meaning
should be determined objectively or empirically a pos
trriori after collection of a sample of all possible messages, rather than a priori by the observer. Perhaps
computer pattern-recognition programs can analyze
phenomena or patterns according to objective criteria
and so determine into which categories the total
ensemble of possible meanings can be cast. To measure the meaning of information, we must progress
from idiosyncratic imposition of observations upon
the phenomena to public operations for determining
the categories of meaning. When we are able to quantify meaning reliably by such objective methods, systems science will have a new capability of dealing
with important variables that it cannot yet measure
with precision.
1.7 Levels
The previous chapters are integrated
presentations of the current state of our scienti c
knowledge about sevenlevels of living systems cell,
organ, organism, group, organization, society, and
supranational system. The systems at each of the levels are controlled by a single decider subsystem,
which is the most essential of the critical subsystems
The supranational level is the newest perhaps still in
a stage of formation. It is hard to identify a supranational system in existence today with a single unitary
decider capable of controlling all the processes and
components of the system.
There may be more than seven levels of living sys
tems for instance, the tissue may exist as a level
between the cell and the organ, although there are
probably no tissues all of whose cells are controlled by
a single decider. Also, some scientists consider the

community to be a level between the organization and

the society. If there is a level of decision and control

higher than that of the organizations in the commu~
nity the schools, the banks, the factories, the stores,
and so forth but lower than the level of the society, it

may reasonably be considered a separate level. Others
will call it simply a higher-echelon organization.
1.!

Sidrsystems
The 19 critical subsystems
essential for life and common to all living systems (see

Table 1-1) are listed in the 19 rows of Table 13-1.
The seven levels of living systems appear in its

seven columns. This table is derived from the charts of

the critical subsystems at the beginning of each chapter from Chap. 6, on cells, through Chap. 12, on
supranational systems. In each of the chapters multiple examples of componms of most of the subsystems
are given. Table 13 ] shows a single example in each
square of the chart, i.r., for each subsystem at each
level. The chart is less than perfect because a single
example often cannot be representative of all existing
cases. Some of the principles followed in making the

selection are stated in the note below the table.

There are 133 cells in this table. Only three of
them indicate that there is no component for that sub
system at that level, its processes probably being dis~
persed to another level. Seven cells indicate that the
component is as yet unknown, but there is still evidence that the subsystem processes are carried out.
The fact that such a high percentage of the components
which carry out the subsystem processes at all the
levels can be identified strongly suggests that every
process is carried out by a component or components.
The few cases in which the component that performs
observed processes is unknown constitute challenges
for further basic research. This is particularly true of
the associator and memory subsystems. At the levels
of the cell. organ, and organism it is not yet known
exactly what components do the learning or associat me
of information and the storing and retrievrng of information, although clearly these processes go on. Experimental psychology has emphasized the processes
(rather than the structures) of these subsystems more
than those of the other subsystems because they are

central to human behavior and because research has

not yet succeeded in identifying their structural
correlates.
lf Table 13-1 had concentrated on species other than
man, there would be other gaps in this table. It seems
likely that some free-living cells and plants do not
have all the information processing subsystems (cg,
memory, associator, encoder, and decoder). Many
plants and some sessile animals low in the evolutionary scale do not have motor subsystems. Plants need
for inputs only the carbon dioxide that surrounds
them in the atmosphere and the salts that are in solu
tion in the medium around them.2 Consequently, they
can remain stationary and do not need the information
processing subsystems and motors required to forage

in the environment or remember where food is

located. Only a limited number of plant species make
motor ouputs such as re ex responses to information
inputs. Animals above the lowest species require food
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derived from other organisms and so much have the
subsystems needed to find and eat it.
General livrng systems theory has not achieved its
ultimate goal with the simple proof that all living
systems have boundaries or ingestor subsystems. We
must know more. What different 50m of boundaries
and ingestots are there? What is structurally common,
and what is different, about all the sorts of boundaries
or ingestors? How are their processes the same and
different? Which sorts minimize costs or function
faster or more ef ciently? When such precise facts are
known, dependable and important generalizations
about subsystems will be possible.
1.9 Cross level formal identities Chapter 4 lists
173 hypotheses or propositions applicable to two
or more levels of living systems, and a good many
others could be added without much effort. In that
chapter, 1 also suggest experimental designs for
evaluating several of these hypotheses, and in Chap 5
I report in detail on a study we carried out to evaluate
one set of such hypotheses concerned With information
input overload.
Some of these hypotheses appear to apply across all
levels, and others to only a lesser number. Why this IS
true is as yet unresolved. Perhaps those which are
relevant only to certain levels concern emergent structures or processes which exist at those levels alone and
are not found at the others below them. Conceivably,

some may apply only to structures or processes charac-

teristic of lower-level systems which do not exist at
higher levels,
These hypothesized cross-level formal identi es are
central to my theory. Their importance derives from
the evolutionary conclusion that all living systems
arise from a single primordial source by the shred-out
process. They are more than poetic analogies. for
example, like the ancient metaphor that refers to the
captain of a ship or military unit as its head ( captain
being derived from rnput, the Latin word for "head").
They propose possible rigorous, scienti cally testable
analogies between different levels of living systems.
Scientists have learned the value of generalizing
from one system of a certain type (23., a cell or a
person) to another. They have advanced beyond that
to generalizing from one species or type to another
(e.g., from lower mammals to human beings), recognizing of course that types have differences as well as
similarities. The further methodological advance to
generalizing from one level of living system to another
is not yet a general scienti c practice. As a result,
discoveries made today about the nature of living
systems at one level are rarely extended to others. We
find comparable subsystems, variables, indicators,
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pathologies, and even artifacts at all levels. And I have
repeatedly demonstrated in this book that experimental or other empirical data collected independently at
two or more levels may support a given cross-level
hypothesis. Despite this, possible cross-level formal
identities are generally ignored by scientists. For
example, disc0veries in biological science are not
being applied to higher-level systems, where much
more understanding is needed to solve problems of
great human urgency.
Many more years and lifetimes of scienti c effort
should be devoted to searching for cross-level formal
identities and testing them quantitatively. The hope
of important payoffs at multiple levels of living systems may provide broadly trained individual scientists and interdisdplinary groups with the incentive to
carry out such investigations. Those scientists must
first, of course, become convinced that such generalization is feasible, meaningful, and potentially applica~
ble to important problems in the biological and social
sciences. Perhaps the comparisons of systems across
levels in this book will in uence some to carry out
such research.
Doing basic studies of cross-level hypotheses may
seem like a slow approach to the pressing human
problems scientists face today. Yet basic research has
been the key to the greatest advances in all the natural
sciences. It may well form a more solid grounding for
the solution of such problems than the anecdotal individual studies, the naturalistic observations, and the

case studies which are so common in the behavioral
sciences today. It will be objective researchrather than
normative evaluation. it will attempt to use compara
ble dimensions for making measurements at different

levels, which is essential if cross-level formal identiv
ties are to be con rmed or discon rmed. it is certainly

a tedious, long way around, but it may be the shortest

way home to a uni ed science of complex, large-scale
living systems.

1.10 CrosHevel similarities in models and simula-

lions
In each chapter which deals with a level of
living systems, I have identi ed three general classes
of models verbal models, mathematical or logical
models, and computer simulations, Computers have
already proved themselves to be instruments of major

importance to systems science because they can be
used to simulate systems of great complexity. To simulate a system effectively, one must be able to state
precisely, in a form a computer can handle, a number

of facts about its input output characteristics: what
kinds of matter-energy and information ow through
it, the relationships in space and time of its ows and
other processes, and what feedbacks there are. The

SOMI IASIC CONCFTS Of GENHAL LIVING SYSTEMS THEOIV IN lETROSKCT

next few years are likely to produce great extensions of
this technique for studying liVing systems.
It is interesting to observe the formal similarities of
the models and simulations described in the preceding chapters on the various levels of systems. They
were developed by independent investigators who
rarely referred to, or even knew the details of, similar

models and simulations created by specialists at other
levels. Nevertheless, several of these simulations have
been designed to employ similar mathematical instruments, specifically systems of differential equations
with multiple interacting variables including inputs,
throughpus, and outputs. Frequently these transmissions are clearly recognizable as either mattertenergy
or information flows. Like the arguments for general
living systems theory derived from cross level formal
identities, the use by independent investigators of
similar formal structures in their simulations is
another strong argument for the usefulness of general
theory that deals with similarities across levels.
if it is possible to use the same simulation at more
than one level, there is a crossvlevel formal identity
Forrester, for example, has employed the same general
model for two levels the organization and the
supranational system. He did this to study problems
at each of the levels and not to prove that there were
cross-level formal identities.
in a 1974 literature survey of models applied to
large-scale living systems, Mar concluded that constructors of such models do not have theories which
can determine how to apply a given model to a specific
real situation or how to select variables to include in a
model. The following principles, based on my conceptual approach, suggest which sorts of models are
relevant to which subsystems of livmg systems and so
provide a rationale for employing them to describe
living systems: For input output flows of both matterenergy and information, linear programming is applicable. In addition, statistics that measure the amount
of information in a message can be applied to flows of
information. Such statistics can also measure the
capacity of any channel. Processing rates can be mea
sured in all subsystems except the supporter. Costeffectiveness measures are relevant to all subsystems.
Queuing theory measures are applicable to any subsystem that processes units of matter energy or information by one means or another sequentially past a
certain point Most subsystems of living systems do

this.

Measures of the amount of ltering, or the degree of
distortion, and of the level of the threshold are applicable to the ingestor, the input transducer, and the
.ir internal transducer. Measures of accuracy of pattern

recognition are applicable to both the input transducer
and the internal transducer. Measures derived from
net theory and the theory of buffer storage are applicable to both the distributor and the channel and net.
Buffer storage measures may also be useful in analyzing the processes of some converter and producer
subsystems. Coding theorems of information theory
are applicable to the decoder and encoder. Stochastic
leaming-theory models can be used to analyze associator processes. Measures derived from inventory
theory and buffer storage theory can be applied to
matter-energy storage and information storage (or
memory) subsystems. Game theory and statistical
decision theory apply to the decider. Various mea»
sures of stress, strain, and the strength of materials
which engineers commonly use can be applied to the
supporter.
in future simulations of living systems the above
suggestions may well be adopted as common practice
in analyzmg or simulating the interactions of system
or subsystem variables.
1.11 Shredoul
General living systems theory is
an evolutionary theory. In each chapter of this book
that deals with a level, from cell to supranational sys
tem, Section 5.3 discusses how that level evolved. I
maintain that this occurred by a process of shredout as if each strand of a many~stranded rope had
unraveled progresswely into more and more pieces
This is a process of progresswe diVision of labor,
differentiation, or specialization of function of each
subsystem, from the least to the most advanced level of
living systems (see pages 1, 4, 26, 27, and 29). Every
one of the 19 critical subsystems was essential for
the continuation of life of every living system at
every porn! in this evolution. if any one of these
subsystems had ceased to carry out isprocesses even
briefly, the system it was in would have ceased to
exist. For that reason, evolution did not eliminate any
a'itical subsystem. Therefore, all 19 subsystems are
represented at each level of living system (see Fig. 131), This figure is basically the same as Fig. 1-2. It
appears here again to emphasize the evolutionary
nature of the rise of the seven levels of Living systems.
Also, it summarizes two sorts of data from Chaps. 6

through 12: data on (a) the approximate number of
years since the period of origin of each level, from
Sec. 5.3 in each chapter, and (b) the approximate

median diameter srze (in meters) of each level, from

Sec 1.1 of each chapter.
Since the general direction of evolution is toward
greater compleiuty (see page 76), systems are, in general, larger and more complicated at higher levels.
They are capable of using more adjustment processes,
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which enables them to resist more environmental
stresses. Consequently, they can survive longer.
For decades biologists and social scientists have
made analogies between various levels of livrng systems. Bonner wrote about comparable aspects of cells
and societies. Spencer, Huxley, White, Dariington,
and others have discussed similarities in the evolution
of biological and social systems (see page 854).
Wheeler, Emerson, and Gerard have referred to the

social insects as "supraorganisms" or have made other
comparisons between biological and social systems.
These writers have been subjected to skeptical ques»
tions by other scientists as to whether cross-level anal»
ogies are anything but metaphors. The concept of
shred~out provides one way to settle such controversy.
lt formulates the issue in a way which is not mere
analogy. It states the proposmon that the same 1 )
critical subsystems are present at each of the levels and
gives the evolutionary reason why. This proposition,
that all levels of living systems must have these 19
critical subsystems, is subject to scientific proof or
disproof Some exceptions have
been mentioned
ab0ve (see pages 33, 54, and 55).
Scientific disciplines, on the baSIS of observations
and theories made by speCialists in the eld, traditionally have developed a consensus about what subsystems compose the systems with which they are concerned Ordinarily, they have not looked at similar
classi cations of subsystems, by specialists in other
sciences, that might be related. Yet one discipline
might well pro t from such work done in another
eld. I suggest that, instead of making a new classi cation of subsystems at each level of living system,
without regard to the structures and functions classically recognized at lower and higher levels. we rely on
the prinCiple of shred-out to justify a serious search to
determine whether comparable subsystems do exist at
the different levels of living systems. There may
even be similarities to some nonliving systems.
Though this seems to be a reasonable approach for any
scientist who believes in the continuity of life, it has
not been a popular scienti c strategy. One reason for
this, unfortunately, has been that many specialists at
one level have been unaware of, and often uninterested in, scienti c ndings at other levels.
1.11.1 Progressive shred-out of an illustrative m
system
One can trace out along a single row of Table
13-1 the shred out of each subsystem. l have chosen
the channel and net as an example:
Cell. The cell membranes of certain types of cells,
such as neurons, are channels for beta-coded informa-

tion conveyed over them by bioelectric pulses. Also,
inside the membrane of every cell the cytoplasmic
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reticulum, a network of tubules and vesicles, extends
to all parts of the cytoplasm. Over it and throughout
the cytoplasm molecules flow. These include messenger RNA molecules passing from the nucleus to var
ious organelles, inducer and energizer molecules, hormones, enzymes, and transmitter substances. The
molecular shapes of these markers convey alpha-

APPROXIMATE MEDIAN
DIAMETER SIZE

APPROXIMATE NUMBER
OF YEARS SINCE

LEVEL

(IN METERS)

PERIOD OF ORIGIN

Cell

3 x 109

Organ

5 x 103 ?

Organism

5 x 103

Group

5 x 103?

iii:

1);}?- L'

I

'ILI' \. .2

giég

Organization

Society

1.1 x 10

7 x 103

10 -2

10-1

I '

2!?"
as; ,
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coded information.
Organ. In many organs intrinsic nerve nets are
formed by junction of separate neurons. Bioelectric
pulses passing over them convey beta-coded information. Also, hormones which ow out of cells that
synthesize them convey alpha-coded information into
the intercellular uids of organs and through their

blood and lymph vascular channels. These intercellu-

lar uids merge with the blood and lymph to form
both distributors for matter-energy and channels for
information.
Organism. At this level many subordinate networks
of neurons join to create the complex and specialized
neural net of the autonomic and central nervous systems. Advanced forms of neural transmission of betacoded information evolve. Myelin insulates neural
fibers, making possible more rapid transmissions,
which are essential for coordination of large organisms. Despite the advances of neural information processing at this level, alpha-coded information transmission does not disappear in any species of
organism. Hormones travel in intracellular uids and
over vascular networks from the transmitter organ
which produces these alpha-coded messages to the
target tissues which receive them. These media
through which hormones ow have evolved into a
single interconnected net that supplies the entire
organism.
Group. In a major evolutionary transition, the air
between free-moving organisms becomes thermost

important channel at this level. Through it alpha-,

beta-, and gamma-coded messages travel. Chemical
transmissions of alpha~coded molecules such as pheromones are conveyed by direct contact among insects

or through the air. Beta-coded signals such as vocal
in ections, bodily positions, and facial gestures move
on airborne waves. And gamma-coded spoken or
Written language communicated between group mem-

bers also passes through the air.

Supranational
System

Fig. 13-1

Shred-out.

4.5 x 103

Organization. Organizations have informal and formal interpersonal and intergroup channels. In infor
mal communications, much more complex channels
than those of groups ordinarily convey spoken languages and gestures through the air or speech over
electronic channels such as private telephone exchanges. In addition, messages are transmitted in
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formal channels by messengers, memoranda, letters,
telegraph, and other electronic media.
Society. Spoken and written language is the chief

mode of transmission of information in societies,

through all the channels employed by organizations,
as well as through postal services and national tele
phone, telegraph, radio, television, and other electronic networks.
Sopranational systems. Language is almost always
the means of communication at this level. All forms of
networks known at the societal level in modern times
have been extended across international borders. One

of the first organized supranational networks was the
worldwide postal system, coordinated now by the Uni-

versal Postal Union (Ul U). The other sorts of supra-

national networks devdoped later.
Overall, the evolutionary shred-out of the channel
and net subsystem is from slow, inef cient, alpha
coded chemical transmission by diffusion at the cell
level up to increasingly rapid and cost-effective
gamma-coded symbolic linguistic transmissions over
complicated networks at the higher levels of living
systems. For each system at every level the basic process of transmitting information bearing markers over
one sort of physical channel or another is basically the
same. It is essential if the system is to survive.

2. Differences among the seven
levels of living systems

2.1

Penod's of origin of the levels

Although much

speculation is involved in dating the approximate
periods of evolution of each of the seven levels, as
shown in Fig. 134, there still is some relevant scien-

tific and historical evidence which 1 have outlined in

previous chapters. I shall summarize here what is
known about all the levels, as stated in Sec. 5.3 of each

relevant chapter above.
Cell.

Chemical evolution probably produced the

rst cells at least 3 billion (3 x 10') years ago.

Organ. The closest sort of system to an indepenwhen
" ' organ n.
,
dent,
evolved. They are parasites made up of only a few cells
and are not specialized like organs in organisms. They

seem to be links between cells and organisms. One
can speculate that they evolved in a period not long
ms
before organisms composed of organ subsyste
appeared, perhaps somewhat more than 500 million (5

X 10' + ?) years ago. There is no evidence from

paleontology that, except for Mesozoa. organs ever
existed independently of organisms.
Organism. Organisms, as l have said, appeared perhaps 500 million (5 X 10') years ago.
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Group. The rst dyad of organisms that mated sexually was probably the rst group. This sort of system
may have appeared shortly after the rst organism, or approximately 500 million (5 X 10 ?) years ago.
This date is highly speculative.
Organization. The rst organization was probably
formed about 9&0 s.c., or 11,000 (1.] X 10 ) years ago.
lt may well have been a village or city like lericho or
some other human activity involving groups arranged
in two or more echelons.

Society. The

rst society was probably formed

somewhat later, perhaps around 5000 ac, or 7.000 (7

X 10 ) years ago, at about the beginning of history. In

all likelihood there were primitive tribal "societies"
before that, whose components were groups. But if
organizations, in my sense, did not arise until about
9000 ac, living systems with a preponderance of
organizations as components (which is my de nition
ofa society) did not appear until later, perhaps around
5000 ac. , or, 7,(X)0 years ago. Much of this evolution is
shrouded in prehistory. As at every level, there were
probably transitional forms of systems between the
early organizations and societies as I de ne them.
Sum-aw system. Finally the supranational system evolved. Probably the tint empire of which there
is historical and archaeological evidence was the
Sumerian Empire of the Southem Mesopotamian val~
ley. Its rst dynasty ruled in the twenty-fifth century

s.c., or 4,500 (4.5 X 10") years ago, It controlled a

region of the world that had several cities and numer~
ous tribes or states, which were not societies at all
comparable in complexity to modern nations. In
recent decades the character of supranational systems
has altered markedly, and none of the present ones

has the sort of absolute power and integrated decider

processes of some of the early empires.
2.2 Sizes of the levels
The sizes to which living
systems have evolved are discussed in Sec. 1.1 of each
chapter dealing with one of the seven levels. The
approximate median diameters of each level appear in

Fig. 13-1. The following paragraphs summarize what

is known about system size at each level.
Cell. The smallest cells are 200 nanometers (rim), or

2 X 10" meters (in), in diameter. The largest cell of
any surviving species is the ostrich egg, about 0.2 m

long, 1 million times the length of the

cells.

Almost its entire mass is food included in the cell. The
germinal materials are minute by comparison. The

boundaries of whales (at times more than 32 m long)
or the intestinal components of the converter of some
animals like elephants, which can be more than 60 m
long, The median organ diameter, considering that
there are more small species than large ones and that
the former have many more members, is perhaps 10 J

m,

Organism. Organisms range in size from micro
scopic plants and animals to trees that attain heights of
more than 83 m and trunk diameters of more than 9 m.
Considering that animal species with large members
tend to be more populous, the median organism
diameter is probably about 10" in.
Group. Probably the smallest group is a mating
dyad of microscopic animal species. The diameter of
such a group is perhaps about 10" m. The largest
group may be a herd of blue whales. Such a herd

frolicking in the ocean would cover perhaps several

miles, an area with a diameter of about 10J m. The
median group diameter is small because the median
size of animals is small. Also, there are more groups
with only a few members than groups with many. No
estimate of median group diameter exists, but perhaps
10 I m is a good estimate. The median human group
diameter is about 5 X 10 m.
Organisation. The diameters of organizations range
from about 10 m for a very small department store or
factory to the diameter of a state or other major component of a nation. The largest of these is the Russian
Socialist Federated Soviet Republic of the Soviet
Union, with an east-west diameter only about 600

kilometers (km) less than that of the whole Soviet
Union. The median organization diameter is probably

that of a moderately large manufacturing organization, or about 10 in.
Society. The smallest sovereign nation, Vatican

City, is only about 1 km in diameter, and the largest.
the Soviet Union, has an east-west diameter of about
IIMX) km. The median modern nation has a diameter

of about 10 km, or 10' m,

Sspnnanaul system. The smallest supranational
system was perhaps the Austrian-Hungarian Empire,
which was about 300 km in diameter. The largest is
perhaps the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
which is nearly 16,(XX) km in diameter. The median
is probably about
' .,..
,
t of a
"

5 X 10 km,or5 X lo'm.
The above data comparing the sizes of systems at

size, about 10" m in diameter. The largest organs are

the seven levels indicate that the progressive shred
ding-out of each subsystem required larger systems at
each higher level to accommodate its increasing

diameter). The largest animal organs are either the

has been criticized as being reductionist because it

median cell diameter is probably about 10" m.

Organ. The smallest organs are only a few cells in

probably the boundaries of the largest sequoia trees
(at times more than 83 min height and 9 m in trunk

complexity.
2.3

Emergent:

Genaal living systems

theory

nds formal identitis across levels from cells to
supranational systems. This criticism assumes that the

existence of such formal identities implies that behav-

ior of higher levels can be completely explained by
analyzing processes at lower levels that there are no
disidentities or characteristics of higher-level systems
not found at lower levels. An emphasis upon similar
processes in systems at all levels displeases some who
prize human superiority.
The theory described in this book is not reductionist
as de ned above. It holds that systems at higher levels
have emergent characteristics. These enable them to
cope with excess and lack stresses that would be
beyond the adjustment capabilities of lower-level sys~
tems, and these characteristics also result in greater
structural complexity than exists at lower levels. A
parallel may be found in the difference between two
nonlivirig systems a radio set and a television set.
The rst can receive audio programs. The second can
be described as a radio set with added components,
such as a picture tube, that together can receive both
audio and video signals. This is an emergent
capability.
In each preceding chapter which discusses a particular system level, Sec. 5.3.] describes the emergents at
that level. A brief consideration of all these follows.
Cell. At the level of the cell, the emergent, of
course. is life itself a new sort of organization of
matter and energy that can maintain an island of nega~
tive entropy and stability in an environment with less
stability and a greater overall rate of entropy.
Organ. The ability of an organized mass of cells to
replace its constituent cells as they die is emergent at
the level of the organ. As a consequence, many types
of organs live longer than the individual cells that
compose them. Other emergent characteristics come
from the pooled resources of different kindsof compo
nent cells in organs the ability to withstand localized
stresses that kill cells upon which they impinge but
that do not extend over a large enough region of
physical space to destroy the entire organ; the ability
to produce larger amounts of matter-energy or information outputs than cells can; the increased ef ciency
which is derived from processes that are shredded out
to more complex structures; and the greater genetic
variety present in organs of multicellular organisms
than in free-living cells.
Organism. Associative learning may well be emergent at this level. Organs do not become conditioned
independently of organisms. The evidence for condi~
tioning in free-living cells is not conclusive. If this is
an emergent at the level of the organism, it rst
appears in a relatively simple animal phylum. Some
investigators have obtained statistically signi cant
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evidence of associating by atworms. Emotions may
also be emergent at the level of the animal organism,
although no operation is known which could prove or
disprove subjective states in cells, organs, or plants,
Higher animals at times act in ways that resemble
human emotional behavior.
Gamma-coded, symbolic language is a major emergent in organisms. It has not been observed below the
primates and is well developed only in human beings.
Group. Cooperative activity, impossible at lower
leveLs, emerges at the level of the group. A group of
animals or persons can control a much larger living
and hunting territory than a single organism of the
same species can. It can devise cooperative strategies
for gathering information and gaining food. Human
groups can carry out more intricate motor activity and
make more complicated artifacts than a single person.
Since many sorts of groups can endure beyond the
lifetimes of their components, their matter-energy and
information processes can continue over more than a
single generation.
The physical separateness and autonomy of organism components make it possible for different groups
to share some of the same organisms. In many sorts of
groups, subsystem functions can be shifted from one
member or subgroup to others. There can be fewer
components than the number of subsystem.
Although the capacity for gamma-coded language was
an emergent at the level of the organism, based upon
evolutionary changes in human bodies, communica
tion is emergent in groups.
Groups also can create higher~level systems by specifying their written or unwritten charters.
Organizatim. Emagent at this level are new forms
of social organization that bring about novel sorts of
human interactions, such as the changed basis for
personal status and the impersonal relationships characteristic of bureaucratic organizations. Tedinological

achievements in both matter-energy and information
processing can be mudi greater in organizations than
in the most mpetent groups.
V

Sodety. At each stage of societal evolution, from
primitive to postmodern, previously unknown structures and processes have appeared. Each embodied
greater stores of cultural information and made it possible for larger numbers of people to organize their
social lives. These social emergents have included
elaborate kinship systems, new types of governments,
and various artistic and technological advances. The
modern period has produced, among other things, the
awesome achievements of modern science and tech»
nology devised by brilliant, educated individual
"
beings. ' ,
5 them 1
" the capsbilities of organizations, which are societal compo~
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nents, as well as access to resources that is possible
only in highly developed nations. Among these
resources are rapid and inexpensive dissemination of
information, ready retrieval of information stored
almost anywhere in the world, and adequate financing
and management of great projects that require cooper-

ation of many organizations.
Supnrutional lyatem. A recent emergent at this level
is the international or supranational agency, created
for a single purpose or as a multipurpose system, with
a primary goal of resolving con icts among nations.
Each of the 19 critical subsystems
2.4 Variabla
keeps a set of variables in steady-state ranges. The
system as a whole maintains the steady states of other
variables by adjusting relationships among subsystems or changing its relationship to aspects of its
environment Variables of an illustrative subsystem,
the channel and net of human organisms, are shown

in Fig. 13-2.
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The variables which l list for each subsystem apply
to all seven levels. My lists are certainly not exhaustive there may be many such variables. Also, each of
the levels has variables not present at the others. Even
where the variable is present at all levels, the process
to which it relates may be far more developed at one
level than at another.
Some variables exist in all subsystems, since a num-

ber of characteristics of both matter-energy and infor-

mation ows are similar no matter where they occur.
Rate of processing, for example, is a variable of all
subsystems. Costs can be assessed for all subsystem
processes. Meaning variables are common to all information processing systems. lags and distortions
characterize all information ows. Many of the crosslevel hypotheses discussed in this book are predic
tions that speci c quantitative relationships can be
discovered between two subsystem or system

variables.
At every level of living system,
2.5 Indicators
changing values of catain objectively determinable
indicators have proved to be reliable measures of speci c states of variables. They are instruments which
can be observed to change in real space-time as variables, which we conceptualize, alter in a particular
conuete system. They can be used to evaluate the
current condition of a system, to measure the amount
of departure of variables from established norms, or
by extrapolation to forecast changes in system states in
the immediate or more distant future.

Indicator values are ordinarily determined repeat-

or
edly, either for the same system at different times
for each of a set of systems of comparable types.
Indicators are preferably in centimeter-gram-second
units that
units, in monetary units, or in some other

can be quantified. Indicators may, however, concern
qualitative aspects of systems as well as quantitative
ones. lt is important that an indicator validly measure
the variable with which it is supposed to vary. lf the
indicator is a sample of some population of data, the
sample must be representative.
The following are examples of indicators at each
level, which are discussed in Sec. 2.1 of each chapter

dealing with one of the seven levels.
Cell. Microscopic examinations of the nuclei of
cells in organisms may reveal the presence of mitotic
gures, indicators of abnormal proliferation that may
be cancerous. This is an indicator both of abnormality
at the level of the cell and of pathology. or inctpient
pathology, at the level of the organism. Sickle-shaped
red blood corpuscles are indicators of a cellular pathology which makes such corpuscles fragile and so causes
anemia in the organism.
uids,
Organ. Tissues,

cellular

material,

other technique, can be analyzed chemically or microwith
scopically. The ndings can then be compared
previously established norms for that particular type
of organ. ldentif'ication of speci c pathological states
by such means can lead to corrective action.
for
Organism. Norms have been established
hundreds, if not thousands, of matter-energy and
information processing variables at this level. Tests
have been devised to measure them. Figure 13-2
ve
includes a list of indicators for an illustrati
SUbsystem, the channel and net of the human or
ganism.
The measurement of blood pressure by use of a
sphygmomanometer is one indicator of the condition
of the cardiovascular components of the distributor
subsystem. A psychological examiner may administer

an intelligence test and from the results calculate a

child's 10. This is a ratio between the child s scores on
certain standardized information processing tasks and
his or her age. Such an indicator can predict with
some validity the child's probable success in school.
This success is dependent on, among other things, the

ef ciency of functioning of the associator and memory

subsystems.
Group. A measure of central tmdency, like the

mean, median, and mode, or a measure of dispersion,
applied to social and economic variables of family

groups, can be used to determine the position of a

particular family in its community. Data on the housing, occupations, educational attainments, and

income of a family can be combined to produce an

indicator of its socioeconomic status. A family income
can be determined, for example, to be in the top 20
percent of the society, and its housing to be substan»

[Ed. Note: For Fig. 13-2, see Figure 7,
page 142 in Vol. 1.]

or

extracted from an organ by needle biopsy or some

dardascomparedwithothersinademionting
neighborhood.
Organization. The ratio indicator of dollar coat per
unit product or per unit service is one measure of the
cost-effectiveness of organization processes. Changes
over time in this indicator may alert decidera to the
need to correct technological or managerial procedures
Results of a survey among workin the
ers that show an unacceptably high levd of dissatis-

faction with working conditions may be an indicator

that can predict an outbreak of labor troubles unless

corrective action is taken.
Society.

Economic indicators like the rate of unem-

ployment, the number of housing starts, the various

indices of stock-market activity, and the GNP are used
to evaluate the current state of the national economy,
forecast cyclic changes in business activity, and per
haps reveal the need for actions by the Federal

Reserve Board (in the United States), the President, or
the legislature. Some social indicators measure less

quanti able aspects of the society. Now in the process

of development, such indicators are not yet as widely
used as economic indicators. They may be based upon
aggregated statistics for the society of objective mea-

sures, like the number of people who have health
insurance or who have graduated from high school, or

upon measures of more subjective aspects of life, like
trust in public of cials, as determined by public opinion surveys. These data can be disaggregated by

region of the country; by age, sex, race, or educational

status; or by other categories.

Supnaatiaual spam. As yet there are relatively few

standard supranational indicators, although states of
supranational systems can be determined by the use

of aggregated statistics about component aodeties on

such variables as total populations or quanti es of
natural resources. Global measures of rates of use of
scarceresourcesorofgromhofthepopulationofthe
entire world may indicate probable dates when the
total world system must inevitably deteriorate unless
adjustment processes slow or reverse present trends.
All levels of living systems make
2.6 Artifacts
use of man-made, nonliving artifacts as prostheses to
improve their cost-effectiveness. They differ greatly
from one level to another. One reason for this is that
these artifacts must be adapted to the size and struc
ture of the system to whose processes they contribute.
Celli Drugs are manufactured and are administered
to cells in order to alter cellular processes, frequently

channel and net or decider processes. Here are some

examples: (1) Thyroxine hormone administered as a
s
drug affects enzyme processes in a cell and accelerate

its use of oxygen: (2) some chemotherapeutic agents
normal
can injure or kill cancer cells, while altering

mm
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n
cells to a lesser degree; and (3) the drug pummyci
affects the producer processes of individual cells,
blocking the synthesis of protein.

Organ. As everyone knows, organ components
2.3., hearts, kidneys, and corneas can be trans. Transplants
planted from one organism into

are not strictly man-made artifacts. However, one can

also replace a diseased artery, like an aorta with an

aneurysm, by a plastic aorta, and a diseased kidney
Also,
can be replaced by a renal dialysis machine.
like an
there are information processing prostheses,
electrical pacemaker, which maintains a normal

rhythm in a heart that has developed pathological
irregular rhythms.
Organism. Artifacts for human organism include
hats and coats for the boundary subsystem, wheelchairs and carts for the motor subsystem, chairs and

and
beds for the supporter subsystem, calculators
rs
computers for the decider subsystem, and typewrite

and microphones for the output transducer.
Group. Artifacts used by groups include rooms
with furniture; houses for family groups; automo
biles, buses, airplanes, and sailboats; and public
address systems to proceu information.

for
Orlaniutlou. Factories are essential artifacts
cammanufacturing companies. Universities have
for
puaes. Cities require mass-transportation systems
ne
matter-energy processing, and they need telepho
as
systems, radio transmitters. and television stations
information processing systems.
,
Society. Most countries have artifacts like railroads
ting
buses, trucks, roads, and airplanes for transpor

postal net'
u r ,
"aacasy, i J
works, which uae the above artifacts, as well as
national telephone and television networks, are essential to modern societies.
Supra-attend system. At this level systems employ

fortifiartifacts like supranational border defenses and

the
cations, as well as all the prostheses mentioned in
paragraph above. Also, they may make use of supranational communication satellites which process
information across international borders.
1.7 State of scienti c knowledge about each level
Each of the previous chapters that concentrated
upon a particular level concluded with some observathat level
tions about the characteristics of systems at

A
and the state of the disciplines that study them.

of the
comparison of these conclusions discloses some

ways in which systems, and the study of systems, are
alike and different.
Cell. Recent scienti c advances are probably more
last
impressive at this level than at any other. The two
l
decades have produced rapid theoretical and technica
meth
development in cellular biology. Exciting new
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ods, such as the microtechniques that permit study of
molecular events within cells, have made it possible to
discover how the genetic code specifies proteins; what
the roles of DNA, the variOus species of RNA, and
enzymes in cellular control processes are; and how
hormones and other substances initiate or repress cellular activities. Scientists have also gained understanding of the major functions of the various organelles of cells.
Many cellular physiologists believe that organismic
learning and memory will ultimately be explained by
molecular cellular events, How information is coded,
stored, and retrieved by neurons and other cells is a
mq'or unsolved problem of this level. It is comparably important to the recently solved question of how

the genetic message is coded.

Organ. The structures of organs have beenstudied
for centuries. Organ processes have been accorded
increasing attention in recent decades, as techniques
for studying them have improved. Organs cannot sur-

vive separately from organisms. Perhaps. at some

early evolutionary stage, separate organlike systems
existed that were made up of cellular components, like
organs, rather than being constructed from organ
components, like organisms.
The fact that organs cannot live independently of
organisms may lead some to question whether the
organ is really a distinct level of living system. However, organs are clearly different in structure from
either cells or organisms, and some organs do have
local decision-making processes. These facts are the

reasons for maintaining that organs are, indeed, a

separate level.
The nervous systems of animal organisms include
several organs, since they provide the structure for all
the information processing subsystems. Although
research has disclosed much that is important about
the channels for speci c sorts of information transmise
sions and the coding of information by sense organs
and some higher centers, some of the most fundamental questions about information processing organs are
still to be answered.

Quinlan. Organisms are obviously real, concrete

living systems with the capacity for totipotentiality.
Vastamountsofdatahavebeencollectedonallaspects
of matter-energy and information processing at this
level. Some of the most interesting current problems
deal with how infamation is processed through
my '
nervous ,
r L
' " tothose
whichareimportantatthelevelsoftheoellandthe

organ. The issue of how and where input information

elicits learning and then is stored in memory and
retrieved still is unresolved.
A problem with science, at this level, is that the
traditional biological disciplines such as anatomy,

DIFFEIENCIS AMONG TN! VIN LIVED 0f LIVING SYSTEMS
biochemistry, and physiology do not communicate
very effectively or relate well conceptually with psychology. Much psychology is not quantitative, but
even psychological researchers that do employ measurement often do not make use of units that can be
converted to the centimeter-gram-second system in
which measurements are made in the biological scr~
ences. The differences in reliability of objective and
subjective data are still debated among these disciplines. The mind-matter dilemma is still at issue. Systems theory offers an approach which can resolve
some of these classical questions (see page 500).
Group. Many groups lack one or more subsystems
and consequently must depend on organisms, organizations, or societies to carry out the processes they
cannot perform. All the critical subsystems exist at this
level, and some groups are totipotential. This is clearly

a separate level of living system.

Vigorous research on groups in the 19305 and 19405
provided insights into such processes as the function
ing of the group channel and net and the in uence of
group members upon one another. Some processes,
like segregation and integration, have been given
more attention at this level than at others. Interest in
basic raearch on groups began to diminish in the
1950s and 19605. Currently, most investigations on
groups either repeat earlier studies with minor variations or use groups to study organism variables of
individual members. Much current work is on groups
formed for therapy or attitude change of the members.
Many current studieson "groups" have only a single
subject, the remainder of the group consisting of
either confederates of the experimenter or standardized taper
" V which 0'
'
living
'- s.
Much research at this level has used artificral
groups, put together in the laboratory for experimen-

tal purposes. The members of such groups are deliber

ately selected to have no continuing relationships

among them. This sort of design helps to eliminate

variables other than those to be studied, but general»
izing from such groups to more permanent groups is
dangerous.
'
Theoonceptofdreleaderhasbeenimportantin

group research. It has not, however, been clearly
de ned. Obviously, it is not coextensive with the

dedder subsystem as 1 define it, since group leaders
perform functions rdated to other subsystems and
may have no more decision power than other
members.

A return to basic researdr on group processes,
rather than organism processes of members. could
hdp to clarify how poop subsystem processes are
carried out. More study of natural groups, such as

families, friendship groups, or work groups, would
also be desirable.

Organization. Organizations are readily conceptualized as systems. Research on organization processes
has continued for more than half a century. A chief
emphasis over much of this period has been placed
upon inn-easing production or improving labor-management relations in industrial organizations. Management science has become a profession whose
members attend upon ailing organizations of all kinds
to prescribe remedies for their pathologies. The people who actually control organizations, however, often
reject a science-based orientation toward management
in favor of insights gained through experience and
intuition.
Organization theory has suffered from a confusion
of levels, stemming from emphasis upon role theory,
which focuses upon psychological problems of occupants of positions in organizational structures, and it
may neglect organization level variables.
Recent research has concentrated upon decider
and the channel and net processes rather than upon
other information processing activities and upon dis~
tributor processes among the matter-energy activities.
Among system processes, information internal adjustment processes have received the most attention.
Studies of other subsystem processes would be desirable. Relatively few studies have collected data from
populations of organizations to support generalizations about systems at this level. The case-study
method is still the most common approach to the
study of organizations. Simulations are increasingly
used by researchers and the decision makers of some
organizations, particularly large organizations, to test
the effects of policy alternatives.
Society. A number of theories in sociology, political
science, anthropology, and economics conceptualize
societies as system. Present societies are less totipo-

tential than earlier ones because larger , r ' inns

and industrialization have increased interdependency
and because the need for protection from attack by
hostile societies leads to penetration of many societies
by components of other societies, which ' a
their deciders and reduce their
,.
societies tend to be defective in control and guidance
of subsystem processes and are often highly vulnerable to disruption. At the same time, they are expected
to provide more services and control more variables
than earlier societies were.
Theories at this level have been dominated by

abstracted system concepts, with results similar to

those at the level of the organization. Bicept for the
science of economics, which has a strong theoretical
base and a tradition of quantitative analysis of variables, research at this level is only beginning to be
quantitative and to develop models that can be tested
and applied. Because of the complexity of the feed-
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backs in these large systems and the long time spans
involved, cause-and effect relationships in them are
dif cult to determine. Governments are increasingly
using models not only of economics but also of such
things as ecological systems, natural resonrces, and
energy distribution to guide policy formation. Quan<
titative research on other matter-energy and information processing subsystem variables is needed to
advance understanding of system processes and to
develop models and indicators to support or disconrm theories and guide decider: at this level.
Although the results ofsuch researches are slow to
affect deciders, the wide acceptance of economic nd
ings and models makes it apparent that reliable
research ndings can be put to use in these systems.
Supranadonal system. Modern forms of supranr
tional systems are of such receit development. having
emerged in only the past 50 years or so, that none has
a complete set of subsystems. Moreover, the subsystems which have developed tend to consist of few
components besides the decider. These systems do
little matter-energy processing. None approaches totipotentiality. The power of component societies today
is almost always greater than the power of
,
tional decider-s.
In spite of the weakness of existing systems. there is
a general trend, slow though it often seems, toward
greater reliance on international decision making and
increasing demands for supranational control of cer~

tain global variables. Such international and suprana-

tional controls can reduce con ict among nations over
scarce resources and protect weaker nations from
aploitation by stranger ones. They arise partly
because of general awareness of the importance of
global environmental variables which evidently cannot be adjusted by unilateral actions of societies.
Many
;
,
of
"
scope are
carried on. not through formal supranatimal organizations, but through international decision making,
expanskm ofi
'nalllw,thedevelopment of

'

'

cartels,

y

r

bysocieties

of '
'
y T
and use of
international agencies to improve distribution of

scarce resources like food and technological information. Such global aide-v0

new

communications

are made feasible by

technologies

and

npid

transportation.

Traditionally, theory at this level has been based

upon inniition and study of history rather than data
collections. Some quantitative research is now being
done, and construction of global system models and

simulations is currently burgeoning.
Sonar-y.

The analysis of living systems MN

here has given an overall picture of the current status

of the sciences of living systems. Mowing the same
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in uential scientists. (At the level of the organism,

learning research, for example, has expanded greatly
following the theoretical and experimental work of
people like Hull and Tolman.)
Phenomena at each level are measured by characteristic units of measurement, which may or may not be
commensurate with the units used at other levels.
Standards of reliability for data differ markedly from
one level to another.
Despite this difference in emphasis. the 19 subsystems and other basic notions of general living systems
theory appear to apply generally to all seven levels of
living systems. This is not surprising in systems of
common evolutionary origin. Some subsystems, like
the channel and net, and some system processes, like
the information internal adjustment processes, have
been investigated in reliable scienti c experiments at
all levels. Mathematical network models have been
applied at all levels from cell through organization,
and would almost certainly t the larger systems as
well. The information input overload phenomenon and
adjustment processes to it have been demonstrated at
the same levels.
Comparison of experimental data collected at different levels can suggest areas in which studies are
needed. Our review of the current status of the sciences of living systems has revealed numerous gaps in
knowledge at each level possibly one of the major
contributions of an integrative conceptual scheme.

3. Some questions and answers about
general living systems theory
A number of questions will inevitably be asked about
the general living systems theory presented in this
book. Some likely questions, and answers to them, are
as follows:
1. How do you know that only matter-energy and
information ow in living Systems? A review of the
literature indicates that no scientist has seriously sugguted that anything else is transmitted or processed

learning subsystem. At other levels they are, however.

much more obviously separated. There are variables
which change by step functions as information passes

from one subsystem to the next.
The channel and net and decoder subsystems could

also be considered a single subsystem in many types
of living systems in which information is repeatedly
recorded as it is transmitted from one part of the

channel and net to another. The transmission of unal
tered information in channels and nets appears. however, to be suf ciently different from the processes of
decoder components, which are dispersed throughout

the nets, to maintain the distinction. It is clear that
some variables change by step functions as informa

diffrr from research that docs not have this onrnlalion

The major difference lies in the selection of
hypotheses to be tested rather than in the techniques
used for gathering or analyzing data. Various degrees
of generalization are possible in research on living
systems: (.1) Variables, or interactions among variables, can be measured for a population of systems of
the same type and level to determine, for example, the
rate of assocrating in three~toed sloths or the effect
on verbal output transducmg in human subjects of
varying lags in auditory feedback. (b) The same varia
bles can be measured in systems of various types at
the same level, for instance, to compare the rates of
spread of information through the channel and net of a
democracy and of a totalitarian society. (c) The same
variables can be measured for systems at different
levels, for example, to compare the lags in encoding
information in systems at the four levels from organism to society, While all three degrees of generaliza
tion are relevant to living systems theory, the third is
very rarely used except by general living systems
theorists.
Characteristically, general systems research on living systems is concerned with con rming or disconrming a hypothesis relevant to a given critical subsystem or to an adjustment process or other aspect of a
total system. This is tested on one type of system at
one level. The question may then be asked whether
the same proposition has been or could be tested on
other types of systems at the same level or on systems
at other levels, using comparable dimensions. It functions of variables or similar mathematical models are
applicable at more than one level, this cross-level for-

mal identity interests the general systems scientist.
Differences among levels are also interesting. identities and disidentities must both be considered to
obtain full understanding of the phenomena of life.
At each of the levels of living systems, the variables
and indicators are derived from more than one academic discipline. The general systems approach is
necessarily interdisciplinary, even antidisciplinary,
No traditional academic discipline prepares a scientist
to deal with all the relevant variables of a living

\_ ~

ows from a channel and net component to a

decoder component.
Specialists subdivide subsystems and concentrate
on certain component structures and their processes.
The input transducer, for example, is ordinarily subdivided by sensory modalities. These can be further
subdivided for detailed study.
At some levels of living system, or in certain spe'
cies or individuals, additional subsystem have perhaps emerged. For example, in systems at the level of
the organism and above, purely recreational activities
are carried out. These seem not to be directly related to
any process of the 19 critical subsystems, and special
structures are formed for these activities. They do not
appear to be essential for continued life of these systems. l classify them as adjustment processes of various sorts, but others may prefer to add a new recreational subsystem to my 19.
4, How do you select variables? (See page 16.)
5, How do you select indicators? (See page 51.)
6. HouI does general systems research on living systems

V . .__i-. ,.._..

.q

may mask similarities between the levels.
Scienti c studies at each level have focused on particular structures and processes because these are
especially intriguing at that level. (Information stor~
age, for instance, is now of special interest to cellular
biologists.) Or attention at one level may be drawn to
a given issue as a ruth of the work of brilliant or

tion
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neglect of the same issue by scientists at mother level,

in living systems. And, indeed, what else is there to
be processed?
2. How do you know there are txut lly scum lt'i-rls
It is possible that the tissue is a level between the cell
and the organ or that the community is a level
between the organization and the society, in some
systems at least. Probably, however, there are no
tissues all of whose cells are controlled by a common
decider, and communities ordinarily have little
development of any subsystem except the decider
between the organization and society levels.
Each of the seven levels of systems which l have
identi ed is distinctive in having its subsystems composed primarily of components of the level below and
in being components of the system above. There are
step-function changes in the magnitudes of variables
like median diameter and median duration of 2x15tencefrom one level to another. These seven levels are
those traditionally recognized by the various specialities which study living systems. They have comparable subsystems and are obvious and convenient units
with which to work, just as particles, atoms, and
molecules are obvious and convenient units for physical science,
3. How do you know llrrrr are rractly l9 subsys
tems.
This is a question for scienti c discuSSion
associated with theory making and data collection
Because matter energy and information are transmitted continuously in living systems from input through
various subsystems to output, it is important to specify the operations by which subsystem boundaries are
located A boundary between subsystems can be identi ed by clear changes in processes or step functions
in values of variables between one subsystem and the
next. The distinctions made here between two subsystems and the assignment of processes to one or the
other may appear arbitrary, particularly when only
one level is considered. At the level of the organism,
for example, the associator and memory processes
might be regarded as being carried out by a single

our cerium LIVING SYSTEMS niron

system.

General living systems theory takes an evolutionary
approach to the study of the complexity of higher
levels. This is not, of course. a unique aspect of this
conceptual approach. The analysis of levels, however,
makes it possible to trace the variables of one subsys»
tem and the components that make it up to its comparable subsystem at a lower or higher level and see how
the structures and processes are shredded out from
one level to another.
7. Isn t systems terminology just new jargon replacing
traditional terms? My answer is no. It is an attempt to
find the most neutral and acceptable words to fit all
types and levels of systems and reveal whatever cross|evel identities may exist
8. Is this whole conceptual system more than a programmatic approach; that 15, is it really a general the»
ory? Many theoretical statements are made that are
capable of being confirmed or disconfirmed by
research. Each cross level hypothesis is one such conrmable or discon rmable statement. and there are
many others.
9. Does an elaborate intellrctual exercise of this sort
havr any practical uses? Yes, several. Some of them
are the following:
(a) It outlines a reasonably parsimonious framework of basic concepts which is capable of organizing
the complex facts of the various sciences of life in a
rational and uni ed way.
(1:) This conceptual mosaic ,can identify variables
that have not been studied, as well as gaps in knowledge of systems at any given level. It can also reveal
underemphasis or overemphasis on certain topics.
(c) If research at one level establishes reliable rela
tionships among variables or derives a useful indicator, similar measurements can be made at other levels
in order to see whether they can advance understanding of that level.
(d) Once the steady-state range of a certain variable
has been determined at one level, its range may be
estimated for a higher or a lower level. There may be
some basis for deciding whether the same variable has
a higher or lower range at each higher level. Consider
as an example our information input overload research

Yv

outline in my consideration of theory and research at
each level has revealed differences in structure and
process among the systems themselves, as well as
differences in approach and emphasis of the scienti c
disciplines that investigate them. Overemphasis by
scientists at one level on one particular issue, and
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(see pages 169 to 195). Once it is known that a cell s
capacity is around 4,000 bits per second (5) and that an

organ s channel capacity is around 55 bits per 5, one has
reason to hypothesize that at each higher level, the
channel capacity will be less. Furthermore, suppose
that a certain model applies at one level say, a curve
indicating that as input rate to a channel rises, output
rises to the channel capacity and then gradually falls.
Knowing this, one has a sound baSis for hypothesizing that this model also may t the same subsystem
variable at other levels.
Such extrapolation across levels is vaguely comparable to the way chemists use Mendeleyev's periodic
table of the elements, He arranged the chemical elements in a particular order of columns and rows which
made it possible to predict the speci c characteristics
of undiscovered elements. His work stimulated further research.
(c) This approach to living systems has other scienti c value. i( can aid a sCientist in recognizing previously unseen relationships between a set of his or her
own ndings and those of others who work on comparable problems at the same or a different level. It
suggests relationships between the variables and indicators in one study and those in others. Scientists can
learn the degree of generalizability of their ndings
for living systems of all sorts. The data may not be
relevant beyond the individual, type, or level studied,
or they may be widely generalizable.
The work of Skinner on operant conditioning (see
page 408). for instance, was rst done on such animals
as pigeons and rats. It has been confirmed with many
other species, including human beings. It has proved
to have applications in therapy and education. In his
book Walden ll, Skinner has also suggested that it
might be extended to societies. In this novel he wrote
as a humanist rather than a scientist. My conceptual
system indicates a possible scienti c rationale for such
extension.
(f) This conceptual system puts emphasis on establishing normal values for variables and indicators as
wdl as their usual steady-state ranges. Domg this
facilitates determining when there is pathology in a
system at any level, and what its characteristics are. If
a relationship can be found among devrations from
normal steady-state ranges in various parts of a system, this relationship can be identi ed as a syndrome,
and its underlying
causeor causes can be sought.
Efforts can be made to remedy pathological structures
or processes. The means of doing this will, of course,
vary from level to level and among system types. It
may be possible to change the structure of a system or
its subsystems, for example, to alter the reporting
relationships within an organization. An artifact, such

as a computer or a hearing aid, may be obtained to act
as a prosthesis. Or some form of symbiosis or parasxtism may be set up between the system under study
and another system, at the same or a different level,
that can carry out the necessary processes. One society, for example, may agree to provide aid to another
in order to speed its development. Or trading partners
may be found to exchange necessary matter-energy
plentiful in one and lacking in another. Such remedies
can aid a system with pathology to survive and to
carry out its processes in a more cost effective way.
(3) Finally, such an intellectual endeavor as this can
have practical payoffs in applications. l shall discuss

some of these below.

4. Present impact of general
living systems theory
As general living systems theory has developed, it has
been presented to the screntific and general public in a
number of articles, the rst of which was published in
l953. The general paradigm of my theory has been
referred to by quite a number of other writers. living
systems with subsystems and suprasystems whose
boundaries are open to transmisswns of matterenergy and information, and with hierarchical organization. These principles are, of course, ham to the
views of a number of other general systems theorists
My identification of the seven levels of livtng systems which have cross-level formal identities has also
been mentioned by various scienti c writers, For
instance, Glassman has used these seven levels in his
analysrs of the evidence concerning loose coupling in
living systems.lo In her analysis of the various forms
of hierarchy. Wilson found these concepts to be useful
tools in synthesizing scienti c knowledge.
These
concepts have also been used by Sche en in his sys~
tems approach to psychosomatic medicine. '3 And my
work has been mentioned by Brody in an article on the
implications for medicine, science, and ethics of the
systems view of man.
Working in the framework of general systems theory
Sahal has studied the concept of complexity of systems
and possible ways of measuring complexity. She has
incorporated in her thinking two aspects of my viewpoint: (1) that negentropy is a possible measure of
complexity, and (b) that structures of less than a certain
degree of complexity cannot have all the characteristics
of living systems. Becht has developed a holistic theory
about biological systems such as cells, organs,
organisms, and species.u In this work he refers to my
basic principle that such systems are made up of living
subsystems or compoan which are produced, re-

paired, and maintained by the living systems of which
they are a part.

Writing primarily about organs in an analysis of
cognitive processes and the effects of brain damage
and recovery from such pathology, Glassman made
use of general living systems theory, recognizing that
what he said about organ systems could apply to other
levels.
At the level of the organism, a textbook of psychology was written by Coleman explicitly based on general

living systems theory." Also, Gordon Allport, in an

article on personality theory published in 1960. dis»
cussed my particular concept of open systems, but did
not accept my entire viewpoint." It was, however.
adopted by Kolouch as a model for diagnosing a
patient s physical and psychological states in an
approach he called a "living systems autopsy."" ln this
he dealt with levels which I have outlined the organ»
ism and its pathological cell and organ subcomponents
and componean the therapeutic relationship
used to treat the patient's illness. A somewhat
similar approach to the diagnosis and treatment of
asthma has been suggested by Kluger. o General systems theory was stated by Beckett to have important
relevance to clinical psychiatry and psychotherapy}1
Bolman has analyzed one particular psychoneurosis,
school phobia, in general systems terms. Finderhughes and Peterfreund have both tried to show how
it is compatible with psychoanalysis. Meir maintains, and Gray and Rizzo agree, that it can be used to
unify the study of man in medicine and psychiatry."
ln formulating his systems philosophy of human
values, Laszlo has expressed his agreement with my
framework of basic concepts. emphasizing particularly
the views thAt stresses can produce internal strains
within a system and that the relative urgency of reducing these strains represents a system's hierarchy of

values.

ln developing a comprehensive approach to group
psychotherapy, Durkin has found general living systems theory useful. as has Piehuta. Warren Miller
has analyzed psychiatric consultation practice in terms

of this conceptual system. Work groups have been

conceptualized by Susman as open systems.
General living systems theory has also been applied

at the levels ofthe organism. the group, and the organi~
zation or community by Hearn and his students in the
eld of social service." Newbrough found aspects of it
to be helpful in his study of community psychology.
He was particularly interested in cross-level formal
identities between the levels of the organism and of
the organization or community. Deutsch has also used
this approach in his work on community psychology. l Bolman has proposed using my theory to model
community mental health activities. And Baker has
analyzed how it applies to community mental health
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centers and other health delivery systems. A similar
approach to the evaluation of mental health service
systems, with special emphasis on the channel and net
subsystem, has been worked out by Burgess, Ndson,
and Wallhaus. Smith has made some use of my conceptual system in developing a model for a community
psychiatric system. 5 A model for hospital nursing and
patient care, using the same framework, has been
described by Pierce. An entire book discussing a
wide range of applications of general living systems
theory and related approaches to health research has
been edited by Werley, Zuzich, Lajkowski, and Ligornik. Also, Weiss and Rein have advocated my theory
as a framework for evaluating the effectiveness of
various broad-aim programs designed to improve
community life. I Broskowski has conceptualized
schools as open systems. College classes have been
analyzed by Robey and entire universities by Buss in
terms of general living systems theory. ° Duncan has
made a detailed application of my approach to the
study of largescale industrial organizations. Accord
ing to Lichrman and Hunt, Berrien, and Alderfer the
general study of organizations can bene t from the
application of this approach. 2 Rogers and Rogers
consider systems theories, including mine, to be the
most useful
ofthree approaches to organizations,
which they identify as the scienti c management
school, the human relations school, and the systems
school." They have also listed a series of propositions,
similar to my hypotheses, which apply to systems at
the organization level. Reese believes it can be helpful
to psychiatric and other administrators. Working in
terms of my approach. Noel] has analyzed comparative
ly the size and the complexity of the decider subsystems, or "administrative sector," of hospitals and also

of the states of the United States.

In an important book edited by Bauer. which has
had a signi cant in uence on social science, Gross
referred to my theoretical work on systems in his
orientation to the problem of collecting social indicators. Others who have dealt with this general

approach at the society level include Bostock, who

accepts some aspects, while rejecting others." In a
detailed critique of general systems theory. Peery noted
that its popularity has grown over the last 25 years. He
then commented as follows: "lts adoption as a central
framework by social scientists who have long been
trying to develop an integrated theoretical approach
has become commonplace." From the point of view of
a geographer, Golant has developed a model of largescale movements such as migration, based on my
conceptual system." The presentations in two textbooks, one on sociological theory by Klapp and one on
several levels of social systems by Anderson and Caner,
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are strongly ...rluenced by my approach. 0 its relevance
to political science has been examined in detail by

Netti." lts applicability to speci c issues of anthropo-

logical and archeological research have been discussed
in four articles by Judge, Schiffer. Plog, and Hage,"
My conceptual system has also been used by Paquet
and Wallot in an article on the history of lower

Canada. J

At the supranational level, Singer studies all the nations of the world, which he calls the "global system."
Basically he accepts general living systems theory, and
particularly its emphasis on conaete rather than
abstracted systems. Stephens has also written, a good

deal more negatively, about general systems theory in
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relation to the study of international systems. He is
skeptical as to whether formal identities across levels
of systems can be of real value in such research. On the
other hand, Skjelsbaek, in an article on the structure
of the network of international organizations. gave
some support to my work. He stated his impression,
based on his observations, that my cross level Hypothesis 1.1 (see page 92), which states that in general,
the more components a system has, the more echelons
it has, can be confirmed for international organizations. Systems simulation, as we have repeatedly
indicated, is relevant to all levels of living systems.
McLeod has included several of mv basic concept
de nitions in his lexicon, which he suggests forgeneral
use by simulators.
ln Sctcncc magazine Karl Deutsch, john Platt, and
Dieter Senghaas, who have been associated with the
development of general systems research, listed 62

basic innovations in social science made between 1900

and 1965. One of these was the general systems analysis made by our group. One must recognize the
inevitable bias of two of these writers because of their
own personal involvement in these activities.
The research on information input overload which
our group did and which is described in Chap. 5 has
attracted some attention in the sdenti c community.
It was the first effort to conduct an experimental evalu-

ation of a mas-level hypothesis. Five levels of living
system cell, organ, organism, group, and organiza-

tion were studied. In a very few cases the published
comments on this work have referred to in crosHevel

aspects, which are its primary emphasis. A majority,
however, do not. Most have emphasized only its

implications for the level of the organism. Of course,

the ndings presumably are valid at that level, but
unfortunately the main purpose of the study has not
so far been generally recognized. For example, it was a

central theme of Toffler s Future Shock. However, his

references to this work deal only with the organism
level. Of course, seeing signi cance in this research

even at one level implies some acceptance of the systems approach. Our work is viewed similarly by
Lipowski. He sees that information input overload
may cause psychopathology, and he is interested in
what adjustment processes may be employed to cope
with it, Coleman has similar concerns.M Investigating
problems which arise when a person is required to
perform multiple tasks simultaneously, Rolfe referred
to the adjustment processes which we found to be
used to cope with information input overload (see page
123). Huntley carried out an experiment on indivrdual
male subjects somewhat similar to our information
input overload research at the organism level, and
obtained results compatible with ours. The difference
between his study and ours is that his subjects were
asked to respond to increasing input rates during a
single trial, while we used several separate trials, each

with a different input rate. The effects of redundancy

on the performance of individual human subjects
under information overload has been investigated by
Hurst and McKendry. They found that changes in the
redundancies in the input could inaease or decrease
the performance decrement in the output. Support for
our view thatschizophrenics in some ways perform like
normal persons under information input overload (see
pages 167 to 169) is found in the work of Hawks and
Marshall.
Cummings and DeCotiis used our work to explain
pathology which arises in organizations when certain
persons suffer from "role overload."M This occurs
when their various responsibilities require them to
process information inputs at rates beyond their
capacity. Policy makers, commonly, but particularly in
crises, suffer from an unmanageable overload of information input, as Holsti points out." He indicates that
in international crises governmental leaders resort to
adjustment processes we have identi ed, including
ltering out of unpleasant inputs and of the results of
detailed searches for alternative solutions, as well as

use of multiple channels to handle the overload, A
theory of administrative decattralization in modern.

large, complex organizations has been developed by
James, who explained such decentralization as a

response to information input overload. He pointed
out that decentralization, which is use of the multiplechannels adjustment process, gives greater latitude to
specialists and consequently blurs overall organizational goals. An input-output analysis of the Federal
Trade Commission was made by Nystrorn." He found
that a great inuease in the number of cases coming
before the FTC had occurred over a 10 year period,

creating information input overload on that organiza-

tion. He discovered that it used some of the adjustment
processes we had iduiti ed, such as tutti-ion, lter-

ing. and abstracting, to cope with this overload. In an
investigation of the role of the legislative staff in the
state of New York, Balutis found that the legislators
were overloaded with messages, reports, memoranda,
and other communications." They commonly turned
the processing of such information over to staff
assistants, a use of the multiple-channels adjustment
process. This could produce organizational pathology

because the assistants sometimes ltered the informa-

tion which they passed on to the legislators, forwarding
that which supported their personal preferences and
culling out that which opposed those preferu'tces.

In an ecological analysis of the changes in energy

costs resulting from mm of such oganiutions as

cities or power plants, Odum concluded that the

growth might increase cost-effectiveness fora time but
that beyond a certain gptirnum the output curve decreased." He likened this organizational g gt to 03;;
ndings on the effects of information input overload
on living systems.
The fluctuating opening and closing of sodetal
boundaries to information inputs have been analyzed
by Klapp in terms of our concepts of information overload. He recognized that communication imbalances
can arise which create pathologies in societies, including not only information excess and lack stresses but
also other abnormalities, as in the ratios of face-to face
communication to communication by impersonal
media, or of nonverbal to verbal communication.
And nally. in an article on information distortion,
Ehrle interprets our research on information input
overload as it was intended as a study of a possible
formal identity in the information processing characteristics of channels at ve levels of living systems.
Further, he refers to some of the critical subsystems

which I have listed, including the boundary and the in-

put transducer, analyzing their roles in producing
distortion in communication.
.
General living systems theory is supposed to apply
to all aspects of biological and social systems, and the
publications which have referred to our work have
(mainly extended overa wide range of disciplines.
This is as it should be. At least the general paradigm of
the theory appears relevant to specialists in many
areas, Nevertheless, many of its basic ideas have not
yet had important impact. There have been a few
references to cross-level formal identities, but so far no
one has published research explicitly designed to evaluate one of my cross-level hypotheses or some cross~
level hypothesis of his or her own at two or more
levels. Also, though there have been incidental references to my )9 critical subsystems, no one else has
applied this analysis to even one level of living systems. There seems to be little explicit acceptance of my
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claim that we need consensus as to what are the sub
systems or component parts of living systems at all
levels, as to the variables of those subsystems, and as
to indicators to measure those variables.
There is some agreement that various forms of matter-energy and information ow through living systems. But there is no general recognition of the meth-

odological importance of tracing these

ows from

inputs through the various components to their outputs. re evolutionary notion of shred-out as a way to
explain the similarities across the seven levels of living
systems and therefore to give a rationale for crosslevel formal identities has not yet influenced science
signi cantly. We must wait for the future to see
whether these concepts will be generally accepted or
rejected.

5. Applications of general living
systems theory
Basic research on general living systems theory is
possible at all levels. lt should also have applications
to all those levels. So far, only a few of the possible
applications have been realized. Professionals in a
number of applied specialties are working in limited
areas in terms of implicit or explicit mutually accepted
conceptual systems without recognizing that they can
gain from tting their restricted conceptual systems
into more general ones. Often they do not see, or care
to see, how to generalize applications from one eld to
another.
Basic living systems theory and research do not, at

rst glance, seem to have much relevance to such

important human problems as war, economic cycles,

racial differences, civil rights legislation, cancer,

improved education, the population explosion, or the
energy crisis. As a result, many people try to solve
these problems directly, without reference to a basic
conceptual system. Just as doctors use a conceptual
framework based on anatomy, physiology. and bio
chemistry in understanding a patient s recovery from
cancer, so general living systems 'theory provides a

conceptual framework which can enhance decision
making and improve cost-effectiveness in a wide
range of applications.

The analyses at the levels of the organ and organism

can improve applications in fields like pharmacology,
medicine, veterinary medicine, applied botany, agriculture, psychiatry, and the various forms of applied
psychology.

My integration of group research can provide a

basis for better applications of group dynamics and
group psychotherapy, as well as for improved design
of artifacts which groups can use as prostheses, like
cars and houses.
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The work at organizational levels can facilitate operations research on governmental agencres, transportation systems, communication services, corporations,
farms, factories, other means of production and provision of services, educational delivery systems, health
delivery systems, justice delivery systems. waste disposal systems,

and urban systems.

It can improve

administration and the development of management
information systems for administration of many types
of organizations.
Increasingly, internationally and nationally, systems approaches are being used in the following areas
of major human relevance: population increase and
family planning, energy resources (including all the
modalities), water resources, pollution of various
sorts, health delivery systems, municipal systems,
large-scale industrial systems and other large~scale
organizations, education delivery systems, public
health, and so forth. The work doneat society and
supranational system levels can apply to this.
Also, system research at the societal level can aid
military operations, environmental planning, social
and economic planning, national government, and
law enforcement.
The work on supranational systems can improve
international relations, international education, international law, world government, integration of worldwide functions, international monetary systems, and
international communication by cable, radio, satellite, television, and other methods, as well as making
contributions to space travel and lite in space.
The conceptual system can also provide a framework for the design of artifacts at all the levels.

6. The continuity of science
It is impossible that man should not be a part oi nature. or that he
should not [allow her general order.

-Spinoza
l have noticed that a btologist's interests and understndmg, and

also. in a curious way. his loyalties, tend to spread honzonlally.
along strata, rather than up anddown. Our instinct is to try to
master what belongs to our chosen plane oianalysis and to leave to
others the research that belongs above that level or below.
Medawar
The cooperative contributions of all the biological
and social sciences, as well as some physical science,
engineering, mathematics, logic, and statistics, are
needed for understanding life at all levels. Each area of

science has its own biases, which often distort inter-

disciplinary communication. A eld may have a self-

consistent view of its role that neglects the relation-

ships between it and other disciplines. Such insularity
arbirranly interrupts the continuity of the study of

livmg systems. As a result important matters may fall
between two elds and receive no attention.
just as there is a continuity in the universe as a
whole, so there is a special continuity in that particular aspen of the universe known as life. Thus there
should be a continuity in the sciences of life As the
number of facts in these various elds has increased,
however, many scholars have attempted to protect
themselves against information overload by specializing in a given area. They generally accept the traditions, terminology, and modes of thought of that area.
They get their recognition, rewards, and esteem from
their colleagues with similar interests. Unable to judge
the competence of colleagues in other areas, they collaborate in a courteous pact of uninformed mutual
acceptance. The result is that they do not perceive
continuity among the life sciences. They are laymen to
all scientists but a few fellow specialists.
Scientists differ in style and vary in taste. Their
interests in subject matters range from sex to gall
wasps, from polymers to polyandry. Some are "clinicians" concerned with individual organisms, groups,
organizations, or societies. Others are general theo
rists. Some enjoy collecting data, and others enjoy
analyzing them. Some are quantitatively minded, and
others are not. Some care more for elegance of method
than for a new nding. Others prefer the reverse. ln
science they all have a valuable role.
Specialists qualify as such by learning the details of
their elds as they should. They concentrate on
them rather than on the similarities between their
own area and others which they do not know so well.
To many specialists the differences between the subject matter of their own and another scientific eld are
so obvious that it is hard for them to believe that
commonalities could exist which would make ndings
at other levels relevant to what they do. If anyone
makes the implausible suggestion that they investigate a seemingly unrelated area, they may become
impatient and be unwilling to invest much time in
such an undertaking because they calculate that the
payoff will be low. Nevertheless, if there is a continuv
ity of science resulting from a continuity of nature,
important relationships of this sort must exist. Someone should study them.
The scienti c endeavor is a largescale living sys
tem a worldwide enterprise. Specialists. discoverers, methodologists, experimentalists, theorists,
applied scientists, practitioners all are essential. But
so also are synthesizers, reviewers, critics, and bibliographers. All the necessary system components,
from discoverer: to practitioners from input to output should be welcomed, supported, and rewarded
if science is to serve humanity.
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All scientists have a right to select their own param~
eters and variables, to limit their thought as they deem
best. But limits exclude the rest of the world. The
chosen parameters and variables and the hardened
categories may have no known relationships to other
conceptual spaces. There are conceptual gaps. Science, as a responsible social activity as a total system connecs and integrates all this. Collective sci-

will have to be replaced by the notion of orgmism. In order to

for integration. individual scientists need not heed
this demand if they do not have the talent or taste
for it, but eachone must recognize how all science
benefits if others integrate his or her work into the
cumulative body of knowledge

Among the widely dispersed, irregularly arranged
particles, stars, and galaxies of the universe exist the
living systems, in constant ux and yet maintaining
the most inu'icate patterns of stability we know. They
occur in particular profusion it may be e xdusively
on this earth. Scavengers of the world s stores of
energy and information, they have developed unique
forms of complexity, particular critical subsystems,
which, working together, enable them to postpone for
varying periods the destruction of their patterns by
the disorganizing decay of entropy. Much of their
behavior is explained by this striving for survival, but
the higher levels of systems also can afford the luxury
of other emergent processes directed toward goals that
the lower systems do not have the resources to
achieve. And the higher levels are associated with a
subtle and sensitive subjectivity.
The relations among the components of livmg systems are not put there by the imagination of the
observer, as shepherds idly trace out a crab in the stars
or as patients find bats in inkblots. The relations
are inherent in the totality of the system and are
empirically discovered by the scientist because they
are there, patterning the coacting reality. We must
pass beyond metaphysics, beyond rawempiricism,
beyond the provincialism of the disciplines. and learn
from quantitative experiments designed to evaluate
general theory. Thus we can discover, in all its impressive generality and its fascinating particularity, how
life makes form from ux. Plus pa change. plus c est la
mime chose.

ence must submit to the imperative to ll in the gaps

A future task for academics, as Clark Kerr sees it, is

to unify the world of the intellect. He says:

We need to make contact between the two, the three, the
many cultures; to open channels of intelligent conversation

across the disciplines and lelSIOI'B; to close the gap between
C. P. Snow's "Luddites" and scientists; I) answer fragmentation with genual theories and sensitivities. Even philosophy,
which once was the hub of the intellectual universe, is now
itself fragmented into such diverse specialties as mathematics
and semantic. However, the physical

sciencesare drawing

together as new discoveries create more basic general theo
ries: the biological sciences may be pulled together in the
process now going on: the social sciences might be uni ed
around the study of organizations and the relations of lndlr

viduals to and within them Chemistry and social psychology

may come to be central localizing fields As knowledge is
drawn together, it in fact it is, a faculty may again become a
community of masters; but "a sense of the unity . . . of all
knowledge is still a very long way oft "
Sullivan suggests that our present view of the physical universe may change profoundly:

This change will come about through the development of
biology. lf biology nds it absolutely necessary,for the
description of living things, to develop new concepts of its
own, then the present outlook an "inorganic nature will also
be profoundly altected. For science will not lightly sacrifice
the principle of continuity. The richer insight into the nature
of living matter will throw the properties of dead matter into a
new perspective. In fact, the distinction betwem the two, as
far as may be, will be abolished.
This effort is already being made, of course, but from the
other end. The present tendency is to reduce living organisms
to mechanical systems. In View of what is now happening in
physics itself, it does not seem likely that this effort will be
successful. "Particle" physics. with simple location in space
and time, has de nitely proved itself inadequate, it is very
probable, as Whitehead maintains, that the notion of particle

avoid a break at continuity the notions oi physics will have to

be enriched. and this enrichment will come from biology. We
can look forward to further synthesis. The scam of mind. at
present in such a rudimentary state, will one day take control

In the service of the principle of continuity its cmcepts will be
extended throughout the whole of nature. Only so will scrence
reach the unity towards which it is aiming, and the differences betweai the sciences of mind, life, and matter. in their
FISH form, will be rem to be unreal."

Or, as Whitehead wrote, process is reality: " '. . .

each actual entity is itself only desa'ibable as an
organic process. it repeats in microcosm what the
universe is in macrocosm. It is a process proceeding
from phase to phase, each phase being the real basis
from whid'i its successor proceeds. . . 3'"

A short time after completing War and Peace, an uncon rmed story says,
Tolstoy suddenly exclaimed to a friend I forgot to put in i/lt yacht race!"
That can never be said of this book. (See page 539, column 2, line 45.)
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Also Lipowski, Z. l. Sensory overloads, information m'erloads and behaVior. Psychnlhn. Psychosom, 197-1. 2.3, 2135

"Coleman, I. C. Life stress and maladaptive behavior Amrv
I. occupat Thrmpy. 1973, 27, 170.
Rolfe, ]. M Multiple hsk performance operator overload

Occupational Psychol, 1971, 45. 126 127

Huntley, M S , Ir Task oompleuty and serial performance
under steadily increasmg input rates Human Factors. 1972.

14(1). 65. 74-75.

NHurst, P. M. a McKendty. I. M EHecLs of redundancy on
performance under overload stress. Ptrrrpl 5 motor Skills.
1971, 32. 907 915

"Hawks. D V 6: Marshall, W L A parsimonious theory of
ovenndusive dunking and retardation in schizophrenia
Br. I. Med Psychol, 1971, u, 75 33.
Cummings, L L k DeCotiis. T A Organizational correlates

of perceived stress in a protestional organization Publ.
Personnel Mnnagonrnt.. 1973, 2. 277
"Holsti, O. R. Crisis, stress and decision-making lriumat
soc 1.1., 1971. B. 63 66
James, B 1 Functions of half-mnsaous administration

a

theory at decentralization. (Unpublished paper read at the

American Society for Public Administration Annual Meeting.
April 22, 1976, Washington, D C.)
"Nysuom, P. C. lnput-output processes d the Federal Trade
Commission. Adinin Sci. Quart, 1975.21), 104 113

mEaliatis. A. P The role of the staff in the legislature the case
of New York, Public Minin. Rn; , 1973, 35, 357

"Odum. E. P. Energy, ecosystem development and erWItonmental risk I Risk 51m, , 1976. L}, 9 10

uKlapp, O. E. Opening and closmg in open systems BrliazSci.. 1975, 20, 251-157,
"Ehrle, R A lnformatton distortion. ETC . 1973, 30 147 140

"Kerr, C The uscs or the university Cambridge. Mass
Harvard Univ Press. 1963, 119 120 Reprinted by perrnisswn

"Sullivan, J

W

N. The limitations at srit'nrr

New York

Viking Press, 1933, 302 303 Copynght1933, by The Viking
Press. Inc Reprinted by permwsion

Whitehead, A. N Process and Van'in New York Macmillan,
1930, 327. Copy nght, 1929. by The Macmillan Company
Reprinted by pennission of The Macmillan Company and
Cambridge Umvenity Press.

A great
of this
so long
off
by

many sources of information have contributed to the genesis
TbMN Workshop.
In fact, the list of recognized sources is
that many people who have asked for it have been turned
its length.

As Workshop Director, I feel some responsibility for pointing out
those sources which have been of particular assistance to me as I ve
sought an array of paradigms which seemed to hold promise for
guiding our investigation of the merit and feasibility of a
Transboundary Monitoring Network.
Chief among these particularly
helpful sources are the following books:
Human Systems Are Different by Sir Geoffrey Vickers.
Publishers, London, l983; 188 pp.
Gaia

Harper

5 New Look gt Life 23 Earth by James E. Lovelock.
University Press, New York and Toronto, 1979; 157 pp.

8 Row

Oxford

Mind and Nature by Gregory Bateson.
The Synergism H
Company,

New

othesis by Peter Corning.
Yor

,

Montreal,

and

McGraw-Hill Book

Toronto,

1983;

493

pp.
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Janus: 5 Summing g2 by Arthur Xoestler.
Order Out 9; Chaos: Man's New Dialogue With Nature by Ilya Prigogine
and Isabelle

1984;

349 pp.

Stengers.

Bantam Books,

Living Systems by James Grier Miller.
York, Montreal, and Toronto, 1978;

Toronto

and

New York,

McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1102 pp.

New

Environment & Resources: From Conservation To Ecomanagement by Jaro
Mayda.

University of Puerto Rico School-of Law,

Adaptive Environmental

Bolling.

Assessment

1968;

254 pp.

and Management edited by C.S.

John Wiley 5 Sons, New York and Toronto, 1978;

377 pp.

Decision Support Systems: an Organizational Perspective by Peter
G.W. Keen and Michael 5. Scott Morton.
Addison-Wesley Series on
Decision Support, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Reading,
Massachusetts,

and Don Mills,

Ontario,

1978;

264

pp.

We have a substantial bibliography of more specific sources on
monitoring, indicators, modeling, the "adaptive, associative, and
ideological" fields as they relate to ecomanagement, whole systems
approaches, Canada-v.3. environmental problems, etc.
We will be
happy to provide this list, or any part of it, to anyone who would
like more information.

INTERNATIONAI

JCfNT COMMISSION

TOWARD A TRANSBOUNDARY MONITOPING NETWORK:

UNITED STATE) AND CANADA
WAmumnnu.uc.nun
September

28,

A CONTINUING BINATIONAL EXPLORATlON

1984

Dear Workshop Participant:
As we move into the final stages of preparation for
the Transboundary Monitoring Network Workshop, I wanted to
communicate to you some of my expectations for our mutual
undertaking.
First,
been associated,

to those of you with
I

look

forward

to

our

sharing

another

had the honor
To those of you whom I have not yet
experience.
of meeting, I look forward genuinely to the opportunity to do
so.
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Second, please know how enthused I am that you find it
You have such a valuable contribution
possible to participate.
Please share that
to make to this important undertaking.
contribution with us at the workshop.
Third, I want to make two observations with regard to
the formal title of our workshop which is "Toward a
Transboundary Monitoring Network:
A Continuing Binational
We have used the word "Continuing" recognizing
Exploration".
that the United States and Canada, perhaps more than any other
two countries in the world, have done much to further the
practice of transboundary monitoring and data sharing along
what is the longest undefended border in the world.
A number
of you comprise that core of dedicated and competent
professionals who have already made contributions to those
ongoing monitoring efforts, and we are fortunate that you will
be joining our workshop.

In our

title we also use the word "Binational'.

The

use of this word by the International Joint Commission is a
call to Commission "family" members to again contribute to our
process in their personal and professional capacity -- to give
their best as individuals rather than as nationals.
We urge
all of you who come to the workshop to consider yourselves to
be a part of our "family" as we continue our work Toward a
Transboundary Monitoring Network.
Sincerely yours,

:7E%:;:222:{:339

(: /v4__7

L. Keith Bulen, Commissioner
Workshop Co Chairman
International Joint Commission
LKB:mc

W O Rl<B 0 O K

whom I have previously

FOR
A Workshop to consider a
Transboundary Monitoring Network (TbMN)
for Canada and the United States
Convened by
Hosted by

the International Joint Commission
United States and Canada

the Academy of Natural Sciences of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
October 10-11, 1984

Assembled By
Michael E. Colby
Research Contractor and TbMN
Planning Task Force Member
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1.2

WORKBOOK CONTENTS

INTRODUCTION
1.1
1.2
1.3

Updated Workshop Program
Overview
Responses Received (to date)

PROBLEM
2.1

on the Workshop Background Kit

DEFINITION

Questions,

and Excerpts

from

"A National Environmental Monitoring System: An Essential
Step Toward Achieving Water Quality Goals",
by U.S. Congressman George E. Brown, Jr.

IDENTIFYING KEY VARIABLES AND INDICATORS
FOR MONITORING ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
3.1
3.2

Questions
Additional Views of Living Systems

3.3
3.4

Boundary Region Process Variables and Pathologies
Defining and Applying Modeling to Monitoring Strategies
'An Introduction to Modeling Questions", by John E. Edinger
Defining Monitoring Strategies:
"The Real Ecosystem: Identifying Measurable Indicators
for Societal level Monitoring", by Peter T. Haug

3.5

available

ASSOCIATIVE

at

5.1

Questions,

COST-EFFECTIVENESS

Cost-Effective

IN MONITORING

Resource Alternatives for

Monitoring.

DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS:
INFORMATION SYSTEM
NEW BIBLIOGRAPHY

There are all manner of things that will affect our
individual attitudes and approaches to this Workshop.
Some of
them

are

inherent

cultural,

intellectual,

political,

and

scientific biases.
Some are individual agenda related to our
work or positions.
In order for the Workshop to be useful and
constructive for all participants, we will each need to make a
conscious effort to get outside of our own paradigms to some
degree, and see other people's needs in the light of our common
goals.
This is, above all, a cooperative adventure, and a very
challenging one at that.
The organizers of the Workshop have been driven by their
perception of the future need to make decisions.
Some of the
issues that will press for attention are already known, such as
groundwater quality; air transport of toxic chemicals; hazardous
waste disposal;

the future

Workshop Objectives

made available at the Workshop).

7.0

to be made

The purpose of this Workshop is to begin to develop, with
your help, an overall strategy for monitoring the state of
health of the transboundary region shared by Canada and the
United States, in order to increase our understanding of the
living ecological and social systems that interact there so that
people can make better decisions about their actions.
None of
us has all the answers, and there is no single solution, but
each of us has part of the total needed to attain the world (or
worlds) we dream about, and the sum of these parts is much more
than we know.

acid

rain;

effects of

climate change

on

the

water cycle, agriculture, etc.; and not least, ecological
effects of non pollution related activities.
Other issues of

Some Technical and Human
More

(References

CONSIDERATIONS

Definition,
OVERALL

the Workshop)

Overview

(References

to

be

DESIGN OF A BISOCIETAL SURVEY

are

unknown

now,

but

it might

save us

all

a

lot of

grief (not to mention money) if we could
anticipate some of
them.
Our individual conceptions of what decisions might be
necessary are also filtered by the degree of 'interventionism'
we each view as appropriate, including our views of the types of
processes in which we can or should intervene.
This Workshop is the beginning of a long, exciting process
whereby we can gradually work toward creating an increasingly
ideal (effective) framework for monitoring and decision making.
The Workshop itself will be regrettably but necessarily limited
by the breadth and diversity of the perspectives present.
Some
subjects, viewpoints, and valuable knowledge will be left out at
the beginning, but gaps and biases can be corrected as we go
along, much as our models and monitoring programs themselves
will change with time and feedback.
No issue should be taboo at
the Workshop, nor should any single problem dominate
discussions.
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We all, as individual actors and as parts of two
to gain
interacting societies that will be affected, have much
It will require commitment to common
from this adventure.
goals.

There

will

be setbacks

as

part of

believe the ends are worthwhile enough
from distracting us from our goals.

the

process,

but we

to prevent the setbacks

This Workbook is the beginning of the challenge, we hope.
We have enjoyed receiving and
It does not cover everything.
attempted to respond to the written and oral comments you have
Photocopies of all
made since the Background Kit was prepared.
The structure of the
written comments have been included.
Workshop has also been altered considerably since the last
version of the program was sent out, in large part due to the
comments

we

have

received.

Please note,

the

especially,

addition of a panel discussion on the afternoon of the first
day.
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You will notice that much of the Workbook consists of blank
It is designed to
pages on which you can record your thoughts.
bring up some of the core questions we will be tackling at the
Workshop, help you to start thinking about the very large
topics we will address, and help you identify your own concerns
As indicated throughout the book,
and role in the process.
several papers have been prepared for but will not be presented
Along with the orally presented
orally at the Workshop.
papers, these will be available for you to add to the body of
(Please bring
your workbook when you arrive in Philadelphia.
your copy of both the Background Kit and Workbook with you!)
We hope you will find the book useful and thought-provoking.
Please feel encouraged to call any of us here at the IJC if
you
something in the Workbook is expressed too obscurely, or if
have any questions about the logistics of the Workshop (such as
travel,

are:

lodging,

schedule,

Washington office ..
Ottawa office ......
Windsor office .....

Thank

you,

Philadelphia.

and we

meals,

etc.).

Our

202 673-6222
613 995-2984
313 226-2170 or 519

look

forward

to meeting

phone

numbers

256-7821
you

in

1.3

RESPONSES RECEIVED

(TO DATE)

ON BACKGROUND KIT.

The following are copies of all the written comments
received to date on the "Background Kit" which we sent to you
We appreciate greatly the time and thought that these
earlier.
persons have put into reading the Kit and making suggestions
We offer them
that are pertinent to the Workshop's themes.
here as food for thought from other participants and interested
persons who are unable to attend -rather than from the
Workshop's organizers. We encourage you to call the individual
writers if you wish to discuss their comments or the Workshop
in general.

JOEL W. HEDOPETH

DISPOSITION FORM

(NVIIONMINIAl

lum-MD- hum all 30". "MI .017 avano

("IINCK on 0'3IC

.Vqu

NCEm-L

7°

"0

lDlYOlI l ANAlIIYl

Mo»... 707 in nu

IJC Horkahop

Bruce Banduraki

AND

um nuvuno Ana... sea-- .0", (wt-..- nun

wuln

Ben DeCooke

on! 23 Aug 814

7

Mike Colby
IJC Program Coordinator-

31 Aug 84

Messrs Bandurski & Colby
TbMN Workshop.
Gentlemen:

I have not yet read all the material, but I must attempt your
three questions.
In reply to your three queationa:
(1)

Do not feel a new approach it necessary, but I do feel

that we

should fully

1. Do you feel that a new approach to modeling and monitoring
is necessary. . . . .?

understand what bur objectim are, and to fully coordinate a animating progra- developed
to aeet the objectives.

Realizing alao that our objectives our tine will change,

It is probably betterto model AFTER, not before monitoring.
We have recently been presented with what has become a "classic"
example of modeling before the fact, namely the productivity
and assumed significance in the ecosystem of tidal salt marshes
along the NE Atlantic coast. See
3. W. Nixon, 1980.
Between
coastal marshes and coastal waters
a review of twenty years
of speculation and research on the role of salt marshes in
estuarine productivity and water chemistry. pp. 438 525 in
R. Hamilton and K. B. Macdonald, Estuarine and wetland processes
with emphasis on modeling.
Marine Science ll. Plenum Press, N.Y.

and our

means of obtaining data will also change. The program mat recount and give cmaideration
to metary and political constraints under which VI work.
(2) Yeti that the "Miller" approach may be too conceptual and cause a largeinvent-est
in tine which lay or say not pay off. Suggest we lookto the nodding approach to reflect
the loaningful this. to laaaure aa mated by "Batu".
(3)

Follow the procedure

played by the UC Techniul Mot-atlas hoard.

Attached here are two of Nixon's concluding paragraphs.
3.6. Deacon, P.l.

Another example of theory over knowledge is that of the assump
tion by C. G. J. Petersen and colleagues that plankton made n6
significant contribution to the ecosystem of Danish waters but
that Zostera was the base of productivity. This was demonstrated
untenable by

the eel

grass die off

of the

1930's.

As for new approaches to monitoring I think we may be con
gronted by an embarassment of techniques and approaches
in sensors and computers, satellites, etc.
The "state of
the art"may be ahead of our understanding.
G hope there are
some in this group to address this matter. If not, how about

Dr Evan G. Evans
Hawaii

96744.

( U S Navy), 44 707 Nanamoana Pl., Kaneohe

(he has a listed phone).

(or toiling) in this vineyard

2.

I do not feel

He has been working

foryears- unclassified.

(or think) that Miller's Living Systems Theory

provides an adequate startin
oint as a conceptual frame work
. . .. As an antidote
or purgative) for notions about hier
archical levels in the mystic numberof seven as espoused in
the sevens of the Book of Revelations, the seven deadly sins

(and/or levels of blessedness) of Dante's cosmology, etc.

and the 19 levels of interaction or whatever (Dante split
his up into 24,but he didn't know that 19 was the next handiest

prime number), see

14- T- Ghiselin's comments on modern

teleological ecology in The Economyiof Nature and the Evo

M m 2498

'IIVIM IOIVIW HILL u not!)

.IJ. _

. may nae noun

lution of Sex (Univ. California Press, pp. 22-35. 1974).
Miller's book is 1102 pp (large pages at that), and the

meeting is scheduled for only two days, therefor9"and to
the angel of the church in Philadelphia write: pluralites

WW
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2

As for conceptual framework, we need to remember at all
times that political geography is seldom if ever related to
ecological geography.
Nor are legislative calendars, fiscal
years,e to. in any way related to the procession of events
in nature.
It is obvious that many things happen in our en
vironment oblivious of
county, state, federal &c lines, and
the same trend is apparent in economic matters. USA is selling
grain to USSR, Quebec is selling James Bay power to New York,
etc.
Alas, when there is misinformation if not ignorance,
and no will, nothing will be done when the uncoordinated ac
tivities of men impinge on natural events,
unless the resultant
corpses are piled on the Capitol steps and people will have to
chop down orchards for enough fire to cook a mole. Even where
there is information, things do not always get done easily.
It took the English a few centuries to decide they need not
put up with the stinking Thames any longer.
Now they are con
gratulating themselves for a Job well done, even though the
Thames is one of the smaller rivers.
The problems of the world
often have exponential rates of exacerbation, especially population,
but it does little good for newspaper editors to jibe at "exponent
ialiste,"any more than denouncing peoplr who say rocks fall at an
exponential rateA"gravitationists."

3. There are probably many important concepts, and some of them will
come to mind in due course.
I should emphasize that my reservation
about models is motivated primarily by the injudicious application
of numbers. (The diversity index is simply another random numbe .
Nor am I aware of satisfactory definition of "community health"
in the ecological sense.
Very

ruly

yours,

MW,

Joel H. Hedgpe
\.,

From Nixon, 1980:

But before I finish, I want to go back to the theme of the
introduction to this review. I do so because I think there is a

larger lesson running through the past twenty years of work than
is apparent in a summary of our presentknowledge.
During the last
few months I have had a number of vigorous discussions with various
groups over my opinions about the history of ecological research on
the question of marsh-estuarine interactions. In a number of these
discussions, a common sentiment was expressed that it was the re
sponsibility of the ecological community to help in the "battle"
to preserve the marshes.
The early efforts in this direction helped
to gain time while environmental awareness developed among the public
and the regulatory agencies.
The momentum of the developers was
so great that an atmosphere of certainty and consensus was necessary
for the voice of the ecologists to be heard.
The essence of the
argument is that, "Yes, perhaps we overstated the case a hit, but
it was important to help save the marshes.
Now that is done, or
at least well along, and we can go back and work on getting our

science right."

I do not agree.

It is a bad bargain to trade our credibility

for political advantage.
Science is a social enterprise, we communicate through the scientific literature, and we must do nothing

to undermine the integrity of that communication.

Both in sending

and in receiving information, we must remain skeptical.
Reading
the literature on marsh estuarine interactions convinces me that
we have been too willing to trust our ownpreconceptions, and too
eager to believe what other people are saying about their data when
they agree with those preconceptions.
Ecology is a young science,
and we are still about the business of learning some of the basics.

Remedial Reading References for the Workshop
Director's Ten Sources.
The Ecology of Freedom.
by Murray Bookchin. Subtitled: The Emerence
and Dissolution of Hierarchy.
Cheshire Books, Palo Alto, 385
pp.
1982.
"The great project of our time must be to open the other
other: to see all-sidedly and wholly, to heal and trans
cend the cleavage between humanity and nature that came
with early wisdom."

Remedial Reading .
Conceptual Issues in Ecology.
volume 43, Nos. 1 & 2.

by

Charles Ludgidge Dodgson.

1.193 Pp.

University of

California Press, Berkeley & Los Angeles. 1111 +
1967.
Goudie.

The MIT Press, Cambridge 1

+

by Andrew

316 pp.

A good, reasonably up to date introduction.
Design with Nature.

By Ian L. McHark.

Garden City, N. Y.

prime/

1982.

Natural History Press,

1969.

There is much to be said for McHarg s overlay approach,
even if it is not arranged on seven different colors of

:1 paper in 19/subsegts; it

eschatological overtones.

assembles data without

Biological Effects of Marine Pollution and the Problems of Monitoring.
edited by A. D.M Intyre and J. B. Pearce. Proceedings from
I C E S Workamp held in Beaufort, North Carolina 26 February2 March 1979.
Vol. 179, Rappports et Proc.Verb., Cons. Inter.
Explor. Mer.
A symposium volume that gets down to some gritty
problems.

Man and Nature by George Perkins Marsh (1864)

1965 reprint ed.,

Belknap Press of Harvard University Press. 1x11 + 472 pp.
The old classic.

Man's Impact on Terrestrial and Oceanic Ecosystems. Edited by
William H. Matthews, Frederick E. Smith and Edward D. Gold-

berg

M. I. T. Press

xv +

540 pp.

Various factual contributions.

1971

George P. Marsh.

An

Many prophecies fulfilled, others not dreamed of at the time
now happened; hence out of date within a decade. A sad
documentation of the rate of change on this globe.

*

"An international Journal for Epistemology, Methodology and
Philosophy of Science."

763 pp

See especially Ch. 8

The Human Impact. Man's Role in Environmental Change.

Synthese*

The Careless Technology: Ecology and International Development.
edited by M. Taghi Farvar and John P. Milton.
Natural History
Press, Garden City. N Y.
xzix +
1030 pp.
1972.

1865, 1871.(Numerous editions)

Traces on the Rhodian Shore. by Clarence J. Glacken.

1956.

The centennial memorial to
environmental bible.

To paraphrase the inimitable Red Queen's
"Sentence first verdict afterwards," we have among us those who say
"Models
first,
facts afterwards."
New Lives, New Landscapes. Planning for the Prinz: 2lst Century.
New York, Alfred A. Knopf xvi
+ 397 pp.
1970.
Examples from Britain.

Edited by Esa Saarinen.

Man's Role in Changing the Face of the Earth. Edited by William
L. Thomas, Jr.
University of Chicago Press.
:zzl xxxiii +

Natural His

tory Press, Garden City.
xv +
767 pp. 1966.
Symposium volume; many authors & subjects to be seleded
at will.
Alice s Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass.

. 2

Philosophical approaches and arguments.

Future Environments of North America. Transformation of a Continent.

edited by F. Fraser Darling and John P. Milton.

.

4G7
AND not least:
White's Manual of Biological Monitoring. Dust Jacket
title for a copy of The Natural History of Selborne by
Gilbert White, 1789.
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Dr. Bruce L. Bandurski,
and

Dr. Michael E. Colby,
International Joint Commission,
2001 S St., W,

September 6, l984

Second Floor,
Washington, D.C.,

U'S'A

ZOALO'

Dear Bruce
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.

Dr. David A. LaRoche, Secretary

I

United Station Section

nd Mike'

.
I enclose my hotel reservation slip for the Philadelphia

meeting-

Washington, D.C.
As

(i)

U.S.A.

regards your numbered questions:

There certainly has to be a logic behind all long-term

monitoring Projects- Most SCientistS Shy away from SUCh
effort. and they are wrong- The result 15 that 8
monitor on an 53 235 basis, which we change after a few

years. Hence we have very few long-term records of a
consistent sort.
The essence of monitoring is:
(a)
that
valid parameters be adopted; (b) that standard and
preferably simple measurement techniques be standardized;
and (c) that the record be maintained without change of
parameters or standards indefinitely.

(ii)
(iii)

Possibly, but it seems rather elaborate.
suggest an alternative.
Not clear to me.

I'm ignorant, I guess!
yours 51DCEIEIY

mzmcg

/£ncl.

International Joint Cunnission

2001 S St., MN
Second F100,.

No, I cannot

20440

Dear Dr. LaRoche:

I have read, with great interest, the information package
which I received in mid-August. My apologies for not replying
to your request earlier but I wanted time to digest the material
somewhat. Even the thoughts that are given below cannot be
viewed as either final or even polished as yet. Maybe they will
offer some food for thought though.
Turning now
IntmdUCtion-

toyour questions on page 4 of the

l. As a scientist, recognizing the limitations always present in
one's current thought and efforts. one is always considering
new approaches.
I have no objection to new approaches to
modelling or monitoring, provided that it can be shown that
the older methods had major intrinsic problems.
Currently, I am studying the use of Atlantic cod as a monitor
of large coastal areas. A large number of day-to-day
problems emerge that are not caused by theoretical or model
deficiencies but rather by sampling, analysis and statistical
modelling of the data. This is an attempt to use a species
as a monitor of relatively gradual changes in contaminant

.../2

Canad'é'

P.-v. Reun. Cons. int. Explor.

Her. l980 (in English).

I am

enclosing three reprints describing my involvement at this

meeting.

The first paper (p. 39-47) was the plenary

lecture

to the group in which I tried to identify the day-to-day
problems associated with the use of biochemical and chemical
measurements in a species. The second paper (p. 16-22),
describes the use of steriod hormone metabolic studies in
assessing sublethal effects of marine pollution as they are

aplied in my group and the third paper (p. 48-55) describes

the approached used by the panel formed at the meeting to
identify and rate the then available biochemical techniques
for use in monitoring the effects of marine pollution in
biota. Although aimed at the marine environment, there is
little in these papers that is not applicable to the
freshwater arena as well. You should note that I am not
suggesting any approach to replace Miller's, but rather
pointing out difficulties that are encountered with any
approach.

.../3

With respect to the questions on page 7 of Peter Haug's
article, I will make only a few statements rather than answer
individual questions. There doesn't seem to be any question of
whether or not a transboundary monitoring program is needed.
There is already a substantial amount of monitoring going on on
both sides of the border within a plethOra of groups. The
question should be how can the IJC bring a degree of rationality
and consistency into the programs and encourage a program that
has transboundary applicability. Going back to square one it is
necessary to ask the following:
1. Have we clearly defined what it is that we want to monitor
(protect, study, measure, etc.) at a level that is conducive
to measure? Hhat are the qualitative and quantitative benchmarks. Do we wish to protect all species? If so, why was
there no outcry from the biologists when HHO indicated that
smallpox was to be eradicated? Syphilis? Obviously not. Do
we wish to protect our food supply only? Are we really only
interested in protecting ourselves?
2. How do we sample the system we have defined for study in a
rational, repetitive manner to avoid the problem of sample to
-sample inconsistency
Personally, I don t believe that we
ever get a truly random sample of a fish population.
I don't
even know if our fishing gear selectively captures sick or
healthy fish. Do fish with a debilitation even survive long

enough to be captured!

3. Are the autopsy/biopsy procedures under control? It is wellknown that hormones such as cortisol and other blood
parameters are markedly affected by handling procedures. The
simple dipping of a hand into salmon waters releases enough
lysine to the water to stress the fish.
4h

In my opinion Miller s theory provides only another starting
point for our investigations. I am not particularly sold on
his approach since he appears to be holistic when it pleases
him. One could equally take his theory in the opposite
direction down to base matter or even basic mathematics to
give a unified theory, but one which would currently be very
difficult to use in the more pragmatic aspects of monitoring.
I think that it is more important at this time to identify
what "tricks we environmental scientists have in our pockets
and try to identify which of these are indicative of
individual or species pathology. This was attempted for
marine organisms by a special meeting sponsored by the
International Council for the Exploration of the Sea in
Beaufort, N.C. in l979 and published as volume 179, Rapp.

3. In my opinion we must identify, in addition to other theories
or concepts, currently available techniques that have been,
are, or are potentially applicable to the problem at hand,
i.e. maintenance of the international waters at an agreed to
satisfactory level.
I am not sure that we have enough
techniques with enough control on these techniques to give
the required information for Miller's Or any other theory.
This is not to say that we shouldn't have some general theory
to feed into as we use and develop apprOpriate techniques.

-

levels in biota, rather than the more usual way of studying
animals immediately off an effluent discharge and identifying
large spatial and temporal gradients. The changes in the
'biological parameters' of the population being studied must
also be taken into account. As y0u are aware, in this type
of regression analysis, there is an optimum number of
variables to be used so that the variance is split up without
colinearity problems emerging. Turning to the problem of
detecting adverse effects of contaminants/pollution on an
aquatic species/system, the problems are no less serious at
the working level.
It is relatively easy to find an effect
that one can show is related to the presence of a chemical in
the test organism or its environment, i.e. the response of
the exposed animal is statistically different from that of
the control animals, and hypothesize a pathological meaning
for individual/species survival but this is extremely hard to
prove since one must be able to define not the range of the
response in the control animal, but the range of response of
animals where the pathological response is insignificant.

Quality Control on the chemical/biochemical analysis. While
this has been the concern of many environmental and health
agencies, there is no guaranteed method in use yet to control
interlaboratory systematic error at a level that is
insignificant to the demands of the investigation. Rather we
attempt to determine the level of this error and judge its
overall effect. Many investigators have suggested that the
only reasonable way to overcome this difficulty is for one

.../4
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Statistical handling of the data - as noted above this is
turning out to be a bigger problem than any of us has first
thought. Proper control of the variance is the goal here.
Identification of outliers, for example, can tend to drive a
purist mad.

-

U1

Data handling areas - something that has affected us all but
we are loath to admit.

O!
a

laboratory to carry out all of the analyses.
In reality,
this usually means the use of the same instruments, reagents,
methodologies and chemists, a requirement rarely met. In the
hope of generating data that will be of use to future
investigators the question of accuracy must also be
considered. While we have three independent methodologies
for measuring elements (chemical, instrumental activation and
X-ray fluorescence) there is nothing like that available to
access accuracy in the determination of compounds, either
inorganic or organic.
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Judgemental aspects. Whether we like it or not, we must cane
up with some sort of criteria to rate the degree of the
effect. There only seems to be two types of judgements that
humans are capable of, individual belief (of what I call the
missionary approach - he who shouts the loudest and the best

gets listened to) and group belief (or what I call the jury

approach). Both of these apply whether or not one has set
qualitative or quantitative benchmarks since both scales are
anthropogenic in origin. Appropriate jury systems are
needed. This is what was attempted at the Beaufort meeting.
There is a need for central agency to coordinate the
monitoring studies, identifying goals, workloads, gaps,
minimum quality standards, etc. within the Trans-Boundary
Monitoring program. I see this as the role of the IJC.
In a nutshell, these are my comments on the package that I
received from you. Like Miller, I have used a case history type
approach to exemplify my beliefs. I have not included the
science, such as that demonstrating the problems that we have
encountered on the cod study. Initially, I would like other
participants to simply consider the statements that I have made
and whether or not they are applicable to their studies in the
same way
thatI have found them to be with my own.
I am sure
that I have not covered all aspects of a monitoring program and
others may wish to bring to light some other items that they
have encountered.

.../5

I look forward in great anticipation to our discussions in
Philadelphia.

Yours sincerely,

John F. Uthe, Head
Contaminants Research Unit Halifax
JFU/vcc
cc:
Dr. Andy Hamilton, IJC, Ottawa
Dr. Joel Fisher, IJC, Hashington
Enc.
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PROBLEM DEFINITION.

W

WHAT IS THE STATE OF HEALTH OF
THE BOUNDARY REGION SHARED BY
THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA ?
IS IT STABLE,

"A National Environmental Monitoring System:
An Essential Step Toward Achieving Water Quality Goals"
Remarks by U.S. Congressman George E. Brown, Jr.
at the American Water Resources Association
Twentieth Annual Conference and Symposium
Options for Reaching Water Quality Goals
Washington, D.C.
August 15, 1984

GETTING BETTER, OR GETTING WORSE ?

DO WE KNOW WHAT 'HEALTH' OF ECOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL
SYSTEMS, IN THE BROADEST SENSE, IS ?
WHAT PROCESSES ARE REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN THAT HEALTH ?
ARE WE PAYING PROPER ATTENTION TO THESE PROCESSES ?

Traditional approaches to environmental monitoring have
given us clues about the health of pieces of our ecosystem
(typically structural components, particular media, localized
phenomena, certain species, or the sources and effects of
specific chemicals) but divulge little about the intactness -and trends in the status
of the full set of essential
processes.

interdependence of

the

various pieces,

and the processes which connect them, to determine the overall
condition of the system.
However, this approach can miss some
of the very useful details about the parts, if used
exclusively.
We need a dynamic balance between these approaches to
determine the net state of health in the transboundary region.
Health is more than the absence of disease, and determining
The
to measure health, in this sense, is no simple matter.

how

pursuit of knowledge about the parts needs to be integrated
into a strategy for synthesizing knowledge of the whole, in
order to provide decision and policy makers with the
information they need to achieve the highest level of net
benefit for all people and other organisms on both sides of the
We all have much to gain by achieving this
political border.
goal;

we

have much

to lose

if

we

do not achieve

it.

One of the most critical environmental issues facing
the nation is the need to maintain the quality and quantity of
During the 19705, concern for the quality
our water resources.
of the nation's water led to the passage of a number of
important laws, including the Clean Water Act, the Safe
Drinking Water

An holistic approach to monitoring focuses on observing
of the whole which arise from the
I'emergent properties
interconnectedness and

Thank you for inviting me to speak to you this morning
It is a pleasure to be here on
on your twentieth anniversary.
I have endeavored over
this, my twentieth year in Congress.
the past years to work within the Congress to help improve
environmental monitoring efforts.

Act,

the Marine Protection

Act,

and

others.

Although the nation commits tens of billions of
dollars per year to environmental management, there is no
adequate over-all monitoring system which wOuld provide the
knowledge for ensuring that this money is well spent.
There
are numerous environmental monitoring efforts ongoing, of
various types, at different levels of government and with the
private sector.
But we do not yet have an effectively
coordinated environmental monitoring system involving federal,
state, and local governments and the private sector which
encompasses all facets of the environment.
...
...Detecting environmental problems in the early
stages allows more effective and less expensive treatment
A comprehensive monitoring program
programs to be implemented.
would allow us to engage in preventive strategies which are
I wonder how much money the federal
even more cost effective.
government would have saved at Love Canal or at Times Beach
with a modest investment in environmental monitoring.
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Let me give you some other recent examples of where
inadequate environmental monitoring cost both the public and
the private sectors tens of millions of dollars.
I currently
chair the House subcommittee which deals with agricultural
pesticides and we have been embroiled in the cancellation of
ehylene dibromide (EDB).
While the major public controversy
centered around EDB in food, it was the detection of BBB in
groundwater which first prompted the cancellation of this
fumigant.
Like

DBCP

and aldicarb,

EDB was

not

expected

to show

up in groundwater.
Without constant monitoring of rural wells,
this assumption continued to be treated as truth until EDB
concentrations reached problem levels in aquifers underlying
sandy farm soils.
Isolated tests found BBB and prompted more
testing which resulted in a major national panic.
Now well

testing is picking up more farm chemical

contamination of groundwater.
chemicals are being cancelled,

Wells are being
and farmers are

closed,
losing

confidence in pest control advice given them by extension
agents.
EPA has asked for environmental fate data on 134 soil
pesticides and has rushed a groundwater monitoring plan into
place.
But we will pay for our past inattention for decades to
come,
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as

wells

are

closed and

public

health

is

adversely

affected.
The real tragedy is that this situation could have
been avoided by a comprehensive
environmental monitoring
program, with an adequate monitoring component.

Let me return briefly to the Stringfellow Acid Pits as
a good example of problems created by inadequate environmental
The Stringfellow Acid Pits is a hazardous waste
monitoring.
site that is slated for cleanup under the federal Superfund
program.
Superfund is a massive federal program aimed at
cleaning up the nation's abandoned hazardous waste sites,
estimated

at

a

cost of

about

$50

billion.

Without adequate

monitoring, the proper cleanup methods will not be
nor will ineffective cleanup actions be detected.

identified,

I recently released a Congressional Office of
Technology Assessment contractor report which found that the
Stringfellow site poses a threat not only to the relatively
small

community

in which

it

is

located,

but

that a

nearby

aquifer serving half a million people is now threatened by the
contaminated plume of water traveling toward the aquifer.
Unfortunately, however, the aquifer is not being monitored for
signs of possible contamination.
Unless monitoring is
initiated, a priceless resource could be lost.

An example of misplaced resources can be found in the
efforts of the early 19705 to abate the pollution of the Great
Lakes.
Much was spent on pollution control efforts, only to
find that a significant share of the organic pollution came
Adequate air and water monitoring
from airborne particles.
might have identified the source of the pollution, and saved
money and resources.
Finally, much attention has been given to improving
the quality of scientific data used in risk analysis.
We
should be just as concerned with broadening the scope of our
risk analysis data to include all means of exposure to toxics,
especially exposure via drinking water.
without adequate
estimates of total exposure obtained through environmental
monitoring, our risk analysis process will be flawed.
Even more important is the use of environmental fate
data in the other half of the equation: risk management.
In
the example which I cited earlier on pesticides in groundwater,
we see the lack of information available on where these
chemicals end up in the environment.
I believe that
environmental fate data should be required in pesticide
registration.
I also feel that EPA cannot carry out its
responsibilities in assuring public health protection without a
comprehensive program of constant monitoring of these chemicals
I will press both of these issues during
in the environment.
the next rewrite of our pesticide laws.

Environmental regulations will continue to be
challenged in the courts by both industry and consumers alike,
until regulations can be substantiated with good science,
including information collected through good environmental
There is strong support in industry and public
monitoring.
interest groups for the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
to better implement its mandate to monitor the environment.
In fact, in February 1983, the Chemical Manufacturers
Association joined forces with the Environmental Defense Fund
in a suit against the EPA and the Department of Health and
This suit is aimed at accelerating the
Human Services.
government's program for collecting data on the impact on
public health from hazardous waste sites, smokestack industries
that produce acid rain, the greenhouse effect, and other
This unusual alliance shows that we
environmental problems.
all benefit from good environmental monitoring, and that we are
all threatened and sometimes severely damaged by poor
monitoring, or no environmental monitoring at all.

- 3 _

Over

the

last several

years,

the

Science and

Technology Committee, of which I am a Member, has conducted a
number of hearings on the state of environmental monitoring
programs.
The testimony was overwhelming in its indictment of
the present patchwork quilt of programs.
Federal, state,
regional, and local agencies each conduct their own, often
unrelated, monitoring programs, according to their own
institutional needs.
The result is a haphazard and
uncoordinated system where data collection is duplicated by
more

than one

agency,

or

not collected

at

all.

Witnesses

from

a wide variety of scientific, academic, and regulatory
backgrounds decried the widespread failure to collect data in
widely varying
accepted scientific techniques.
accordance with
standards and measuring techniques result in inconsistent and
often low quality data.
Major environmental monitoring problems fragmentation
of programs, lack of quality assurance, incomplete data, and
the lack of a directed and coordinated national data collection
In 1977, the National Academy of Science
policy- are not new.
the nation's information
issued a report which concluded that
on environmental quality is deplorably and unnecessarily bad."
These issues were the subject of congressional hearings in 1977
when I was chairman of the Subcommittee on Natural Resources,
(formerly the Subcommittee on Environment and Atmosphere) and
of subsequent hearings chaired by Chairman James Scheuer of New
York.

Since the first hearings in the late 19705, the
Congress has received much additional information pointing to
a 1980 report from the
grave deficiencies in monitoring:
Council on Environmental Quality; reports in 1981 and 1982 from
the General Accounting Office, the investigatory arm of the
Congress; a 1982 report from the Conservation Foundation, which
was devastating in its criticism; and a 1983 report from the
congressional Office of Technology Assessment.
problems,

But despite the recognized need for addressing these
In its 1982 report on "State
little has been done.

the Conservation Foundation was
of the Environment--1982,
still able to say, without fear of contradiction, that "we

have

no monitoring data sufficient to describe accurately the extent
or developing seriousness of any environmental problem."
The major obstacle to significant progress is
with environmental responsibilities spread out
institutional.
across a host of federal, state, regional, and local
authorities,

each

with

limited

resources,

it

isn't

surprising

that each agency has focused on its own immediate needs without
regard to the overall needs of a coordinated data collection
and analysis program.

_ 4 -

One approach to addressing these problems taken in the
Congress is a legislative proposal to establish a 3-year
Commission on Environmental Monitoring.
The Commission would
examine existing monitoring programs and attempt to forge a
consensus on the type and quality of data that ought to be
collected by the various federal, state, regional, and local
The

authorities.

Commission would

be

composed of

15 members,

including the major federal environmental regulatory agency
heads and representatives of various levels of government,
academia,

industry,

and

environmental

groups,

to be

the President from a list of nominees submitted
Academy of Sciences.
At

the end

of

its

term,

the Commission

chosen

by

by the National

would

report

to

Congress on its findings and make specific recommendations for
any legislative changes that might be necessary to institute a
coordinated and effective national environmental monitoring
program.

The bill also requires the EPA to submit an annual
report to the Council on Environmental Quality which will
contain environmental monitoring data as well as an assessment
of the extent to which the Commission's recommendations have
This report, which will be used by CEO in
been instituted.
preparation or its annual report, will help the public and
Congress determine whether progress is being made in this area.
Such a commission will only be effective if a policy
commitment is made and is backed up with adequate resources to
implement those policies.
However, other related problems will
still need to be addressed.
For example, there is a general
lack of understanding of how to implement monitoring in support
of national policy objectives for protection of the
environment.
There is also a need for much more interaction
between

scientists,

engineers,

economists,

sociologists,

lawyers, and others to formulate regulations.
Your Association
is well qualified to contribute to this process, and I

encourage

you

to do

Thank you.

so.
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DO WE EVEN KNOW WHAT WE NEED TO MONITOR ?

3.0

DO WE CURRENTLY HAVE AN OVERALL STRATEGY FOR
MONITORING THE HEALTH OF THE TRANSBOUNDARY REGION ?
DO WE KNOW WHAT KINDS OF DECISIONS WE NEED
-- OR WILL NEED IN THE FUTURE -- TO MAKE ?
WHAT ECOLOGICAL PROCESSES DO WE NEED TO UNDERSTAND
BETTER IN ORDER TO MAKE MORE EFFECTIVE DECISIONS
THAN THE AD HOC DECISIONS WE MAKE NOW ?
The meaning of most information is the action it elicits.
What types of information do we need to make meaningful, more
effective decisions?
Our governments, at various levels, have
computer banks, libraries, and archives full of information,
most

of which

is

unused

and

unknown,

and

therefore,

for

practical purposes, meaningless.
This is largely
because the
data is often collected in a decision making vacuum.
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The Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909 calls for the prevention
of disputes.
Should we not try, whenever possible, to take a
crisis prevention approach to environmental management, rather
than the prevalent 5g Egg crisis management (resolution)
approach?
To do so, some sort of integrated, coordinated,
systemic strategy for monitoring would
seemto be necessary.
What problems have you personally been reponsible for
managing in the past, where such an approach could have
empowered you to be much more cost-effective in reaching a
solution?
Would understanding and predicting the potential
problem before it became a crisis have helped you?
How ? what
areas would not have been addressed?
We are doing some things
very well.
What are we doing out there that we could be doing
better?
What are your concerns about this Workshop and the
approach we are taking -- what do you think needs to be
discussed, what topics are we missing?
Newly prepared papers relevant to these topics which can be
picked up at the Workshop include:
Milbrath,

Lester W.
1984.
'Ideological Considerations in
ttaining an Understanding of the Shared U.S./Canada
Transboundary Region."
Burwell, Roger W.
1984.
"A Manager's View of the Decision/
Monitoring Dilemma.
Reynoldson,

Trefor

B.

1984.

"Environmental

Perspective of a Monitorer.

Monitoring

- The

3.1

IDENTIFYING KEY VARIABLES AND INDICATORS FOR
MONITORING ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH.

Questions:

WHAT SHOULD WE
WHAT ARE THE OVERLAPS AND GAPS
WHAT ARE THE UNADDRESSED

IN

KNOW ?

EXISTING MONITORING PROGRAMS

PROBLEMS OF THE

?

PRESENT ?

(Please list as many of these that you are aware of, and
describe what you know of the ecological effects that are of
concern, and sources of controversy (scientific OR political).
WHAT DO YOU FORESEE AS POTENTIAL ISSUES IN THE
TRANSBOUNDARY REGION IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS ?
IN THE NEXT FEW DECADES ?
WHAT

SHOULD OUR

PRIORITIES BE

?

HOW SHOULD WE DEAL WITH THE LOWER PRIORITY ISSUES ?

3.2
Two additional views of living systems theory, in
discussion paper form, will
also be available at the Workshop.
They are:
Haug,

Peter T.
1982.
"Living Systems Theory: Conceptual Basis
for Ecosystem Modelling",
paper presented at the
Third International Conference on State-of-the-Art in
Ecological Modelling,

1982.

Warren,

Charles

E.,

Marshall

Fort

Allen,

Collins,

CO,

James

Haefner.

W.

May 24-28,

"Conceptual Frameworks and the Philosophical
Foundations of General Living Systems Theory",

1979.

Behavioral Science, 35: 296 310.

Measurable Variables of Boundary Region Processes
Representative variables
level) include:

of boundary process

(at the societal

sorts of matter-energy crossing the boundary

Example:
cattle.

.

The Indian Government imported a herd of purebred

Meaning of information crossing the boundary.
Example:
The quotation from Villon which was broadcast by
Radio London indicated to the French when the 1944 invasion
would begin.

Sorts of information crossing the boundary

3.3
Understanding the Boundary Region subsystem:
Boundary Region Process Variables and Pathologies.
There are certain types of process variables that are
essential for the proper (healthful) functioning of boundary
subsystems.
Dr. James G. Miller has provided a list of those
he feels to be most important and given some generic examples.
It would

be

helpful

if

we

could

determine

(and

have

in mind

when we arrive in Philadelphia) specific examples of each
process type relevant to the Canada-U.S. transboundary region.
Please

give

possible,

serious consideration

to

these

and

at least a few that you feel to be of

list,

if

importance.

Dr. Miller has also listed eight types of pathology
that affect the boundary subsystem.
Again, please list any
relevant examples that come to mind.

Example:
Missionaries for a new religion received permission
to teach their doctrines to members of the society.
Degree of permeability of the boundary to matteréenergy.
Example:
Swrtzesland rarely accepts a citizen for

naturalization.

Degree of permeability of the boundary to information

Example:

All foreign radio and television broadcasts were

jammed during the riots.

Percentage of matter energy arriving at

enters the system.

Example:

mmigrants were accepted

period.

the boundary which

Less than 80 percent of

for naturalization during a 10-year

Percentage of information arriving at the boundary which

enters the system.
were censore .
Changes

time.

Example:

over half the foreign newspapers

in matter-energy processing at the boundary over

Example:

During the twentieth century it was necessary

or all plants and animals
imported.

to pass an inspection before being

Changes in information processing at the boundary over
time.
Example:
As the government became more stable, it began
to encourage the performance of music of other societies.
Changes in matter-energy processing at the boundary with
different Circumstances.
Example:
During the epidemic of

00 -an -mout
country.

disease, no cattle were admitted into the
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Chan es

at the boundar

in information

c rcumstances.
differen
Iorcea E e qovernmenE to

with

e popu ation exp osxon
°
mp
import new methods of agriculture.

Rate or matter-ens:
Examp
enter rrance each month.

mer

can tourists

Rate or information
ay carried by
osen rumors a
e average, a
n
txamp or
refugees were checked against the other information available.

hours.

tramp
o
society only when the fishing boats put in for water.

cleared for entrance.
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La

in

n ormation

rocessin

at the boundar .

¥ée news of EEe revolution In the neigéboring society
trample:
was not released for a week.

Costs of matter-ener
our so
group 0
tramp or

ers use p ace

a

eac

entering the society to look for the wanted criminal,

road

and each

man spent e days on this job.

tramp e:

information
e governmen ma n a he

a

arge s a

\

experts to

censor personal letters of citisens before allowing them to go

outside the society.

Boundary Region Pathology

in Societal-level Living Systems

The concept of pathology is applicable to all levels
There are eight major categories of causes
of living systems.
Each of these
of pathological states in living systems.
The
involves functions performed by the Boundary Region.
categories are:

(l)

Lacks of matter energy

inputs;

(2)

Excesses of matter-energy inputs;

(3)

Inputs of

(4)

Lacks of

(5)

Excesses of

(6)

Inputs of maladaptive 'genetic'

(7)

Abnormalities in internal matter-energy processes;

(8)

Abnormalities in internal information processes.

inappropriate forms of matter-energy;
information inputs;
information inputs;

information in the

template;

3.4

Defining and Applying Modeling to Monitoring Strategies
3.4.1

3.4.2

"An

14
AN INTRODUCTION TO MODELING QUESTIONS

Introduction to Modeling Questions"
by John Edinger, included here.

Prepared for

"The Conceptual Ecosystem: Identifying Key
Societal Variables for Modeling Living Systems
by Peter T. Haug, has been prepared for and will
be available at the Workshop.

International Joint Commission United States and Canada
Transboundary Monitoring Network Workshop

BY
Do you have any problems with or comments on the
suggestions for workshop discussions on modeling that Dr.
Edinger has developed?
Are his suggestions helpful?
Do you
have any other criteria or considerations to add?

John Eric

Edinger

J. E. Edinger Associates. Inc.
37 West Avenue

Wayne. Pennsylvania
It would be helpful for you to begin to develop a list
of key societal variables that you believe should be addressed
in a model which would be used for constructing a scheme to
monitor environmental health.
Before doing so, you might want
to re-skim some of the papers in Section 6.0 (on "The Adaptive
Need and Approach") in the Workshop Background Kit sent to you
previously.
Along with each variable you name, indicate why
you think it is key to understanding systemic health.
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Every

thought.

every

construct,

United

States-Canadian

transboundary

model.

A model needs to meet

only two

every

set

region

of

can

inferences

be

considered

requirements:

be related to ecological problems of the

region:

(1)

and.

computer technology adds the conditions that the model
data

base.

and

if possible.

be

to

it must

the
be

a

somehow

(2) it must serve as

a common basis for communications between at least two people.

informational

about

Present day

be expressible in an

subjectable

to

quantitative

manipulation.
The computational conditions presently pose the human dilemma about if
it is necessary for the end user of model results to become a modeler or if
the

model

case.
how

developer

the key

will

the

presently more

should

question is;
results

be

important

provide
what

used?
to the

results

to

does one want
This

question

the

end

to get
about

user.

In

either

out of modeling
user

conference discussions than

expectancy

and
is

details about

the models themselves.
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A

Models
output

another

about

can

Modeling

extent that the

records;

existing

relies on

they

are here

and

forecast

can

cannot

and

now

to

past
be

output

the

and

improved

480

and

rainfall

fertilizer

and

water

data

for

quantity

of

flow

determination

of

nutrient

runoff

loadings

agricultural

agricultural

derived

directly

determined

from an

economic model

Climatological

sector.

would

provide

that
be

models might

nowhere the

runoff

agricultural

quality.

monitoring

from

be

may

data

quantities or

for

on

data

and

detail

requires

example.

for

quality model.

watershed

application

for

direct

precipitation

but

measurement.

can
Thus. modeling and monitoring are interrelated and models

A

Many

submodels

transboundary region already exist

and it is

applicable to problems

in the

purely a technological

problem to sort

models

that might

exist

or

be

D R A F T

Part of

them

developed

evaluation is an ongoing process in any

vacuum.

can be useful.

that

as well
are

applicable.

tables. texts.

expect to

what do you

continually
provide

for

do

you

Model

for

different

at

is

example.

this

is a

get

from

serious question

to

the

of

be

the Commission s

at

One

interested

more

would

are interpretable over time

entities.

conference

to

formalized

can be

paradigms;

the

for

rather

Output can consist of maps,

displays that

probably

get out of them.

decision levels

technological modelers.
and video

what

Ideas as pragmatic as the kinds of

as through political

space as well

legitimate question

the

in

or

text

summary

a stack of computer output.

consider.

stack of

is what

therefore.

computer

which presently

output

receives

to

ad hoc

treatment but needs careful study.

In

summary.

some

of the

important

modeling

questions

that

should be

addressed at this stage of deliberations are:

1.

and monitoring need
What kinds of interrelationships between modeling
monitoring networks?
to be considered to develop adequate transboundary

2.

What

of

output

3.

to build
How does one organize a transboundary modeling effort
models?
technological capability for continually assessing

in the

as identify other

field and no new model begins in

the process of organizing a

2

out

as

concentrate on

should

conference

the

be useful

that would

procedures

dictate monitoring requirements.

There are many kinds of modeling that

as

paradigms about particular problems rather than

estimating

accuracy as

or

The

incorporates an

used

before.

tremendous aid to the

level.

combined

stated

graphs.

events

upon.
A

well

used

being

than to discuss specific model details.

system.

only

for

the models

of

expect to use models for and

directly

the

Analysis of

forecast.

can be

input variables

with

men's experience

As

produce

and

not

are usually

which

events but

past

over

performed

be

to

somehow related

are

but

measureable

of variables

set

data

input

as

variables

set of

in one

basically take

a technological capability

their updating and new developments.

inferred.

are

results

other

from which

of input data

kind

some

relies on

into it

to build

the usefulness

assessing

In both cases. the model invariably

principles.

kinetic and conservational

therefore.

is.

or

physical

and

chemical

biological.

economic.

sociological,

from

derived

data

from

inferences

on

set of hypotheses based

be a

model can

u.

kinds

of

uses are

foreseen

for

models

and

what

kinds

will be useful at different levels of deliberation?

How does

one

organize

a

transboundary modeling

effort

get

to

from

making?
detailed output to summaries for higher level decision

a

transboundary modeling effort
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3.5

Defininngonitoring Strategies.

There are many different definitions of 'environmental
monitoring" which will be useful in our discussions at the
Workshop.
The IJC is interested in pursuing monitoring in a
very broad, comprehensive style.
The following definition,
taken from the 'Environmental Monitoring Improvement Act (Bill)
of 1984' (U.S. H.R. 5958 -- from the Workshop Background Kit)
might serve as a useful starting point:
'...environmental monitoring includes the systematic
measurement of ambient environmental quality and associated
activities related to quality control, data management,
analysis, and dissemination, and does not include point
source pollutant monitoring for compliance or enforcement
purposes."
Other definitions we have found
A.

include:

Academic viewpoint, with a 'pollution' focus
taken from
The National Research Council, 1977, Environmental
Monitoring, Vol Iv, Analytical Studies for the 0.8. E.P.A.,

THE REAL ECOSYSTEM:
IDENTIFYING MEASURABLE INDICATORS
FOR SOCIETAL-LEVEL MONITORING
Peter T. Haug
1005 Lake Park Drive
Tumwater,

Washington

(206)

754-6541

98502

Paper prepared for the International Joint Commission
as background for a workshop entitled
'TOWARD A TRANSBOUNDARY

MONITORING NETWORK

A Continuing Binational Exploration'

convened 10-11 October 1984 at the
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

p.14.:

Monitoring activities can be divided into three
categories, each designes to answer different questions:
Source Monitoring.
What residuals enter or will enter the
environment?
From what sources and in what amounts?
Ambient Monitoring.
What concentrations of residuals are
present

in air,

water,

soil,

food,

and

animal

tissues?

Effects Monitoring.
What are the consequences of these
reSiduals for humans, [other] animals, plants, and
materials?
8.

Governance Viewpoint, with a socioeconomic focus -- from
Carley,

Michael J.

1984.

'Cumulative

Socioeconomic

Monitoring: Issues and Indicators for Canada's Beaufort
Region", p.20:
'Monitoring ... can be viewed as an important
component of the cyclical planning, program design,
implementation, evaluation, and replanning process, and can
serve one or more of three organizational functions:
1.
Monitoring can enlighten us
on the status of
critical or changing issues in the policy environment which
may need to be addressed by future action.
2.
Monitoring can help us manage our environment by
providing feedback in terms of the relative success or
failure of previous action in terms of policies and
programs.
3.
Monitoring can be used to test compliance with
regulations and contractual agreements.
What other definitions of monitoring that you know of
or use would be useful in the context of this Workshop?
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Data gathered in this way are often found
better.
because they do not address the needs of decisionmakers.

INIRQDEQIIQN
practical
integrate
to
ways
suggests
paper
This
approaches in
considerations for ecomanagement with theoretical
network.
order to design and implement lfransboundary monitoring
, the theory of how a particular
As explained in another paper
on model
ecosystem functions can be represented by a simulati
about that system.
designed to support management decisions
-level
Pragmatic problems of using such a model to select societal
Tempering theory with
indicators to monitor are discussed here.
monitoring.
pragmatism should result in a workable approach to
system are
Two essential ingredients of a viable decision support
and models.
reliability and credibility of both monitoring data
strategy for
These concepts are discussed below as part of a
level
identifying measurable ecosystem indicators for societal
monitoring.

H

.

.
'Honitoring'

means:

has

many

meanings.

For

this

analysis
or
measurement
systematic
The
components or processes in order to determine:
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discussion,

of

it

ecosystem

The condition of key ecosystem components or processes,
1.
a
identifies
monitoring
of
type
(This
trends.
including
forecast,
benchmark state from which impacts to an ecosystem are
.
and from which changes under existing management are projected
proposed
of
anticipation
in
collected
information
Baseline
actions by man provides the benchmark against which to compare
ecosystem changes detected through future monitoring.)
2.

The effects of man's actions within an ecosystem.

The degree to which an action and its effects comply
3.
and
directives,
executive
policies,
regulations,
laws,
with
management decisions.
4.

Any combination of these.

Monitoring as defined here can provide ecological input into
decision support systems concerned with ecomanagement at any
level of society.

W
to
system variables
choosing
problem in
A fundamental
Which comes first, the model or the
monitor is where to start:
Models, particularly models of ecosystems, have a bad
data?
they
After being oversold,
reputation in certain quarters.
frequently do not meet expectations raised during the selling.
on
On the other hand, myriad monitoring data have been gathered
that more knowledge is necessarily
assumption
the erroneous

wanting

This paper adopts the position that theory and empiricism
.
are both inescapable, and that they are not mutually exclusive
fair
Rather, they are two sides of a single coin, and like a
To achieve this balance, we must
coin, they must be balanced.
and,
avoid the trap of creating false dichotomy where none exists
instead, try to integrate workable practices from both modeling
and monitoring into a new synthesis.

(though
the time
The human mind works from models all
perhaps not explictly), continually testing its models against
Why should
empirical data and adjusting the models as necessary.
Why not model,
this approach differ in a monitoring network?
gather data, refine the model and continue to observe and adjust
Why not let the complementary strengths of theory
interatively?
and empiricism work for us in a balanced approach?

W
Aflapproach to developing a model is discussed in an earlier
This paper assumes (1) that a scientifically sound
paper.
ecosystem
key
identifying
for
exists
framework
theoretical
framework
variables and their interrelationships, (2) that this
s and
has been used to identify an explicit set of such variable
and
interrelationships representing the ecosystem of interest,
by
(3) that these variables and interrelationships are described
of
ecosystem
the
of
mathematical,
or
conceptual
model,
a
interest.
If such a model exists, we may assume with confidence that
assume
the model is wrong, at least in part, but we should also
the ecosystem model to help
We will use
it is the best we have.
real
identify and choose indicators to be monitored in the
the monitoring results to invalidate, and
ecosystem, then use
perhaps revise, parts of the model in an iterative cycle.

W
A model used to help identify societal variables to monitgr
Bolling
must have an ecosystem perspective for many reasons.

identified some of these:
>

The

parts

of

an

ecological

(or

societal)

system

are

connected to each other in a selective way that has implications
for what should be measured.

Events are not uniform over space, which has implications
>
for how intense impacts will be and where they will occur.

s.
Sharp shifts in behavior are natural for many ecosystem
>
ret
Traditional methods of monitoring or assessment can misinterp
these and make them seem unexpected or perverse.

>
Variability, not constancy, is a feature of ecological
systems
that
contributes
to their
persistence and
to their
self-monitoring and self-correcting capacities.

CRITERIA
At least three categories of criteria are necessary for
identifying measurable indicators:
scientific, political, and
monetary.
Political criteria, as used here, encompass social,
legal,

and

some

economic

criteria.

These

categories

may

not

be

mutually exclusive.
Host of the foinging examples of digferent
criteria are drawn from Verma et a1.
and States et a1.

W
In
addition
to
those
used
to
develop a
model,
other
scientific criteria must be applied to select a subset of model
variables as indicators to monitor in the real ecosystem.
For
example,
we
might
use
the
model
to
simulate
different
man-generated
perturbations
that are expected
to affect the
ecosystem.
Variables that appear sensitive to such perturbations
are good candidates for an initial list to monitor.
A partial list of scientific criteria
each parameter to be measured should:
>

might

>
Be
identifiable,
observable,
baseline and monitoring studies.

and

or energy or

available

during

design

guidelines

In an ideal world we might ask scientists, because of their
presumed objectivity, to select which variables to measure as
indicators
of the
"health" of the real ecosystem.
In the
less-than-ideal world in which we live, this presumption falters,
so we turn to the politicians, who, we can be fairly sure, aren't
objective.
The real ecosystem is greatly influenced by the people
living in it, and these same people elect their representatives
in
government.
Politics,
therefore,
usually
establishes
first-round criteria for selecting indicators to monitor.
Acid
rain, heavy metals, eutrophication, endangered species, nuclear
and
chemical
wastes,
etc.,
all
are
highly visible
issues.
Politicians feel great pressure to 'do something' about them.
Pressure may be local,
as in concern over
the point source
effluent from a mill, or international, as when two or more
nations show interest in mutual acid-rain problems.
Examples
should:
>

and

Be likely to be affected by man's activities.

Finally,
if a general model of living systems, such as
Miller's
or some variation thereof, were accepted as the
framework for a transboundary monitoring network, then another
criterion would be that each critical subsystem be accounted for,
either directly or indirectly, among the parameters monitored.
A decisionmaker would have to determine, with staff, which
criteria
are appropriate,
whether
other
scientific
criteria
should be applied, and how to apply the selected criteria in
choosing societal-level indicators to monitor.

of political

criteria might be that each parameter

Be important to society as a natural resource.

>
Be important as a threatened or endangered species.
(The
importance of this topic has already been established by society
through its laws.)
>
Represent
a
potential
threat
to
human
health
or
well-being.
(Laws also identify key societal-level indicators of
this type to monitor.)
>
Be
perspectives.

Be quantifiable by methods presently available.

>
Be consistent with experimental
statistical analysis requirements.
>

that

Represent a significant ecological component or process.

>
Be important in regulating flows of matter
information between ecosystem components.

>

require

Enlitinal_£ritsria

important

from

other

legal

or

socioeconomic

Antietam
Monetary criteria are very simple.
Is there enough money to
monitor all that we want to?
The answer is obviously 'no.
We
must
therefore
optimize
expenditures
for
monitoring,
given
constraints of scientific and political criteria.
A basic monetary criterion might require that each parameter
be cost-effective to measure.

CONTEXT
The context for decisions about what to monitor involves all
three
categories
of
criteria.
The
decisionmaker's
staff
recommends
a program
that
provides
the most
scientifically
adequate monitoring plan at the least cost, but when the decision
is made, political considerations generally dominate.
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In the face of this reality, it is necessary for scientists
and
budget
analysts
to
present
their
respective
cases
as
persuasively as possible.
However, budget analysts
usually
don't
have much feel for the intrinsic worth of a scientific program,
so the major responsibility for developing a sound monitoring
plan falls to the scientist by default.
Scientists, though,
often lack sophistication in the politics of the budgetary
process, so they are at a disadvantage in arguing for funding.
This means their arguments must convince primarily on practical
scientific grounds.
They must get the decisionmaker's attention,

and support,

on the basis of scientific persuasion relating to

practical aspects
uncertainty,
and

of a decision support system, such
ultimately
the
degree
of
belief

as risk,
that
a

decisionmaker has about the scientific advice from the staff.

3131:
One

type

of

risk

is

closely

linked

to

political

considerations:
If I decide one way, do I risk losing my
constituency, or perhaps my
job? Societal hazards are another
type of risk, the type generally discussed here.
However, both
types -- political risk and societal risk -- are very difficult
to separate.
Currently
manydecisions
about what
to monitor in the
environment are based on the concept of acceptable societal-level
risk, i.e., what kinds of risks is society willing to accept in

the ecosystem of which it is a part?

Decisions

about societal

risks are often made by persons who, themselves, don't really
understand all the ramifications of what they are signing, but
who have confidence in the good advice of their staffs.
As a
result, it might not be clear who really made a decision (i.e.,
who
made the recommendation to the decisionmaker)
or,
more
importantly, why the recommendation was made.
For example,
regulatory
standards
for
acceptable
air
and
water
quality
sometimes seem arbitrary because they stem from a rationale that
demands extremely wide margins of safety, often with little basis

in science.

One comprehensive study on acceptable risk[6] found that
even
society s better-informed citizens are far from consensus
about how to approach the subject.
It stated:
'No one solution

to acceptable-risk problems is now available, nor is it likely
that a single solution will ever be found.
To enhance society's
ability to make decisions, the study recommended the following:
1.
Explicitly recognize the complexities of acceptable-risk
problems.
2.
Acknowledge the limits of currently available approaches
and expertise.
3.

Improve the use of available approaches.

4.
Make the decisionmaking process compatible with existing
democratic institutions.
5.
Strengthen
regulate hazards.
6.

nongovernmental

Clarify governmental

social

mechanisms

that

involvement.

uncertain);
Risk and uncertainty are virtually inseparable.
Risk can be
defined as the possibility of loss, injury, or some other danger
or peril.
In formal decision theory, one can calculate the
probability of the loss,
etc., actually occurring,
based on
historical data:
Thus one calculates the 'risk'.
Uncertainty is
the state of not knowing just what the possibility of loss, etc.,
is.
In ecomanagement,
being able to calculate
risks
from
historical data is a rare luxury.
In most cases, we
deal with
uncertainty, where the probabilities of outcomes or events are
not known.
But

drives

it

is

uncertainty,

society's

decisions

rather

about

than

how

to

certainty,

that

estimate

often

impacts

or

choose ecosystem variables to monitor.
The decisionmaker may use
criteria
mentioned
above,
but
ultimately
it
is
the
decisionmaker's degree of belief that a decision is the correct
one that allows the decision to be made.
The concept of degree of belief
known probabilities or to uncertainty.

can belapplied either
Rowe
states:

to

'The assignment of probabilities to occurrences implies the

existence of information, but imperfect information.

Uncertainty

is the absence of information, and probability values help reduce
uncertainty.
The reduction is not complete, however,
since
elimination of all uncertainty would imply certainty of future

outcomes.
Probabilities estimate the
never its actual occurrence. . .
'With

high

probability

events

the

likelihood

occurrence

consequences leads to anxiety and anxiety responses.

of

an event,

of

unwanted

Conversely,

the occurrence of desirable consequences with high probabilities
leads to hope and dependence.
For low probability events the
occurrence of unwanted consequences leads to the hope they will
not occur,
and for desired consequences it leads to anxieties
that they might not occur (or hope that they will occur).
These

subtle differences help in understanding differences in behavior
for

low and high probability

risks

do

not

occur

and

risks.

are

not

People hope low probability

concerned

with

risks

below

particular
thresholds.
Conversely,
those subjected to high
probability risks
learn to live with
them and even become
contemptuous of them through familiarity.
Iron construction
workers are examples of the latter case."

Ecomanagement,
however,
is
often
confronted
with
non-repeatable events, the outcomes of which are unknown or, at
least, poorly understood.
This is the reason that degrees of
belief
are so important [E
selecting societal
variables to
monitor.
Miller and Starr
explain how degrees of belief can
be used in estimating outcomes of uncertain events:
"Degrees of belief' can be roughly translated as estimates
of the proportion of times that a given outcome would occur if
some imaginable, but perhaps physically impossible, series of
trials were performed.
For the subjectivists a probability
represents a subjective appraisal of the nature of reality, while
for the objectivists a probability must be an actual, countable,
observable fact.
Therefore, a subjectivist can perfectly well
talk about, say, the probability of war, while an objectivist
would maintain that such a use of probabilities is meaningless,
since the situation in question could never be examined with

repeated trials.

NO
matter
how
much
they
think
themselves
reasonably
objective,
decisionmakers
in ecomanagement
are
fundamentally
subjectivists as described above:
They estimate the probability
of an event, often intuitively, weighing the benefits and costs
of an occurrence or non occurrence, then make a decision.

mm
The context for deciding which societal-level indicators to
monitor is very complex and very political.
This is the reason
that
a
systematic,
transparent,
and
trackable approach
to
designing and implementing a monitoring network is essential for

public decisionmakers.

QBEDIBILIIX_AND_R£LIABILIIX
These two terms are usually applied to models and data,
respectively, although not exclusively.
The credibility of any
model has
to do with
the degree of belief people
in it;
credibility is an act of faith, even if it is based in logic.
Models with attractive graphic outputs and other displays are
highly seductive.
Approach them with a healthy disbelief.
0n
the other hand, we can't throw out the baby with the bath, so the
decisionmaker should
require modelers to make a model transparent
enough that the decisionmaker's anxieties are reasonably calmed.
Thresholds for such anxiety dissipation vary with individuals.
Reliability of data or information relates to how much
confidence a user can put in that information when making a
decision.
To rely means to have confidence based on experience;
i.e., to depend.
We use prior information to estimate the
future, so the quality of that information, its reliability,
relates directly to the importance of the decision being made on
the basis of that estimate.
Reliability includes three components:
accuracy, precision,
and probability.
Accuracy refers to the exactness of an estimate
or the degree to which data conform to reality, i.e., how closely
the true value of a parameter is estimated.
Precision refers to
how
closely
sample
values
cluster
about
their
own
mean.
Probability
refers
to
the
likelihood
that
an
estimate
is

accurate.

niftersnsss
The differences between
credibility and reliability are
mostly semantic.
Both deal with probabilities.
In the way they
are
commonly
used,
however,
credibility
applies
more
to
subjective
probabilities
and
degrees
of
belief,
whereas
reliability
is
applied
to
data
gathered
'objectively'
and
subjected
to statistical analysis.
Both concepts should be
explicitly recognized, understood,
and applied when selecting
indicators to measure in a monitoring program.

INDICATORS
To attempt in this paper to generate a specific list of
ecosystem
indicators for societal-level
monitoring would
be
fruitless
folly.
Each ecosystem contains an infinitude of
components and processes, and each of these is characterized by
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another infinitude
problem.

of

attributes

to measure:

therein

lies

the

It is hoped that this paper has raised more questions than
it has answered, but also that it has provided enough substance
for a beginning dialogue about which societal-level indicators to
monitor,
should
a
transboundary
monitoring
network
be
established.

Notes and reactions to
The Real Ecosystem:
Identifying Measurable Indicators for Societal-Level
Monitoring".
Any concerns,

things

left out?
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Again, it would be helpful toward the success of the
Workshop, if you could
begin to develop a list of some 'key
indicators
of the state of the 'key variables" you listed
previously, or of the general state of ecosystems health;
especially those that would relate to the transboundary region
shared by Canada and the U.S.
Again, please indicate why
you
think each indicator is 'key'.
Other organizations and individuals have developed
lists of variables, indicators, and indices for monitoring
environmental and/or societal health in various ways.
In some
cases, the approach utilized may not be in agreement with that

which we

have

so

far

developed,

but

some of

them are

listed

here as alternatives and as a seed for the development of your
own list:

United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP).
'Preparation and Presentation of Environmental Data:
Environmental Indicators of Trends in the State of the
World Environment.
UNEP/GC.12/ll/Add.2
30 Jan. 1984.
Government of the Northwest Territories (Canada), Dept. of
Indian Affairs and Northern Development.
Michael
Carley, ed.
'Cumulative Socioeconomic Monitoring:
Issues and Indicators for the Beaufort Region.
March, 1984.
Prevention Research Center.
The Prevention Index: A Report
Card on the Nation's Health."
Rodale Press, Inc.,
Emmaus,

Pa.

4.0
The
and

ASSOCIATIVE CONSIDERATIONS

associative subsystem covers the complex of norms

institutions

that

organize

social

life,

discipline human

coexistence, regulate the work force, and govern
interactions.

political

These considerations include the concerns expressed by
John Edinger, in his letter of response to the Background Kit,
about the "legal, regulatory, and political systems", and Peter
Haug's

"political,

social,

legal,

and

economic criteria"

the preceeding paper.
They are the subject of Lynton K.
Caldwell's presentation on the first day of the Workshop.
4.1

Associative

from

to

Considerations Questions:

the Workshop,

some

of

the

issues

raised

here

will

help you to discern your own concerns and role at the Workshop,
and afterwards.

What is the "real'I objective of the Workshop, from the
perspective of its organizers?
(Please see the list of
objectives developed by the Workshop Steering Committee and
Planning

Task Force,

following

this

list of

orga ifation have, both internally and in relationship to other
institutions?
I work within

Knowing what the politics involved are, how can
them to change them, if I should decide that I

would like to do_§g?

Why have efforts by others, similar to this in concept,
failed in the past?
Are we repeating any of those mistakes?
What has contributed to successful efforts that we could be
incorporating into this one?
What resources have
What available resources

been brought to this process to date?
have not been utilized?
WHY
NOT?

Are those reasons valid in the long term scheme of things?

What commitment do I have now to this project in
particular, and efforts related to it in general?
If the
Workshop is successful for me, what differences in my
commitment might result?
How will the politics of my own
situation affect my participation?
What commitment will I be
expected to make? Will I want to make? Will I be able to
make?
If it is NOT successful for me, what will I do in the
future?
What are the possibilities for next steps?
For me?

questions.)
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For the group?

What resources will
need to be brought in for continued
involvement?
For continued development of the ideas and
pOSSlbly even implementation of them?

What are my objectives for participating?
What will it
take to make the Workshop successful for me?
How will I
recognize whether those objectives have
been achieved?

What

What are the private gas compared to the public) personal
and instituional agendas discernible around the table?
What is

mygprivate agenda - how does it differ from the one I present
publically?
How can these various agendas be acknowledged
synthesized into a common agenda?
Am I fully willing and
engaged in deing so?

What are some of the discernible politics of the focus
situation?
What impact do the politics of my agency or

Why now?

The following series of questions has been developed
with the help of suggestions made by Mary Jo Lavin, of the
Department of Natural Resources of Washington State, and Scott
Rutherford of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
I would like to
express openly my gratitude for the amount of careful thought
and time taken away from other, more immediately profitable or
enjoyable pursuits to which they could have devoted their
efforts.
It is hoped that clarifying in your own minds, before
coming

Who are the principal players?
Are there forces moving
behind the scenes that I don't know about? What is their
influence in the scientific community?
In the political and
social arenas?
What is the level of personal commitment to
this process?
Why? - What experiences might be shaping these
agenda and committments?

and

institutional structures might be already available or

necessary

to

cogperation,

develop,

to

facilitate coordination and

both at the Workshop and afterwards?

What will the follow-up look like?

look like?

Who is on line to produce?

What would I like it

to

Can be brought on line

to contribute?
Who is going to be responsible for carrying
this on?
What products will be an immediate (within the year)
expectation?
What products or programs will demonstrate the
success of the project within, say, three years?

Transboundary Monitoring Network

5.0

Workshop Objectives

If our workshop is fully successful,
perspective,

we

from the organizers'

will:

OVERALL COST EFFECTIVENESS IN MONITORING

One purpose of the Workshop is to catalyze discussions
between different agencies and echelons of government and
private instituions in our two societies on improving the
understanding of our shared environment in order to make better
informed, more cost effective decisions.
Over the past decade,
numerous studies have been done by various organizations and
government agencies that address the subject of overall
monitoring strategies and cost-effectiveness.
Unfortunately,
most

of

those cited

here

were done

in the U.S.,

but

1)

Stimulate enough interest in creating one or more new
frameworks for viewing our monitoring problems that
further
inquiry will not only be welcome but
encouraged.

conversations with various Canadians confirm a picture there
that, though different in some ways, is analogous to the
situation in the U.S.
Some of the better known studies
include:

2)

Test the need for a Transboundary Monitoring Network
and a general approach for same.

National

3)

Suggest to participants that there exist overarching,
more cost-effective approaches to viewing their
problems with regard to the current state of
environmental monitoring.

4)

Encourage Workshop participants to continue over time
as part of a further inquiry.

5)

Develop one or more avenues for said further
with suggestions as to how to pursue them.

6)

Create effective,
activity.

inquiry

ongoing follow-up to the Workshop

Research Council,

1977.

Analytical

Studies

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
Monitoring, Vol. IV.

for

the

Environmental

Environment Canada and Statistics Canada (Jointly), 1984 (in
preparation).
"State of the Environment Report for
Canada".
Council on Environmental Quality, 1980.
"Interagency Task Force
Report on Environmental Data and Monitoring", March
21, 1980.
U.S. General Accounting Office, 1981.
"Report to the Congress:
Better Monitoring Techniques Are Needed to Assess the
Quality

of

Rivers

and

The Conservation Foundation,

Streams",

1982.

Vols.

State of

I and

II.

the Environment

-

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 1984.
"Report
to the Congress on Ocean Pollution, Monitoring and
Research: October 1982 through September 1983"

Some of these reports have led and contributed to the
hearings in Congress on this issue.
In turn, this resulted in
the recently introduced legislation that was included in the
Workshop Background Kit.
The U.S.E.P.A. has, in the past year,
begun to develop monitoring strategies for each of its program
offices, based on its own recognition that:

'...systematic and well thought out environmental
monitoring... is essential for the overall credibility of the
agency's programs,"
'...in general, federal monitoring is not well coordinated
despite significant potential benefits,"

"...data can often be used for more than one purpose,

(if

it is collected with that in mind)
'...coordination with the states, local agencies, and other
federal agencies will usually be necessary,"
"...agency administrators should make optimum use of
environmental monitoring data already collected by states and
other federal agencies... l
So, it is obvious that efforts along this line have
started in various quarters, some of them more recent than
others and still in developing stages.
We are holding this
workshop to facilitate greater efforts along these lines, to
coordinate the various efforts that are being made, and to
convene a broader range of important players than have
previously been involved in this process.
5.1

Some Technical and Human Resource Alternatives
for More Cost-Effective Monitoring.

There are a host of emerging techniques for more
cost-effective monitoring and testing of environmental health.
We each probably know of several that we
like and others we
don't like.
The following
papers will be available at the
Workshop, and detail some technical and human
resource use
possibilities for improving monitoring cost-effectiveness.
We

hope you

willbe able to think about some other ideas that you

are familiar with, their strengths and weaknesses in the
transboundary context as well as in other situations.
Space
has been provided for you to list some of these possibilities
here, so they can be more easily remembered and brought up in
Workshop discussions at appropriate times.
Harshbarger,

John C.

and

John J.

Black,

1984.

"A Strategy for Using Fish Bioassays and Surveys to
Identify and Eliminate Point Source Environmental
Carcinogens', prepared for Transboundary Monitoring
Workshop.
Carlile, D.W. and R.E. Fitzner, 1983.
"Use of Fauna as
Biomonitors', presented at the International
Conference on Renewable Resource Inventories for
Monitoring Changes and Trends, Corvallis, OR, Aug.
15 19, 1983.
Burwell, Roger W., 1984.
"Conceptual Considerations in the Use
of Volunteers for Monitoring', prepared for
Transboundary Monitoring Workshop.
Haug, Peter T., 1984.
"Standard Monitoring Records: Tools for
Coordination", prepared for Transboundary Monitoring
Workshop.

6.0
DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS:
DESIGN OF A BISOCIETAL SURVEY INFORMATION SYSTEM

Modeling and monitoring for ecomanagement cannot be
done in a vacuum.
They must be driven by the need to make
effective decisions about what management of societal and
ecological affairs is necessary to maintain a healthy
man environment complex.
This includes correcting pathologies
when they develop, and even better, preventing new ones from
occurring.
In order to make effective decisions for net
systemic (human and other organisms) benefit, monitoring and
modeling programs must be an integral part of the decision
making and supporting process.
The book Decision Support
Systems: An Organizational Perspective, by Peter G.W. Keen and
Michael S. Scott Morton (Addison-Wesley, 1978) is a useful
introduction to the topic.
According to Keen and Morton, while
designing a
decision support system (DSS) it is essential to focus on what
the DSS is intended to do, rather than on what it should look
like.
What do we want the DSS to accomplish?
How will we
recognize when the system is complete (has met its design
objectives) ?
What are the priorities and/or sequences of
stages planned to meet the design aims?
I don't think this is
the proper time and place to go further into the DSS process,
but am providing a copy of the table of contents of the book
for your information, and a flow chart
essential components (or processes) of

that illustrates
a D53.

the
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7. 0

Other Background Papers
Provided for
the TbMN Workshop

NEW BIBLIOGRAPHY

The following list of sources is derived from
suggestions and/or personal work of various Workshop organizers
and participants.
We provide them here so as to make available
and recognize as much current work
that is related, from many
different fields, as possible.
Barrett, G.W. and R. Rosenberg, eds. 1981.
Stress Effects on
Natural Ecosystems, John Wiley & Sons, New York, 355 pp
Capra, Fritjof.
and

the

1982.

The Turning Point:

Rising Culture,

Science, Society,

Bantam Books,

New York, 364

pp.

Dunn, W.J. III, D.L. stalling, T.R. Schwarz, J.w. Hogan, J.D.
Petty, E. Johansson, and 5. Hold.
1984.
"Pattern Recognition for Classification and
Determination of Polychlorinated Biphenyls in
Environmental Samples', in Analytical Chemistry, 23:
1308-1313.
Hamrin, Robert D. 1983.
A Renewable Resource Economy,
New York, 174 pp.

Praeger,

Izrael, Yu. and R.E. Munn, 1984.
"Environmental and Renewable
Resource Monitoring", presented at "Sustainable
Development of the Biosphere" meeting at IIASA
(Switzerland) 27-31 August, 1984.
Uthe, J.F., H.C. Freeman, S. Mounib, and W.L. Lockhart, 1980.
'Selection of Biochemical Techniques for Detection of
Environmentally Induced Sublethal Effects in
Organisms", in Rapp. P.-v. Reun. Cons. int. Explor.
Her, (Denmark) 112: 39-47.
ziff,

Paul, 1972.
Understanding Understanding,
Press, Ithaca, N.Y. 170 pp.

Cornell Univ.

Analysis of the fossil chironomid succession demonstrates that man,
especially European man, has had, and is having, a profound impact on
the Bay of Quinte. Primitive cultures such as the Hopewell who thrived

some 2000 years ago, and the Iroquois who occupied the area between
1000 and 1650 AD, clearly had a measurable effect on the processes
influencing the aquatic environment of the bay. However, their impact
was minor compared to that imposed by the development of European
culture. The chironomid fauna has undergone profound changes since
the arrival of European colonists. For 2000 years prior to their arrival, the
fauna remained remarkably stable and was characteristic of relatively
undisturbed oligotrophic conditions. With the arrival of the French and
British, the chironomid community responded to the initial colonization
by developing a progressively more eutrophic fauna, paralleling the
increased productivity of the bay from increased nutrient inputs.
However, the chironomid community reverted to a more oligotrophic
fauna when large-scale deforestation in the watershed introduced
massive amounts of erosion materials into the bay. The resulting
unstable bottom conditions and the dilution and burial of organic food
led to the development of an imbalanced oligotrophic fauna,
characterized by Micropsectra spp., which was maintained in spite of the
continued increase in productivity in the water column. The inhibitory
effect of the mineral sediments formulated in the expression:
TROPHY

faunal

=

indices

TROPHY
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- mineral sediment accumulation

productivity
indices

continued as long as the rate of sediment accumulation remained rapid,
but, once the rate began to decline, the suppressed effects of continued
eutrophication proceeded with increasing rapidity. The transition from
the imbalanced oligotrophic fauna to the depleted Chironomus
Procladius fauna tolerant of present-day eutrophic conditions was so
rapid that the intervening Phaenopsectra community was unable to
develop to proportions normally found in mesotrophic lakes. The
increased incidence of deformed larvae in the most recent sediments
indicates industrial and/or agricultural contaminants are present in the
aquatic environment, and adds a new dimension to the list of insults man
has inflicted on the bay.
abstract from W.F. Warwick, "Paleolimnology of the Bay of

Quinte, Lake Ontario: 2800 years of cultural influence in
Canadian Bulletin of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences (1980)

l

A Manager s View of the Decision/Monitoring Dilemma
Roger W. Burwell
Recent administrations in the U.S. and Canada have reduced
agency funding and personnel levels while at the same time
attempting
to speed
up the decision making process.
As a
result, managers are making quick decisions with a minimum of
data and
then depending on post-decision monitoring.
This
creates a double bind because the manager has, first, neither
funding

nor

personnel

to

meet

current

analysis

needs,

and,

second,
he or
she must always
be concerned that
after
a
decision is made, there may be no funding for the post-decision
monitoring.
As Congress and top agency management have seldom
included the cost of monitoring as part of a project cost,
there is a very real possibility that after the first budget
year,
the funding for
critical impact monitoring could be
dropped from subsequent budgets.
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Now that monitoring has become a popular term with agencies
and public environmental groups, perhaps there should be some
consideration of defining and applying the term more clearly.
There does not seem to be much disagreement on what constitutes
'post-decision
monitoring".
The
difficulty
is
in
defining
'pre-decision monitoring".
For instance, some technical specialists feel that complete
baseline inventories of all ecosystem parameters relating to
their specialty must be measured in the vicinity of a proposed
project, even when the nature of the proposed action is such
that there is less than one chance in a thousand that it could
remotely affect many of these parameters.
when such studies
are funded, the decision maker is inundated with data.
As an example,

Inventory

Method'

the Bureau

(SVIM)

of

caused

Land Management

such

a

problem.

'Soil Vegetal

After

There
has
been
much
study
of
decisionmaking
and
the
resulting development of sophisticated computerized decision
models, 'Decision Trees , etc.
However, as observed by Behn
and Vaupel, 'little of even fundamental decision analysis is
used by practicing decision makers in either
government or
'If

the

I/

lead

Paul

time

is

Slovic

short,

of

I

rely on educated intuition. I 2/

Decision
see

no

Research

recourse

states

other

OBSTACLES T0 DECISIONMAKING
what are the reasons that the managers are not getting what
they need to make decisions today?
The following are some that
I have observed during a period of over two decades as both a
technical specialist and a manager.
Many of these experiences
are drawn from environmental analysis done in the land use
planning process:
1.

that:

than

to

Behn and Vaupel have also noted that: "unfortunately, many
analysts in academia, business, and government are afflicted
with the 'Data-Technique Syndrome'.
...
They use a variety of

Lack of Communication

There
is
frequently
little
communication
between
the
decision maker and the technical EIS team when they are working
on their analysis and documentation.
In addition, technical
specialists in different disciplines, even when on supposedly
'integrated' 315* teams, fail to communicate with each other.
2.

Lack of Trust

There
is
often
a general
distrust
between
management
and
technical
personnel.
Many
technical
specialists
feel
that
management doesn't listen to them or consider their data and
recommendations when they
do submit them.
On the other hand,
management often feels that technical specialists push their
own interests and provide slanted data.
3.

several

years of field data collection, the Bureau's data processing
center had accumulated a backlog of over a year's computer
operating time.
Because managers would have to wait a year to
get their data in a usuable
formfor a decision, the BLM
finally dropped SVIM.

business.

analytical techniques to massage various types of data sets,
and the results
of such analysis may
only be peripherally
related
to
the
real
problem.
This
results
in
much
sophisticated
but
quite
useless
analysis.';/
These
observations
indicate that the decision makers are provided
with neither the techniques nor the necessary data for making
sound decisions.

QQeIation of £18 Teams as Multi-Disciplinary Teams Rather
than Inter-Disciplinary Teams

It is common for members of BIS teams to 'do their own
thing".
They do their studies with a minimum of communication
with other team members,
and they avoid efforts to conduct
joint
studies.
They
also
rely
heavily
on
the
use
of
professional jargon, and they rarely
consider indirect impacts
on resources that are the concern of other disciplines.
4.

The 'Pet Parameter

Syndrome

Many
technical
people
suffer
from
this
syndrome.
It
usually
relates to their
areas
of
greatest expertise,
pet
projects, or variables that they have studied in their doctoral
or master's work.
They are always looking for ways to obtain
funding to continue these studies.
They try to fund baseline
studies of these variables as part of an EIS, even
when the
proposed action has no remote possibility of affecting the
variable.
1"EIS

--

Environmental Impact Statement

5.

The

'Cry Wolf

Syndrome

Wildlife bioligists especially suffer from this syndrome.
It probably results from bad experiences in the past and their
lack of trust in "management".
It appears to be a protective
measure used in an attempt to prohibit any adverse impacts on
wildlife values.
It is most readily identified by the frequent uSe of the
terms 'critical' and 'crucial' to label almost any value.
The
term Critical Winter Range is used as one word -- like 'Damn
Yankees" -- regardless of the actual nature or value of the
winter range.
In the State of Washington, for example, the
Department of Game labels all deer winter range as "critical
winter range", regardless of the acreage available to the deer,
or the fact that in some herd areas the spring fawn range might
be the critical environmental value limiting herd size.
Another technique is to extrapolate to the nth degree.
One
example is the usa of a study in the Blue Mountains of Eastern
Oregon on the need of thermal cover for elk calf survival in
summer temperatures.
The Department of Game used these data to
label elk calving areas in the mild climates of the Lewis River
Drainage in western Washington as 'critical thermal cover".
It
appeared to be an effort to halt any timber cutting in this

area.
6.

Fragmentation of Data Storage

This seems to be a problem in all agencies and even within
single field offices of an agency.
Many technical specialists
have a strong feeling of ownership of data, regardless of how
the acquisition of the data was funded.
They
want to keep data
in personal files so that they
have control over access by
others.
This can result in several offices funding the same studies
when they have no knowledge
of existing
studies.
Lack of
knowledge of the existence of data and possible relationships
to variables in other disciplines is a serious problem for the
manager faced with decisionmaking.
7.

Reluctance of Technical Specialists to use Professional
Judgement

This is often a major reason why specialists want to keep
funding additional baseline studies.
There seems
to be
a
feeling that you
can't be criticized for making a judgement
error if you avoid quantifying potential impacts.
It is a great frustration to the decision maker when a
wildlife biologist states that a proposed action 'could' cause
a 'serious' impact on 'critical deer winter habitat .
Such a
statement does not answer the questions of:
The probability of
the impact occurring, any expected range in degree of impact,
the size of the actual area in which it could occur, the size
and
importance of the area
in relation to the total area
available, the timing of the impact, duration, etc.

8.

Funding

Can decisionmaking be improved?
I believe it can, but it
will take considerable change from present conditions.
Most
important is the provision of adequate funding.
This does not
necessarily
mean great increases in funds but, rather, funding
to employ adequate levels of personnel at key periods in the
decision process.
It will require programming of funds on a
continuing basis
- possibly as carryover funds, or I no year
funds"
-for
pre-planning,
data
collection,
pre-decision
monitoring,
post-decision monitoring and data storage as a
normal procedure by the agencies, Congress, and Parliament.
It
would also require such funding by corporations or individuals
seeking permits.
SUGGESTIONS FOR CHANGE
Improving decisionmaking need not be as costly as
to be, if the following changes can also be made:
1.

it may appear

Use of New Decision Techniques
As

noted

earlier,

what

we

don't

need

is

a

newer

more

sophisticated computer
model.
What
is needed is a simple
decision
aid
to
supplement
the
decision
maker's
educated
intuition.
Accept
the fact that few real-life
significant
decisions can truly be made objectively.
'Quick analysis' as
developed by Behn and Vaupel 3/ is a promising methodology that
should be explored,
along with other
simple procedures, to
reduce time and costs while providing better decisions.
2.

Use Of 'Decision Teams" Rather Than BIS Teams

The practice of setting up EIS teams to produce an analytic
document for use by management helps to perpetuate the lack of
trust between technical and management personnel.
Technical
specialists
frequently
express
the
feeling
that,
from the
decisions made, they have no indication that management even
read

the

EIS,

let

alone

considered

the

recommendations.

Inclusion of technical people in the decision process will
help to eliminate adversarial feelings, and the use of the 'pet
parameterll and 'cry wolf' syndromes.
The decision maker and other management personnel should
meet with the technical specialists as a team, on a regular
basis.
This will help to develop an interdisciplinary analytic
approach so that indirect impacts crossing disciplines can be
identified
and
considered.
It
will
also give
technical
personnel the opportunity to see how the decisions are made and
to see that they really do have an input into the decisions.
Much more realistic monitoring can also be programmed by having
management and technical personnel working together to identify
monitoring
needs
and
possible
precedures
as
part
of
the
decision process.
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3.

Readily-Accessed Data Base

This is an area where a good model needs to be developed.
It can be developed on an agency basis, but should be expanded
to be usable by all agencies much of the time.
Many agency
decision makers could be served by having a common data base,
including monitoring results from various types of impacts as
well as baseline data.
It should have the capability of being
accessed by any subscriber working on an EIS or making a
decision analysis.
4.

Use Of A Common Interdisciplinary Language For
Environmental Analysis

This
is
essential
to
improve
communications
between
specialists in the various disciplines, and between management
and
technical
specialists.
It
is
also
essential
to
the
development of a centralized data system.
Such a language has
been developed by Haug, et a1. 1/ and could be adapted and
expanded for interagency use.
5.
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Better Identification Of 'Significant Values'L
Variables', 'Key Indicators.

Key

The best way to substantially reduce
the cost of data
acquisition,
environmental
analysis,
decision
analysis,
and
monitoring is to minimize the collection of superfluous data.
This can be done by using a scoping process
to eliminate
unproductive analysis of impacts which have no potential to
affect
significant
values.
such a process had been proposed
by Baug, et a1. 2/
It can be used as a base to develop a more
objective and comprehensive approach.
It is also important for technical specialists to use an
interdisciplinary approach in identifying 'key variables" which
cut
across
discipline
lines,
and
which
lead
to
the
identification
of
'key
indicators .
Focusing
on
'key
indicators' is the most promising way that adequate monitoring
can be funded on a realistic basis.
It is
important that
research to find additional 'key indicators' be funded.
Such
an
indicator
was
recently
found
by
Petersen and
Petersen at the University of Lund in Sweden. g/
They report
that their studies show that effluent from paper mills
in
streams can cause caddis fly larvae to weave webs
with erratic
patterns.
The finding demonstrated
that the distorted nets
which provide a new monitoring tool also indicate physiological
damage to the insects when exposed to water at mildly polluted
but sub-lethal levels.
In attempting to find 'key indicators , every effort should
be made to identify those that can be easily monitored.
This
includes finding ones which require a minimum of sophisticated
equipment,
and
which
can
be
measured
or
observed
by
sub-professionals or
trained
non-professionals.
This
would
permit the use of trained volunteers who could gather data or
make visual observations at a fraction of the cost of using
professional specialists.

The adoption of these suggested changes would cost little
more than present procedure does.
The major funding change
would be in how the money is shifted to uses which will greatly
improve our decisionmaking.
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IHIBDDHCIIQN
This paper suggests a rationale for, and an approach to,
developing
standard
formats
for
documenting
environmental
monitoring efforts in the transboundary region between Canada and
the United States.
The purpose of this approach is to improve
communication
and coordination among scientists of the many

different

community,
public.

disciplines
the

involved,

decisionmaking

and

between

community,

and

the

the

scientific

interested

A fundamental obstacle to coordination among scientists from
different disciplines
is the specialized languages they all
speak, languages that are the result of decades, and perhaps
centuries, of evolution of thought and concepts in a particular
discipline.
Bach specialist spends years becoming enculturated
in a discipline, learning its language, using the language with
peers, and striving to capture its nuances through laboratory and

field experiences.

WWW:
The problem of interdisciplinary communication is similar to
one faced by the imperial Austrian Army before 1918, as desribed
by Peter Drucker.
The army was polyglot, but it functioned
e ficiently
through
what may well
have
been the prototype
information system:
Armee Deutsch, the language of command.
The
language functioned well with fewer than 200 words, each of which
had one totally unambiguous meaning:
an action.
'To the very

end, I Drucker writes,
completely
each word
completely
response to

'the information system functioned.

It was

formal: completely rigid; completely logical in that
had only one possible meaning; and it rested on
pre-established communication regarding the specific
a certain set of sound waves."

Maybe what is needed for better communication of monitoring
results, hence better coordination between monitoring efforts,
and ultimately better ecomanagement,
is a similar universal
'language' for ecosystem monitoring, one which is auxiliary to
the languages of the myriad disciplines involved.
Developing

such

a

language

is

far

beyond

the

probably beyond the scope of one mind.

scope

of

this

paper,

and

However, language has many parts and forms.
What this paper
offers are some examples of a small number of display formats

that can accommodate a broad spectrum of ecosystem data and other

types of information.
A small, but accommodating, set of general
data-handling
formats
could
function
as
part
of
an

interdisciplinary auxiliary language to help simplify and unify
essential concepts, while reducing confusion and facilitating
communication among ecosystem scientists.

to

The term standard monitoring record (SIR) is a working term
introduce the concept in this paper.
Host of the formats
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suggested here for possible approaches to SMRs were developed by
the author to handl udifferent types of ecosystem data for many
Maps and geographic information systems
different purposes.
are specifically excluded from this discussion.

An ecosystem perspective is taken here because of the need
A
encompass all levels of organization within the system.

detailed

explanation of

Appendix A.

terms

is

in

this

paper

position

that

modeling

used

found

in

IQDELING_ZQB_IQNIIQRING

This

paper

adopts

the

precedes

been
have
this
for
Reasons
ement.
ecoma
in
monitoring
but the underlying assumption is that we
elaborated elsewhere,
all operate on the basis of models, whether implicit or explicit.
The use of standard monitoring records, therefore, requires not
only formats for handling monitoring data, but also formats for
documenting the models used for establishing a monitoring program
qualitative,
be
those models
whether
place,
first
the
in
quantitative, analytical, simulation, conceptual, mental, etc.
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Many types of diagrams have been developed to depict the
One such
flow of matter-energy and information in an ecosystem.
example is the flow of phosphorus through a shortgrass ecosystem

(Fig. 3).

MW
to

ENERGX_AHD_HAIBRLAL_ZLQKS

Consequently this paper describes some formats used for
tracking the mental processes used in constructing a model data
handling
for
formats
as
as well
-modeling formats
collected through a monitoring pro ram --r monitoring formats.
The examples included here, while interrelated, are not to be
for
SMRs
of
system
interrelated
complete,
a
as
construed
have potential for being part of
They
information management.

Another is the Forresterlgiagram developed for system

still anqgher example is
modeling by Jay Forrester.
dynamics
the Odum energy language developed by B. T. Odum.

Matrices also are commonly used to display flows within a
They are also useful for cross referencing within an
system.
For example, Figure 4 displays the
information handling system.
same type of information as Figure 3, but the numbers in the
boxes of Figure 4 refer to specific equations that describe the

flows explicitly.

To examine a particular process or flow more specifically,
factorsthat influence the flow in a
one can identify the various
Each
diagram such as Figure 5, a process control diagram.
ecosystem process is regulated by many factors, sometimes called
Driving variables affect
driving variables and state variables.

the system, but are not considered affected by it during a
State variables are the source of the
model's time horizon.

In Figure
feedback mechanisms that control ecosystem processes.
5, driving variables are represented by pentagon-shaped arrows.
Circles between each state or
State variables are rectangular.
driving variable and the central process represent the units or

attributes

usually measured to

characterize that variable.

The

such a system, should one be developed, but they are offered here

solid arrow represents a flow of matter or energy 'currency,
either between two state variables, or into or out of the system.
The dashed lines provide a user the option of defining a variable
(rectangle) or a source or sink outside the system (oval).

II2IBIQBL_B3LAIIQNSEI25L..IEE.II£A§I_EBNIENQB

that
matrix
information
detailed
more
a
is
6
Figure
characterizes each process by specifying the from-to flow and the

only to illustrate concepts.

as

At the simplest level

simple

sentences

of analysis,

containing

many

relationships are

qualifications.

stated

This

is

A basic
particularly true of environmental impact statements.
modeling format that captures those statements is the impact
The impact sentence describes empirical
1).
(Fig.
sentence
relationships, or apparent relationships, between man-made change
agents in the environment and the indicators affected by those

agents.

The impact sentence is the basis for the impact worksheet,
of
models
conceptual
simple
of
building
the
allows
which
This worksheet provides a means
ecosystem interactions (Fig. 2).
for displaying qualitative and quantitative estimates together
and helps identify gaps in information about the relationships
The
Table 1 describes how to fill ouf the worksheet.
displayed.
worksheet is described more fully elsewhere.

influences on the process actually controlling that flow.

numbers in the cells refer to specific equations.

Again,

_

IEHRQRAL_£EABACIEBISIIQ£
Figure

7 is

a combination of table and

figure that displays

The
the behavior of a particular ecosystem variable over time.
table below the graphic display lists the numerical values
Means, standard deviations, number of
represented on the graph.
observations,
with
along

information.

and the ranges of each point on the graph are given
relevant
other
and
citation
literature
the

IABDLAR_DAIA
Tabular data is, perhaps, the most common type displayed in
Table 2 is one of an infinite variety of
scientific literature.
This
types of tables that can be used to display such data.

particular table packs a lot of information in a very systematic
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Impact Sentence. Change agents and indicators associated with important impacts identified in
the networking exercises are transferred to worksheets. These worksheets encourage users to
specify the main components of an impact in a structured sentence format, as illustrated above.
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Impact Worksheet.This example impact worksheet from a Resource Management
Plan/Environmental Impact Statement contains a series of impact sentences.
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Figure 3

Explanation and

Instructions for Worksheet on ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

ENERGY AND MATERIAL FLOW DIAGRAM

Explanation
This worksheet provides a record of what was considered in analyzing environmental
consequences of planning and other proposed actions.
The standard format and

terminology help organize information and improve communications among disciplines.

Grassland

Biome:
:
E

1

Shongrass

Phosphorus

Flow:

Condition:

Instructions

By methods normally used for your specific discipline, estimate any changes

possible.

When only qualitative

information is available,

These include

Then enter your
Quantify wherever

go as far as you can.

it is useful to know specifically what quantitative information is missing.

Alternative.

Designate the alternative by

Major Prescription or Action.
appropriate.
Activity.

Often

title, abbreviation, or code.

Insert major management prescription or action, if

If'the major prescription or action contains many different

activities, each

of which generates several change agents, insert the name of an activity here.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Death
Consumption
Falling to ground
Waste
Death and defecation
Translocation

topography,

Specify what

p

Standing
P

8 Physical mixing
9 Uptake
10 Uptake and leakage

11 Mineralization
12 Absorption and solubilization
13 Weathering and precipitation

Crown
p

14 Decomposition

15 Urination

Decomposer é

Specify the change agent quantitatively, where possible (i.e., how much

Place a + or - in this column to show whether

Indicator.

Solution
p

the change agent

Specify what indicator will be affected by the change agent.

Change. Description of change in an indicator includes estimated quantity, units of
measurement, and probability that the specified change will occur.
Estimated Quantity. Estimate the quantity of change in the indicator. Use methods
and techniques from appropriate disciplines to derive this value. When necessary,
use footnotes to explain or reference the method of estimation or source.
Units of Measurement.
Specify the units used to describe or measure change in the
indicator. If this change is related to an issue analyzed on an ISSUE ANALYSIS
UORKSHEET, use

Probability.
predicted.

the same units on both sheets.

Estimate the probability that this specific change will occur as
Use a footnote, if necessary,

to specify any assmptions underlying the

estimate or to explain how the probability was derived.
m.
important.

Use this column to state why the environmental consequence is or isn't

consequence,

Explain any factors

that influence

the relative

importance of the

such as those listed in the COuncil on Environmental Quality implementing
reSulations for the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (#0 CFR 1508.27).

Live
Root
p

10

{12

chaining, spraying, grading, planting, fertilizing, etc., will be done?).
Increases/Decreases.

Labile
Inorganic
p

will be affected (i.e., wildlife, soils,

increases or decreases the indicator. Do not use these symbols to mean 'beneficial' or
'adverse.
Sometimes no change (NC) is appropriate.

Live

Shoot

Dead

socioeconomic factors, etc.)

Change Agent.

2

7 Leaching

Location. Describe the location of the action as specifically as possible, or use a
code to cross-reference the location on an accompanying map.
Affected Resource(s).

Consumer

Reference, Cole, 1976
Notes: Annual standing crop and annual transfer rales are not available
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actions.

resource production levels as well as other environmental impacts.
estimate on the worksheet and explain in a footnote, as necessary.

Mineral
P

m... y ..

expected in resources due to planning or other proposed

FIgure 4
way.
In the original document, the values were cross-referenced
to modeling coefficients, where applicable.
DATA-CLASS 4.2:
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Energy and Material Flow Matrix

A

Biome: Grassland

Ecosystem: §hongra5§

Flow: Phosph org

Conditions:

To.

'3

t

e»

3

FROM:

m
C

O
o

m
0

a,

v

"5
c

U
0

5

3
m

g

z

.2
a

Consumer
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°

21
J

c

;

E
o

ot
w

o

g

o
0

m
a

21

Standing Dead

19

Live Shoot

18

documented.

a
a,
s

g

5

2
"

I
o

_

g
.1

o

>
L:

r»

5

a

9

S
m

E

o

'8
_a

22

Crown
Decomposer

14

11

10

4

2

and between that community and decisionmakers involved daily in
ecomanagement.
[1]

6

5
X
X

Solution

1

P.

F.

1974.

Management:

Harper and Row, New York.

tasks,

responsibilities,

[2)
Early work in this area was
done for The Institute of
Ecology and is documented in 'Feasibility study report on a
proposed ecosystems
data
handbook,
a
final
report
to
the

National Science Foundation prepared under Grant DEB 75 20525 and

published
in
1979
by
the
Holcomb
Research
Indianapolis, Indiana.
Other formats have evolved

author's work

X

in environmental

states federal government.

[3]

Numbers in cells refer to equations in Data»class 5.2.

Drucker,

practices.

1

8

Notes:

ecosystem analysis, from
simulation modeling
to
The ideas in this paper

constitute one set of suggestions for standardizing approaches
and
improving
interdisciplinary
communication
within
the
scientific community of environmental analysts and ecologists,

7

$9 1973:.
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To?
c

Labile Organic

Reference:

Figure 8, entitled 'Data Class 5.2,' is a

2

Stable Organic

Mineral

about

and not well

290189135

2

9
3

12

complaint

to use

o
u:

4

Labile Inorganic

founded

are hard

a

:

v
3

3

17

well

that they

2

u

c2
"

and

is

The need for standardization in
environmental
impact statements
to
monitoring studies, is fairly clear.

13

Live Root

.9
aC

20

Litter

major,

figure that documents a single equation describing phosphorus
uptake and leakage by plant roots.
Records such as this that
clearly document the structure of each equation in a model would
provide
continuity
within
a
program
as
personnel
changed.
Although complicated, this type of documentation for a model that
was used to design and develop a monitoring program would, in the
long run, actually
simplifythe feedback loop by simplifying the
task of using monitoring data to adjust and refine the model.

16
15

common,

computer-based models

Hang,

P.

T.'

1984.

The

consulting and with
real

ecosystem:

Institute,
during the

the

United

identifying

measurable
indicators
for
societal-level monitoring.
Paper
prepared as background for the International Joint Commission,
Canada/United states, transboundary monitoring workshop.
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PROCESS CONTROL DIAGRAM
Driving Variables:

Attributes or Units:
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Attributes or Units:

State Variables:

Flow Currency:

PROCESS:

Controlling Components, Attributes, Units, and Percent of Influence

Units

State Variables

%

Attributes

t

Attributes

U'I-bOON

mth

A

Driving Variables

Use a numbered footnote to identify any item that requires further remarks or to reference sources. Write on reverse.

Units

%

5;
(~0~ rw?
Assf

Ecosystem: Shortgrass

AW ~Haar

Numbers in matrix cells (Ci-l refer user to Data-class 5.2. The effect of component and attribute j on rate process i is documented in the

equation with the same nufnber as is in the cell. Blank cells indicate that no effect currently is known; and 5 in a cell indicates that an
effect is suspected.
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Consumers
Fraction oi P
Expelled as Feces

Fraction Flowmg t0
Labile Inorganic P

P Concentration Ratio
Dead/Live

Root Biomass
in Sorl
Fraction of Flow to
p
Labile

Fraction of Live/
Dead Biomass

P Content
Fraction of Biomass
Active in oat

p

w,

Consu mers
Fraction of P
Expelled as Urine

Hoots/ Soil

Decomposers

Producers

Fraction of Flow to
p
Labile
_Root 'Biomass Ratio

Consumers

Conversion Factor:

Consumers

C Excreted and
Biomass
p

Consumers

Indices, Ratios, and Coefficients

P Concentration

P Content

P Flow Rate from Consumers

Consumers

Consumers

Total Consumer Intake

P Flow Rate from
Shoots
>

C Transfer: Live
Shoots
> Litter

Live Shoot P
Concentration

Dead Biomass

C Transfer: Standing
Dead
Litter

Death Rate

Consumers

Standing Dead
P Concentration

Live Biomass
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Live Root P
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Primary Minerals
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P Concentration (H,Ol

Abiotic

labile organic

live roots

stable organic
labile

?

To

live roots
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From

P Concentration

Attribute

Rate Process
1 Death

State Variables

Abiotic

Fraction of Flow to
P
Labile

Driving Variables

Nutrient S

Variable Class:
Information Class:

A

Biome: Grassland

Information Matrix on Phosphorous Flow

7 "

DATA-CLASS 5.1:

A A )

Figure 6
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5 Death and
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live roots shoots
live roots.
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7 Leaching
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8 Physical Mixrng
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stable organic
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9 Uptake

labile inorganic
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10 Uptake and
Leakage

labile inorganic H
live roots

11 Mineralization
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12 Absorption and
Solubilization
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labile

13 Weathering and
Precipitation

labile inorganic

14 Decomposition

stable organic labile organic

15 Urination

consumers

mineral

Iabiie
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31V
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DATE

Time Units:

Days
894

1003

1061

975

1381

1299

1532

1377

1555

1610

1512

Max:

991

1096

1175

1061

1524

1422

1612

1485

1692

1767

1670

Min:

797

910

947

889

1238

1176

1452

1269

1418

1453

1354

X:

S:
N:

Symbols.-

Range

References:
Notes:

___Mean

'/
%

A i 2 8.0.

Sims et al.,1971

Max/ma and minima are confidence intervals: CI = XiS;(t_05). SN,
and range are not available.

Site: Pawnee

Reference Year: 1970

Treatment: light grazing.

Table 2
DATA-CLASS 2:

Components and Attributes of Ecosystem Structure and Function

Biome: Grassland

Ecosystem: Shortgrass

Variable Class: State

Information Class: See left column

Component:

Attrlbute:

Unlto

Power
of

10

_
X

S

Range

N

Maximum

Relerence

Minimum

Slto

9.57.11 mo'1

1

6.913

3.236

8

Warmvseason grasses

Yield

g-cm'2 mo-1

1

4.425

0533

8

Cool-season grasses

Yield

gm. - mo"

9&3

6.74

6

Warm-season forbs

Yield

g-cm'z mo"

1.417

0.581

6

cWLseascn (orbs

View

rem-2 mo-1

9%

6.26

7

:
é

Cool-season lorbs

Above-ground biomass

g.¢m 2 mo

2

1.0413

0.2415

8

E:
a.

All producers

Belowrground biomass

2

8.14

1.05

3

All producers

Below-ground biomass

2

8.87

0.65

3

All producers

Belowrground biomass

9.". 2

2

5.1292

1.7932

All producers

Aboverground blomass

gem-2

2

1.4665

Shoots (live)

P concentration at which
ow reverses

9 P-g l dw

3

Shoots (live)

Constant regulating P ow

9 61mg"?

Crowns

P concentration at whlch
flow reverses

9 P's-111W

Birds

Total number per year

yr

2

5.48

1.87

Birds

Biomass, standing crop

guns

2

1.13

0.0106

Birds

Biomass, standing crop

g-ha 1

1

9.95

Birds

Density

birds-Im'l'2

2

Birds

Density

birds-km' 2

2

8
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g

%

1

9.625

4.201

Lauanroth Er Sims 1973

72

4.877

3973

Quantum 8 Sims 1973

72

3.31

Lauenw'h 5' Sims 1973

72

0.855

Lauenrotn Er Sims 1973

72

406

Lauenroth 8 Sims 1973

72

Erom N monthly yields during growing
season

083$

Fagan 8 Pettit 1971

70

From N monthly yields during growing
season

16.35
1.979
15.66
1.2437

7

From N monthly vieids during growing
season

P31" 1975

7072

Julian days 213-218 Borg Er Oppo domin.

Paur 1975

70-72

Julian days 213-218 Borg 8 0990 domin.

216

5.3683

4.8901

Paul 1975

70772

Data compiled over several treatment:

0.163

15

1.5569

1.3761

Lauenvorh El Sims 1973

70-71

N average yields

2.5

7

7

7

1

9.24

7

7

7

4

8.0

-

7

S

7.80

3.14

2

1.225

1.131

2

20.111

2.55

0.1397

2

4.25

0.85

2.3)

0.0707

2

3.43

2.17

Cole 1976

Equation 3.3, P.

7

Cole 1976

Equation 3.3, P,

7

Cole 1976

Equation 4.1, P.

1.035

Ryder 1972

Pawnee

68-72

Wiens at al 1972

Pantex

70-71

From mean 01 N years

Pawnee

7071

From mean 01 N years

Wiens et al 1972

Pantex

70-71

From means 01 N years di erential
grazing

Wiens et al 1972

Pawnee

7071

From means 01 N years differential
grazing

Wiens et al 1972

_

N years

Insects

Biomass, growing season

g.m 2

2

1.245

0.494

4

2.0316

0.4584

Lemma 8 Kumar 1972

Pawnee

Insects

Biomass

gom'2

1

4.325

5.0%

26

6,3853

2.2657

Huddleston 1975

Pantex

70-72

Small mammals

Biomass

we"

2

2.63

Grant 1971

Pantex

7o

Soil microanhlopods

Biomass

gom'z

71

4.12

3.744

Crossley et a1 1970

Pawnee

70

g
\3
ég

LeaiK Area/Ground Area

Leal Area index

2.5

0.9

17

3.0

2.0

Knight 1972
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7071

Lyon averages

Sex ratios ((7/9)

leaf cnP/crn
ground
None

71

Adult rodents

1.07

0.3

8

1.55

0.59

Flake 1971
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$70

Four species. 2 years

2%
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Sex ratios 10/9)

None

1.1

0.29

8

1.61
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6970

Four species. 2 years
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From N means
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Figure 8-1
Functional Relationships for Phosphorus Flow

Symbol

X1

inorganic solution P

X2

Live-root P

V2
V3

Soil depth
Soil water content

V5

Total root biomass

V8
R1

Live-root N
Uptake rate of P from labile inorganic P to live-root P

CZ
C3

Effect of root P concentration
Effect of soil water content

V1

Biome:

Grassland

Equation:

Equations:

2

Ecosystem:

Shortgrass

Process: Root Uptake and Leakage:
labile inorganic < > live roots

Y = R1

[(C1) (1

C2) (C3) (C4) (P6) (V5) (P5)]

V4
V5
V7
C1

C4

2.1

R1 =

P1
P3
[ 1 + (Pz/V1) +1 +(P4/V1)

22* c1 = (5015388444) (103) (v4) 152492164
2.3* C2 = exp [ (v6

0.001) (173.29) ]

1, if V3 Z 0.173
24*

C3 =

10 V3
0.73
0, if V3 < 0.073

1, if V7 2 0.016

25*

C4:

250V7 2
10, if V7 < 0.008

2.6 v1 = (V2)
51(V3)~

1

F1

]

Solution inorganic P concentration

Live~root P concentration
Live»root N concentration
Effect of soil temperature

Effect of N concentration in roots
Constant diffusion characteristics calculated
for Ascalon soil at Pawnee Site

P5
P5

Fraction of root biomass active in P uptake
Capacity factor active in root uptake

Reference:

9 . mrz
g . mez
g P - rn 3 H20
m
cm H20 - cm" soil

Soil temperature

P2
P3

P4

Units

Explanation

0C

g
g
g
g

g
g
9
9

. m-z
P - 9 1 dw
N - g'1 dw
N ~ m 2
P 1 g 1dw- day 1
nod
nod
nod
nod

P
P
P
P

~

g'1 dw - clay 1
g'1 dw ~ day"
rn 3 H10
rn 3 H10

nod
nod

Cole, 1976.

Notes: Parameters P1 and P3 are given in Table 7; P2, P4, P5, and P6 are given in Table 5.
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Coefficient Cz

Coefflcient C1

10

20

30

4o

Soil Temperature (V4), C

50

O

2.3

0.001

0.005

2.4

0.073

0.173

2.5

0.008

4<
N.

2.2

Tww

Continuation Sheet for Equation _2___.

N Concentration Effect Coefficient (C4)

FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS FOR W continued.
Continuation Sheet for Equation ___2___.
Relative P Uptake Coefficient (63)

FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS FOR W continued.

.

_..,<,.

Figure 8-3

0.016

Root P Concentration (V5),

Soil Water Content (V3),

Live Root N Concentration (V7),

9 P-g'1dw

cm HZO-cm'1 soil

gN-g'1dw

APPENDIX A

A key indicator integrates several system elements in such a
way as to indicate the general health of a system component, or
even an entire system.

AN_BCQSXSIEH_A2ERQACHi__DEZINIIIQNS_AND_ASSEHEIIQNS
Appendix A elaborates how an ecosystem
in this paper and defines some basic terms.
are adapted for ecological applications from
living systems as developed by James Grier
'Living Systems' and elsewhere.
The ecosystem

living and nonliving

is the man/environment

components

perspective is used
Many of the concepts
a general theory of
Miller in his book

system:

interacting in

a complex of

space and time,

such that the complex can be viewed conceptually as a
Ecosystems contain man as both manipulator and component.

whole.

An
ecosystem
is
characterized
by
its
structure
(the
arrangement of its components in three-dimensional space at a
given moment in time) and its function (the processes by which
its structure changes over time and/or space).
An ecosystem
component is a structural element containing stored matter energy
and information.

Indicators often are affected by change agents.
A change
agent is the apparent cause of an environmental consequence.
At
the very least, it is an antecedent related empirically to an
environmental
consequence
so that an observable
relationship
exists.
Under
ideal
conditions,
the mechanisms
of change
(processes)
are
well
understood,
and
the
cause-effect
relationships are clear between change agents and indicators or
other variables.
An environmental consequence (also impact or effect) is a
temporal or spatial change in the ecosystem caused by an act of
man.
The change should be perceptible, measurable, and relatable
through a change agent to human activity.
An environmental
consequence is observed on one or more indicator variables.

An

(environmental)

index is

a number,

often dimensionless

Processes are mechanisms

(such as a ratio), that compares the condition of an ecosystem
component or process against a standard value or against another
component or process. It is also used in relation to thresholds,
such as air or water quality standards that serve as indices of

A variable is a property or attribute of a (structural) unit
or (functional) relationship within an ecosystem.
A variable is
observable, it can potentially change over time, and its change
can potentially be measured.

A pathological state (pathology) of an ecosystenm occurs
when one or more variables remain for a significant period beyond
their ranges of stability, or in which the costs of adjustment
processes required to keep them within their ranges of stability
are significantly increased.
An adjustment process is any
process that helps maintain a dynamic steady state in a system by
keeping variables within their ranges
of stability,
despite

Stored

and/or

matter-energy

and

information

space by ecosystem processes.

are

changed

in

time

whereby ecosystem components undergo metabolism, transformation,
or other changes.
Processes imply energy flows, and they are
responsible for
ecosystem dynamics.
They
control
the way
components function and interact and are, themselves, regulated
by intrinsic rates and/or environmental influences.

An
indicator
is a
derivative of
these
(an

reliable measure

of

structure,
process,
or
mathematical
index)
that provides
an objective,

specific states

of an ecosystem variable.

Indicators can be used to evaluate the current condition of an
ecosytem, to measure the amount of departure of variables from
established norms, or to forecast, by extrapolation, changes in
ecosystem states
in the
immediate or
more distant
future.
Indicators are preferably in centimeter-gram-second units, in
monetary units, or in some other units that can be quantified.
Indicators may, however, concern qualitative aspects of systems

as well as quantitative ones.

It is important that an indicator

validly measure the variable with which it is supposed to vary.

environmental quality.
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stresses.

A threshold is a maximum or minimum number, or other value,
for an environmental indicator which, if exceeded, causes the
change in that indicator
to
take on new importance.
The
significance, or relative importance, of a threshold depends on
its context.
A baseline condition is the state of an indicator, including
existing trends or rates of change, before that indicator is
affected by one or more change agents.
It is a benchmark state
from which environmental impacts are forecast and/or measured.

A Strategy for Using Fish Bioassays and Surveys to
Identify and Eliminate Point Source Environmental Carcinogens*
John C. Harshbarger
Registry of Tumors in Lower Animals
National Museum of Natural History
Smithsonian Institution
Washington, D.C.
20560

ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEYS
Fish neoplasms have originated in every tissue system and
have been found in over 300 species.
Epizootic tumors in wild
fish, bivalve mollusks and amphibians from U.S. locations are
indicated on the accompanying map and key.
These epizootic
tumors were largely found by chance since methodical broad based
surveys of U.S. waterways have not been done.
Sixteen of the
epizootics have strong to moderately strong evidence of
environmental carcinogenesis.
of the remaining 12, three
epizootic tumors are of confirmed viral origins, while data on
all mollusk tumors and several fish tumors is insufficient to
make a judgment, but a chemical influence cannot be ruled out.

and
John J. Black
Experimental Biology
Roswell Park Memorial Institute
666 Elm Street
Buffalo, N.Y.
14263
Fish bioassays can be used to determine carcinogenicity of
individual chemicals and chemical mixtures entering the
environment.
Complementarily, histopathological surveys of wild
fish populations can indicate which aquatic ecosystems are
contamined by chemicals that cause cancer.
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Carcinogenic chemicals induce a variety of fish cancers, but
most consistently in the liver.
The liver is especially
vulnerable because as the seat of metabolism where parent
compounds are converted to excretable end products, it exposes
itself to a series of intermediate compounds.
It is usually one
of the intermediate metabolites that is the actual carcinogenic
moiety rather than either parent compounds or end products.
Therefore,

liver

cancer

in

fish is probable evidence

of

chemical

carcinogenesis and the same chemicals shown to cause fish cancer
have also been shown to cause mammalian cancer.
Fish bioassays, especially those using embryos, are sound
scientific methods to pre-screen chemicals for carcinogenicity
with stunning practical advantages in cost and time.
Sensitivity
is excellent, interpretation is rarely complicated by spontaneous
tumors,

duration

of chronic tests

is 6-12 months versus

two years

for rodents and the cost is $20,000 versus at least $500,000 for
rodents.
Such efficacious bioassays could identify suspect
carcinogens among new chemicals being considered for commercial
use

and among

the 61,000 untested chemicals already in common

usage.
The suspect carcinogens could be funneled to rodent
bioassays for corroboration.

Fish bioassays could also identify mixtures of air borne and
water borne carcinogens entering the environment from point
sources.
Should extracts of outfall or smokestack effluents
produce tumors in test fish, retrograde fish bioassays could
locate the source.
*Views of authors,
institutions.

Since liver carcinogens and their reactive intermediates can
be found in bile, bioassays of bile from a small number of wild
fish in suspect areas could replace the need for labor intensive
histopathological surveys on large numbers of wild specimens.

but not necessarily those of their respective

Evidence for environmental carcinogenesis for the 16
epizootics:
(1)
Many of these tumors
arose in liver.
Twenty-four species of
fish (Table II) were exposed in the laboratory to 32 different
carcinogens (Table III), producing a variety of cancers.
Liver
cancer was seen with virtually every chemical tested (Table IL
other cancers originated from pigment cells, skeletal muscle,
kidney, gastro-intestinal tract epithelium, epidermis of skin,
central nervous system and gills.
(2)
Epidemiologically, the neoplasms occur in populations
inhabiting polluted habitats.
Malins et al, for example, have
collected data at 43 sites in Puget Sound.
Four
fish species
were examined for liver tumors.
English sole were the most
susoeptible
with tumors
ranging
from 0-28%.
Chemical analyses of
sediment revealed up to 900 chemicals in some localities.
By
cluster analyses, liver neoplasms in English sole are clustered
in polluted areas where sediment is high in aromatic
hydrocarbons, butadienes and metals.
Stomach contents of English
sole from such areas were high in aromatic hydrocarbons
suggesting the food chain as a prominent source of exposure.
Analyses of livers showed induction of mixed function oxidases
(MFO's) needed for chemical metabolism.
(3)
Experimentally, liver and skin cancers such as those shown
by Baumann et a1 and by Black et al to be prevalent in respective
counterparts in the wild were induced in brown bullhead catfish
in the laboratory by painting or feeding them with
extractsof
sediment from Buffalo River, New York.
Black River extract
painted on mice induced skin cancer more dramatically than the
carcinogen

benzolalpyrene

control.
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An innovative microbial toxicity monitor (MTM), which permits in situ
continuous toxicity monitoring in the aquatic environment, is currently
under development as an alternative to supplement the standard
chemical and instrumental analyses as well as the traditional aquatic
bioassays.
This paper describes and discusses the basic principles
employed in the design of the proposed MTM, the fabrication of a
prototype MTM, and the experimental results obtained from a
laboratory investigation.
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It is well known that microbial oxygen utilization in the aquatic
environment is intimately associated with the breakdown of substrate in
processes of metabolism and respiration and thus is the best indicator of
the physiological state of the microorganisms. Therefore, the effluent
dissolved oxygen (DO) value from a microbial system, which is
continuously receiving constant DO input and is functioning under
oxygen-limited conditions, could be used as a sensitive and reliable
indicator of the toxic conditions in the system.
The biofilter has been selected as the microbial system under
consideration. Immobilization of microorganisms in the biofilter enables
the system to be operated at significantly higher liquid throughputs with
practical absence of biomass wash-out and thus dramatically increases
the sensitivity of the biofilter toward the disturbance it experiences.
Wen K. Shieh and Carl J. Yee, "Development Of An Innovative
Microbial Toxicity Monitor in Second International Symposium
On Toxicity Testing Using Bacteria (May 1985)
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Table III
Chemicals Used in Experimental

Table II
Fish Used in Experimental Carcinogenesis
Atheriniformes
Atherinidae
Henidia beryllina
Cyprinodontiformes
Aplocheilidae
Rivulus marmoratus

Hedaka

Amazon molly

Guppy
Topminnow
Topminnow
Green swordtail
Southern platyfish

xighoghorus
Xighidium
xighoghorus variatus

Variable platyfish

panic rerio
fimeghales Eromelas
Rhodeus aceletus

Gasterosteiformes
Gasterosteidae
Gasterosteus aculeatus

Aflatoxin

Sterigma
VCN
Aromatic Amines
AAT
DAB
AAF

POECllla reticulata
Poec1110951s Inelaa
Poeciliogsis monica
X12 oghorus helleri
Xighoghorus maculatus

Cypriniformes
Cyprinidae

AFQl

AFLl

Rivulus

Oryziidae
Oryzias latiges

xighoghorus montezumae

Aflatoxin Bl
Aflatoxin Gl
Aflatoxin Ml

AFL

Sheepshead minnow
Gulf killifish

yoecilia formosa

AFGl
AFMl

AFBl

Inland silverside

Cyprinodontidae
Cygrinodon variegatus
Fundulus grandis

Poeciliidae
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Aflatoxins

-

Zebra danio
Fathead minnow
Bitterling

Threespine stickleback

Salmoniformes
Salmonidae
Oncorhynchus nerka
Sa mo gair neri
Salmo trutta
Salvelinus fontinalis

Sockeye salmon
Rainbow trout
Brown trout
Brook trout

Siluriformes
Ictaluridae
Ictalurus nebulosus
Ictalurus gunctatus

Brown bullhead
Channel catfish

Nitrosamines
DMN
DEN
DNNM
DNP
NM
NPYR
MNU
MNNG

Fish Carcinogenesis

Ql

Aflatoxicol
Aflatoxicol
Sterigmatocystin
Versiculorin A

O-aminoazotoluene
4 dimethylaminoazobenzene
2 acetylaminofluorene

Dimethylnitrosamine
Diethylnitrosamine
2,6 dimethylnitrosomorpholine
N dinitrosopiperazine
N nitrosomorpholine
N nitrosopyrrolidine
N-methyl-N-nitrosourea
N-methyl N'-nitro N nitrosoguanidine

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydr0carbons
Anthracene
Anthracene
BenzoIalpyrene
3?
7,12-dimethylbenz[alanthracene
DMBA
3-methylcholanthrene
MC
Others
EMS
MAMA
BRKN
CPFA

DDT
DEPH
EDB
NP

Ethyl methanesulfonate
Hethylazoxymethanol acetate
Bracken
Cyclopropanol fatty
acids
Sterculic acid
Malvalic acid
Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane
Di 2-ethylhexy1 phthalate
Ethylene dibromide (1,2-dibromoethane)
Nifurpirinol
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EPIZOOTIC NEOPL MS OF ECTOTHERMIC
IN NORTH AMERICA

IMALS

KEY 19 MAP 9; EPIZOOTIC NEOPLASMS 9: ECTOTHERHIC ANIMALS
1! NORTH AMERICA
Puget Sound, Washington.
Hepatocarcinoma in English sole.
(Clustered at sites high in organic chemicals.)
k,
Yaquina Bay, Oregon.
Hemic neoplasms in blue mussel and
Olympic oyster.
Prevalence of blue mussel neoplasms cor
related with aromatic hydrocarbons in environment, although
in England similar tumors found in blue mussels from areas
not believed to be high in industrial pollutants.

3.

4.

Santa Ana, California.
Sewage outfall in Pacific Ocean.
Oral papillomas in white croaker. None reported since about
1979 when sewage treatment system was improved and outfall
was extended into deeper water out of white croaker range.
Sea of Cortez near San Felipe,

lemmoma versus melanoma.

Mexico.

Pigmented

neuri-

Lubbock, Texas.
Reese Air Force Base sewage settling pond.
Epidermal papillomas, melanoma, and fibrosarcoma in tiger
salamanders.
Florida Keys from Miami to Dry Tortugas.
Neurilemmoma or
pigmented neurilemmoma versus melanoma in various fish
species
- bicolor damselfish, gray snapper, dog snapper,
slippery dick and schoolmaster.
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7.

Central Florida. Various lakes in the citrus growing
region.
Integumentary papillomas and oral squamous carcinoma.
Tuskeegee, Alabama.
Final oxidation pond of municipal
sewage treatment plant.
Oral papilloma in black bullhead.
Rate declining following chlorine reduction.

9.

Chesapeake Bay.
Cholangiocarcinoma in white perch.
Hemic
neoplasms in American oysters and soft clams.
Gill carcinomas of deposit feeding clam Macoma balthica.

19.

Deep Creek and Pleasant Valley Lakes in Western Maryland.
Hepatocarcinoma and cholangiocarcinoma in white sucker.

11.

Delaware and Schuylkill Rivers, Philadelphia.
Oral and
integumentary papillomas.
(Reported 1941 no more recent survey.)

12.

Hudson River, New York.
carcinoma in tomcod.

13.

Sakonnet River, Rhode Island.
plasms in cunners.

Hepatocarcinoma and pancreatic
Various odentogenic neo

14.

Estuaries of Rhode Island,
neoplasms in soft clams.

15.

Estuaries of

16.

Northern United States from New England to North Dakota.
Herpesvirus induced renal adenocarcinoma of leopard frogs.

17.

Buffalo and Niagara Rivers and eastern Lake Erie.
Neoplasms
of liver, pigment cell, integumentary GI tract, gonadal and
connective tissue origin in brown bullheads, goldfish, white
sucker, redhorse sucker, drum, walleye, carp x goldfish
hybrids.

18.

All Great Lakes.
Gonadal neoplasms of carp, goldfish and
goldfish x carp hybrids.

19.

All Great

soft clams.

Lakes,

and Canada.
(also

Maine

Massachusetts and Maine.

(Searsport

rivers

and

and

others).

lakes of

Hemic

Germinomas

northern United

in

States

Lymphosarcoma in northern pike and muskellunge

in northern pike

of

Ireland and

Baltic

Sea).

21.

Great

22.

All Great Lakes plus Canadian lakes from Alberta to Quebec.
Oral and integumentary papillomas of white suckers (c type
virus particles have been reported in tumors).

23.

Lakes Oneida, Champlain, Erie, Huron and elsewhere.
Dermal
fibrosarcoma in walleye (c-type particles reported in tumors).

24.

Black River, Ohio.

25.

Fox and Des Plaines Rivers, Illinois.
Hepatocarcinoma of
brown bullhead and occasional neoplasms in 15 other species.

26.

Torch Lake (upper peninsula),
sauger and walleye.

27.

Buffalo, New York.
Nature preserve on site of old steel
industry waste dump site.
Carcinomas of liver
and oral
mucosa in brown bullhead.

28.

Springfield, Oregon.
Hatchery supplied with chlorinateddechlorinated McKenzie River water downstream from a pulp
mill.
Neuroblastoma in coho salmon.

Lakes

Huron,

Ontario

neoplasms of yellow perch.

cinoma,

and

Superior.

Gonadal and

other

Oral squamous carcinoma, cholangiocar-

hepatocarcinoma

in brown bullhead.

Michigan.

Hepatocarcinoma of

RELEVANCE OF FISH
(1)

CANCER

T0 HUMAN CANCER

Common Basis

Many human cancers are believed to be due to altered
activity of 26 or so host growth factor genes or oncogenes.
Data
has been published for similar oncogenes in fish and in various
invertebrates down to the primitive level of sponges.
Thus, many
types of cancer appear to have a common basis throughout
phylogeny.
(2)

Common

(3)
for

Six months to one year experimental period
rodents.

(4)

All

or none

response.

No

tumor

Common Results

Experimentally, mammalian carcinogens are also carcinogenic
for fish and the liver is the primary target organ for most
chemicals in both cases.

sentimental

versus

in controls,

happens in rodent experiments requiring
significant difference.

as

twoyears

often

statistical evaluation to

(5)
Cost: approximately $26,660/test versus
$1,506,066 for rodents.

Metabolism

Most carcinogens act indirectly, that is, they are not
carcinogenic themselves, but when they are metabolized for
excretion, usually by the liver, reactive, proximate,
carcinogenic intermediate compounds are created.
Fish utilize
metabolic pathways similar to mammals in this process.
(3)

(2)
High sensitivity, equivalent or better than rodents and
significantly, this is based on a single short exposure.

$566,066 to

(6)

No

(7)

Useful to test carcinogenicity of chemical mixtures in

concentrated

lobby groups protesting cruelty to fish.

effluent,

sediment extracts

and extracts

of

smokestack filtrate.
Can also be used to bioassay bile extracts
of wild fish and liver equivalents of wild invertebrates for
carcinogenic reactive metabolic intermediates.
(8)
Fish are real world organisms, i.e., they are part of the
natural ecology rather than being inbred laboratory animals.

CARCINOGEN BIOASSAY

CONCLUSIONS

Pure test material can be micro injected directly into Mt.
Shasta strain rainbow trout ova at a rate of 266 ova/hr./person.
This combines a well known sensitive fish having a 20 year record
of carcinogenicity studies with the most sensitive stage
(embryo).
It uses the least amount of chemical in a closed route
of exposure for maximum safety and minimum by product for
disposal.
In lieu of injection, ova can be bathed in the test
chemical for 15 minutes.
Liver tumors begin appearing in three
months and 12 months is the usual post exposure period.

One necessary step to clean-up the environment is to
eliminate the input of noxious chemicals.
Eventually, as shown
by declining DDT levels in the Great Lakes, microbial and other
types of degradation will gradually reduce residues.
The only
way to stop input of noxious chemicals into the environment is to
register every outfall and smokestack, test the output regularly
for noxious chemicals, penalize owners for non-compliance and
make owners fully responsible for resulting deterimental effects.

Also, the ova bathing exposure procedure can be utilized
with small fish species that appear especially suitable for
carcinogen bioassay.
Medaka appears to be the best small fish
species for bioassay, but several others are also promising,
including guppy, rivulus, platyfish/swordtail hybrid, zebra
danio, topminnow and Amazon molly.
Small fish have the advantage
that a sagittal section of the entire fish will fit on a single
microslide for expeditious examination of all tissues. A second
advantage is that liver tumors begin appearing in seven weeks, so
six months is a suitable post treatment period.
ADVANTAGES OF FISH BIOASSAY
(1)
Hiniscule amount of test chemical
disposal.

for safer handling and
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It is proposed that chronic fish bioassays of effluent is an
efficacious method to detect carcinogens and teratogens in
outfall effluent concentrates and in smokestack filtrates.
Rodent bioassays of effluent are too costly and time consuming
for broad chronic carcinogenic screening, but positive results of
fish bioassays could be funneled to rodent tests for
corroboration if fish results were challenged (so far rodents
have

been

little used

for

bioassay of

chemical mixtures).

In

addition to testing effluent, the chronic fish bioassay is useful
in: (1) testing bile from wild fish or extracts
from liver
equivalents of wild invertebrates to determine presence of
carcinogens

in waterways

and

(2)

testing new

or untested existing

chemicals to prevent or eliminate exposures to unsuspected
carcinogens in common usage.

CONSENSUS COMMITTEE REPORT
USIZ OF SMALL FISH IN CARCINOGENICITY TESTING
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CONCEPTUAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE USE OF VOLUNTEERS
FOR MONITORING
by Roger W. Burwell
One of the major problems of today's managers is the
programming and funding of adequate monitoring.
Historically,
politicians have oriented budget formulation toward project
development, rather than operation and maintenance activities.
As a result, a serious lack of maintenance and monitoring
funding has been a chronic problem.
with the advent of NEPA (the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969) in the United States, lack of funding for
monitoring has become an even more serious problem.
NEPA is
the U.S s basic national charter for protection of the human
environment.l/
For planned major Federal actions, NEPA
requires the documenting of analyses of significant impacts
that can be anticipated.
These documents are called
'environmental impact statements
-- EIS's for short.
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508) to implement NEPA, state
that relevant environmental documents, comments, and responses
must accompany proposed actions through existing agency review
processes so that agency officials use the £18 in making
decisions.
Those same regulations provide that agencies may
provide for monitoring to assure that their decisions are
carried out and that they should do so in important cases.
Agencies seem to be able to obtain funding for major
project EIS's; but, for some reason, there is never adequate
funding for project follow-up monitoring.
It has also been
almost impossible to convince departmental political
appointees, and congressional budget committees that baseline
monitoring is necessary if we are to provide more adequate
environmental analyses and make better decisions.
Far too
often, data such as long term water quality data are lacking
when significant ecomanagement decisions have to be made.
One partial solution to inadequate funding may be the use
This
of volunteers to perform specific monitoring functions.
has been attempted in the past by a number of agencies.
1/
Human environment'I is interpreted comprehensively to
Include the natural and physical environment and the
relationship of people with that environment.
This means that
economic or social effects are not intended by themselves to
require preparation of an EIS.
But,
on our interconnected
landscape economic and social effects usually accompany any
significant alteration of the natural or physical environment.
When an EIS is prepared and economic or social and natural or
physical environmental effects are interrelated, then the 815
will discuss all of these effects on the human environment.
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The Alberta Environment Pollution Control Division has
developed and successfully used volunteer high school teachers
and classes to monitor water quality.
Two factors stimulated
the development of a volunteer network to monitor water quality
in the Province of Alberta.
First, technical staff are often a
limiting resource in monitoring networks, and furthermore the
travelling to sites utilizes a considerable amount of the staff
time.
Second, many schools conduct pollution projects and on
the completion of these projects our agency staff were often
asked to assist the students in the interpretation of their
data.
This became a frustration for both parties as the
projects were usually poorly designed and the results obtained
of little value and the students became disenchanted with the
exercise.
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In Alberta, rivers are the primary recipient of industrial
and municipal effluents.
To monitor effects of these
discharges on the water quality of the receiving streams a
number Of strategically located sites were established from
which water samples are analyzed for their physical and
chemical properties at regular intervals.
This together with a
number of automatic water quality sampling stations forms a
chemical network for water quality data collection.
To
complement this network a biological water quality monitoring
program was established using bottom dwelling invertebrates.
It was this component that was selected as the volunteer
program, because the equipment required is relatively
inexpensive, and only one or two sampling trips are required to
obtain interpreted results.
The ultimate objective would be to develop a program
whereby high schools would be responsible for one or two sites
in their locale.
All the schools on a river basin would then
mutually exchange data through a basin coordinator and be able
to prepare more meaningful reports for their projects.
This
was viewed as a continuous project where schools would
gradually build long term data sets.
From such a program it was hoped that the government would
obtain continuing reliable data on the quality of Alberta
rivers.
An awareness would be fostered in high school students
and their teachers of water quality and factors that can effect
that water quality.
Enhanced relationships would develop
between the government and the educated community and through
them the community at large.
A pilot project was begun with 5 schools, equipment was
provided by the government and identification keys and a
project manual developed.
The schools used government sampling
sites.
This would allow groundtruthing and provide the
students with considerable historical information.
A major
concern of the government was the quality of the data.
In fact
groundtruthing showed the students collecting efficiency and
identification to be statistically no different to that of
government staff.

As a result of the pilot project the manuals were upgraded,
a background slide set made available to participant schools
and a technician employed for data handling and school visits.
The program is now operating at approximately 30 schools in
the province on all the major rivers and is being coordinated
by a single technician.
The 0.5. Weather Bureau has successfully used volunteer
weather observers to conduct limited observations in remote
areas.
The Spokane District, Bureau of Land Management (0.5.
Department of the Interior), has also successfully used
volunteers in monitor bald eagle winter roosts.
Unfortunately, the Spokane District experience also
demonstrates the major problems in the use of volunteers.
In
the first year of the program, the agency provided strong
management support and adequate funding for equipment use and
vehicle mileage.
At the start of the second year's program the
District Manager retired, and the wildlife biologist who
initiated the program was unable to devote much time to working
with the volunteers.
There was also a reduction in available
funding.
With the loss of management support, funding, and of
periodic contacts with the wildlife biologist for feedback and
support, the volunteers lost interest and left the program.

Experience seems to show that you should devote a certain
amount of attention in any volunteer program.
This
necessitates a plan for recruitment and training on an on-going
basis.
Sometimes a threat to the value system of life style of
anumber of individuals may be the catalyst which causes a group
to form to cope with a specific problem or action.
Some recent
examples are: The I'Plains River Watchers,
and
Clark Fork
River Watchers'I formed by individuals living along the Clark
Fork River in Montana, who feel threatened by pulp mill
discharges in the River;g/ the 'Spirit Lake Property Owners
Association;' in Spirit Lake Idaho, who - after being told by
the Panhandle Health District that the district had no funds to
study lake water quality problems -- collected $10,000 to fund
a university study and to train members in water testing
methodology;§/ and Montana's 'Save Hayden Lake' group who
formed to oppose a large sub division proposal which appeared
to threaten the lake through increased erosion, and who feel
that they must monitor the water quality.

3/
Newspaper article, Thurs. May 31, 1984
Clark Fork River
Watchers Look for Members'I in The Plainsman, Plains, Montana.

g/

The North Idaho Handle'

Spokane,

Washington,

Sunday,

(supplement of The S okeman-Review)

June

3,

1984,

e

ition.

Volunteer efforts initiated by agencies require funding and
adequate training and supervision by agency personnel.1/
The
agencies are not getting something for nothing.
Rather, they
are stretching their budget dollars to accomplish much more
work and, at the same time, obtaining favorable public
relations or, at least, more informed public participation in

governance.

I believe that a volunteer monitoring network could be
established in the Canada/USA transboundary areas to provide
basic environmental data.
Such a program would require:
1.

A determination of the elements and values to be
monitored.
They should be those that can be monitored
with

relative

ease,

and with minimal

equipment

costs.

2.

Establishment of monitoring levels, frequencies,
distribution requirements.

and

3.

An assessment of expertise requirements for individual
volunteers, and of possible training needs.

4.

A survey of the availability of potential volunteers
within various regions of watershed areas of the

transboundary areas.

5.

An identification of the funding available on a
continuing annual basis, to train and supervise
volunteers and to provide necessary operations funds.

It appears that there is a growing pool of highly trained
professionals who could become volunteers in a program to
gather basic data for ecomanagement, e.g., data on air and/or
water quality.
For several years, reduced federal budgets have
resulted in major personnel reductions and early retirements in
many agencies.
There are now a considerable number of retired
foresters, range conservationists, agricultural specialists,
wildlife biologists, soil scientists, etc., who have retired
from the Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, Soil
Conservation Service, Fish and Wildlife Service, Bureau of
Reclamation, and many other agencies.
Other sources may be retired high school science teachers,
former employees of state of county natural resource agencies,
retired college or university professors, and retired
industrial physical scientists.

1/

See attached article irFacing the Lake: The Coastwatchers of

Racine County, Wisconsin
by J. Philip Keillor and Betty Grunig
in Coastal Zone Management Journal, Vol. 11, No. 4 (1984);

pp.£Bl-3I5.

There is also another growing group of possible
volunteers.
In recent years, there have been large numbers of
new college graduates in the physical sciences, who have been
unable to obtain employment in professional positions.
Many of
them have taken jobs in other fields, but still retain a high
interest and desire to do something in the field for which they
trained.
Some of them are still hoping to get professional
positions, but many of them now hesitate to quit a good paying
non-professional position if one were to become available.
The Spokane District (BLM) used volunteers who were
wildlife biologists who had been unable to find professional
employment.
They thoroughly enjoyed making week-end census
counts on two bald eagle roosts for a three month period in the
winters of 1982-83 and 1983-84.
From my experience, and through talking with other people
with volunteer experience, I feel that the following factors
would be important in setting up any volunteer program.

1.

Be highly selective in recruiting.
Take the necessary
time to avoid individuals who will lose interest of
enthusiasm after a short period of time.
Look for the
retiree who still wants to be involved in his
profession, or an allied field.
(This is a very
important factor if the Agency wants to establish
program continuity.
The individual who volunteers
only because his value system is threatened. often
loses interest soon after the threat is removed.
The
routine gathering of baseline data requires an
inquisitiveness or an awareness of the value of
scientific data, if a high level of interest is to be
maintained over a long period of time.)
Be sure that you and your agency are prepared to
follow through with the program once it has been set

up.

Be prepared to fund the necessary purchase of
equipment that may be required.
Also be sure it is
available when you bring the volunteers into the

program.

Be prepared to fund some per diem for meetings and to
fund any mileage expenses.
Retirees may be able to
donate time to an agency, but they live on fixed
incomes and cannot be expected to pay these costs.
Last, and most important, you must provide some reward
system.
It should consider periodic regional meetings
for volunteers, with paid per diem, to meet and
compare experiences with
peers and agency peo 1e.
.
There shou d also be periodic 'feed- ask
on
ow their
data are being used, and on findings E at result from
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the use of their data.
Plaques, awards, official
letters of commendation, etc. should also be
considered.
In summary, I feel that the International Joint Commission
could catalyze a successful volunteer monitoring network.
It
could probably be best initiated by setting up a manageable
number of indicative projects in one or two sub regions or
watershed areas, and expanding to other sub-regions after they
have been made fully operational and additional funds are
available.

kilogue
Shortly after returning
Philadelphia, I was elected
Environmental League (PEL) .
concerned about maintaining
in Northern Idaho. It also
Conservation league.

home from the m meeting in
Vice President of the Panhandle
This is a volunteer organization
and improving environmental values
functions as a chapter of the Idaho

(he of the major concerns of the P151. is the water quality
in the Flathead, Clark Fork, Pend Orielle International River

system, which flows from Canada through western Montana, North
Idaho, and North Eastern Washington before flowing back across
the border into British Colmbia.
an organization decided to sponsor a public meeting to
discuss water quality, and awarent trends in Lake Paid
Orielle. Having net Dr. Charles Goldman at the THIN meeting
and had having had the omortunity to discuss the similarities
between Lake Tahoe and lake Pend Orielle, I contacted him to
obtain data we could use in a public awareness program We had
several phone conversations, and he sent us additional data and
a copy of his film on pollution in the Lake Tahoe basin.
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We were able to use Dr. Goldman s material to set up a
public meeting which was well attended by representatives of
several state and federal agencies, as well as by the public.
It received front page headlines in the local Sandpoint
newspaper, and an excellent write up in the Spokane SpokesmanReview.

his meeting also resulted in further networking. The
water quality specialist for the State of Idaho Division of

Bwironment, who attended the meeting, was so inpressed with

Dr. Goldman's data and format and graphics he used in his
papers that he requested copies for his own use. He recently
had a newspaper feature article published on water quality in

Coeur D'Alene lake, and he used Dr. Golchan's data and format

in couparing pollution problem in Lake Tahoe and Coeur D'Alene
Lake.

Representatives of the Priest Lake Coalition, a volunteer
organization concerned with Priest Lake water quality also
attended the PEI. eeting on water quality, and were nuch
inpressed with Dr. Goldman's film and data. They are involved
in an attenpt to prevent a very large land exchange between the
Idaho State Land Board and the Diamond International Corp. If
approved, the exchange could result in a massive development of
over 5,000 housing units, a golf course, lodge, and ski
facilities on the east shore of the lake.
I was able to put
thenintouchwithDr. Goldman,andthroughhimtheymade
additional contacts with the Tahoe Basin Planning council.
'lheyusedthedatathe obtainedinpreparing theircaseinthe
recent State Land Boar hearing.

mile in Philadelphia, I also had the opportunity of
discussing my paper on the use of volunteers with tarry Hill
who is in the [$25 Washington office plaming staff. He
informed me that the Panhandle National Forest in North Idaho
was in the process of caipleting a forest plan, and could
probably, use Bone volunteer help. This 'forest' nanages the
majority of the lands in North Idaho which are contiguous to
the Canadian border.
Hill had requested that I contact the Forest Supervisor,
and I did so shortly after returning to Idaho. I met with the
Forest Supervisor, his Chief of Flaming, Enviromlental
Coordinator, and District Ranger on several occasions, and
volunteered to asist than in public review of the plan. As a
first stage in the process, I was able to set up a PE.
sponsored, public meting in Sardpoint at which the USPS
plaming Item leader and the Chief of Planning explained the
'FbrPlan' process and answered questions. The meeting was so
well attended that late callers were forced to stand. The USPS
was also pleased with the excellent newspaper coverage of the
acting.
We have held further metings to discuss potential problem

with the public's feeling on issues and various aspects of the

plan. The draft plan is due back from the printer in mid
April, and I an now working on setting up a PEL sponsored
public meeting in Sandpoint to review the draft plan and assist
the USPS in obtaining pertth cannents.
These efforts are probably only a few exanples of the
networking that has beet occurring since the Philadelphia
meting. I believe they do denonstrate the positive results
that can occur, and I also believe that a far greater mgnitude
of results can occur if the International Joint Omission can
provide the framework for a more formal network.
I in also still a firm believer in volunteerism as a means
of filling gaps which cannot be adequately funded in agency
progrmns. However, I wuld still caution that the volunteer
program must be 'inportant, "challenging,II and 'rewarding in
sane way to the volunteer. I also believe that with the length
of the [Is/Canada border, and the nagnitude of the various
mtual problems, the only way that the International Joint
Cumuissim can achieve their objectives is to fund an effort to
set up a soundly planned volunteer program.
Note: Trefor Reynoldson and I were manners of the core group
that planned the m Workshop. From that group's first
meeting in January 1984, we entered a continuing discussim of
ways of reducing thecost of field monitoring and ways of doing
a better job of involving citizens in the governance process.
'me following article (submitted for publication elsewhere)
docunents 'I refor's experiences with such initiatives in the
Alberta Goverment.

Facing the Lake: The Coastwatchers
of Racine County, Wisconsin
J. Philip Keillor
University of Wisconsin Madison
Sea Grant Institute

Madison, WI 53705

Betty Gruning
Formerly with Racine County Planning and Zoning
Department
Abstract
Shoreline erosion and coastal development are
management issues in the Great Lakes region that periodically
rise with lake levels to crisis proportions. For four years, local
governments in Racine County have used a group of trained
volunteers to gather information at the coast in order to exercise timely management of coastal development.

During the nineteenth century and the days of the coastal

schooner, coastwatchers alerted lifesaving crews and shermen
to aid vessels in distress. In September 1978, a new form of

coastwatching in Racine County began. For four years, county
residents living along the coast have been systematically gather
ing data on bluff recession and wave conditions along the county s 14 miles of Lake Michigan shoreline.

Coastwatching is not unique to Wisconsin. In other states and
countries, volunteers are used to gather information on coastal
processes and activities. In East Hampton, Long Island, high
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school classes have measured weekly changes in beach pro les
and have made wave observations.I The project was designed to
be both educational and useful for lo'cal coastal management. In
Ocean City, New Jersey, the city uses volunteer beachwatchers
to monitor beach erosion conditions and plant discarded Christmas trees to stabilize dunes.z The Beach Protection Authority of
Queensland, Australia, has observers making daily estimates of
waves, sediment transport, and beach conditions in their Coastal
Observation Programme. There are about 40 stations along
more than 1,000 miles of coastline northwest of Brisbane.
Coastwatching serves purposes other than erosion control. In
Rhode Island, volunteer observers have monitored water quality, observed birds, and made hourly observations of the
amounts and types of shing, clamming, and other human activities in coastal ponds. These observers assisted University of
Rhode Island scientists in their study of the ponds. An incidental
result of the observation effort was the discovery of nighttime
poaching activity. A program with an intentional watchdog
purpose is the Coastwatch Program of the American Littoral
Society. Their coastwatchers monitor permit applications for
coastal development along the New Jersey coast. They also
watch for illegal construction activities.
There have been several federal efforts to gather observations
on local coastal conditions. In 1954, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers Beach Erosion Board began a wave observation program with the U.S. Coast Guard at Coast Guard stations along

levels on the Great Lakes. The Wisconsin Sea Grant Program
got involved in assessing the problems, providing information,
and making referrals to appropriate technical experts, including
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Assistance was hampered
by an absence of information on the relative importance of the
various mechanisms of shore erosion and by a lack of information on recession rates. Erosion hazards were obvious only
where a building or road was in imminent danger of toppling into
the lake. When lake levels dropped, it appeared that coastal
development activity would resume with the construction of
houses, roads, and other facilities in erosion hazard areas and
that the cycle of complacency and crisis would begin again.
In Wisconsin, the responsibility for enacting shoreland regulations has been kept at the county and town levels. The Water
Resources Act of 1965 requires counties to enact regulations for
protection of all shorelands in unincorporated areas. The act
also speci es minimum criteria to be met. However, zoning administrators and planning agencies have had neither the experience nor the technical expertise to deal with con icting demands
for property tax base improvement while providing for a suitable
shoreland environment.
Shoreland development frequently occurs with adisregard of
shoreline dynamics. This fault has been attributed to our system
of land law in which the geometry of ownership is xed as
though the land and the waters that border it were xed. Even

sive effort has been the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Littoral
Environmental Observation Program (LEO). Both programs
were used to gather information on wave climate and littoral
transport.

the problem of an insuf cient database and a lack of information
for decision-making. This was recognized as one of the eight
most important problems to be addressed in a national coastal
management evaluation effort. Examples of the information
problem are:

the Atlantic, Gulf, and Paci c coasts. The most recent, exten-

The Need for Coastwatching
In the early 1970s, Wisconsin county extension agents and
coastal government authorities began calling the University of
Wisconsin for technical assistance in solving critical shore erosion problems developing during a period of record high water

where this conceptual barrier has been overcome, there remains

l. a lack of good baseline data on the environmental conditions of shorelands;
2. a lack of governmental monitoring capability;
3. poor communication between researcher and decisionmaker.
When coastal management recommendations were rst being
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developed, there was a recognized need to monitor the current

state of the coast.'0 This was viewed as a way to provide information for making corrections in managing human activity on
the coast. However, monitoring has typically focused more on
man-made pollution than on natural processes like bluff slumping and erosion.
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scientific and technical information to a local erosion situation.
Local governments and property owners can be advised as to
which approaches to coastal living are most appropriate as scientists and engineers discover the causes of bluff slumping and

erosion. These causes are often site-speci c. A major destabilizing factor at one site may not be present at another. Research

conclusions and engineering information need local coastwatchA Coastwatching Role in Racine County s Coastal
Management

Coastwatching in Wisconsin began as an idea for volunteers to
make weekly observations along one-mile segments of the
state s 620 miles of Great Lakes shoreline. Following an initial
presentation to the Wisconsin Coastal Management Program s

(WCMP s) Advisory Council, a scaled-down, more intensive

version of the idea was developed and presented to Racine
County. The intent of the revised Coastwatch Program was to
learn about the in uence of Lake Michigan on the county s

coast, to determine the relative importance of those causes of
bluff recession that are amenable to management, and to transfer

the information gathered into the management decision process.
The objectives of the Racine Coastwatch Program were:

1. to understand the effects and importance of wave action on

shoreline erosion, on beaches, and on shore protection

structures;
2. to provide data which will supplement and extend the geographical signi cance of data gathered by researchers at
coastal monitoring sites in neighboring counties;

3. to observe events such as sh die-offs, algal blooms, and
oil spills;
4. to learn how well a volunteer program can function, and
how much coastline an observer can watch.

Coastwatching is a way to help local governments exercise
timely management of coastal development. Bluff slumping and
erosion often occur as sudden, sometimes catastrophic, events.

Regular observations are needed in order to take timely action.
Coastwatching in Racine County includes e 'orts to link

type observations, interpretation, and application.

A Timely Suggestion
Racine County was ready for Coastwatching. The county had
coastal management that could use Coastwatch information.
The county had recently begun a series of coastal studies funded
by the WCMP. The County Planning and Zoning Department
also had in operation a Coastal Management Program Technical
Advisory Committee. This committee had representatives from

coastal towns, the Southeast Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission, the Soil Conservation Service, and the Department of

Natural Resources. The Racine City Engineer, a university geologist, an architect, a consulting engineer, and a retired army
colonel were also on the committee. The colonel, a coastal resi-

dent, played a leading role in promoting the Coastwatch idea,
then recruited the volunteers, and manned one of the stations.
Racine was also getting regular technical assistance from the
University of Wisconsin Sea Grant Institute s coastal engineer.
While the Coastwatch Plan was being developed, Sea Grant researchers were studying the mechanics of bluff slumping in
nearby portions of Milwaukee County. These activities, occur-

ring at the same time, were thought likely to pro t from Coast-

watch reporting of coastal erosion activity to the technical
advisory committee and to the researchers.

Prior Knowledge of Coastal Conditions
Racine County sta had considerable knowledge of local coastal

conditions before Coastwatching began. They had a report on

bluff stratigraphy and slope stability for selected locations along
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the coast. Most of the shoreline consists of 20 to 40-foot-high
blu 's of glacial till and old lake deposits. Sixteen of 25 sites

where stability analyses were made, were considered unstable.
Racine also had a detailed estimate of recent recession, made at
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ZOO-foot intervals along the unarmored portions of the coast.
Recession ranged from zero to 14 feet per year. An inventory of
216 shore protection structures had shown that nearly 75 percent
had some type of failure, and 30 percent of all structures had
overall failure or were nonfunctional."
Racine is a county with substantial development along its
Lake Michigan coast. Urban uses occupy 56 percent of the land
that lies within the statutorily-de ned shoreland the land
within 1,000 feet of the ordinary high water mark. 6 Recreational
uses occupy an additional 16 percent of shoreland, leaving 26
percent undeveloped. Most of the shoreland has been placed in
zoning districts which allow development. A primary environmental corridor has been marked out along the entire coast. This

area of parks, historic sites, scenic views, wetlands, and wood-

lands makes up 30 percent of the shoreland. Faced with proposals for residential development within this environmental
corridor, Racine needed both a strategy for permitted development in the shorelands and a way to monitor erosion
hazard areas in order to judge how well the strategy was workmg.
An early analysis of coastal management problems indicated

that when proposed coastal uses are being considered, there
should be a systematic monitoring process which provides a

continuing evaluation of results or consequences of earlier management decisions.'7 The Coastwatchers became part of this
monitoring process in Racine County.
Selection and Training of Coastwatchers

When Coastwatchers were being chosen, people who have a

strong interest in_the lake were preferred. People who live or

work on the coast and are willing to make daily or weekly obser-

vations were thought to be the best prospects for making observations on a year-round schedule with only
occasional absences.
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Also, people were selected on the basis of their apparent ability
to be objective, having no apparent reason to curry favor with
local government or gather information to use against a neighbor. There had been concern, expressed by some members of
the WCMP Advisory Council, that Coastwatchers would become a surveillance arm of county or state regulatory agencies
a group of coastal spies.
Coastal engineering assistance was necessary in selecting
Coastwatch sites, training observers, analyzing and interpreting
data. In this effort we used previous studies of shore erosion in
the county to select sites and train Coastwatchers. The county

hired a coastal technician to supervise the volunteers, process
data, and write annual Coastwatch reports. The Coastwatch
Program was integrated into Racine County s shoreland management as shown in Figure 1.
Two volunteers were assigned to each of 12 locations (Figure

2). At six of these stations, they were trained to make weekly
observations of bluff slumping activity, and to photograph
targeted subjects. An eroding bluff, a groin and beach, a new
rubble revetment and regraded slope were typical of the selected

objects for this photographic monitoring. At the six other stations, Coastwatchers had an additional task to make daily observations of wave period, wave height, and direction of wave
approach. The visual wave observation techniques were those
suggested by Bascom." The techniques had been evaluated and
compared with wave gauge records at LEO sites in Florida and
California. 9 These observation methods give a reasonable esti~
mate of the prevailing breaking-wave heights and direction of
wave approach. During the course of the Coastwatch Program,
Sea Grant researchers published the results of their research on
bluff slumping.20 These results were used in interpreting Coastwatch observations.

Accomplishments
Racine Coastwatchers provided an early warning of erosion
hazards in two areas. In the northern uninhabited reach of the

coast, a high bluff, capped by old

yash deposits, had been
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FIGURE 1. Elements of Shoreland Management in Racine County.

D

eroding at seven to fteen feet per year. The Coastwatcher at
this site found a number of massive slump blocks which had slid
into the lake, opening the yash deposits to erosion. County
of cials viewed this yash erosion as lake pollution. At the

Daily wave observations
made at these sites

Other sites were visited

weekly to monthly

county s insistence, the US. Army Corps of Engineers de-

veloped a shoreline stabilization plan for this piece of federal
property. At Coastwatch Station 3, bluff recession endangers

the Crestview Subdivision. The bluff is retreating at a rate that
would make effective stabilization impossible in ve years. Provided with Coastwatch warnings, the Town of Caledonia
of cials had their engineer develop a stabilization plan. The
town thenobtained the services of Racine s Company B, Army
Reserves 96lst Engineering Battalion, who are stabilizing this

FIGURE 2. Coastwatchers Locations, Racine County, Wisconsin.
/

___,_..__ ., W, .._.V....._____
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bluff during their training weekends. Without Coastwatch wamings, the blu would probably have receded beyond the point of
effective stabilization before anyone took notice a situation
that has repeatedly occurred along many coasts.
The Sea Grant-sponsored study of bluff slumping north of
Racine County alerted us to the occasional, storm-related rapid
and large rise in groundwater levels within the glacial tills on this
coast. We asked the Coastwatchers to watch for evidence of
groundwater seepage. Their observations of groundwater seepage from bluffs during periods of active bluff slumping showed
that slumping is more closely related to the presence of temporarily perched water tables than to heavy rainfall and storm
wave events. Lags of nearly a week to several months occur
between daysof heavy rainfall and the onset of bluff slumping.
Similar time lags were found at the research sites north of Racine
County. Surface water runoff over the face of the bluff also plays
a signi cant role in erosion at Coastwatch and at the research

waves, 15 percent were attributed to overestimated wave
heights, and 22 percent were believed to be undetectable by
hindcasting because of limiting assumptions in the technique.22
Observations of wave periods suffered from the dif culty in estimating short wave periods. Nevertheless, there were suf cient
observations of wave periods equal to or greater than six seconds to help evaluate a Racine consultant s recommendation
that Star moorings and a oating tire breakwater be installed in
the Racine Harbor. This information was used by one of the
authors, along with that gained from a similar installation in
Chicago, to convince a committee of the Racine County Board
not to accept the consultant s recommendation. The committee
felt that the longer-period waves were present often enough to
make the proposed installation inappropriate.
Coastwatchers collected enough wave data to approximate
the wave climate for the duration of the program at three loca-

proposed to the Racine County Land Use Committee, stress
surface and groundwater control."
Racine Coastwatchers made a nearly continuous record of
photos taken at weekly intervals. These photos show bluffs in
progressive stages of recession, a rubble revetment settling and
changing shape, movement of blocks on a stone groin, as well as
the coming and going of shore ice, storm waves, sand and cobbles on beaches. This record, and an inventory showing that
many structures had partially or fully failed, led to the development of recommendations for design criteria and required
maintenance of shore protection structures in the shoreland development standards.
The Coastwatchers wave observations were helpful in monitoring storm events. We needed to know when storm waves

(Station 16). The Coastwatch wave observation record may not

sites. As a result, shoreland development standards recently

tions: the northern reaches of the county (Stations 4 and 5),
Wind Point (Station 7), and the southern portions of the county

occurred in order to relate these events, along with periods of

represent the wave climate along the county s coast. An interval
of several years of unusually calm or stormy weather can result
in a wave record that is not truly representative.23 The Coastwatch wave record, nevertheless, can be helpful in designing
structures and estimating longshore sediment transport. This
will be important in considering permit applications for groins
and other shore protection structures that in uence sediment
movement along the coast. The Coastwatch wave information
supplements existing design wave information for deep-water
locations offshore. Racine s recommended shoreland development standards contain a requirement that landowners
planning shore protection must show that the Coastwatch wave
climate data and/or design wave data were considered in the
design of shore protection structures.

heavy rainfall, to the onset of bluff slumping. Storm waves were
also hindcast, using wind data from the Milwaukee airport, 16
miles from the nearest Coastwatch station. We compared the
observed and hindcast data to get an indication of the usefulness
of these two approaches. Out of 292 days of possible storm

Public Expectations
Coastwatching, as a govemment-sponsored activity, can lead
property owners to expect that erosion problems are going to be
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solved. When Sea Grant people introduced the Coastwatch idea
to the county s technical advisory committee and to prospective
Coastwatchers, this expectation was called unrealistic for two
reasons. First, the Coastwatch Program would only involve
gathering information. Second, the view was expressed that erosion could not be stopped, that people had to learn how to live
with natural erosion processes and to minimize the adverse effects of erosion on people occupying the coast.
When faced with imminent and potentially catastrophic loss,
but unable to retreat from the coast, Coastwatchers took action,

disregarding the advice to accept erosion as a natural process. In
one town, a Coastwatcher s house was threatened by blu
slumping. He believed that water from heavy rains had backed
up in old storm sewer collector pipes and had seeped through the
soil toward the bluff, weakening bluff soil, and eroding the bluff
face. He recruited his neighbors and tried unsuccessfully to get
town of cials to take corrective action. However, in another
town, aCoastwatcher (who was also a town of cial) succeeded
in getting the town to take action against a more visible threat.

Town of cials committed funds and also enlisted the efforts of
an Army Reserve company to stabilize the bluff adjacent to the
Crestview Subdivision mentioned earlier.
Racine people s expectation that Coastwatching would accomplish erosion problem solution was partially right. Coastwatchers

have

governments

sometimes helped alter town

and county

perceptions of the erosion hazard and have

thereby in uenced the governments adjustment to the hazard.
A small number of Coastwatchers can exert leverage on county

and town decision-making that concerns the coast. They are an
informed segment of the public which these governments serve.
Their observations can gain a receptive ear in local government
because. their activity is the offspring of the agencies that govern
the shoreline,'and is part of the shoreland management structure. Their information is analyzed, interpreted, and accepted by
a technical expert giving it legitimacy. These factors combine
to give Coastwatchers a potentially strong role in the human
perception of coastal hazards and in uence on policy changes by
the governing agencies.
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The leverage exerted by Coastwatchers could be greater if
they acted as a group. That potential was not realized in Racine
County for two reasons. First, Coastwatchers were selected on
the basis of their potential for objective observation. This excluded those with obvious intentions to in uence local govemments or to take action against neighbors whose eroding

property might be threatening the Coastwatcher s property.
These criteria weeded out some who might have had reason to
organize a pressure group. Second, the opportunity to act in
concert was missed when the Coastwatchers turned down quar-

terly meetings suggested by county staff. Several of these meetings, held during the rst six months of the program, had poor

attendance by Coastwatchers. As a result, the Coastwatch Pro-

gram became a program of solitary observers, managed by the
county.
Coastwatcher Performance

The volunteers performed faithfully atmany stations better at
the daily stations than at the weekly stations. The people making
daily observations live on the coast. With their easy, habitual
access and established routines, they made observations on an
average of 82 percent of the days during the three years whilea
supervising technician was funded for the program. During that
period, Coastwatchers making weekly observations averaged 62
percent coverage at their respective stations. During the year
when there was no funding and no regular monthly visits by a
supervisor, Coastwatcher performance dropped by 20 to 40 percent at most stations. However, several observers maintained

better than 95 percent coverage at their stations during the entire
four-year period. At three daily stations and one weekly station,
observations continued through the severe weather of the winter
months.

Performance involves more than faithfulness. Performance
also involves accuracy. The Coastwatch Program lacked funds
for instrumented wave recorders as used in earlier evaluations of
visual wave observations. Two approaches were tried in order
to get an estimate of observation accuracy. The rst plan was to
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construct and place reference ispar buoys nearshore at each
Coastwatch station where an observer was to make wave observations. We planned to compare observations made from a boat
at the spar buoy with simultaneous observations made from the
shore. If land-based observations were reasonably accurate, the
spar buoys would have been left in place as references. The plan
was canceled when county counsel opposed continual use of the
spar buoys because of concern about the county s liability for
damage and injury to boaters who might collide with the buoys.
A second check on performance was a comparison of two sets of
simultaneous observations made by independent observers at
locations only a few hundred yards apart. The observers did not
know their data would be compared. A statistical comparison
showed no signi cant difference between the two data sets.
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Coastwatching: Improvements and Other Uses
Coastwatching could be improved with some instrumentation.
Where bluff slumping activity is monitored, test wells should be
drilled and piezometers installed to directly measure changes in
groundwater level rather than relying on observations of seepage
through the bluff face. In areas of active recession, it is more
accurate to measure bluff edge retreat from a monumented
baseline than to note the number and approximate size of new
slump blocks. We used both approaches. These tasks are within
the capabilities of trained volunteers. Wave staffs or spar buoys
would improve wave height estimates. A ve to ten-year record
of wave observations would provide a better, more reliable estimate of the wave climate.27
In areas with shore protection structures, Coastwatchers can

be trained to monitor the condition of these structures following
storms, and to monitor the effectiveness of maintenance measures. Life history and maintenance history information would
be valuable to prospective purchasers of shore protection.
Conclusions

The broad intent of the program was ful lled. The Coastwatchers gave Racine County a picket line of observers to provide
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early warning of problems and some understanding of how the
lake in uences the coast. The county and towns learned that two
processes amenable to control, surface runoff and subsurface
seepage, are important factors in local bluff slumping. The
Coastwatch information was transferred into management practice in a number of instances, including efforts to resolve the

yash erosion problem, reduce erosion in the Crestview
Subdivision, and improve the county s shoreland ordinance.
Coastwatch observations of dynamic blu slumping conditions in the northern part of the county in uenced the county s
taking a new nonstructural approach toward development along
that part of the coast.21 However, the present undeveloped state
of that area, and the previously-known high recession rates in
the area were just as important in forming that approach. The
Coastwatch Program had less in uence in the county s approach
to development in the larger, extensively developed portion of
the coast. The new shoreland ordinance for the developed areas
allows structural protection. This approach recognizes that
structures exist, and vacant lots are few and scattered along this
coastline. The Coastwatchers photos of displaced structures,
presumably by wave and ice attack, in uenced the recommendation to require maintenance on any new shore structures.
Of equal importance was the earlier survey of the poor condition
of many existing shore structures.
Three of the four objectives of the Coastwatch Program were
ful lled. In spite of dif culty in quantifying bluff slumping, the
observations of bluff slumping and storm wave events proved
most useful of the data gathered. The photographed observations of beach, blu , and shore structure conditions were also
quite useful. Third in utility were the wave observations. These
were most helpful in identifying storm wave events. Several
more years of wave observations are needed in order to have a

more representative wave climate to use in designing shore protection structures or calculating longshore sediment transport.
The ow of information between the Coastwatchers and the
Sea Grant researchers was largely one way due to timing. The
researchers, with a head start on their project, provided written
materials and made several presentations on the mechanisms of
bluff slumping before the county s Coastal Management Pro-
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gram Technical Advisory Committee. The researchers also gave
a slide presentation to the Coastwatchers. Analysis of Coastwatch data began very late in the research timetable and therefore had little in uence on the research ndings. In retrospect,
starting the Coastwatch program with the research effort would
have made the program more applicable to the research.
No sh die-offs, algal blooms, oil spills, or other events were
noted by the Coastwatchers during the four-year period. The
Coastwatchers also generally avoided surveillance and reporting
of illegal dumping or construction activity, consistent with the
Coastwatch training. One exception was the reporting of a septic
system seeping through the bluff face.
The citizen volunteers proved to the county that they were
willing, trainable, and dependable in gathering data needed in
coastal management and coastal engineering. With careful recruitment and adequate supervision, Coastwatchers can achieve
a high level of performance in helping coastal managers, scientists, and engineers understand the in uence of coastal waters
on local shorelines.
The Coastwatch Program has not yet realized its potential for
monitoring the consequences of coastal management actions.
The program ended before the new shoreland ordinance and
shore protection guidelines went into effect. The program ended
before the yash deposits were stabilized or the stabilization of
the Crestview bluff completed. The county is considering restarting the program at a reduced level of effort. If this happens,
Coastwatching might help in evaluating the consequences of the
county s recent coastal management decisions. The county has
the option of using the Coastwatchers for continued erosion
monitoring only, or for monitoring erosion and shore protection
structures. With an ordinance that includes mandatory maintenance of new structures, this latter choice would introduce a
new surveillance function into the program. If surveillance be-

came part of Coastwatching, then the early fears of some on the
Wisconsin Coastal Management Council might be realized.

However, it is hard to see how an evaluation of the consequences of the county s coastal management decisions can be
done without scrutiny of both compliance with and the effects of
the decisions.
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A successful Coastwatch Program requires a perceived need

for the program by a local community or county, enlightened
local governments, local citizen leadership, supervision, and
technical support. The program is dependent on a committed
effort to collate, analyze, and interpret the data. Local govem-

ments also need coastal engineering assistance in applying the
results of Coastwatching to speci c situations and problems that
arise during continuing efforts to manage the coast.
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Trefor Reynoldson

Emiranmenbal monitoring, in the atperience of this writer, consists of,

majority of their rsources on data collection and relatively little on data

and requires the systematic gathering of data for key environmental variables

interpretation, inwrporation in hypothesis and theory (i.e. modeling) and

to provide an indication of the "health" of the oonpment of the environment

finally, prediction and manage'nent of the resource for which they have a

for which

mandated responsibility.

he has been assigned responsibility.

Ihis requires an understanding

of case and effect relationships and, includes source and anbiant nonitoring,
trend ideitification and numerous other processes that determine the llhealth
'of the environment.

' nis paper describes some of the problans with

Unfortunately, one too often sees monitoring as a linear process derived
fran a general, naially vague, directive, to monitor a canponent of the

institutionalized monitoring from the perspective of one having been

envirament.

responsible for monitoring prograns in the Province of Alberta.

The objective

reported.

is not to indict one particular system, but

possible

aspects of monitoring lies primarily in the lack of mication, succinctly

rather to point out

inprovenents that could be made.

A prograrme is then established and data collected and sometimes

'me dissatisfaction that managers agaear to have with the technical

described by Beanlands (1984 in press).
the public tend to pose vague

The Organizational Context of Monitoring

mnagers, politicians and

or
general mestions, the nmitoring program

manager needs to refine this into specific giestions for mich mnerical
answers are possible with known estimates of precision.

Monitoring by many agencies is seen as an objective in itself, which is
often a source of the problem
prdnlans exist.

Within the Alberta agency a timber of major

One is an absence of specifically defined eater qiality

management objectives, which leads to a lack of definition and objectivity in
data collection.

011255 a clear

understanding exists along all parties the likelihood is great that the
nnnitoring programs will not provide the informtion required at the decision
making level.

Birthermre, that the efforts of all involved will

belikely

frustrated and wasted, so that future data collection efforts are jeopardized.

'Ibo often therefore data collection becomes the objective

and justification in itself.

Second is the organization's structure which

Monitoring stmld be viewed as a critical cmponent of our efforts to

includes the mncept of "turf", overlap, lack of definition of responsibility,

understand and, if possible, manage the world in which we exist.

lack of integration of different calponents of the agency, for expatple

iuportant part of the cyclical planning, program: design, inplauentation,

different groups are responsible for Planning, Monitoring and Enforcanent,

evaluation and replanning process.

Licensing and (bjectives and Research, each group having a greater or lesser

Governnent of the Northwest hrritories and the Department of Indian and

responsibility for water quality.

'Ihree, most agencies appear to spend the

It is an

In a consultants report's for the
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fragnentation of data collection all creating frustration and jeopardizing the

METAL ms

MIC PIAINIM;

effectiveness

andutility of enviromental monitoring.

POLICY MISICN MARIN;
Organizational fragnentation is essentially a human problen which should

WWW OF mm
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be easily soluble, yet seems to be widespread anong most agencies.

For

aranple, in the Province of Alberta, the provincial Department of Environment
responsible for enforcing the "Clean Water Act" is by no means the only agency
mllecting hater giality data, and furthermore, is not nandated to collect

ACI'ICN AND WHO!

fish data, often a key element in biomonitoring programmes in order to
determine inpacts on water cpality.

Other goverrlnent deparbnmts involved in

water data collection are the Department of Energy and Natural Resources,
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Northern Affairs monitoring has been incorporated into an organizational

Deparment of Lands and Forests, the Emironmental Research Centre and of

context.

course federal agencies, universities, etc.

'lhis has been mdified somewhat to describe the way I perceives

envirorlnaital mimrixig.

(See above.)

While this in itself would not

necessarily be a problem, the lack of coordination, of a central policy and
camunication is.

This, in an ideal world is a circular interactive process where the

At the very least there is a need for a central clearing

agency for data to provide an overview of what has been done.

The potential

remlts of mnitoring prograns are incorporated into the management process

mgnitude of this organizational problem is further well illustrated by

and are required of the mnaganent process.

mmber of agencies collecting water data along the U.S./Canada border.

mformnately, this rarely

amears tobe the case.

the
'l'nere

are tens of thousands of water sarpling sites and a large but unkmwn mnber
of agencies involved in collecting water qiality infornation along the

The Fragmentation of Data Collection

boundary between the two nations.

This effort is largely uncoordinated

particularly at the national and binational level.
A second area of considerable concern is the fragmentation of data
collection.

There are organizational spatial and tatporal capormts to

'me spatial fragemmtation I refer to here is again a reflection of the
way our societies have organized thatselves and the impact that organization

is having on data collection.

We, as societies, create our boundaries,

partiwarly in newer nations, along straight lines, in defiance of the world
about us and more logical natural barriers.

This, of course, has inpact nuch

more far reaching than envirormental monitoring.

Witness social upheaval in

The result of taporal fragnentation of data callection is an inability
to identify the existaice and state the reality of changes in our environment,

£5: better or worse. It is this inability which so oftm frustrates those
responsible for making decisions at a societal and managemmt level.

This

Africa in great part die to mropean imposition of boundaries across tribal

comes fran a lack of wnmibnent to, and an inability to sell the value of

lines .

long term monitoring of the envirorment it also reflects a lack of
understath of the way the world behaves.

Societal time Scales and

The inpact on the spatial integrity of mnitoring data is clear, for

enviromnental time scales are totally different, data oollectim to date has

exaiple in the Canadian prairie provinces there is little coordination between

usually been based on societal time scales - the length of a Ph.D. thesis, a

mnitoring efforts in Alberta, a headwaters province, and Saskatchewan and

political term of office.

Manitoba, downstrean provinces.

resllt Eran the culmitlmt of a few individials, for exalple at mbbard Brook,

Major efforts on these river systars are by

and large unmordinated, methodologies are incxmsistait, etc.

The sane is

Those few long term data sets that exist usually

Lake Wadiington, E.L.A., the English Lake District.

However, there now

largely true in the Great Lakes, where ead': state, province and federal

amearstobemacceptanoeofthemedfortlnsetypesofdatasets
by

government has jurisdictional responsibility.

funding agencies and just recently the N.S.F. is funding a programs to

In response to these concerns

efforts are being made to rectify these problem.

In western Canada, the

Prairie Provinces Water Board was ambushed, first to enalTeeqiitable

provide this kind of data.

However, monitoring agencies have, by and large,

not yet alweeded in designing or selling long-term monitoring.

partitioning of water between the provinca and mw, finally to address the
problem of water qiality.

'me federal goveth has also initiated

discussions to adiress the calpatability of data sets.

The Feedback Process

In the Great Lakes,

the two nations have a Water QJality Agreanmt which, under the aegis of the

mile mnitoring and mnaganent should be a mnstantly iterating process

International Joint Connission, attanpts to resolve many of the spatial

this rarely Occurs and as mentioned earlier is usually linear, with data being

fragnentation problems with awirmmental data collection.

mllected and stored and sometimes interpreted.

'Ihe most effectiVe

Recomuendations and/or

solution to this problen of which I an aware has been achieved in the U.K.,

conclusions are directed up to managanent, and rarely, if ever, is there a

where water althorities have been found along watershed boundaries and have

perceived result or action.

There are a few exceptions, notably phosphorus

jurisdiction of all water related issues.

cmtrol on the Great Lakes.

Way is this?

A similar watershed design is

utilized by the Conservation Authorities in Ontario.

collector or the mnager?

Is the failure that of the data

Each views the other as responsible. lypically one
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hears such conments as "they never give

me an answer" or, "all this data and

no result" conversely "it's like talking to a vacuum, we

get no direction".

There has obviously been a breakdown in the system and most significantly a
lack of commnication and understanding by the manager of the conplexity and
inhereit variability of the world in which we live.

'mat there are very few

"ya" or "no'I answers but a host of "maybe's', however the 'maybe's" can be
refined.

here is also a lack of understanding

bythe technical person of the

utilized invertebrates because this was my area of expertise.
would perhaps have used periphyton or bacteria.

Sanebody else

Fish, would not have been

used because they are a responsibility of another government department!

In

retrospect the major inpact or: water cpality in Alberta rivers is from
nunicipal sewage and perhaps a periphyton programe may have been mre
appropriate.

Certainly microbiology requires consideration.

This problem

results fran a failure to address the larger questions.

presmres and caplexities of the manath process and the other factors
that have to be considered in the decision making process.
consicbrs the other's to be a sinple problem requiring a few
to solve 3535 prdalan.

Ironically each
things to be done

Fran the tecmical point of view, perhaps a solution

wmld be clear specific mnagmt objectives that can be quantitatively
aidressed.
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'me questions Qlwld not be 'is the water safe to drink", which is

umnsuerable, but 'the water should be safe to drink so that x3 of the people
will mt contract such and sich a disease".

W
In many cases when an envirameital decision is reqaired massive data
collection efforts are began oftm costing millions of dollars.

As one moves

up the learning curve of ecosystem understanding it becomes steeper and
steeper in relation to cost.

If at sanetine good cumunication existed

between monitor and manager, critical decisions could be made as to whether or
not the next step up the learning curve was required.

the Pet Paraneter
A good ample of this is the number of satpls regaired to achieve
'mis perhaps reflects the fragnaxtation of expertise and to some degree
self inmrst in the scientific coumnity.

The result is that monitoring is

undertakm because the paraneter is of interest to the worker, or it is
because this is the field in which

hehas expertise.

this, of course, results

from the lack of feedback in the nanagement/wiitoring process.

Those

rsponsible for mitoring are left to themselves to determine what is
significant and inportant.
a societal one.
we atablished

Naturally they use their value systens rather than

Wren I began working in Alberta the biancnitoring programs

levels of precisim about the algal standing crop in a lake.

To achieve a

precision level of 20 , 5 salples may be adequate; for 10%, 25 samples; for
5%, 150 salples and for 1%, 750 sanples.
of heterogeneous enviraments.

'mis type of progression is typical

'merefore, if the mnitor and nanager are

canmnicating, a decision can be made as to the precision required, based upon

the inportancs and iuplications of the decision to be made.

THE CONCEPTUAL ECOSYSTEH:
IDENTIFYING KEY SOCIETAL VARIABLES
FOR MODELING LIVING SYSTEMS
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This paper suggests some concepts, ideas, and methods for
identifying ecosystem variables that from a societal perspective
are 'key' to that system's functioning.
It also summarizes some
ways to incorporate those variables within a simulation model of
that living system.
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as used here, is meant to imply a variable that has
value to certain elements of society, if not society
We can consider the values that society places on
intrinsic or extrinsic.

Variables have intrinsic value if they help maintain the
integrity of an ecosystem by keeping it functioning as a living
system.
Identifying variables that are intrinsically valuable in
a particular ecosystem requires a clear understanding of that

system,

which

we

usually

don't

have.

For

this

discussion,

however, it is assumed that we know what we're talking about, and
that we have a good understanding of the system.
The concept of
intrinsic value can be used to identify ecosystem indicators to
control
and to monitor
in order
to maintain
the
system's
integrity.
To place an intrinsic worth on an ecosystem itself is
to assume
that
the entire
system is
inherently worthy of
maintenance,
protection,
and
preservation.
Such
worth is
assigned extrinsically by society.
Society's
values,
values
extrinsic
to
an
ecosystem,
attribute worth
to
certain
system variables
that
must
be
maintained and protected because they have value to society, or
interest groups within society.
However, this maintenance and
protection is generally for the purpose of eventual exploitation
and
development
by
society.
Often
such
exploitation
and
development is at a cost to other variables and to the integrity
of the system as a whole.
An example is plowing up a grassland
ecosystem and planting a crop monoculture.
Sometimes,
however,
society
mandates
maintenance
and
protection of a variable that has no intrinsic value without the
intention of exploiting
and developing that variable.
The

preservation and nurture of certain endangered species provide an

example.
Man's limited understanding of ecosystems does not
permit us to argue persuasively on ecological grounds alone for
the preservation of many endangered species.
(For example, the
whooping crane is not known to contribute significantly to the
many ecosystems it traverses in its migrations.) An exception is
the argument for maintaining diverse gene pools, particularly for
plants, and most particularly for those species known to have
potential food and medicinal significance for man -- again for
eventual exploitation.
Even these, however, cannot generally be
demonstrated to play ecological roles critical to maintaining the
integrity of the ecosystems they inhabit.
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Extrinsic values are really what drive the human ecosystem.
Generally, the extent to which science can demonstrate the folly
of man's abusing the system is the extent to which intrinsic
values are allowed into the game of ecomanagement.
The methods
suggested here provide some systematic
means for incorporating
both types of values within the game.

An environmental consequence (also impact or
temporal or spatial change in the ecosystem caused
man.
The change should be perceptible, measurable,
through a change agent to human activity.
An
consequence is observed on one or more indicators.

DBZIIIIIQNS_AND_A£SDHRIIQNS

(such as a ratio), that compares the condition of an ecosystem
component or process against a standard value or against another
component or process.
It is also used in relation to thresholds,
such as air or water quality standards that serve as indices of

Many
of
the
concepts
discussed
in
this
section
are
adaptations
m living systems theory as developed by
James
Grier Miller.
The ecosystem is the man/environment system:
a
complex of living and nonliving components interacting in space
and time, such that the complex can be viewed conceptually as a
whole.
Ecosystems contain man as both manipulator and component.
An
ecosystem
is
characterized
by
its
structure
(the
arrangement of its components in three-dimensional space at a
given moment in time) and its function (the processes by which
its structure
changesover time and/or space).
An ecosystem
component is a structural element containing stored matter-energy

and information.
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Ecosystem processes produce change over time and/or space in
matter-energy and/or information.
They are mechanisms whereby
ecosystem variables undergo metabolism, transformation, or other
changes.
Processes imply energy flows, and they are responsible
for ecosystem dynamics.
They control the way variables function
and interact and are, themselves, regulated by intrinsic rates
and/or environmental influences.
A variable is a property of a

(structural)

unit

or

(functional)

relationship

within

an

ecosystem.
A variable is observable, it can potentially change
over time, and its change can potentially be measured.
An

indicator

derivative

of

is

these

a

(an

structure,

index)

process,

that

or

provides

mathematical

an

objective,

reliable measure of specific states of an ecosystem variable.
Indicators often are affected by change agents.
Indicators can
be used to evaluate the current condition of a system, to measure

the amount of departure of variables from established norms, or
to

forecast,

by extrapolation,

immediate or more distant

changes in

future.

system

states in

the

Indicators are preferably in

centimeter gram-second units, in monetary units, or in some other
units that can be quantified.
Indicators may, however, concern

qualitative aspects of systems as well as quantitative ones.
It
is important that an indicator validly measure the variable with
which it is supposed to vary.
A key indicator integrates several
system

elements in such a way as to indicate the general health

of a system component, or even an entire system.

A change agent is the apparent cause of an environmental
consequence.
At the very least, it is an antecedent related
empirically to an environmental consequence so that an observable
relationship exists.

An

(environmental)

index is

a

number,

often

effect) is a
by
an act of
and relatable
environmental

dimensionless

environmental quality.

A pathological state, pathology: of an ecosystem occurs when

one or more variables remain for a significant period beyond
their ranges of stability, or in which the costs of adjustment
processes required to keep them within their ranges of stability
are significantly increased.
An
adjustment process is any
process that helps maintain a dynamic steady state in a system by
keeping variables
within their ranges of stability,
despite
stresses.
A threshold is a maximum or minimum number, or other value,
for an environmental indicator which, if exceeded, causes the
change
in that indicator
to take on
new importance.
The
significance, or relative importance, of a threshold depends on
its context.
A baseline condition is the state of an indicator, including
existing trends or rates of change, before that indicator is
affected by one or more change agents.
It is a benchmark state
from which environmental impacts are forecast and/or measured.
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'Looking outward' is a technique

and
his
coll
decisionmaking.

developed by C. S. Bolling

ues
for
environmental
policy
analysis
and
It is an early step in model-building and is

based on the premise that we can't analyze everything, but that

we can systematize our approach.
The technique
helps focus on
key ecosystem variables as initially defined by extrinsic values.
Those values are identified in a workshop setting consisting of
about
15
participants
representing
(ideally)
all
relevant
viewpoints about a proposed project or plan that is expected to
affect
the
ecosystem.
The
interdisciplinary,
multi-valued
setting stimulates cross-fertilization of ideas
and promotes
better understanding among opposing factions.
The synergism of
the group's interaction often results in near consensus about
what variables are 'key.

WWW
Given the list of extrinsically valued variables, ecological
modelers then work with the group, usually breaking into smaller
subgroups,
to
identify
and
include
variables
intrinsically

valuable

within

a

rough

prototype

simulation model

of

the

ecosystem.
The group examines various assumptions by running
scenarios
of
different
alternatives
on
the
prototype.
Alternatives often represent extreme viewpoints of participants,
so that
the entire
group can see the implications
of such
positions for the ecosystem.
The exercise takes about four days

of intensive effort.
Later

the

model

is

refined

and

used

by

decisionmakers

to

explore potential ramifications of their decisions.
The beauty
of the technique is its organizational power, its ability to draw
together
disparate
perspectives,
and
its
strength
as
a
communication tool among various segments of society.
Its danger
lies in the fact that the technique does its job too well:
it
often instills in workshop participants, and others who see the
model, an unwarranted confidence in its credibility.
Virtually
no ecosystem model is completely trustworthy, and even the most
sophisticated,
thorough,
and
accurate
model
is
a
gross
simplification of the real world.
This
briefly
summarizes
the
adaptive
environmental
assessment and management process.
The actual looking outward
techniques
for
developing
a
conceptual
understanding
of
ecosystems and for improving communications among those of widely
differing persuasions is described below.

There are many variations on the looking~outward theme.
The
one outlined below has seven steps.
Although logical, they are
not
necessarily
chronological
because
of
the
necessity
of
re evaluating and adjusting answers as the process continues.

in

step

6

are

adapted

from

the

analysis

international hydroelectric project in South America.

1.

Agree

on boundaries

and

geographic basis for the ecosystem(s)

subunits.

involved.

This

of

provides

an
a

2.
Agree on one or more time horizons.
Confusion can arise
when discussing environmental consequences unless time frames are
specified.
It is sometimes useful to start with three time
horizons short-, medium-, and long-term -- and to specify the
length of each.
These should be tied to the implementation times

in the plan or project.
and

3.

Develop resource management objectives specific in time

location.

In

the

5.

Identify

public

sector,

objectives

developed using a combination of inputs form public

internal policy goals, and issue analysis (scoping).

are

usually

involvement,

relationships

among

variables.

Involve

disciplinary specialists from relevant fields in a team setting
to identify key variables and indicators, including units of

measurement
density).

(e.g.,

For each
diagram (Fig.

size,

number,

flow,

weight,

diversity,

variable, we can represent relationships with a
1).
In order for a disciplinary specialist to

estimate production levels and demands for a variable, or impacts
upon that variable, he or she must identify at least three of the
four inputs and outputs, and preferably all four.

5.1 Indicators
These are used to determine whether
production objectives are being attained, how variables are being
mpacted, and whether thresholds are being approached.

5.2

1npigmentatisuL_Agtigitigg

-

These

activities

of

implementing a plan or project must be explicit enough to tell
specialists specifically what,
when, and where the activities
will
be,
so
that they can estimate how variables will be
affected.

5.3

Winks - A specialist should

know how other relevant
interest to him or her.

5.4

W

Questions

4.
Identify alternative resource management activities to
achieve those objectives.
This step is required under the U. 5.
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA).

variables

will

affect

a

variable

of

W e - This aspect should

also be considered by each specialist in order to help the
specialist 'look outward' from his or her own specialty and try
to understand the effects on other variables in the ecosystem.
team.

6.

In

variables

Answer
order

in

a critical set of questions, preferably as a
to identify and understand relationships among

an

ecosystem,

specialists

should

answer

the

following questions for each variable of potential concern within
the geographic units and specified time horizons.
6.1
What measurable indicators best describe state,
condition, and trends of the variables you are concerned with?

6.2
indicators?

about

What outside influences directly affect those
What is the minimal information you need to know

those outside

influences

in order

to predict or

'natural'

influences:

estimate

the direction and magnitude of change in those -indicators?
Identify those outside
influences,
i.e., any
variables or
indicators you need information about:

Existing
ecosystem variables?

-

influences

of

other

Implementation activities, both existing and proposed?
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4,

6.3
What other relevant information about the variables of
concern to you, besides the indicators mentioned above, do you
need to know in order to understand, estimate, or predict changes
in your resources?

g'

eg
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listed
above?
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6.4
How would a change in each of the outside influences
in 6.2 above directly affect each indicator listed in 6.1

6.5
How might any changes in your variables directly
affect
other
variables
in
the ecosystem?
Please
describe
significant probable effects you anticipate in terms of demand,

production,

or

other direct

how the effect is produced,
produced.
Demand includes

37: r:

information,

capital,

effects.

Where possible,

describe

i.e., the mechanism by which it is
input demands of matter,
energy,

labor,

services,

infrastructure,

etc.

Production includes output
production of biomass, populations,
density,
diversity,
goods,
services,
socially
desirable
or
undesirable substances, etc.
6.6
How will changes anticipated in your variable(s)
achieve or not achieve the objectives identified in 3 above?

Time
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Figure 1.

a

looking-outward Diagram.
For each major ecosystem variable,
disciplinary specialists list the major input and output
factors as building blocks for describing the concoptual
ecosystem and the linkages between variables.

7.
Determine
monitoring.

potential

key

indicators

for

inventory

and

5E!!ARZ.AND_CQNQLHEIQN
The techniques described above represent one systematic
approach to identifying conceptually key societal variables in
the
ecosytem.
The
approach,
although derived from systems
ecology, is fairly simple to apply and does not require formal
training
in
guantitative
sciences
or
ecological
modeling.
However,
as
escribed
above,
the
method
can
be
used
as
preliminary input for developing a computer based simulation

model of the ecosystem(s) of interest.
Using

this

method,

an

interdisciplinary

team

can

narrow

the scope of a model to what is realistically 'do-able,l
identifying information that is lost or unavailable, as well as
information used.

The approach enables a team to bound a problem

and identify the most important variables to include,

depending

on the purpose of the model.
The team thus captures,
in a
'conceptual ecosystem,
explicit assumptions and hypotheses about
the real ecosystem to be monitored.
Such a model can be used for
analyzing potential implications and ramifications of a wide
variety of implementation activities in the ecosystem.
Because
the model
represents a set of hypotheses
about the system,
scientific method can be applied, using conventional experimental
design techniques, to test one or more hypotheses about the

behavior of key societal indicators under man-induced stresses.

Data and information from monitoring the real system are 'fed
back' to adjust and refine the conceptual system (model), which

Systems may be
aggregated
in various ways to
form hierarch
arrangements.
If
the mathematical
descriptions of these arrangements are similar at
various levels of aggregation, then it is possible
to reason by analogy and propose
that aggregate
systems
behave
collectively
the
same
way
as
individual component systems.
Truly hierarchal arrangements have some property
at each level of the hierarchy that is either not
present or evident at any lower level.
This is the
'emergent'
property
of a
hierarchy,
and
is
not
routinely predictable by a summation of properties
of components systems.
If we knew what the component systems and their
interactions or linkages were in some complex high
order
system,
it
would
possible
to
study
the
behavior
of
a
higher
order
system
through
the
pathology of components and disruption of linkages.
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The preceding ideas classify information on the
properties of systems, but they not show how to use
that information to address the specific concerns of
this
Workshop
to
establish
and
operate
a
transboundary
monitoring
network.
There
is
no
application algorithm.
Such is the dilemma in the
statement: 'If we knew what the components and their
linkages are, . . .7' but we may not:
I

do not have an application algorithm,
only
some
notions
of
its
contents.
In
the hope
of
providing
some
insight
into
formulating
an
application algorithm,
I wish to explore selected
aspects about the components of monitoring systems:
uncertainty
and
the
nature
of
measurements
and
monitoring processes, ideas about process and state
variables,
and
some
recent
findings
in
systems
theory applied to living systems.
The Measurement Process
Monitoring
entails measurements which in turn
have uncertainty and variability.
Systems
theory
discusses uncertainty and variability in terms of
the information theoretic ideas of noise and message
entropy.
There is the notion of "signal to noise'I
ratios and relationships or the extraction from a
collection of measurements of the
information or
relationships among these measurements (signal) with
separation from the uncertainty (noise).

I
offer
theory
when
measurements.

a

cautionary
applied
to
From

1958

note about
information
ecologically
motivated
until

1973,

information

theory
was a popular research tool of theoretical
ecologists who
sadly often
used
it
in confusing
ways.
The
use
was
to
measure
"diversity,"
an
important
concept
related
to
the
species
and
population
distributions
along
ecological
gradients.
Information
theory
offered
several
statistically useful formulas for use as diversity
indices,
which
were
mathematically
identical
to
formulas of message entropy.
Because of the term
"entropy,"
some
ecologists
reasoned
that
these
diversity indices had thermodynamic significance in
understanding ecosystem properties.
Also, since the
theory
of
living
systems
utilizes
thermodynamic
approaches,
an
information
theoretic
entropy
measurement for diversity may be further thought to
have
thermodynamic
significance.
But as Hedgpeth
(1972) and Pielou (1979) have noted,
1
organisms
and
species
are
not
arbitrary
symbols subject to mathematical rearrangements
to infer
behavioral
properties.
The abstract
arrangements of the symbols in a 'nessage' bear
little
resemblance
to
the
patterns
of
organization
of
species
in
various
biotic
communities."
2 merely because a
formula for
an ecological
parameter
resembles a particular
thermodynamic
function does not mean that the parameter itself
is thermodynamic.
Ecological
diversity as
a
concept
is
not necessarily
concordant
either
philosophically or mathematically with entropy.
One must not reason falsely by analogy.
There
is no compelling evidence to support the idea
that
ecological
diversity
is
a
thermodynamic
concept.
The
mathematical
formulation
of
a
diversity index and an entropy function may be a
coincidence.
One needs

some

"signal to noise'

sense

of

the

relationships.

'signal'

to

exploit

There are several

ways to extract a signal from the noise among them
statistical methods, models, and graphical methods.
Signal extraction may be followed by analyses of how
the noise influences any inferences derived from the
signal.

with

Systems approaches emphasize mathematical models
equations
based
upon
physical
and
biological

rules.

Several

of

these

rules,

"conservation

laws,"

may be formulated with or without time dependencies:
1

material balances

2

energy balances

(conservation of

mass)

(conservation of energy)

3
electroneutrality (conservation of charge;
nuclear
energy
situations:
conservation
atomic number)
4

momentum balances

Material balances
system thus expanding
in

the

in
of

model.

exist for each component of a
the number of usable equations

Nevertheless,

the

processes

described

in above rules rarely provide enough relationships or
associated conditions to accommodate all of the data
either
perceived
as
necessary
or
available
for
testing.
This shortfall in relationships is an added
uncertainty.
What does one do when there are more
unknowns
than
equations
to
fit?
It
means
some
assumptions must be made to solve the problem, and if
these assumptions are not carefully chosen and tested,
they may hinder the analyses by introducing artifacts
(false information) or causing loss of information.
Measurement uncertainty includes analytical bias,
sampling error, machine or instrumentation error, and
random variability,
The
statistical
procedures
of
analysis of variance and covariance are often useful
to partition the uncertainty and variability as to
source or cause.
But use of such techniques often
implies existence of a model to explain variability,
and the experience with using environmental models to
predict theoretical bounds of uncertainties and errors
is very limited.
Further,
the
statistical
distributions for most
environmental data sets have not been deduced.
In
some
work
sponsored
by
the
International
Joint
Commission
on
the
statistical
characteristics
of
monitoring
data
from
air
and
water
studies,
we*
observed
that certain
data
sets were
equally
well
represented by several different statistical
*

Dr. Elliott Montroll, University of Maryland
Dr. Geoffrey Watson, Princeton University
Dr. Carl Harris, University if Virginia
Dr. Wray Smith, George Washington University

distributions.
Uniqueness was not determinable, and
convenience dictated the choice of the distribution
with the most advantageous mathematical properties
for a given application.
Of course,
one can justify
at any time the use of nonparametric statistical
techniques,
which
provide
properties
of
data
independently of any assumptions about statistical
distributions.
The

data

were

components,

observed

to exhibit

seasonalities,

serial

random spiked
correlations

between measured values, and where the data could be
examined as time series -- persistence and apparent
nonstationarity.
These characteristics
complicate
the analysis of uncertainty and noise, and if not
carefully
taken
into
consideration
may
suggest
improper conclusions from the routine, but in this
case,

unwise

use of

certain statistical

tools.

Indicators
Systems
theory uses 'indicator' parameters to
diagnose the pathology of a system.
Choosing an
indicator parameter is more art than science even
for well understood systems.
Two problems are the
'false positive/false negative" and the diagnostic
significance
of
numerical
values
of
indicator
parameters.
The
for

crudest

indicator

but

often

parameters

most
is

common

'present'

form
or

of

data

"absent,"

and
if
'present,
then
quantity.
Presence
or
absence may only reflect effectiveness of detection
or sampling.
A user
of the data, however, may have
to answer the following 'counter' questions:
Does
"not detected'I mean 'absent?"
If 'presence' is a
significant result, is
absence
significant also in

a reverse situation?

The diagnostic significance of numerical values
of indicator parameters is only gleaned after long
periods of testing and analysis as in standard tests
of blood, urine and other body tissues, used by
physicians for diagnosis.
As of the time of writing
this paper, the significance of numerical values of
environmental
indices
was
a
highly
controversial
topic.
An interested reader might refer to a book
edited by Wayne Ott on the subject.
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Indicator parameters may be state variables or
process
variables.
Distinctions
between
the
two
types of variables are often small, and a particular
parameter may represent one or other, or both at
a
given
time.
Usually a parameter
which expresses
some
factor
of
existence
is
"state,"
while
a
parameter which expresses "rates" or
"control" is
categorized as "process."
These parameters may also
be either extensive (dependent on size, number,
or
density) or intensive (independent of size, number,
or density).
Occasionally, extensive parameters are
classified as "integral" and intensive parameters
as
"differential."
It is useful to distinguish parameters which are
measured from those which are estimated by combining
appropriate values of other measurements.
Indicator
parameters may either be measured or calculated, but
if the latter, are sometimes expressed as "lumped
parameters"
or
"groups"
or
combinations
of
parameters
in
index
form.
Calculated
parameters
tend to be state variables, but with modern control
systens and computers,
it is possible to exploit
state parameters as control parameters.
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Control Concepts and Homeostasis

I believe it is important to relate the control
theory
language
of
subprocesses
and
critical
subprocesses to the conservation rules or equations
which are used to model environmental systems.
This
may help take some of the mystery out of the nethod
of living systems.
The purposes
of controls
are
to regulate or
maintain a system in some desired operating mode.
Very often the desired mode reflects a history of
adaptation of the system to a set of external or
internal conditions with operating characteristics
limited to a limited range of values within
the
possible achievable range of values.
When internal
or external conditions cause the system parameters
to be outside
of the limited desired range,
the
control aspect attempts to return the system to an
operating mode within
the desired
limited
range.
This is
"homeostasis."
It
is not steady state,
because
steady
state
requires
that
the
system
operation be kept fixed at a single constant value
and
not
fluctuate
within
a
range
of
allowable
values.
Homeostasis may be a collection of "steady
states" but that is not always necessary.

Each
control
system
has
its
own
descriptive
conservation equation or
contributes
a mathematical
term to
another conservation
equation
in
a model.
Critical subsystems are either individual or a
sum of
specific terms within a conservation equation
.
For
example,

inputs

are

inflows

of

matter,

energy,

information, etc. to a system: transformer terms
are
kinetic
laws
for
changes
in
process
of
chemical
speciation;
transporter
terms
are
hydraulic
or
momentum
equations,
or
conservation
equations
for
carriers,
solvents,
or
media;
reproducers,
or
templates,

are

laws

which

map

the

chemical

mechanism

for
reproduction;
and
controllers
are
terms
that
control;
feedback,
delay,
return
to
"storage"
and
other
routing
terms,
detoxification,
repair,
etc.
Each condition of operation of the system is
either a
new equation to be solved for the system or
a term in
an existing equation.
The effect of specific forms of
the above terms with numerical values is to reduce
the
unknown components of the system.
Because
it
is
rarely
possible
to
measure
the
"critical
subsystems,"
indicator
parameters
are
surrogates.
The best choices of indicator parameters
are those which form the control terms of a critica
l
subsystem in a conservation equation.
Specifically,
the parameter is measurable in some way, and critica
l
subsystem control is exerted at a rate proportional
to
the measured value of the parameter or proportional
to
the
difference
between
the measured
level
of
the
parameter and some predetermined value which is to act
as a limit for desirable system operation.
This is
called "proportional control" in control theory and is
the
simplest
of
the
"feedback"
control
techniques
available.
More complex control methods exist,
but
all basically begin from proportional control
if a
feedback mechanism is used.
Begin with Data

Environmental
monitoring
of
critical subsystems
considers the dilemma raised at the beginning
of the
paper: the control mechanisms are the linkages between
subsystems;

but

if

these

are

unknown,

the

choices

of

indicator
parameters
based
on
a
pathology
of
disrupting
or
regulating
linkages
may
not
be
successful.
whatever
success
accrues may be random
choice or serendipity.

Another
perspective
is needed.
I
advocate
a
statistical approach based on the intensive analysis
of existing data to obtain new insights.
As Pielou
(1976)

has

noted,

environmental

data

abound,

would be almost shameful not to exploit
won' data of previous studies.

these

and

it

'hard

How?
Begin
with
the
techniques
suggested by
Tukey in his work Exploratory Data Analysis
(1977)
and augment them with such methods as discriminant
or factor analysis (which are currently favored by
biostatisticians

and

geochemists)

as

well

newer

techniques in fractionally differenced time series.
The important
thing is statistics first to guide
models, then perhaps models.

Another reason for a statistical approach is the
absence of standard monitoring protocols for most
kinds of studies.
This is not a total disadvantage
since monitoring studies should be designed to meet
certain goals, some of which may be given a
riori,
but others which may evolve during other studies or
analyses.
Also, the design of a monitoring study
itself may be a statistical problem.
One of the most desirable goals, but
one which
is also very difficult to addresss is the I'early
warning system, . or a monitoring system capable of
alerting
to
impending
or
emerging
environmental
Often whatever early early warning has
problems.
occurred in environmental situations derives
from
the curiosity of researchers and others who happened
to
observe
something and were
unsure
about the
of
measurements
some
made
who
or
observation,
parameters believing that to be "inherently worthy'l
of study without regard to data relationships in any
other study goal, or re-examined seemingly 'strange'
or
I'discordant" data
collected
by
themselves
or
others.
Even more important, to assure the possibility
that a monitoring program can be anticipatory by
design,
somewhere
in
the
planning,
development,
management,
implementation and analysis activities
of a monitoring system there should be a person who
has the luxury to explore and play with existing
data with view toward extraction of new insights
from older ventures.
This person should be like the
Renaissance 'eccentrics' admired by Elliott Montroll
(1964) and his associates.
In the harried world of
mission-oriented regulatory agencies, it is rare for
someone to able to explore the intrinsic nature of
data.
It is a luxury that has been denied, but it
is no longer a luxury; it is a necessity.
Without
an unhurried and independent look at data and how

they are being used,
the management decisions on
monitoring
data
acquisition,
analysis,
archiving,
presentation
and
application
will
have
a
faulty
scientific basis as well as causing economic and
adminstrative problems.
At the Sane Place and at the Same Time
Data
integration
from
multiple
studies
is
currently a goal of many
environmental programs, but
different frequencies and styles of measurements in
environmental studies, even for studies in a common
geographical region, are factors work against such
data integration.
The simplest problem occurs
when
data must be combined from several studies where the
measurements were taken in different places and at
different times.
For example,
Meteorological
data are
usually
collected
at
airports,
but
air quality data
are
collected at
other sites.
Fundamental calculations on transport
and
movement
of
air
pollutants
and
the
mutual
influences and effects of air quality and weather on
each other,
are not always possible because air
quality
monitoring
stations
are
not
necessarily
designed to measure both meteorology and air quality
at
the
same
place
and
at
the
same
time
for
comparative work.
Biological surveys
of a watershed are
rarely
made at the same sites and times which have been
sampled for chemical and physical characteristics of
water quality.
That causes difficulty if one wishes
to
relate biology
to chemistry
and or
physics.
Also, unless the biological system in thermodynamic
equilibrium (very unlikely), chemical and physical
measurements will reflect
conditions over
a very
short time period while biological measurements may
represent the
integrated effects of environmental
adaptations over a much longer period.
Fundamental
differences
in
the
time
scales
associated
with
various environmental processes gives rise to the
need for a more concordant frequency of simultaneous
physical, chemical, and biological measurements.
Many environmental processes are evaluated
in
terms of annual cycles.
Seasonality is an important
characteristic, but the idea that the behavior of an
environmental system llaverages itself outII over a
one year period is naive. The advantage of using
annual averages is to smooth voluminous data sets
and make certain models workable; the disadvantage
is to make data
incompatible or even meaningless.
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Analysts will have further doubt as to the wisdom of
integrating data from different environmental data
sets when
the
sampling locations and
frequencies
between studies are not concordant.
Although annual
averages simplify
certain data uses, it may not be 5
Eriori scientifically correct to use such averages
n
extended
'comparisons
between
means"
although
this is a common statistical procedure.
Environmental Scaling and Dimensionless Numbers
General
living
systems
may
have
hierarchal
structures, but the theory of living systens does
not provide
concepts of 'scaling.'
It is important
to distinguish between
aggregation, which is
the
addition of
new systems
to
form new
hierarchal
arrangements, and scalin , which is to increase the
size or capacity of a given system already present
in a hierarchal arrangement.
The concern is scaling, although it will be seen
that the limitations on scaling are often the fault
of aggregation.
For example, the results of studies
on five hectare ponds do not predict the behavior of
the Great Lakes;
salt water
aquaria do not model
oceans; and biological
inferences from studies on
small tropical
islands give only limited
insight
into systens on continental land masses.
A fully
integrated air-water-land biota study in an area of
the United States-Canada transboundary region does

not

define

the

environmental

status

of the

entire

region.
The reason is heterogeneity.
Environmental
systems are not always continuous, and where there
are gradients, these are not always smooth.
Scaling
concepts
do
not
address
discontinuities.
The
mathematical state-of art of living systenm theory
is fully developed for physico chemical processes
and phenomena on continuous linear gradients.
The
theory is just now being applied to situations with
non-linear gradients, bifurcations, discontinuities,
time delays and lag phenomena, non-linear
memory
effects
and
higher
order
correlations
among
variables.
There
have
been
major
advances
in
studying
the
non-linear
kinetic-thermodynamic
behavior of living systems, but it is not yet clear
how these advances can be applied to design and
operate a transboundary monitoring system.
Most of
the developments have emphasized the evaluation of
long data records
to describe the evolution
and
historical development of specific simple systems.
The tools have been retrospective, not prospective.

A basic component of scaling is dimensionality
(and associated "dimensionless numbers").
Montroll
(personal
communication)
believed
that
the
most
successful models of any systems had only one or at

most

two

I'dimensionless

numbers."

For

example,

the

design of ship hulls depends on the Froude number,
and the design of oil pipelines and pump systems on
the
Reynold's
number.
Dimensionless
numbers
are
scaling parameters which incorporate the dynamics of
the systems at all allowable values of the system
variables.
As the number of dimensionless numbers
characterizing a system increases, it becomes more
and
more
difficult
to
scale
the
system.
In
particular,
Montroll
hypothesized
that
the
difficulty of scaling-up a system is reflected in
the odds against an experiment being designed
to
test the scale-up being of the order of n!, where n
is the number of "dimensionless numbers,
and n! has
the usual meaning of a product of all consecutive

integer values of g from 1 to n.

Hontroll
contended
that
each
species
in
a
biological system has its own dimensionless number.
He then compared the biological case with a physics
problem:
the
difficulty
of
scaling-up
a
viable
fusion
process
from known
laboratory
data.
His
analysis of fusion suggested
a minimum of
eight
dimensionless numbers, meaning the odds against a
successful experiment to scale-up a nuclear fusion
system from a laboratory model were of the order of
81:1 or 39,320:l.
Such odds are very unfavorable in
physics, but
the odds for biology are much worse
since
even 'small'
biotic communities
often have
more than eight species.
Hontroll's views on scaling biological systens
are not a contraindication of the need for such
scaling
concepts.
Rather
they
support
the
need
urgently.
Environmental studies can be performed at
several
different
scales.
While
it may
not
be
possible
to
infer the environmental status
of
a
transboundary area from one watershed or airshed
study,
inferences may
be reasonable from several
studies.
Correlation methods exist to test whether
statistical
similarities
among
common
parameters
measured at different sites as a function of the
distances between sites.
A study of similar data
from adjacent or distant sites may reveal what kind
of constraints
apply
in using environmental data
from one location to infer the behavior of systems
elsewhere,
and
thus
give insight
into
how
to
minimize the size of a monitoring network (important
economically)
and
still
meet
specifications
on
performance.
Thus we must add scaling concepts to
the tools available.

Deg rees of Freedom
Related to scaling and modeling are a system's
degrees of freedom.
For purposes of discussion,
the degrees of freedom are taken as the arithmetic
difference between the number of equations needed to
describe
a system and
the number of
independent
equations available, where ideally there should be
an
equal
number
of
independent
equations
for
available unknowns.
As previously noted, there is
often a shortage of equations relative to unknowns.
Also, living systems have many degrees of freedom.
There are techniques to 'reduce' the degrees of
freedom, a common one being use of a parameter which
mimics the combined behavior of several components
rather than studying those components individually.
These
are
integrative
parameters.
Primary
productivity and related total plant biomass are
examples.
It is easier to study rates of total
oxygen/carbon dioxide use to measure photosynthesis
or weigh an aggregate sample of plant material than
separate each species and measure photosynthesis or
biomass individually.
when primary productivity or
biomass relfect the behavior of the algal or plant
community, then such parameters simplify analysis.
When speciation of the biomass
is important, then
primary
productivity
or
plant
biomass
are
not

helpful.

Because components of living systems interact,
the equations
describing the behavior
of
living
systems are
"coupled."
Theoretical solutions for
coupled equations only exist for linear models and a
few special forms.
Modelers are forced to assume
some degree of I'uncoupling" to study their models.
The process of "uncoupling'I may reduce degrees of
freedom.
If a mathematical model of a system consists of
several similar equations, it might be possible to
replace this subset of similar equations by a single
equation
which
averages
over
the
behavior
and
interactions of the subset.
A 'biomass
equation
for a previously described case, would
accomplish
this for algae or plants.
Implicit in a biomass
equation is the assumption that mass/unit organism
is a constant independent of species.
This is not
exactly
correct
because of
differences
in
size,
shape,
and
density
etc.
occur
between
species;
however, if the population of cells is numerically
large,
a
constant
"average"
biomass
per
unit
organism may be an excellent approximation.

Some Cements

on Thermodynamics

The
assumption
of
constant
biomass
per
unit
organism described in the previous section parallels
the
macroscopic
statistical
thermodynamic
approach
that simply, as the number of molecules in a system
increases,

the

behavior

of

the

average

molecule

increasingly represents the behavior of the system.
In the limit of an infinite number of molecules, the
average is the behavior because variability, although
measurable,
Essentially

is
so
random

small
as
to
be
fluctuations
cancel

and
one
has
a
law
thermodynamic systems.

of

large

unimportant.
each
other,

numbers

for

A
critical
question
is
how
to
estimate
the
'average" parameter , and this a research need .
In
thermodynamics, the averaging process is weighted by
special
exponentials.
Neither
this
weighted
averaging
procedure
nor
a
simpler
unweighted
procedure
may
be
appropriate
for
data
from
a
transboundary monitoring system.
Thermodynamic equilibrium is a special case and
benchmark
to
study
the
performance
limits
of
systems.
Most
environmental
systems
are
not
in
theremodynamic

equilibrium,

and

if

they

were,

would

probably be a collection of nonfunctional
or dead
entities.
But individual parts of living systems may
be
in
equilibrium
(i.e.
a
single
metabolic
reaction).
Statistical
thermodynamics
gives
the
principle for the study of macroscopic thermodynamic
equilibrium:
all equations are independent of the
system of concern.
What this means in practice is
that if it is experimentally easier to collect data
assuming an analysis of the system as 'closed,
the
answers obtained will be correct even though it is
known perhaps that the system is 'semi-open."
But
this is only true of equilibrium in large systems.
The
most

next

level

ecological

of

complexity,

models,

is

that

of

which
a

describes

non-equilibrium

steady state.
in "not far'

when steady states are 'near'
from) equilibrium in accordance

condition

Glansforff

of

and

Prigogine

to (as
with a

(1971),

then

the
properties
of
the steady
states derive
from
properties of the equilibrium, and the steady
states
are stable and can resist disturbances and attenuate
perturbations.
the system are

the range of

As an
linear,

added bonus,
the dynamics
and the system said to be

linear thermodynamics.

of
in
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A steady state system "far"
from equilibrium,
unless characterized by
linear rules, belongs to the
realm of nonlinear thermodynamics where predictions
are
usually
speculative.
Nonlinear
thermodynamic
systems may have multiple co-existing steady states,
any of which is possible and may occur, and each
with different stability.
Predictions as to which
steady state will result from system evolution are
rarely possible.
Intuitively, one might guess that
evolution favors the most stable of the
multiple
states, but this is not always true, especially if
the most stable state offers no biological, genetic
or
physiological
advantage
other
than
stability
relative to a less stable state.
Multiple steady
states
have
been
used
successfully
to
interpret
certain evolutionary processes, mutational events,
and unexpected patterns of behavior and organization
in living systems.
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When an environmental system has only linear
processes, and these processes permit a steady state
or range of steady states as homeostasis, than the
one steady or homeostasis will be unique; likewise a
linear model of processes predicts a unique steady
state if one exists.
However, if a nonlinear system
is approximated by a linear model, especially in the
region of nonlinear thermodynamic behavior, then the
steady state predicted may differ from the actual
steady state toward which the system is evolving.
The preceding discussion relates to a problem of
model development: model "calibration" versus model
"verification."
Many
environmental
processes
are
nonlinear:
diffusion,
predator-prey
relationships,
the
incorporation
of
delay
times,
but
linear
approximations are made to ease numerical processing
on a computer.
Even
when nonlinear elements are
retained, data must be used in the calibration phase
to
deduce
model
coefficients.
other
data,
independent of those used for calibration, are use
in
a
verification
phase
to
confirm
model
predictions.
Finally a third class of
data
are
needed for both calibration and verification, which
may
be
termed
"initialization"
or
'boundary

condition"

data.

These

data

prime

the

model

for

calculation
purposes.
Verification
is
the
most
expensive part of model development and the activity
least often or likely to be performed.
Consequently
many
monitoring
activities
conceived
mainly
to
"verify"
specific
models
may
be
unrealistic.

Bringing It All Together
I have discussed some problenB related to the
conceptualizing the operations of a transboundary
monitoring network but never mentioned my feelings
on the need for such a system.
I
believe
that
the
idea
of
a
transboundary
monitoring system is an idea "whose time has come."
I am impatient on one hand, but appreciative of the
fact that design concepts
are needed.
For
that
reason I have emphasized pitfalls to avoid, ideas to
exploit, and needs to be researched to get to the
actual design and implementation phase.
Clearly we
are going to deal with
very complex
systems.
There
are
considerable
data
for
these
systems, but not all of those data will be usable.
Of concern is that more of the data should be used
than is currently the case.
In
approaching
the
problem
of
designing
a
transboundary monitoring system, there is a need to
perform a suite of intensive and highly experimental
studies:
1
There is a need for intensive
statistical
analysis of existing nonitoring data to aid in
the design of future studies.
There is a need
for intensive analyses before choosing and using
indicator parameters.
2
There is a need for caution in applying
information
theory
concepts to
ecologically
motivated measurements; there is also a need for
caution
in dealing with
thermodynamic-kinetic
concepts,
especially
in living
systems theory
where
the
state-of-art
is
not
yet
advanced
enough to address the problem of environmental
systems
which
are
structurally
nonlinear
and

function far from equilibrium.

3
There is a need for scaling concepts
to
augment modeling approaches.
Ecological scaling
is virtually nonexistent.
There is also a need
to address the possible problem of the "tyranny
of dimensionless numbers," or the situation of
the sheer number of biotic components reducing
the ability of being able to design successful
experiments to predict the behavior of simple or
aggregated h ierarchal systems .
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4
There is a need to structure the goals of a
transboundary monitoring system to maximize the
ability
to
use
diverse
informational
inputs.
This
will
require
explicit
attention
to
measurements
of
parameters
at multifunctional
sites to assure "same place/same time" data.
5

by licbsrd J. Olson*
been heated by the U.S. Geological
furvey at the USGS lational Center at
leston. Virginia. Users of
environmental data hive been vell
tspreseuted. including those. using

MODUC'IIUI
In the 1970a there were increasing
concerns about the cumulative and
regional-scale inpacts of Ian's

There is a need to proceed now.

cuputers to conpile and analyse fish

activities on husan health and the
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the first Integrated County-LevelData Users workshop" was organised by

been addressed.

an ad hoc group of individuals free

MISSED? stimulus

various agencies to "provide a forum
for exchanging ideas, nathods, and
data" (Olson 1981). Annual meetings
involving both data users and

The 1980 oorkshop (Olson 1981)
enphasised the capabilities of large

integrated systems such as UPGRADE,
DDS, SEEDIS, and 63026010 . At that

producers have been held since then

to discuss opportunities for increased

tile. these national county-level data

data exchange and approaches for
solving cousou problens related to

systens were sell-funded, large.

cmuterizsd systens.

integration and analysis of diverse
data. An "integrated date user" is
s n indivile involved with the
cubining of diverse thenatic data

workshop and as one of the more cos-on
spatial units for national data
collection and analysis. Discussion

based on em spatial and tenporal

John Wiley; New York

The first

vorkshop title explicitly identified
counties as an emphasis of the

attributes for' the purposes of ulti-

groups identified needs to develop
better rays to locate data. establish

disciplinary analyses. assess-ants,

Prigogine, I. and Glansdorff, P. (1971)
Thermodynamic Theory
of Structure,
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the four Integrated Data Users
Workshops and discusses nueric data
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data resources.

(Olson and Cavansugh 1982) continued

various disciplines including socio-

discussion groups surfaced an
interesting observation related to
the use of large integrated systems.
when posed with the topic of "how

(1977)

Exploratory

Reading, Mass.

Data
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Addison

Wesley;

or planning needs.

This paper reviews

standardisation and coordination among

data collectors, and inprove data
docuentation.
The 1981 vorkshop

clearinghouses as s leans to locate
Uorkshop participants represent

along the sane line, although the

economics , demographics . health .
natural resources. environmental
sciences. and others. Workshops have
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would one assess national inpacts of
acid rain" none of the sight interdisciplinary discussion groups felt
that integrated systas had adequate
data or capabilities to be used.
The l982 workshop (Olson ad
hills-an 1983) had the these "Data
Access ad lead in a Tine of fiscal
<3onstraint. I The wood of this
workshop reflected the participants
frustrations because of recent budget
reductions; however. optinistic
opportunities for using nicrocowputsrs
ad networking were described.

In

1982, several of the large integrated

systas were being achived and nay

individual data bases appeared to be
faced with reduced or elininated
funding.

In addition to govern-ent-

wide reductions in expenditures, both
deregulation ad iqplanentation of
the Paperwork leduction Act were
identified as factors influencing
reductions in data gathering and
processing. Effects of progra- cuts
on federal statistical progras were
identified as losses of: access to
data. geographic detail, tiweliness.
quality ad relevance, and nethodological inprovaents ad expertise

(Wall-an 1933).

Stats ad private

organisations were predicted to becowe

are inortat as data collectors.
processors. and users as federal

program are reduced (licks 1983).
The 1982 workshop included a
overview of the capabilities ad

status of 16 integrated data-base
systas (Herrill 1963). These
systas represent a variety of

approaches to providing analytical

capabilities for processing large
data bases.

Developwental efforts

have exceeded 100 person years for
sows systens. with annual naintenance
require-ants estinted as three to
ten person years for one: systeas.
The Environmental Protection Agency

(32A) Chenical Substances Infornation
letwork (CSIII) (Tidwell at al. 1983)

hardware. software, data formats, and

protocols of nay systsns to access

the data resources within than.
Advances in nicrocowputar systas

were also described. especially how

the capabilities of these systans can
be used with networks to access and
analyze data fron. large integrated
data bases (Hallin 1983): The DA
Graphical Exposure Modeling System

(6843) was need to a-plify the use

of ninicoaputers to ~I lrovide analysis

capabilities that "historically" were
reserved for large nainfrae
caputers. Increasing processing.
storage, ad graphical display
capabilities of nicroconputers at low
costs (e.g., personal cowputers) were
described as offering new opportuni-

ties for distributive processing.

The 1983 workshop addressed issues

that were identified in previous

eeetings including future technolo-

gies, clearinghouses, ad quality
control.

froceedings of the workshop

will be published.

m DATA

While nuwerous environmental data
bases have been described at the
workshops. there are still real
problas in locating data bases with
desired para-stars. appropriate

spatial and taparel resolution. good
quality assurance. and coepatible
co-putsr forests for a specific
application. however. the cost of
collecting new data in wore
appropriate forms is often not

possible; therefore, users need to
rely on finding and using existing

data. The workshops have addressed
several approaches to aid secondary
data users in locating data. These

include establishing a contact
network. reviewing integrated systems,
describing data clearing-houses. and
listing published inventories of data
bases.

switching network to pernit users to

Hatts (1983) lists citations for
27 published inventories of data bases

network approach elininates the need
for users to learn the different

shop. Sons of these inventories are
associated with ongoing clearinghouse
activities, while others represent a

was described as a sophisticated

converse with several independent
systas interfaced by C313. This

workin the proceedings of the 1982

one-tine a ency effort that way be.
or any rap dly bane, out-of-date.
These inventories plus clearinghouse
retrievals ad personal contacts were
used to capile an inventory of over

130 environental and natural resource
data bases (Olson 1933). Criteria
for including data bases in this
inventory were (1) national or
regional coverage and (2) availability
in cuputer-readable for-a.
Kay federal agencies have estab-

lished agency-wide inventories of
cusputariaed data sets called data
referral centers or claaringhonees

(Table 1).

These activities provide

It is actively conpiling data set

descriptions frnn nany sources, with
suphaais on cliutic. atnospheric.
and physical environ-ant thaes (less
aphasis on water resources,
vegetation, forests. wildlife, or
other biologic couponents). The
328 is currently consolidating

several previous inventories to
create a single file which will

becae nore readily accessible to
IOAA and other agencies. The systen
will contain descriptions of over
15,500 data sets that ca be searched
interactively for specific data types.

mm

a efficient nechaise for searching

for data, resources.

The l983 workshop

included a panel discussion on the
role of clearinghouses in locating

(is-on issues have aerged at all of
the workshops. Participants have

describing the characteristics of the
2A directory activities listed in
Table 1.
Host clearinghouses are similar to

lore efficient ways to locate and
obtain the data they need for their

bibliographic data bases, but the
activites that were described restrict
their entries to describing machinereadable data files. They contain

definitions and data-base documentation. They also feel the need for

nachine-readable data files including

information centers waintaining

descriptions of data bases, not the

actual data. The data-sat descriptors
developed by each clearinghouse vary
frow agency to agency. Host include
a data-set one or title, an abstract,
the spatial ad taporal attributes.
and a contact person. Sons contain
additional detailed descriptions of
individual variables within each data
set. The Technical Subcaittee of
the Intaragency Co-nittee on Data
Access ad Use has recently published
a proposed voluntary standard for use

in creating descriptive abstracts of
data files (om 1983). In all cases,
clearinghousee provide infornetion to

continually expressed the desire for

applications. In addition. individuals have recognised the need for

nore stadards in terns of data

lore coordination aong primary data-

gathering organizations. Finally,
there is the continual concern for
quality control and the concern that
data are used without proper attention
to the linitations associated with
each file.
This series of workshops has
provided an effective forun for data
users to west and discuss data
resources and related topics.

A

contact network of over 500 individuals has been established to

encourage data exchange activities.
I personally have obtained or provided
data to others based on contacts wade
at the workshops. and I essune others

probability of fulfilling a uoer's

have alsobenefited in this nanner.
Problens were identified and recournandations published in the proceed-

for obtaining nore information or the

to identify najor actions that have

Clearinghouses usually limit their
inventories to their own agency's
data; however, IOAA's Iational
Environmental Data Referral Service
(mus) has a Iuch broader scope.

proceedings provide a view that
represents a diverse set of disci-

deternine which data sets have a high

need and the nae of a contact person
actual data set.

ings.

Although it way be difficult

resulted fron the workshops. the

plines, nodes of operation, and

analytical approaches all shared by
integrated data users..

ed

In relation to the nae .ot conpntera
in tieh and wildlife program. the
vorkehope have provided intonation

on locating date reeonrcea and have
eddreeaed the data integration Leena.
Data integration includee hoth

cubining eini1ar data trn dieperaed

eonrcee, i.e.. eater data collected

by atatea and need nationally. and
cahining varied thenatic data 'tor

ulti-diaciplinary etndiea. It in
inportant tor vorkehope anch ee thia
one. or tor proteaaional eocietiea .
to identity and endorae atandarde tor
data collection that can be utilized
in the tield. 'It ia aleo inportant
tor individuala .to upport the

develop-ant and operation ot
clea
honae and related directory
ectivit ea. We can contribute

deecriptione ot our data tilee,

anggeet ways to inprove directorial,

utilise the directories in eearching

tor data. and give credit to

clearinghoneea tor the eervicee they

provide.

mats
fiche, J. I.

.1983.

Evolution and

future of integrated data haaee.
pp. 106-107. I! Proceedinge of the

1982 Integrated Data Deere workshop.

COED-8210120. Iational technical
Intonation Service, lpringtield,
Virginia. 186 pp.
lanlin. C. 1983. Iacent advancea in
aicroconputer eyetena technology:
Iqlicetione tor integrated date
eyetena. pp. 90-95. IlProceedinge
ot the 1982 Integrated Data Deere
iorkehop. 0007-8210120. lational
Technical Intonation 8ervice,
Ipringtield. Virginia. 186 pp.
Kerrill, D. 1983. Overviev ot
integrated data eyetele: Context,
capabilitiee. and atetne. pp. 3-26.
I! Proceedinga ot the 1982
Integrated Data Deere workahop.

OOH-8210120. lational Technical
Intonation Service. Springfield.
Virginia. 186 pp.

om. 1983. Procedures for
preparation of .abetracta tor-public
nee atatietical Iachine-readahle
data tilee. .propoeed Voluntary
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and legulatory attain. -_Ottice.
of laugnentrandJMtet.
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Fellow

World Resources institute

delighted to

be here

and to have had the opportunity

to meet many of you and experience your enthusiasm
work which brings you to Sioux Falls.

V. 1W Deuce 31s:See Iii-rill, I. 133.
and Stems. no. 14 .

by

186 pp.

in

the exerting

To address
"Managing Earth's
Future Resources" l will cast
including
a broad net. drawing in terrestrial. renewable resources
the

all-important

room.

human

resource,

to

Indeed. I would hope

wavering

to

stay

at

it.

to

among whom

persuade

any

are those

of

As

Executive

Deputy

a

program

global

all

Director

based

might be

the future

year assignment which involved a daily
a global scale.
issues on
resource
of

the

in Nairobi.

serving at our headquarters

Virtually

this

continue in this creative field.

importance for
critical
for I believe it to be of
well-being of the nation. and of the whole planet.
12
a
I come from
look at enVironmental and

you

in

on

the governments

of

UN Environment

Kenya. I

international
world.
the

Program.

helped to run

cooperation between
Fellow at
a
Now

the Washington-based World Resources Institute. my chief interest
and resource
global environment
at these same
is in looking
a US perspective in order to identify policies which
issues from
might help

governments. the private sector

planning. and

decision-making.

and

citizens to

improve

I believe this important because

the human speCies
actions by
change when
time of
live in a
quality of life for our children
the future
increasingly affect

we

more complete underforesight. for
and theirs. The need (or
systems function. and how we interact
of how natural
standing
with them. has never been greater.
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y enthusiasm for your
work
goes
back
as
years. to the
begining of the space
age. when
NASA was first established and
from the outset led the way in fostering international cooperation.
particularly to speed benefits from practical applications based
on

the

early remote-sensing

satellites.

Tires

and

Nimbus.

my enthusiasm
does not
rest on expertise
in
what
doing. rather it stems from
what I
see as
the growing
that the
product of your
labors can - and will - be
improve the quality of planning and decision making
at
level; not global. but the national and local levels.
lake
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not.

and

role

is

no

will

mistake
never

to assist

be.

about

the

some

governments

role

sort
as

of

of the UN System; it is
super government.

they go

But

you are
promise
used to
the key

about their

Its

sovereign

business. and. when governments call on it to accomplish something.
such as the eradication
of smallpox.
the UN system with its
Specialised Agencies can be very effective.
Many of you have
first hand
experience with UN AgenCies such as the World Meteorological Organisation (VINO). the Food and Agriculture Organization.
(PAC). UNESCO.
and others.
They are. I suggest. better proof
of the value and vitality of
the UN System.
than the people
we see on TV making speeches in the Security. Council or representing
their governments in the
annual
sessions
in New
York
of the
UN General Assembly.
in
seeking to
promote the application of your product to
national and
local
levels.
where
decisions which affect the
future. for good or
bad. are made daily.
the UN System is the
only means available to
reach all the
critical audiences of
the planet:

whether we

like each

one

of them

or not. more than

150 governments are in charge of all
of the
land
- and most
of the ocean
resources we all count on for our common future
on Spaceship Earth.
As an international
ciVil servant
one of
my main tasks
in relation
to environmental
and resource issues was to help
improve the capabilities
of all governments.
individually and
collectively.
to
produce better assessments
of their natural
resources and other capabilities with which to meet future requirements. particularly those
pinned to expanding populations. and
to help them employ management tools with which
to use available
natural resources.
augmented by
international trade. to meet
these growing needs.

ln relation to the
assessment functions assigned to UNEP.
one of
the
principle achievements
resulting from world-wide
agreement at the 1972 Stockholm Conference on the Human Environment
was
an international
monitoring
program known as "GEMS". the
Global
Environmental
Monitoring System. under which data is
today routinely collected by international networks of predominentlynetional institutions working together in a
coordinated fashion
to ensure that all participants address agreed parameters. using
agreed techniques in
order to
increase cost-effectiveness and
compatability of resulting data.
Many of you are familiar with
the proceedures involved:
at the
global
dimension
these have
developed
largely out
of the
common effort to understand and
forecast weather. And although the mechanics are not well understood
by outsiders.
the
public
benefit is
clear on our TV screens
every day.

GEMS has a
global

very

broad

data in the following
health-related

scope:

five

currently

it

is producing

main areas:

monitoring

dealing

air pollution. human exposure to air
water quality. food contamination.

with

urban

pollution. global

long-range
transport
of air-borne
pollutants
across international
boundaries in Europe: a regional
program which
tracks the
movements and distribution
of the ingredients of acid rain.
climate-related
monitoring
involves
background
measurements of air quality. the World Glacier Inventory.
examination of historical
climatic data. atmospheric
gases. the world's heat balance and other parameters.
ocean
monitoring
regional seas bordered
but

is gradually moving

now focuses principally on the
by
some
120
coastal states.
into open-ocean

measurements.

Renewable
natural resources
where emphasis
on soil
degradation.
tropical
forests. rangelands
and endangered plant and animal species.

is

UNEP doos not
carry out any of the measurements itself.
or even
coordinate each
of the
sectoral networks; as a small.
catalytic organisation its role is to stimulate and to "coordinate
the coordinators." and it collaborates with
a wide
variety of
international and national organisations in the design. development
and operation of all parts of GEMS.

Many of these organisations - like the World Health Organization
-

are

within

Union for the
Fund

- are

the

UN

System.

Conservation

international

of

others -

Nature

like the

and

the

but outside the UN System.

International

World Wildlife
Still

others.

like the Swiss Federal institute
of Technology in
Zurich. and
the Canadian
Centre for lnland Waters
in Ontario. are national
institutions which
have
taken on international
coordination
functions

in agreement with

other national

institutions cooperating

in sectoral networks.
Experts in many
of these institutions
have worked
together for a long time. starting with cooperative
research programs in Antartica. which were inspired by the earliest
international scientific program. over 100 years ago - the First
Polar Year - in 1882.
and these broad research
programs were
greatly stimulated in the
mid 50's by work undertaken during
the international Geophysical Year thY).
Data collected
under GEMS
on natural
resources comes from
ground. air and space. and the results have already gone considerably
beyond the pilot-project

stage.

For

example. estimates

of livestock

This
world.

poses

a

DIJOT

in which actions

those far

away.

in

how are

dilemma.
one

some 150

to practice better management
common good ?

at

for in an "inter-dependent"

part

effect

the

sovereign states
the

national

interests

of

to be encouraged
level.

for the

Two years
ago. addressing the
UN Outer Space Conference
in Vienna 1 called for "a shift of emphasis away from further
perfection of techniques by the suppliers. and
reel-time.

in place applications to

meet

the

towards practical.
needs

of users."

Had I
known then
what I've
learned here today l would not have
expressed it that way. for l see great promise in
work underway
for broadening the applications to
key national leaders and
decision-makers.

not only

in the US but around the world.

What l felt then. and continue to believe today is that:
"national
decision makers
need
geographicallyreferenced
information
on the
state and trends of
critical

biosphere

components

within

the

lands

for

numbers and species ratios from systematic recononaissance flights
over many
parts of Africa
have already replaced enumeration

which they

at

issues in the next few decades must be how governments
and society allocate and husband the
available living

cattledips

and

vaccination

centres.

And the data obtained

by human. photgraphic or spectral sensors from low-flying aircraft
(and increasingly from earth resources and meteorological satellites)
gives
before.

a

picture

and

of

can be

instantaneous
used

to

distribution.

indicate green

not

possible

biomass distribution

and abundance which in turn can be used for predicting seasonal
distribution of rengeland
migratory herds
which may be vital
to the
nuitrional
needs.
and the economies
of many states.
This
approach has been
effectively applied over hundreds of
thousands of square kilometers of arid lands and tropical forests
throughout Africa.
But while
the insights gained are appreciated by scientists
and technicians. they have yet to be accepted.
or
taken into
account by national planners
and decision-makers.
Perhaps this
helps to explain why food production
in Africa
has failed to
keep
pace with
demographic growth;
percapita food production
has fallen for two decades.
The assessment results of UNEP's GEMS.
in terms
of rates
of loss of tropical forest cover. or soils degradation. or rangelands. have been truely impressive.
But when governments created
UNEP
they gave
it a more demanding goal which was compressed
into a deceptively short phrase:
To
preserve and enhance the
quality of the environment for present and future generations." A
Clearly. assessments are not enough.
Although
the assessment
tools have been greatly improved. they are not being incorporated
in current planning

level.

and

decision-making

at

the

key.

national

land

are

use plans

spaces

and
rather

-

and surely

the

Since deCisions
land

responsible

in order
one of

liVing resources

are

than

made
concepts.

about

to

make rational

the most important

within those spaces.

specific

parcels of

geographical referencing

is crucul."
I am optimistic about the
future management
of resources
for many
reasons: one is
the progress being recorded here in
Sioux Falls. and because
by its example.
in using
the tools
you are perfecting. the us will influence the rest of the world.
i particularly welcome the presence at this Symposium of a number
of foreign guests who I am
sure. will return home sharing your
enthusiasm for
I

the practical benefits which are already available.

am also optimistic because

of work underway

internationally

in what is known in UNEP as "GRID". the Global Resources information
Database. Two of my former colleagues in UNEP/GEIIS. like Gwynne
and Harvey Crose. are
known to many of you. and in describing
GRlD l will draw on their
paper
being presented
this week in
Paris at the
lath
international Symposium on Remote Sensing
of the Envuonment.
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to "close the data
is vital
Geographical location of data
allow integration of envrronmental/resource data
loop" and to
Now
data.
social
economic and
with other. more conventional
that geographic information systems (G15) and database management
technology is

available

a

basis

exists

for

demonstration

in

Its feasibility
a pilot project on GRID at the international level.
international expert meetings held
has been put before some ten
In all cases. the characterization
in as many countries since 1981.
desireable.
necessary.highly
"very
was virtually the same:
and operationally
technically feasible
ambitious but
rather
possible."
in early 1985
start
A two-year pilot phase of GRID will
governments with whom UNEP has been
assisted by a number of
USSR and
Norway. the
in discussion. including the UK. Canada.
the US. Cooperation is also being developed with non-governmental
organisations. and private enterprise.
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in this

country and else-

where. Committments of support now in hand are valued at some
of computer programs. hardware. seconded
82.000.000 in the form
personnel. data processing. and data and accomodation for GRID
planned to
facility is
facilities. While a "GRID Controller"
be located
in
Nairobi. to
provide UNEP Headquarters control.
the main processing and modelling will be by a "GRID Processor"
facility at a location. probably in Europe. which will be selected
such a
running
in
by UNEP on the basis of cost-effectiveness
large system.

pilot proiect phase attention will focus on
During the
setting up and running the facilities. and building up the GRID
from international. public-domain data
on data
database based
sets to which UNEP. through its

assisting monitoring and

assessment

activities. has access.
Much.
if not most of this data is not
form of maps
be in the
derived from remote sensing. but will
back up current UNEP assessments
of the sort which
and tables
and desertification. With
in such areas as tropical forests
the help of its partners. UNEP will augment existing databases.
for example. with the International Society of Soil Scientists
soils map. already digitised at a 1:5 I!
to update the world
scale under a cooperative project between UNEP and FAO.
GRID application areas can
be seen in
three categories:
inventory (for status).
monitoring (for analysis of change).
and modelling (for analysis of cause and-effect relationships).

The pilot phase calls for work
for soils. forests.

climate.

in each:

species. vegetation.

baseline data sets
air (eg.

50-2).

a variety
CO-Z. and
to oceans).
water (such as river inputs
of socio-economic data sets ranging from population and so-called
"economic indicators" even to
tourism.
Existing
data sets will
be upgraded
(the soils map may
be produced
at a 1:1 M scale).
and monitoring data from selected tropical
forest and rangelands
sites will be contributed. while an effort will be made to improve
desertification assessment models.
Discussions leading towards
areas

are.

or

soon

will

be

cooperative

underway

programs

between

in these

UNEP and

a number

of countries
in the
developing world where particular problems
- and opportunities - eirist. as well as with the relevant sectoral
organisations.

And

even during the pilot

project phase training

will be actively pursued to speed the spread of skills.
Those of you who
are aware of
NASA will
appreciate
the magnitude
this process; indeed. now that I am
civil servant I can express my pride

work
currently underway in
of their
contribution to
no longer an international
as an American.
as well

as

which

gratitude.

for

the

contribution

the US has already

made in years past to make GEMS effective.
particularly in the
my admiration for contributions yet
area. and
natural resource
to come. These are on a scale with the US contribution in the
early
days of the World
Weather Watch. itself a U5 proposal.
which could never have reached
its current operational status
without
US
leadership and support;
and from which no country
benefits more than the 0.5.
Just as the 0.5. in the
early 60's
needed
a cooperative.
international program to improve foresight about weather conditions.
so. today. we need a
comparable
program
to understand current
trends which may have
an impact on our future well-being.
If
[were still an international civil
servant I
would
say that
all
countries
need such
a program. perhaps those who need it
the most. to use the weather
analogy. are developing countries
where absence
of weather
forecasts can mean fishermen are lost
at sea in unforeseen
monsoons.

storms.

But speaking now

and
as

crops

are

an American.

ruined
I

by premature

say that

no country

stands to gain more than the US. through speeding the international
use of tools and techniques that were developed
here than the
0.5. To continue the
weather
analogy. we need
more insight
of the sort which comes only from international research programs
so that. for example.
we can
detect and understand the meaning
of signals in the early phases
of the El Nino phenomena which.
many thousands
forewarn us

of miles

of weather

away.

and

many months

patternslwhich can boast

in advance. can

or destroy crops.

water-supply systems and
general well-being
throughout North
America. (It's interesting that only this week the Small Business
Administration

agreed

that West Coast states harmed

by

effects will qualify for-cut-rate Federal disaster loans.)

"El Nino"

And

in

the

more resources.

on

the

reliable

we can afford.
in a
world of

final

analysis.

and our economy

availability

we

in North America

depends

of

more than

natural

resources at prices

It conditions
to

see

continue

in

increasing

over the world.
will

including

in their

None of this

makers

in

our

course.

immediate

domestically.

need happen. any

to

present

we can

of resource-poor people all

neighborhood. who

overthrowing

governments

number of alternative scenarios

consider.

There are many
and

w
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at a recent URI
Conference on the Global
alternative
tracks were identified for
including

setting

a target

for a

stabilised human population considerably less than
the current
inertial
likelihood of
some ten billion
close to the end of
the next century.

but l

j,b A. LRPDGQL.

them to manage
theirs. and ours.

way. or externally.

can be imagined. and
Possible. a number
of
policy

their

numbers

march in disorder, either

which stand

mh

We may think we know how to do it. but obvnously.
sovereign states. we cannot manage other peoples'

resources.
Yet it is in our
interest to help
them wisely.
having an eye to future needs.

expect

mmru r: roe ENVIRONMENTAL more:

consume

anyone else's

ways

to

achieve

more

ENVIRONMENTAL AND RENEWABLE IESWRC! DRINKING

desirable outcomes.

believe that central to all of them will be the deployment

use

- globally -

of

the tools

you

are

here

to

discuss and

perfect.
I knew
Bill
Pecora
only slightly. in the mid-60's when
his foresight on seabeds
resources was
particularly evident.
He and
his deputy. Vince McElvey. initiated studies on resources
of the seabeds which. many years
later.
led to negotiations
to set up a new

regime of law

for the sees. that vast and

resource that represents five-eighths
the "Water Planet."
Every one
and working

of us

for the

of

the

surface

magificent

of this.

in this room enjoys the luxury of thinking
future.

lost

people outside

this room

In. Israel
{1551 State Co-ittee for
lydroweteorology and Control
of latural Environment
Moscow, USSR

1.2. Damn
Institute for
Envirouental Studies
University of Toronto
Canada

do

not: most
are preoccupied with food. drinking water. clothing.
shelter and a host
of more pressing needs for survival today.
They may
ltnow very well the danger of cutting trees. but when
forced by poverty to cut them for fuel wood or watch their children
die. the forests will
go.
National
leaders all over the world
could benefit by immediate application of many
of the tools
you have
already created.
For our common good.
I urge you to
stay at it. and to find means with which to make them available.
they are already good enough to make a difference for the future.

Paper presented at the Sustainable Development
of the Biosphere" Task Force Meeting
International Institute for
Applied Systems Analysis
Laxenburg, Austria
27-31 August 1981.
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Lame:
Environmental and resource management (5!!) depends greatly on

Monitoring the chemical environment........................ll

a continuing flow of relevant information feeding in from various

Monitoring the biological/ecological environment...........l3

data-gathering systems.

5.1

The variability of biological/ecological systems...........l3

design of effective systems to protect human health and to manage

5.2

Applications in environmental pollution management.........lh

biosphere resources wisely would hardly be possible.

5.3

Applications in resource management........................16

monitoring needs of REM are often not

5.4

Biological/ecological monitoring in the context of

"integrated monitoring".....................................23
Monitoring socio economic factors...........................2A
The use of indicators.......................................25
Space-time optimization of monitoring systems...............28
Optimization of a system to meet

Without meaningful

field measurements, the

Yet the

given sufficient attention.

Monitoring systems are imperfect for several reasons.

?irst

are limitations in technology, e.g., in the inability to measure
evaporation from an open body of water during gale-force winds

(when evaporation rates are greatestl).

Second is a lack of

understanding of the processes involved, e.g., of the role of

a single objective.........28
microbial organisms in the soil with respect to the global

Optimization of a surface network to meet

multiple objectives.........................................3
l

cycle.

Optimization from space to meet multiple
objectives..........................................
........32

become better targeted to ERM needs.)

Monitoring to provide early detection of change.............33

Monitoring to support studies of sustainable
development: the main considerations and research

needs.......................................................39

sulphur

(As models of the environment improve, monitoring systems
Third

is the high capital

and operating costs of monitoring, which often impose limitations
on existing and new programs.

For example, many scientists support

the idea of a global biogeochemical field program but a very
considerable infusion of funds would be required unless great
restraint was exercised at the design stage.

Fourth is the problem that the needs of users

change over the

for example.

Contributing to the development

of dose-response

years, requiring modifications in system design in order to

relations contained in such summaries may be epidemiological

accommodate new ERM applications.

studies using various health indicators and ambient air pollution

This phenomenon can be

illustrated by considering the six stages in an urban air pollution

data of the Stage 1 or 4 type.

monitoring program.

their time indoors and in commuting from homes to offices,

In Stage 1 an nbient air quality monitoring

network is established to describe the situation,

i.e., to get a

factories and schools.

But urban populations spend much of

So in Stage 5 (health effects research),

general overview of spatial gradients, seasonal cycles and

three sets of factors are monitored: human exposures to air

frequency distributions of pollutants.

pollution (using personal samplers); selected health indicators

In Stage 2,

the program

objective is to predict air quality, requiring that a model

be

formulated and tested and that emission inventories and

(e.g., asthma attacks) (See (1,2), for example); and activity
patterns (e.g., hours spent at home,

meteorological measurements be added to the monitoring system.

outdoors, in offices,

etc.).

Finally, recognizing that some pollutants such as lead and

Once the model is operating satisfactorily, data needs become more

pesticides reach people by multiple pathways (air; food; drinking

sharply focussed (Stage 3), the objective being to check that the

water), air quality monitoring has to be integrated into a larger

prediction system remains in calibration.

program of food and drinking water monitoring (Stage 6).

In Stage b (management), which may sometimes precede Stage 2,

This example

is not exceptional

and it is important to review

the goal is to ensure that air quality criteria or standards are

periodically the ability of monitoring systems to meet changing

achieved.

program needs.

The associated monitoring system is thus designed

to

check on "hot spots" and may be supplemental to the network
required with respect

to Stages 2 and 3.

Historically, monitoring has been subdivided into four
categories:

The air quality criteria used with respect to Stage b are
obtained from the published literature, as summarized by the HBO,

ili
i
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. physical

respect to the last three words: "for defined purposes."

. chemical (including environmental pollution)

because the phrase in quotation marks is a bit too general, another

. biological/ecological (including renewable resources such as

term, integrated monitoring, has tended to replace it: "The
repeated measurement of a range of related environmental variables

forests and fisheries)

and indicators in the living and non-living compartments of the

. socio economic
This framework will be used here for convenience, although the

environment, for the purpose of studying large parts of the

existence of strong inter-linkages is recognized, requiring an

biosphere as a single system."

integrated approach.

(6).

As an example, management of the chemical

It seems clear that

environment requires knowledge not only of the concentrations of

558

However,

See, for example, Israel (5) (5)

an integrated approach to monitoring is

various pollutants but also of:

essential,

(a)

the physical environment (e.g., wind fields, river flows,

the main building blocks in system design.

ocean currents);

consequences of not recognizing

the biological environment (e.g., exchange rates to and from

well-functioning EHEP atmospheric pollution monitoring system

terrestrial and marine biota);

(established under the auspices of ICE) and BAPHoN (under the

the socio-economic environment (e.g., production rates of

auspices of HMO), uhich

anthropogenic substances).

damage in central Europe.

(b)

(c)

To conclude this introduction,

some terms will be defined.

Intergovernmental Working Group defined monitori

An

as "a system of

in which biological/ecological indicators are some of

As an example of the

this principle, we

canmention the

failed to provide a warning of forest

Included in the mnitoring process of course are quality
control, data assimilation in user-friendly form, and system

continued observation, measurement and evaluation for defined

optimization, i.e., assessments to determine uhether system design

purposes" (3).

could be improved to meet the prescribed objectives.

The urban air pollution example given earlier is

very much in the spirit of this definition, particularly with

Factors to be considered in designing or redesigning a

3'

Sometimes an opportunity arises

with 90, 95 or 991 confidence?

it is suitable,

ERM program.

4'

What are the measurement errors?
or is there bias?

the following factors need to be considered:

What questions are to be asked of the monitoring system?

in statistical terms, e.g., is a system designed to

provide early warnings of trends of l, 5 or lOZ per annum and

More often, however, a system is already

perhaps with modification, to meet the needs of a new

1.

expressed

to design a monitoring system

operating, and the question to be asked is whether

In seeking an answer,

The

precision with which an objective is to be met must be

monitoring system

from first principles.

With what accuracy are the questions to be answered?

Are they likely to be random

In the case of ground-based monitoring

stations, measurement error includes

This

that due to

factor has already been mentioned in the previous section but

non-representativeness of observing sites.

here it might be useful to list some of the objectives for

statement on the representativeness of meteorological

monitoring:

stations, see Nappo (7).)

. Exploratory (curiosity monitoring)

5'

Hhat is the space variability of the

(For a useful
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field, and how strong are

. Research and model development

the space correlations?

. Support for operational prediction systems

by Gandin (8) and associates in the Main Geophysical

. Regulatory

Observatory in Leningrad.

. Early detection of trends

special problem of patchiness, i.e., local abundance of a

. Monitoring resilience (to be discussed in Section 8).

Research on this

topic was pioneered

In ecosystem studies, there is the

species surrounded by areas with few members.

Vith what space and time resolutions are the questions to be

What are the time variabilities and autocorrelations

answered?

data?

Sometimes it is desirable to be able to observe

fine-scale detail with the monitoring system; in other cases,
the preferred strategy is to remove this "noise".

in the

7.

8.
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What are the practical constraints limiting the successful

emphasized that the framework for a monitoring system is dependent

operation of a system?

on the designer's concept of the processes being monitored, and

For ground-based monitoring, these

could include the difficulty in finding a representative site,

competing models of the environment could

lack of a suitable power supply and lack of protection from

monitoring strategies.

vandalism.

but as an example, the information needs

For monitoring from space platforms,

practical

imply different

This point will be elaborated in Section 9

for resource management

problems include the long lead time required for system

depend greatly on whether an input-output or stress-response model

design,

of the biosphere is being used.

and the assimilation of data which accumulate at a

Thirdly,

there is the problem of

very rapid rate.

retrospective or historical monitoring, in which various

Finally there is the question of trying to design a monitoring

constraints are placed on system design.

system sufficiently flexible to meet two or more objectives,

historical perspective on the biogeochemical cycles,

or to be responsive to evolving understanding of the processes

it would be of great value

being monitored.

least,

This is an interesting optimization problem

that should be of particular interest to IIASA.

For examples

of studies of this type, see Smith and Egan (9) and Kondratyev
and Pokrovsky (10).
In the first place a

for example,

to know, over the last few centuries at

(I)

the atmospheric concentrations of 002 and other gases,

(2)

changes in land-use patterns over successive decades.

Many clues about historical trends exist

Three further points should be made.

In order to have an

snow and ice cores, early

in tree-rings,

sediments,

government and church records and

mismatch will sometimes become apparent between program objectives

personal diaries.

and system capability.

useful source of information lies in the recollections of old

The manager should then try to estimate the

additional resources required to meet objectives and the degree to

which tolerances (space and time resolutions; precision) must be
relaxed if the budget remains fixed.

Secondly it should be

As pointed out by Richards (this conference), a

people, particularly with respect to

land-use changes.

10

3.

11

Monitoring the physical environment
Various

d)

geophysical organizations (meteorological,

the role of agriculture in various geophysical and ecological
processes (deforestation, redistribution of water resources,

hydrological, agrometeorological, oceanographic, ionospheric,

the change of the character of the underlying surface, mass

heliogeophysical, seismic,

production of monocultures, wide use of chemical protection

tsunami prevention, etc.) have long been

involved in the observation of the environment.
Hydrometeorological Services of various countries possess
rather rich experience in this

field.

methods).
e)

the role of exploitation and unintentional destruction of
renewable resources - biological (deforestation, fires, marsh

The World Heather Watch

(HHV) of the world Meteorological Organization (WHO) coordinates

drainage, etc.) and geochemical (soil impoverishment;

activity on weather observing,

over-consumption of water,

leading to desertification;

It is especially important

to stress the danger of mass

and data exchange

including methods, quality control

throughout the world.

Particularly for time scales of years and even decades, the

destruction of tropical

etc.).

forests.

interpretation of geophysical data often requires information on

Monitoring the chemical environment

the chemical environment (see Section 4) as well as on long-term

Although it is difficult if not impossible to find sites on

changes in the properties of the Earth's surface, including

earth where the chemical environment resembles that

assessment of:

pre industrial times, it is nevertheless useful to take

a)

anthropogenic heat fluxes

into the biosphere;

b)

changes in surface albedo;

c)

changes in the character of the Earth's surface under the

of

measurements at so-called baseline or background stations.
done,

for example,

This is

at HMO BaPMoN sites.

To assess the impact of mankind on the chemical environment,

impact of human activity, including potential physical and

one should monitor the following substances at both background and

ecological consequences; (Special attention should be given to

impact locations (4):

urbanization.)
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a)

b)

c)

natural environments;

behaviour of various substances,

biogenic elements, particularly phosphorus and nitrogen

xenobiotics; (2) the migration routes of substances; (3) the

and their

role of atmospheric transport;

fluxes;

propagation of radioactive products
explosions and nuclear power plants,

d)
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e)

Associated tasks are to study: (1) the environmental

atmospheric inputs of $02 and N02 and transformations in

particularly that of

(4) the atmospheric

distribution of substances - both those already existing and

from nuclear

potential ones; (5) substance fluxes, using balance

particularly Csl37,

5,90. KrBS;

approaches; (6) accumulation rates of pollutants in surface

heavy metals, particularly Hg, Cd and Pb (in the

waters and the World Ocean; (7) major fluxes between biosphere

atmosphere, deposition on land surfaces,

compartments, keeping track of anthropogenic components

streams, other

land water bodies and oceans) including their total

separately.

fluxes

ecological consequences of any observed build-ups.

and biospheric cycle;

This program of monitoring should help reveal the

Finally it should be mentioned that the assessment of possible

organochlorine compounds: pesticides, PCBs (in the
atmosphere, surface waters, oceans);

consequences of nuclear war requires detailed data on: the height

f)

petroleum products: PAH, benzo(a)pyrene (in the ocean).

of emission and the size distribution of inert particles produced

g)

stratospheric and tropospheric aerosols,

by nuclear explosions and fires; the quantity of particles

particle size distributions.

including

This information would be

used to study: aerosol budgets;

the role of highly

the stratosphere; and the quantity and composition of gaseous
products, particularly nitrogen oxides.

dispersed tropospheric aerosols in climate change; and

5.

Monitoring the biological/ecological environment

the possibility that highly dispersed aerosols from

5.1

The variability of biological/ecological systems

forest

fires could penetrate the stratosphere.

entering

Biological/ecological systems contain tremendous internal
variability, both in space (e.g., the patchiness problem) and in
time (e.g., population explosions at irregular

intervals).

14

Furthermore,

the responses

15

of these systems to external stresses

may be exceedingly variable, with a broad range of responses

given stress.

very accurate.

to a

admittance forms give no information on smoking habits, which

The very young and the very old are particularly

could dominate air pollution exposures.

sensitive to air pollution, for example.
5.2

For example, death certificates and hospital

(2)

For early warning: In this case, species that are especially

Applications in environmental pollution management

sensitive to particular kinds of environmental stresses are

For the reasons given above, monitoring strategies designed to

used as indicators of damage.

help protect

the health of people and of ecosystems often

concentrate on monitoring the environment
being stressed.

and tobacco leaves are sensitive to oxidants.

rather than the organisms

example is the miner's canary, but

Protection of people and of ecosystems is supposed

species of

to be assured if environmental exposures do not exceed specified
values obtained from published dose-response curves.

For example, delphinium plants

that

Nevertheless,

(3)

fish in a river or

the local environment

the absence of certain

lichens

in a city also suggests

Accumulator species: Lichens, moss,

fish and wildlife often

accumulate potentially toxic substances,

several key areas:

metals, in measurable amounts even

For research purposes:

In order to develop or improve

dose response relations,

In the case of epidemiological

example, various health indicators have
death rates, hospital

studies,

been used,

though the substances

also the moss bag could be mentioned (12)
for

(4)

admittances, school and office

most countries, these types of data are incomplete and not

Here

for estimating the

deposition of heavy metals.

including

absenteism rates, census information and personal diaries.

This is one of

the justifications for the Mussel Watch program (11).

monitoring is required under a range of environmental
conditions.

e.g., pesticides and

cannot be detected in the surrounding medium.

a continuing program of biological
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is somewhat unhealthy.

biological/ecological monitoring does play an important role in

(1)

An extreme

Integration of the effects of multiple pathways or multiple
pollutants:

In

In many practical cases,

a pollutant reaches the

target

by several pathways (e.g., air,

food).

Alternatively,

drinking water,

several pollutants may be present at

17

16

the same time, sometimes producing synergisms; an oxidant-type
smog contains a multiplicity of pollutants,

for example.

So

it is sometimes rather wistfully suggested that dose-response

relations would be more useful if they could be developed for
typical mixtures of substances rather than for individual
pollutants.

The practical difficulties in calibrating such a

system have still to be overcome, however.

(5)

Indicators of spatial patterns: Conventional networks of

monitoring stations can sometimes be supplemented by
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biological indicators, e.g., areal extent of leaf-tip damage
around a smelter; number of telephone complaints per unit area

of odours from a refinery; absence or presence of particular
species.

A second justification for Mussel Hatch (11) is as

an indicator of spatial patterns.
There is quite an extensive literature on biological
monitoring;

5.3
5.3.l

see, for example,

(13, lb, 15).

Applications in rescurce mangement
The local scale

Biological/ecological monitoring is increasingly required on
the local scale with respect to land use planning and environmental
impact assessments.

Before giving permission to proceed with a

project, many jurisdictions require so-called baseline monitoring,

which may include fish and wildlife censuses.
been criticized (l6,

This approach has

17) on several grounds but particularly

because species abundances depend on several factors including the
presence of predators,

the availability of

suitability of habitats for nesting.
are monitored,

food and the

Unless these other factors

the ecologist will have no basis for

impact of development.

predicting the

Here it should also be mentioned that

monitoring the presence or absence of rare or endangered species

introduces some very difficult extreme-value statistical
considerations.

in

An ecosystem approach is therefore recommended,

which predatoreprey relations and life cycles of selected species
are monitored.
Post-assessment appraisals of the accuracy of the predictions

contained in an environmental impact assessment also require
biological/ecological data.

The permission certificate should

include the monitoring strategy to be adopted, i.e., the biological
indicators to be used, network design,

frequency of monitoring,

and

action to be taken if ecosystem behaviour is significantly

different from that predicted in the environmental impact
statement.

In this connection,

if a developer receives money as a

18

19

loan or grant from a government or an international body such as

data.

the world Bank or UNDP,

reasonable estimates of such a simple quantity as

it should be possible

to require that

post-assessment biological monitoring be a condition of the

For

As emphasized by Beanlands and Duinker (16), a main goal for
ecological monitoring should be for hypothesis testing.

shall discuss

two

particular examples: forest management and resource accounting.
First, however,

it is worth quoting a principal

the rate at

the following elements:

.

Here we

to obtain

the example of forest management in New Brunswick,

for biological/ecological data on the

national, provincial, or county scale.

in unst countries

Canada (19, 20), the current associated monitoring program
contains

The intermediate scale
Various needs exist

is difficult

which prime agricultural land is being lost to urbanization.

loan/grant.

5.3.2

Yet it

Abundances of

the several commercially important

tree species,

.

Age distributions of these species,

.

Current state of susceptibility of these species to

recommendation

damage by the spruce budworm,

contained in a recent UNEP collection of papers on ecological

.

Annual updates,

monitoring of arid zones (18), viz., that

.

Spatial resolution of a few hectares,

a three-pronged approach

be used to biological/ecological monitoring on the intermediate

i.e.,

the size

of an individual stand.
Baskerville (19) is convinced that provincial forest

scale:

1.

ground observations from both fixed and mobile stations,

sustainability can be achieved only if management is on the

2.

aircraft observations,

mesoscale.

3.

satellite observations.

gesourge_agcgunting

39595:.EEQESSPSWE
As emphasized by Regier and Baskerville (19), successful
resource management requires detailed biological/ecological

Current national

accounting systems in most countries

concentrate on economic
cost-of-living,

indicators such as GNP,

trade surpluses, etc.

However,

there has been
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21

20

(d)

recent interest in establishing an equivalent system for the

resource sector.

renewable and non-renewable), wastes may be created,

80 a new term resource accounting is being

degrading the environment and the resource best, How

used by economists and statisticians to denote a

is this to be characterised in the national

data-gathering and retrieval system for keeping track of
stocks and flows of resources (21, 22, 23).

accounting system?

Although this is

(e)

before
a good idea, there are several obstacles to be mounted

needs of multiple users.

Conceptual difficulties: The following problems in

(a)

this goal is in conflict

only if it is of use to someone and if it is

(b)

resource such as agricultural

(c)

land be measured?

Multiple uses of a resource: Quite often a renewable
resource is quantified in different ways by
different users.

For example, a river may provide

drinking water, commercial fishing,

recreation,

dilution of sewage, hydro-electric power and an
industrial coolant.

to a certain extent with

of economic systems.

For example, should forests in

Quality of s rescurce: How should the quality of a

But

that of providing very technical data to modellers

economical to obtain (in comparison with the cost of

remote areas be included in forestry accounts?

For example, one of the

popularize the idea of resource management.

Quantity of a resource: A substance is a resource

a substitute).

meet the

objectives for operating such a system is to

definitions arise at the outset:
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Multiple users of the resource accounting system: It
is difficult to design a system that will

a system can become operational:
(1)

Vastes: In the course of using a resource (both

(2)

Practical difficulties: The

information needed for

resource management is often compiled by different levels

of government and by different departments in the same
level of government.

Assembling data from these

disparate sources is often a frustrating task.

In this

connection, Rapport and Friend (22, 23) have recommended
that renewable resource

data should be organized by

ecozones (such as the Great Lakes basin) rather than by
census

tracts .

25

2h

3.

the chimney.

Phytosociological data

might be helpful in interpreting soil erosion rates.

.

basic properties of site

.

species diversity and abundance

.

microclimate

Unfortunately, the space and time resolutions of conventional

socio-economic data are frequently inappropriate for ER!

to
The objective is to develop a system that is relatively simple

em
operate but which can provide meaningful inputs to ecosyst
models, including

pollutant pathway analysis.

The data may also be

useful for those who study global biogeochemical cycling.
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6.

Monitoring socio economic factors
for
Monitoring of socio-economic factors is important in ERM

{U0

Some of the driving variables in ERH models are
socio-economic.

For example, market prices have a

considerable effect on the rates of production of lumber
and wheat.

Similarly, an indicator of overcapitalisation

of the fishing industry might provide in early warning of
economic collapse.

(2)

Some of the socio-economic variables may be useful
surrogates

applications.

for ERH variables.

For example, the daily

production of energy from a coal fired power station can

be used to infer the emissions of sulphur and 002 from

In long-range transport

and acid deposition studies,

daily
for example, atmospheric modellers require inventories of

emissions but sometimes must be content with annual or seasonal

estimates.

So it is important that the requirements for

socio economic data to support ERH studies should be specified in
as much detail as possible.

Lye

reasons:

(1)

As a second example, farm productivity

29M

The designer of a monitoring system has a very large selection

of variables from which to choose a relevant and manageable
subset.

It is clearly important to make a careful choice.

What

are the critical points in a complex system (such as the world
carbon cycle) where observations will be of most use?

Can several

variables be combined into a single quantity (such as the
Richardson number or the Honin-Obukhov length), which will
meaningfully represent the net effect of several processes.

There are many examples of such indicators, although the
question has not yet been studied from an interdisciplinary

27

26

perspective.

Here we illustrate our ideas in terms of pollution

potential, or carrying capacity, of marine ecosystems (25).

It is

clealy important to try to estimate the maximum pollution loading

complex of natural phenomena responsible for "self-purification" of
the marine environment can be reduced
Three main processes which,

to a few important processes.

for all practical purposes,

that can be placed on individual ocean ecosystems, regions and the

determine the assimilative capacity of the marine environment

Horld Oceans as

(ecosystem) can be singled out: hydrodynamic

a whole without sustainability being

impaired.

The assimilative capacity of marine ecosystem Ami for the
given pollutant

i (or a sum of pollutants)

is a measure of the maximum amount

for the nrth ecosystem

processes (Av,v),

microbiological oxidation (Ax) of organic pollutants and
biosedimentation (Ak,v), i.e.,

of pollutants (in terms of the
AIlii ' Ava] + AA" Aluv-

whole zone or the unit volume of the marine ecosystem) which can be
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accumulated, destroyed, transformed (biologically or chemically)
and removed per unit

time due to sedimentation, diffusion or any

When assessing Ami,

it

other transport processes outside the ecosystem without disturbing

critical anthropogenic

its normal functioning.

critical

Assimilative capacity Ami characterizes

the ability of the marine ecosystem with

respect to the dynamic

(with

is important

to introduce three ideas:

loadings, critical

ecosystem processes,

respect to the impact) marine species.

when

determining assimilative capacity Ami (for the i-th substance),

two

accumulation of toxic substances as well as the active removal of

indices are of a great importance: maximum permissible (to provide

various pollutants,

normal functioning of the ecosystem) concentration of the given

the main ecosystem properties being preserved.

The numerical value of Ami depends on many natural and
anthropogenic

factors:

stream velocity, turbulence,

water exchange,

i-th substance C (or sun of substances) and

a multiplicity

coefficient K of the amount of substance (per unit volume) which

water temperature, structure and functioning of biotic components,

can be assimilated by the given ecosystem and removed per unit

as well as the chemical and physical properties of pollutants

volume as a result of various processes (for a given averaging

(including anthropogenic) entering the marine ecosystem.

time, determined for the permissible concentation C0,).

The whole

Then

29

28

Turning to the first case, measurements of an environmental

Ami 'cci

element or indicator are correlated in space and time, the

1"

correlations decreasing with
time.

where V is the marine volume under consideration.
Criteria for oceanic ecological "well-being" are based on the
concept of assimilative capacity.

In addition, measurements of two environmental elements or

indicators are cross-correlated.

systems

For these

reasons, monitoring

contain a certain amount of duplicate information.

World

also be applied to terrestrial ecosystems (including fresh-water

weather patterns, for example, are coherent and it is possible to

ecosystems).

predict synoptic developments

The above remarks
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The approach mentioned above may

increasing separations in space and/or

km apart

indicate that there are some real

opportunities in the field of monitoring optimization,

in terms of

the development of integrated approaches and of maximum use of

from surface observing stations 300

and upper-air stations 600 km apart.

These separation

distances were derived by trial and error in the last century but
they have since been derived on statistical grounds.
The problem of optimization of a monitoring system has been

indicators for ecological purposes.

8.

Space-Time optimization of monitoring systems

widely studied in meteorology and in air pollution, based largely

8.1

Optimization of a system to meet a single objective

on the correlation fields and associated structure functions; see,

As mentioned previously, optimization of monitoring systems is

for example, (8).

These studies reveal that optimization depends

used in two senses: space-time network optimization; and selection

on: (1) the objective(s) of monitoring; (2) the tolerances

and

permitted by the user with respect to meeting the objective; (3)

fine-tuning of subsets of the most relevant variables

problem at hand.

for the

He shall not deal with this second case except to

note that it is of fundamental

imkportance,

particularly with

respect to large programs such as CARP and IGBP, and also to note

that optimization is achieved through models and sensitivity
analyses.

the extent of measurement errors, including these due to poor

siting of monitoring stations; (4) the strength of the correlation
fields; and (5) constraints imposed by budgets.

31

30

The problem is greatly simplified if only a single objective
and tolerance are to be met.

Then there are three approaches that

to quantify the uncertainty

in optimization procedures, i.e., due

to the fact that data sets from different time periods yield
slightly different optimization results.

can be taken to optimization (26):

Recent developments in

The statistical approach: If sufficient data have already been

the analysis of fuzzy data sets using the maximum entropy principle

collected from an existing monitoring system,

(27) may be worth exploring here.

statistical

tests can be applied to determine if it is meeting specified

8.2

Optimization of a surface network to meet multiple objectives
A large body of information exists in the engineering

goals and to improve its performance.
The modelling approach: If the processes being monitored are

literature with respect to system optimization to meet multiple

well understood (even if there are no data for the region or

objectives.

application of interest), mathematical models can be used to

environmental

design a system that will meet designated performance

importance.

standards.

focal point for such work, and we briefly sketch a recent

The combined statistical-modelling approach: Best of all, if

environmental application, viz., a study by Hodak and Lohani (28)

monitoring data exist and the environmental processes being

on the design of an urban air quality monitoring network that is to

monitored are reasonably well understood, a combined

be optimal for more than one type of pollutant.

statistical-modelling approach can be used to optimize the

monitoring is to detect violations in air quality standards, but

system.

For example, root-mean-square differences between

This area of study has hardly been tapped in the
and resource management field despite its obvious
Here we make the recommendation that IIASA serve as a

The objective for

because the sources contributing to the concentrations of one

from sources contributing to another, an

observed and predicted values could provide a basis for

pollutant are different

selecting the most important elements of a monitoring system.

optimal network would be pollutant-specific, increasing operating

Efforts should be made to try to apply these approaches to the

costs considerably.

environmental and resource management field.

There is also a need

Hodak and Lohani set

themselves the task of

selecting subsets of common sites, using the principle

of Pareto
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32

optimality (28).

Each pollutant is treated as a sub-utility, and

network optimization occurs when none of the sub-utility functions
is worsened when any other is made better.

For details, see (28)

Optimization from space to meet multiple objectives

A rather different example of optimization of a monitoring
system is to be found in the study of Kondratyev and PokrOVsky (10)
concerning the spectral intervals to be used for monitoring the
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Earth's resources from space.

The "best" spectral bands depend on

the application, and Kondratyev and Pokrovsky indicate that in
oceanography, hydrology,
have

geology and forestry/agriculture, they

identified 102, 33, 36 and 32 applications, respectively.

Because of the high cost of satellites and of ground based
transmission and data-processing centres,

rationalize system design.

it is necesary to

Given the relative importance of each

requirement, the incremental costs of making additional
measurements, and the signal-to noise ratio in each spectral
interval,

the authors suggest that the system can be optimized to

meet the majority of user needs and tolerances, based on a
least-square technique.

Monitoring to provide early detection of change

Strategies for environmental and resource management often
assume that conditions prevailing over the last few years will give

a good indication of future states (i.e., of mean values; frequency

and associated references.

8.3

9.

distributions; and probabilities of occurrence of various types of

rare events such as floods and droughts).
to be so.

In the first

But this is not likely

place, the historical records of many

environmental variables contain low-frequency oscillations of the
order of decades or longer, e.g., the Little Ice Age.
for example, that a water management

system based on rainfall

records over the last 30 years may not be optimal

years.

This means,

for the next 30

Secondly, the environmental impact of Mankind, which has

always been important locally and sometimes regionally, now
threatens to become continental and even global, with increasing
probabilities of irreversible trends (e.g., 002 greenhouse warming)
and flip-flops to new steady states (e.g.,

large-scale

desertification).
UNEP (29) has expressed the View that forward planning must
reckon with considerable uncertainty and surprise, and that one of

the main tasks of the next decade is to design appropriate early
warning systems.

Most existing monitoring systems were created for

3h
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other purposes and in terms of "early warning," they provide

times.

information only on the current noise level in the environment.

depletion were to occur,

Instead, they should be designed to give:

latitudes and seasons where the effect could first be isolated

(1)

early indication that an irreversible trend has begun or

(3)

is likely that if stratospheric ozone
there would

Higley and Jones (31) studied

early indication that the outer

limits of the resilience

the context

be particular heights,

of C02 climate warming,

this general question in
using signal-to-noise

of a system are being approached, with the likelihood of

ratios.

overshoot, flip-flop or other discontinuity:confirmation

surface-temperature warming

that

atmospheric C02 concentration was doubled,

a proposed management strategy will

be effective

in

avoiding (l) or (2).
he shall deal with

(1)

it

(30).

will soon do so;
(2)

For example,

(32).

these three questions in turn.

from a climate model in which the
as shown in Fig.

l

The resulting

isopleths of

signal-to-noise ratio are shown in Fig. 2 (31), which suggests

To anticipate an irreversible trend
it

a "signal" from predictions of

The "noise" was the computed variance of temperatures

for the years 1941-80.

lrreiersible_t£end§

variable,

They obtained

that COZ induced warming is likely to be detected first in

in an environmental

is necessary to have a model of the phenomenon.

middle latitudes in summer, even though the warming will be
greatest at high latitudes in autumn and winter.

But because the model will have been calibrated on current or

historical data, predictions will be rather uncertain.
Furthermore, the early stages of a trend will be difficult to

(2)

992112056; [$610115 92 ether. eiacensieuitie:
In recent years, developments in such fields as

detect experimentally because of great natural variability in

catastrophe theory have indicated

environmental conditions.

limits.

Thus it

is important

to try to

that many systems

have outer

When these limits are approached, a chance event or a

optimize early warning monitoring systems by a careful

slight enhancement of present conditions may cause a system

selection of indicators, monitoring sites and averaging

to overshoot, to flip-flop rapidly to a new and radically
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month. The signal is based on the numerical modeli
ng
results of Manabe and Stouffer (1980). The
noiSe has

been calculated from grid-point surface-temperature
data. The value for month j at latitude L
is the areally

weighted average of grid points at L-S, L and L05,

and

the noise level is proportional to the standard deviati
on

of month j values over the period 1941 to 1980,

for autocorrelation effects (31).

Reprinted by

corrected

permission from Nature, Vol. 292, No. 5820, pp.
205-208,
Copyright (c) 1981, Macmillan Journals Ltd.
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steady state, or even to collapse.

In connection with socio-economic applications, there

These ideas are

is

well understood in engineering and the physical sciences (with

the added complexity that the resilience of society may change

respect

drastically with time, due to the introduction of new

to resonance causing e.g., the collapse of the Tacoma

Narrows bridge some years ago;

feed-back on microphones;

technology,

for example.

50 it will be necessary to monitor

critical damping of wind vanes; and the "almost

not only the environmental stresses but also the response

intransitivity" of climate)l; these phenomena are generally

characteristics of the system being stressed.

modelled with second-order differential equations having more
than one solution.

(3)

Eagmining the effectiysnssiIgf_p£opo£ed management strategies

in evgisiez trsvsrsikls trsnisgedjlir gp:

Application of these ideas to ecological and even to

In this application,

it is supposed that several possible

socio-economic (33) systems is a welcome development of the

management strategies are to be compared,

last few years.

to select the one that minimizes the possibility of subsequent

The associated models that include rather

the objective being

than exclude surprises are now being elaborated sufficiently

irreversible trends or flip-flops.

that it should soon be possible to identify the key elements

of the environment

of an early-warning monitoring system.

possible indications that the strategy is working or not

For terrestrial

Then certain key elements

are to be monitored

to provide the earliest

ecosystems, Rolling (this volume) has suggested patchiness and

working.

soil composition as priority indicators.

acceptable because of difficulty in discriminating between (a)

Field studies are

also in progress or planned, e.g., with respect to the
flip flop of grassland to desert due to overgrazing (Brian

Walker, personal communication).

(It is conceivable that a strategy would not be

and (b) due to environmental variability.)
This area of interest can best be illustrated with an
example.

Suppose that it is predicted that acidic deposition

will cause irreversible damage to lakes unless sulphur
emissions

from large point

sources are reduced by X1.

number of management questions arise:

lSee paper by R.E. Dickinson (this volume) for a dissussion of the
"almost intransitive" theory of Lorenz.

Then a
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acidic deposition would decrease

10.

Monitoring to support studies of sustainable development: the

proportionally to a decrease in sulphur emissions, what

main considerations and research needs

length of record of the chemical constituents of

When designing or redesigning a monitoring system,

it is

precipitation would be required before the decrease in

essential at

acidic deposition could be demonstrated?

high-quality data set that happens to be

"hat is the minimum percent reduction in sulphur

irrelevant for the problem at hand.

deposition that could be detected in Y years with 952

HcElroy (this volume) in the context of 168?, "Programs should be

confidence?

formulated around

What

not be driven by the availability of new experimental techniques,

is the optimum array of monitoring stations for

answering these questions?

the outset to specify goals and tolerances.

however powerful".

A

available may be largely

It is pointed cut by Bolin and

specific questions and hypotheses.

They should

Neverthless, it may be illuminating to seek to

A statistical framework for dealing with this kind of problem

determine the questions that existing unnitoring systems and data

was developed at a recent workshop (34).

banks are capable of answering, including uncertainty bands.

Among the

recommendations made is that the signal-to-noise approach he

any event, it

used.

monitoring systems.

There are many similar kinds of environmental issues, e.g.,

is always

In

usefulto compile an inventory of such

A second main conclusion is that monitoring and modelling are

stratospheric ozone depletion, 002 greenhouse warming,

interdependent interactive processes.

desertification, soil salinization, health effects of ionizing

because the goals for monitoring often change over the years, an

radiation.

adaptive monitoring strategy is recommended.

One of the questions that needs to be discussed in each

case is the adequacy of existing monitoring systems for comparing

not become

proposed alternative

for example.

management practices whose objective is to

avoid undesirable change.

For this reason and also

The program should

locked into specific sampling and analysis protocols,
To illustrate with three competing resource models:

#0

l.

bl

Input-output: The only variables of

from one sector or location to another.
energy inputs to and from a city

2.

i§t2r1c11_analogiss:

interest are the flows
For example,

must balance.

documented cases of discontinuities and surprise
s (prolonged

the

See (35),

for

droughts, collapses of resource-based industries,

ecological

example.

population explosions, etc.).

Stress-response: Variables of interest are:

used to detect these phenomena at a very early stage?

(1)

pointed out by Lovelock (personal communication) in an

stress: water quality,

air quality, over-consumption of

the resource (e.g., over-fishing), etc.

(2)

response:

changes in the age distribution of the stock;

commercial value of the stock;
damage,

3.

There are many reasonably well

indicators of ecological

etc.

Hhat

indicators could have been

epidemiological context, the annual death rate is not
a very
useful

early warning indicator of an epidemic.

Hhat

other

indicators should be used?

Ecological.appli£atign§: C.F. Bolling (this volume) has some

Forest management in New Brunswick:

See Section 5.3.2 and

interesting ideas on early warnings of ecological shifts.

references (19, 20).

Initiatives such as his

It is clear that the data requirements in these three cases

attempts to test theoretical hypotheses in the field.

are quite different.

As

The possibility that the resource monitoring

should be encouraged, as well

as

Etudies gf_fsegbac§sz One of the suggestions made at the IIASA

system selected may have to accomodate some other conceptua
l

workshop was that the health of a biogeophysical,

framework at some future time should therefore not be overlooked.

or socioeconomic system is maintained as a balance amongst

Thirdly, the idea of developing early warning indicators of

various positive and negative

feedbacks.

ecological

Then an early

irreversible changes and discontinuities is on the leading
edge of

indication that the system might go out of control would be

research, and some real progress could be made in the next 5-10

given by a sharp increase or decrease in the strength of one

Years.

Current

ideas should be elaborated on several fronts:

of the feedback mechanisms, with a counteracting response from
one of the other feedbacks.

An appropriate early warning
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cumulative effects, and to recommend research and management

priorities for improving the management of cumulative effects. The
workshop organizers sent a letter to all participants, asking for
contributions, and noting the shortcomings of environmental
assessment that is focused on specific projects:

It ignores the additive effects of repeated developments in the same
ecological system, e.g., the effects of the loss of wetlands and
disposal of toxic chemicals on fish habitats and productivity.
It does not deal adequately with precedent-setting developments
that stimulate other activities, especially in fragile environments.

studies, EIA

forestry: a view from New Brunswick,

identify current scientific and management techniques of dealing with

The maximum entropy method, Nature

It ignores change in the behavior of ecological systems in response
to increasing levels of perturbation, e.g., nonlinear fuctional
relationships.

It does not encourage the development of comprehensive
environmental objectives that reflect the broad goals of society.
The workshop brought together some 30 participants with diverse
scientific and management experience in environmental assessment, in
recognition of the need to integrate science and management in
solving cumulative
assessment
problems. . , .
The major emphasis in the workshop was on the natural sciences and
their relationship with management and decision making; the social
Thus, the discussions and
sciences were not well represented.
s that social scientists
contribution
the
include
not
do
ions
recommendat
of Cumulative
management
and
assessment
the
improving
can make to
to keep the
organizers,
workshop
the
by
decision
a
effects. This was
to the
solution
The
manageable.
workshop
scope and size of the
the
require
will
however,
effects,
problems caused by cumulative
participation of social scientists.
Canadian Environmental Assessment Research Council and the
U.S. National Research Council Board on Basic Biology,
Proceedings of the Workshop on Cumulative Environmental
Effect: A Binational Perspective (1986)
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In one way or another, cumulative impacts are the result of the
movement of materials. Here I examine the propensity of processes
to concentrate or disperse materials added to the environment in
order to provide a framework for anticipating where cumulative
effects are likely to be the most severe.
Concentration

A number of processes lead to the concentration of materials. Most
important of these are movements of the physical medium itself,
such as atmospheric mixing and stratification, water currents and
of soil water. Other processes are relatively
movement
downward
independent of movements of the medium itself. For example,
chemical interactions cause flocculation and settling of suspended
materials entering estuaries, and the settling of particles, living or
dead, due to gravity. Knowledge of these movement patterns is the
key to predicting where cumulative impacts are likely to be most
severe and, hence, where they may need to be treated. Living
organisms,

580

themselves,

are

responsible

for

considerable

concentration of materials. Among these processes are aggregation
and migration, trophic concentrations, metabolic alternations [sic] of
materials which affect their solubility, transport and persistence,
and, of course, reproduction.
Dispersal

Other processes, some of them the same as those leading to
concentration of materials, are responsible for dispersing materials,
either increasing or decreasing cumulative impacts, depending upon
rates of dispersion in relation to sources and persistence of the
materials in question. The complexity of spacial scales is such that
attempts to solve local cumulative impacts by spreading the risk
(solution by dilution) may transfer cumulative impacts to another
scale; as when tall smoke stacks are used to meet local ambient air
quality standards for pollutants.

A key component of an analysis of potential cumulative impacts in
different environments should be a consideration of the types of
processes leading to concentration and dispersal of materials, their
relative strengths and rates, and how they may interact with one
another. . . . Once the likelihood of cumulative impacts has been
established, we need to initiate anticipatory monitoring systems
designed to identify those effects so that corrective action can be
undertaken in atimely manner. . . .
It is useful to divide sources of perturbations of potential cumulative
significance into two categories. The first . . . is the addition of ma

terials to the environment as a result of human activity. These added
materials may conveniently be divided into two subcategories,
chemicals and species ofliving organisms. . . . Cumulative impacts may
also result from the removal of materials from the environment. The
simplest cases of this phenomenon involve the harvesting of individual
species of organisms. The effects of rates of harvest are seldom
linearly related to population densities, and higher rates may propel
the population into an alternative stable state. Such cumulative
effects have been well studied in the population management
literature, but they are often not considered cumulative effects even
though management of renewable resources is basically cumulative
effects management.
Gordon H. Orians, "Cumulative Effects: Setting the Stage" in
Proceedings Of The Workshop On Cumulative Environmental
Effects: A Binational Perspective (1986)
REACTIVE/ADAPTIVE APPROACH
[T]he Famine Early Warning System (FEWS) . . . is designed to provide
decisionmakers with current information and analysis on existing and
potential nutrition emergency situations. Each situation identified is
described in terms of geographical extent and the number of people
involved, or at-risk, and the proximate causes insofar as they have
been discerned. Use of the term "at-risk" to identify vulnerable
populations is problematical since no generally-agreed definition
exists. Yet it is necessary to identify or target populations in need or
"at-risk in order to determine appropriate forms and levels of
intervention. Thus for the present, until a better usage can be found,
FEWS reports will employ the term "at-risk" to mean. . .
. . . those persons lacking sufficient food, or resources to acquire
sufficient food, to avert a nutritional crisis, Le, a progressive
deterioration in their health or nutrition condition below the
status quo and who, as a result, require specific intervention to
avoid a life-threatening situation.
Perhaps of most importance to decisionmakers, the process underlying
the deteriorating situation is highlighted by the FEWS efforts,
hopefully with enough specificity and forewarning to permit
alternative intervention strategies to be examined and implemented.
Food assistance strategies are key to famine avoidance. However,
other interventions can be of major importance both in the short-term
and in the long-run, including medical, transport, storage, economic
development policy change, etc.
Bureau For Africa, Agency For International Development,
FEWS Country Report: Niger #1 (May 1986)

Appendix C

The greater is the direct involvement of human perceptual apparatus in scientific observation,
the more revealing is the observation. Despite all the elegant environment sampling systems
used by Viking 1 on Mars, the most powerful and subtle observations were made by scientists
looking at the visual images of the Martian surface. . . . [O]bservations may be made more
revealing by translation of phenomena into signal streams which can enter directly and easily
through primarily [sic] senses. ... Facility for interpretation of phenomena may be enhanced by
conversion into a signal stream that flows readily through sensory portals.

T.F.H. Allen and Thomas B. Starr, Hierarchy: Perspectives for Ecological Complexity (1982)

A published proceedings will be sent to you.
People have avoided giving me a speci c date
when it will be available, but there will be

conference proceedings sent to all of the
participants. In anticipation of that, in addition
to the presentations this afternoon, individuals

are invited to write the IJC with their
comments and perspectives on the workshop
experience. That s an important element in the
discussions.
In addition to having an
opportunity for your views to be expressed
within
the
workshop
discussions
and
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documented in the proceedings, you should feel
free to write Bruce Bandurski, indicating to

him your feelings about the workshop and any
unresolved points that you wish to make. Those
will be incorporated into the workshop
publication.
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Tran-boundary m
U.S., CANADA EXPLORE ESTABLISHMENT
OF INTEGRATED NETWORK OF SCIENTIFIC DATA
PHILADELPHIA

(By an [ER Stat! Correspondent)

The International Joint Commission (IJC) is exploring a

broad new concept of monitoring major North American
ecological trends through an integrated U.S.Canadian bank
at basic scienti c and rsource management inlormation.
The purpose would be to identify broad areas of social and
economic opportunities in the use of natural resources "for
net human bene t" and to signal an early warning of
potential international friction over environmental pollu~
tion. health problem. or other ecosystem disruptions," IJC
o cials said.
The concept, described as an integrated transboundary
monitoring network," would have the capacity to anticipate,
detect. and avoid major environmental problems along the
5.000 mile U.S. Canadian boundary area. It would provide
top decision makers in both countries a continuing fund of
basic data to resolve those problem, of cials said.
We may have all the data in the world out there. but we
are making bad decisions out of it. IJC Commissioner L.
Keith Bulen of the United States told IER October 17. "I
want us to look at it now in the cool calm and see what it
ought to be and not wait for deteriorating relationships
between the United States and Canada and a deteriorating
environment."

A central bank of integrated scienti c information might
have avoided or at least reduced U.S.-Canadian friction over
the sources and solutions of such mutual problems as acid
rain. he said. The waste of time. talent, and money" on such
unresolved controversia as acid rain, he said, is terrible.

Alan Clarke (October 1984)

Bulen's comments followed an invitation-only conference
convened by the IJC at the Academy of Natural Science in
Philadelphia October llHl. at which the central monitoring
concept was explored by approximater 90 prominent
American and Canadian environmental experts, advisors.
businss representatives, and o cials of government agencies. including the US. Environmental Protection Agency.
Environment Canada, and state and provincial bodies.
Enthualaam and Roamanco'
There was some ulthnalaam and a lot of resistance,"
including expressions of concern over the cost of the monitoring system and whether it would address day-today
environmental problems, according to Frank Bevaoqua of
the IJC American Section o ice in Washington, DC. But I
believe those concerns were adequately amered in the
discussions," Bevacqua added.
People are out there haying at the moon." Bulen said at
the many di ering views onenvironmental problems, but
when you lock them in a room for two days it's interesting to
see that you
canfinally derive some
Bulen,
described by conference participants as a mover and
shaker" behind the concept of an integrated North m
monitoring system. conceded the diliculties of mooning

'3'

Current
Report

November 14,1 !

obstacles of jealousy and turf battles among screntists.
academicians. and environmental'uts and political barriers
among national. state, provmcnal, territorial. and local gm
ernments in the two countries

But be indicated he believed he would have President
Reagan s ear if a broad consensus can be achieved, I'm not
going to bother him at this point, Bulen told IER. but he
added that I'm welcome to the President" and if he can
build a favorable consensus. I don't feel I am batting my
head against the wall." Bulen was appointed to the IJC by
President Reagan.
Strong Support From Canadian Commissioner
Innis E. Sage. vice pmident of the Academy of Natural
Sciences and director of its Division of Environmental Research. said Canadian IJC Commissioner E. Richmond Olsen

also expresed strong support for creating an integrated
transboundary monitoring network.
Integrated is the key word." Bulen told IER in discuss
ing the international monitoring concept. Both countries and
their political subdivisions generate massive amounts of
environmental data, but

thereis virtually no coordination of

data, and locating existing research work is di cult. he
said, It's almost impossible." Bulen added. You can t get
established priorities. Our response in each panic or problem is a one-shot. one-use, one-data. one~decision proces."
Although Bulen and other conference participants emphasized the highly preliminary nature of the monitoring con
cept, they said it envisioned embracing, ratructuring. and
integrating existing environmental monitoring work in both
countries into a central bank.
Bruce L. Bandunki. IJC ecologist who led a workshop at
the Philadelphia coolerence, told IER that the concept
mvisions a broader use at monitoring as a component of a
decision-support system for both the United States and
Canada and perhaps other countries. The system would be
evolving as we learn."
Start With Inventory
Obviously, you start with an inventory of what you ve
got, Bulen said. The concept would not involve massive
new government spending, he said. "I am no spender." Bulen
added that he would not propose any monitoring system if I
can't justify it to the [O ce of Management and the Budget}, the White House, and Congress. That s going to be the
easiest part."
In a key paper delivered at the Philadelphia conference,
Lynton Keith Caldwell said. Although a new binational unit
for coordination of the system might be necessary, components for data gathering and monitoring are largely in place
in the public and private research facilities of the two
countria.

Caldwell, director of Indiana University's Program of

Advanced Studies in Science, Technology, and Public Policy

and a recently appointed member of the IJC s science
advisory board, said growing environmental problems are
m the capacity of the two nations to solve them.

A major problem jointly confronting Canada and the
United States today is that developments in both countries
appear to be outgrowing the ability of the existing infrastructure created by the Boundary Waters 'l reaty to deal
with the growing complexities of many transboundary environmental problems," Caldwell said. The IJC was created
under the 1909'1 Yeaty Between the United States and

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DAVIS

tions Arising Between the United States and Canada
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Example tor the Wortd
An e ective bilateral North American monitoring system
could ease the politically destabilizing elects ol environ-

mental disputes between the United States and Canada. as

well as serve as a positive example for other nations with
similar problems, Caldwell said. Conversely. iailure of
Canada and the United Stats to electiver address such
common problems diminishes prospects for rational e ecv
tive settlement 0! comparable disputa among other
countries."
Caldwell recommended that the United Stats and Canada
seriously consider convening an o ciai binational inquiry
into better means for dealing with common environmental
problem." He suggested the inquiry be undertaken by a
specially appointed bilateral commission insulated lrom
partisan e orts to predetermine its output."
Buien said prospects for moving the monitoring proposal
toward oilicial consideration depends on broad reaction to
the transcript of the Philadelphia conference and the ability
to keep the players willing and excited" and to present the
idea to major political decision makers.
It's not going to be any quick x." he said, I wouldn't
even venture" a time frame (or future action or consideration. he added. He expressed the conviction that sooner or

later" there will be an integrated central bank of environmental data on which the two nations can base intelligent
decisions on broad social and economic developments that
allect the North American environment.
We can t continue having Congress run oil in one direc
tlaa m ttbe DC] in
Bulen said. "We need to make
"lo conscious that we can do better."

Dr. Bruce L. Bandurski,
International Joint Comission,

2001 S St., N. V.

Second Floor
Washington, D. C. 20440
Dear Bruce ,
This is a sunny of various conclusions I arrived at, based on what
I observed at the meeting.
1.
THE METHOD.
The meeting clearly demonstrated the validity of the
argtnuent due to various people, including Bolling, that you can develop a highly
useful model for any problem out of the dynamics of a workshop with teams of
very diverse types of experts. In our workshop, the conclusions were not those
brought in by anyone, but they evolved naturally, out of conversation generated
Specifically, most of us came to
through the interaction of the participants.
the meeting to help design a monitoring system.
As the conversation progressed, we
all began realizing that how environmental threats have first been discovered was
by some alert person noticing something odd.
This suggests that in addition to
conventional monitoring, you need some mechanism for detecting "odd" events, in
a highly comprehensive manner.

2. THE "SENTINAL" function. You need to divert a small portion of
the total monitoring function to a "sentinel", or early warning function.

At the meeting, there were long discussions
people I have talked with since I came home
warning function should be characterized by
to the rest of the monitoring system, which

as to how to do this, and other
have additional ideas.
This early
extreme flexibility, in contradistinction
should be extremely rigid and inflexible

(collecting certain selected items of data in an absolutely constant fashion).

I think you need at least one Ph.D. in applied statistics, preferably with a
thesis on analysis of environmental data, who does nothing but examine time
series,looking for evidence of trouble.
In addition, you need one or two other
people, who are extremely personable, who set up an informal network of cooperators

who are alert for

earl evidence of "anything odd".

This network should include

physicians (who you contact through physician's organizations), hospitals,
The kinds of things
hunters, trappers, farmers, fishermen, and perhaps housewives.
you would tell people to be alert for are (])
sudden appearance of extraordinary
numbers of very unusual medical conditions in young infants (childhood leukemias,
anencephaly, etc.), (2) rapid changes in population density of any species, or changes
in species composition of aquatic or terrestrial communities, (3) apparent changes in
soil, water, air, climate, plankton, or terrestrial plants.

"dd-u
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1. Medical information: numbers and incidence of unusual medical
conditions, and totals for the age and sex groups at risk.
2.

Information on climatic conditions.

3.

Chemical measurents on air, soil, water, plankton, plants,

animals, etc.
4. Mortality rates of monitor plant and animal species,
and unusual data (pigments in algae, etc.).
5.

Changes in population sizes, and species composition of

commities .

The point of this book is that it facilitates the serendipitous
activities of amateur and professional scientific detectives.
At present, neither
I nor anyone else has an overview of conditions in the boundary region.

Kenneth E. F. Watt

wt

Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
October 16, 198

stages

3. THE ANNUAL REPORT. The IJC rather desperately needs to
publish an annual report, analogous to Statistics Canada or the Statistical Abstract
of the United States. The purpose of this document would be to collect in one place
a summary of the available information about the territory covered by the Omission.
For each of a large number of types of data (as in the two national statistical
compilations), it would give tables of data on updated statistics, and sources for
additional information.
Headings under which statistics would be published (that is,
chapters in the document)
should include:

.
.
.
.
.

David LaRoche
Andrew Hamilton
D.J. Kingham
Peter Wise
Al LeFeuvre
Sally Spiers

Dear Friends:

My apologies, but I Just couldn't resist:
ODE TO THE

CRITICS

The workshop I recently attended
left me somewhat offended.
Well, actually, it only started that way
cause by close of the second day

I'd had my opportunity
to speak with

impunity,

Back at those few folks who'd offended

with statements clearly intended
To discredit what many have done

"Scandelous" in fact,

claimed one.

With words of such deception
one wishes that human conception
Retroactively, wasn't so sure
to free workshops of such manure.

Those who've studied what's there
and built the programs with care
Know that they're not perfected

nor is the data that they ve collected.
But at least they know that it s there
and have been more than willing

Phone:_ lu296;13 3 9

to share.

1935 West Caunty Road 82. Roseville, Minnesota 55113 2785
Regional Of ces 0 Duluth/Brainerd/Detroit Lakes/Marshall/Rochesler
Equal Opportunity Employer
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State University of New York at Buffalo

ODE TO THE CRITICS
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ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIESCENTER

FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

So those who think they've uncovered
and singlehandedly discovered
Some scandel in what they see

need to ask themselves where we'd be

If we all went
around and behaved like a clown
and were content with the labor of tearing down.
I really liked the workshop at Philly
and shrug off those comments as silly
But I m still not quite sure
if our boundary's secure
Left in the hands of such measurers
But then, better them than the Treasurers.

Laughin

y,

October 17,
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Bruce Bandurski
International Joint Commission
200] S Street, NW
Second Floor

Washington, DC

ZOAQO

Dear Bruce:

Keith Bulen invited all of us to write to you with our reactions to the workshop
i have been turning over my reactions in
on Transboundary Monitoring Networks.
are
my mind for the past several days and find that they are so compkm that they
Here are some reactions in no particular order:
difficult to sunnarize.

(l) A good information system is essential for wise decision making but putting

Lovel

E. Richie

Senior Executive Officer

LEE/3w

together a good one is extremely expensive and a lengthy developmental effort.
but it is
I believe that the effort in the long run would be beneficial to society
a very difficult thing to prove to skeptical decision makers who are allocating

scarce resources.

(2) A monitoring system should be embedded in an information system which, in turn,

It makes no sense to develop a
is imbedded in a societal decisional system.
monitoring system that is not carefully incoporated into these larger structures.

(3) An important part of this larger structure is a group of scientists and policy

analysts who can interpret the meaning of the data for the policy process; without
system
this linkage the information acquired is unlikely to be used and the whole
undervalued.

(4) Public decision makers need to learn (be provided with opportunities to learn)

by monitoring
how to use monitoring data and how to ask questions that can be answered
are
If the decisional system doesn't provide those opportunities the data
data.
unlikely to be fully utitilized and will be undervalued.

(5) The problems of conceptualization and neasurement are just as difficult in

natural science as

in social

natural sciences are

hard

science.

There is no basis for the claim that the

and that the social sciences are

soft .

The 50cial

as good and
sciences have developed monitoring systems and data banks that are just
This point is unknown
in natural science.
just as useful as those under development
both
and undervalued not only by natural scientists but also by public officials;
as having
are missing an opportunity by shortsightedly excluding social scientists
nothing valuable to contribute,
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(6) It would be of great social benefit, not only to the transboundary region but

for all decision making for the continent, if we developed a series of studies
monitoring how people in North America think about and value our wide variety of
environmentally related topics.
This would greatly aid wise public decision
making.

In Reply Refer To:

"GS-Hail Stop 105

(7) Despite the point just made. I am persuaded that attempting to get such a

series of studies underway faces so many barriers that it is not worth making
the effort at this time.
The greatest barrier of all is the unwarranted belief
that physical things are easy to measure and that mental things are impossible
to measure.
While it may be possible to persuade patient people who really want
to understand that mental measurements can be reliable and valid, it is
unlikely that busy decision makers and natural scientists will be willing to

take the trouble to learn.

(8) The physical arrangements and the thought processes for the workshop were
quite adequate.

I learned a lot and met some

On a personal note, it was a pleasure to work with you on the workshop planning and
development.
I hope you feel satisfied with the results.

h_=

Assistant Director for Programs

From:

Chief, Plans 5 Programs

Subject:

Cordially,

International Joint Commission (IJC) workshop on a Transboundary

Monitoring Network (October 10-11, 1984)

Background
The International Joint Commission (IJC), U.S. and Canada, was established
under the provisions of the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909 between the U.S.

and Great Britain.

It is a permanent binational body composed of six

Commissioners, three 0.5. and three Canadian.
The Commission has three principal functions:

/ 4/.

1. Qussi-judicial--Approving or disapproving applications regarding actions
that affect the natural level or flow of water on the other side of the
international boundary:

Lester H. Mllbrath

2. Investigative-~Haking recommendations about questions arising along the
boundary, when such questions are referred to the Commission by the two
Governments.
3. Surveillance/Coordination -Honitors or coordinates implementation of IJC
recommendations that have been accepted by the Governments.
The Great Lakes Hater Quality Agreement of 1978 gave the IJC major
responsibilities for implementing this agreement between the 0.8. and Canada.
Significantly, this agreement began to extend its area of concern beyond the
original water quantity focus. The agreement covered, for example:
0000000
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To:

interesting people.

(9) There ought to be a next step but I am not sure what it is. Lynton Caldwell's
call for a task force to design the system is probably the best way to go.

"CT 2 9 1984

Memorandum

Quality objectives for the Great Lakes
Toxic substances
rhosphorus control
Long range transport of airborne pollutants

shipping and dredging

Pollution from land use activities
Review of pollution control regulations.

Beginning in 1977 the idea was expressed within the IJC advisory groups that
an ecosystem perspective should be adopted by the IJC. This much expanded
concept was later endorsed by the IJC as the approach necessary to problem
identification, research, and boundary water management in the Great Lakes.

.

_

Assistant Director for Programs

Assistant Director for Programs

The above componEnta form an open, heuristic, system thrOugh which an
organization like IJC can cycle on a periodic basis.
In each cycle the
knowledge base is improved and progress is made toward solving problems.
Workshop Conclusions
Although a number of technical observations and conclusions resulted from the
workshop plenary and group sessions,

the following policy-level

conclusions

were drawn by decisionmakera responsible for future IJC directions:

The IJC should compare European experience on long-term monitoring. The small
national units and history of experience argues for the likely development of
useful knowledge on transboundary monitoring there.
A smaller, more pragmatic beginning should be the goal of immediate IJC
action. All-encompassing systems are probably beyond present political
realities, technical capabilities, and funding. System design should be
flexible to permit growth as determined by these constraints. The IJC will
probably opt for a role as a broker, rather than attempting to develop a data
system of its own.
The IJC will proceed with an inventory phase directed toward monitoring and
its support systems:
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o

What exists now, what the current level of effort is, who is doing it
and why,

0

What degree of certainty or confidence limits exist,

0

Hhat is not known, and for what reason, such as measurement difficulty
or incomplete theory,

o

What additional research is needed,

0

"hat knowledge is needed for developing better policy,
costs and benefits.

considering all

To promote this inventory phase, the IJC will create an information exchange
network among environmental professionals who can help answer these questions.

5

Legislation: 'Part of the workshop covered 3.1. 5958 (The Environmental
Sonitoring Improvement Act). 0865 has provided testimony at hearings on
this bill, and legislation of this kind can have a major effect in
providing authority for present and possible future USGS programs.
Long-Term Trends: The IJC effort focuses attention on exactly the same
problems of data usefulness that were raised by the Global 2000 study in
1980. The questions raised there made it evident that long range policy
development was impeded by lack of coherence among data collected along
disciplinary lines, with little~attention to the feedback processes that
tend to cross disciplinary lines, just as they cross the mission lines of
agencies that have mandates only in their own subject areas. To the extent
that USGS data is useful in cross-disciplinary policy development, our
organization must direct effort to improving the interfaces of its data
with (for example) agricultural, ecological, and demographic data.
Information Exchange: Efforts to exchange ihformation on data and
monitoring were cited as uniformly helpful, and points that IJC intends to
pursue. The CEQ lnteragency Task Force on Environmental Data and
Konitoring (l980) included several USCS peeple on its committees, as would
be expected of any similar future effort. A second type of activity
singled out was the creation of a "statistical abstract" of environmental
data.
In fact, this was the CEQ/USGS project on environmental trends,
which produced four reports between 1975 and 1983 (most recently,
"Supporting Data for Environmental Trends," 0565 Open File Report 83-534).
A third type of activity related to information exchange is the Integrated
Data Users Workshop, which inventories and examines data systems nationwide
according to their problem orientation rather than discipline orientation.
Four workshops have been hosted by USGS between 1980 and 1983, in
cooperation with Federal, State, and private sector personnel.
Several
mini-workshops have been held during l984 on specific topics.

In these and other similar areas 0565 should provide information transfer of
its products to the IJC. where appropriate to the USGS mission, collaborative

endeavors with the IJC should be promoted that help to increase the capability

of Government organizatons to improve policy based on better scientific data
and methods.

Importance to 0865

There are undoubtedly a variety of areas in which the efforts of the IJC will
be important to the D505. Some that come to mind are as follows:
Data Collection: A number of linkages must already exist between USGS data
programs especially water resources) and IJC. These ties should be
strengthened and directed toward support of IJC policymaking.
Hodeling: USCS conducts modeling that fits with part of the IJC concept,
in the area of water resources simulation models. Although 0565 does not
regularly develop models of complete ecosystems, the present 0568 efforts
represent a real contribution to the understanding of aquatic ecosystems.

Tim Smith

Envlronment
Canada

Environnement
Canada

Envuonmental
Protection

Protection de
l'enviromement

Ottawa, Ontario
KlA lC8
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Mr.

Bruce

- 2 vow

Mow-not

With

Man/ once

The workshops were also a disappointment to
me in that, ours at least, very quickly focussed on the
need for better water pollution monitoring and how we
should go about it.
I confess I personally did

Bandurski

U.S. Section

International Joint
2001 S Street, N.H.

Second Floor
Washington, 0.6.

Commission

20440

Dear Bruce:

enjoyed my

few

days in Philadelphia.

to move it from

search was

Professor Cronin's paper.

which crosses jurisdictions,

such a

target

but

..

mm

m

M...

human

Commissioner

Bulen's closing remarks indicated to me that the gap

between what was attempted at the workshop and what was
achieved is as wide as ever.
Perhaps a traditional
water, air or deposition monitoring network can and
will be set up during the next 10 years but is that
what we should be doing?
I

The Living Systems Analysis was too large of
a jump for most of us to make, from the pragmatic world
of monitoring, as we know it, to new conceptual
thinking.
The conference started out on a very high
note.
Professor Cronon gave the most interesting paper
of the meeting, and was an excellent choice as a key
note speaker.
At noon on the first day I was enthused
and convinced that something very positive and perhaps
even unusual could come out of the workshop.
From
there on it went down hill with some exceptions,
including the remarks of Commissioner Olson who
obviously sensed what was happening.

hawth

scientific and

disciplines, and environmental media .

The

arrangements and accomodation were excellent and I
enjoyed meeting colleagues of long standing and in
meeting new ones, but with respect to the conference.
think we missed the boat.

Canad'é'

nothing

Unfortunately, I don't think we got anywhere
with the prospect of "an integrated Monitoring Network

I regret that I could not accept your
invitation to take part in your follow-up exercise to
the recent Transboundary Monitoring Workshop.
I did,
however, promise you that I would put a few of my
impressions on paper.
I

absolutely

then the conference papers didn't condition us.
As one
of the air pollution monitoring people said to me
later - "what did you expect, these water people are
Neanderthal'.
Oh there was discussion on what
monitoring is all about and what we are trying to
achieve but the closest the conference got in its

thaw-(mm
on

Sincerely,

0.6.
e ley
Director
External Strategies Branch
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EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON TRANSBOUNDARY
MONITORING NETWORK WORKSHOP

EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON TRANSBOUNDARY
MONITORING NETWORK WORKSHOP

should be some
The workshop summaries essentially concluded that there
Prepared for

International Joint Commission United States and Canada
Transboundary Monitoring Network Workshop
2001 S Street. N.H.
Second Floor
Washington. DC
ZOHNO

for

program

monitoring

environmental

of

type

on (IJC) in its
transboundary region to aid the International Joint Commissi
evaluation.

and

coordination

decision making

built

should be

monitoring program

a

upon

Prepared by

Edinger

functioning

The present

Associates.

Inc.

37 West Avenue

Wayne. Pennsylvania

of the
in this

basis for
One desirable feature of such a network is to provide a

IJC

of the

problems did not come out in the workshop.
E.

network

communications

anticipatory capabilities to evolving problems and issues.

John Eric Edinger

J.

this

Futhermore,

role.

different data bases and people working on environmental problems

region.
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States Canada

United

the

19087

as

of the

part

structure
of the

that many

of

transboundary

participants

were

are left

We

to suggest different methods of organization.

basis

a

not

functioning of the IJC and therefore had little

familiar with the present
Document No. eu uz R

obvious

It was

monitoring system.

Rather the functions were left

the

of developing

process

to environmental

in relation

to

speculate on this as a basis to suggest an overview.
The

18 October 198R

levels

IJC

presently

within

those

between

operates

governments.

It

two

and

different

work

mainly by

governments

accomplishes

its

drawing on the functioning and talents of different agencies.

a

small

staff

of

biological

physical.

mixed

and

It maintains

political

science

backgrounds to work between and among these different agencies.

The

IJC

has

involved

been

in

observing

transboundary problems for over eighty years.

were

related to quantities

Quantities

of water

were

of water

often

to

participating

in

Its original responsiblities

transferred

related

and

power

across

the border.

development

and

The

possibly

the swapping of
difficult

to

water

ignore

for power.

quality

Once

problems

into water problems.

since

quantities

of

water

transferred were often related to resulting changes in quality.
the water quality problems,
land

and

air

quality

well-positioned
scene.

it was not difficult

problems.

observer

and

Over

monitor

Through its functions over

need for a more integrated and

the

organized

the

IJC

environmental

the years,

was

to be

Once into

the

IJC has

has

and

been

political

perceived

view of environmental

a

the

problems

in

the region.

know what

are

the top down.
the

present

the informed

problems.

what

decision maker
is

really

no doubt

known

about

wants
them.

concerns.

The

difficulty

with

capabilities is that they are all
lag events in other areas.
The difficulty
is that

it concentrates

most

oriented

existing

The

different

methods

suggestion

about

by

which

methods

they are organized.

The

problems

for

are

interrogating

different agencies and organizations

agencies

and

organizations

evaluations that can

lot

information from a data base for

known about them.

what

is

really

It also probably has a good understanding of what people

think about these problems through the governmental and political structure
within which it operates.

It sees a need for anticipatory capabilities.

One workshop group identified the different methods by which problems
are presently anticipated

in

data

and

elsewhere,

different
i.e.,

in practice.

indicators;

(1)

transference

of

identifying trends

effects

observed

identifying problems in other areas that might be a

problem in the transboundary area;
different air

(2)

These were:

and water

(3)

contaminants

knowing something about
impinging on

about proposed projects from 513 type of processes:

the area;

sources of
(4)

knowing

(5) indicator organisms

and organizations. i.e.. the canary in the mine as well as various interest

they

information

identify a

new or

used

in

anticipated

latter comes about
the IJC can

be

for

to

derive

by

It

procedures.

It

interrogating

kinds of evaluation

out

is easy

problem.

transboundary network model thus

existing organizations and

once

how to

information

provide to the assessment and information

The overall

IJC is

bases

get

The next step is to get

making.

identified

problem

through the

data

gives

involved in an ongoing rather than a

decision
an

anticipated

existing

problem confronting the

questions based on the workshop proceedings to date is that the IJC knows a
uncertain

or how

presently

these

are but is

events or

decisions of the type the IJC makes could be derived from these data bases.

problematical evaluation of existing data bases.

the present problems

anticipatory

data bases but considered

bases could be analyzed

future problems that can be anticipated.

about what

present

toward ongoing

what are people thinking about those problems and most of all what are the
An immediate assessment of these

the

as approached in much of the workshop

on organizing

data

of

They are not truely anticipatory.

with monitoring

little of how these

some

Working from
to

group

to get into the associated

years.

of the

it

a

and

to

of

the

derive

is not easy

data

base.

to
The

coordination that

generation process.

can be

Various agencies

structured
are

around

encouraged

actively tie together. coordinate and interchange data base systems.

to

These

agencies are encouraged to design and develop interrogation and information
generation

technology.

mission oriented.

know their

It

they have

problems

is

suggested

some basis

and development

for

that

since

doing

this

many

already.

of the interrogation

technology should help them in their own missions.

agencies

and

i.e..

are
they

information

Third, the IJC can act
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as

a catalyst for

generating the kinds

of information that

in its own decision making processes.
its

own

decision-making

Last.

capabilities

the

with

IJC

the

is

useful

can further

kinds

of

to

it

develop

information

generated.
Two concerns about the above

this not what
help in
is that

the IJC does already;

might be

the

information is

too

piecemeal

than an

and does

ongoing active

First

Second,

The answer

soon enough to be anticipatory.

passive rather

raised.

so what is new?

improving anticipatory capabilities?

fast enough or
too

model

not

of all,

how does it

to such

concerns

come together

The present

process.

The

is

is

what

allows an anticipatory capability to develop.
One idea suggested
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during the workshop

for the above organization already
is

only

agencies

of

both

would be useful,

with modern

and

has

good

technology.

insight

as

to

which

agencies

information for its decision making purposes.

therefore.

for

the IJC to proceed with an

the available technologies that might
together.

information

it

The IJC presently operates among the different

governments

generate the most useful

the various elements

exists among the different agencies.

necessary to tie them together

both software and hardware.

is that

be used

to

It

investigation of

tie these

The world of modeling is shaped by philosorhical, technical,
and institutional influences.
Fran a philosophical point of
view, science conmonly approaches the oouplexity of nature from
a reductionist perspective. In this way, natural pherxxnena are
reduced to a few variables rather than studied in a more
culprehensive context.
Over the last few decades, however,
mdels have advanced steadily in technical aomistication and
in their ability to deal with conplex emironnental systems.

either

system may be

latter

SJ RZES OF 'FRUSTRATION AND MUTUAL MISTRUST
asnvuuav SCIEIIPISTS Iu D REEIXH(JS MhNh i i3'

agencies

An examination of the world of mdeling niggests that the
technical issues of data, theory and validation are serious
problems
that
require
resolution
for
the mre conzplex
policy oriented mdels. The world of decision making and its
current interface with modeling indicate another najor forms of
concern: that of inproving the
interaction between mdel
builders and mdel users.
Because this appears difficzlt to
achieve in a direct manner, specific mechanism for inproving
modeler-user interaction should be established.
These could
include the development of graphical displays, the production
of inproved documentation, and the use of ganing-sinulations.
Policy analysts actingas intermediaries between modelers and
decision makers could also facilitate use of mdels.
-- Summary from Enviromnental Modeling and
Decision Making: The UnTted States Experience,
Holcanb Research Institute (1976)

THE ST. REG|S ENVlRONMENTAL DIViSION
"Figh ng {br a bencr Envhonmcn '
PO. BOX 69 0 ST. REGIS, QUEBEC - HOM 1A0
P.O. BOX 579 o CORNWALL. ONT. 0 KGH 5T3
PHONE (514) 575 2220
May 1,

1985.

At this conference, I heard about "pragmatist" and "theorist",
and in order to critize the conference, I guess you could
call me a pragmatic theorist or a theoretical pragmatist.
I choose to call myself human.
Towards a Tranboundary Monitory Network
A Continuing Binational Exploration
Comments by a Human Critic
F. Henry Lickers
The three main criticism:
1.

Bruce L. Bandurski
Workshop Director
Internation Joint Commission
Canada and United States
Washington, DC
20440

Egoism and Self-Justification can get in the way
of discussion and understanding about Monitoring
Systems.

2.

Technical specific language within a given field
used to reflect an individual's subject to the
detriment of understanding.

Dear Bruce:

3.

A general feeling that "little
I believe that is wrong.

critic

l)

2)

a person who forms and expresses
judgements of people or things
according to certain standards
or values;
a person who indulges in fault
finding and censure.
Webster's New World Dictionary
1976
2nd
Edition

In order to express my judgements of the conference, I
believe it is important that the reader understand some
of my values and criterias.
I am a person of the Seneca Nation who runs a single person
Environmental Division on a
Native reserve near Cornwall
(Can) and Massena (0.8.).
Over
the past eight years, this
division has been involved in a miriad of environmental

issues which directly effect the well being of the Mohawk

people at St. Regis-Akwesasne.
This reserve or reservation
is located in the USA and Canada plus New York State, Quebec
and Ontario, a truly tri-national organism.
On a daily basis,
we are concerned with units of measurement, jurisdiction for
sampling and monitoring and the philosphical implication of
the monitoring on our people.
Educationwise, I attended Trent University in Peterborough.
Canada and University of Waikato, New Zealand.
When I learned
about technology and the spirit of science.
From my own people
I

learned

to track,'hunt,

trap

and

meaning of Environment and Ecology.

fish

and

to

feel the

is being done",

Minor Criticisms:
a forest,
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1.

Save

stop the conference Paper War.

2.

Humor is the lubricant of understanding, the
conference parcipant took themselves far too
seriously.

3.

Under the skin of every person,
Donna under pressure.

4.

Battle between the "theorist" and the
to form a solid union.

5.

Area of concern, direction and definition may have
broad for a short meeting.

6.

Millions of samples taken, state, university, governments,
but little universial compilation and data analysis.

7.

No mention of a growing trend towards relativistic grass
roots sampling and growing public awareness and frustration
over lack of data co-ordination.

lives a Prima
"pragmatist" was

not melded

been two

____lm__m_ll_aw_llwm_

ON

'ECO-SYSTEM GOVERNANCE' AND

'LOGIC'

FOR THE FUTURE

Michael E. Colby 1

A Note About Context

This workshop, 'Toward a Transboundary Monitoring Network:

be a
A Continuing Binational lixploration, I was designed to
brainstorming session, to ask many questions we don't usually
ways of
have the time to sit back and consider, and to seek new
It was not a
approaching old, seemingly intractable problems.
ic
conference to report on more of the same old scientif
Because the workshop involved
findings or policy constraints.
cultural
an inquiry with over 100 participants from different
and professional backgrounds, experiences, ideologies, and
The
world views, there were many different ideas and opinions.
These Proceedin 5 should
workshop was an effort at discovery.
two
be much more useful, for the reader as well as for our
societies, if they are read in the same way.
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Prologue

The workshop was held largely as a result of the visions
Over time, IJC Commissioner L. Keith
and drive of two men.

Bulen had become dissatisfied with the state of information
available to decision-makers; with vast inefficiencies of data

gaps and redundancies, lack of meaning; and with our overall
Bruce
ineffectiveness at anticipating and solving problems.
Bandurski, workshop organizer and director, came to the
conclusion that a reassessment might be useful because it seems
that many of the problems in managing relationships between
man, our activities, and the environment they take place in are

inherent in Our approaches to them (for example, limiting our
thinking to linear, mechanistic or positivistic rational

Bruce felt that the living, evolving nature of the
logic).
four dimensional boundary region shared by the 0.8. and Canada

required 'ecomanagement.'

So for different reasons, Bruce and Keith shared a
perception that traditional approaches to governing our

interactions with the environment are not providing an
effective means for maintaining the integrity of trahsboundary
ecosystems; that something better is possible, and sorely
If you keep doing what you always did, you ll keep
needed.
getting what you always got.

The Brutal Present

Examples of ineffectiveness and inability to deal with

complex 'environmental'
means are limited to:

issues abound.

They include, but by no

PCB's, dioxin, and dieldrin in the Great Lakes; acid rain;
cancers and severe physical deformations in fishes;
transportation and synergetic effects of toxics; non point
sources of pollution; ground water contamination and
over-consumption; coal mining plans; radioactive waste
dumps.
At an even more encompassing level are the more diffuse,
less pollution-based problems of the future, such as:
possible effects of atmospheric carbon dioxide build-up;
soil erosion; pesticides and the evolution of super-pests
and pathogens; energy production and consumption; land use
in general; deforestation and desertification; and so on.

Uncertainty and risk seem to grow with time and
Systems analysis and modeling
information, not decrease.
techniques seem to lead to infinite complexity and confusion
(one person's 'sophistication') rather than easier decision
complicated, volatile, and uncertain
Increasingly
making.2
'environmental' problems, coupled with accelerating rates of
inevitable societal change in other areas, create a daunting
Policy makers are overwhelmed
task for those who must govern.
by events and information, finding themselves able only to
react to the crisis of the day, rather than to prepare for the

needs of the future.

These 'environmental' problems are actually symptoms of a

One can think of this as "doom-saying", OR,
larger pathology.
choose to think of them as signals that we need to think and
We are
act differently as we go about the business of living.
beginning to see that they cannot be dealt with in the usual
one
context of cleaning up symptoms (the cost of cleaning up
particular toxic dump site in Woburn, Massachusetts would alone
exceed the entire U.S. Superfund, which is supposed to pay for
Too often, when this
the clean-up of thousands of sites) .

need for a broader, systemic perspective is pointed out,

it is

perceived as a threat, rather than as an important opportunity
For example, the oil crisis of the mid 1970's,
for inquiry.
traumatic as it was, led to a revolution in automobile
that today we have cars that are much more
manufacturing, such
The difficulty with addressing issues in this way
efficient.
is that often, the more we discover, the more we find out that
we don't know (the same oil crisis led to the building of much
more efficient, airtight homes, and now problems of_indoor
This can be frustrating
pollution are becoming more apparent).
to become
It can also be a challenge, for us
and discouraging.

more comfortable with increasingly rapid change, to seek to
rapidly expand

the art of the

possible.

The Spirit of the Workshop
The idea for a workshop to explore the possibilities of a
transboundary monitoring network was born out of the conviction
that something could, indeed must, be done to address these
concerns.
The possible structure for such a network was

purposefully left and remains undefined.

It should evolve.

The process of creating it (or them) will require foresight,
hindsight, insight, and oversight, not to mention great
cooperation, inquiry, and willingness to question assumptions

and existing activities.

This can be threatening.

Above all, it should involve a keen interest in, and
dedication to creating more workable approaches and linkages
between environmental scientists and managers, administrators,
politicians, business persons, public interest groups, and

private citizens from all walks of life

- anyone who wants to

make a difference.
In some cases, such an endeavor may involve
exploring entirely new roles and realms of thought, perception,
and action.
To me, this possibility is quite exciting.
A Crisis of Science and Perception
For persons schooled in the traditional thinking patterns
of our academic and bureaucratic institutions, such an approach
can certainly be intimidating.
It is uncharted water; it is
vague; its usefulness really hasn't been demonstrated.
Intimidation, or stressors acting on a system, is usually what
leads to evolution, though.
Discontinuities in traditional
thought patterns are sometimes what is needed.
Albert
Einstein's memoirs, for instance, are full of statements
indicating that he did not arrive at his insights into the
nature of the universe by using
his rational mind.5 A
frequently heard paraphrasing of one of those statements serves
as an example:
We cannot solve our problems by using
logic that created them.

J.

the same level of

Robert Oppenheimer, director of the Manhattan Project, once

commented, "Science needs UNcommon sense.
(emphasis added)7
I believe that not only environmental science, but also
environmental 'governance' requires uncommon sense and a
different level of logic.

These views speak to a great paradox underlying

workshop was held to consider:

issues the

we often try to solve human-

caused problems using the more sophisticated versions of the

same techniques and thinking that created them in the first
place.
The usual result: larger, more complex problems.
This
seems especially prevalent where.technological fixes are
employed.

I believe environmental science is rapidly approaching the
limits of what is currently viewed as 'science' and scientific
proof.
The complexities of a 'natural' ecosystem compounded by
man's imposition of an economic system generates issues of an
unprecedented scale, since man's interventions are of an
unprecedented scale.
Such a scale may require that we
re evaluate the ways in which we think about and practice

science, ecomanagement, and governance.

Science, as a way of

knowing, has limitations, as do other ways of knowing, that can
only be transcended by expanding our definitions of science and
allowing for other modes of discovery to be incorporated in our
work.
The way we frame problems and questions often prevents
us from seeing solutions, or molds the answers we get.
It can
prevent us from practicing solutions even when some people see
them.
Unfortunately, any truth in isolation is a heresy.
Because of ecosystems' nonlinear organization and
interconnectedness, causality and interactions within them are
not easily amenable to scientific verification relying on
rational, linear modes of logic.
Even with the benefit of
hindsight after an event has occurred, it is difficult to
'prove' cause and effect because there is so much redundancy
and flexibility in the pathways of ecological regulation.
For
example, though it has been well documented that vast tracts of
forests in Germany and Eastern Europe are dying, probably due
to excessive air pollution, scientists cannot agree on the
specific causal
agents or what to do about them.
Every
'expert' has a different interpretation of 'facts', based on
empirical data, and believes in the infallibility of that
data.
Most fail to see all the assumptions and biases that go
into collecting the data, and fail to realize that probably,
none of it is right or wrong; it is merely a part of the
picture.
In such circumstances, it is virtually impossible to
establish the 'certainty' that politicians and decision makers
want before committing to drastic actions.
Powerful,
entrenched interests and the need for stability make it easy
for governments and industry to hide behind the disagreement
over 'facts' to avoid doing anything substantial about the
problem; a pattern that is being repeated more and more often.
Thus, rigorous skepticism, while necessary in science,
often paralyzes governments.
Instead of action and progress,
we get bureaucratic inertia, endless legalistic boondoggles,
and attempts at technical or regulatory fixes that fail to get
at the roots of the problems.
I believe the societal costs of continuing to operate in
this manner are simply too great.
Some would argue that I am a
callow youth.
In some cases, they may even be right (the
workshop was held on my 24th birthday).
But it is precisely my

experience, and what I've learned from it, that leads-me to
make these statements,

and they

are not made lightly.

I am one
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of those who is going to have to live with this mess for
I can only hope that
another 50 or more years (hopefully).

there are a lot of other people out there who are also a bit
impatient for results; impatience can stimulate more effective

Complacence and a
action.
status quo will not.

laissez faire

attitude toward the

are
- even those who are young today
Future generations
not likely to forgive us for leaving them with a life-support
system so degraded that it cannot provide the same quality of
It is ultimate folly.
life we have enjoyed until now.

IJC Commissioner Richmond Olson,

in his remarks at the

workshop, recognized this theme I have been re- and reiterating
when he said,
'We cannot model our ways out of the problems of modeling,
nor can we solve our institutional problems by creating

another institution on top of the ones we have in order to

do that."9

I would say, however,

and systems using

that we can redesign our institutions

a different level of logic so as

to

anticipate and handle many of those problems.
We may not be
able to anticipate the limits of that next level, but we should
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be able to better deal with the ones we have and create a more
In other
flexible system to handle new ones as they evolve.
words, as Einstein's comment suggested, real change cannot be
Just as when we cannot transcend
effected by more of the same.

emotion by emoting, the crisis is in our minds and mindsets, in
the types of 'logic' we use to think about, to delimit these
issues, and in the unconscious filters of experience that
control our perceptions and interpretations.
It seems to me
that this is truly where many of our problems are created and
We just think they are
They are not insolvable.
perpetuated.

because of the way we think!

To change this, we must get

excited about taking ourselves outside our beliefs,
interpretations, and approaches to thinking, to explore what we
even the murky shadows of what we don't know we
don't know
don't know -- rather than dissecting ad infinitum what we do

know, much of which is obsolete.

A Window To The Future?
The good news is that there are supra rational levels of

'logic', including an evolutionary logic of processes and a

'logic' of innovation and creativity.
They cannot be explained
well with the subset known as rational logic; they are too
paradoxical for that.
They are more experiential, accessible
for direct insight into the issues that face us.
The earth is

not a Newtonian clock machine or closed system; machines run

down,

while ecosystems

and cultures are self-organizing,

self-healing (when not perturbed excessively). and evolve to

higher

levels of complexity.

Our

thinking needs to do the

The issues the workshop was held to begin addressing can
same.
It will lead to greater
be a catalyst for this evolution.
clarity which will bring understanding to a new level of

simplicity (not simple-mindedness) that is outside of our
Insights
current view (it is there, we just can't see it yet).

will lead to ideas for solutions of causes, not symptoms, and,
more importantly, new ways of interacting that will allow for
more effective governance.
I admit that this may seem rather

not an easy task that lies before us.

obtuse,

and that it is

The issues age complex,

made moreso by our very approach to
are
they
but
them so we can try to understand them.
For the inquisitive reader

who would

simplifying

like to delve further

into the subject of other levels of logic and their
implications for ecosystem governance, I heartily recommend two

'Regulation of the Non-Rational: Approaches to the
papers:
by David L. Hawk of the
Management of Environmental Quality,
New Jersey Institute of Technology (Chapter 5 in Plans Without

Plans, in press)1°, and 'Technological Thinking: Its Impact
on Environmental Management', by Alan Hillerll. There are a

number of other sources on alternative and complementary styles
of thinking and how they are having a large impact in a wide
variety of fields, including business, education, theoretical
physics and biology,
ecology, and medicine.
Limitations of
space do not allow me to go into further depth here,
unfortunately (it could be a subject for a Ph.D dissertation).

Hawk's ideas come from a comparison of Swedish and American

(0.5.)

approaches to environmental regulation,

surprising and important conclusions.

with quite

The Swedish system,

based on the application of ecological principles to the
regulatory system itself, results in a much simpler AND more
effective approach to regulating and managing for environmental

I assert that it is time for the U.S. and Canada also
quality.
to begin exploring the possibilities this holds.
This will
require a substantial commitment on the part of individuals who
choose to be at the fore of the effort; not only will they be

engaged in re-educating themselves, questioning old
assumptions, but they will also be subjected to the wrath of

But the past
the huge existent system and all its inertia.
does not determine the future.
Only action in the present,
shaped by our visions for the future
doesthat.
I don't
believe it is even a question of can we or will we, but rather,

when will we?
It is a direction our entire societies are
moving in, in the ongoing transition to the "post-industrial",
Of course, it is possible that governments
or information age.
are too entrenched in their ways to help foster the transition;
it does seem, nowadays, that rather than leading people,
governments are dragged, kicking and screaming, behind the
people.

These are not remarkably new ideas.
Some of the greatest
thinkers of this century have been saying the same things, in
Einstein, Fuller,
Bateson,
eloquence:
greater
with
essence, and
von Bertalanffy.

NOTES

The Workshop was
not an end, but the beginning of what
could be a long process of inquiry and experimentation, leading
to a truly novel and effective system for monitoring the health
of the ecosystem.
Or, it could just lead to greater
coordination of existing activities.
No structure for a
monitoring network has been proposed; the structure is not
important right now
there are many possible forms, loosely
or tightly organized.
At this point, what is important is
keeping the inquiry and exchanges of ideas going.
Any
monitoring system will evolve, just as the ecosystems and
societies have evolved.

Michael E. Colby.
Address: 32 Forrest St.,

Plaistow, NH 03865
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along the border to monitor certain aspects of ecosystem

An international municipal liaison task force on

the environment has been proposed by the Association of
Municipalities of Ontario.

The Workshop did not find any ultimate answers.

(Goldberg, 1983,

Strasburg, Georgia L.

It didn't

even seek them.
It did try to start the process of exploring
for the questions that we need to ask.
There is room for all
people and types of ideas to go into the discussions; they are
required if this is to be something beyond the usual crisis
management approach to government.
It is a tremendously
exciting opportunity to get beyond that mode.

The idea for a TbMN may be before its time, politically at
least.
There are lots of reasons why it cannot be done.
We
should not allow them to become reasons why it shouldn't be
done.
I don't believe the idea predates its need.
We will
need to work on fleshing out ideas now, however, so that when
its political time comes, (which will at least partly be due to

such activity) the groundwork will have been laid.

I hear

great thinkers say that when it becomes apparent that something
has to be done about, for instance, the greenhouse effect,
governments will be able to respond.
Yet, they have not for
acid rain.
Why should they, indeed HOW CAN they, for anything
else, without the information provided by truly useful
monitoring to indicate that a response might become necessary
(until after the fact)?
The men whose visions led to the Workshop were fully aware
of all the reasons it could not be done.
They refused to be
caught in the grip of their reasonableness, and saw beyond.
To
me, that is what is necessary to truly make a difference.
'Argue for your
yours.
15

'Is it possible

it?

16

limitations,

and sure enough,

that humanity will love

they're

life enough to save
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Let's get into Our minds the real goal of a meeting of the

A View From the Home
Of the Trans-Boundary Monitoring Process

minds across the U.S.-Canadian border. That goal should be to make the
place where the two countries tauch a better, cleaner, more productive

environment for living. The border itself is in many ways a barrier to
productive cooperation primarily because it is arbitrary and not

Robert Rodale
Rodale Press, Inc.
Emmaus, Pa. 18049

bioregional.

There is still time for the transboundary process to
galvanize itself around a bioregional consciousness. If anyone reading

I was invited to the Transboundary Monitoring Network meeting
specifically because I was a non-academic person, and the editor of a
magazine about the management of the home. My instructions were to
observe the process of the meeting, and to think about the possibility
that ordinary people in their homes could become part of an effective
transboundary monitoring network. The suggestion was made to me that
some things happen in homes (and are apparent in the home environment)

that don't show up in more scientific and reductionistic collections of

data.

Here are my impressions:

Five or six ordinary people who care abOut environmental quality (not
necessarily "environmentalists") would have contributed to a stronger
feeling that the real world was being discussed -- not just ideas and
measurements. Some people in business and industry would have added
another kind of balance. Those who make commercial use of the
transboundary areas were conspiCuous by their absence -- and

I feel

were missed.

My next impression stems from personal feelings. I am not

enthusiastic abOut environmental measuring as a primary step toward

saving or improving the environment. That is not to say that such

measurements don't have a place. They do!

But they should be preceded

by and in fact framed by an idea for improvement of the environment
that large numbers of people (specifically "the public") share. Some

good ideas for environmental improvement were presented at the meeting,
and statements were made about their support by the public. Lester W.

Hilbrath stands out in my mind as the best presenter of such ideas. But
in the overwhelmingly academic context of the meeting those ideas were

just another measurement or possible measurement, not part of the
fabric of the discussions.

It is not too late to salvage the situation. I say go ahead

with the environmental measurements. But

The next step would be to understand and begin applying
regenerative social and economic principles. Natural systems in the
border area are continually regenerating. Why can't the human

communities in that region find ways to get their lives in tune with
the powerful

waysthat nature purifies and even improves upon itself?

Speaking figuratively, there is a "river" separating Canada

There should have been more non-academics at the meeting.
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this is interested in doing that, contact me and I'll suggest to them a
reading list of articles and books that will suggest clearly how that
can be done.

at the same time begin

thinking of what the border area really is in the minds and lives of
a geographic region or series of regions with great
people
additional potential for productive use and regeneration. But that

use

and regeneration is made more difficult by the border itself. So why
not start engaging people living on both sides in discussions about
ways to live and work together in fashions that will lead to the
economic, social and biological regeneration of the area?

and the United States. Some people are trying to build new bridges
Their
across that river. But academics are not builders of bridges.

important role is to help society as a whole get the information needed
to make plans for the building of new social

and economic structures.

When academics are expected to do the whole task themselves,

is it no wonder that the bridge stops in mid-river?

November 27, 1984

THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
201'.) thbKu UA MALL

VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA
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EAN and CDNnet: A progress report

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
Telephone (604) 228»5061

Paul C. Gilmore

November 28, 1984

Mr Bruce L. Bandurski
Ecologist, US Section
International Joint Commission US and Canada

Washington, D.C. 20440
U. S. A.
Dear Mr. Bandurski,

Here is some material that I promised you in our telephone
conversation of last week. Do let me know if you have any
questions.
Yours sincerely,

Quota
Paul C. Gilmore
Professor

c.c.

Mr. Blair Seaborn, Int. J. Cornm., Ottawa
Dr. Crawford Holling, UBC

PCG/tf
Enclosure

Summary

Given the dispersed nature of the Canadian research community living in six
time zones, and in some cases geographically isolated, readily available message
handling and le transfer facilities are a necessary resource for information sharing and collaborative research. These facilities must provide easy, inexpensive,
and fast communication between researchers in Canada and their colleague
world-wide.
Many countries have recognized the need for a national network to support
message handling and le transfer among researchers of all disciplines. Great Britain, West Germany, Norway, Italy and Spain and to some extent the US, have

organizations in place actively planning or developing such networks. Canada is
without such an organization, although it is one of the leaders in providing
software to support such networks.
The EAN message handling software, designed and implemented by a team
in the Computer Science Department of the University of British Columbia supported by the Natural Scienca and Engineering Research Council of Canada
(NSERC), has been under test in 12 universities and colleges in Canada, and at
raearch institutions and universities in four countries of Europe. The test sites
of Canada form the research network CDNnet. Those in Norway form their
research network UNINETT. The public release of the EAN software will begin
in early 1985.

A plan for integrating NETNORTH, the Canadian leg of BITnet, and
CDNnet is described. The resulting integrated NETNORTH and CDNnet will
provide the Canadian research community with message handling and le
transfer facilities superior to those of almost all other countries. It can greatly
increase the research productivity of the community as well as its national and

international visibility.
A proposal is described for an organizational and
CDNnet to ensure its growth and stability.

nancial structure for

Why another message handling system?
Given the variety and wide availability of messaging systems, this is a
natural question. The answer requires an understanding of at least ve dimensions to the complexity that the designer of a modern message handling system
must master:
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1.

The functionality of the system. Since message handling is critical to the
efficient functioning of any enterprise, a massage handling system must have
sufficient functionality to support messaging throughout and between enterprises.

2.

The kinds of messages that can be sent: Messages may be much more than
simple tact, since they can consist of data of all kinds, including graphics
and voice encodings. File transfer may be regarded as an application of messaging.

3.

The machine-operating systems con guration: The system will have to function in a wide range of such con gurations.

4.

The network links available over which messages can be sent: These must
include public networks, and telephone lines, but also include local area networks of many different kinds.

5.

Interconnection to other message handling systems: Many di erent message
handling systems now exist and will continue to exist. Interconnection of
these systems is essential for ef cient global message handling.

Given such complexities the CCITT recognized the need for standards and
in December 1983 made recommendations for message handling [1] based on the
ISO Open Systems Interconnection model for Communications [2]. The CCITT
X400 recommendations have received wide support, especially in Europe, and are
likely to in uence the design of masage handling systems for the forseeable
future.
A short answer to the question heading this section is therefore: Canada
must maintain an X400 message handling system for use by its research workers
in order that they may enjoy the same bene ts as their colleagues in other countries, and share with these colleagues a message handling environment that supports the wide range of present and anticipated applications of message handling.
The EAN Software.
Since November 1981 a team at UBC, supported by NSERC Strategic
grants, has been developing message handling software called EAN in anticipation of the CCITT recommendations. Because of the good connections maintained by EAN's principal designer Gerald Neufeld with the committee making
the recommendations, Canada was in the enviable position of having an imple
mentation of the recommendations shortly after they were announced in
December 1983. This has created co ' erable international interest in the
software. The implementation is now und r test at many locations in Canada
and Europe.

The user agent of EAN, the software that assists a user in the creation,
reading and ling of messages, provides the essentials for message handling for a
professional worker. But it can also form the heart of an office automation system because of the functionality provided.
EAN is currently running under 4.2 BSD Unix on VAX and SUN machine,
under VMS on VAXs, under UTS on Amdahls, and on APOLLO workstations.
Ports are underway to MTS, System V Unix and IBM MVS and VM/CMS. Messages can be transferred by EAN over packet switched networks using X25
directly or using 'I'I XP/"X.29/X25, over ordinary telephone lines using TTXP,
over Ethernet using TCP/IP, and over Decnet using DECnet transport and network services. Additional kinds of network links can be easily added. It is
currently available with English interface, but a French version will be ready
shortly.
It has been under test at nine universities across Canada and three colleges
in BC since March 84. These test sites form the current CDNnet. Direct access
from CDNnet is provided by gateways to CSnet, ARPAnet, and UUCP, and

indirect access is provided to and from MAanet, BlTnet, and its Canadian leg

called NETNORTH. More details on EAN and CDNnet are provided in [3-5]. A

separate section below gives more details on NETNORTH and on how it and
CDNnet are to be integrated.
The EAN software is also under test at sites in England, Italy, Switzerland

(CERN), West Germany, and Norway. Bermission has been granted to sites in

Australia, South Korea, Ireland, and Sweden to install the software.

Norway is

using the EAN software for their national research network UNINETT, and West

Germany, Italy and Spain are considering the software for their national net
works.

Concurrent with the development and testing of the software has been the
writing and testing of documentation. This consists at present of two manuals,
one for users and one for administrators.
The user manual provides both a simple introduction to the main commands
of EAN, a full description of all commands, an appendix describing the EAN
error messages, and an appendix describing how to use EAN with the Emacs editor for those for whom it is available. It also contains a full index for easy reference. In addition to this manual, users can employ an on~line help facility, and
may have their questions answered by sending messages to ean-help@ubc-ean".
The administrators manual is for those who have to install and maintain
either the Unix or VMS versions.

Future enhancements of the software are described in [8,9].
The testing of an enhanced version of the implementation has now begun,
including an interconnection test with the X400 message handling system of the
Kokusai Denshin Denwa Company of Japan. This is the Japanese government
regulated Telecommunications Company. The purpose of this test is to determine the compatability of two systems following the X400 recommendations and

.4.

provide an independent veri cation of the conformance of BAN with the recom-

Gateways are maintained in the Dept. of Computer Science to
CSnet, ARPAnet, and UUCP. Indirect access is also provided
to MAILnet, BITnet, and its Canadian leg called NETNORTH.
Also a directory service for CDNnet is maintained which can
be accessed by all users of CDNnet.

mendations. The testing should be nished in early 1985, at which time Version

1 of EAN will be ready for public distribution. However during the test period
new test sites will be added so that CDNnet will grow.
Current Status of CDNnet

The con guration of CDNnet at the time of writing has been determined by
those sites that the development team has accepted as beta test sites for the

EAN software. These sites and their uses of EAN are:
Waterloo.

EAN is currently running on two VAX machines, one in the
Mathematics Faculty, and one in the Computing Centre. Computing Services intends to provide EAN messaging campus
wide. To that end the software is being ported to the IBM
VM/CMS operating system.

Montreal.

The VMS version is running on a VAX of the Dept. Informatique et Rech. Oper. The French version of EAN has been
completed here under the supervision of Dr. G. Bochmann.

Concordia.

The Unix version is running on a VAX of the Department of
Electrical Engineering.

Western Ontario. The Unix version is running on a VAX of the Department of
Computer Science.
Carleton.

The Unix version is running on a VAX in the Dept. of Systems
and Computer Engineering. It has also been ported to Apollo
machines running AEGIS in the Dept. of Civil Engineering.

Manitoba.

The UTS version is running on an Amdahl of the Computing
Centre and the VMS version is on a VAX of the Dept. of Computer Science.

Calgary.

The Unix version is running on a VAX of the Department of

UBC.

In the Dept. of Computer Science the Unix version is running
on two VAX 7505, one VAX 780, and several SUN workstations all interconnected with Ethernet. The Unix version is
also running on a VAX 750 of the Dept. of Medical Genetics
and in the Biomedical Data Centre. A standalone early MTS
version is running on the Amdahl V8 of the Computing Cen-

Computer Science.

tre.

Simon Fraser.

The Unix version is running on two VAXs connected by Ethernet.

BC Colleges.

The VMS version is running on two VAXs connected by Decnet at Camosun College, and at Cariboo College, and on a single VAX at Okanagan College.

Future State of CDNnet

A number of other sites have requested the EAN software. It will be
shipped to them when Version 1 has been fully tested and is ready for public
release. Additionally, discussions are underway at a number of institutions as to
how best meet the message handling needs.
As the EAN software is ported to new machine/operating system
con gurations, gateways will be created to existing local and national messaging
handling systems. In this way campus wide messaging can be provided at some
Universities by a combination of EAN and existing messaging systems, and at the
same time the Universitia can become part of a national message handling system. In effect CDNnet will be able to assist in creating from existing message
handling systems a uni ed system for Canada, greatly increasing the value of all
existing systems. Further value will be added by providing gateways to the
emerging national research networks in other countries. That the EAN software
is designed to conform to the CCITT recommendations means that these gate
ways will be easily created and that high functionality can be transferred
between CDNnet and foreign networks also using standard software.
Speci cally the following developments are underway:
1.

Universities and research institutions that have also requested the EAN
software but have not been given the test version, or have not yet installed
it, include: Memorial (Computing Centre and Computer Science Dept),
Dalhousie (Computer Science Division of Mathematics), Canadian Workplace
Automation Research Centre, Laval, Quebec (DoC), Communications
Research Centre (DOC), Queens (Computing Centre), Canadian Microelectronics Corporation (Queens), OISE, Windsor (Computer Science), Ottawa
(Computer Science), Lakehead (Computer Science), Manitoba (Computer Science), Brandon, Alberta (Computing Science), the Alberta Research Council,
TRIUMF, Victoria (Physics), and ve additional BC Colleges.
These sites will be added to CDNnet over the coming months.
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At UBC EAN is to be installed on a number of VAX machines across the
campus. When the port and gateway to MTS is complete, users of either the
MTS Smessage system or the EAN system will be able to communicate with
one another as though they were on a single system. This is the model for
campus wide research messaging that can be adopted at other campuses as
well.
At Waterloo EAN is to be installed on a number of VAX machines across
the campus. When the port to VM/CMS is complete, campus wide messaging using EAN will be available. Additionally a full campus directory is
being developed.
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CRIM. The Centre Recherche lnformatique Montreal, a grouping of seven
Computer Science and Electrical Engineering Departments in Montreal, has
been formed with the support of the Federal and Quebec governments to
provide a common reearch institute for the Universities and Colleges in
Montreal. They will use a combination of CDNnet and NETNORTH as a
messaging system to assist in communication and le transfer among the
members of the Centre, as well as with collaborators elsewhere.
CMC. The Canadian Microelectronics Corporation has been formed to provide Canadian Universities with the opportunity to design and have
manufactured LSI chips. CDNnet he been proposed to CMC as a message
handling and possible le transfer system for the National VLSl Network
Test stations, and the National VLSI Network Design station that CMC will
fund.
IPATT. The Inter Provincial Association of Telematics and Telidon has
chosen CDNnet as the utility for messaging and the transfer of NAPLAS
images. A prototype network consisting of U de Montreal (CRlM), Tele~
universite (u. de Quebec), Memorial U, TV Ontario, U. of Waterloo, Brandon

U. or U of Saskatchewan, U of Calgary and UBC is to be in place in 1985. [0]

ANTEM is a cooperative effort among Canada, France, Great Britain and
Italy for the development of international conferencing facilities for furthering cooperative research. Mr. Jean-Jacques Rousseau of D00 is Canada s
representative to ANTEM. Canada has proposed that the EAN software be
the basis for international conferencing.

National Library. Discussions are underway as to how CDNnet can assist in
providing the basic messaging and le transfer facilities for a National
Library network.

NETNORTH and CDNnet
NETNORTH, which is the Canadian leg of BlTnet, consists primarily of
IBM machines running VM/CMS interconnected with leased telephone lines. The
machines communicate with each other using the RSCS protocol to transmit and
receive le transfers. Messages are transferred as les. Because the network uses
long existing software and hardware, it is relatively easy to add new hosts to the
network. However leased lines can only be cost justi ed for intensively used connections; packet switched networks like Datapac and CNCP s Infogram, or even
dialed telephone connections, are otherwise more cost e 'ective.
Because the IBM-VM/CMS con guration is widely used in Canada, many
users already enjoy some message handling services. The interconnection of these
machines in NETNORTH provides message and file transfer between such hosts.
However in Western Canada in particular, it is not economic to use leased telephone lines.
A resolution of this di iculty relies upon the VM/CMS version of EAN being
completed at Waterloo. The massage transfer agent of that version, will be capable of using the RSCS protocol over leased telephone lines. When this version of
EAN is available (expected late summer of 85), a VM/CMS host will have the following options:

1.

NETNORTH option: Connect to NETNORTH with a leased line, use
current masaging system for messaging, and use a CDNnet-NETNORTH
gateway to exchange messages with CDNnet hosts.

2.

NETNORTH+CDNnet option: Connect to NETNORTH with a leased line,
acquire EAN for messaging and join CDNnet, and con gure the MTA for
decisions as to what kind of network link to use for each message.

3.

CDNnet option: Acquire EAN for messaging and join CDNnet. Use a
CDNnet-NETNORTH gateway for exchanging messages with a NETNORTH host, and additionally a BlTnet-NETNORTH gateway to exchange
messages with a Bl'I net host. Each NETNORTH+CDNnet host can become
another CDNnet-NETNORTH gateway.
Although the strategy will work in this form alone, one additional component will make the NETNORTH and NETNORTH+CDNNET options avail~
able to hosts in western Canada and create a western BITnet-NETNORTH gateway: That component is a leased line connection from eastern Canada to a
western VM/CMS host, and a leased line from a western US BITnet host to the
western Canadian host. This would strengthen the integration of the two Canao
dian networks, and their interconnection with BlTnet.
An integrated NETNORTH and CDNnet will provide Canada with a
research network superior to that of any other country, except possibly that of
West Germany.

The Maintenance of CDNnet

3.

The EAN software is designed to support a distributed message handling
system. For CDNnet this means that each site of CDNnet has responsibility for
the installation and maintenance of its local software and hardware, for the
admission of new users at the site, and for the communication costs incurredlby

the site. Apart from these distributed responsibilitie, however, there are additional responsibilities that must be accepted by one or more groups, collectively
referred to as the maintenance group. These responsibilities are:

l.

The admission of new sites to CDNnet, the maintenance of a central directory of sites, and the distribution of the directory to all sites.

2.

The development and maintenance of reference installations of EAN. These
installations will be of the latest agreed standard versions of EAN for one or
more operating systems. They will be the source for distribution of tapes to
CDNnet sites, in well as EAN versions that may be used for the testing of
ports of the EAN software to new operating systems, and the testing of
newly supported network links for the message transfer agent of EAN.

3.

The maintenance of a directory of all CDNnet users that can be accessed by
all users.

The maintenance of gateways to other networks in North America and overseas.
Initially the maintenance group will consist of the team at UBC and will
have all four responsibilities. As CDNnet evolves, however, they will be shared by
others in the following ways:

4.

1.

2.

Prior to the admission of a new site to CDNnet of the software must be
installed. Help is often needed for this. As some sites become more experienced with the software, they will be able to assist new sites in the installation of the software. Also particular groups of sites will provide a resource
person or persons to take primary responsibility for the software of the
group. This has happened, for example, with IPATT and the BC Colleges.
These reource people will relieve the maintenance group of much of the burden of installation and will help in distributing information about EAN and
CDNnet.
Currently there are reference installations for two versions of EAN, one for
4.2BSD UND( residing on the EAN machine of the CDNnet project, and one
for VMS residing on a machine of Camosun College in Victoria. Both these
versions are maintained by the team at UBC, the one in Camosun College by
remote access from UBC. As versions of EAN for other operating systems are
standardized at other sites across Canada, these sita may accept responsibilo
ity for the distribution of tapes of these versions. For example, Waterloo has

agreed to be responsible for the distribution of the VM/CMS version.

The centralized directory service will over a period of two years be replaced
with a distributed directory service in which each site is responsible for
maintaining a local directory of users and for responding to queries from
other sites regarding users' addresses. However the maintenance group will
have a continuing responsibility to coordinate the directory service.

As noted above, gateways exist at UBC to CSnet, ARPANET, and UUCP,
and will be developed for MTS and other North American and overseas networks. Waterloo has agreed to support a gateway to NETNORTH (BITnet).
Western Ontario has agreed to provide a gateway to MLNET. Other gate
ways to UUCP and to BI'I net are likely to develop, as well as to more local
message handling systems.
The maintenance group at UBC consists of three people, John Demco, Rick
Sample, and Brent Hilpert. The Unix and VMS versions have been designed to
maximize the C code intersection of the two versions. Responsibility for the common code is shared by the three. The operating system dependent parts of the
code are the responsibility of individuals as is the maintenance of the gateways,
the overseeing of equipment, and the helping with installation of particular versions. All three members of the group assist the principal investigator, Dr. Paul
Gilmore, with external communication with existing and potential sites.

4.

Proposed CDNnet Organization
To provide policy for the development of CDNnet and direction to the
maintenance group, a Steering Committee has been struck. The following people
have agreed to serve an initial 3 year term:
Dr. J.W. Atwood
Assistant Dean

Faculty of Engineering & Computer Science
Concordia University
1455 de Maisonneuve Blvd. W.
Montreal, Quebec H3G 1M8

Dr. G. Bochmann

Department d'lnformatique
Universite de Montreal
CF. 6128, Succ. A

Montre al, BQ. H3O 3J7

Dr. Ray Buhr
Dept. Sys. Eng. & Comp. Sci.
Carleton University

Dr. Julian Davies
Dept. of Computer Science
University of Western Ontario

Ottawa, Ontario KlS 586

London, Ontario N6A 589

Mr. Paul Dirksen
Computing Services
University Avenue

Mr. Alvin Fowler
Director
Computing Centre

University of Waterloo

Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1

University of British Columbia

Vancouver, BC. V6T 1W5
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Dr. Paul C. Gilmore (Chairman)
Department of Computer Science
University of British Columbia
Vancouver, BC. V6T 1W5

Dr. David Godfrey (IPATT Rep.)
Department of Creative Writing
University of Victoria
Victoria, BC. V8W 2Y2

Dr. Tiko Kameda
Department of Computer Science
Simon Fraser University
Burnaby, BC. V5A 186

Dr. Eric Manning
Department of Computer Science
University of Waterloo
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1

Dr. R. Mason
Computer & Info. Science
Room 107, Inst. of Comp. Sci.
University of Guelph
Guelph, Ontario N1G 2W1

Mr. W.A. McCrum
Dept. of Communication
300 Slater Street
Ottawa, Ontario
K1A 0C8

Mr. Gerald W. Neufeld
Dept. of Computer Science
University of Waterloo
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1

Mr. Bill Reid
Computer Services
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba RST 2N2

Dr. J.L. Robinson
Milcom Systems Development
Communications Res. Centre

Dr. Ian Witten
Dept. of Computer Science
University of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta
T2N 1N4

PO. Box 11490, Stn. H

Ottawa, Ontario K2H 852

Additional members will be added as the need arises. In particular it is expected
that new members will be found among disciplines other than Computer Science
as such disciplines become better represented among CDNnet users.
Through regular electronic meetings the Committee will provide policy on
the admission of new sites, the development and maintenance of the
software,

funding of CDNnet by CDNnet sites, and on relations with national groups wanting to use CDNnet.
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Gentlemen:

During

198A,

the

fulfill the

Poplar

River

responsibilities

River Cooperative

Bilateral

assigned

Monitoring

by

Arrangement

Monitoring

the

dated

Committee

governments
September

under

23,

continued

the

1980.

to

Poplar

Hater
quantity, water quality, and air quality relevant
to the International Boundary
were monitored
in accordance to the 1984 Technical Monitori
ng Schedule.
The monitoring data were exchanged on a quarterl
y basis.
Herein is the
report of activities of 1984 and the preposed monitori
ng schedule for I985.

The report summarizes current conditions relative
to pre project conditions
and compares current conditions to guidelines for
specific parameter values
that were developed under International Joint Committe
e references. References
are made
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to

State,

are relevant.

Provincial,

or Federal

standards

After examination and evaluation

for 198A, the Committee finds
of the accepted objectives.

or objectives

where

these

of the monitoring information

that the measured conditions

are within the norms

During 1984, ground-water monitoring in Montana
south of the coal mine was
intensified to
better
assess potential
transboundary
impacts
of the
cone
of depression associated with coal-seam dewateri
ng.
The Committee was informed
that operation of the present mine will be
phased out during the next 5 years

and that new mines will be developed 10 to 15 kilomete
rs to the east and northeast of the present mine. A goal of the Committe
e during 1985 will be to recommend additions and modifications to the Technica
l Monitoring Schedule to
ensure that

all potential impacts
can be detected and monitored.

to

transboundary

waters

from

the

new

mine

This letter serves as as reminder that the initial 5 year
term of the Cooperative
Monitoring Arrangement expires in September 1985.
Article 5, Terms of Arrange-

ment,

addresses the provisions of renewal.
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the

On April

.15

by

provided

funding

10, 1984,

metres of on demand

within 39 days.

which

exceeded

flow in the East Poplar River
minimum

the

flow

requirements

to

Governments.

Commission

Joint

International

Montana requested delivery of the 370 cubic decarelease it

in the

is entitled to.

30-day period

The runoff in the

The

requested amount

requested but was delivered

basin was again well below normal

during l98h.

.

24

.

32

The boron and total dissolved

solids

concentrations

lar River were below the long-term and

in the

East Pop-

short-term objectives recom-

mended by the International Joint Commission to Governments.
was one minor exceedance

mended to

Governments

by

of

the

other

water

quality

International

- iv _
- iii

oil

of

a 72 percent decrease.

was not delivered

Figure 4 -

coal-

toring in Montana did not start until July in order that the 1 year

Hydrograph of Water Discharge of the East Poplar

national Boundary.

Figure 3 ~

.

Summary of Air Quality Monitoring Results during 1984
in Montana. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .35

Minimum Flaw . .
Figure 2 -

.

As

300 megawatt

Over A,180,000 gross megawatt hours of electricity were

fired units.
generated.

of operation for two

full year

1984 was the first

Incompatibility of Analytical Results of Four

There

objectives recom-

Joint Commission.

The
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gram per litre, which was 0.01 milligram per

litre above the recom-

mended value.

Investigations of U.S.

ment Canada quality

assurance

data

Geological Survey

have

identified

and
Environf

potential

incom-

patibility with parameters (boron, lead, zinc, and iron).

,_-

sample was 0.11 milli-

INTRODUCTION

The Poplar River Bilateral Monitoring Committee was authorized by the
Governments of Canada

and

the

United

States

Cooperative Monitoring Arrangement dated

under the Poplar

September 23,

1980.

River

A copy

of the Arrangement is attached to this report as Annex 1.
The outer limit of the cone of depression from coal seam dewatering
moved closer to the International
wells were

established by

south of the border

the

Boundary.

Several new observation

Montana Bureau

with the assistance

of

Mines

and

Geology

of the Saskatchewan

Power

Corporation.

The Committee is composed of representatives of the Government of the
United States of America, State

of Montana, Government of Canada and

Province of

addition

Saskatchewan.

Governments, two

ex-officio

In

members

who

to

the

representatives

are local

of

representatives

of the State of Montana and Province of Saskatchewan participate in
The total estimated seepage from the ash lagoons and polishing ponds
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was 0.556 litre per second, well below the seepage limits proposed by
the International

Poplar

River

Water

Quality

Board.

The

leachate

front has been calculated to have advanced 2.5 metres towards Cookson
Reservoir since

the ponds were first

filled.

the activities

of the

Committee.

Montana, United

did

States,

or

not

cause

or

Saskatchewan

ambient

to

air

violation
quality

of

stan-

and

Environment Canada
Cochairman, Canadian Section

Mr.

U.S. Section

C. W. Tande

Daniels County Commissioner
Ex-officio Member, Montana

dards.

members

Mr. D. A. Davis

Mr. T. E. Gallagherl

contribute

the

U.S. Geological Survey
Cochairman, U.S. Section

Member,
emissions

1984,

Mr. J. R. Knapton

Governor's Office
Plant stack

During

ex-

officio members of the Committee were:

(January - September 1984)

Mr. G. W. Howard

Saskatchewan Environment
Member, Canadian Section

(January - September 1984)
Acting Cochairman

(October - December 1984)
Mr. H. D. Gummer

er. Brace Hayden replaced

.

During the

year

mine to private

the

<\

Saskatchewan \Power

interests.

The private

.

Corporation

sold

interests hold

the

coal proper-

ties elsewhere in the area and propose to close the existing
about 5 years.

coal

mine in

Mr. T. E. Gallagher in
February 1985.

Environment Canada
Acting Member, Canadian Section

(October - December 1984)

Mr. J. R. Totton
Reeve, R. M. of Hart Butte
Ex-officio Member, Saskatchewan

P n... I

in a June 17

are a..

dissolved aluminum concentration

r
V
vmc
r
r'w

are in

response

to potential

impacts

of a

Another responsibility of the Committee is to review the adequacy of
the monitoring programs in both countries and make recommendations to

coal-fired thermal generating

Governments on the Technical Monitoring Schedules.

r

transboundary nature resulting from Saskatchewan Power Corporation's
Coronach, Saskatchewan.

. r- m..

w. .«

The monitoring programs

United States

station and ancillary operations near

Monitoring is

conducted

at or near the International

in

Boundary

Canada and

the

for quantity and

updated annually for new

The Schedules are

and discontinued programs and for modifica-

tions in sampling frequencies, parameter lists, and analytical tech

quality of both surface water and ground water and for air quality.

niques of ongoing programs.

Participants

ed in the annual report (Annex 2) are given for the forthcoming year.

from both countries,

State agencies,

including Federal, Provincial,

and

are involved in monitoring.

The Committee

will

Technical Monitoring
A responsibility of the
change of

data

acquired

1981,

and

is

an

through

expansion

exchange program initiated
1976.

the

monitoring programs.

of the

informal

toring results are sometimes published.
Committee in

the

Committee.

1984.

public viewing at

quarterly

The

review

as

and

propose

information

changes

requirements

to

the

change.

ex-

informltion

between Canada and the United

Special reports dealing with aspects

annually by

to

Schedules

Committee includes an ongoing quarterly ex-

change of monitoring information was initiated with the first quarter
of

continue

The Technical Monitoring Schedules list-

No

Exchanged

such

data

the agencies

States

in

of monitoring and moni-

Any such reports are reviewed
reports

and

were

reports

received

are

by

the

available

for

of the participating governments

or

Most testing is being done on a single-chemical basis, although
exposures are to many chemicals simultaneously. There is little
information available as to the potential effects from exposures
to such mixtures.
Because toxicity testing is expensive and
there is only limited availability of funds, it is important that
where human exposures are identified those chemicals become
priorities for testing and subsequent hazard and risk assessments.
The committee recommends

from Committee members.

The Committee also is responsible for an annual report to Governments
whichvsummarizes

the

monitoring

results,

evaluates

apparent

trends,

and compares the data to objectives or standards recommended by the
International Joint
State, Provincial,
Governments on

a

Commission
or Federal
calendar

(IJG)

to

standards.

year

basis,

being the fourth report in the series.

Governments,

or

relevant

The Committee reports
with

the

report

for

to
1984

The Committee is also respon-

sible for drawing to the attention of Governments definitive changes
in monitored parameters which may require immediate attention.

Development of better exposure data for humans in the
Great Lakes basin; in particular, the exposure from food
consumption and the contaminant loadings of infants require
systematic study, including the monitoring of human tissues
concentrations in the Great Lakes basin compared with other
regions.
Development
and
maintenance
of
large-scale
epidemiological studies on human populations, such studies to
consider the different types of diseases likely to be associated
with exposures of the kind being experienced in the basin.
National Research Council of the United States and the
Royal Society of Canada, The Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement: An Evolving Instrument for Ecosystem
Management (1985)
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City of Toronto

I hope that we will be able to carry out the prevention index, and
would be grateful for a copy of the more detailed report and additional
technical information. I don't know whether the Prevention Research Centre
is in a position to report research in Canada, but if the Ontario Public Health

Department of Public Health
64 MERTON STREET. TORONTO, ONTARIO

M45 1A1

Association decides to undertake the project that I am advocating, we will

AS.MACPHERSON,M.D..M.SC.,
Medial Of cer DI Hill!!!

Mam-mm;
iuqmuu:

Dr. T. Hancock

(411.) 485-1483

November 6, 1984

Mr. Robert Rodale
Rodale Press
33 East Minor Street
annaus, Pennsylvania
U.S.A. 18049
Dear Mr. Rodale:
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Thank you for your letter of September 18th together with the presentation
you made at the World Future Society and your prevention index.
I found your
presentation most sympathetic, and your reference to the health implications of
food and agricultural policy were of particular interest to me.
I enclose a copy
of an article I wrote for the Futurist some years ago, which will give you an
indication of the direction in which I am moving.
I also enclose a copy of the
pre conference papers of the "Beyond Health Care" conference held here last month.
I think you will find the breadth and depth of the presentation to be of great
interest.
I was most fascinated by your prevention index, and would be grateful
if you could send me another 10 copies of the sunnery report. I have taken the
liberty of sending copies of the report to the Chief Medical Officer of Health
for the Province of Ontario, Dr. David Korn, with a reconnmndation that the
province conduct such a study. In my capacity as a member of the Board of
Directors of the Ontario Public Health Association I am also encouraging the
Board to conduct such a study as part of a wider health status and priorities

report that I hope we will undertake to mark our 75th Anniversary in 1985.

In

addition, I have suggested to Bill Mindell, the Coordinator of Health Information
for our own City of Toronto Health Department that future community health surveys
include the prevention index. (I encldse a copy of the recent Connunity Health
Survey conducted by the City of Toronto, together with some of the reports we have
done in recent years on prevention. I think you will find them interesting).

looking for funding suppert.

be

You may also be interested in the work of Paradigm Health, a Toronto
based Health Futures group of which I am a founding member.
I enclose a copy of
a brief that we presented to the Minister of Health a year ago. We are now
discussing with Ryerson Polytechnical Institute the possibility of establishing
a health development centre. part of whose function would be to carry out research
in healthy public policy and in prevention. Again, such a centre may be a good
place to carry out the prevention index research, and more generally to link up
with your own prevention research centre. I do not know if you have any plans
to link up with other centres, but we would be most interested in such a possibility.
Finally, you may be interested in a couple of papers I have recently
seen, Leonard Duhl, Professor of Public Healthand City Planning at Berkeley is
working on a paper looking at California's food system, with a health perspective.
The draft paper that I have seen is very good, and you may want to correspond
with him about it. Also, you may wish to contact Professor Nancy Milio, Professor
of Nursing and Health Administration at the University of North Carolina at
Chaple Hill. In addition to the paper in the "Beyond Health Care" papers that
I have enclosed she recently made a keynote presentation to the Ontario Public
Health Association in which she dwelt extensively on the economics and politics
of the tobacco agricultural system. I am sure she would be happy to send you a
copy of her paper.
I look forward to hearing from you.

Best wishes.

Yours truly,

{/W

TH/kl
Encl.

Trevor Hancock, M.B.,B.S.,M.H.Sc.
Associate Medical Officer of Health
Northern Health Area

P.S.

In addition to the copies of the summary report of the prevention index that you
send me, you may wish to send copies to the people on the attached address list.

P.P.S.
I soul: be grateful if you could send me an outline/summary
of your cornucopia

pr Jec .

Hr

RODALE PRESS
February 26,

1985
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Mr. Bruce L. Bandurski
International Joint Commission
for the 0.8. and Canada
2001 S Street N.W.
Washington, D.C.
20440

5th Floor

V- "W

Jeanne-Nance Building
Tunney's Pasture

January I5,

Dear Bruce:
I appreciate your wonderful letter, so packed with information of use
about regenerative thinking.
And I am sure the enclosures will be
extremely valuable, not only to me but to the others here working on

the relationship between ecological and economic systems.

I am writing to you so quickly, before having read everything you sent,
because I wanted to tell you abOut the possible interest of the
American Red Cross in participation in the work you and I have been
discussing.
Not long ago I had a conversation in Washington with

Michael J. Lenaghan, Special Projects Associate for Educational and
Instructional Programs of the American Red Cross.

Michael is a friend

of mine and we have had several conversations about the Prevention

Index.
There is a possibility that the American Red Cross will make
some use of the Prevention Index, and because the ARC has excellent
relations with the Canadian Red Cross society, they might help to
further a joint effort.

Here is

Saneeiaeneussodd
Camxm

the address and phone number of Michael Lenaghan:
Michael J. Lenaghan
Senior Advisor

awn

ennuna

l985

Mr. Robert Rodaie
Rodaie Press Inc.
33 East Minor Street
Emmaus, P.A. l80h9
Dear Mr. Rodaie:
Thank you for your letter of November 29 and the enclosed
copy of the Sunnary Report of the Prevention index.
I am pleased
that you sent it to me; there are many interesting indeas In it.
when your letter arrived, I was in Copenhagen attending a
meeting at WHO with Lowell Levin.
He told us at that time about
the Index and the interesting responses to it that have occurred.
I would very much appreciate it if you could send us 5
additional copies of the Index.
The additional technical material
that explains the survey would also be appreciated. We have in my
Directorate, a Health Promotion Studies Unit that does survey work
and i am sure they will find it most helpful.
Yours sincerely,

Health Services Planning 5 Administration
American Red Cross

4.4

17th 8 D Streets, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
20006

u/

R.A.

Drape

Director-General
Health Promotion Directorate

If you have the time, you might want to give him a call and possibly
get together with him.

with all good wishes.
Sincerely yours,

,4

RR:mls

o erthodale

Rodale Press, Inc., 33 East Minor Street, Emmaus, PA 18049
2159676171

Telex M7338

Chmua.0nmno
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PRESENCE

Where are the real roots of health in
America. and who is nurturing those
roots most effectively/V7 Those are the
twm questions addressed by the Pre
vention Index proiect of The Prevention

Research Center

The rst question is easy to answer»
and the second difficult

Forthemostparttherootsolgood

health are within ourselves Yet today
people knowneg invite into their lives
the most deadly and morbid threats the

cigarette. that extra "drink for the road?

the unfastened seat belt. the fatty meal.
the day without Vigorous movement, the
Inadequate diet
But Within our culture are many who

live in healthcreating ways They are

Amdnmmm
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diverse living not in clusters or commu
nrties but Within the privacy of their own
lives We believe they arethe most powerful productive source of health in this
country today
Who are these prevention-onented
people and exactly what are they
dong? What aspects of their lifestyles
can be emulated by other Americans to
promote their own health? The Prevention Index has been deSigned to prowde
the first report card on steps Americans
are taking to protect and promote their
health It also reveals vital insights into

that health premoting lifestyle
To create the Index. The Prevention
Research Center commissioned the
national research rm of LOUIS Hams 8.
Assooates to cenduct a series of surveys Hams interViewers spoke wrth

Amencans from across the country. asking them about their health practices
and beliefs The results of that survey,
Prevention In America Steps People
Take 0r Fail to Take for Better
Health? are summarized in this report

ACKVOWIJZDCM

Lours Hams and Assooates also
interviewed 103 experts in disease
prevention and health protection and
promotion, asking them to rate the
importance of those health practices
for preventing disease and promoting

health The results are presented in

Prevention in Amenca The Experts
Rate 65 Steps to Better Health The
Prevention Index, developed from the

two surveys. measures prevention in

Arnenca by whbining the actual prac~
tices of the public with the importance
ratings given those health practices
by the experts

We believe the Prevention Index can

beusedasamaptoshowthebest
road to an affordable health future. as
well as to a system of health sermce that
WI someday be seen as preventive first

and treatment-Oriented second.
Robert Rodale
Chairman

Rodale Press, Inc

We want to thank rst and f0remosti
the American public for making this

research possible by generoust Sharing information regarding their personal

health practices SDeCiaI thanks go to

the many health professonals who were
consulted and offered their expertise in
the development of the research in particular to Ronald Wilson of the NationaI

Center for Health Statistics, the staff of
the Public Health SerVice Office of Dis
ease Prevention and Health Promotion

especralty Joel Kavet, John Bailar and
Penelope Pollard. Dennis blsma of the

Center for Health Promotion and Educa
tion at the Centers for Disease Control
and Larry Green of the Center for

Health PromotiOn Research and Devel-

opment at the UnNersity of Texas Health
Science Center. Houston While they
proVided invaluable suggestions. they
have no responsrbilrty for the final
research product

Our deep appreCiation is extended to

Humphrey Taylort PreSident. and
Michael Kagay, Vice President of Louis
Hams and Assooates, and to those
public health professonals who
reviewed this research pnor to its public
release
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Prevention Index 61.5:
Prevention in America makes sense

But how mucn prevention is actually tak-

ing place? Mere speci cally what are

Americans dong to stay healthy/P And

new much potential remains in our way

of life for additional prevention to occur?

The Prevention |ndex- -our report card
on Amencans' efforts to build their
reserves of health provides answers

themselves70nascaletrorn0to 100.
what does a grade of 61.5 mean? And
haw did we arrive at that gure?

We chose to measure the public s
compliance or noncompliance wrth 21
key health-seeking behaviors. weighted
by the experts ratings of health impact.

as the basis for calculating the Prevention Index. The chart above illustrates
that system.
Research into the rLsk factors for

heart disease. cancer and acmdents
has established that many are Within
the control of individuals through their
behaVior proper diet and weight. exer-

crse. stress management. not smoking.
moderate alcohol consumption. seatbelt
use and home accident prevention. SutfiCient knowledge now extsts about the
effects of personal health beme on
preventing disease and disability to
begin using these positive indicat0rs to
measure the progress of a nation
towards health.

The Prevention Index. in this rst-year
measurement. grades the prevention

efforts of the Amencan people, taken as

awhoie. at a delicate balance between
passing and failing. Yes. we are more

than halfway in our achievement of pre
vention as measured by our practice of
these 21 key health seeth behaviors
Many people have integrated Significant
amounts of prevention into their lives. In
the future. we will nd whether that balance tips towards failure, or if people
rmve toward achieving their maximum
potential for prevention.
Both the progress made in prevention
and the challenge remaining are pre
sented in this report. Part ll. "Prevention

Pom combined to

ln Amenca Steps People Take 0r Fail

"mm
I Potential for

to Take for Better Health. gives an
overvrew of progress made in many
areas. But the actual behaViOr of the

5.6
4.9
5.0
5.9
5.4
4.6
4.9
5.1
4.6
4.3
4.6
4a
4.5
4.7
4.0
42
4.1
4.3
4.9
4.6
5.5
Total adult compliance 100

American public as reflected in that
data takes on Significant additional
meaning when oonsrdered in relation to
the importance of that behaVior in pre
venting disease and disability. and promoting health as iudged by the Hams
survey of 103 health experts
The Prevention Index repon card on
the nations health reveals that additional
meaning The column to the left lists the
21 key healthseeking behaviors in Order

of decreasrng contribution to the value
at the Prevention Index Moving to the

right on Arnenca's report card. the
extent of public compliance with each
behavior is followed by the experts' rating
of the relative importance of that behav-

ior for promoting health But the actual

achievement or lack of achieve
ment of the public is reflected in the
thrd column of figures

Examine the results Which behaviors

contribute the most value to the Preven
tion Index. whicri the least7 In what
behavrors do Amencans receive a passrng grade and where is there room for
improvement?
The progress Americans are making
is represented by the shaded area in
the graph to the right of the nation's
report card. But the black space next to
the gray areashews the potential we
have for imprcwernent. it shows the
opportumty for diseae and disability to
occur ratha than health and vitality
lrrprovements in the behaviors at the

bottom of the list wearing seat belts.

maintaining appropriate weight. exercis
ing, watching cholesterol intake could
servetopushthelndexdfitsdelicate

balance and toward the nations maxi

mum potential for prevention.
Who are the prevention-oriented
Amencans as revealed in our survey?
Older people, women. those with higher
educations. those with higher incomes.
those in professional or managerial
occupations. People who state that they
are in excellent health and people who
feel they have a great deal of control
over their future health are also more
likely to be pan of the prevention
Oriented public
This first-year measure constitutes
a beginning indication of the level of
national prevention activrty While provrd-

ing valuable data on current pamcrpation in healthseeking behaViors. continued tracking of parucupation Will be the
real test of prevention in America Are
we making progress and in what areas?

The Prevention Research Center.

through the Prevention Index and other
protects. wrll continue to collect information and periodically report to the Amencan people the results of our eltorts to
answer that question

Computational Procedures
for the Prevention Index

The Prevention Index is developed
Irorn information collected by Lours

Harris and Assoaates. Inc in two

national surveys

1 sell-reports of corrplaince with 21

healthvseeking behaViors based on
a random sample of 1.254 mem-

bers of the continental United

States adult population
ratings of the importance 01 each
of these behaViors With respect to
the" impact on the overall health
of the general population as de
termtned by asample of 103 rep
resentative experts in disease
prevention and health promotion.
Healthseeking behaViors were cho
sen usmg the iollowrng criteria
1. aclear consenSUS. both in the
research literature and among rep
resentatlve experts. with respect
to a documented relationship
between compliance and the pre
N

REPORT CARD 0" THE NATION S HEALTH

vemion ol disease or iniury

2. the application of each health-

seeking behavior to the entire adult

population

3. aclearabilityonthepanotindivid
uals to control their ovrn compl»

iance (theretore.

the exclusion of moment envrror r

mental determinants 0! health such
as exposure to air pollution or
industnal toxrns)

Compliance with health seeking

behaVior was defined Simply. a given
respOndent either complied or did not
comply The characteristics of specific
health behaViors determined the definition of commerce/noncompliance for
that behaVior.

Far continuous variables (for exam

ple. moderate alcohol consumption,

exercise or frequency of dental exami-

nation) compliance was determined by

the prevailing consensus available iron

the relevant prolessronai literature. and
from personal communication wrth various researchers and spokespersons
to! professonal organizations
For those health-seeking behaViors
with no clear consensus on a minimum
compliance level (for example. taking
steps to oorrtrol dress or restricting chcr
lesterol intake). compliance was defined
In terms of either always engaging in
the behaViOr (taking steps to control
stress) or of trying a lot (as in restricting
cholesterol intake) The specific Oeflnlr
lion ot omtpliancanonoompliance fer
each healthseeking behawor and rele
vant documentation 01 those definitions.
is available upon request
The overall expert rating for the
importance ol each separate health
seeking behaViOr was computed by
srmpty clerMng the arithmetic mean for
the sample of 103 experts
The Index IS keyed to a base of 100
defined as 100% of the adult population

of the United States engaging In all of

the 21 key health-seeking behaviors
The actual computation of the
Prevention Index was accomplisned by
1. rmltiplying the percentage of the
adult population who reported
engaging in each health-seeking
behavor by the appropriate experts

rating

2. adding these 21 products together

3. adiusting the resulting total to a
scale of 1(1) (Mitch would indicate
100 percem corrpliance With all 21
health-seekhg behavnrs)

'Souus:

Reported resuts of the Alameda Camry
Hanan Population Laboratory (Calilomia State

Depannient or Health Servoes) longitudinal

Behavors delined as reievant tor measure
mmtheNationalSurveyolPersonall-leanr
Priictioes and Consequences (National Cente'
Ior Health Statistics. 1979 and 19801anc the
Centers ior Dsease Control state oenavaai
nsk tactor surveys

Consurahm with the Natiorial Center lor
l-iearthSiamo-wdomucroce and
wording ot W W! items
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This nationwide survey of adults. and
of adults responding on behalf of children. was commissiC'ed by Prevention
magazrne. published by Rodale Hess.
as part of its larger protect to establish

the Prevention index The Prevention
Index is an annual measure of where

America stands when it comes to pre
venting disease and promoting good
health and longevity

in order to discover which health and
safety habitsAmericans are practicing.

Lours Harris and Associates intervrewed
1.254 randomly selected merrbers of
the adult public across the country by

telephone. from October 25 through
November 8. 1983 In addition. 428

adults in those same households in
which children were present were also

medicine was also conducted The

tance of each of the factors included in

the adult and child proxy surveys The
publicwasaisoaskedfo tsmnpnon
tiesonmanyofthesamehealthfactors.

and some fascinating disagreements
between the public and the experts

have been identified
Lours Harris and Associates is
responsible f0r nal detenrinaton of the

topics. question wordings. collection of

the actual data. and analysis and inter-

pretationinthisreport l~lcwevetweare

verygratefultoanunberofpeoplefor
valiable suggestions about the types of
risk factors and preventive behaViors

that needed to be considered. These

were in each case the adult
most familiar with the randomly selected
child s health care

National Center fcr Health Statistics and
Suzame irvine of Rodale Press

Both the adult and child proxy inter

Views concentrated on key risk factors
and habits believed to influence thelongtemi health and safety of the American
people Twenty-seven such factors were
included for adults and twenty-Six were
included for children

SURVEY HIGHUGH lb

experts wen»: asked to rate the impor~

asked about the health and safety of a
randomly selected child These child
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An add nional survey 011% experts in
the field of public health and preventive

people include Ronald w Wilson of the

Louis Harris and Assocates, inc.

At a time when evrdence from many sources shows the health conscousness of
Americans has reached an all-time high. our naticnal survey of health behawor reveals

that Americans get poor marks in a number of key health and safety habits. When it
comes to taking good care of themselves -

Onlyme

fthsay theywearseatbelts allthetrmewhenrnthelrontseatola car

Amaiontysaytheyrieverwearseatbelts atailvmeninthefrontseatofacar. Yet
wearing seatbelts is regarded by experts as among the top ve preventive steps

that people can take.

3 in 10 drivers say they drive after dnnking at least part of the time. Experts list

never drivtng after drinking as among the top ve preventrve priorities

Less than a quarter 0/ adults are wrthrri the weight range recommended for their
height. build. and sex; 47% are Overweight
Only1m3adultsgetstrermrsexeraselhreeorrnoredaysaweek;24% never
get strenuous exercise at all

Notqur're4in tomexarmmeirbreastseachmnhtodiedtiorsignsol
cancer.
Lessmen50%olmeadunpopulanmsaysn mesabr'toavddhghdx esterd
boosaridbarelynoremanha makewchdaimswimmttofatcmsunp
tiori and control of salt and sugar intake
Oimbrigmerside.mNnencanpublichasmadecasideraUeprogre
ssmwier
key areas of preventive health care
70% of adults do not now smoke Cigarettes. This is the highest gure for non
smoking ever recorded in Harris surveys desrgned to measure this trend. And
non-smolan is regarded by experts as a crucial preventive health behaVior
103 health experts. interviewed as part of this protect. rate nonsmoking as their
number one preventive health priority for adults.
-More than 7 In 10 adult Amencans have periodic checkups and tests
- Two thrrds say they have a smoke detector in their home

The ndings of the Survey are more encouraging with respect to the efforts made

by parents to promote the health and safety of their children Of twenty-six key habits
affecting children that are studied in this report. the average parent and child are prac-

ticing about three quarters The followrng are some of their more successful efforts
Over9wtol10motherstookspec:a/carewnhtheir nutrition during pregnancy
Over 8 out of 10 mothers did not smoke during pregnancy A Similar proportion
did not drink alcohol during pregnancy

Al least 95% of children aged 1 and over have had DPT shots, polio vaccinations,
or measles inoculations
95% of children aged 5 and over get regular, organized exercrse twice or more

weekly.

@%o/parents. maverage. saythey "tryalor'towatch seven aspects o/the/r

chi/d: diet and nutrition.

_ However. there are also areas of serious neglect concerning children, The followrng
is the worst area of perfOrmance:
Only3d ir ldrenin10wearaseatbeltallthetlme whmin thel'rontseafolan auto
Only29%dosowheninthebackseatofanauto. Yetlheuseolseatbeits is
regarded by experts as a crucial preventive step. Orie~hundred-three health
experts interViewed in this study rate wearing seatbelts in the front seat as the
number one health and safety priority for children

What Motivates Behavior

This study also examines who IS most likely to practice preventive behaviOr and

what motivates that behavior. The Ioiiowmg are some of the mapr ndings
Frfty-two percent 0! adults believe that health care servrces should give ihCreased
emphasis to prevention 0/ disease rather than to treatment. This suggests that
most people are open to efforts in prevention

TABLE 8-1

A rna/ority of adults alsosay that they have at some time been in uenced to
improve their own healm habits They one four maior categories of influence.

HOW THE PUBLIC PERFORMS ON ITS OWN
TOP PRIORITIES
Tho Public'l Top Ton Priorities

growing self~awareness. ach from others. the" own medical situation. and the

Pore-m
or Public
Who Actually

medical Situation of family and friends

The srngle most frequently mentioned in uence rs awareness via the media or

classes. This suggests that advocacy and public education effons can succeed
in influencing people s perceptions. attitudes. and priorities
A rna/orrty believe theyhave a great deal of writrol over therr future health This
suggests that arguments about the ef cacy of preventive behaVior will be well
reserved by the American public
Doctors are havrng only a fraction of their potential Influence. Only 36% of adults

Rank Given

Rank Given

(Out ol 2 )

(Out at 2 )

by Publlc

by Exports

Prevention Factor

Report

Such Bonnier

l

3

Never drivmg alter drinking

68

2

18

Keeping the quality of an acceptable

x

3

5

Keeping the quality

say that in the past five years. a doctor has given them unsolicited advrce about
improving their health habits

4

4

Havrng smoke detectors m horne

67

5

10

Keeping close to recommended weight

23"

The public and health experts disagree on some of the priorities that should be
pursued The experts rate not smoking. wearing seatbelts. and drinking alcohol
moderately higher than does the public On the other hand. the public tends to
rate several aspects of nutmion higher than do the health experts
In many areas though certainly not all those with the sacral advantages of
greater Income, education, and occupational prestige tend to be somewhat more
committed to prevention and somewhat more likely to practice preventive habits
This means that advocates of prevention have a receptive audience among the
educated and affluent strata of sooety. who tend to be most aware of the benefits
at prevention But it also means that such advocates need to make additional
efforts to reach less advantaged groups. who may not be as aware

6

12

Havmg a blood pressure reading annually

82

7

14

Taking steps to control stress

59

8

19

Getting enough Vitamins and minerals

63

9

7

Exercrsing regularly

78

10

i

Not smoking

70

-

MOTIVATIONS FOR BEHAVIOR: THE PRiORmEs

GIVEN TO TWENTY-FOUR HEALTH AND SAFETY
FACTORS

One reason that people may differ when it comes to the practice of preventive

health habits is that their priorities may differ. Table 8-1 presents the top ten preventive health priorities of the adult public as a Miole (out ofa total of twenty-four key
health and satety factors). The top ten priorities ol 103 health experts are also given

in Table 8-1 .

Factors Rated Higher by the Experts Than by the Public

Three factors stand out as being given higher priority by the health experts than
by the public. They include drinking alcohol moderately not smoking. and wearing
seatbelts all the time.

The Experts make not smoking their highest priority. For adult members of the
public. however. not smoking is almost hallway com the list of priorities. The

experts rank wearing seatbelts all the time next to the top. For the adult public,

on the other hand. wearing seatbelts is about twothirds down the list,

Factors Rated Higher by the Public Than by the

.sor'neotherlactorsstandwtasbelng givenhigherprioritybythe
public than by the health experts.

Most striking is keeping the quality oi air acceptable. This ranks as second
from the top on the public's list of
while it is not far from the bottom on the
experts list. Next most dramatic is an aspect of nutrition: getting enough vitamins
andminerals ranks inthetophaliolthepublic'slist.butclosertothebottomoft
he
experts list of priorities.

How the Public Actually Performs on Its Own Top Priorities

When it comes to the factors at the top at the public s own list of priorities. the
public perfOrms about the same as it does across the enn're range of preventive

behaviors considered. Table 8-1 shows that the public still has a way to go when
it comes to the actual practice of its own top ten preventive priorities.

ofdrinking water acceptable

x

(34)

FourAddMquPrior thankodNnonqmoTop bnbyExpuubmuotbymPubllc
17

2

Wearing seatbeits all the time In a car

19

ii

6

Havtng lnends. relatives. neighbors

98

23

8

Drinking alcohol moderately

54

t8

9

Not eating too much fat

55

to socialize With

(82)""

x = Not with r ndmouais own control
'Percent oi :' vers

"Percent or adults aged 25 and over Mose wghlmerahllbocy-buildlsex combination coud be classrliod

78% say theyget regular exerCIse 34% say they cxercrse strenwusly 3 or me days weekly

""545. ol the total mimic 821. pl drinker: drink moderately (3 or layer arms)

_

MOTIVATTONS FOR BEHAVIOR: PERCEIVEO

CONTROL OVER FUTURE HEALTH

Another reason that people may differ in their practice of preventive health habits is that they disagree about whether there is actually a cause-effect relationship
between their health habits and their subsequent health status. ln particular. the
amount of control they see themselves as having over their future health could
in uence the degree of effort they put into preventive health and the particular
areas in which they concentrate that effort.
Overall. 58% of the public think they have a "great deal" of control over their
future health An additional 30% say
and 9% say very little" or
The
groups that are most con dent or optimistic about their control include younger
people. those with higher education. and those with higher incomes. As might be
expected. those presently in good health are more cOnfident than those presently
in fair or poor health
Such a mental attitude partly based on the reality of an individual: health
situation. but also partly based on his or her sOCIal resources. and perhaps even
on one's personality could cenainly in uence a person s practice of preventive
health habits lndeed. those who see rriore control do in fact practice a greater
number of preventive habits. This mental attitude may also be open to influence
from public education campaigns and persuasive efforts on the part of preventive
health advocates
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MOTIVATIONS FOR BEHAVIOR:
THINGS THAT MOVE PEOPLE TO IMPROVE
THEIR HEALTH HABITS
Another reason that people may differ In their practice of preventive health
habits is that they have been moved to improve their habits by certain personal

experiences.

Overall. 53% of adults in America say that something once led them to

inprove their health habits. The subgroups that are most likely to say this include
Westerners. those living in metropolitan areas. those with higher education. those

with higher incomes. and those in more prestigious occupations.

Personal Experiences and In uences

The in uences are clearly diverse. The four major classes of influences include a
growing self-awareness (40%). the advice and influence of others (21%). one's own
medical situation (18%), and the medical situation of family and friends (13%).

The personal impact of such in uences can obviously differ These differences,

intum.canleadtovanationsirimetypesofheanhhabitsmatpeop
lepractice.as
wellastovariationsinthedegreeofeffortthatpeopleputinto
suchpractice.
The single most frequently mentioned in uence is awareness via the media Or
dasses.1iissuggestsmatadwcacymdeducaoonaicarnpaignscanh
deedbe

successful.

Advice From Doctors
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One potential influence is advice from medical professionals about improving
one's health habits. but such professionals seem to be having only a fiaction Of
their potential in uence. Less than One-tenth spontaneously volunteer advice from
a doctor or nurse as the thing that caused them to Improve their health habits.
When speci cally asked whether in the past ve years a doctor had gwen them
unsolicited advice about improving their health habits. not quite 4 out of 10 adults
say that a doctor has given them such advice Sixty-two percent say that a doctor
has not given them such advice.

Advice From Doctors About Children s Health

Onefifth of child proxies report that a doctor offered them unsolicited advrce
within the past two years about improving their child s health habits

-

SOME FACTORS RELATED To CURRENT
HEALTH STATUS

Excellent health tends to be more characteristic of people with a college edu

cation. those with a household Income Of above 315.000. and those wrth a more

prestigious occupation. There would seem to be a comma pattern here, revealing
the health impact Of the different financial resources. lifestyles. IIVIng conditions.
and health practices of the different social classes. However. to some extent these
factors may be influenced by another variable age Older people are the Ones
who are most IIkely to have a lower Income and less formal education. and. for
Obvst reasons, they are less likely to enpy good health
The Individual practice Of the twenty seven key preventive health habits also

seems related tO current health status Those who practice over three-quarters of

such habits are more likely to be in excellent health (35% in excellent health) than
those who practice half or fewer of the habits (21% in excellent health).
We hasten to add, however. that this does not necessarily prove mat there is a
cause-effect relationship between current habits and current health, Indeed. current health may mainly re ect a person's habits years ago. since many habits take

years to work their effects. The seeming connection between current habits and

current health may be due to the fact that many of those who practice preventive
health habits today have probably tended to practice them over the years.
This study finds that the relationship between socral class. the practice of pre
ventIve habits. and good health Is a complex one. There is the possibility that the
relationship is a developmental sequence. in which social advantages increase
one's awareness of and inclination toward preventive health habits. which in
turn increases the chances for good health. if so. persuading those in any social
or eCOnomIc class about the benefits of prevention will result in improvements
In health
However. it is also possible that social class in uences both health status and
preventive health habits to such adegree that class becomes a crucral factor. In
this case, improvements in health would also require more fundamental changes
in the distribution Of social advantages in society Additional analysis of these and
other data is required to chart the flow of these causes and effects more clearly.

VIEWS ON THE FUTURE BALANCE BETWEEN
TREATMENT AND PREVENTION
AmaiorityolAmerican adults believethat healthcareservices should give
inereased emphasis to prevention rather than to treatment, Overall. 18% think that
the current balance between treatment and prevention is right. Another 12% think
that treatment deserves greater emphasis. But 52% say that prevention deserves
more emphasis.

The groups mostlikely to favor a greater emphasis on prevention includes
Westerners. those with higher education. and those with greater incomes. Those

whose current health is excellent are also more apt to favor prevention Over treatment. but a plurality of even those whose current health is fair or poor also favor
prevention. it is striking that at least a plurality of every subgroup examined as
part of this survey favor more emphasis on prevention.
The level and pervasrveness of this support for prevention indicate a basic
receptiveness to further appeals. programs. and public education regarding prevention. While the socially advantaged groups are particularly predisposed toward
prevention, the data show that all social groups feel prevention deserves greater
emphasis In the future.

APPENDIX

SUMMARY OF BEHAVIOR ON TWENTY-SEVEN FACTORS
THAT APPLY TO ADULTS
Nonsmoklng and Restricted Use of Alcohol

ADULT PUBLIC'S RATING OF TWENTY-FOUR HEALTH
AND SAFETY FACTORS
0.: In helping people in general to live a long and healthy lile. how would you

theimportance of..,.

70% do not smoke Cigarettes. 30% smoke
54% drink alcohol moderately. 34% more do not drink at all. 11% drink
immoderately (mare than 3 drinks at a time).

rate

34% get strenuous exercise three or more days a week. 24% never get
strenuous eerCIse.
23% are Within the weight range recommended for their height. build.

. Never driving after drinking 9.25 ( 05)
. Keeping air quality acceptable 911 (.05)
Keeping water quality acceptable 8.95 (.05)
Having smoke detectors in home 889 ( 06)
Keeping close to recommended weight 8.54 ( 05)
Having blood pressure reading annually 8.51 (.06)

and sex. 47% are overweight.

Diet and Nutrition
63% try
61% eat
59% try
55% try

Taking steps to control stress 8.38 (.06)
Getting enough vitamins. minerals 8.37 (,06)

. Exercising regularly 8.32 (.06)
Not smoking 8.25 (.08)

51% try a lot to avoid eating too much sugar and sweet food. 14% don't try at all
50% try a lot to get enough calcrum; 15% don't try at all
42% try a lot to avoid eating too many highcholesterol foods; 20% don t try at all

. Not eating too much sodium 810 (.06)
. Getting 7-8 hours sleep 8.04 (.06)

Control of Stress

98% have friends or relatives with whom they can spoialize, but 7% do so only

. Eating enough ber 7.98 (.06)
. Wearing seatbelts all the time in front seat 789 (.07)

once a month or less

64% get seven or eight hours sleep most nights; 25% get less, 10% get more
sleep
59% take specific steps to control or reduce the stress in their lives. 38% do not

. Not eating too much fat 788 (.07)

. Getting enough calcium 784 (.06)
. Not eating too much sugar 781 (.07)
. Eating breakfast daily 761 (.08)

Periodic Examinations and Tests

. Not getting too much cholesterol 742 (.07)
. Drinking alcohol moderately 6.53 (.09)

24. Drinking no alcohol 6 42 ( 09)

Shown above is the mean importance rating for each factor given by 1,254 adults
using a 1-to-10 (low-to high) scale Given in parentheses is the standard error of
the mean.

for aduits to...

how important is it

wwwowewwe

. Not smoke 9.78 (.09)

Wear seatbelts all the time in front seat 916 (,12)
Never drive after drinking 9.03 (.18)
Have smoke detectors in home 8.53 (,17)

Uve where drinking water is of acceptable quality 8 41 (.17)
Have friends. relatives, neighbors 8.31 (.16)

. Exercise regularry 8.20 (.16)

. Drink alcohol moderately 8,15 (.19)

10. Not eat too much fat 782 (.15)
Keep close to recommended weight 771(.15)

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Receive advice from doctor on health habits 767 (.22)
Have blood pressure reading annualiy 7.62 (.21)

inherit genes from parents for long life 762 (.28)

Take steps to control stress 758 (.18)

Eat enough ber 741 (.17)

Get enough calCIum (for women) 728 (.19)
Not get too much cholesterol 715 (.19)
Live where air is acceptable 712 (.22)

Get enough vitamins and minerals 712 (.22)

a lot to get enough vitamins and minerals. 10% don t try at all
breaklast almost every day, 20% rarely 0r never eat breakfast.
a lot to eat enough fiber. 10% don't try at all.
a lot to avord eating too much fat. 12% don't try at all.

53% try a lot to mom eating too much salt or sodium. 18% don't try at all

. Having friends. relatives. neighbors 8.18 (.06)
. inheriting genes from parents for long lite 8.16 (.06)
. Receiving advice from doctor on health habits 8,13 (.06)

EXPERTS' RATING OF TWENTY-FOUR HEALTH
AND SAFETY FACTORS
0.: Thinking about the overall health of the general population.

Exercise and Weight Control

20. Not eat too much sodium 704 (.19)
21. Not eat too much sugar 6.90 ( 19)
22. Get 76 hours sleep 6.71 (.20)
23. Eat breaktast daily 6.16 (.25)
24. Drink no alcohol 3.15 (.23)
Shown above is the mean importance rating for each factor given by 103 health
experts using a How (low-to high) scale Gwen in parentheses is the standard
error of the mean.

82%
71%
75%
37%

have ablood pressure reading at least once a year, 16% do not
have a dental checkup at least once a year. 26% do not
01 women have a Pap smear test every one or two years. 22% do not
of women examine their breasts at least once a month for Signs 01 cancer,

58% do not.

Safety Precautions

88%saythatnooneintheirhomesmokesinbed;11%dohavesomeon
ewho
smokes in bed
82% of the working population say they are not exposed to accidents, IOXIC
substances. or radiation at work; 17% say they are exposed.
72% say they takespecific steps to avoid accidents in and around the home;

26% do not
67% say they have a smoke detector in their home; 32% do not.

56% of drivers say they drive at or below the speed limit all the time;
43% "sometimes" or "never" drive at or below the speed limit.
68% of drivers say they either never drive after drinking or dont drink at all;
30% sometimes or always drive after drinking. .
52% have a fire extinguisher at home. 47% do not
19% say they wear seatbelts all the time when in the front seat of a car.
53% never do.
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SUMMARY OF BEHAVIOR ON TWENTY-SIX FACTORS THAT
APPLY TO CHILDREN
Behavior by Mothers During Pregnancy
94% ct mothers saw a doctor during the rst trimester of pregnancy,

91% oi mothers took special care with diet and nutntion during pregnancy
81% of mothers say they did not smoke during pregnancy

81% of mothers say they did not drink alcohol dunng pregnancy.
45% 01 mothers breast-ted their child for more than a month after birth

Exercise and Weight Control for Children

95% of children get regular, organized exerCise two Or more times a week
(age 5 and over).

71%arewithintheweightrangethatistypicallortheirageands
ex.

Diet and Nutrition for Children

85% oi parents try a lot to have their children get enough vitamins and minerals
85% ot children eat brealdast almost every day.

81%olparentstryalotto havetheirchildreneatenough ber.
74% of parents try a lot to have their children get enough calcium.

73%oiparentstryalcxtohavetheirct'iildrenavoideatingtoor
mchsugarand
sweet food.

65%olparentstryalottohavetheirchildrenavoldeatingtoonuc
htat.

64%oiparentstryalottohavetheirchildrenavoldeatingtoomn
hsaltor

sodium.

51% of parents try a lot to have their children avoid eating too many high-cholesA
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tetol foods.

Examinations, Tests, and lnoculatlons for Children
98% 01 children have had DPT shots

96% of children have had a polio vaccmation,

95% of children have had a measles inoculation.
92% oi children have had a hearing test (age 5 and older).
86% ot children have had a dental exam in the past year (age 3 and older)
81% of children have had a TB test
69% of children have had an eye exam in the past year (age 5 and older)

58% of children have had a blood pressure reading in the past year
(age 5 and older).

Precautions for Chlldren

70% of parents use a special child safety seat when in the car (under age 6).
24% do not.

31% of children wear seatbelts all the time when in the front seat oi a car; 35%
never do.

29%dchildrenwearseatbehsallmeumemninthebadrseatolacar
;44%
never do.

z oohavmnoptymd dmnaoediuoldeuxuotwhererved.mexceptla
Mrs'behavmdumgpreorwyy

I hope that development of a transboundary
monitoring network would . . . include some form of
health effects monitorin , or at least What was urged

four years ago by the DES Health Effects Committee,
i.e., some change in the monitoring program for the
Great Lakes in order to obtain human exposure data
at the very least that; but, hopefully, health effects
as well. . . . E idemiologists . . . are studying effects
on immune an on other organ systems. This type of
methodology could be incorporated in a transboundary
monitoring
pro am very
easily,
particularly when you have rge industries with
occupational physicians to look at similar health
effects in the workers. Their ndings can be easily
related to the environmental exposures.

George C. Becking (October 1984)

" thy Home

house could be. making you sick.
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5;

RING THE AIR.

Sachs, m0.

CLmllO TM! All
cor-Ind Mono-u

CLEARING THE AIR

antsexistlnh ghereoncentndomlmide
airinmesthanoutside.
lethlsbsohnalottodowiththe
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dianged greatha On the average, new
luisesarerruch tighter"thanolderones.
Atthesametime,weareusingmoreand
more manufacutred products that emit
dangerous chemicals intooursealed-up indoorenvironmentsSomeofthesewebuild
intothephysicalstmcmresofmrlmmes;
othersweuseinside.
lnpractice.thereareonlyafewwaysto
control air pollution in houses. Your rst

option is to eliminate the source. You
could.forexample,takecaretousemanuLacmredwood productsthatdonot emit

signi cant amounts of formaldehyde. The
secoridsu'ateyistosealoffthepollutant
atitsswrce.Wherethatisn tfeasible,ymr
nextaptionistouselocalventilation.pro

videdbyexhanstfansinkitchens,bath

roorm. hobby areas. and other places
wherepollutantsaregenented Your nal
lineofdefemeistogiveyourselfenough
general or whole-house" ventilan'on to
m that pollutants are diluted to the
pointthattheypoaeminirnalhealthrisks.
lnsorneapplications lu'ationcanbeanotherel'i ective strategy. Highemciencyand
electrostaticair ltersoanhelpconuolairborneparticles.archaspollenandanimal
danderlbeof lterstocontrolpseous
poUutaaninthehome,however,Bstillin

theexperimemalstages.
Let sexploretheseprinciplabyboldng
usevenlspeci cpollutants.Wewillconcentrateonpolhrtantsthatarecommonin
lanesarefoundinmmhhlgherconcen
uatioruindoorsthanoutdoorsmndoanbe
diagmsedandcontrolledbymehelnme

owner.

concentrations of radium and are easily
permeabletogasesseem tobemaior cul-

prits, Unfortunately, unlike Sweden. Enghnd,andCanada.theUnitedStateshasno
comprehensive federal or state programs
tosmdythegeognphicdisu'tbutionofmch
r'adon-proneareas.
As a result. our present knowledge is
very patcina rt where thereistoomuch
radon. it almost alwws comes into the

housethroughthefoundationoramwl-

space.Conunonentrypointsincludepo

maconcrete blockfoundationwalls,open
mmpa.alabcracks,andtheothercmnec»
donsbetweensoilandhousewesoinge
niouslyerect.
Citywatersuppliesintluscamtry.m
theotherhand.haveneverbeenshownto
bringmuchradonintoourluisesdngeneral.watersupplies withlesthanzonoo
pCi/Larerareb'amociatiedwithveryhiyi
ndonconcentratiom nomorethanabout
pie homes
get
radontromwellwaterderivedmxnradon
richsources.
Ifyouhavereasontobellevethatradon
hwbeaprobleminyourareaymcanuse

Radon Risks
All homes COM-mi some m
th'u inert pa is totally "mm
« nommsnztm

.

nl. Al.mostallsoilsandrocltsharborabit
ofia-anium typicallyltoSpartspermillion(ppm) andlt'slhedecw of uranium
thatgivesrisetoradium,whichinmrndis
integatestoform radonf
Radon concentrations in American
housesprobablylverageonb ltOZpico
curiesperllter(pCi/L).Atthatlevel.radon
posesliulerisktoyourhealth.
hit in some region, we have found
minuseswithconcenuationsinexcass
of50pCi/L0verthecourseofalifetime,
exposuretothatrruchradonmyielda
riskofhingcanceratleastuyeatasthat
bomumkingapackofciyreuesadq.
hideedhealthatrthorinesmwbelievetlut
exposuretoradonlstheaecond leading
miseoflungcancerinthellnitedStatas,
accountirg forsorne 5,000to 20,000 new
cases per year. (Smoking, of course. re
maimtherurrber-oneriskfactor.)
Excesconcentran'on ofradonlnhouses
lstmtalh'associatedwithbcalgeological
conditions. Rocksand soilthathave high

apassivemorutortotestyourhorneJt sa
deviceyouattachtoawallofyourluise

for m M913 the ml

0 I lab {0"

Wis. The Nln'onal Indoor ENVltonmen-

8' m ? (NM. 5200 DIV-let NE, Wmouth Meeting. PA 19462) and main

lstlunalike symptoms. Some people. once
exposed to an excess of formaldehyde. be

Corporation (460 N. Wiget Ia. Walnut

Creek. CA 94598) both o er radon-testing

services, (See Radon Remedies" in the
May/June 1984 issue of NEW SHELTER for
more information)
If you discover that your home is

lled

with too rnuch radon. state and local health
lithorlties are unlikely to be able to help.
but you can deal effectively with the problem on your own. The NIEI in particular
o els advice and consulting services as a
part of their passive monitor packages. In
most cam, we have found relatively inex~

pensive engineering solutions for radon

problem, typically involving active venu-

lation of subslab gavel beds.

In new corut ruction, prevention is the

key. Thke care to isolate your house from
the soil. A slab or basement should have all
passthroughs carefully sealed with nonhard»
citing materials to stop air ow from the
soil to the basement Think long and hard
before embarking on unusual construction
methods (such as rammed earth) that can

produce tight buildings with unimpeded radon movement between soil of unknown
composition and the house. Radon is the
classic example of a pollutant that can and
should be kept out ofthe house.
Ultimately, we will probably see small
but significant changes in building codes LI'I
radon-prone regions. changes that will en~
sure that houses must be built in ways thai
will keep the radon out. In a few areas.
radon level certi cation is already required
for mortgage guarantees.

Fear of Formaldehyde _
Rxmaldeln'de is a ubiquitous industrial

chemical Millions of pounds are used in
thousands of products for consumers and

Misti-y Everything from permanent-press
fabrics to personal-care products may contain tee formaldeln'de, and millions of
Moldedemicalareusedtomanufacnire urea fmnaldehyde resins and glues
for making wood products, such as hard»
wood
' and
'cleboard.
Alumina;

weugllu health effects of

formaldelude are controversial, several as
pects are well documented rst, we know
that people vary tremendously in their sensitivity to formaldelnvde. Exposed to the

m

some P9091? 3"? W"

I e ed. While Others experience

07

9 mucous

F300

mm and COM-like 0'
mama-me

come sensitized and react very strongly to
any subsequent exposures to the chemical
In addition. formaldehyde is suspect as a_
human carcinogen. Exposure to high con..
centrations of formaldehyde leads to high
levels of nasal cancer in rats. And. although
definitive studies on human populations ex-

posed to formaldehyde have not yet been
completed, most health authorities believe
that formaldehyde concentrations in build-

ings should not exceed .1 ppm.
Marty different factors affect the amount

of formaldelwde likely to be emitted by

particular materials. But in general. the
newer the product and the higher the temperature and relative humidity. the more
formaldeln'de will be released. This means
that, for the most part. formaldehyde problerns don't get worse as products age. It's
also important to note that work done by
the Oak Ridge National Laboratories on

Ema

Other Onerous 0

dessuchaschlordane hatareusedto

ml termites and other insects. The use
olaome of these compounds is tightly regulated. because of concerns about long
term health risks.
Home fumisliings for example. carr
pets. their backing materials. and some of
the glues used underneath Vinyl or other
block-tile oorings produce a second
class of "persistent" organics, The fumish
ings emit complex mixtures of organic
ctxnpoun$. often for many months. but
adverse health effects beyond discomfort
are poorly documented One way to get
around this problem is to install carpeting

in the spring. in order to give yourself as
brig an "open window" (high ventilation)
season as possible. while the gases from

the new product slowly dissipate.

§e
W
7§
e

for'rnaldelwde emissions shows that some

marufactured wood products emit hundreds of times more formaldehyde than

others.

There are several ways to measure formaldehyde in houses. But for homeowners

trying to disguise problems. the best and

least expensive methods are again passive

monitors. available from the N151 and several conunercial sources. These require ex-

posure periods ranging from several hours

to several days and give average formalde
iwde concentrations. However. if you are
trying to assign legal responsibility for

formaldehyde pollution in your home as
in some urea formaldehyde foam insulation

cases you'll have to hire a professional to
do special. on-site measurements.
Formaldehyde control depends on the

source. Fbr manufactured wood products,

two strategies are appropriate. First. try to

avoid products that emit a lot of formalde

hyde. One such product is mediumdensiry
berboard (MDF). a material that uses a
very large amount of urea formaldehyde
resin to glue together very ne sawdust
chips.
If you suspect a problem. simply seal off
the formaldehydeemirting materials. Any
paint that acts as a water-vapor barrier
should also serve fairly well as a formaldeln'de barrier. helping not only to keep resid»
ual tree formaldehyde within the product
but also to keep water vapor out. The latter
result prevents chemical degradation of the
formaldehyde resins. which would release

additional formaldehyde.

In the end, there are three strategies for
dealing with formaldehyde in houses: Elim _
inate the worst offenders; seal particle

board and similar sources with a Vapor

barrier. or, as d'ucussed below. maintain

Idemate ventilation for Control of small re
siduai sources.

anics

Common building components and prac»
the: are responsible for many longvlived
cynic compounds in our homes. Among
the worst of these are the persistent pestil

People generate

water vapor. carbon

dioxide. and an enormous range of volatile

organic compounds. some of which smell

bad. Our activities also pollute. Showers

and

dishwashers

produce

enormous

amounts of humidity. In the kitchen. trying
and broiling release particulates and a va
riety of gases. some of which are not good
for its. Unvented combustion appliances.

ranging from cigarettes to kerosene heat~
ers. can introduce very large amounts of
noxious chemicals into our indoor air.
Gas cook stoves can contribute to in-

door air pollution. Recent studies at Har-

vard and elsewhere have shown some
increased respiratory distress among chil~
dren living in homes with gas stoves. Before you give up cooking with gas, however.

consider these three points.
First. in every study of this issue, it was

bund that the most important explanation

of the dif ferencm in respiratory illnewes

among children involved smoking by one or
both parents. The effects of smoking on
iidoor air quality are much greater than

any effects from gas stoves. Second, use of

a range hood that s ducted to the outside

should substantially reduce your exposure

to gasstove combustion gases. And third.
there are new gas burner designs, likely to
be on the market within the next year or

two. that greatly decrease the production

of the oxides of nitrogen. genemlly thought
to be the agents responsible for respiratory
irritation.

The Best Cure: Ventilation

Regardless of where your pollutants are

coming from. the most effective way to

control them is to ventilate. We reconunend
Int/W attack. rst. install,anduse

adequate bathroom and kitchen ventilation

In your bathrooms, exhaust fans should

moveairouiatarateofatleatmcubic
feet per minute (cfm) while the bathrooms
are in use. In the kitchen, mamtam a ventilationrateofatleast lOchrn.
The second W»! to control activity-related pollutants is to have enough overall
ventilation in the house. Expert recommen-

dations range from 1 air change per hour
(NIH) down to 03 ACH plus the intermittent bathroom and kitchen ventilation,
These minimum ventilation recommenda

tions reflect a consensus of the air-pollu
tion research
community. They are

impoan l-br example. under ate-rage Conditions (house size and number of occupants) 0.3 ACH gives enough fresh air to
prevent mrbon dioxide concentrations
from increasing to the point of causing
headaches or other discomfort
1
In conventional houses, ventilation IS 3

provided by

natural infiltration" through

various cracks and gaps But this approach .
has two problems First. the rate is not constant On cold and windy days. there will
be much more ventilation than LS desirable.
with attendant high costs to heat the am
On mild days. there may be far too hide I
ventilation.
The other problem is that builders oxer
the past decade have learned to make
houses tighter. so that newer homes are in-

adequately ventilated much of the time

That s why we recommend mechanical
ventilation for all new houses Install bomt'
system. with or without heat recovery. that
will guarantee that enough fit-sh 0UL<ld('
air is continually brought in
Even with the mechanical \entilation

rates recorrunended here. and even wrth

the

additional

help of bathroom and

kitchen fans. there will be times when

more fresh air is needed. Fbr example, new
houses typically have high humidity loads .
(whtle' concrete cures and drywall joint
compound dries) and high initial emissions
of various organics from fumishings Thus.
higher' venttlab on rates are needed for new
houses. As another example, unusual activlties (ranging from parties to painting) will

require rrmventtlano' n.Theonly practical
way to achieve more ventilation is the old :3
one: Open the windows!
There are many air pollutaan in houses.
and no short article can adequately summm a young but vigorous science. How
ever, you can protect yourself by using
common sense and thinking about what
pollutes and how to control it If you know
something is dangerous. keep it out of the
house. If you trust. have it inside, seal it.

[be local venulation'
'
for pollution generating activities. Keep enough general ventilatiminyourhaisetoensurethatthesmall
amounts of pollution we all generate will

be adequtely diluted. And keep pressm

on Congas for clean air outside and for

clean-air research for the indoor emittinmentl
|
J
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FIGHTING
HOMEMADE
POLLUTION
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Your guide to nontoxic home maintenance Sharon Fae/ten
Slam Men's ml mu book is The
Aller Sell-Help Book (Emma s, PARodalehm. 1983).
When it comes to taking can: of our
homes. sometimes we are our own worst
enemies. With the Des of lntentlons, we

clean our ovens, In: our oors, re nish
unnxmlruremookourdinnemnreupour
woodstoves, switch on our nlr condlzlonas,vncmunourrugs.lndslrugglewkeep
our lawnsand gardens weedfree
Unfortunateb', tll of these ed ons and
truny other: contribute to an invisible, often odorless mist of pollution trapped in

side our aky-clean ensues
Theml nge eclonhenlzhishardlo

W precisely, but. researchers are con

vinced that indoor alr pollution la responsibleforlvu letyol llk,kompemistent
midles, headaches. m, diarrhea,
rashes, Ind Ibdomiml and chest palm to
may poisoning and lung cancer.
Consider the speci c e ects of two corn
mon pseous pollutanls: carbon monoxide
and nitrogen dioxide (their primary
Scum indoors Ire pa stoves, healers.
and clothes dryers). Carbon monoxide
(CO), I colorless, odorless as, combines
withhemoglobinmthebkmdwlmncarboxyhemoglob'm (OOHb), which lnler-

lenes with oxygen absorption , Inhaled m
hrgequmn des,(X)isfalaLButLhe-gasls
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hlnnful even I! the lowest levels Some

people wlm nhe heart condition angina pec~
lads miter discomfort when blood levels
ofOOHb are as low IS 1 percem.
Ninogen dioxide (NO ) is assoelazed
with pulmonary edema, bronchoconsmc»
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Spur-mover.
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I) use chemical pest- and weed-control products
anyway. diam of leftovers property to lessen the
impactontheairandwatersupply
Store all ineectia'des and herbicides under lock
and key, to prevent acadental polsomng in
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Clean reservous regularly With detergent or a

hydrogen peroxide solution.
Central unit: Clean or replace lters (malty
located in furnace) belore cooling season and
periodically thereafter. Have the mctwork

maimed regularly.
Room unit: Clean the ller (loaned behmd the
gmx. grin. on m. m) m a m

Water softener

Air condrhoners recirculate indoor air. thereby

Forced-tot-air
heatingeyuem

perm [a] pyrene
W
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. w cyd

w. " b
nitrogen
mangle
Mneceeyetame)
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lead. cadmium

(Pm 'm

9'9 )- m ""

lowenng the rate at Indoor outdoor arr exchange
Legionnaire's disease (Legions/la pneumopmla) is
a well-known example at arr-condutromng-related
bacterial illness.

promce tar less pollution than stoves Without
bottles or with inclined or horizontal battles.
accordinglooneshady
Vlbodstoves need a good supply ot combustion air
tor ante and ancient operanon m supennsulaied

homes,

See stove (gas). below. tor comments on health

effects at unvenlod gas eppllances.

Polhmontrornanmmmedgasapplranoecan

hoodrsn'tadeouate.)

catsuresprmorydlstressandeggravele angina

Replace with a water-trap vacwm cleaner. or

Water-m vaaurn clam collect dust in water

install a central vellum-clearing system, and
vent the exhaust away horn living matters.

pectorlslnpeoplewithheandtseasehrsalso
reeponsrble' bravane tyotallergrccomplalnts.
from (m.irm tr''lity, and nomad-es to asthma.
mandiantperns.
hetead ct an airbag They do not vent dustback
nto the room via the exhaust hatch and are, there
bra, deaner to use. Watar-trap vaaum cleaners

arealsomorepowen ut.plckrng up moredustto
bogin with. They are hogth recommended by allerolsts tar people wrth asthma and other allergies

Hook the softener up to the hot-water supply
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withom increasing the amount or wood burned
and therelore the amount at pollution produced.
Bumraw.untreatedwoodonty.notecrapsot
creosoled or treated lumber.
it the stove has a blower. vemum and clean it,

hydrocarbons
(Including benzene
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maldelryde. We letitsltinthesunaomt

my inspection. so you

A CLEAN START
Building a safe home

from the ground up

- Anné Bailey, RN.
The diagnosis mine as a ahock. Dr.
TheronRandolph,the world's leadingupenonertvironmental illneuesJiadjust
explairtedthatrrwsonandlwere environmentally sensitive. horn then on, we
wouidhavetobeveryarefulaboutthe
food we ate, me water we drank, the
clotheswe wore,and mostdi icultof
all thehomewelivedin
At rst.wethouyttwecould ndanea-

Btinglouseto tourspedalneedsBut
Iftern'tovingfourdmes chasedfmmone
litmsetothenextbyexhatm omnearby
highwws, tennitjcides and other pest}
cides, lawn-care herbicides, chemical fertii
lzers. and worsening outdoor air we
realizedwewouldhavetocreateourown
pollution-free haven. We wouldhavetode
liaiartdbuildourownhorne.

A Safe Home for Anyone
Althmgh no one knows exactly how
marvpeoplehaveenvironmentalillneses.
estinmesninintothemiilionandthe
rumberisgowirurapidb'aswe'reallexposedtomoreandmorepoliutantsjhtenif
you aren t environmentalh' sensitive, it
Itandstoreasonthatywwouldwantyuu
nexthometobeas -eeuposstbleofpo
tencialhealthhazards.
Wilsofreoommendatiomforaduev-

degreesofaensltivity.hrtnoproducth
aafeforeveryonleyourhealthisserlousb'
affected by environmental aeruitivioes,
oormityourdoctorbefaechooatngarw
prodict.

Sensible for the Sensitive
Sibulec on:Cleanoutdoorairandan
unpollutedwatersupph'areesentialtoan
environmentally safe home.Wechoseto
buildinaheavilywoodedareawheremn
hulawscalledforamlninaunkitsiuofll
aaes. l herewerenonearbymaiorhigh
waysandnoneplannedforatleastthenext
lOyears.
Neighbors' lawns and chemical lawn

care de be llrnited by heavy tree

ooverandrocltormoppings'i'herewere
no con rmed or suspected locations of
dioxin contaminatedyoundinthearea
aaeriousproblemirtthispartofMissouri
(Stlouis). l'helomesalreadybuilthere
luddeepindividualwellsthatextended
down 450feet into anamifer of crystal-

planaMkitsofwirtdows'nteopenplan
will lend itseifto wick airing out of
burned-food odors, outassing of new
buildingmaterials,oraro'otherepisodic
polhnantaGlasshuaverybwtoxidty.
andinourtasemurmarwwindowsbring

0 dissing, including narch reading and
It ll typhon'e callstoplwsldans,otherenand mamfacmrers. We kept rneu'culous
records. since Iliarattacutrets etpently

Wmmoraeirprm
0 ?

with

we

triedtospeakdlrectlywithei tertheptodnet-reliability managr or the chlefchemistSuchpeoplearesourcesofabundant
informationthattheyarehappytoahate.

Theli ttroaches.technical andprod

miwsaesthere have worked forth:

llVEOi'usinmyfamily,withonrvarytru
u lawmanan

owngeneralcontncmrs.Wewereform
mteto ndamentor.acortuactorwho
builtourahellandhebedtu ndgoodmb
Wheneverwehadprobiems,
hewastlieretoguldeusandtohelpthe
mullermndotn apedalneeth
.
tactartdcreatrvee ortWehlredonh'non
mmalrrceweootildrt'talbwarmking
oncethehousewascloseditLAndwe

cancheck be

quentlytoseeiftermiteshavebuiltnuid
tunnels up past the metal,
Framing lumber: Don't leave delivered
lumber exposed to the elements where it
can grow moldand mildew. We delued delivery ofour wood 4n fact. ofall our materials until we were ready to use It
inspect all lumber for mold and mildew,
anddiscardarwa ectedpieceslfyout ind
mold or mildew onalready framed walls.
spray the affected board with bleach
Oak. maple, spruce, fir, and pine all are
usually well tolerated by the chemically

sensitive.

although

some

people

react

poaiytothesofterwoodsi brourfranung
lumber, we chose kilndried. untreated yelasked each worker to sign our Red Book,"
our record of everyone who contributed to
the building of our home. That fostered a
friendly atmosphere and led to willing co
queratlon with our unusualrequests.
Site preparation: Specify that all debris be
carted away from your home site. Since we
could not have our house chemically
ueatedagainsttermites.wehadtobepardcularly careful to remove arwthing they
mightfeedupon.Wehadtomakesure
wood saaps and bits oftree roots weren t
left lying under and around the foundation
and basement floor. Our three sons were a
tremendous help in clearing the site.
Excavation: Position your house with
good drainage in mind to prevent mold
and mildew problems. Temporary grading.
cart in construction, should encourage
mnotl to bypass your house.
Mutation: All poured concrete should
be bee of additives that speed up (or slow
down) curing Common additives include
calc'nm chloride, W RDA fl, uiethyichlot-amirte, and calcium formate. These and
other additives cause problems for many
chemically sensitive people.
We created our foundation walls with the
waterproofer Meal (Standard Dry
wall Products, 7800 NW 38th St, Miami, FL
3166), it s a clear, pungent sealer that
driestoahard,ododess nish.8efore
boclmlllru. we further protected the exte

rlorofthe foundation wallswith4-mil poly-

etlwlene sheets. Perforated perimeter
drainpipe laid in gavel around the base of
the formation will also help prevent mois
ture problems iruide the house.
lfyw'repourirtgaslab oor, rstlxyadditional potyetlvlene underneath Work the
poured flow to a glossy-smooth surface to
preverttlater uisdngo " ofsurface rough

spout

M control: Chlordane, the most
oornnnrttermlticlderanextremebltoxic
dremkaaLAsanalternativetochlordanth
mkeseveryoneinourfamih'veryill),we
installedterrnneahields,metalbarriersbe~
tweenthe
andthe
ittrn»
ber.l(eepalltamlteshieidsexposedfor

low pine.

Exlerior dreaming: We recommend plain
gpsum board for exterior sheathing. Other
comrnerctal sheathing materials particleboard and plywood outgas much formal-

dehyde and cause people in my family irn«
mediate headaches
Siding: An allvbrick exterior "Ls ideal. A
good, somewhat less expensive second
choice is cedar. We used cedar, with a brick

veneer on the front of the house. Cedar toierates weather conditiors in most climates
and is fairly easy to
Wehadpiannedtoietoursidirtgage
to a grayish color until we
learned that th'm aging process is caused
by mold and mildew. We applied a clear

stain with mildewcide to prevent mildew

from owing.
Windows: All

commercially

available

wood windows are treated at the facwry

with strong insecticides and mildewcides
We found the cost of chemical-free custom-

buiit wood windows prohibitive and chose

instead metal windows with baked-on
enamel surfaces and I poured, hardened
polyurethane thermal break: this small
amount of plastic hasn t treated arw problems.
Exterior door-a: Wood docs are heavily
treated. and metal doors have polyure
thanefoam cores (for insulation) that my
undergo outgassing in heat or sunlight. we
chosewooddoors,butpaintedthetnwith
aprirnerandseveralcoatsofasoy based
enamel paintto seal in the chemicals.
Roo ng materials: Em;L r e
roo ng materials include slate and tile (too
expensive for us) and metal (not used II
thisarea).Wewere|eftwithacholcebetween wood, asphalt. or berglass shingles.
Wood was a fire hazard and asphalt had too
strong an odor, so we decided on ber
glass. Fiberglass shingles contain some as
phalt but it outgasses tatlcltly in the sun.
Roofdeckingunderdteshinglesisanother important usue. Solide i x as
aregoodbutcosttytolnstall.Weusedexterior-yade plywood; made with phenol
for
" 2
glues,it'sle§tnxicthlthtenor-grade plywood made with urea h

gassing could take place before we applied
our shirt gles.

Insulation: Many kinds of insulation
urea formaldelwde foam in particular can cause problems for the envirorunem
tally sensitive. We found berglass to be
me least offensive choice. lfyou use berass. check with the manufacmrers to

nd

out which lcind currently has the lowest
Eve] of fortnaldelvde. Otrtgauing should
hire place fairly wickbn ifyou make sure
nogluesorotheradhesivesareusedtoinstall the berglasshvoid berglass bans
faced withkraflpapentheyhaveatarlike
gluethatmldstheirmlationtothepaper.
The garage: A detached garage is best. it
htsyoukeeptoxicodmandfumesmom
Irtomobile exhaust and products normally
gored in garages) out ofyour living spaces.
llyou prefer an attached garage. the door
connecting it to ymr house will need extrattght seals. An attached garage should also
be well
"
to the
s not
into your attic space.
Heating and cooling: Raced air from
heating and cooling systems can push a
rrwriad of pollutants ranging from carbon
monoxide to 'ied dust into your home.
After considerable research. we decided on
a hiyt-e iciency reversible electric heat
pttmp(itcooisalso).ltcostslesstooper»
atethanmostothersystemsmndourfam
tly tolerates it well.

The heat pump calls on resistance
heat the primary source of fried dust only on the coldest winter dais. And with

a central system such as ours, you can in-

mil a lter medium in the downstream
cool-air return duct to clear the air even
more. Our Space-Gard paper air lter
(SpaceGard Research Products Co. PO.
Box 1467, Madison. W] 53701) emciently
removes pollen, dust, etc. from the airaream before the air hits the heating/coolhg coil or the res utance elements.
lfyoubuyaheatpump,getonewtthan
all-copper coiL And wash your ductworlt
with vinegar before
Steet
metaiistypicallycoatedwitha nesptay
doilthatcandissipsteintotheairsueam.
Plumbing: To get the water from our 450bot well into our pipes and mortgh our
taps in its purest state, we use a stainles-

ateei submersible pump (no plastic cont..
).an
"-ned"',
,
galvanized-steel tank (no rubber bladder or
plastic parts). and faucets and shower
heath of copper and stainless steel (no 'l'eflonorotherplasticparts).Wealso ushed
out our copper pipes thoroughly after installation
Werecommendthefoilowing xturesfor
anyoneconcemedabaitchemicalcontammanon : porcelain toilets with wooden
seats;glmshowerdoorsinsteadofpiasdc
curtains (the plastic is treated with mil
pacdalnstu facesappliedontosteeior

out iron (make sure there's no asphalt

undercut-ins); and waste pipes of galvaniud steel or mst iron (plastic plumbing,
ifused. rratst not be exposed).
Inferior walla: Most experts on chemical
sensitivities recommend plaster over metal

lath for your interior walls. if you follow
th'n advice, use only plain plaster of parts
Many plasters are contaminated with mold
retardants. plasticizers, asbestos. and other
pouutants.
If you prefer drywall (a cheaper attenutlve), check with the manufacturers of
bnndsavaihbleinymuamaandseiect
the least problematic (US. Gypsum was
our choice). if none worlu for your family.

you could use untreated, pre rushed solid
wood paneling or ceramic tile.
Flooring: The typical ooring rune an
interior-grade pb'wood subiloor (heavily
laden with formaldehyde) cavered With
rtbber padding and wall-toqu synthetic
tarpet can be a disaster for chermcaliy

4
he
a. lfyou must use carpedng, choose a short, closed«loop nylon
type. instead of antistatic chemicals. this
kind of tarpet employs copper wires and
carbon laments to minimize static electricity.
l'hebeststbtloorwouldbemadeof
solid-wood i x86laidata45 deyeeangle
over the oor
But that's expensive
and labor intensive to install. if your budget calls for plywood, choose an exterior
grade with its lower formaldehyde content.
let outgasstng take place in your open
home for several weeks before placing
arwthing averor under the plywood.
We waited three weeks before nailing
down Robbins pre ntshed. tongue-andgroove oak flooring (Robbins. inc. PO. Box
7915, louisviile, KY 40207). This brand is
stainedandsealedwithseveralcoatsof
nish in the factory by means ofa heataealing method that creates an outassing
etativalent to two years of aging We used
ceramictileonthe oorsofmirbathrooms.
Other acceptable flooring materials are terv
rano, none, brick. and quarry tile.

Th'tn: Select pretinished wood trim and
interior doors to avoid fumes from home
qrplied stains and varnishes. Beware
ofmoldedpiasocimitatiortsofwoodor
plastertrimandallproductsmadeof
wood ber: (they contain forMnt: in choosing paints, it's essential
that you do your own mreful research.
Deal directly with manufacturers and
their chief chemists. Chemists have told us
drattl teforrrulationsoftheirpaintschange
etpently be sure to keep up to date on
your facts.
Oil-based paints are sometimes recom
mended. since they can seal contaminants

mtoftheltvtngspaceandtrwlast iOto
lbyearsmtittakesuptoayearforoutr
using to occur adeqnteiy. and chemists
forthemaratfacutrers admitthattheoiiis
a good food source for mold.
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Latex points m be beau. We Chou
Benjamin Moore Aqua Velvet eggshellnn
ishtmthewalblndBenhmlnMooreaeun
n'uh {or the cellircs. Thee points are
oaubbnbleemloomlnnomlldewddesor
r
Other
"
personshlvehad
luckwithSean
B40-urieslntexmdDuPontlatex l n
Tetlon).
Kitchen Cabinets: Behindthetaadeeot
most "wood" cabinets you will discover
aides, tops, boumu,nrndahelvesnndeof
particleboard or mm plywood.
sichiriteriorsnnkemunmeiormof
ta1nalde)yde.Metaloablnetaarennahernative, moi some are made with extruded polystyrene cores. One excellent
brindofmetalnbinets uSLChu-les6i.
Charles Manufactm'ing Co.. 1611 E. Main
SL, SL Charles, 11. 60174). These cabinets
haveelkmetalinteriorsandcenbeadered
with metal or prennished solid-wood
doors.
(hunter-tape: Most omnter sin-laces
plnsn'c laminate, ceramic tile, 5
appliedmnbueofpu cleboard Make
m meore'saealedmn sides.m
Muesjimnientioried,eswellaaDu
Pont s Corian.are well toleratedbymnrov
envbmmentallysensitjvepeople.
Appliances: Lbe electricity for cooking
andbaldng. Your electric ovenshouldbe
self-cleaningmhertlnncontimxs cleaningThelauertype involvesachemlcal
ladencoatingu'momgassesinwyourlood
mdtheairofyourldwheneachumeyw
use the oven A sell-cleaning oven also

hoodductedtorheoutside.Goodven lationisessendelinthelcitchen,whereodors
tomcooldngandbmedtoodcanwise
adversereecu'ons.
Dishwashers often harbor a hidden
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The effects of environmental pollution and degradation on mental
health are difficult to document, not because they are minor, but
because they are ill-defined and tend to affect many different
manifestations of the whole life experience. They range from the
fairly direct damage done to the nervous system by toxic substances
such as lead or mercury to the indirect and delayed consequences of
the misguided adaptive responses made by the total personality to
No experimental model or
traumatic environmental situations.
conventional epidemiological analysis can encompass the full

complexity of the environmental impact on mental health. but the
elusiveness of the problem is no excuse for ignoring its importance or
neglecting its study.
The many factual examples [in Environmental Pollution and Mental
Health] illustrate that pollution in its many forms can unquestionany

cause a degradation of the quality of human life, not only through

ABSTRA C 72 The ecosystem approach, a more holistic way to planning, research. and management
of the Great Lakes basin, was oniculaled as a concept in the 1978 Great Lakes Water Quallly
Agreement. In order to stimulate movement of this concept to a atria of implemenrable actions, on
Ecosystem Approach Workshop was held in March 1983. This paper describes the process used 10
de ne common cause for a group offifty-six participants reprsenring a diverse specirum of backgrounds. Three generic obstacles to attainment of an ecosystem approach, which emerged from preworkshop efforts, were addrmsed by the workshop. They were: (I) lack of an holistic perspective, (2)
predominance of egosystem' thinking, and (3) lack of a preventive approach. The strategy suggested
for overcoming the obstacles was identi ed as ~enlightened self-interest, " The participants proposed
33 initiativa for advancing the ecosystem approach. That initiatives relaled to improving the
acquisition of scienti c data, directing institutional change for ecosystem management, improving
citizen participation, paying the cost:for resumes use, education, and public awarencs. In order to
of an ecosystem approach monitoring group and an
help ' ,'
these" " ves,
L" L
improved public information program is recommended.
ADDITIONAL INDEX WORDS: Ecosystem, environmental management, ecological effects.

direct physiological damage, but also by disturbing the subtle
equilibrium which we call mental health, They furthermore provide
mlm on.haveporcelalntnwion,aru1have
anqidonal cyclethatpreventadeternem
btiildwgnycnn'diahes

A Happy Beginning
thrugouiguemnmnewwmd

bulldahealuwhomehubeenwellwmh
theetfm'l'hepayotfhirmrmedhealm
forourfnmilyhasbeenrenurkable m
longer mn'er mount heaihchee, lime
congestion. chemical depreselm.bumlr¢
eyes, ear infections, and chronic nae
throats.
Noteveryonewlllwlnttofollowevery
giidelinel'veeetlorthSmuenwnntto
exerciseevenyutercm onwlthceruin
muni s.3mthebnsicp ndplesanbe

tollowedbymoetbulkleramdlhmldrewhinlheelthierhomelothealthlerm
owners.-

material for elucidating the mechanisms through which mental health
is affected. on the one hand, by the external world as it exists
objectively 'out there' and, on the other hand, by the inner world as
it is experienced conceptually by each particular human being.

g

Rene Dubos, 'Foreword' in Environmental Pollution and
'\

Mental Health (1973)

INTRODUCTION
Blueprints or initiatives for carrying out an ecosys
tem approach to managing the Great Lakes basin
were developed during a 3-year process which culminated in a workshop held on the campus of
Hiram College in Hiram. Ohio, on 22 24 March

Sponsorship of the workshop does noi necessarily imply that the
findings Ind conclusions reached by the participants are endorsed by
Ihe sponsors.

1983. The process was sponsored by four organizations: the International Joint Commission (IJC),

the Great Lakes Fishery Commission (GLFC), the
International Association for Great Lakes
Research (lAGLR), and Great Lakes Tomorrow
(GLT) .
The development proceeded in four stages:
I) Preparation of an overview describing the meaning and application of an ecosystem approach" in
the context of the Great Lakes basin;
2) Evaluation of obstacles to implementing such an

CHRISTIE et a1.
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approach among governments, industries, voluntary associations. and individuals on both sides of
the border;
3) Preparation of a strategy for understanding and
carrying out an ecosystem approach in the Great
Lakes basin; and
4) The convening of a workshop of persons broadly
representative of Great Lakes society to evaluate
progress and to develop speci c ideas for implementing an ecosystem approach.

This article is an interpretive summaryb of the
results of each of those stages. By these means. an
attempt was made to suggest some practical ways
by which government and private organizations or

agencies, as well as individuals, can go about man-

aging the Great Lakes basin as a home.

OVERVIEW, OBSTACLES, AND STRATEGY
The Ecosystem Approach An Overview
Since every person sees his or her surroundings

from a unique point of view, universally accept-

able de nitions of the ecosystem and ecosystem

approach must be broad. This does not deny the
need for de nition. it only means that people can
agree on common characteristics of holistic
approaches without waiting for universal de nitions. The ideas flow directly from abstract con-
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cepts to pragmatic initiatives. An examination of
these ideas follows. Useful background information in this analysis was provided by Odum (1969),
Stone 0972), Jacobs (1975), Trist (1980), Axelrod

and Hamilton 0981), and Olson (1983).
Ecosystem are natural or arti cial subdivisions
of the biosphere with boundaries arbitrarily
de ned to suit particular purposes. It is possible to
speak of your personal ecosystem (you and the
environment on which you depend for sunshine,
air, water, food, and friends). the Great Lakes

basin as an ecosystem (interacting communities of
living and non-living things in the basin), or our
planetary ecosystem, the biosphere.
The ecosystem concept recognizes that you are
new, yet not new. The molecules in your body have
been pans of other organisms and will travel to

other destinations in the future. Right now, in your

lungs, there is likely to be at least one molecule
from the breath of every adult human being who
Photoeopies of the complete typewritten report with fuller descrip-

tions of the initiatives are availableon request form J, R. Vallentyne,
Canada Centre for Inland Waters. PO. Box 5050. Burlington.
Ontario L7R 4A6.

has lived in the past 3,000 years; the air around you

will be used tomorrow by deer, lake trout, mos-

quitoes. and maple trees. The same is true of water,
sunshine, and minerals. Everything in the bio~
sphere is shared.
There is something very strange, deep, and mys~
terious about the way the building blocks of life
are arranged as wholes that are in turn parts of
larger wholes. Everything from atoms to galaxies is
literally interconnected. Sharing and interconnectedness are the reasons why the boundaries of eco-

systems overlap. Although most people vaguely
understand the concept, they do not see how it

relates to, or affects them.
There is a simple, yet profound difference
between environment and ecosystem. The
notion of environment is like that of house
something external and detached. In contrast, ecosystem implies home something that we feel pan
of and see ourselves in even when we are not there.

A home has an added spiritual dimension that
makes it qualitatively different from a house. It is

a happier place because of the caring and sharing
relationships among its inhabitants.
The emergence of an ecosystem approach to
planning. research, and management in the Great
Lakes basin is not accidental. it is the most recent
phase in a historical succession of management

approaches from egocentric to piecemeal to enwl

ronmenml and now to an ecosystem approach.

This succession arose from stresses imposed by the

burgeoning growth of population and technology
in the Great Lakes basin. The ecosystem approach
emerged in the 1970s with the realization, in part
from the discovery of toxic chemicals in human
food chains, that people and environments can
only be managed effectively in relation to ecosystems of which they are pans.
The essence of an ecosystem approach is that it
relates wholes at different levels of integration (us
and ecosystems containing us) rather than interde-

pendent parts (us and our environments). This
calls for four-eyed vision two eyes from the ego-

system

(a person, corporation. voluntary associa-

tion, professional discipline, government, or
nation) looking outward at its external environment; and two from an ecosystem looking at the

egosystem and its operational environment as a

whole. This perspective, hereafter termed an ecosystem perspective, is crucial to human well-being
and surVival.
What must be done to practice an ecosystem
approach?
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Because the consequences of preventing something from happening are invisible to the untrained
eye. the bene ts of an ecosystem approach are not

readily discerned. Some examples of the evolution
from indifferent to ecosystem management styles

may help to clarify what is meant by ecosystem
approach and to show the extent to which it is now
in development:
I. Organic waste. First it was dumped wherever
convenient best of all in streams or lakes. Next,
because of downstream problems. we developed

626

energyconsumptive sewage treatment systems.

Now. an ecosystem approach focuses on recycling
energy ef ciently, and material recovery from

sewage.

2. Eutrophication. First. it was ignored. When the
odors became too strong. nutrient-rich ef uents
were diverted downstream. Then phosphorus was
removed from sewage ef uents. An ecosystem
approach promotes low-phosphate detergents.

more ef cient use of fertilizers. and nutrient recy~

cling.
3. Oxides related to acid rain. At rst the pervasiveness of the acid rain problem was not recognized.
When problems arose locally. the solution was
to build taller smokestacks. Then came removal of
acids by scrubbing. Now. an ecosystem approach
advocates energy conservation and the recycling

of sulfur.

4. Water diversion: and consumptive m. The rst
rule was to divert. the more the better. Then the
scale of operations was increased to
new
shortages. encouraging export as a comdity.
An ecosystem approach might recommend diverting water sparingly-and only in the context of
overall regional planning. It might also set limits
on overall use or provide incentives for nonconsumptive uses.
5. Cancer. People were never indifferent to cancer;
however. it is still commonly viewed in terms of
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single causes. In an ecosystem approach. real
cures (prevention techniques) must be based on
the knowledge that cancer is to a large degree environmental. with many contributing causes.
6. Toxic chemicaLr. At rst. toxic chemicals were
used indiscriminately. Then they were dealt with
one by one with regulations after the fact. as in the
case of pesticides. An ecosystem approach
requires designing with nature, particularly for
long-lived compounds.
7. Energy shortages. Successive solutions were.
rst, to ignore the problem. then to increase the
energy supply and expand the grid with pricing to

encourage greater use. An ecosystem approach

encourages conservational pricing with inverse
rate schedules to discourage greater use.
. Traf c congestion. Successive solutions have
been to curse. build more roads and superhighways. improve public transportation, and
stagger commuters work hours. An ecosystem
approach might encourage a broader look at commuters' work and travel needs and at overall land
use planning. Solutions then might include greater
use of telephones and computer terminals or the
development of new combinations of work. shop~
ping. and residential population clusters.
Pests. At rst it was run for your life. Then
came broad-spectrum pesticides. Next were seleo
tive. degradable poisons. An ecosystem approach
calls for integrated pest management.

2°

I. Know your ecosystem. Develop a perspective that
takes account of the in uences on us of larger
systems of which we and our external environments are parts. This requires improved knowledge of the operation and relationships of systems
in nature.
2. Act in ways that are ecological (taking account of
that knowledge and perspective), anticipatory
(forestalling events that could bring later regret).
and ethical (showing respect for other systems of
nature comparable to our respect far other per.
sons).
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OBSTACLES T0 IMPLEMENTING AN
ECOSYSTEM APPROACH
Obstacles to implementing an ecosystem approach

which might be experienced by individuals. industries, voluntary associations, and governments
were independently examined by four participants
from Canada and four from the United States.
They introduced a wide array of perspectives in
separate papers which each prepared as background for the Hiram Workshop.
Marlene Fluharty (l982). U.S. citizen activist
and vice-chainnan of the Michigan Environemtnal
Review Board. examined problems and opportunities from a personal perspective. Robert J. K.
Walmsley (1982). associate chief judge in Ontario,
added to this by contrasting ecosystem concerns in
his urban and rural neighborhoods. Drawing on a
long career in industrial chemistry. Michigan toxicologist Eugene E. Kenaga (1982) described challenges and opportunities to industry with special
reference to hazardous substances. Paul Hunt
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(1982) of the Petroleum Association for Conservation of the Canadian Environment presented an
account of corporate initiatives and concerns in
environmental protection. Wayne Schmidt (1982).
from the Michigan United Conservation Clubs,

discussed problems in establishing federations of
environmental groups. While agreeing on the need
for an ecosystem approach. he asserted that the
name would not sell in Peoria." A steering committee member, Jack Vallentyne (1982). senior sci

entist at Canada Centre for Inland Waters, dis
cussed the roles, problems, and opportunities of
Canadian voluntary associations in an historical

l

Obstacles As Seen By Voluntary Associations

Inadequate representation, with few common
forums in the Great Lakes basin for shared environmental views; ineffectiveness of adversarial
organizations in responding to common causes;
and organization and nance: that are often weak.
Government-Perceived Obstacles

the virtues and limitations of the ecosystem con-

Lack of legislation incorporating the ecosystem
concept; lack of public support for translating
environmental concerns into a wider array of ecosystem concerns; and lack of trans-institutional
networking (strengthening cross-linkages through
interagency planning). There was no suggestion

cept from a Canada-United States political perspective (LaRoche and Hall 1982).
These papers revealed no clear differences which
could be traced to national traditions or philosophy. All agreed that implementation of an ecosystem approach was a necessary but dif cult task.
Progress. particularly in industry, was noted. A
summary follows of central issues identi ed by the
authors as potential or demonstrated obstacles.
Obstacles Seen From a Personal Perspective
Threats to livelihood, jeopardizing ecosystem con-

cerns; fear. generating insensitivity to crises; hopelessness, resulting from a perceived loss of control
over personal destinies; mistrust, of governments.
bosses. and industry the last in respect to pollu-

tion for pro t; confusion,

from issue-by-issue

reporting. making it dif cult to develop a broad
ecosystem perspective; and differing perspectiva,
resulting from diverse backgrounds and specializations.
Obstacles As Seen From an
Industry Perspective
The desire for demophoric growth (the growth of
human and per capita technological energy consumption) and yet inability to deal with its collective consequences; competition and secrecy among
industries and between industry and government:
con icts in planning between what is good for
:00er versus what is ef cient for business; the
here and now" of environmental impact assessments versus everywhere and later" effects: mis- . .
trust of competitors and of big government; andand
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suspicion of the emotional influence that environmental organizations are thought to exert on governments.

and cultural context. David LaRoche, Secretary

for the US. Section of the lntemational Joint
Commission, and John Hall, a corporate communications consultant in Canada. jointly examined
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that more statutes or institutions were needed. only

that they could bebetter integrated.
Everyone s Obstacles

A review of these issues revealed three major
obstacles common to all groups:
(a) Lack of an holistic perspective. Our acts in space
and time have many causes and consequences.
inducing effects on ecosystems that often turn
back on us in revenge. We can no longer afford
the shallow luxury of out of sight, out of mind."
We must look beyond the here and now. To see
the valley we must climb the mountain. To follow
the flow of the river. our eyes must run with the
water down to the sea and follow it back along its
return to the land as rain.

lnterconnectedness implies that problems have
no precise boundaries in space or time. This is hard
to cope with in a world where people and institutions want simplistic answers, quick xes, and
more things. An holistic perspective demands
knowledge of inter-relationships and a focus on
cycles and rhythms at various levels of integration

and with varying time delays. in contrast we and

our institutions tend to be programmed in a linear.
piecemeal fashion.
The public has not been well informed about
ecological realities. In fact. media scares may act
to draw attention away from the forces at work
behind crises and the reasons why those forces are
so pervasive and dangerous.

BE C f fFl/L , wHE/VEVEK Hf GETS BEHIND
HE TE/ES TO CHHNGE THE RULES.
(b) Predominance of egorystern' thinking. In a
world which has become increasingly adversarial.
it is dif cult to convince peopleto be even just a
little less sel sh. Future shock and the decline of
organized religion seem to have conspired to
encourage egocentricity. There is a need to bal
ance egocentric and eccentric views.

The growth of human activities in relation to
nite resources and space demands new rules for
sharing. At the beginning of the century. limitations on sport shing in the Great Lakes aimed at

equitable distribution. Now, sportsmen are accus-

tomed to rationing based on species licenses and
restricted creel limits. This came about because the
angling population grew disproportionately relative to sh populations. It has not been a dif cult
adjustment for shermen to make. It is more diffcult for municipal politicians and factory managers
to relate their waste ef uents to the total loading
of the receiving waters. and to accept more restrictive effluent standards.
The means of reconciliation for those not fully
acquainted with the ecosystem concept lies in see-

ing the big picture." rather than concentrating

solely on familiar and personal views. Domino

effects in ecology are not only spatial but leave
permanent effects through time. An ecosystem
ethic not only relates a citizen to his counterparts
elsewhere. but to generations unborn. some of
whose manbers will be his own descendents
(Morse 1975. Taylor 1981). By training, law, convention. and religious upbringing, people accept
the Golden Rule. at least in principle. in their inter-

personal relations: Do unto others as you would
have them do unto you." An ecosystem approach
requires people to consider an even wider array of
others than the others in the Golden Rule. This is
hard to teach and even harder to accept.
(c) Lack of a preventive approach. The ecosystem of
the Great Lakes basin is not in equilibrium with
the exponential increase in human activity. An
apt analogy is that of a fool bent on doubling his
intake of whiskey over constant intervals of time.
He has a certain limited capacity that when
exceeded produces undesirable consequences.
The Great Lakes have similarly been overloaded
with municipal and industrial wastes.
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Crisis-management cycles induce

heavy eco-

nomic costs between the identi cation and resolution of

problems.

For

eutrophication,

these

include water treatment, ltration, loss of recrea
tional and aesthetic values, and reduced tourism
and shing. Finding and removing toxic chemicals
from old dumpsites can be much more costly.
Announcements of newly discovered contaminants in sh and drinking water, each seemingly
more persistent or deadly than the last, have
become routine in the Great Lakes basin. Each
becomes a crisis in its turn. Governmental reaction
is often to shift dollars from prevention and
research to diagnosis and treatment, mortgaging
the future to pay for the past. The public, in turn,
becomes progressively disenchanted with the ongo
ing litany of chemicals and more concerned with
ones they know must be there and haven't been
told about. This trend could result in people feeling it doesn't matter what they eat and drink. that
all industrial chemicals are equally dangerous and
equally beyond their control.

Even under favorable circumstances, the Great
Lakes will undoubtedly continue to produce
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unpleasant surprises. The aim. therefore, must be
to constantly work toward managing the system so

that public resources and public health will be progressively

better

cushioned

from

unexpected

shocks. Preventive practices are needed to reduce
the frequency of costly surprises.
STRATEGY FOR IMPLEMENTATION

Strategy is a plan to overcome obstacles in reaching an assigned objective. In our case, the objective
was further understanding and implementation of
an ecosystem approach in the Great Lakes basin.
Persons and organizations sympathetic to an ecosystem approach need little convincing of the
urgency of the situation. They are the advance
guard in making clear the need for managing the
Great Lakes basin as a home. Others, perhaps
more perplexed than disinterested. are the nes to
whom ecosystem strategy needs to be aime .\
One crucial aspect of strategy is the search for a
common cause. ln our case, that common cause is
the level of risk facing the society in the Great
Lakes basin. This risk is greatest in respect to
human health and economic well being; but threats
to tourism, commercial shing, recreational
opportunities. aesthetics. and quality of life are
also important. All members of society are at risk
in this. Reducing the risk could be a unifying principle.
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The concern about risk goes much further than
direct hazards to health and economics. The greatest risks and Opportunities in the long-term lie
in the effects of people on people via the ecosystem
(Odum 1969). For this reason, strategic concerns
need to be broad and to take account of downstream and down-time" effects.
The upstream-downstream situation in which
people heap abuses on their neighbors below is a
metaphor for the abuses we heap on each other via
shared ecosystems. The fact that water circulates in
lakes brings even distant shoreline communities
into close relationships with each other. After the
risks of poisoning one another via shared ecosystems have been removed. we will still face the
problem of how to advance individually (personally, corporately, or municipally) in ways that do
minimal harm to our neighbors. This has nothing
to do with altruism or protection of nature in the
traditional sense. lt is practical long-term selfdefense.
With self-defcnse as the primary concern, it
becomes considerably easier to convince people of
the need for more holistic views. Once done. they
will have automatically converted some of their
egosystem

precepts to ecosystem thinking. Peo-

ple could be receptive to a management system that
avoids nasty surprises, just as they have turned to
systems of preventive dentistry and medicine.

The thrust of the foregoing is that the best strategy is enlightened self-interest. It says rst of all
that. because all citizens in the basin share a common problem. they must be committed in their
own interest to its solution, It extends the Golden
Rule to the ecosystem in recognition of the essen-

tial need for self-preservation. Do unto the eco
systems you share with others as you would have
others do to the ecosystems they share with you.
Enlightenment not only refers to appreciation of
these realities; it recognizes the need for improved
understanding and anticipatory management.
The reader may wonder at this paraphrase of the
traditional Gold Rule. Our view is that many people have already found a balance between egocentricin and ecocentricity which satis es them. Oth-

ers still face the transition. however. and for them
the process begins with a personal orientation and
evolves from that. it is far more dif cult to think
of other persons separated from us in either space
or time (since they are physically absent) than it is
to consider the physical aspect of our nearby habi

tat. Ultimately. the issue reduces to the need for an
ethic of respect for nature that subsumes respect
for other persons.

m5 ECOSYSTEMS APPEMCH
DRIVING SCHOOL

We need to protect ecosystems because they are
the basis for sustaining life. Moreover, we need to
protect ecosystems not only in their external reality, but also as symbols of all that we value in our
cultural heritages and traditions. When those symbols are tarnished, we not only feel diminished. but

actually are diminished in the knowledge that we
have sacri ced the underlying values that the symbols express. Greater use in ecosystem management of symbols such as the American eagle, the

maple leaf, and the Great Lakes could enhance the
basis for enlightened self interest.
It should be clear that implementation of an ecosystem approach solely in the Great Lakes basin,
or any other unit of the biosphere, is ultimately not
adequate because of spill-over effects from functionally adjacent systems. For this reason, a major
part of the strategy for implementation of an ecosystem approach must involve extension elsewhere.
Initiatives which attack symptoms are far less
likely to have long-range success in preventing crises than those which strike at root causes. It is also
clear that single attacks on speci c issues are insufcient to deal with any one, let alone all three, of
the basic obstacles. The following generic categories provide a framework for evaluating initiatives
to further understanding and implementation of
an ecosystem approach:
1. Improve public education and infomiation.
2. Provide for better participation by the citizens in
their environmental future.
3. Revise arrangements for payment of resource

rents.

4. Improve application of existing ecosystem knowledge in management.
5. Accelerate the acquisition of new ecosystem sci-

ence.

6. Revise institutional arrangements in keeping with
the above.
7. Encourage more informed ecosystem outlooks.

A The strategic questions to be asked of any initia-

tive from the point of view of an ecosystem

approach are:

1. Does it help people regain a sense of personal con~
trol over their own destinies?
2. Does it encourage an holistic perspective?
3. Does it enhance cooperative activities?
4. Will it contribute signi cantly to reduction of
uncenainty?
5. Does it help managers overcome crises?

6. Is it timely?

Clearly we will never achieve a Utopia where
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citizens agree on all things at all times, but rallying
points are needed. Wars and great natural disasters
have this unifying effect. but sofar it has not been
generally recognized that our environmental predicament poses an equivalent peril. Institutions,

which have developed to protect the interests of
particular groups or individuals from others of differing interests, may in fact perpetuate mistrust
rather than rally people to a common cause. This is
not to suggest that we will ever cease to debate

differences in an adversarial way. It is jtnt that it is

very dif cult for advocacy groups and balancing
institutions to adjust to the idea of common cause.
When we become convinced of the need for coalitions to combat common enemies, management

strategies based on an ecosystem approach will
automatically come into play.

INITIATIVES DEVELOPED AT THE
HIRAM WORKSHOP
In developing the initiatives, the participants took
into account the legal, bureaucratic. and information barriers to interagency cooperation, and they
noted a strong need to convince political leaders of
the soundness (and vote-getting capacity) of the
idea of ecosystem management. Because many of

the initiatives seemed to overlap in scope and purpose, the steering committee then condensed the

original 53 initiatives to 33 and organized them for
presentation in this report into ve subject catego
ries:
Group A
Group B

Improving the acquisition and use of scienti c data;
Directing institutional change for ecosys-

tem management;

Group C Paying the costs for resource use;
Group D Education and public awareness;
Group 5 Improving citizen participation access
and communication.

In the full report of which this is a condensation,
the presentation of each initiative includes: a title
and ddcn ption of the action proposed, a statement of the perceived background and need which
generated the proposal, and suggested agencies or
organizations which might logically be expected to
initiate the action. A comment section was added
in some instances to provide additional information, explanation, or reference. Related proposals
among initiatives were cross-references by number
and title.
Participants, despite the very different backgrounds and philosophies, showed a remarkable
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willingness throughout the proceedings to seek and
arrive at cooperative solutions to Great Lakes
basin problems. This is something which would
not have been predicted a decade ago and which
pEvides concrete evidence that people and organizations throughout the region are moving in the
direction of an ecosystem perspective.
THE INITIATIVES

Initiative I: Standing Board on Data Analysis and

GROUP A: IMPROVING THE
ACQUISITION AND USE OF
SCIENTIFIC DATA (1 5)
There have been significant advances in this area
since the Workshop. The Center for the Great
Lakes (CGL) is planning a Great Lakes Water
Quality Summit '86. A Council of Great Lakes
Research Managers has been formed under the
aegis of the IJC Science Advisory Board. The
Council of Great Lakes Governors (CGLG) pre
pared in novel

Charter for the Great Lakes

been improved in recent years to better convey
research results to a wider audience.
All these initiatives indicate that gaining new
knowledge still has high priority. IAGLR pastpresident J. E. Gannon has recently reminded us
(Gannon I984), however, that we have a long way
to go in integrating information with an interdisciplinary perspective.

that

calls for, among other things, the development of a

common Great Lakes data base (numbers 1-3).

The Great Lakes Fishery Commission has formed
a Habitat Advisory Board, and conducted an
International Symposium on Stock Assessment

and Yield Prediction (ASPY) in 1985.

Intergovernmental and interuniversity cooperation on Great Lakes research has been becoming
more frequent in recent years. Canada and the
US. shared their information on a study of toxic
substances in the Niagara River and have begun
initiatives to work together in the Upper Lakes to
plan for collection and use of data on the Connect
ing Channels. The Surveillence Work Group of the
IJC Great Lakes Water Quality Board is overseeing the development of surveillence plans for each
of the Great Lakes and Connecting Channels. The
plans call for greater integration of biological and
chemical monitoring in the assessment of Great
Lakes water, sediment, and biota in relation to
culturally-imposed stresses. Similarly, improvements in interagency cooperation and information
sharing is occurring on Great Lakes shery management through the Lake Committees of the
Great Lakes Fishery Commission. Interuniversity
cooperative research projects are becoming more
frequent and the Third Interuniversity Great Lakes
Regional Seminar, entitled "Sustainable Redevel-

opment for the Future of
the Great Lakes Region,"
was held in Racine, Wisconsin, in July 1984. Newsletters by various Great Lakes organizations have

Synthesis. Creation of an IJC Standing Board
responsible for integration. interpretation, and
synthesis of information pertaining to the Great
Lakes to counteract piecemeal planning. Related
Initiatives: 2, 3, 4, 5, IO.

Initiative 2:Great Lakes Basin Information Center. Establishment of a Great Lakes basin library
and data base to acquire and make available to
persons and agencies comprehensive information
on the state of the Great Lakes basin ecosystem.
Such information might include who is using it and
how, how it is changing, and existing standards,
regulations, and policies. Related Initiatives: l. 3,

27, 28.
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Initiative 3: Great Lakes Ecosystem Information

System. Development of a binational, interagency
information system to develop collaborative networks among decision-makers. This will allow

exchanged information on ecosystem problems

and opportunities, and prOVidc a single system for

characterin ng, organizing, referencing, retrieving,

and analyzing scienti c information about the
Great Lakes basin ecosystem. Data from this sys-

tem

should

be

available

to

scientists,

policy

makers, managers, and the public in organized,
synthesized, usable form. The system should be

capable of developing a data base and modeling

capacity for projection of integrative scenarios of
alternative Great Lakes futures. Information could
be provided to all user groups through a series of
illustrated atlases and, in addition, to agency
decision-makers in computer simulation models.
Related Initiatives: l, 2, 26, 27.
Initiative 4: Status Report on the Great Lakes

Basin Ecosystem. Development of a status report,

or comprehensive report card. to be presented in a
standard form and updated periodically. on fea~

tures of the Great Lakes basin ecosystem that are

of binational and interjurisdictional
Related Initiatives: l, 2, 3.

interest.
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Initiative 5: A Formal Ikctsion-mokers' Network.
Creation of some formal means by which working
group members of binational boards and commissions, along with citizen activists involved with
those groups, can exchange infonmtion and ideas
about ecosystem problems on a regular basis without going through traditional hierarchical channels. Related Initiatives: l, 2. 3, 9, 12.

GROUP B: INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE FOR
WOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT (6 17)
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Efforts to reduce or eliminate inter-jurisdictional
obstacles to Great Lakes ecosystem management
are occurring through binational communication
forums under the aegis of The IJC, GLFC. and
CGLG. The Charter for the Great Lakes; and the
Joint Strategic Plan for Management of Great
Lakes Fisheries" are good examples.
Some initiatives have already been acted on.
Number 7. for example. is currently under consideration for action by GLU and GLT. The recommendation in Number 8 seems to be met in large
pan by the formation of CGL which now has
of ces in Chicago and Toronto. The CGLG is
encouraging individual states to examine their
requirements for Number 9. Number 12 was recognized as an imperative by an IJC Workshop held in
OCtober I984 in Philadelphia. Number I4 is now
law in Ontario. Number I? has been partially met
by preparation of a Great Lakes experts directory
by the Institute of Water Resources at Michigan
State University. These actions reflect the generality of the problems identi ed by the workshop participants, and equally, the urgency of the need to
systematically address the initiatives.
Initiative 6: Ecosystem Reference to IJC. Presentation of a Reference to the lntemational Joint
Commission to investigate the interjurisdictional
decision-making process from a historic as well as
a contemporary perspective and to address the
question of whether an holistic (ecosystem)
approach to environmental decisions is a prefera-

ble and feasible approach. Related Initiatives: as,
10. ll.

Initiative 7: International Citizens" Conference on
the Great Loka Basin Ecosystem. A conference
jointly planned by citizens of the United States and
Canada to review government action on implementing an ecosystem approach in the Great Lakes
basin. to formulate a Great Lakes Environmental
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Bill of Rights, to review progress on initiatives

developed at the Ecosystem Workshop, and to

develop additional support for the goal of restoring and preserving the basin ecosystem. Related
Initiatives: 30.
Initiative 8: Great Laka Policy Analysis Institute

(GLPI). Establishment of a well funded independent policy institute similar to the Conference
Board of Canada. the C. D. H0we Institute. or
Resources for the Future to perform policy overviews and analyses. Related Initiatives: 9, 12.

Initiative 9: A Review of Institutional Capabilities
for Implementing the Ecosystem Approach (limited to laws, agencies, and certain citizen associations). Compilation and evaluation of laws. rcgu~
lations. agency procedures, policies, programs and
resources. and of association charters and structures affecting resource management in the Great
Lakes basin to determine whether or to what
extent each

could participate in an ecosystem

approach to management. Strengths and inadequacies would be identi ed and models for new or
modi ed laws and institutions developed. The purpose would be to provide basic information needed
by the IJC to implement Initiative 10 (Integrated
Ecosystem Management). Related Initiatives: 8,
IO. l2.
Initiative 10: Integrated Ecosystem Management.
Expansion of the roles and technical capabilities of
the IJC's standing boards and strengthened roles
and staff capabilities for its Great Lakes Regional
Of ce the better to evaluate impacts of proposed
major developments on the Great Lakes bnin ecosystem and to consider ecosystem implications of
existing or emerging problem areas. Related Initiatives: l,2,3.
Initiative lI. Asimilotive Capacity for Pollutants
and the Ecosystem Approach. Rejection of assimilative capacity" as a legitimate concept for any
level of pollutants in bodies of water. used until
now as a mechanism for determining water quality
standards or effluent limits. Inclusion of a statement noting the rejection of this concept in future
Great Lakes Water Quality Agreements. Related
Initiatives: 4, 6, 26.
Initiative

l2: Transboundary Ecosystem Impact

Assessment. (1) Assessment of present policies and
practices; and (2) development of a model for an
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integrated assessment process for the Great Lakes
basin ecosystem and proposed human activities
with transboundary impacts. Related Initiatives: 3,
4, 8. 9 l4.

Initiative [3: New Mechanism to Raolve Conicts Over Ecosystem Management. A call for the
resolution of transnational environmental disputes
based on Articles IX and X of the 1909 Boundary
Waters Treaty either through use of the IJC s
fourth power" for arbitrating disputes or by
expansion of the Ca treaty powers and/ordevelopment of a mutually aweptable board, panel. or
other vehicle to function as an environmental
mediator. Related Initiatives: I4. 30.
Initiative [4: Enactment of the Uniform Transboundaty Pollution Reciprocal Accw Act. Enact.
ment of model law drafted by the National Confer-

ence of Commissioners on uniform State Laws and
the Uniform Law Conference of Canada in 198?
and recommended by states and provinces. It
would permit suits when both parties reside in
jurisdictions that have enacted the Uniform Act.
The Act would acknowledge the fact that ecosys
tems do not recognize the boundary between Canada and the United States. Related Initiatives: l3.

Initiative I5: Ecology City-Municipal Pilot Pro.
ject. Identi cation of Canadian and US. com
munities willing to act as model cities in designing
and implementing an ecosystem approach at the
municipal level. Related Initiatives: )6.
Initiative [6: Value Impact Analysis Pilot Study.
Incorporation of a decision-making process
including value impact analysis in a pilot program
to test ecosystem management at a municipal or
other local government level. Ecology City, proposed in Initiative IS, or a proposed management
plan for Allegheny State Park in Pennsylvania
might be suitable vehicles for testing this
approach. Related Initiatives: 15.
Initiative I 7: Advice for State and Provincial Legislatum. A talent inventory provided by State and
Provincial Academies of Science to previde or nd
(outside) quali ed persons to supply scienti c
advice to legislative committees dealing with environmental affairs or other programs that would
directly affect an ecosystem approach in the Great
Lakes basin. Related Initiatives: none.

GROUP C: PAYING THE COSTS FOR
RESOURCES USE (18-22)
Differences in political systems and institutions
make this problem area the least amenable to generalized solutions. Consequently it has received little attention before or since Hiram.
Initiative IR: Esrablish a continuing bi-national
task force to encourage the daign and adoption of
policies likely to motivate behavior in a direction
consistent with an ecosystem approach. Establish
(via governments or IJC) an interdisciplinary task
group to evaluate policies. programs, and actions
related to the Great Lakes that are or have been
compatible with an ecosystem approach and to recommend alternatives to those that need improving.
The Task Force would also provide suggestions on
implementation of alternatives. Related initiatives:
3. 4, 9, I2, 22, 28, 32.
Initiative 19: Create a Great Lakes Rehabilitation
Fund. A tax on consumptive resource uses (i.e.,

water for irrigation. cooling towers. shing, etc.)
to nance the measures needed to reach and maintain the intent of the Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement. Related Initiatives: 20, 21, 22, 32.

Initiative 20: Full Cost Pricing: Internalizing Pollution Costs. Designate a binational study group
to:
l) conduct a technical. legal. and economic feasibility
study to address the internalizaiton of environmental fees. surcharges, and penalties and to
explore other measures for internalizing pollution

costs.

2) develop mans for doing feasibility assessments
for proposed development schemes and review
processes (including hearings) for approving or
licensing developments that adopt the principle
of full cost pricing" to assess the societal worth of
the proposed undertaking. This process would
have to be designed to go beyond the conventional
economic interpretation of I opportitnity costs"
that are often ignored in development decisions.
3) make recommendations to federal. state, and provincial governments.

Related Initiatives: 19, 21. 22, 32.
Initiative 2]: Paying the BilLs for Environmental
Protection. Development of options, such as per

mit charges and tax incentives. that shift more
environmental protection costs from the taxpayer
to the consumer. The aim is to provide a more
secure nancial base for environmental protection.
Related Initiatives: 9, I9, 20. 2.
Initiative 22: Incentiva for Implementing an Ecosystem Approach. An interdisciplinary task force
representing the perspectives of government.
industry. and citizens to develop inmntives for
implementing an ecosystem approach in the Great
Lakes. Related Initiatives: 15. I8. 19, 20. 21. 32.
GROUP D: EDUCATION AND PUBLIC
AWARENESS (23 25)
There is considerable forward movement in this
area. but much remains to be done to systematize
and integrate the work. The recent emergence of
GLU was important because it has an explicit
charge for education and public awareness. The
Decisions for the Great Lakes programs con
ducted by GLT have

beensuccessfully underway

for some time in both the U.S. and Canada. There
are individuals on both sides of the border working
on middle and high school science cun'iculurn
materials pertinent to the Great Lakes basin. The
Sea Grant Colleges in the US. have an informal
network of communications, and the Minnesota.
Wisconsin, Ohio, and Michigan Sea Grant Programs have developed teaching units and manuals
on Great Lakes topics. There is a Great Lakes
Basin Educators' Network associated with the IJC
Science Advisory Board s Social and Economic
Considerations Committee. Extension programs in
the U.S. and outdoor educators and programs of
nature centers and aquaria in the Great Lakes
basin contribute to non-traditional education on
Great Lakes subjects.
Initiative 23: Education and the Ecosystem
Approach: Getting the Context Right. Curriculum
revision to strengthen primary and secondary educational systems to improve basic understanding of
principles of ecology and to learn about how they
apply to the Great Lakes basin ecosystem. Problem solving exercises that focus on the difference

between managing a house (environment) and a

home (ecosystem). Related Initiatives: 24, 25.

Initiative 24: Crass-Disciplinary Courses in Ecosystem Management. Development of transdisci-

plinary courses in ecosystem management (such as

Decisions for the Great Lakes) within universities
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and other institutions of higher education with
credits available in each participating department
(economics, sociology, engineering. political science, biology. law, etc.), so students and professors will have increased opportunities to contribute
and participate. Related Initiatives: 23. 25. 26.
Initiative 25: Public Education and the Ecosystem
Approach: Innovative Ideas. Innovative nontraditional techniques tailored for speci c audi~

ences to communicate ecosystem ideas and practices in ways that capture and maintain attention.
Marketing techniques. Related Initiatives: 2, 23.
24, 26. 27.
GROUP E: IMPROVING CITIZEN
PARTICIPATION ACCESS
AND COMMUNICATION (26-33)
This group and the previous one produced the
greatest overlap in initiatives. so much of the preamble to Group D applies here. as well. There has

been progress. however. A number of universities
are doing work related to Number 26. The Charter for the Great Lakes" addresses efforts toward
Number 29, as do regional and national environmental action and citizen participation organizations such as GLT, GLU. the National Wildlife
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from all parties involved in or affected by a proposal and for more extensive consideration of
social and environmental implications. Related
Initiatives: 2. 16. 18. 26.
Initiative 29: Coalitions to Pressure the us. and
Canada to Establish Long- and Short-term
Research and Monitoring Standards and Goals.
Establishment of coalitions to provide Congress
and Parliament with information about the consequences of cuts in funding and programs for
research and monitoring on the Grim Lakes.
Develop short-term strategy to fund U.S. programs threatened or disrupted by USEPA budget
reductions and program priorities. Establish a
long-tenn strategy of need. Couple with major
public information and media information programs in key centers around the Great Lakes.
Related Initiatives: 3. 4. 9.

Initiative 30: Environmental Bill of Rights for the
Great Laka. An environmental bill of rights for
the Great Lakes would be developed as a charter
and incorporated into the Great Lakes Water
Quality Agreement. Efforts to incorporate
changes. reflecting that bill of rights, would also be
made in various other policy documents at provin-

Federation. the League of Women Voters, and

cial. state, and federal levels. Related Initiatives: 7,
13. I4.

Initiative 26: University~based Centers for Great
Lakes Information. Establishment or expansion of

Initiative 3]: Improve Public and Industrial Input
to the IJC. The IJC shouId receive and respond to
formal inquiries or delegations from public or
industrial interest groups concerned with problems
within the Great Lakes basin ecosystem. Related
Initiatives: 26.

Pollution Probe.

centers at key universities in the Great Lakes basin

to facilitate: 1) development of Great Lakes basin
information; 2) public access and use of infonna
tion; and 3) university-based expertise related to
improving/developing an ecosystem approach to
important resource/environmental issues. Related
Initiatives: 3. ll. 24. 25. 27, 28, 3I. 33.

Initiative 27: Dialogue Network: Enhanced Communication. Tie in with a computer network such
as I. P. Sharp. GIESO. or ARPANET via timelhared terminals to continue the dialogue begun at
the Hiram Workshop in a network communications context to clarify operational criteria for
ecosystem thinking. Related Initiatives: 2. 3. 4,
10. l2. 24, 25. 26. 32. 33.
Initiative 28: Improved Decision-making Toward
Ecosystem Management. Establishment of an
improved system for making environmental/
resource development decisions to allow input

Initiative 32: User Participation in Regulation.
Provide for user group participation in regulatory
decision-making with a view to sharing responsibility for management of a Great hkes basin
resource such as the fishery. A management system
whereby user groups could reap bene ts from their
own restraint. Related Initiatives: 18. I9, 20. 22,

27.

Initiative 33: Political Action and the Ecosystem
Approach. Encourage the adoption of ecosystem
11.: Steam Committee consisted of:

I. R. Vallentyne. W. E. CW. 6. R. Frauds. M. Becker. H. H.

Prince. W. 1. Christie. 1. E. Gannon. H. A. Rosier. and D. R.

Talhelm. C. 1. Edwards acted as IIC

approach" platforms by politicians and political
parties and the election of parties and politicians

willing to make some commitment to the "ecosys-

tem approach. Related Initiativs: 2. 9, 26, 27.

RECOMMENDATIONS
To ensure the expeditious implementation of the
foregoing initiatives. and to pr0vide for evaluation

and action for other such proposals

as they

emerge. the Steering Committee' and workshop
participants offer two recommendations:
I. establish a continuing group to monitor and evaluate progress in implementing an ecosystem
approach in the Great Lakes basin. with annual

reporting and a ve-year review in full; and

. establish a public information program with examples and illustrations describing how to practice an
ecosystem approach in government. industry, citizen groups. and in personal behavior.
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MANAGING THE GREAT LAKES BASIN AS A HOME
Conventional graphsand charts were prohibited
at the Workshop. Laughter was felt to be more
appropriate Iinguafranca. and this was ably stimulated by cartoonist Jim Kempkes. Jim contributed
thematic sketches of the sort included here. and
satirized the participants and their activities with
great wit and charm. during the Workshop. We are
deeply indebted to him.
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the work of the Commission with considerable interest.

Thanks again for the articles prepared by your group
and for the text by Baber and Bartlett.
In fact, the team which
had come upon your work in the JOurnal of Environmental Management

and had already made application of your research and findings.
I am told this work is very relevant to our current exercise in
producing a guide for all federal

government departments in Canada.

With respect to the workshop on "Toward a Transboundary
Monitoring Network , I would like to be listed on your Auxiliary
Network, then I can follow the deliberations of that group.
Thank you for your interest.

sincerely,

TbMN News
No.1

TbMN WORKSHOP
FOLLOW-UP INQUIRY: PART

III.A

11 March 1985
8.

What, if anything,
in the near future

Because of your interest in the potential for a Transboundary Monitoring Network
(TbMN), we will be attempting to keep you informed of developments as we

become aware of them.

would you personally like to see happen
in relation to this issue?

Responses as Received

Thanks to Peter T. Haug, the initial editing of proceedings of the October 1984
workshop, Toward A Transboundary Monitoring Network, is nearly complete.
Accordingly, major workshop program speakers should soon be receiving Pete's

editing of their contributions. Also, those of you whose remarks have been
transcribed will receive Pete's edited version of those transcribed remarks to review
for fidelity including oral presentations, panel discussions, and questions from the
floor. We ask for rapid turnaround (feedback to Editor Haug) so that the next

review phase of the proceedings may be timely.

In the next review phase, workshop participants will receive the edited summary
of their particular work group discussion. Participants may submit supplemental
comments for the record, if they feel that important discussion points were not
captured by their rapporteur. Our designated critics will review
thesubsequent
edited version of the draft proceedings. This will assist with their critiques of the
entirety of the workshop. We encourage all who will be involved in this sequential
review process to assist the editorial group (Haug, Hamilton, and Bandurski) by
returning immediately any corrections and/or supplements seen as essential.
The final report of the International Great Lakes Technical Information Network

Board has been released and its findings endorsed by the International Joint

Commission (IJC). The Board examined all aspects of the hydrometeorologic and
hydraulic data collection networks in the basin with a view to satisfying the
integrated needs of the Commission's boards and the Great Lakes community at
large. Copies of Great Lakes Hydrometeorologic and Hydraulic Data Needs are

A

succinct,

but

(in reverse chronological order)

comprehensive,

synthesis of the

information presented at the workshop.

ideas and other

This includes the

totality of background material, material from the workshop
proper, and follow-up material (e.g., results from this
questionnaire.)

Development of an action plan setting a course for resolving
the issue

--

i.e.,

actually establishing the transboundary env.

monitoring network and reporting system.

Inventory of monitoring in boundary area.

It is now important to define the specific program(s) that are
required and then assess how existing activities address the
requirement and

what gaps must be filled.

Continuation of a smaller, more personal network of those
specifically interested in certain areas.
Nothing.
A detailed review of what

is out

a la the surveillance plans

T.B.R.

there and what is required.

extension of that "model" to the

available from the Washington and Ottawa Offices of the IJC.

An attempt being made by a workgroup of 3 4 to develop the
concept of transboundary monitoring (ecosystem, lifestyle,

Results of the follow-up inquiry to the TbMN Workshop have been tabulated. Pre-

m

workshop preparation, the choice of workshop sites, and the work group discussions received the best overall evaluations. Of 725 numerical responses (on a
'1" = low/"5" = high scale), the workshop received 71 "1 5", 62 "2'5", 126 "3'5", 204

"4 5", and 262 "5'5". Almost all respondents indicated that there is a major need to

improve monitoring in the transboundary region. Still, they were not very sure that

the workshop helped "generate consensus as to whether there is a need to improve
monitoring in the transboundary region. A further tabulation of the inquiry s results may be obtained from UC offices. As word of our TbMN endeavor spreads,
we ve received a wide range of feedback, some coming from individuals we had not
previously contacted. We are pleased to watch the network of interested persons
grow.

assimilative capacity, etc.)
focus of a

into a paper which would become

larger workshop of 40 50 persons.

Incorporation of social and political as well as physical

elements in the system.

Specific sector studies - e.g. water analyses in the Great
Lakes -- municipal, state, federal, etc.
Methods used,
duplication, end use, etc. etc.
Some real facts to play with.

[01*
[0]

l0]

Distributed by the International Joint commission, United States and Canada
Contact: Bruce L. Bandurski

(202) 673-6222

*[0]

indicates no response to this particular

item in inquiry.
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Development of plan and budget.

2. An assessment of
1. An assessment of current programs.
3. An assessment of the tools of our trade, i.e., can
gaps.
they do the job we are asking them to do? 4. The development
of overall coordination of monitoring.

Simply an agreement by the technical people to get on with it.
Try to narrow down this broadly fecussed workshop we just had,
to concrete goals

with

steps stated and schedules

listed.

The need to get on with it!
The need to clearly understand the
socio-economic, politidal and environmental reasons for
monitoring and then design a program which will meet these

needs.

circulate a monitoring proposal for written comments.

A reference from the Governments to the IJC for centralizing
data and interpreting such input for use in advising Gov'ts.
And no, I don't
independence.

think this will jeopardize

the Commission's

be handled by more

specialized scientists.

A serious review of the existing net balance
monitoring needed.

A comprehensive monitoring plan need5»to be formulated over
period of several years.

See Item

11.7.

[In organizing

movements of

pollutants argues against

more practical,

A fair hearing of the other side of the question.
Careful examination of options by the IJC.
National review and consolidation of data base.
Need
national/international panel that influences allocation of
effort.

Special workshops focused on major elements -- conceptual and
practical of putting together a TbMN.
1. Identify existing networks and rationales.
2. Identify key
activities to be part of the TbMN.
3. Identify types of new
activities

required.

4. Be pragmatic.

5.

Be scientific.

I would like to be member of a small group (7 10 persons plus
staff)

who could work with IJC to begin the

hard task of

designing a monitoring program/process needed by IJC and the

government

for

the

improved management of the boundary --

beginning first with the Great Lakes as a prototype.

the need for

some

and let us not

definitive statement on the PURPOSE

network.

form

forget the present efforts

underway.
I suggest more time be spent on identifying
pragmatic procedures to improve these methods after a
for

a

a transboundary

If more theory of systems and political Science are
I

respectfully withdraw from any further

See my "critique" comments.

[0]

pay

However let us keep the discussions

monitoring in an ecosystem approach.

towards some concrete monitoring initiatives, the simple
process of holding workshop discussions should be continued.

future meetings please

attention to Cronon's remarks and those of Commissioner Olson
regarding bread and cake.
No one familiar with transboundary

to be discussed,

Exchange of expertise, views, comments, current efforts and so
on were excellent elements in this workshop.
Beyond
moving

a

Establish an information exchange network.

efforts in this area.]

effort to integrate

of pollutant

emissions from 0.5. and Canada with a scientific assessment of

An inventory of monitoring in the boundary region is required.
Governments should make a concerted

[From Workshop Resource Aide.]

Resolution of the grand problem into small components that can

of monitoring network!

[0]
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I submitted a specific proposal.

[From a designated Special Critic.]

[01
May require a follow-up with senior "action" people in 0.8.
Canadian agencies to hear the output

discuss implementation.

of

the conference and

and

[0]
Define the boundary.
Define the minimum system to monitor.
List the model available for evaluation.
Make a clear
definition of purpose. Establish a structure for coordination
of activities.

umsden Lake has lost its fish.
L Located in the La Cloche area of
Ontario near the northern end
of Lake Huron s Georgian Bay. the
lake was a popular destination for the
inhabitants of the small nearby village
of Kilarney. Most of Kilarney s residents made their living on the bay as
commercial

fishermen, but

did their

recreational fishing in the local lakes. In
the early 19605, however, the fish began
disappearing from Lumsden Lake; one
species after another abruptly declined
in number and then vanished. By the
early 19805, only a few members of the
two remaining species were left.
In the summer of 1965, Harold Har»

vey, a professor at the University of Toronto. came into this area to check on
salmon he had planted in various lakes
the previous summer. The Lumsden sal»
mon were gone. At the same time there
had appeared a curious population of
dwarf suckers. a fraction of their normal, mature size, It turned out that
quite recently such miniature sucker
populations had been found in other 10»
cations in Ontario. Was this phenomenon the development ofa small strain of
suckers, or was the growth of the fish

being limited by some other factor?
The following summer, university
scientists returned to Lumsden Lake
and were prepared for everything except
what they found. All of the estimated
32

1,200 suckers in Lumsden were gone.
There were no suckers upstream of the
lake and a falls at its lower end barred
migration from downstream. The scientists began talking to the residents of Ki»
larney. From these interviews, they
were able to determine when each of
eight separate species had disappeared
from many lakes in the region.
The change in the fish population
was not without precedent. Scientists
were aware of other events in different
places that had been the rst indication
of an environmental crisis: sick cats sig
naled mercury poisoning in Japan; vanished mayflies denoted eutrophication
in Lake Erie; and eggshells so soft they
could be dented by a simple touch led to
discoveries of dioxin in the Great Lakes.
Now, a population of dwarf fish was an
early portent of acid rain in North
America.
Similar concurrent discoveries in
Europe gave the Canadian researchers a
fairly complete understanding of the
magnitude of the acid rain problem at
Lumsden and other lakes by 1968. They
could not. however. convince their own

national media that anything signi cant
had been discovered until 1972. One
newspaper returned an early report on
the occurrence, saying that if the situa7
tion were as important as the scientists
said it was, someone else would have
seen it, The topic was dropped.

The episode
just described
highlights a major
issue in environmental
troubleshooting. How
can those responsible
for protection of the
environment design a
system that will intercept
and accept the first warning
signs of impending trouble?
\
That question became one of \
the themes of a workshop
convened last October in Philadelphia. Pennsylvania. by the Interna»
tional Joint Commission (11C) (see box
on page 35).
Under the 1978 Great Lakes Water
Quality Agreement. the IJC was given
the responsibility for collation. analy-

pollutants rain onto this surface.
Extraordinarily precise means of
analysis reaching to parts per trillion
and quadrillion has led to the identi cation of increasing numbers of toxic
compounds. On a remote Great Lake
island, researchers were startled to

The clearest cvtdencc of danger

came front the fish
and bird popula-

tions of the
lakes.

banned or restricted, and subsided from

public view.
But what of the often minute traces
of the numerous other hazardous substances found in the Great lakes? In its
1983 report, the 11C Water Quality
Board faced the issue by di\iding the
compounds identi ed into three catego~
ries.E For a few. such as DDT. the parameters of danger are clear; use of the
substance is controlled or banned. A
second group, which includes vana-

sis, and dissemination of data and in-

formation , . . relating to the quality of
the boundary waters of the Great Lakes
System and to pollution that enters the
boundary waters from tributary waters
and other sources."
It was in the Great Lakes that the extent of toxic microcontaminants became most apparent. Waters entering
the lakes drain through the accumulated
debris of one of the most densely populated areas of North America. The open
waters present a surface greater in ex»
tent than the total area of the six New
England states, A variety of airborne
March 1985

nd

toxics never before used or manufactured in the basin.

Magnified by bioaccumulation, toxics
concentrations spiraled from the water
10 the top of the food chain. Gulls with
twisted beaks and fish with cancers rep
resented the result of this process.
The number of chemicals of potential concern" detected in the Great
Lakes and listed by the 11C likewise sin
raled. Periodically. one of these comr
pounds breaks from obscurity to head
line status. Occasionally, large concentrations of a toxic substance produce
devastating and damaging effects to huv
mans. In turn, such compounds as
DDT, PCBs. dioxin. and EDB ha\e
dominated public attention. been

B) Thomas (I. ktlt henherg

Environment, Vol. 27, No. 2
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dium, is known to be dangerous in high
concentration. For a large third group,
virtually nothing is known beyond the
potential of danger. Phthalic acid esters are one example of this last
category.
It may be that the proved existence of
toxics in parts per trillion is more a reflection of increasingly sophisticated
analytical means than a harbinger of
danger. Yet parts per trillion of some
substances, such as dioxin, may indeed
be dangerous. Perhaps more threatening is the potential for additive or syner~
gistic effects from the stew of substances found in some parts of the
lakes. More than 100 potentially dangerous compounds have been detected
in Green Bay, and over 80 have been
found in the Detroit River.
Monitoring: De nitions
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Given the gaps in our understanding
of the possible effects of these compounds, and because of similar potentially dangerous offshoots of our technology, an improved monitoring system
has become a high priority. As noted
before, warnings have often preceded
environmental disruptions sometimes
by decades. Distress signals have come
from organisms that are particularly
sensitive to whatever dysfunctional
change is occurring in the ecosystem.
The trick is to understand the meaning
of these signals. Is there some way that
we can monitor the environment to receive similar warnings in the future?
What key indicators of ecosystem
health should be highlighted? How can
monitoring of a speci c aspect of the
environment be integrated into a
broader perspective? How can existing
information be organized to allow ef cient access and to facilitate recognition
of emerging trends?
These are some of the questions faced
at the UC Transboundary Monitoring
Network (TbMN) Workshop last Octo-

THOMAS C. KUCHENBERG, a Washingtonbased freelance writer. is the author of Re ections
in a Tarnt'shed Mirror: The Use and Abuse of Ihe
Greg! Lakes (Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin: Golden
Globe, I978).
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Eggshells so soft they
could be dented by a
simple touch led to
discoveries of dioxin in
the Great Lakes.

ber. Over 90 participants brought to the
workshop a broad spectrum of expertise and perspective. Academics, government employees with hands-on experience in existing monitoring programs, and decision makers from both
public and private sectors considered
these issues during the two-day symposium. Interdisciplinary sessions are
nothing new; what made this gathering
unusual was that it seemed deliberately
designed to force participants to cross
disciplinary boundaries, to become
lransdisciplinary.
The keynote address, for example,
came from historian William J. Cronon. His provocative Changes in the
Land documents the near-obliteration
of the original social and physical environment of New England under the impact of European diseases and settlement.1 Drawing from this and other
case studies, Cronon pointed out that
historians constantly encounter past
events that later produce effects out of
all proportion to their apparent importance, or effects that seem so unlikely
that one would never have anticipated
them. Cronon also underlined the ac:
celerating collapse of boundaries that
had once separated distinct human and
natural environments by noting that
increasingly everything has connected
in one way or another with virtually everythingexlse.
Next, participants discussed the con
cept and definition of terms a necessary exercise, perhaps, for exact sci»
ences, but somewhat pointless when the
concept itself is in dispute. At the workshop, meaning emerged from context,
and it was swiftly apparent that one
man s monitoring was another man s
data set. De nitions ranged from those

that encompassed the whole of living
systems to speci c, of cially sponsored
measurement of some aspect of the natural order. One participant used the soft
eggshells that eventually revealed the
presence of dioxin as an example of the
failure of monitoring. Why? Because
the condition had been discovered out
side of official monitoring programs.
At the other end of the spectrum,
some of the academics proposed that all
living systems be regarded as part of the
inclusive monitoring network. James
Miller s Living Systems theory had, in
fact, been proposed as a possible theoretical basis for investigating the health
of an ecosystem and its vital signs. A
substantial sample piece of this remarkable work was included in the confer»
ence background kit. The theory definitely provoked the participants to an
ecosystem view, perhaps even a cosmic
one, of the interactions of living and
nonliving systems.
A number of the speakers praised
Miller s scholarship but seemed to ques
tion the usefulness of his theory to the
more limited topic of monitoring. Perhaps they missed the point: the workshop materials had raised the question

Bound by the priorities of their jurisdictions, the constraints of budgets, and
the demands of the public, they wanted
as much speci city as possible. Is the
water safe to drink? Is the air fit to
breathe? If not, what can be done to
rectify the situation?
For this group the issue was not the
quantity of the information, it was the
quality. E. Richmond Olson, one of the
Canadian IJC commissioners, struck
out at the tendency of the academics to
dwell overlong on theory, Evoking the
spirit of Marie Antoinette, he commented he had come seeking bread and
was being offered cake.
In short, each of the participants
tended to view the ecosystem, and thus
monitoring, in terms of his professional

he International Joint Commis-
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have focused on the symp/oms of environ-

the United States and Great Britain. Its
purpose is to prevent disputes regarding

meeting this broad spectrum of responsibilities, the UC adopted the ecosystem
approach. The breadth of the ecosystem
perspective is revealed in this description
from the Water Quality Agreement:

Canada and the United States; to settle

land, water, and living organisms, in-

sion (IlC) was created by the
1909 Boundary Waters Treaty between

questions between the two countries involving the rights, obligations, or interests of either along the common fron»
tier; and to make provisions for the adjustment and settlement of all such
questions as may arise. The Regional
Office at Windsor, Ontario, monitors,
evaluates, and encourages compliance

with the Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement of I978.
The 1909 treaty contains the state-

ment that waters flowing across the
boundary shall not be polluted on either
side to the injury of health or property
on the other. This simple one-sentence
paragraph was vastly ampli ed by the

Water Quality Agreement, under which
the governments are committed to goals

of whether the theory should beused as
a starting place. In short, it was suggested that an encompassing vision of
the ecosystem was a prerequisite for
truly effective monitoring.
Of cials and policy makers brought
a third view to the proceedings. They
wanted information that they could use.

Departmentalized, disciplinary, mediumby medium, pollutanbby-polIu/ant analyses

menlal problems; bu! they havefailed to nd
consistent and caherenl views of the net effecls of man 's atlemp/s to turn environmental change to his advantage.

The Whole-System View
On the second day of the conference,
participants divided into nine work
groups. Using the services of a facilitator, the groups were given the option of
pursuing a particular problem, extending their considerations to questions
given other groups, or pursuing their
own line of inquiry. It was in these
groups that the attitudes of technical experts, theoreticians, and policy makers
were tested on genuine issues.
At the end of the day the groups reported their preliminary conclusions.

The International Joint Commission
United States and Canada

the use of boundary waters between

What made this
gathering unusual was
that it seemed
deliberame designed
to force participants
to cross disciplinary
boundaries. to become
transdiseiplinary.

interests and responsibilities. It was like
a reworking of the old story of the blind
men describing the elephant in terms of
what they felt. Microenvironmentalists
might describe the precise structure of
the trunk and how it was used by the animal in feeding, or how the ears serve to
cool its blood supply. The macroenvir
ronmentalist would describe the elephant in terms of its relationship with
the herd or examine its place in the ecosystem. Policy makers would want to
know whether or not the animal is
healthy.
Workshop organizer Bruce Bandur
ski summed up the problem:

such as the virtual elimination of persisv
tent toxic substances. The agreement

also requires the countries to develop

programs addressing such things as pol-

lution from land run-off and airborne

pollutants, and it sets objectives for
control of some specific contaminants.
In order to measure progress toward

Environment. Vol. 27, No. 2

the interacting components of air,

cluding man." Thus, the IJC is con-

cerned with considerably more than
pollution.
Apparently the strongest mandate
given the C by the 1909 Treaty is its

power to approve or disapprove of pro»
posals to divert or obstruct boundary
waters. This power extends to applica
tions made by governments, corporations, or individuals that would affect

the natural level or flow on the other
side of the line.

cutting edge of major environmental

controversies. The investigative function
to examine emerging questions or disputes is triggered by references to the

commission from the governments of
the United States and Canada. The IJC
then attempts to establish the facts and
recommends actions to the two govern-

ments. If the United States and Canada

accept these recommendations, the two

nations decide whether the commission
will begin coordination, surveillance,
monitoring, or a combination of these

elements.

The IJC is not in any way an enforcement agency. Its staff of 60 could
not possibly gather all the information
necessary to carry out its responsibili-

ties. The staff's work is greatly supple-

mented by advisory groups and depends

M ajor power projects and diversion
schemes, however,
have
generally
been the subject of direct negotiations
between the two federal governments.
This may be changing. The commission
played a substantial advisory role in the

on governments, states, and provinces
for its information. This depth has

versy. Additionally, the entire question of
potential diversion has become a hot
political issue in the Great Lakes areaf
Nonetheless, it is the IJC s seemingly
lesser powers, those of investigation and
surveillance, that have placed it on the

attle with the environmmenta] concerns
of British Columbia to the potential effects of a tidal power plant project on

now-settled Garrison Diversion contro-

helped it to produce a series of reports
on potential problems or proposed alterations of the boundary area that
range geographically and substantively
from reconciling the power needs of Se

Passamaquoddy Bay between Maine and

New Brunswick.

T.K.
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When dealing with concrete issues, differences in background were often revealed to be complementary rather than
contradictory. In a number of the work
groups this experience led to a greater
emphasis on frequent and regular
communication.
in order to fulfill its mandate of protecting the transboundary region, the
lJC needs a comprehensive, accurate,
and sequential view of the relationship
between man and his environment.
From the perspective of the commission, current monitoring might be
likened to the faulty transmission of a
newspaper photo. A malfunction might
send only a portion of the dots that
make up such a picture to one terminal,
while another location could receive a
different portion. Still another location
might receive every tenth dot. The rst
and second locations would have fully
realized, if different, fragments of the

photo, while the third would have a representative but diffuse image that
lacked meaningful detail.
In much the same way, current monitoring generates a great deal of infor»
mation about portions of the environment. it is often generated for different
purposes by different agencies and jurisdictions. Further, data is not always
assembled in a consistent fashion. MonA
itoring programs are too often interrupted or terminated by lack of funds.
This break in continuity renders the
data base useless for many purposes
Moreover, a meaningful sense of envi-

At the workshop,
meaning emerged from
context, and it was swiftly
apparent that one man's
monitoring was another
man s data set.

ronmental health cannot be assembled
from even a single complete picture.
Only a regular collection of such im36

ages, like the individual frames of a mo»
tion picture, can detect changes through
time.
Thus, a widespread consensus
emerged that monitoring programs
must build a baseline through consistent
quality and a stable commitment. Such
a baseline could bene t all organizations and individuals concerned with
the environment. If this were achieved,
however, it would solve only part of the
problem. As noted, major environmental crises have in the past blind-sided"
existing systems ofdetection. They have
often emerged in the form of anecdotal
evidence evidence that some scientists
View as the modern equivalent of the old
wives tale. In view of the track record
of environmental monitoring, this atti-

tude must be discarded. Some means
must be found to incorporate odd
events into the mechanism of monitor»
ing systems.
Some workshop participants felt
there was an inherent conflict between
the need for accurate, continuous, high-

quality data on agreed parameters (i.e.,
air, water, and soil chemistry) and a
provision for detecting the "wild card."
Such con ict is superficial for several
reasons. To begin with, the data may

yield first evidence of danger. This may
not be apparent, however, to those who
are collecting the information for a particular purpose. Evidence may have to
be read in combination with data from
other areas or with other events.
Second, there may be vital signs in
the ecosystem key organisms or sen~
tinel" species sufficiently sensitive to
be representative of the whole. In a
paper submitted to the workshop, John
Black, of the Roswell Park Memorial
Institute, and John Harshbarger, of the

Smithsonian Institute Museum of
Natural History, proposed that fish bio~
assays be used to prescreen chemicals
for carcinogenicity. The authors
pointed out the advantages of this ap»
proach:
Sensitivity is excellent, interpretation is
rarely complicated by spontaneous tumors,
duration of chronic tests is 6/2 months ver»
3115 two year: for rodean and the cost Ls
$20,000 versus at least $500,000for rodents.
Third, information from outside the

monitoring network must be allowed to
penetrate the system, not with the dis
ruptive effect ofa headline toxic, but in

such a way that an auxiliary of inter»
ested professional and amateur observers is alerted. Thus, if there were a sud

den disappearance of sparrows in a cer-

Each of the participants
tended to view the
ecosystem, and thus
monitoring, in terms of
his professional interests
and responsibilities.

tain area, observations would be expanded to include this situation unless
or until it was established that the event
had no implications for the ecosystem
as a whole. In sum, the guiding princi~
ples of monitoring systems would conv
sist of a base of a limited number of
items measured reliably and consis

to end up costing the public billions of
dollars 20 years later.
Workshop Results
The TbMN Workshop explored possible methods of improving the ability
of the lJC to evaluate the progress of
the United States and Canada in meeting treaty commitments. ln doing so, it
looked beyond the reactive mode of
crisis management to the possibility of
crisis prevention. Monitoring provides a
crucial element of such a strategy. As a
first step, a pilot program is being con»
sidered that might utilize some work»
shop recommendations in a concentrated look at one location on the Great
lakes. Experience gathered in such a
test program might then be applied on a
larger scale.
A strong consensus in favor of improved communication with the public
also emerged from the workshop. There

is no way that the public can be counted
on to support important projects ifihey
are told nothing about them. if an exv
panded monitoring scheme mobilized
the skills of interested indi\iduals and

and understanding the problem. The
same approach applied to environmental
monitoring may contribute to a solution.

groups, communication uould neces-

sarily have to improve. Such inditiduals
and groups would ant to know why
they were looking for certain things and
that their efforts were useful and appreA
ciated. Public participation could
greatly increase understanding of the
ecosystem and generate wide support
for improved management.
The most signi cant result of the
TbMN Workshop may be the individ
ual contacts generated during the working sessions. When applied to speci c
questions, the varied backgrounds of
the participants

produced something

akin to the triangulation used by the

US. Forest Service to locate fires. That

is, the differing \iewpoints generated a
sense of depth and realism in defining
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tently, a number of indicator species,

and a means of responding appropriately to unusual occurrences. An effec»
tive monitoring system would therefore
require a reciprocal tension between
theory and practice. As more is learned
about the man/environment relation
ship, monitoring techniques should be
altered to incorporate the new knowledge. This necessary feedback loop has
been missing from monitoring prac»
tices. Tens of thousands of environmental impact studies generated in the
United States have disappeared into the
void. There have been almost no
follow-up studies to see if original assumptions or predictions were correct.
in a society so concerned with cost»
bene t studies, it is difficult to understand why a dynamic monitoring sys~
tern has not evolved. imagine the gains
to be derived from an accurate prediction that alteration of a river, manufacture and use of a certain chemical, or a

certain method of waste disposal were
Match 1985
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This edition of TbMN News brings you a recently published article by Tom Kuchenberg who
participated in the October 1984 workshop "Toward a Transboundary Monitoring Network". It is
encouraging to see such articles in print in a form that will reach a wide audience. For those of you
interested in a more detailed presentation of the concepts covered at the workshop, complete
proceedings will be available We are well into the editing and review-of-editing process.
to you
Recently, the mail called our attention to another item that could be of considerable interest

and other folks in our growing network. The Council on Environmental Quality (Executive Office of
the President of the United States) has released a report on long-term environmental research and
development needs. The draft CEQ report is a panel chairmen's report, dated March 18, 1985, with
appendices corresponding to four panels on the subjects: human health impacts and their
mitigation; environmental impacts and their mitigation; monitoring, assessment, and
environmental management; and geochemical and hydrologic processes and their protection,
When published in final form, this CEQ report is expected to be augmented by the background
papers for the four panel meetings. rapporteur reports summarizing discussions. and any agency
comments received on the circulated draft.

In particular, we thought a quote and several other

observations from the panel chairmen would interest you:
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"We recommend that the Federal government accord long-term environmental

research heightened priority and a level of suppert sufficient that research findings will

contribute to the attainment of broad National goals. This level of support need not
require additional resources; it will require, however, a continuity in many existing
research programs, a continuing commitment to scientific excellence, and an adequate
institutional framework "
Among issues identified as warranting increased emphasis were:
0 Improving the quality and cost-effectiveness of physical, chemical, and biological
monitoring programs to test scientific hypotheses about how environmental
systems operate and interact;

a

0

Expanded
research
on
geohydrological
processes
data
at
the
soil/water/air/hazardous waste interface;
Improvement of the scientific basis for quantitative risk assessments, and of
procedures for extending them to human health effects other than cancer, such as
systemic toxicity.

The summary report of the expert panel meeting on Monitoring, Assessment, and Environmental

Management states, "We recommend agashort-range research need that a systematic reassessment
be conducted of the breadth of major environmental monitoring systems that are now in operation,
the uses, values, and limitations of these systems, and the extent to which these systems serve or fail
to serve the expected future needs of long-term environmental research
impressive is the report s convergence with such opinions as surfaced in our Transboundary

Monitoring Network (TbMN) Workshop. We'd be interested in other items like this, if you want to
call them to our attention.
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In his address to the lst International Congress of Ecology, Margalef (1975. p.
239) suggested that All or most ofthe ways in which man interferes with the rest
of nature produce coincident or parallel effects. [For example] diversity is reduced. horizontal transportation [of nutrients] is increased and the ratio of pro-

duction/biomass is increased. . . . The parallelism of change and its logical
coherence represents a welcome simpli cation of the whole set of problems.
While ecologists have sought to elucidate the nature ofthese parallel effects of
stress on ecosystems (e.g.. Woodwell 1967, 1970; Regier and Cowell 1972'. Margalef I975; Lugo I978; Vogal 1980). they have perhaps more often followed what

Dyson (1981) has identi ed as the predominant methodology of the biological
sciences: a preoccupation with description of the diversity of phenomena. by and
large to the exclusion of consideration of unifying themes.
The concentration of effort on documenting diversity particularly characterizes
the eld of stress ecology" (Barrett et a]. 1976). Its subject matter. the transfor
mation of natural ecosystems by human activities, is rather wide ranging. encom«
passing all manner of ecosystems in association with the various kinds of stresses
stemming from human activity. Numerous case studies have now yielded an
extensive data base from which general features of ecosystem response to stress
may be inferred.
In an attempt to bring some measure of coherence to otherwise diffuse and

unrelated observations on ecosystem response to stress. we follow the physiolo
gist, the late Hans Selye (1973. 1974), who provided a framework for stress
physiology by identifying common symptoms of stress (in mammalian systems)
and the phases of adaptation to stress. That Selye s framework has yet to nd
extensive application at the ecosystem level is, perhaps, because of the reluctance
of ecologists to give much credence to a literal analogy of ecosystem as organism. Ecosystems are, to be sure. a supraorganismic level of organization. but are
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not superorganisms since each level in a hierarchy has both unique properties

found only at that level. and parallel properties with other levels. According
ly.
ecosystems are not organisms. but there are analogous properties that may
or may
not function in the same manner at the two levels (Knight and Swaney 1981).
Since ecosystems in common with organisms are cybernetic (but not necessaril
y
by the same mechanisms), and thereby have the potential to mitigate many
stressors imposed from the outside. Selye s organism level approach may have
a

valid parallel at the ecosystem level.

A dif culty in adapting Selye s approach to the ecosystem level is the variety
of
de nitions given to basic stress concepts. Although more than three decades
have

passed since Selye rst introduced unifying concepts of the effects of stress at the

physiological level. usage ofthe various terms is not yet consistent. Selye learned
that physicists used the term stress for the applied stimulus. but persisted in
using it to connote the response ofthe system. with the term stressor referring
to the stimulus. Ecologists have wavered in their de nition of stress concepts.

Thus we nd that Odum et al. (I979) refer to the deviation or displacement of the

ecosystem from the nominal state as "stress." while Barrett et al. (I976) refer to
the same concept as the response. Despite these differences. it seems clear that
All de nitions of stress, however. share the common premise of a stimulus
acting on a biological system and the subsequent reaction ofthe system" (Picker
ing I98]. p. I).
In this paper we use stress to denote an external force or factor. or stimulus
that causes changes in the ecosystem. or causes the ecosystem to respond. or
entrains ecosystemic dysfunctions that may exhibit symptoms. Our use of
stress is thus like Selye s use of stressor : ours is consistent with usage in the
physical sciences generally. We have chosen not to use the physicists term
"strain" for an effect ofa stress on a system. because it is not commonly used in

the ecological sciences. Instead. we prefer

response though we may also use

perturbation, dysfunction. distress syndrome. etc.. as approximate equivalents.
Thus. for us a stress is usually an external cause and a response is usually an
internal effect.
Not all stresses threaten the continued viability of ecosystems. Indeed. many

ecosystems. as Vogal (I980) extensively documents. depend on a type of stress
for their persistence. These events upon which organisms and systems are
dependent . . . are repetitive . . . (and) become expected or anticipated events that

are part of natural systems (p. 87). In contrast. Vogal elsewhere states. general
perturbations and stress usually create instability. reduce species diversity. set

back the successional development. produce declines in productivity. cause deg-

radation of the system or result in abrupt changes in the organisms or systems"
(p. 87).
Events of the rst type. the so-called eustresses (Selye s terminology).
include phenomena such as the annual scouring of streambeds by spring runoff.

periodic wind-induced bands of death" in mature high-altitude balsam r forests
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boreal forest. Some species depend upon re for seed release from cones and have

numerous adaptations which ensure their post re survival. Periodic burns release

minerals stored in the soils and in tree biomass. create space. and reduce competition for moisture. nutrients. heat. and light. Thus. young stands that are reestablished following such res are less susceptible to attack by insects and diseases.

This sanitizing or immunizing effect is particularly effective against spruce
budworm. bark beetle (in lodgepole pine). and dwarf mistletoe (Heinselman I97I ).

Events of the second type. on the other hand. serve to degrade and transform

the ecosystem. Examples are all too plentiful: impacts from human activities.
such as smelter emissions (Gorham and Gordon I960; Hutchinson and Whitby
1974); smog (Williams I980); oxidants (Westman I979): coal surface-mining(Riley
1977); and catastrophic natural events. such as the recent eruption of Mount St.
Helens (Wissmar et al. 1982). To this we might add the catastrophic effects of
human con icts and wars (Peterson 1982).

Our primary focus is empirical rather than theoretical. Much work ofa theoret-

ical nature on the properties of stressed ecosystems has been done and has
contributed to the synthesis developed in the current work. Some representative

works ofthis nature include Holling (I973). Orians (I975). Westman (I978). Odum

et al. (I979). and O Neill and Reichle (l980).
Drawing from representative empirical studies about the impacts of various
stresses on the structure and function of aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. we
identify common symptoms of ecosystem distress and the major phases of ecosystem response to stress. We nd that Selye's model (1974) serves to provide a
unifying framework for the description of ecosystem behavior under stress.
SYMPTOMS OF ECOSYSTEM DISTRESS

In ecosystems as in organisms. what constitutes health is not (despite the
popular view) based on objective scienti c criteria. but rather involves judgment.
Though recognition of ecosystem responses to distress involves objective comparison with a normal state. judgment enters in deciding which parameters are
signi cant from this point of view. For example. from the perspective of trophodynamics studies. rates of nutrient cycling and primary productivity are of critical
importance (O'Neill and Reichle I980). In this context an ecosystem would appear
unchanged if nutrient cycling and productivity remain relatively unaffected. even
though species composition had changed considerably. In a grassland ecosystem.
for example. primary productivity may remain more or less constant from year to
year. while species composition uctuates (McNaughton I977). From the perspective of resource managers or naturalists. however. the species composition is
of fundamental importance. Naturalists may value wetlands for their oristic
diversity or for the presence ofa rare plant species. Resource managers may value
them because they provide breeding grounds for one or more species of water-

(Sprugel and Bormann l98l). wave-shearing action in the intertidal community

fowl. The loss of one or more of such valued species would be considered a major
degradation.

Fire, for example. is now recognized as an essential component of a healthy

The signs or symptoms of ecosystem distress are thus. to a greater or lesser
degree. dependent on one s perspective. In table I. some representative case

(Paine 1979). and re in the boreal forest.
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TABLE I
SYMPTOMS or ECOSYSTEM DISTRESS
RESPONSE VARIABLE
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SOURrE
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Regier & Loftus 1972
Keleher I972
Likens et al. I978

+
+
+
+
#
i
#

Woodwell I967
Colby et al. I972
Cairns & Dickson I977
Uorham & (iordon I960
Wolak I979
Miller et al. I963; Miller I873
Hutchinson et al. I982

+

Primary
PHKllIC7
twity

.-

TYPE or STRESS
Harvesting of renewable resources
Opportunistic shing
Commercial shery; Great Slave Lake
Deforestation; northern hardwoodsi
Pollutant discharges
Radiation: oak-pine forest
Nutrient; lakes
Toxins; river
80;; boreal forest
803. coniferous forest. Poland
()XIdants; forest. San Bemardino MtS.. Calif.
Arsenic; boreal forest. Yellowknife. N.W.T.
General air pollution: Central
European forestsll
Physical restructuring by humans
Coal surface mining; Ohio
Shoreworks; Italian subalpinc lakes
l'ox1c mine tailings; N.W.T., Yukon
Pipeline construction; Arctic
China clay waste; Cornwall. UK.
Introductions of exotics sh species
Extreme natural events
Hurricane; coral reef
Earthquake; tropical forest
Multiple causes
Baltic Sea
Great Lakes

Nutrient
Pool in
System

t
t

Ulrich et al. I980

l
i
t

Riley I977
Grimaldi & Numann I972
Kuja & Hutchinson I979
Van ( leve I972
Bradshaw et al. I975
RCgICI' I973

4
o

Woodley et al. I98I
Garwood et al. I979

t
i

Leppakoski I980
Regiei 8L Hartman I973

Nor?
Signs (+ or - l indicate directions of change compared Wlll l normal functioning of relatively unstressed systems.
' Response was not monitored.
I The symbol + indicates that retrogression has occurred
1 Although the Huhhard Brook clear-cut was not designed to simulate a commercial harvest of the forest. it soon became apparent that the results could provide significant
insights into environmental questions posed by commerCial cuttings in northern hardwood forests" (see Likens et al. I978. p 492).
5 Inferred from decrease in vegetation cover and nutnent pools
ll Possibly acid rain; major effects noted so far are on spruce and heech.
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studies have beentabulated in terms of both the primary stress (i.e.. the agent
inducing stress) and some commonly observed ecosystem manifestations of
reSponse to stress. The table is meant only to be illustrative. since very many
other
examples could equally be quoted.

In classifying stresses we have been pragmatic, re ecting conventi
onal approaches to environmental problems (Francis et al. 1979; Rapport
and Regier
1980). Five groups of stresses appear suf cient to include most of the
speci c

impacts of human activity on natural ecosystems, as well as extreme
natural
events. (1) Harvesting of renewable resources directly affects
the biotic capital of
the ecosystem. (2) Pollutant discharges are purposely or accident
ally made into
air, water, or land, and include a variety of pollutants such as
PCB s, SOg,
pesticides, heavy metals, oil spills. and radiation. in addition to sewage.
Leakage
into the environment often occurs from transportation, consumption,
and storage

of products, as well as from their production. At a ner level. a distinction
might
be made between man-made toxic substances (to which organisms have no
adap

tive evolutionary history) and excess organic matter (sewage) (Margale
f198l). (3)

Physical restructuring includes purposive land use changes. such as from
forests
to farms, wetlands to dry lands, sloping shores to harbors. lowlands to cities.

valleys to arti cial lakes, ridges to pits. (4) Introductions ofexotics. both
plant and
animal, may be made intentionally or carelessly. (5) Extreme natural events
occur
with suf cient irregularity, such that they are not readily accommodated
by the
recipient ecosystem. Examples include volcanic eruptions, earthquakes,
and

climatic shifts producing prolonged droughts, etc. Human-caused disturbances of

a totally devastating nature such as wars could be added here.

Recognizing that not all symptoms of ecosystem dysfunction occur or are

detectable in every case, screening for damaged ecosystems might proceed paral-

lel to medical practice, e.g.. by monitoring a group ofthe most common indicators
of ecosystem dysfunction. Odum and Cooley (I980) suggest establishing an
ecosystem pro le. consisting of a group of indicators for which there are estab-

lished normal values. These values are. of course, often dependent on the age of
the ecosystem. Just as medical practitioners routinely screen patients by examin
ing a battery of physiological parameters (comparing these with age- and
sexdependent values), determination of ecosystem health generally requires screen-

ing for a group of indicators rather than reliance on a single indicator. It is
recognized in both cases that the direction of deviation is less important than the

magnitude. Some comment on the ubiquity of these signs and the various path-

ways involved in representative ecosystems follows.
1. Changes in nutrient cycling Downward leaching and lateral transport of

nutrients is widespread in disturbed terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. Clearcutting of both temperate (Likens et al. 1978) and tropical (Smith 198]) forested

ecosystems often results in signi cant losses of nutrients through leaching and soil
erosion. The normal tight cycles of key nutrients become leaky. In the Hubbard
Brook drainage system (Likens et al. 1978) nutrient losses following clear-cutting
and suppression of revegetation by subsequent herbicide application are particularly well documented. Compared with an uncut mature forest. losses of nitrate
nitrogen increased 10-fold, calcium 3-fold. and potassium 8-fold. These losses
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represented between one-quarter and one-half of the total nutrient
storage in

biomass and organic matter.
The impact of air pollutants on forests also decreases nutrient
availability.
although different mechanisms are involved. For example,
the deleterious impact
of a lead smelter in southeast Missouri on a forested watershe
d (Jackson and
Watson 1977) was mediated through disruption of decomposer
activities (microarthropods particularly). This resulted in a decrease in nutrient
cycling. leaching of
nutrients in soils. and an accumulation of litter. Freedman and
Hutchinson
(198012) reported similar results for nickel-copper pollution of
a forest ecosystem
at Sudbury. Ontario.
,
Nutrients leached from soils accumulate eventually in neighbor
ing aquatic
ecosystems (Hasler 1975). In Lake Erie. for example. the increase
in the phosphorus concentration has been roughly proportional to the
increased human
population in the basin. and re ects. in addition to direct
loadings of sewage.
substantial inputs from nutrient runoff as a consequence of land~bas
ed activities
(Francis et al. 1979).
2. Changes in primary productivity. Changes in primary producti
vity often
follow changes in nutrient availability. In Lake Erie the response
to increased
phosphorus loading was a tripling of the average algal biomass and
an overall algal
productivity increase of 20-fold because of increased spring and
autumn production (Regier and Hartman 1973). Our designation of ecosyst
em dysfunction involves both untoward increases or decreases in productivity.
since both signify
fundamental changes.
Stresses other than eutrophication generally cause a decrease in primary
pro
ductivity. In Jeffrey pine stands at lower elevations of Sequoia and
Los Padres
National Forests. premature needle die-off was attributed to oxidant
air pollution
(Williams l980). In white pine stands in the eastern United States.
chronic air
pollution has reduced productivity through reduced foliar biomass.
as evidenced
by stunted needles and premature needle loss (Mann et al. l980).
Natural stresses such as intense and chronic insect pressure
also may affect
primary productivity. One case (Morrow and LaMarche 1978) involves
native
Australian eucalyptus trees. Following insecticide treatments which
reduced the
grazing pressure of phytophagous insects, the annual growth rate
of subalpine
eucalyptus was considerably enhanced.
It may be that on theoretical grounds the ratio of productivity to
biomass is a
better response indicator than productivity alone. because productiv
ity some-

times increases and sometimes decreases in response to stressors (as in the
above

examples; see tables 1. 2). The P/B ratio. however. almost always
increases
(Margalef 1975). In the present work we retain the simpler notion of productiv
ity

since few studies that we have seen provide data to examine the PH? ratio and its

change under stress.
3. Changes in species diversity One of the most widespread signs of
ecosys-

tem response to distress is a reduction in species diversity. Patrick (1967) documented this in her now-classical studies of the effect of pollutants on estuarine

diatom communities. Similar results have been found in a wide variety of ecosys-

tems affected by various stresses. such as SO: emissions. radiation exposure. etc.
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1978). Woodwell (1967, p. 463), with reference to pollutant stressors acting on
terrestrial ecosystems, observes that changes in the environment. whether

T KBLI. 2
CHARACTERISTIC RESPONSE or ECOSYSTEMS To STRESS
Primary
Productivity
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~

+

+
+

brought about by

sudden changes in climate or catastrophicallv bv

re or

Windstorm or even by fallout from a bomb, . . . tend to bejust the reverse ofthose
occurring during a normal succession: the communities are simpli ed. niches are
opened, the nutrient inventory accumulated during succession is lost at least
partially, the community becomes less stable. and a new succession begins.
possibly marked by large uctuations in populations that reproduce rapidly (such
as insects) and can exploit the open niches.
Retrogression refers to the reversal of autogenic succession (Margalef 1975). It
is documented for terrestrial ecosystems in the aftermath of disturbances such as
re, physical restructuring. and pollutant discharges, and for aquatic ecosystems

in the aftermath of disturbances such as damming ofa river (Isom 197] ). nutrient
loading. and various other stresses (Francis et al. 1979).
There has been much confusion about whether eutrophication of aquatic systems from cultural loading of nutrients fosters or hinders natural succession. The

+
+
+
+

Nora Signs (+ or ) indicate directions of change compared with normal functioning of rela
tively unstressed systems.
Characteristic response not suf ciently determined.

(Woodwell I970; Gorham and Gordon 1960: Freedman and Hutchinson l980u).
The few exceptions to this general tendency are usually found when the stress

results in a type of physical restructuring which increases habitat diversity. In the
Finnish countryside, avian species diversity was higher in those rural areas with
some settlement activity than in the uninhabited surrounding forests (Nuorteva
1971). In areas where silvicultural practices such as strip clear-cutting have taken

place. bird abundance and diversity were greaterithan in uncut control plots
(Crawford and Titterington 1979).
Moore (1983) pointed to ndings that suggest that stress. if not too severe.
serves to increase diversity. As an example. Moore cited the action of keystone
species in preventing their prey from dominating an ecosystem through dispro~
portionate commandeering of resources. Stresses of this type are internal rather
than external to the system and akin to eustress, that is. the system is well adapted
to and indeed dependent on the stress.
4. Retrogression It is hardly surprising that stress on natural ecosystems
tends to shift species composition in favor of those species best adapted to new

confusion seems to stem from a common coincidence ofincreased cultural loading

of both nutrients and sediments. Sediment loading causes lakes to ll in faster than
normal and thus leads to premature aging and death as it becomes transformed
into land. The shallower a lake. the more effectively a given level of nutrient
loading will cause eutrophication (Vollenweider 1968). Filling in of a lake with
sediments thus causes simultaneousgeomorphological senescence and ecological
juvenescence or retrogression. In aquatic systems. oligotrophication is the term

sometimes applied to the natural process of ecological succession. i.e.. homologous to ecological succession on land following a forest re or cessation of
cultivation of a eld.
5. Changes in size distribution of species A general effect of stress on both

terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems is a reduction in the average size of dominant
biota, at least temporarily. Woodwell s study (1967) ofthe effects of experimental

irradiation on a forest ecosystem clearly shows reduced size in dominant vegeta-

tion. In this case, a single source of radiation was suspended several meters above

ground in the middle ofa late successional oak-pine forest. After 6 mo. ve welldelineated vegetation zones were apparent. In the central area (in which exposures exceeded 200 R per day) only mosses and lichens survived. Surrounding this
was a zone consisting mainly of sedges and a few sprouts ofa heath-shrub layer. A
third more distant zone consisted mainly of shrubs. A fourth zone contained oak

trees. but no pine, and the fth zone (farthest from the radiation source) had the

original oak-pine community still intact. Exposures in this least damaged zone
were less than 2 R per day.

and harsher environmental conditions. In general. exotics or locally rare species

Chronic air pollution, such as $0; discharges from a smelter on the boreal forest
(Freedman and Hutchinson l980a, l980b; Gorham and Gordon 1963). produces
similar effects (Woodwell I970). Gorham and Gordon s study (I963) ofthe impact
of a smelter onrthe surrounding boreal forest showed clearly that the smaller

sional process, e.g., the spread of the herb Artemisia tilesii at the SOz-fumigated

conifers were especially sensitive. Some species (white pine) were eliminated as
far as 26 km from the smelter discharge. and the entire overstory disappeared

tend to displace native abundant species and the invaders are more opportunistic
in character and tend to be shorter-lived. In this sense. stress alters the character
of a community in the direction of less mature systems. Thus. a kind of retrogression occurs, that is, an apparent reversion to an earlier stage of the succes
area of the Smoking Hills (Northwest Territories, Canada; Hutchinson et al.

l-M__

_____.

vegetation (herbs) was

moretolerant than the overstory (tree) species and that the
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Within a radius of 4.6 km. Close to the smelter (1.6 km), only a few species of
herbs survived.
Several mechanisms might account for reduced size of vegetation under stress.
Woodwell (1967) suggests that the smaller vegetation has an advantage with

respect to energy income and expenditures, leaving more surplus energy available
for maintenance and repair. As the size of the plant increases. maintenance
requirements increase faster than income (from photosynthesis), thus depleting
energy available for repair. Alternatively, smaller vegetation may be better able to
protect reproductive tissues, by virtue of the fact that these sensitive tissues are
either below ground or close to ground level for many sedges and grasses.

Raunkiaer (1910) suggested the importance of this meristem protection as a
response to overall climate, especially cold. We suggest it for many other stresses
including pollutants. Sedges and grasses readily recover from most contact
stresses (e.g., air pollution, wind, re) because their meristems are protected
below ground, whereas shrubs and trees largely lack this ability because their
apical buds are suspended as targets in the air.
Fauna, too, decrease in size with stress. For example, as a consequence of
pollution, eutrophication, harvesting, and introduction of exotic species, there has
been a marked decrease in the average size of fish in the Laurentian lower Great
Lakes. Historically. perhaps 50% of the total biomass o'fall sh in these lakes was
contributed by individuals in excess of5 kg; today, the corresponding gure is less
than 1 kg (Regier 1979). The shery, once dominated by the larger, longer lived
benthic species (including sturgeon, lake White sh, lake trout, walleye, northern
pike), is now dominated by the relatively small, shorter-lived, nonnative species
(primarily the offshore pelagics, e.g., alewife and rainbow smelt).
6. Other signs of distress. Less well documented symptoms of ecosystem

distress include alterations in disease incidence and changes in amplitude of

uctuations in component populations.
A good many studies have touched on changes in disease incidence with stress,
one of the most-cited being the effect of oxidant pollution in rendering ponderosa
pine more vulnerable to attack by bark beetle (Dahlsten and Rowney 1980).

Whether disease incidence is promoted or retarded by stress depends, however,

on whether the impact is more serious for the hosts or their parasites (predators).
In forest ecosystems (Kozlowski 1980), fungal attacks are often reduced by air

pollution since pollutants are often more toxic to the pathogen than to the host. In

some instances, this depends on the timing of the stress with respect to the
disease-vector life cycle.

The differential effects of acid rain on the incidence of tomato blight provide an
example (Shriner and Cowling 1980). In the inoculum-dissemination stage. acid
rain retards blight (for this reason acid buffer sprays are sometimes used to protect
tomato plants from blight damage). At a l ater stage of the disease-vector life cycle,
however, acid rain enhances blight by increasing penetrability of host tissue

through its effect on erosion of the leaf-surface cuticle.
Disease incidence is also an indicator of stress on aquatic ecosystems. For

example, insecticides have been implicated in increasing susceptibility of sh to
infection (Larkin 1974, p. 57). In some Swiss lakes, Roth and Geiger (1972) noted
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that cyprinids increased markedly in abundance as a consequence of one or more
stresses related to harvesting (of more preferred species), to eutrophication, to
modi cations of in owing streams, etc. When cyprinid populations became
dense, massive outbreaks of disease often occurred. These involved a number of
different pathogenic bacteria, some of which survived for abnormally long periods
in the more enriched parts of the aquatic environment.
The amplitude of uctuations of populations within stressed ecosystems gener-

ally increases as a result of destabilization of population buffering mechanisms. In
the Laurentian lower Great Lakes

shery, eutrophication and opportunistic

shing contributed to increasingly erratic uctuations in the commercial catch of

long-lived native species (Regier and Hartman 1973). Of course, to the extent that
stress induces ecosystem retrogression, further instability arises from a shift in
species dominance to favor opportunistic shorter lived species.
Management strategies which are directed toward smoothing out marked oscillations in ecosystem behavior which are normal to the long term maintenance of
the system are themselves stressful. The exclusion of re in the boreal forest
provides a well-documented example (Heinselman 1971). In such cases, the
applied stress temporarily may reduce uctuations, but over the longer term
probably will have catastrophic consequences.
AN ECOSYSTEM-LEVEL DISTRESS SYNDROME

The signs or symptoms of distressed ecosystems do not generally appear in
isolation. Indeed, the postulate of a linked set of symptoms has been a recurring
theme in ecological writings. Margalef(l975), for example, observes that signs of
distress include reductions in species diversity, increases in nutrient leaching, and
an increase in the ratio of productivity to biomass. Woodwell (1970. p. 249)
remarks that the patterns produced by pollutants are similar for a number of

ecosystems and are characterized especially by simpli cation of the structure of
both plant and animal communities, shifts in the ratio of gross production to total
respiration, and loss of part or all ofthe inventory of nutrients. Structurally. the
impact of pollution involves a shift away from complex arrangements of special-

ized species toward the generalist; away from the forest, toward hardy shrubs and
herbs; . . . away from diversity in birds, plants and sh toward monotony; away

from tight nutrient cycles toward very loose ones with terrestrial systems becom

ing depleted, and with aquatic systems becoming overloaded; away from stability

toward instability especially with regard to sizes of populations of small, rapidly
reproducing organisms such as insects and rodents that compete with man . .

(Woodwell 1967, p. 432).

For aquatic ecosystems, Regier and Cowell (1972) suggest that stress. whether
it occurs as shing exploitation, toxic waste disposal, dumping of nontoxic organic wastes and nutrients. or nutrient enrichment. usually produces similar
ecosystem effects. Stress is manifest by reductions in the stability and diversity of
aquatic ecosystems. elimination ofthe longer-lived, larger species, and a tendency
to favor short-lived opportunistic species. The latter tendency is especially pro-
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nounced with eutrophication. Thus at the ecosystem level. one can draw an
analogy (Rapport et al. I981) to what Selye (1975) has termed the biological
distress syndrome."
There are. however, important differences in the mechanisms related to distress
at ecosystem and physiological levels. At the physiological level. the common
responses of mammalian systems to a variety of stresses re ects emotional
arousal or awareness" to them (Pickering 1981. p. 3). No obvious parallel mechanism exists in ecosystems. Ecosystems. so far as we know. do not feel pain. At
the ecosystem level. the remarkable parallelism or coincident effects in ecosystem

DIAGNOSTIQ

C

I.

response to stress (Margalef 1975) are not ascribable to a single mechanism.
except perhaps in the context of Margalef s information conceptualization.
We make several observations with respect to the appearance of the general
distress syndrome. First. seldom do all symptoms occur immediately. Usually
there is a progression which might. in some cases. offer a limited diagnostic
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Reichle 1980: Kozlowski I980). Bormann (I983) perceives a somewhat similar
pattern of decline of the forest ecosystem under increasingly severe air pollution
stress. In the earliest stages. the life cycle ofsensitive species may be affected
with detectable changes in reproductive success and predisposition to insect and
fungus attacks. This change may also be re ected in reduced photosynthesis and

A. Bio Accu-ulatora
- narcury/valleye
- DDT, lirex, PCI'a/hatring [uila

Hiatological Abnormalitiea
- liver hiatopathology/benchic fiah

EARLY WARNING

C.

RETROSPECTIVE

Indicator Special
- cladophora, lake trout

:

potential. For example. air pollution effects on forested ecosystems (from SO:
emissions) may be observed rst in losses of soil nutrients accompanied by
accumulation of leaf litter caused by reduced microbial activity. These initial

symptoms may be followed by a reduction in primary productivity. increased tree
mortality (as a result of insect attacks). and nally a shift in species composition.
involving the invasion of smaller. shorter-lived. exotic species (O Neill and

3/

D. Sensitive Families
Ialnonids,

\~_

E. Ecoaylten Diatreas Syndroue
- ratio of benthic to pelagic fiah
apecieu diveraity
average size of dominant biota

tubificidae,

cyanophyceae, chlorophyceae

NON-SPECIFIC

Fto. l. Indicators of ecosystem dysfunction. These 5 classes of indicators are commonly
used to signal environmental change. Examples are taken from the history of transformation
of Lake Erie. Virtually no group has the advantage of being both early warning and diagnostic. The assertion of causality between histopathology and environmental stress for

eld

situations remains somewhat speculative.

deleterious effects on nutrient cycling. As pollution stress increases. sensitive
species decline. With still more pollution stress, the community structure is
drastically altered. At this stage. the large plant forms give way to the smaller
forms. resulting in the marked size-structure changes observed by Gordon and

Gorham (1963) and Woodwell (I970).

This sequence involving changes in reproductive success. followed by loss of

sensitive species. and

nally change in size structure is also characteristic of

aquatic ecosystem response to some stresses. e.g.. acidi cation. Here the se
quence of symptoms typically i volves a reduction of zooplanktonic, crustacean

species. and benthic molluscs; fléllowed by a lack of young sh because of failure
to reproduce: followed by species changes in sh populations concomitant with
changes in the phytoplankton species. including loss of blue-green algae and
changes in diatom species: foll0wed by extinction of all crustaceans and sh. and
the predominant spread of benthic algae. Sphagnum and other mosses. and liver-

Third. symptoms of ecosystem distress are. for the most part. retrospective. In
this sense they are akin to vital signs in medicine. for changes in these are not
usually manifest until the disease process is somewhat advanced.
Fewer prospective indicators of stress at the ecosystem level have been suggested. compared with numerous signs found at the biochemical and histological

levels. In gure 1. we distinguish ve classes of environmental indicators based on

diagnostic and

early waming

capability. Few indicators are both early-warning

and diagnostic, particularly at the ecosystem level. though it can be argued that
the decline in vigor. followed by the demise of particular lichen species in response to air pollution by uorides or sulphur dioxide, may herald more general
and widespread problems for less susceptible species (Hawksworth and Rose

1976).

worts.

Second. there is an evident linkage among features of distressed ecosystem. As
shown in table 2. changes in primary productivity are linked with changes in

nutrient availability (e.g.. both indicators move in the same direction). Changes in

species diversity, size distribution. and the retrogression of the system are also
closely correlated.

AN ECOSYSTEM GENERAL-ADAPTATION SYNDROME

Recognizing that the appearance of an ecosystem distress syndrome often
re ects an advanced stage of ecosystem response to stress prompts us to raise the
question. What are the earlier stages in this process"?
Here again Selye s model provides a parallel. Selye (1974, p. 39) described three
stages in mammalian system responses to stressors: an alarm reaction in which

ECOSYSTEM BEHAVIOR UNDER srRrss
the body sh0ws

changes characteristic of the

(.39

rst exposure to a stressor"; a

coping reaction" or resistance stage" during which the signs characteristic of

the alarm reaction have virtually disappeared and resistance rises above normal ;

and an

exhaustion

phase in which

the body adaptation energy is virtually

exhausted, signs of disturbance again reappear. and unable to cope, death re-

sults." Selye attributes this outcome to some fundamental failure in the vitaliza~
tion process.
In their review of stress and cancer, Sklar and Anisman (1981. p. 369) re ne to
some extent the Selye paradigm. They comment.

The initial physiological reac-

tion to a stressor is believed to re ect adaptive changes to meet environmental
demands. With further stress. additional compensatory changes may also occur.

again in an attempt to meet the environmental demands placed on the organism. If

the stressor is suf ciently severe. continuous and protracted, the physiological

coping mechanisms may not be capable of preventing the eventual demise of the

organism. Behavioral coping is considered to be those responses that (3) reduce

the exposure of the organism to the stressor and (b) reduce the physiological
consequences of exposure to stressors that are otherwise observed."
Ecosystem equivalents to Selye s concepts of alarm reactions. coping mecha
nisms. and succumbing may be found in a number of case studies. This gives rise
to a sequence of events in which it may be possible to observe (1) initial effects of
a stress (equivalent to Selye s alarm reaction"); (2) feedback mechanisms that
are called into play at the ecosystem level to mitigate the effect of stress (the
coping reaction); and (3) in those cases in which these responses are inadequate. the transformation. or breakdown of the ecosystem. or in Holling s terms
(1973), the
ip of the system to another domain of attraction."
Alarm reactions The earliest indications of ecosystem response to stress may

be found in abnormal uctuations in sensitive populations or communities. abnormalities in reproduction. changes in the distribution of sensitive species, and in

the case of contaminant stress, biochemical or histological abnormalities within

populations and organisms. Such early-warning symptoms manifest themselves
primarily at the reproductive and species-speci c levels. Examples abound. The
disappearance or alteration in the species composition and size spectrum in
lichens may serve as an early warning indicator of chronic air pollution in forested
ecosystems (Hawksworth and Rose 1976). Failures in reproduction of herring

gulls (Peakall 1970) revealed the serious impacts of DDT and other toxic substances in the Laurentian lower Great Lakes. On the California coast. brown
pelicans ceased breeding and raising healthy young in the early l9705. while there
remained thousands of apparently healthy adults. This failure to reproduce was
linked to the presence of chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides from inland agricul

ture (Schreiber 1980). Char and closely related sh species (lake trout, herring.
White sh) are more sensitive to nutrient. toxic, and harvesting stresses than most
sh species; thus. a salmonid watcl. has been proposed as an early-warning
detection of threats to northern Canadian aquatic ecosystems (Maitland et al.
1981). Tubi cids have long been recognized as sensitive biological indicators of
adverse nutrient and toxic conditions in aquatic ecosystems (Brinkhurst 1966).
and the composition of the tubi cid community. as well astheir absolute abun-
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dance, is highly correlated with stress intensity from urbanization on the shores of
Lake Ontario (N. A. Thomas and W. A. Christie. MS).
More rarely. ecosystem-level effects are detectable prior to changes in species
or populations. For example, the impact of a lead smelter on a southeastern
Missouri forested ecosystem (Jackson and Watson 1977) was rst detectable by
the accumulation oflitter which suggests impaired decomposer activity. In a study
of the effects of toxic substances on terrestrial ecosystems. O Neill et al. (I977)

reported that the rst signs of disturbance were detectable in increased nutrient

leaching. well before any change in population or community parameters was
noted. This is now also occurring in areas subject to acid rain. with accelerated
leaching of foliar and soil calcium and magnesium.
Some biochemical early-warning indicators of stress that function primarily at
the organismal level might also apply at the ecosystem level. One suggestion along
these lines is adenylate energy charge ratios. The charge ratio based on the
cellular adenine concentrations (ATP, ADP. and AMP) has been proposed as a
measure of the energetic state of microbial populations in vivo (Witzel l979). The
ratio is de ned by the molar concentrations of adenine nucleotides: more
speci cally. (ATP + V: ADP):(ATP + ADP + AMP) (Atkinson and Walton 1967).
This ratio (which ranges theoretically between 0 and l) declines for microbial
population under starvation. If this proves to be an early-warning indicator of
community or ecosystem distress. then this might be analogous to the change in
adrenal hormone output in Selye s alarm stage.
Coping mechanisms. While ecologists still debate the point (McNaughton and
Coughenour 1981), it seems clear that ecosystems have cybernetic mechanisms

which operate to counteract the impact of stressors. at least to some extent. These

mechanisms may be chemical or biological in nature and in certain instances entail
deactivation of the stressor itself.
The ecosystem s ability to cope with speci c stresses appears. in part. to be a
function of its evolutionary history. Ecosystems which have evolved in relatively
unstable environments are more likely to resist moderate stresses from human
activity, especially those which mimic natural stresses. Thus boreal forest vegeta
tion which is subject to periodic burning might be able to cope with stresses such
as 50: which in its phytotoxic effect simulates ab0veground defoliation by burning. Some examples of preadaptation of ecosystems to stress are given in table 3.
Margalef (1975. p. 24]) suggests that Ecosystems that never have gone
through the selection of serious environmental stress.'such as tropical forests.

coral reefs and oligotrophic lakes will be the

rst to go.

whereas naturally

stressed ecosystems are more resilient to increased stress and can absorb more
disturbance due to increased stress short of nal catastrophe." Holling (1978. p.
34) holds a similar view: Natural systems are . . . continually being tested. and
their adaptation to that experience affects their response to new intrusions. Some
paleoecologists have suggested that the species complex within intertidal communities has changed less than that in deeper water communities. The former are
exposed to continual extremes through tidal movement; the latter experience a
much less variable world because of stabilizing properties of water. Hence. when
the inevitable unexpected occurs. the intertidal species can adapt while the
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ECOSYSTEM PREADAP'IATION ro STRESS

Chatelier and Braun.

Novel Stressor
Natural
Stressor

Boreal forest

Fire

Estuary

Nutrient

Tundra

Deciduous
forest
Prairies &
deserts

to Which System
Preadapted

50;
ux

Extremecold.

short growing
season
Winter factors
Drought

Mechanism of
Preadaptation

In terrestrial ecosystems. chemical feedback involves the conversion of toxic

Source

Raunkiaer l9l0

Industrial chemicals

lntercalary meristem
& underground over~
wintering organ
Cellular buffering

SO: & oil spills

Underground

Hutchinson I98]

Air pollutants
occurring during
winter episodes
SO; & fluoride

overwintering
organs
Dormant period
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area. Through the development of external loops. the system manages to
counteract the imposed change. apparently obedient to the principle of Le

TABLE 3

Ecosystem

632

Fisher 1977

compounds to less deleterious forms. Heavy metals are chelated in soil organic
matter. and gaseous SO: is converted to sulphate. With acute stress the main
mechanism of detoxi cation is dissipation and degradation. Both biological and
nonbiological processes are involved. Dissolution and diffusion expose the con
taminants to photo oxidation and other reactions energized by sunlight. while

transport onto soil or mud leads to both surface catalyzed reactions and. espe
cially. microbial degradation. . . . Perhaps the most important process of contami
nant destruction is volatilization followed by photo-oxidation in the atmosphere

(Neuhold and Ruggerio 1975. p. 16).
Low metabolic
rate. large no.
annuals surviving
by seed

Grasses with intercalary meristem

Throughout the resistance phase. there may be an increase in community
respiration which re ects the dissipation of energy to cope with stress (Lugo

1978). This constitutes a drain on the energy available to do useful work in the
ecosystem andthese changes in energy ows provide an indicator of stress (Odum
I967). Indexing the energy drain by the ratio of respiration to biomass yields an

indicator of broad applicability since the changes in energy ows presumably are
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deepwater species cannot." Fisher (I977) provides experimental evidence that
algal species cloned from the Sargasso Sea (a relatively stable environment) were
less resistant to novel chemical stresses (in the laboratory) than closely related

species from estuarine clones. He suggests that

physiological adaptations of

estuarine organisms to a particular set of pressures may enable them to tolerate a
multitude of other stresses" (p. 89]).
The precise mechanism whereby ecosystems resist or cope with stress varies.
One mechanism involves the replacement of the more stress-sensitive species

Niering and Goodwin (I974) describe the effects oflong-term herbicide spraying
in a forested area. Once the spraying program was terminated. the shrub system
did not revert back to forest. A similar phenomenon (O. Loucks. personal com-

tem such as productivity and nutrient cycling. For example. in northern hardwood

exhaustion from nutrient leaching (Smith 1981). The time scales being considered
may be of fundamental importance in the above examples.

with functionally similar. but more resistant species. This "congeneric homeostasis (Hill and Wiegert I980) preserves overall functional properties ofthe ecosys-

forests. resistance to effects of clear-cutting. in particular to the erosion of
nutrient capital. involves recolonization by vegetation well adapted to conserve

munication) has been observed in the eastern deciduous forests of Canada. where
abandoned farmland remains in shrubs. In tropical areas. land clearing often has
led to treeless areas and seemingly irreversible conditions. due in part to soil

Ecosystems may become more vulnerable to transformation from a given stress

nutn'ents (Marks and Bormann lglg; Bormann et al. 1974). In this case. recoloniz-

ifthis occurs along with other stresses. The effects of sulphur dioxide on particu

ing pin cherry played a role in conserving nitrogen and calcium in the ecosystem.

lar forest trees. such as white pine. very often appear to be exacerbated if elevated

Nitrogen uptake by this species was one-third greater in the recolonized site than
in the undisturbed ecosystem (Melillo and Bormann 1976).
Another mechanism involves external biogeochemical feedback loops. Mar-

galef (1981. p. 286) describes the manner in which aquatic ecosystems resist
eutrophication.

The characteristic response of ecosystems subjected to such

forms of stress is the development of external loops. which lead outside the
system of reference. through the atmosphere for the oxygen and nitrogen. and
through the sediment for the carbon and phosphorus. Forcing a system (i.e..
overfeeding it) means some extra input. and probably the use of some external
energy. accelerating primary production and the general ow of matter per unit

l x;

affected by many different types of stress. The community metabolism approach
to stress is reviewed by Lugo (1978).
Ecosystem breakdown For any homeostatic system. homeostasis cannot be
maintained inde nitely if stress is suf ciently prolonged or intense. For cases in
which ecosystem breakdown occurs. the removal of the stress may no longer be
suf cient to restore the system to its initial state.

levels of ozone also occur (Costonis 1971). Frequently. air pollution damage to
forests causes predisposition to injury or death by insects. especially bark beetles
(Dahlsten and Rowney 1980). In aquatic systems. synergistic interactions between
toxic metals have been described. In Sudbury area lakes. copper and nickel act

synergistically on a number of algal species. whereas increasing calcium levels
reduce the individual toxic effects (Hutchinson 1973). Similarly. copper-nickel
synergism has also been described for the oating aquatic plants Salri m a namns
and the duckweed Lemna va/diviana (Hutchinson and Czyrska I972). In the
severely stressed Green Bay of Lake Michigan, Harris et al. (1982) found that
ecological synergism among different stresses was quite common, unfortunately.
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Less often. stresses interact antagonistically. Where they do. vulnerability
to

Your)er

transformation is reduced. One case involves copper toxicity from a nearby

smelter (Whitby et al. I976) mitigated by sewage in ow to an Ontario lake;
the
unexpectedly healthy and abundant photoplankton community in a lake with a

ZMGKCZ

heavy metal content was attributed to the mitigating effects of sewage inputs in
which Organic ligands complexing potentially-toxic heavy metals seem to be

part of the answer . .
(p. 56). Another case involves cadmium toxicity to various unicellular algal species mitigated by increasing concentration of selenium
(Hutchinson 1973).
Repeated exposure to the same stress can cause stress fatigue leading to
ecosystem breakdown. This has been shown in the eld with experimentally

BURLINGTON

A
c- .

introduced oilings of salt marsh plants, Spartina anglit'a (Baker l97l). With 8

successive oilings. the peak density of Spartina shoots was reduced to less than
half those in the control plots. With 12 successive oilings. recovery was greatly
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delayed and the peak was reduced 10efold (Baker 197]).
The historic recovery of an upland area in Northern Ireland after repeated
episodes of land clearing also suggests the effects of stress fatigue. During the
period 5000 BC. to 1000 A.D., regeneration of the forest became progressively

weaker and led to more open conditions. Similarly. in the Jutland heath in

northern Germany. on base-poor soils the successive waves of regrowth got
progressively weaker until the forest ultimately failed to return (Dimbleby I978.
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p. 137).
One ofthe few empirical studies suggestive of all three phases ofthe ecosystem
General Adaptation Syndrome is that of Whillans (1979). He describes ( g. 2) the
phases of transformation in the nearshore sheries ofthree representative bays in

the Laurentian lower Great Lakes in the following terms: in the rst phase
(analogous to the alarm reaction ), there were rapid increases in the cumulative

recruitment of new species and in the total number of species uctuating in
abundance; in the second phase (coping). there was a leveling off of recruitment

and a diminution in the number of uctuating populations; in the nal phase
(succumbing), there was a rapid rise, once again. in the number of species drawn
into the transformation. The correspondence of these events to Selye s General
Adaptation Syndrome ( g. 3) is apparent.
While Whillans study focuses on sh populations and thus is, strictly speaking.
at the community level, the parameters of interest (e.g., species diversity and
uctuations) apply as well to the ecosystem level. A more convincing case might
be made of historical transformation in the lower Great Lakes. Unfortunately. by
the end of the 19th century the early phases of this transformation were well under
Way before monitoring sh communities and associated ecosystem parameters
commenced.

Fi(.. 2. Historic transformation in 3 bays ofthe Laurentian lower Great Lakes. A. Stress
peak: B. coping: C. intensifying stressi Solid curve is total number of species uctuating
in

abundance. Dashed curve is cumulative recruitment of new species into the transformation.
In the transformation of both systems. the initial symptoms of stress are reduced during the
resistance or coping phase and reappear or intensify in the nal phase. For the organism.
nal transformation is to a decomposer system (death). whereas for the ecosystem. the

the

transformation is to an alternative (degraded) state. Figure adapted from Whillans (I979).
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AN APPLICATION TO ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT OF THE GREAT LAKES

A systematic approach to the rehabilitation of damaged ecosystems and the
maintenance of ecosystem health requires an identi cation of the major effects or
symptoms of stress, in order to judge the health of the environment. Recent

Fic. 3. Three phases ofthe general-adaptation syndrome in organisms; A. alarm reaction;

8. stage of resistance; C. stage of exhaustion. Figure redrawn from Selye (1974).
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environmental legislation. international agreements and accords (e.g.. the 1978
Water Quality Agreement between Canada and the United States) have come to
recognize the importance of protecting the integrity of ecosystems and of
maintaining ecosystem health." It is thus a challenge to the scienti c community
to develop measures for assessing the quality of the natural environment.
The recognition of a general distress syndrome at the ecosystem level provides
clues about appropriate indicators and at the same time suggests the dif culty in

relating single indicators to speci c stresses. In the Great Lakes some of the more

stressed areas are the bays and streams where many man-made stresses have been
operating. often intensely. These degraded subsystems exhibit the general distress
syndrome. Because many of the stresses. if acting individually and to an extreme

degree. elicit at least some ofthe features ofthe syndrome. "one stress experts

have tended to ascribe primary causation to the particular stress that each under-

stood well. This has led to one-stress management plans and interventions that
often have not been effective. let alone ef cient.
An appreciation ofthe fact that many factors. acting separately orjointly. could

have a similar gross effect has led to an attempt to develop a practical approach

from this perspective (Francis et al. 1979). Several bays of the Great Lakes. each
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of which was subject to a number of different man-made stresses. have now been
studied. The types and approximate intensities of the mix of stresses could be
inferred from an examination of the types of user groups that intervened ecologically in one system (Regier et al. 1980: Harris et al. 1982). The likely ecological
responses. both speci c and general. from each stress could be inferred from case
studies related to impact assessment. From such beginnings. a fairly comprehen-

sive and detailed interdisciplinary set of conceptual frameworks was developed.
and now forms a basis for rehabilitation ofthe Great Lakes ecosystem (Francis et
al. 1979). Appropriate information services are now being developed (Regier and
Rapport 1983).
CONCLUDING STATEMENTS

Ecosystems exhibit considerable uniformity in their general response to various
stresses. From an examination of a number of case studies involving various

diverse ecosystems. a core set of ec05ystemcombinations of stresses acting
level signs of distress can be identi ed. The ecosystem distress syndrome (analo-
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from a priori theorizing at the population or community level. As is normally the

case in good science. improved predictability of responses should follow empirical
generalizations (Rigler I982).
Analogy based on the work of Selye in conceptualizing stress effects at the
physiological and organismic level has been used as a source of ideas to be tested

empirically. In all of this. Selye s concepts have shown considerable potential at

the ecosystem level. They also are contributing to the development oftools for the

diagnosis and treatment of ecosystems under stress (Rapport et al. 1981).
SUMMARY

The behavior of ecosystems under stress can be shown to be analogous to

Selye's characterization (I973. I974) ofthe response of higher organisms to stress.
The ecosystem-level distress syndrome is manifest through changes in nutrient

cycling. productivity. the size of dominant species. species diversity. and a shift in

species dominance to opportunistic shorter-lived forms. These symptoms of

ecosystem dysfunction are common in both terrestrial and aquatic systems under
various stress impacts including harvesting. physical restructuring. pollutant dis-

charges. introductions of exotic species, and extreme natural events (such as
disastrous storms or volcanic activity). The progression of appearance of symptoms under intensifying stress levels may be interrupted temporarily as ecosystem
homeostasis and homeorhetic mechanisms intercede. Inability to cope leads to
further dysfunctions and. perhaps. to irreversible ecosystem breakdown.
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gous to what Selye has termed the biological distress syndrome" at the organ-

ismic level) is largely nonspeci c with respect to the causal agent.

Not all signs or symptoms of ecosystem response to distress appear at the onset

of stress. Generally. there is a progression from symptoms speci c to particular
stresses (usually at the organism and population level) to less speci c signs at the
whole-ecosystem level. Ecosystems have a variety of homeostatic (or homeo-

rhetic) mechanisms. which may. for a time. mitigate the effects of stress. Under
prolonged. intensi ed, or repeated stress episodes. ecosystems eventually succumb.

Further understanding of the pattern of ecosystem transformation under stress
is more likely to emerge from empirical studies at the whole ecosystem level than
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Council on Environmental Quality

THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT OF 1969, AS AMENDED"

Executive Of ce of the President

An Act to establish a national policy for the environment, to provide for the

establishment of a Council on Environmental Quality, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of

America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as the "National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969.
PURPOSE

REGULATIONS

For Implementing The Procedural Provisions Of'l he

Sec. 2. The purposes of this Act are: To declare a national policy which will
encourage productive and enjoyable harmony between man and his environment;

NATIONAL

to promote efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage to the environment and

ENVIRONMENTAL

biosphere and stimulate the health and welfare of man; to enrich the

understanding of the ecological systems and natural resources important to the

POLICY ACT

Nation; and to establish a Council on Environmental Quality.

Setting Values
TITLE 1
DECLARATION OF NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
Sec. 101. (a) The Congress, recognizing the profound impact of man's activity

on the interrelations of all components of the natural environment, particularly the

profound influences of population growth, high density urbanization, industrial

expansion, resource exploitation, and new and expanding technological advances

and recognizing further the critical importance of restoring and maintaining
environmental quality to the overall welfare and development of man, declares
that it is the continuing policy of the Federal Government, in cooperation with State
and local governments, and other concerned public and private organizations, to

use all practicable means and measures, including financial and technical assistance,
in a manner calculated to foster and promote the general welfare, to create and
maintain conditions under which man and nature can exist in productive harmony,

and fulfill the social, economic, and other requirements of present and future

generations of Americans.

(b) In order to carry out the policy set forth in this Act, it is the continuing
responsibility of the Federal Government to use all practicable means, consistent
with other essential considerations of national policy, to improve and coordinate

Federal plans, functions, programs, and resources to the end that the Nation may

(1) fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as trustee of the
environment for succeeding generations;
(2) assure for all Americans safe, healthful, productive, and esthetically and
culturally pleasing surroundings;
(3) attain the widest range of beneficial uses ofthe environment without

TABLE OF CONTENTS
PART 1500- PURPOSE, POLICY. AND MANDATE . . .
PART 1501 NEPA AND AGENCY PLANNING . .
PART 1502 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT . .
PART 1503 COMMENTING . . .
PART 1504-PREDECISION REFERRALS TO THE COUNCIL OF PROPOSED FEDERAL
ACTIONS DETERMINED TO BE ENVIRONMENTALLY UNSATISFACTORY . . .
PART 1505- -NEPA AND AGENCY DECISIONMAKING . . .
PART 1506 OTHER REQUIREMENTS OF NEPA.. . .
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degradation, risk to health or safety, or other undersirable and unintended

consequences;

(4) preserve important historic, cultural, and natural aspects of our national
heritage, and maintain, wherever possible, an environment which supports

diversity, and variety of individual choice;
(5) achieve a balance between population and resource use which will permit
high standards of living and a wide sharing of life s amenities; and
(6) enhance the quality of renewable resources and approach the maximum
attainable recycling of depletable resources.
(c) The Congress recognizes that each person should enjoy a healthful
environment and that each person has a responsibility to contribute to the
preservation and enhancement of the environment. ...
*Pub. L. 91 190, 42 U.S.C. 4321 4347, January 1, 1970, as amended by Pub. L.
94 52, July 3,1975, and Pub. L. 94-83, August 9,1975.

PART ISOO PURPOSE, POLICY. AND MANDATE
1500.1 Purpose.

1500.2 Policy.

1500.3 Mandate.
1500.4 Reducing paperwork.
1500.5 Reducing delay.

1500 6 Agency authoritv

AUTHORITY: NEPA, the Environmental Quality Improvement Act of 1970, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 4371 et seq), section 309 of the Clean Air Act, as amended (42

U.S.C. 7609) and Executive Order 11514, Protection and Enhancement of
Environmental Quality (March 5, 1970 as amended by Executive Order 11991, May
24, 1977).
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DSS Context

51500.1 Purpose.

(3) The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) is our basic national charter
for protection of the environment. It establishes policy, sets goals (section 101), and
provides means (section 102) for carrying out the policy. Section 102(2) contains
"action-forcing' provisions to make sure that federal agencies act according to the
letter and spirit of the Act. The regulations that follow implement Section 102(2).

Their purpose is to tell Federal agencies what they must do to comply with the
procedures and achieve the goals of the Act. The President, the Federal agencies,
and the courts share responsibility for enforcing the Act so as to achieve the

substantive requirements of section 101.
(b) NEPA procedures must insure that environmental information is available to
public officials and citizens before decisions are made and before actions are taken.

The information must be of high quality. Accurate scientific analysis, expert agency
comments, and public scrutiny are essential to implementing NEPA. Most

important, NEPA documents must concentrate on the issues that are truly
significant to the action in question, rather than amassing needless detail.
(c) Ultimately, of course, it is not better documents but better decisions that

count. NEPA's purpose is not to generate paperwork even excellent
paperwork but to foster excellent action. The NEPA process is intended to help

public officials make decisions that are based on understanding of environmental

consequences, and take actions that protect, restore, and enhance the environment.
These regulations provide the direction to achieve this purpose.
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51500.3 Mandate . . .
Parts 1500 1508 of this Title provide regulations applicable to and binding on all
Federal agencies for implementing the procedural provisions of the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended (Pub. L. 91-190, 42 U.S.C. 4321 et
seq.) (NEPA or the Act) except where compliance would be inconsistent with other
statutory requirements. These regulations are issued pursuant to NEPA, the
Environmental Quality Improvement Act of 1970, as amended (42 U.S.C.4371et
seq.) Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 7609) and Executive

Order 11514, Protection and Enhancement of Environmental Quality (March 5,
1970, as amended by Executive Order 11991, May 24, 1977). These regulations,
unlike the predecessor guidelines, are not confined to Sec. 102(2) (C)

(environmental impact statements). The regulations apply to the whole of section

102(2). The provisions of the Act and of these regulations must be read together as
a whole in Order to comply with the spirit and letter of the law. It is the Council s
intention that judicial review of agency compliance with these regulations not occur
before an agency has filed the final environmental impact statement, or has made a
final finding of no significant impact (when such a finding will result in action
affecting the environment), or takes action that will result in irreparable injury.
Furthermore, it is the Council's intention that any trivial violation of these
regulations not give rise to any independent cause of action. ...

Deciding
PART 1505 NEPA AND AGENCY DECISIONMAKING
Sec.

Internal Transducing
51500.2 Policy.

Federal agencies shall to the fullest extent possible:
(a) Interpret and administer the policies, regulations and public laws of the
United States in accordance with the policies set forth in the Act and in these
regulations.

(b) Implement procedures to make the NEPA process more useful to
decisionmakers and the public; to reduce paperwork and the accumulation of

extraneous background data; and to emphasize real environmental issues and
alternatives. Environmental impact statements shall be concise, clear, and to the
point, and shall be supported by evidence that agencies have made the necessary

environmental analyses.
(c) integrate the requirements of NEPA with other planning and environmental
review procedures required bylaw or by agency practice so that all such procedures
run concurrently rather than consecutively.

(d) Encourage and facilitate public involvement in decisions which affect the

quality of the human environment.

(e) Use the NEPA process to identify and assess the reasonable alternatives to

proposed actions that will avoid or minimize adverse effects of these actions upon

the quality of the human environment.

(f) Use all practicable means, consistent with the requirements of the Act and
other essential considerations of national policy, to restore and enhance the quality

of the human environment and avoid or minimize any possible adverse effects of

their actions upon the quality of the human environment.

1505.1 Agency decisionmaking procedures.

1505.2 Record of decision in cases requiring environmental impact statements.
1505.3 Implementing the decision.
AUTHORITY: NEPA, the Environmental Quality Improvement Act of 1970, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 4371 et seq.), Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, as amended (42
U.S.C. 7609), and Executive Order 11514, Protection and Enhancement of
Environvmental Quality (March 5, 1970, as amended by Executive Order 11991, May
24, 1977).

51505.1 Agency decisionmaking procedures.
Agencies shall adopt procedures (51 507.3) to ensure that decisions are made in

accordance with the policies and purposes of the Act. Such procedures shall include
but not be limited to:
(a) Implementing procedures under Section 102(2) to achieve the requirements
of Sections 101 and 102(1).
(b) Designating the major decision points for the agency's principal programs
likely to have a significant effect on the human environment and assuring that the
NEPA process corresponds with them.
(c) Requiring that relevant environmental documents, comments, and responses

be part of the record in formal rulemaking or adiudicatory proceedings.

(d) Requiring that relevant environmental documents, comments, and responses
accompany the proposal through existing agency review processes so that agency

officials use the statement in making decisions.
(e) Requiring that the alternatives considered by the decisionmaker are
encompassed by the range of alternatives discussed in the relevant environmental
documents andthat the decisionmaker consider the alternatives described in the

environmental impact statement. If another decision document accompanies the
relevant environmental documents to the decisionmaker, agencies are encouraged

to make available to the public before the decision is made any part of that
document that relates to the comparison of alternatives.

.S

51505.2 Record of decision in cases requiring environmental impact statements.

At the time of its decision (51506.10) or, if appropriate, its recommen
dation to
Congress, each agency shall prepare a concise public record of decision.
The record,

which may be integrated into any other record prepared by the agency, including

that required by OMB Circular A 95 (Revised), part I, section 6 (c) and (d), and
part
ll, section 5(b)(4), shall:
(a) State what the decmon was.

(b) Identify all alternatives considered by the agency in reaching its decision,
specifying the alternative or alternatives which were considered to'be

environmentally preferable. An agency may discuss preferences among alternatives
based on relevant factors including economic and technical considerations and

agency statutory missions. An agency shall identify and discuss all such factors
including any essential considerations of national policy which were balanced by
the agency in making its decision and state how those considerations entered into
its decision.
(c) State whether all practicable means to avoid or minimize environmental

harm from the alternative selected have been adopted, and if not, why they were
not. A monitoring and enforcement program shall be adopted and summarized
where applicable for any mitigation.

Monitoring
51505.3 Implementing the decision.

Agencies may provide for monitoring to assure that their decisions are carried
out and should do so in important cases. Mitigation (§1505.2(c)) and other

conditions established in the environmental impact statement or during its review
and committed as part of the decision shall be implemented by the lead agency or

other appropriate consenting agency. The lead agency shall:
(a) Include appropriate conditions in grants, permits or other approvals.
(b) Condition funding of actions on mitigation.

(c) Upon request, inform cooperating or commenting agencies on progress in

carrying out mitigation measures which they have proposed and which were
adopted by the agency making the decision.
(d) Upon request, make available to the public the results of relevant
monitoring.

[The Environment Minister] today announced the formation of the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Research Council (CEARC) to
advise on scientific improvements to environmental assessment in
Canada.
Under the auspices of the Federal Environmental Assessment Review

Office (FEARO) the Council will advise government, industry, and

universities on ways to improve the scientific, technical, and
procedural bases for environmental impact assessment; a planning
tool that is becoming increasingly important for decision-makers.
[The Minister] said that the Council was formed in response to one of
the key recommendations in the milestone report "An Ecological
Framework for Environmental Impact Assessment in Canada"
published by FEARO in 1983. The report reflects conclusions emerging
from a major co operative investigative effort involving 10 intensive
workshops held across the country attended by experts from federal
and provincial governments, industry, and universities. . . . [The
objective of CEARC] is to encourage new ideas and research directed
towards improving the concept, practice and effectiveness of assessing
the social and environmental effects of development.
CEARC will:
- advise

government,

industrial,

and

academic

research

organizations;
identify the priority of research needs, from an environmental
perspective;

- promote state of the art reviews of relevant research topics;
and
encourage the development of multi-sectoral approaches to
research problems of common concern. . . .

Some of the research themes to be considered by the Council include:

No amount of sophistication is going to allay the fact that
all your knowledge is about the past and all your decmons
are about the future.
l. H.Wi|son

(a) scientific protocols for the prediction of change and
environmental monitoring;
(b) risk analysis and the management of uncertainty;
(c) procedures and methodology for information management
and decision-making;
(d) identification of administrative and procedural difficulties;
(e) mitigation and compensation; and
(f) post-project evaluation.
Minister, Environment Canada, Release to the wire services,
January 30, 1984
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With the benefit of hindsight, we note that "an invisible college" of
Great Lakes experts of many disciplines emerged about 1960.
Originally much of the leadership of this community came from some
of the basin's major universities; researchers from these institutions
had collaborated only irregularly on studies of various lake problems
during the preceding 50 years or so. . . . Some of these university
researchers developed close working relationships with researchers
and managers from government agencies of various levels as well as
with others in the universities.
Over the years various formal references by the two countries to the
IJC have helped to strengthen and broaden this network of
researchers and administrators.

Canada In l93l petitioned In Interna-

A
GULF
DIVIDED

tional Court or Justice to determine a
dude maritime boundary covering the
continental MT and minutes sons: in
theGull olMaine sodiuth waters.
The US.elalsntothswatetaofthe
GulfandGaomsIankwwbasedons
cornbtnstlon of two ar'uns-ts.Onewas

By Michael Crowley

follow a frontal extedoa of Athena's
coast. The second argument was mob.in] in nature.aarnelythateadcountry
isould be summed with the Mt
olthafrsh reeourcesol theprtociple
banks in its area. This would barre [teen
German Bani: and Irowns lanlt to the

National Research Council of the United States and The Royal
Society of Canada, The Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement:
An Evolving Instrument for Ecosystem Management (1985)

Canadians and
Amertans.

Georges

Bank

to

the

The Canadians m with a propoead bomdary line that was roughly
equidistant between the two nations'

coasts. They need the Cape Cod Canal for

the outer limit of the American coast be-

uuae. they said. Nantucket and Cape Cod

The . . . participants reviewed the recommendations derived from
meetings held by the Dartmouth Environmental Studies Program and
co-sponsoring organizations in Washington, Ottawa, Vancouver,
654

Helena,

Minneapolis,

Evanston,

Ann

Arbor,

Toronto,

Montreal,

Boston, and Philadelphia. These meetings discussed the usefulness of
establishing a transboundary environmental network and evaluated
the desirability of various elements of such a network.
These meetings identified not only a number of regional
environmental problems, but also demonstrated concern for some
problems that seem to be boundary wide in nature, e.g., the transport
of toxic waste across borders, acid rain, and airborne toxics. In all cities
there was interest in sharing information on a boundary wide basis
both about the nature of these i55ues and about mechanisms and
institutional ways of dealing with the problems effectively.
[A]lmost all of the meeting participants believed that a computerized
network would be key tosuch information sharing and said that their
organizations already possessed the computer hardwareto make their
connection to such a system possible. While the various meetings

noted different purposes such a network could serve, there was

surprising agreement when these proposed programs were raised at
other meetings.

Actions Considered by Participants of a Meeting Convened at
Dartmouth

College

April

4 5,

1986,

concerning

the

establishment of a Canada United States Environmental Policy
Network (flier received in IJC-Washington April 28, 1986)

Midnight Friday. October 26. I984.
That was the night the new boundary line

between the United States and Canada
went into effect. and New England s oil shore shermen lost part of the Gulf of
Maine and a section of Georpa Bank to
the Canadians.
Sword shermen. dragers and offshore

lobstermen who once shed the northeast
corner of Georges Bank and the eastern
part of the gulf were suddenly pushed to
the westward. where they

have to com-

perc with the inshore fleet for an already
depicted stock of l'ui sh and lobsters.
Donald Jones. a drauerrnan from Deer
Isle who winter shes 30 to 50 miles
northeast of Mt. Dessrl,says of the new

and island communities like lsle au Ham
and Deer Isle, fishermen have worked
Brawns Bank. German Bank. Banquereau.
the Middle Grounds and Western Bank
(the area around Sable Island). the Grand
Bantu of Newfoundland. and the waters

off Labrador and Iceland.
They hsvc sailed 'ai plleys. sloops.

diallcps. pinltys. sehooners. and. with

the advent of power. the eastern-rigged
drauer and the stern trawler, Other than
being limited by Canada s l2-rnile territorial waters. New En and'i shermen
have raan north and east with little
hindrance.
Then n me years ago the U3. sherruan s freedom to set his gear wherever he

boundary: 1 think it stinks. It's goin to

wanted to was drastiully restricted. in

believes, are going to have a hard tune
finding enough Fish to pay for fuel, ill-lb

apnea all their shores. Not only did thu
more exclude the New England shermen
from the waters of Canada s Maritime
Provinces, but also the two countries'

make it awfully hard on us. especially the
or; boats. The boats over 70 (unions:

ance and bank payments. though he
thinks the smaller boats may be able to

persevere.

"The new boundary has been 90 percent devastating. says Stewy lobblns.

an o shore lobsterman. who is also from

Deer Isle. Lobstennen. he says. have lost

almost roo percent of the bottom they
had been shing. Like the other Mermen. they have been pushed to the westwsrd by the new boundary, and Robbins

says there's just not much pod pound
to the wat."

l976 Canada and the United States unl-

The World Justices. however. found
neither nutrient to be equitable. They
drew theb boundary lhe on the basis of

what they felt to be a more realistic [co
yaphial relationship between the US.

and Canada. The rst sector emphasize
the lateral adjacency between the coasts
of Maine and Nova Scotla. while the
second sector draws a median line be»
tween Nova Sootis and Iaaaadrusetts.
As a result of the new boundary,

America's aword shennen have lost sortie
of their most productlse waters over the
northeast auction of Georges Bank. More
than 100 large US. offshore dran (m
the 80-foot to l20-loot range) have to
fmd new ponds, whle the Canadians

fisheries

now have most of the scallop beds the
New Iadford fleet sued to fish.
Once the more to the westward was
made. arches for the tamer drama went

daitns overlapped h the Gulf of Maine
and its adjacent waters. and neither dde
wlawlllutoueehtotheother.

Landings i ormeol thearnallerdrsuers
went rmwmotumzsnoommd

laterally stablished

Mm

e

Mwasonsofthemosteeriouslns
hbtory of Wes between the U5. and
Canada over tmltorhl rights in the Gulf
of Maine and on Georges Bank. The sh-

eries cont'ller invoked only the water and
neourcea that lived in it. But since the
l960's, the two countries had been anu-

American fishermen haven't aways
been so con ned. in the last 300 years

ing met a continental melt boundary
hue that was brouyrt about by oil and
gas exploration. As with the fisheries. lt

cester, New Redford. Boston. Portland

line that was acceptable to both nations.
Vllth no solution in sight for all or
sheries, anrhasadors from the U5 and

they have ranged far and wide aero- the
North Atlantic's o shore fishing youndt.
From the New Erin ports of Glou-

were geographical anomalies and there
fore not viable basepoints for calculating
equidistance.

proved impossible to draw a boundary

from 70.000 M. to 30M be. a trip.

at least one iobstaenn reported a arch
0! only ooadxth of what be normally

would hate taken.
moldy. New Nana's Mix industry lslolsr toseendorehaswesasa
result ofthe new UMn boundary.

but what the long-term dim will be
and what the industry will look lie-even
a year from now-is perhaps has: answered
by mammoth-'1 bow.
Mkhael vaiey rs a rum! inn/"bum!
tn Ill: National Fm, and otherIrma! untied and Mule We»:

two JOURNAL
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covering two-thirds of the country A thorough
familiarity with existing knowledge on the species
is essential to estimating its numbers at the site,

judging the condition of the occurrence, assessing
its viability and defensibility, and anticipating stewardship problem.
The next step is to review all available materials on the site itself: occurrence records from the
heritage program, eld surveys. topographic maps,
aerial photographs. and so on. Finally, the preserve
designer visits the site itself and then ascertain:
from specialists like soil scientists and engineers
just how the system and its workings may affect the
health and welfare of the signi cant species. On the

ECOLOGY
FORUM
No. 50
by Robert Chipley
Director, Preserve Selection and Design

PRESERVE DESIGN
AND MIGRATORY SPECIES

basis of the review and survey work. the Conservancy will plot onto an enlarged section of a topo
graphic map the boundaries the preserve must have
in order to sustain the occurrence, as well as the
boundaries of a minimum surrounding buffer area
(often necessary for management purposes or for
keeping encroaching development at bay). Land
ownership is then researched and the tract boundarics drawn in on the same map or an overlay.
Once the tracts are ranked as to their importance

to the element for which the preserve is being created, the Conservancy sets to work protecting the
land.
This preparation, though it adds to the costs of

the project. is both necessary and economical in

the long run. By way of illustration, a Conserv-

ancy preserve established some
tect a highly endangered plant
world population is found at
threatened by plans to develop

time ago to pro(two~thirds of its
the site) is now
a ridge above it.

Because The Nature Conservancy is working to
protect habitat for the rarest and most endangered
species including those that are down to their
last populations we have a special obligation to
see that any proposed preserve really will do the
job. We have had to become experts at designing

plant at this key location. Had we anticipated the
problem and included the ridge within the boundaries. we would have spared ourselves time and

sanctuary the biological requirements of the spe-

money and spared the plant this threat. Now that
we understand better what the "adequate" boundaries of the preserve should be. we are working to
establish them.

preserves to safeguard and perpetuate these natural
elements. Many factors come into play in determining the appropriate size and con guration of a
Cies it supports, the disposition of adjacent lands.
drainage patterns. existing waste disposal systems.
and possible problems with pollution, to name a
few.
For stationary or sedentary elements. such as
plants and many animals, the process is relatively
straightforward. Once a site has been selected. by

virtue of its documented habitat values. Conservancy scientists begin an extensive review of all
source materials on the biology of the target spe-

cies. Comprehensive information is generally avail-

able from one of the natural heritage programs
(Conservancy designed inventories of ecologically

signi cant elements and their occurrences) now

if such alterations occur, the resulting change in
drainage patterns may well damage the sensitive

Not surprisingly, choosing and designing preserves to support migratory species can be more
complicated. Many sites host migrants only brie y.
their primary signi cance arising from the fact that

they lie somewhere between points A and B and
are suitable for some temporary need. Many of the
Conservancy's preserves fall into this category
(we have long lists to demonstrate it), but

so do

city parks and suburban backyards. Th0ugh these
areas are undeniably useful to the migrants. the
destruction of any one of them would not substantially reduce the numbers of a particular species. If we really intend to help migratory animals.
we have to focus on the bottlenecks in their life
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histories that is, those places where they are most
concentrated and/or most vulnerable to disturbance. These include not only breeding grounds
but also regular stopover or

staging

areas and

important overwintering sites.
Some bottlenecks are strictly geographic: places
like Cape May in New Jersey. Long Point in Ontario. and Block Island, Rhode island (all of which

are sites of Conservancy projects) are the last

touch-down points for birds before long joumeys
over water. The migrants gather at these locations
to wait out unfavorable winds and weather. Even
more critical are areas offering a resource on which
the migrants utterly depend. And when the migrant
is an endangered species. disruption at even one

of these sites can spell disaster for a signi cant
portion of its entire population. The Conservancy

has been working assiduously to select and design

preserves at such pressure points.

One interesting case is the Crystal River Manatee Sanctuary. Manatees on Florida's Gulf Coast
spend summers near the mouth of the Suwannee
River (the Conservancy has protected prime acreage here). But when coastal water temperatures
begin to drop, these federally endangered marine
mammals migrate some 50 miles to the south.
where up to 120 of them more than ten percent
of the US. population congregate around warm
springs in Crystal River's King s Bay. By purchasing 14 islands, privately owned submerged lands.
and an upland buffer zone (which. if developed.
might have threatened the preserve). the Con
servancy secured the wintering site last year.
Though only 54 acres in area, the preserve pro
tects one of just six natural warm-water refuges

for the species

A current Conservancy project at Hubbard's
Cave, Tennessee, accommodates another federally endangered species at a critical point in its life
cycle. Gray bats which migrate, often in large

groups, from summer caves to cooler winter caves

are more vulnerable in the latter. where they are
most concentrated. Disturbance during hibernation
depletes the bats' energy reserves, which can be
fatal. Nine major hibernacula (including Hubbard's Cave. on which the Conservancy holds an
option) support 95 percent of the entire gray bat
population. In designing its projected preserve

mon in its breeding grounds on the Atlantic Coast.
Great Lakes. and Great Plains. the bird is now a

rarity with no more than 3,000 breeding pain
The major decline in the species has occurred

along the Atlantic Coast and Great hkes. where
beach development has driven it from its breed-

ing grounds. No project in these areas of the coun
try could protect more than a few dozen pairs. But
certain shallow alkali lakes in the Great Plains. too

salty and too muddy to invite recreation. continue
to suit the birds' needs perfectly. The waters teem
with invertebrate prey. and the white, pebbly

shorelines provide camou age for the plovers and
their eggs, While diminishing elsewhere. the birds
actually seem to be ourishing at this last real
stronghold. in fact. at least half of the remaining
pairs breed here. A few carefully designed. defensible Conservancy preserves embracing the lakes
and their margins could ensure breeding habitat
for up to 25 percent of the plover's world popula»

tton.

These protection efforts are heartening. it is
plain, however. that in the long run we cannot
guarantee that a preserve at any one site (hawever sensible its design) will be a successful biological reserve for a particular migratory species. If
an animal's wintering grounds outside the United
States are destroyed, then our protection of its
breeding gr0unds isn't going to help it much. Even
with a stationary element, gaps in our knowledge
of its needs (very few elements have been exhaustively studied) can result in our leaving something out. For example, a rare plant s welfare may
depend on a factor outside the preserva, an
insect pollinator. Should critical habitat for that
insect be destroyed elsewhere, the rare plant may
be jeopardized with little warning. For many preserves, adjacent lands are important in the func
tioning of the ecosystem, but as burgeoning development "islands" a preserve, that system can de-

teriorate in unexpected ways.

What we do. really. by designing preserves to
accommodate migrants at critical junctures in
their passages is to tip the scales in favor of their
survival. Surely this is worth the small fraction of

our resources its costs us.

NEXT IN THE NEWS:

here, the Conservancy has included within the

boundaries not only the main entrance to the cave

but also land overlying the hibernaculum site and
property with streams that drain into the cave.

These boundaries, in addition to controlled access

to the cave and the closing off of the critical section, should protect the wintering bats.
We are continuing to select and design preserves
for the piping plover as well. Once relatively com-
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The

SAVING WILD SPECIES

November/ December issue explores

the promise wild species hold for agricultural. medical. and industrial improvements.
By saving plants and animals from diseaseresistant. perennial corn plants to sea snakes

that yield an anticoagulant we may save
ourselves.
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[D]irect experience shows us that there is no separate self standing
apart from the world of experience.
. Just as all sounds are only
present sounds, so all tastes are only present tastes, all smells are
present smells, and all sights are present sights. You cannot touch,
see, or feel anything resembling a past or a future. In other words, in
your direct and immediate awareness, there is no time - no past, no
future, only an endlessly changing present, shorter than a
minisecond yet never coming to an end. All direct awareness is
timeless awareness.

. Thus, I never know the actual past at all, I

know only memories of the past, and those memories exist only as a
present experience. . . . In the same way, l never know the future, I

know only anticipations or expectations
which nevertheless are
themselves parts of present experience. Anticipation, like memory, is
a present fact.

I m here . . . happily sandwiched between agendas. .

n

Glenn A. Olds (October 1984)
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To see that the past as memory and the future as anticipation are
both present facts is to see all time existing now. . . . So it is that our
bondage to time and all its problems is a vast illusion. There is no
time but now, and the only thing you ever experience is the eternal
present
whatever its outward forms may be. But most of us
u5ual|y feel that our present moment is hardly a fleeting present
lasting about one, maybe two, seconds.
[W]e feel our present
moment is bOunded and limited. It seems to be sandwiched in
between the past and the future. For, through the confusion of
memory-symbols with fact, we impose a boundary upon the timeless
present, severing it into the opposties of past vs. future, and then
conceive of time as movement from the past thrc-ugh our "fleeting
present to the future. We introduce a boundary into the territory
of eternity and thereby fence ourselves in. . . . From all sides, then,
our present is bounded, sandwiched in between past and future. It is
limited, fenced, restricted. It is not an open moment; it is a squeezed

moment, a pressed moment, and therefore a fleeting moment. It
just passes. Since the past and the future seem so real, our present
moment, the very meat of the sandwich, is reduced to a mere thin
slice, so that our reality soon becomes all bread-ends with no filling.

[T]his new world that is aborning is straining to

articulate the radical dimensions of a world that is

inexhaustibly interdependent . . . .
-

Glenn A. Olds (October 1984)

But when it is seen that the past as memory is always a present
experience, the boundary behind this moment collapses. It becomes
obvious that nothing came before this present. And likewise, when
it is seen that the future of expectation is always a present
experience, the boundary ahead of this moment explodes. The
whole weight of there being something behind us or in front of us
quickly, suddenly, and completely vanishes. This present is no longer

hemmed in, but expands to fill all time, and thus the passing
present" unfolds into the eternal present . . . The nunc fluens, or
passing present, returns to the nunc stans, or eternal present. And
this present is no mere slice of reality. On the contrary, in this now
resides the cosmos, with all the time and space in the world,

This now, the nunc stans, is a no-boundary moment. it has no
boundaries because the past as memory and the future as
expectation are in it, not around it. . . . [W]e might ask, what has the
eternal now, the nunc stans, to do with unity consciousness? Is there
any relation between them? The answer is that there is no relation
between them because they are one and the same thing. As Aldous
Huxley put it, "The eternal now is a consciousness." As we are
referring to it, a unity consciousness. Unity consciousness lives as the
realization that one s true self is no-boundary, embracing the
cosmos as a mirror its objects.
As the past merges into the
present, you as observer likewise merge into the present. You can
no longer stand aside from this moment, for there is no place Outside
this moment.
Ken Wilber, No Boundary(1981)

[O]u_r problems reveal enduring conditions that offer

promlses. ..

- Glenn A. Olds (October 1984)
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Thmobs:
A crisis bubbling up?

Chemical spill

in St. Clair River
renews fears
By BOB CAMPBEL ltd BARBARA STANTON

Free Press Staff Writer

arly one morning last August at the Dow
Chemical plant in Sarnia, Ontario. a chain of
small errors and failures a clogged valve. an
over owing sump, a faulty alarm. a missed inspection
triggered a major chemical spill into the bluegreen St. Clair
River.
Over the next four days. about 2.500 gallons of perchloroethylene or perc. a heavier-than-water dry-cleaning solvent that Dow manufactures, dribbled through a sewer pipe
and collected in puddles on the river bottom. There, the
chemical behaved just as it does at the neighborhood dry
cleaners. attracting and absorbing impurities from the

sediment around it.

Dow's expensive effort to project a good corporate image.

The incident demonstrated how even small mishaps can

trigger major environmental incidents it also demonstrated

reawakened concern about the decades-old pollution in the

river and intensified the worries of indlans living and

fishing on Walpole island at the mouth of the river. And it

focused attention once again on Sarnia'a Chemical Valley, a
complex of petrochemical companies running for six miles
along the St. Clair River. Critics say the valley
the
Houston of Canada has gotten away with too much for
too long.

The puddles, which ranged from a few inches to 10 feet
in diameter. lay on an area of riverbed about 160 feet by 160
feet. near Dow s sewer outfall. Divers trying to vacuum

them up were driven back once by bad weather and once by
the stinging of a mysterious contaminant dumped into the

river upstream.

Although the six-week cleanup removed most of the
puddles or blobs. divers going down in January and again in
February to check the cleanup discovered a few new,
smaller blobs on the river bottom. The emergence of these
smaller blobs raised the possibility that old wastes from
deep disposal wells on shore somehow were seeping into the
river.
Scientists and public officials say it's not the blobs but
the danger of seepage from the old wells and the presence of

It was the birth of the blobs.
Before Dow found the source of the leak and stopped it.
the puddles of perc had soaked up an oily. coffee~colored

the old pollutants at the bottom of the river that are the real
causes for concern. They fear that old toxins may be
accumulating at dangerous levels in fish. birds and other
wildlife. and perhaps in the bodies of people like the Walpole
island indlans who rely on the fish and game.

Michigan State University ecologist and chairman of the
Michigan Environmental Review Board. if they'd been on
their toes. it wouldn t have happened."
Said Steve Bolt. manager of vironmental programs for
Dow. whose task it was to clean up the blobs and allay the
public fears: We had an unfortunate incident on the perc
spill which we re sorry ior. no question about it

THROUGHOUT the saga of the blobs, Dow maintained
that there was never any direct threat to human health or
drinking water supplies. a view generally supported by a
Canadian government investigation and other experts. No
unsafe levels of perc or 109 other chemicals were detected
after the spill in tests of the drinking water of communities
downstream of Sarnla. including Wailaceburg. Windsor and
Walpole island in Ontario. Michigan officials said drinking

amalgam of 24 known toxic chemicals. including three of
the less toxic forms of dioxin.
It was a stupid accident." said William Cooper. a

UNFORTUNATE on stupid. the spill cost Dow $700,000

Us. to clean up and $11,500 in fines. it diverted the
attention of dozens of ployes for months and tarnished

water in Marysviile, St. Clair. Marine City and Algonac was

also safe.

See CHEMICALS, Page 48
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Ed. Note: This pollution occurred despite the presence of
monitoring.
great concentrations of environmental
When Trefor Reynoldson attempted to plot these
monitoring efforts on a map, they were so concentrated
that the automatic plotter burned holes in numerous
locales shown on the map ofthe Sarnia vicinity.

has run (no. u cant. roars:
The narrow black lino In the jar is parchloroathy lana
or para. tho what-net that caused the blob: to form.
The dark am at the bottom of the jar is sadimom
horn the river bottom.
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CHEMICALS, from Page 18

Dow officials. who say they've spent $50 million in the
last decade on pollution control at the Sarnia plant. also
point to studies by Canadian and Ontario environmental
agencies that show that the St. Clair River has gotten
cleaner since the 1970s. that contaminant levels in fish are
dropping. that moliusks, worms and other bottom-dwelling

0 About 449 million gallons of treated wastewater are
dumped legally into the river each day from the 14
petrochemical companies on the Canadian side of the river.
The river's enormous volume and swift flow help dilute
pollutants in the wastewater. but the current also sweeps
them downstream to lake St. Clair and the Detroit River.
from which Detroit and Windsor draw their drinking water
supplies.

We ve got data to back it up." said Dow's Bolt We are a responsible corporate citizen."

0 The number of accidental spills into the river is still far
too high. The perc spill in August was Dow's 11th spill in
1985. compared to the company's 29 spills in the dozen

creatures are thrlvmg in plates where a few years ago there
was only barren. polluted muck.
i feel we have a good story to tell environmentally.

BUT SCIENTISTS have other worries:
O The hot zone of old pollutants extends for about a mile

along the Canadian shore of Chemical Valley and for 100
yards out into the river. The strip contains a toxic soup of
heavy metals such as lead and mercury. PCBs, dioxins.
pesticides and chlorinated organic compounds. Many of the
chemicals were dumped or spilled into the river between

World War 11 and the late l9605. when tougher disposal
standards began to be imposed.
This is a hot area." said Doug Hailett. who led the

investigation of the St. Clair blobs for the federal agency

Environment Canada before setting up his own environmental consuiting firm. Hallett said old pollutants still
migrate downstream, turn up in fish and wildlife. evaporate
into the air and. with other airborne contaminants. rain

down on crops and people in southwestern Ontario and
southeastern Michigan.

There's no doubt that the general problem is contributing to the body burden (of chemicals) of people in the Detroit
area and even in the Tomato area." he said.
0 Between 1958 and 1976, two billion gallons of toxic

wastes were injected by Chemical Valley industries into 16

deep wells around Sarnia. in an area honeycombed with

30.000 old oil and gas wells and uncounted subsurface rock
fractures. In the 1970s. wastes from the 16 disposal wells

hurped up into the parking lot of a Sarnia theater and similar

wastes turned up in wells in Port Huron.
Some environmental officials and scientists worry that
the appearanceof the smaller blobs on the river-bottom may

indicate seepage from the old disposal wells. which are

about 600 feet deep. if it does. it could take tens of millions of

drill to reclaim the old wastes or purge the contaminated
groundwater. Canadian regulations no longer allow the

disposal of the waste in wells.
Dow also stored wastes in two 2.000-foot-deep salt
caverns on the Dow property. But officials say there is no

fear of leaks from those caverns.

previous years. Dow recorded its latest spill last week.'

when 420 gallons of water tainted with about 25 gallons of
chlorinated organic solvents escaped into the river through
a pinhole rupture in a storage tank.

We definitely hada drop in environmental awareness or
sensitivity, Bolt said What caused thatis hard to put your

finger on. but we have done a number of things to reawaken
that awareness and to try to ensure that doesn't happen

again - communication. retraining. sensitization of people.
adding more people."
Between 1972 and 1984. there were 161 chemical or oil
spills from Chemical Valley into the river. The valley is a
maze of miles of piping and drains. of rolling tank cars. of
storage vessels and valves and sensors and sum». and the
failure of any one of them could trigger or contribute to a
spill. Scientists. elected officials and even company manag-

FROM 1T8 SOURCE at Lake Huron to the marshy flats at
its mouth, the St. Clair River is a popular, 40~mile artery for

water recreation and river watchers. On both the Michigan
and Ontario r.verfronts. tourism promoters laud the area as
Bluewater Country." in reference to the river's luminescent shimmer.
The St. Clair River draws thousands of boaters. swim-

mers and anglers from early April when salmon chase
hordes of spawning smelt into the river until late fall when
the last walleye fishingaddicts dodge snow akes to trollthe
river's dark depths. But for decades after World War II. the
river also was subject to indiscriminate dumping of wastes
by the chemical companies.
The area has been the center of Canada's petrochemical
industry since the late 1850s. when James Miller Williams
began scooping crude oil out of holes dug in the ground. the
beginning of oil production in North America. The skyline of
Chemical Valley 9 a forest of towers and slice and huffing
smokestacks appearson the back of Canada's $10 bill
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ers like Bolt say the companies should do better in guarding
against accidents.

0 Not enough long-term studies have been done tochart the
contamination or to know its effects on the health of people.

sh and wildlife. No drinking water standards have been

established for several chemicals found at relatively high
levels in the river and fish downstream.
Keith Solomon, a toxicologist at Ontario s University of
Guelph. said there aren't enough white rats on the planet to
do all the studies necessary to understand the combined

impact of thousands of such chemicals on human beings.

Virtually no such studies have been done. But Solomon
noted that one recent study from Holland showed no
sickness in rats fed high doses of a mixture of 40 common organic chemicals.
0 Contaminants tend to accumulate in the fatty tissue of

fish, ducks and other wildlife. Tests show bluebill and
goldeneye ducks from the St. Clair River area have five to 10
times as many PCBs as is recommended for human con-

sumption.
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NOAA Technical Memorandum OMPA-19

Transboundary Pollution
U.S., CANADA TO STUDY POLLUTION
CONNECTING UPPER GREAT LAKES

IN

RIVERS

CHEMICAL CONTAMINANTS AND ABNORMALITIES

IN FISH AND INVERTEBRATES FROM PUGET SOUND

A joint study by US. and Canadian government agencies will
investigate pollution of the upper Great Lakes connecting channels,
the Environmental Protection Agency announced Aug. 2.
The 2.5 year study will evaluate both present and historical
scientific information and coordinate necessary research projects, EPA
said.
The extent of toxic chemical contamination, its impact on the
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channels, which consist of the Detroit River, the St. Clair River, and the
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St. Mary s River, and the ecological damage it has caused will be
determined. This information will be used to plan future cleanup
programs, EPA said.
Participants in the study include EPA, the National Oceanographic
and Atmospheric Administration, the Army Corps of Engineers, and
the Fish and Wildlife Service, the Michigan Department of the
Environment, the city of Detroit, the Canadian Department of
Fisheries and Oceans, Environment Canada, and the Ontario Ministry
of the Environment.
The findings of the study, including recommendations for actions
to deal with the problems identified, will be contained in a report to
be prepared for the participating agencies by a U.S.-Canadian
management team, according to the statement.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

MESA Puget Sound Project

Office of Marine Pollution Assessment

Beginning in l978 and continuing through the spring of l981, samples

of sediment and selected bottom-dwelling fish and invertebrates were

collected at regular intervals from urban embayments and from nonurban

(reference) areas in Puget Sound and adjacent waters.
Sediment and
tissue samples were analyzed for a large number of organic and inorganic
chemicals, including aromatic hydrocarbons (AHs), polychlorinated

biphenyls (PCBs), chlorinated pesticides, other chlorinated organic
compounds, and metals. In most cases. the same animals from which
tissues were taken for chemical analyses were also examined for grossly

visible and microscopic abnormalities.
In addition, the community
characteristics (i.e., abundance and species diversity) of the sedinent-

associated invertebrates and fish were defined.

The purpose of this report is to summarize data collected from 1978

through

DISCLAIMER
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
does not approve, reconmend, 0r endorse any proprietary product
or proprietary material mentioned in this publication. No
reference shall be made to NOAA or to this publication furnished
by NOAA in any advertising or sales promotion which would indicate
or imply that NCAA approves, recommends, or endorses any proprietary
product or proprietary material mentioned herein, or which has as

its purpose an intent to cause directly 0r indirectly the advertised
product to be used or purchased because of this publication.

1981.

A substantial portion of these data was previously reported

by Malins et al. (l980, l981), and is also available from the NOAA

National Oceanographic Data Center. The present report includes major
results reported previously. as well as subsequently obtained data.
Seventy-three sediment and 148 biota samples have

analyzed since l978.

been chemically

AHs, PCBs.and chlorinated butadienes (CBDs) were

widely distributed in Puget Sound sediment; however, the concentrations

varied extensively both among and within embayments.

The sediments in

embayments adjacent to the most populated areas, Elliott Bay and
Cemmencement Bay, contained the highest concentrations of AHs and
P085; CBDs were highest in Commencement Bay.

More than 500 AHs were revealed in a chromatogram of one urban-

associated sediment sample (Hylebos waterway, Commencement Bay).

Mean

concentrations of 27 AHs selected as target compounds, and reported as

the Sum of their individual

concentrations, in sediments from urban

areas were as much as 30 times higher (e.g., up to 63,000 parts per
billion dry weight, in Elliott Bay) than the mean concentrations of
these compounds in sediments from reference areas.
Scores of halogenated compounds

in addition to PCBs and

hexachlorobenzene (HCB) were associated with certain embayments. This
was especially evident for sediments collected near Tacoma, Port Angeles,
PREFACE
This report was prepared for the MESA Puget Sound Project. Office

of Marine Pollution Assessment, National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration in Seattle.

The overall goal of the Project is to

develop an understanding of the existing levels, fates, and effects of

m

contaminants in Puget Sound. The Project supports and coordinates many
individual studies conducted by private, academic and government groups.
This report was prepared by scientists of the Northwest and Alaska
Fisheries Center for the Project. It summarizes infonnation on chemical
concentrations and biological indices of contaminant conditions gathered
during studies perfonmed fran 1978 to l98l. The Project technical
monitor for these studies was Edward Long.

Bellingham, and Everett.
Identities of these halogenated compounds
have not been confirmed because reference mass spectra have not been

published, and many compounds remain unidentified because the mixtures
are so complex that mass spectra could not be interpreted.
Arsenic and mercury were detected only in sediment from urban areas.
whereas lead was high in both urban (ca. 130,000 ppb, dry weight) and
nonurban (ca. 15,000 ppb, dry weight) areas.
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Honns, clams, shrimp, and crabs from urban embayments contained

levels of AHs that were higher than detected levels in these animals

from nonurban areas (e.g., up

to 17,000 ppb, dry weight, in animals

from urban areas and up to 1.500 ppb, dry weight, in animals from
nonurban areas). Concentrations of selected AHs in fish livers from
all areas were generally low (less than 1,000 ppb, dry weight).
Concentrations of AHs from virtually all biota samples were lower
than the concentrations of AHs in sediment from areas from which the
animals were captured, and only a small number of the ANS found in
sediment were detected in biota.

Concentrations of PCBs and other halogenated compounds were
also generally higher in biota from urban than from nonurban areas.
The highest PCB concentrations

(up to 35,000 ppb, dry weight) were

found in crab hepatopancreas and in sole liver. PCB concentrations in
-edible tissue (muscle) were low (70-150 ppb, wet weight) in salmon and
cod from both urban and nonurban areas.

Concentrations of PCBs in

livers of salmon from both types of areas were also low (41-190 ppb,
dry weight). The concentrations of PCBs in liver of English sole
caught from urban areas were as much as 15 times higher than those
from nonurban areas (24,000 ppb, wet weight. compared to l,600 ppb,

wet weight).
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C805 were found in biota from urban areas, but, with a few
exceptions, were not detected in biota from the nonurban areas.

Livers of sole from the Hylebos Waterway had the highest concentrations
of 805 detected (up to 9100 ppb, dry weight). Hexachlorobutadiene, a
carcinogenic C80, was detected in liver and muscle of English sole,
salmon, and cod from Elliott Bay, Commencement Bay, and from a nonurban

(reference) area. The highest concentrations were found in the liver
and muscle of English sole from the Hylebos Waterway (120 to 570 ppb
and 2 to 110 ppb, wet weight, respectively). Less than 1 ppb (wet weight)
was detected in the muscle of salmon and cod from all three areas.
DDT was present in livers of English sole from urban areas at

mean concentrations 6.6 times those in nonurban areas (60 vs. 9.1 ppb,

wet weight).

In contrast. cod livers from urban and nonurban areas had

similar mean DDT levels (ca. 20 ppb, wet weight). Lower concentrations
of DDT (less than 6 ppb. wet weight) were found in salmon liver and in
cod, sole. and salmon muscle.

Muscle of English sole, c . and salmon frun both urban and nonurban
areas contained law concentrat
s of lead and mercury (less than 200 ppb,
wet weight). Arsenic (up to ca. 5,800 ppb, wet weight) was found in
sole muscle from both urban (Duwamish and Hylebos waterways) and nonurban
(Port Susan) areas, and in cod (2,700 ppb, wet weight) and salmon muscle
$732 ppb, wet weight) from Elliott Bay. Commencement Bay, and Point
e erson.

Bottom fish, crabs, and shrimp examined during this study had a

variety of pathological conditions.

The most commonly

observed lesions

were either associated with infectious agents (parasites or micoorganisms)

or they were caused by unknown factors (idiopathic lesions). Some of
the idiopathic lesions were found only, or were most prevalent, in

fish from the urban embayments.
In English sole, the fish species
most widely distributed throughout Puget Sound, these urban-associated

lesions included liver neoplasms, and "preneoplastic" and necrotic
liver lesions. English sole with liver neoplasms and "preneoplastic"

lesions were most prevalent in Seattle s Duwamish waterway [8% and 12%.

respectively (535 fish were examined)] and in Tacoma's Haterways [4% and
91, respectively (573 fish were examined)]. English sole with specific
necrotic lesions of the liver were most prevalent in the Duwamish Haterway
(l81, 535 fish were examined) and along Seattle's WaterfrOnt (20%, 161
fish were examined).
Fish with the above-hentiOned lesions, as well
as other types of lesions had abnormal changes in blood cell counts
and in the concentrations of serum components.

were indicative of severe organ dysfunction.

Some of these changes

Statistical methods were used to evaluate possible relationships

between the prevalence of English sole with the above-mentioned liver
lesions and the chemical composition of the sediment in the areas from
which the affected fish were captured. In one method, the sampling

stations were arranged into eight groups on the basis of cluster group

analysis. The highest prevalences of English sole with these lesions
were found at stations in two cluster groups. These groups were
characterized as having high concentrations of sediment-associated
metals and AHs.

This apparent association between the prevalence of

these liver lesions and the sediment concentrations of the two classes
of chemicals was supported by the results of another statistial test,
the Spearman rank correlation. The prevalence of English sole with
liver neoplasms and specific necrotic lesions was positively
correlated
(at a significance level of p50.05) with the relative sediment
concentrations of AHs and metals, whereas the prevalence of this species
with 'preneoplastic' lesions was positively
correlatedonly with aromatic
hydrocarbons (p30.01).
The organs of shrimp and crabs most frequently found with
histopathological lesions included the gill, hepatopancreas, midgut,
and antennal gland. These lesions were not generally recognizable as
externally visible abnormalities (except crab gills) and are considered
to be idiopathic. Although shrimp and crabs with some of these
lesions were commonly found in urban areas, the significance of these
observations is not presently known due to the l0w numbers of animals
captured and examined which precluded meaningful statistical analyses.
The abundance of fish, and the number of fish species were generally

higher in the estuarine bays (Commencement and Elliott Bays) compared
to the inlets and open bays. For sediment-dwelling invertebrates, the
average highest species richness values were found in the reference

areas (Port Madison ll.§:2.9) and the outer portions of the estuarine

bays (Nest Point, ll.l:5.0). The lowest values were in sediments from
the urban waterways (Hylebos waterway. 3.0el.8) and inner portions of
the urban associated areas (Budd Inlet. 2.111.5).
Overall, the findings indicate that hundreds of potentially toxic

chemicals are present in Puget Sound sediments from as far north as
Bellingham Bay to as far south as Budd Inlet. Many of the chemicals

are also found in a variety of benthic and pelagic organisms. The
question of the threat they pose to these organisms or the consumer
is not known at present and can only be detennined through further
research.
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CONCLUSIONS

The data presented in this report constitute a substantial

new

body of knowledge for use in evaluating the impact of human activities
on Puget Sound.
The most sophisticated analytical techniques available were used
to identify xenobiotics in sediments and organisms. Even these approaches
have substantial limitations, however. Thus, it should be clearly
understood that possibly hundreds of potentially toxic chemicals were
present in sediment and tissue samples in addition to those detected.
A number of pathological abnormalities were observed in several

species of fishes and invertebrates.

Although initial attempts were

made to correlate pollutants in sediment with the prevalence of certain
lesions, the extent to which pathological abnonnalities are caused by
pollutants is still not known. Gaining a better understanding of causeand-effect relationships between chemicals in the environment and the
etiology of pathological conditions in marine biota remains a foremost
problen for future research.
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APPENDIX A
Compounds 1dent1fied Tn sed1ment from two stations in
Compound

W1
Name

D1chlorobutad1enes
Trichlorobutadienes
Tetrachlorobutadienes
Pentachlorobutadienes

Hexachlorobutadiene4
Tetrachloroethanes
Hexachloroethane
Chlorooenzenes
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Dichlorobenzenes4

Trichlorobenzenes
Tetracnlorooenzenes
Pentachlorobenzenes

Hexachlorobenzene4

D1ch10rocyclohexad1enes
Tricnlorocyclohexadienes
Tetrach]orocyclohexadienes
Pentachlorocyclonexadienes
Hexacnlorocyclonexad1enes
Heptacnlorocyclohexadienes
0ctach10rocyclohexad1ene
Trichlorostyrenes
Tetrachlorostyrenes
Pentachlorostyrenes
Hexachlorostyrenes
Heptacnlorostyrenes
Octachlorostyrene

Old
Tacoma

10
4000
3000
1000
1000
0.2
3
0.6
70
50
20
300
0.03
10
20
40
50
30
10
50
40
10
20

Hexachlorocyclopentadiene
Trichlorocyclopentenes
Tetrachlorocyclopentenes
Pentachlorocyclopentenes
Hexachlorocyclopentenes
Heptachlorocyclopentenes
Pentach]oronethylpropanes

0.04
100
20
60
10

Hylebos

my.
6
90
300
90
90

Seattle
Elliott Bax
P1er

54

trace1
8

40

20
50
20
10
20

200

0.03

200

0.3

30

Hexachlorocycloheptadienes

10

DichTorobipheny'ls4

Trichlorobiphenyls4

40

60

Trichloroheptatrienes/
Trichlorocycloheptadienes
Tetrachloroheptatrienes/
Tetrach]orocycloheptadienes
Pentachloroheptatrienes/
Pentach]orocycloheptadienes
Hexachloroheptatr1enes/

trace

TetracMorobiphenyls4
Pentachlorobiphenyls

0.3
0.09
0.02
0.03

HeptachIorobiphenyls
Octachiorooiphenyls4
NonachlorobiphenyIS
Decachlorobiphenyl

Hexachlorobiphenyls

20
100
300
200
200
100

Chloronaphthalenes
Dichloronaphthalenes
TrichloronaphthaIenes
Tetrachloronaphthalenes
Pentachioronaphthalenes
Hexachloronaphthalenes
Heptachloronaphthalenes
Octachloronaphthalene
Chlorothiophenes
D1chlorothiophenes
Trichlorothiophenes
Chlorobenzothiophenes
Dicnlorobenzothiophenes
Trichiorobenzoth1ophenes
Chlorohexanes
Chlorocyclohexanes
Dich10rocyclonexanes
D1chlorobenzofurans
Chlorotoluenes
Tetrachlorot01uenes
Chloroxylenes
Dichloroxylenes

Hylebos

waterwaz

30

OI

Tacoma

Dichloropentenes/Dichiorocyclopentanes
Trichloropentenes/TrichIorocyclopentanes
Tetrachloropentenes/Tetracnlorocyclopentanes
Pentachloropentenes/Pentachlorocyclopentanes

01d
Tacoma

ON

Sound Sed1ments, in ng/g (dry

Organic compounds determ1ned 1n three Puget
weight basis)

Compound

Nana

OOOIOOOO
0
ObON
W00!
a
N
U

Commencement Bay and one in Elliott Bay.

Compound
Name

Old
Tacoma

Hylebos
HaterwaX

Canpound
Nane

Bromo(C H7) benzenesz
Tetrachlorocyclohexenes

0.7
0.1

Bromofluorenes
Dibromofluorenes

Pentachloropropanes
Heptachloropropanes
0ctachloropropane
Hexachloropropene
Dichlorobutenals

--3
-1

Trlchloroterphenyls
Tetrachloroterphenyls

Chlorofluoranthenes/
Chloropyrenes
chhlorofluoranthenes/
Dichloropyrenes
Trichlorofluoranthenes/
Trichloropyrenes
Tetrachlorofluoranthenes/
Tetrachloropyrenes
Pentachlorofluoranthenes/
Pentachloropyrenes

Bromochlorpfluoranthenes/
Bramochloropyrenes
Bromofluoranthenes/
Branopyrenes
Oibromofluoranthenes/
Dibranopyrene
leromomethylfluoranthenes/
01brumomethylpyrenes
Bramoblphenyls
lerumoblphenyl:
Chlorophenanthrenes/
Chloroanthracenes
D1chlorophenanthrenes/
Dichloroanthracenes
Trlchlorophenanthrenes/
Trichloroanthracenes
Tetrachlorophenanthrenes/
Tetrachloroanthracenes
Bromophenanthrenes/
Brennanthracenes

£C4H9) Benzene:
C5H11) Benzene:

--

(C5H13) Benzene:
C7H15g Benzenes
8H17 Benzene:

0.2
--

Styrene
Methyl Styrenes
(C2H5) Styrene:
(C3H7) Styrene:
(C4H9) Styrene:

1
60

Indan4
Methyl Indan:

0.1

(02H 5) lndans
(C3H7) Indans
(C4H9) lndans

l
1
0.5

30

0.3

40

--

10

(C5H11) Indans
Indene

Naphthalene

Methyl Naphthalene:4
(CZHS) Naphthalenes

(C H ) Naphthalene:
(C4H9) Naphthalene:
C5H11 Naphthalene:
C5H13 Naphthalene:
(C7H1 ) Naphthalene:

--

0.6

10

30

(chlorophenyl)20ethane(DDl')4

20

100

(DDMU)

--

Chloro-bis(chlorophenyl)ethylene
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(£51411) Styrene:

200

chhloro-bls(chlorophenyl
ethylene(DDE)4
81s(chlorophenyl)dlchloroethane
(DDD)/ Trichloro-bis

0.2

(C H ) Benzenes
(chg) Benzenes4

0.7

--

Hylebos

Haterwax

Pentachloropyrldine
Dibromodihydropyrene:
Octachlorodibenzodloxln
lodohexanes

0.8

30

Old

Tacoma

20

Pheny? Naphthalene:
Methyl Phenyl Naphthalene:
(CZHSE Phenyl Naphthalene:
C3H7 Dihyaronaphthalenes
C4H9 DihydrOnaphthalenes
Tetralln

100
80
100
200

200
400

0.4

Canpound

Mame

Methyl Tetralln:
(C2H5) Tetrallns

(C3H7) Tetrallns
(C4H9) Tetralin:

Old
Tacoma

Hylebos

Compound

waterway

Mann

Phenanthrene4

Anthracene4

0.5

Methyl Phenanthrenes/

IN?

Cyclohexyl Benzene
Methyl Cyclohexyl Benzene:

Acenaphthene4
666

Methyl Biphenyls/
Methyl Acenaphthene:

(Cf s) Blphenyls/
CZH5) Acenaphthene:

(C3H7) Blphenyls/
03H ) Acenaphthenes
(C M9; Biphenylsl

(C4 ) Acenaphthenes
(C M11 Blphenyls/
C5M 1) Acenaphthenes

(C

(Cs lg) Acenephthene:

Acenapnthalene

Fluorene

Methyl Fluorene:

(CZH5) Fluorene:

(ca y) Fluorene:

Cq g) Fluorenes
(C5H11) Fluorenes

Phenyl Fluorenes
Phenylmethylene Fluorene:

300

30

(C3H7) Anthracenes

300

300

10

(C4H ) Anthracenes

400
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Aquatic organisms inhabiting the receiving waters of man-made
wastes are commonly exposed to several discrete toxicants
simultaneously. Where such mixtures are concerned, the possibility of
either involving kinetic (i.e.
interplay between toxic constituents
FOOTNOTES
Trace indicates that the compound was detected but present at <-0.01

ng/gm dry weight.

(C M? indicates cunpounds which have a total of x alkyl carbons
adée to the parent compound in one or more side chains; i.e. (C3H7)
could be one of trimethyl, methyl ethyl, isopropyl or n-propyl
side chains.
-- indicates the compound was not detected.

Compounds were quantitated based on the ratio of the response for

standard cmpounds compared to internal standard. All other quantities
were determined using the mass spectrometer and assumed response ratio
of 1 because standard compounds were not available. These quantities
are only relative abundances between samples; however, the absolute
values ay be off by as much as a factor of ten.

uptake, accumulation, elimination) or dynamic (i.e. mode of action)

mechanisms - may occur. The interplay may result in a mixture being
more toxic than would be predicted on the basis of an appreciation of
the potency of each of its constituents. Consequently, water quality
standards when based solely on an assessment of tolerance to
individual chemical contaminants do not necessarily safeguard aquatic
life from mixtures.
Perry D. Anderson, "An Approach to the Study of Multiple
Toxicity" (1975)

As expressed by the Science Advisory Board and reiterated many times
by the International Joint Commission, proper and effective
management of the Great Lakes requires an understanding of the
total ecosystem, including the diverse interactions that occur within its
components.

These components include

an array

of chemical,

physical, biological and societal aspects.
Mme
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immune,

Although committed to such an approach, implementing it in a
practical manner continues to be difficult. Perhaps the only way that
an ecosystem approach can be instituted is through mathematical
models. Models are true system tools in that they (1) integrate
information to create new data that otherwise would not be
obtainable and (2) allow information to be developed very efficiently
(eg with computers). In other words, models, being numerical
representations of real world systems, may offer the only real hope of
describing the myriad interrelationships among system components.
Modeling will not be the only answer to implementing the ecosystem

approach, however. Despite the power of modern computing, the
interactions in most systems are too complex to allow modeling of all
aspects. Simplifying assumptions have to be made, requiring sound
scientific insight and knowledge. Furthermore, use of models will
demand that decision-makers be knowledgeable about the modeling
process.
Models must be wisely used as tools (not as ends in
themselves) to assess the effects of policy options on Great Lakes
systems. Nevertheless, the developpment of new ecosystem models
will likely receive considerable attention in the future if the ecosystem
approach, which strives to integrate all aspects of man and his
environment, is to be effectively implemented in comprehensive
management.
Uses, Abuses, and Future of Great Lakes Modeling, Modeling
Task Force report to the Great Lakes Science Advisory Board
(February 1986)

'Of all things in the world, people are the
most precious, proclaimed the Declaration of
the United Nations Conference on the Human
Environment held in Stockholm, June 1972.

The Conference was convened expressly to
consider the need for 'Common principles to
inspire and guide the
oples of the world in
the preservation anClRenhancement of the

human environment. It acknowledged that
man possesses the power to transform his

environment in countless ways and on an

unprecedented scale; it expressed concern for
the dangerous levels of pollution found in
water, air, earth and living things; it deplored
the destruction and depletion of irreplaceable

resources; it called for international coopera-

tion and, fundamental to all else, it acknow-

ledged that mankind is a part of the global en

Mankind dominates the Earth but must use it more wisely.
Environmental management and control are essential if the
growing numbers and expectations of mankind are to be
accommodated in a peaceful future. Resources must be
husbanded prudently. Pollution must be stopped. GEMS
The
Global Environment Monitoring System
provides a scientific
foundation for sound environmental management and effective
legislation.

vironment, not simply its beneficiary. People
are most precious, but their well-being
depends utterly upon respect for the value of
their surroundings - their environment.
The Stockholm Conference was an eloquent

expression of worldwide concern for the
depredations that mankind s activities have
wrought upon the environment, and it
polarized that general concern into a con-

certed political resolve to put things right and
avert threatening dangers. Twenty-six Prin
ciples were adopted; among them one stipula-

ting: Science and technology, as part of their
contribution to economic and social develop-

ment, must be applied to the identification,
avoidance and control of environmental risks
and the solution of environmental problems

THE GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT MONITORING SYSTEM

and for the common good of mankind.

GEMS
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Politics are about human problems and making decisions to solve them; scrence IS about discovering the
nature of things. The United Nations Environment Programme established in the wake of the Stockholm Conference brought politics and science together in a grand
gesture of euphoric expectation: what more noble aim is
there than to enhance the quality of life for all people?
What more worthwhile scientific endeavour than to
define the functioning of the environments that sustain
mankindl But politics and science do not make an easy
union. Though both may aspire to the same end. they
frequently move on different timescales. in the anxiety
to see amelioration of a pressing problem, politicians
are inclined to be hasty. Scientists, on the other hand,
are often ponderously slow in their determination to be
precise.
Such disparity of pace inevitably generates friction
and administrative stress, manifestations that have
contributed significantly to the harsh criticism that the
United Nations Environment Programme has often
received during its first decade. But there is another side
to the coin. Friction can spark productively; stress im
plies dynamism. Criticism notwithstanding, the Programme has been boldly tackling real problems from
the start. Both on the political front, where national
problems always seem paramount, and in science,
where answers to environmental problems are frequently sought before even the questions are properly
understood And there are encouraging results.
For one thing, attitudes today are more realistic than
ten years ago. Politicians and decision-makers now
respect the complexity of environmental problems and
the immense difficulty of defining natural systems and
processes with precision - as science must before the
environment can be managed efficiently. Scientists, on
the other hand, have been required to acknowl
e the
decision makers need for information directly applicable to existing problems, as opposed to 'pure' research
subjectively directed. This is not to say that science of
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the environment has become less rigorous than before,
on the contrary, now that its findings often have immediate application the science has become less equivocal
and more willing to admit ignorance where evidence is
insufficient. ln fact, the most important response of en»
vironmental scientists to the demands of the decisionmakers has been to refine the quality control' aspects of
their science, of monitoring the environment, and of
assessing scientific findings according to the most
rigorous standards before they become the basis of
action plans.
ln particular. the United Nations Environment Programme's rich pool of scientific objective and motivation has given substance to an information collection
and dissemination system whose activities extend well
beyond the administrative structure of the Programme
itself, tapping talent and finance from a wide variety of
sources as it gathers the scientifically valid environmen

tal data that decision makers need for sound landuse

planning.
The system is known by the felicitous acronym,
GEMS - the Global Environment Monitoring System.
It is a visionary concept whose function is analogous to
that of a technical library, aspiring to collect all
available information relevant to a particular subject.
And as in a large library, the information is systematic»
ally organized and cross-referenced, An increasing
amount of GEMS data are gathered and assembled electronically and stored in computers. Some of it is
disseminated in printed form, but here the analogy with
libraries will soon end, for the amount of information
that GEMS is capable of gathering far exceeds the shelf
capacity of any interested party, In the not too far distant future satellites will be capable of regularly
monitoring several aspects of every hundred square
metres of the earth s surface, for example, and this out»
put alone would require a system capable of storing ten
to the power twelve separate pieces of information.
Most monitoring information would rarely be needed, but it must be available immediately whenever it is
needed, Thus electronic information storage, processing and retrieval will increasingly supersede the printed
word as the means by which GEMS information is
made available. Instead of consulting library shelves,
environment scientists and managers will turn to their
computer terminals, linked by communications satellites to a series of integrated GEMS data banks. and

within minutes they will be able to review an almost

inconceivable amount of information in search of the
answer to their particular need.

GEMS is first and foremost a good idea. The quintessence of mankind's most fundamental talent: namely
the ability to perceive a need and take action to avert

portending danger. The need that GEMS addresses is
simply defined: the continued misuse and over
exploitation

calamity

of the global environment threatens

corrective action is required. But the idea

that GEMS offers to help meet that need is subtle rather
than simple, scientific rather than political.
The GEMS concept holds that no one can properly
manage, modify or mend anything without a thorough

understanding of how it works. This fundamental truth
applies to clocks, engines and environments. But
whereas clocks and engines were understood by their
very invention, environments are the given factor of
mankind s existence by which we evolved and survive;
our development has been courtesy of the environment,

by virtue of our ideas and our abilities to manipulate

and exploit it. Only now. when we are surrounded by
signs of the environment going wrong, do we see the

need for full understanding of how it works. And only

now, after a couple of decades of trying to put things
right, are we beginning to appreciate how much there is
to understand, how complicated environments are, and
how entwined and interwoven are the elements they
have in common. This awareness has coincided with
our ventures into space, with the growth of satellite and
computer technology; and here are the advanced means

by which GEMS will meet the need to view the earth as
one single, integrated environment.

GEMS intends to monitor the environment of the

globe. The purpose is to keep track of environmental
trends, to be able to predict events and to provide
decision makers with sound information upon which to
base environment action plans. The purpose is fulfilled

by first identifying the factors responsible for the wide

variety of environmental conditions existing around
the world, establishing some baseline measurement for
those factors, and then continuously measuring their
behaviour in the various environments. By this keeping
track
monitoring - of cause and effect an understanding of how the environment works will be gained, and

that understanding, coupled with a continuous flow of

information on all related aspects, will enable scientists

to detect trends and thereby give early warning of ef
fects that require action.
GEMS principal activity is monitoring - keeping

track of - the global environment, but assessment is
also a primary concern. And assessment' here has a

very special meaning that needs to be emphasized. It is a

process which performs the very important function of
uniting the decision-makers need for action with a
scientifically valid presentation of all available facts
upon which that action must be based.
Assessment begins with a preliminary examination of
the problem: what precisely is it? What are its
priorities? What knowledge is presently available on
the subject? This leads to an enquiry into cause and effect; an hypothesis will be made, research instigated
into the processes that may be causing the problem, and
monitoring will be initiated to keep track of the pro»
cesses as they are identified. As information begins to
accumulate, a synthesis of knowledge about the problem becomes possible, upon which its scale and nature
can be more precisely determined, and predictions
made of future trends, and of corrective action
available to decision-makers. Finally, corrective action
will be monitored as well, and its effect assessed.
Assessment and monitoring have become such
important aspects of environmental science and
management that specialized institutions have been
established to satisfy the very clear need for independent expertise. GEMS requirements in the field of pollution, for instance, are significantly served by MARC,
the Monitoring and Assessment Research Centre at»
tached to London University, whose research pro»
gramme is specifically concerned with the development
of monitoring and assessment techniques appropriate
to environmental problems.
GEMS is a good idea, and its administrative structure
is a 'think-tank' at the United Nations Environment
Programme Headquarters in Nairobi, where three
scientists, two administrators and four secretaries orchestrate the entire system with the aid of consultants as
required. GEMS controls a modest budget of just over
$2,000,000 from UNEP's Environment Fund; not
enough to finance monitoring of the entire global environment, but enough to act as 'seed money , initiating
projects and attracting further finance from more
substantially endowed organizations. ln this way the
GEMS concept has spread widely through the United
Nations' Specialized Agencies (the Food and Agriculture Organization; the World Health Organization; the

World Meteorological Organization; the UN Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization),

and

through government and non govemment, scientific

and nonscientific organizations around the world.

And GEMS functions solely by courtesy and at the
behest of these bodies. It could not exist without the

support of governments and the UN Specialized Agen-
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cies. The broad directives of CNS are set at the annual
lessions of the United Nations Environment Pro

gramme Governing Council. The projects established

to meet those directives are formulated and regularly

reviewed by groups of govemment-designated experts,
The experts are mostly scientists from government
departments or from independent institutions, but they
will share concern for the matter in hand, and variously
bring considerable knowledge and experience of it to
the meetings. The meetings of government-designated
groups are a crucial element of the GEMS operation,
melding the political demands of decision makers and
the discipline of science in a procedure that keeps projects moving - up to standard and in the right
direction.
GEMS finances some scientific endeavour from its
own purse, but more usually it identifies gaps in current
knowledge and encourages an appropriate organiza

rain at all. Few environmental issues are ever as simple
as they first seem, and at the global level this truism carries daunting significance. How do you monitor the
global environment? Where do you begin?
In reality, GEMS began at several points simultane
ously, though giving priority to the monitoring of
pollution and its effects on human health. Today GEMS
activities are concentrated upon monitoring related to
five major environmental features. They are: the
climate; the long-range transport of pollutants; terrestrial renewable natural resources; the oceans, and
human health.

GLOBAL RESOURCE INFORMATION DATABASE
GRID, the Global Resource Information Database, is a new system designed to provide information
to people making decisions that affect the health of our planet. As part of the United Nations, GRID
will be indispensible to planners in their job of managing the Earth's precious resources wisely and
rationally.

Traditional access to environmental data, in shelves of reports and proceedings, fast ageing maps
and charts, no longer meets the demands of planners faced with a world where the nature of environmen
tal change is infinitely complex. With the development of computers that can handle and analyse
the immense quantities of data that a worldwide brief dictates, a global database is now possible.
GRID is designed to make the wealth of available environmental data useful to planners. Each
decision that affects our resources must be made with an eye on the future, an eye on the future generations who will inherit the legacy of today's environmental planning.

tion to undertake the work and perhaps another to fund

it. In other cases it has introduced improved monitoring
techniques to existing projects bought within GEMS ac-

tivities, And then again, it has ensured that rigorous

guidelines and assessment techniques are applied in
pilot projects designed to provide baseline data for fur-

ther research, as in the case of the World Health
Organizations projects on the monitoring of lead and

cadmium in the environment and the human body. This
last activity is especially important, since the tardiness
of anti-pollution law enactment is often directly attri-

butible to the inexactitude of the scientific evidence.
These activities do not imply that the gentlemen of
the GEMS Programme Activity Centre in Nairobi
spend their time expounding authoritatively on each

and every aspect of environmental science. No, their
function is more coordinatory than participatory.

GEMS' position within the United Nations grants the
system valuable access to the world s scientific community, and from that community GEMS selects con
sultant talent most suited to particular needs. Consultants constitute about $120,000 of the GEMS annual
budget, though many more are paid for by agencies

contributing to the respective projects.

At its simplest the monitoring and assessment process
tells us that without rain a grassland will turn to desert.
But even that equation is not asfimple as it seems, for
there are other factors that must be taken into account.
The amount of sunshine; altitude, latitude and wind
will all affect the outcome and if the area is subject to

dense sea mists, as in the Lomas country of Peru, it may

support a good grassland without the benefit of any
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With a smaller budget than is enjoyed by the

fire brigades of many large cities, the GEMS
Programme Activity Centre in Nairobi provides the basis of a service that will keep a
benign watchful eye on the entire globe,
gathering the information needed to avoid the
conflagrations that threaten if mis-use and
over-exploitation of the environment continue

unimpeded. It operates by courtesy of the
cooperation and finance that its projects
receive from governments, from the Specialized Agencies of the United Nations, and from
independent institutions around the world.
Without that help there could be no global environment monitoring system. The earth is a

single finite entity
one ecosystem
but no
single or anization could hold together the
talent an resources required to discover and
monitor all its trends.

GEMS is a vast undertaking, but dimensions
notwithstanding, its ends will be best fulfilled

b the conviction and effort that function most
e fectively at the individual level, and are often
diffused in the hierarchies of large organizations. GEMS will never be identified with a
large organization. Rather, it will continue to
be what it always has been - a good idea
sparking productively through the minds of a
network

of

active

individual

politicians,

decision-makers and scientists around the

world.

GRID is the brainchild of a group of scientists working
within GEMS, the Global Environment Monitoring
System. GRID is part of GEMS and its brief is to provide
an environmental data management service throughout
the United Nations. GEMS is controlled by a Programme
Activity Centre within the United Nations Environment
Programme. The GEMS ProgrammeAdivity Centre's aim
is to describe the changes at work in our surroundings and
to gather the facts necessary to understand the mechanisms
responsible.
GEMS staff function as a catalytic team, ensuring that
data are collected across the broad environmental
spectrum. Their main concerns are plugging gaps in the
environmental monitoringnetwork, preventing work from
being duplicated and amalgamating existing programmes
into the global framework. Considerable effort is devoted
to improving monitoring techniques, thereby ensuring data
quality. Funds are raised, and monies allocated to
programmes that are contributing to the international
monitoring network.
GEMS works through the other United Nations agencies
by enlisting their support in the five key areas defined by
the 1972 United Nations Stockholm Conference on the
Human Environment: climate, long range transport of air
pollutants, renewable resources, the oceans, and human
health. Programmes are carried out by agencies such as
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization, the Food and Agriculture Organizationand
the World Health Organization. Intergovemmental
groups such as the International Union for the Conservation of Nature also work to provide data. Agency exper-

tise is a vital and integral part of GEMS.
Since its conception at the Stockholm Conference in
1972, and its birth in 1974, GEMS has established a key
place in the world of international affairs as a co ordinator
of environmental monitoring. As a result, experts
throughout the United Nations have become aware of the
need for a global database to complement global data
gathering.
The answer is GRID, a system for channelling key
environmental data, from as many sources aspossible. out
to people who can use them. The users may be scientists
trying to understand thefunctioning and behaviour of our
global environment, or planners making important
management decisions about the regions under their
jurisdiction. GRIDis an extension of the GEMS philosophy
that prudent management of ourenvironment is the only
way to deal with an increasingly crowded planet,

Landsat image of Kenya's Rift Valley shows
Lake Turkanu (dark blue) in the north and
Lake Victoria (black) in the southwest.
Vegetation appears red on this 'false-colour'
image. Nairobi, headquarters of the United
Nations Environment Programme and the site
of GRID-Control, is located with the United
Nations Environment Programme symbol
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GRID will enhance the relationship that already exists
within the United Nations by effectively giving a wider
audience access to vital databanks building up within the
GEMS monitoring network. It will be a dispersed system,
with facilities linked by telecommunications, eventually
sending data to, and receiving data from, nodes throughout
the world. This will help to build a useful picture of the
state of the global environment and at the same time enable
planners to manage environmental resources more effectively.
During the development phase, three main functions
have been identified for GRID: bringing together existing
environmental data sets; analysing existing information
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in order to pinpoint areas of environmental concern; and
training people from both developing and developed
countries in the use of GRID technology.
Three-dimensional perspective of the Grand
Canyon in the United States was produced by
ARC/INFO software of the Environmental
Systems Research Institute in California. This
software has been donated to GRID; its
flexibility will be of great use in analysing
information in the many different databases
which are being incorporated in GRID

Collecting the data
The techniques for gathering environmental data grow
yearly more sophisticated, especially in the fieldsof remote
sensing. Yet traditional methods, such asafield notebook
and pen, remain part ofa webcast overtheearthtoensure
that information entering the databanks is accurate and
comprehensive.
Resource monitoring, for example, takes place from
satellites, fromaircraft and on the ground. An important
issue is resolution; the man on the ground can record
minute detail, while an earth resource satellite, sensing
remotely from 1,000 kilometres above him, can
distinguish only those objects that are larger than about
30 metres. In between flies the plane, gathering informav
tion with cameras, spectral sensorsand human observers.
Each level of recording complements the others, slowly
building up a picture of the land.
This three-tiered approach is not only complementary;
it also serves as a form of quality control, with eachtier
recording information that can help to resolve
inaccuracies or inconsistencies in the level above orbelow.
Several satellites are now contributing to the network
generating earth resource data. Since 1972, five Landsat
satellites have been launched. With an orbit time of 103
minutes, Landsat 1, 2 and 3 had the potential to sense
remotely theentireglobal surfaceevery 18days, a period
known as the repeat interval.
Satellites record reflected radiation. All the Landsat
serieshavebeenequippedwithasystem calledthe MultiSpectral Scanner. An oscillating mirror in the satellite
reflects light onto special receivers, each sensitive to a
particular radiation band such as visible light or infrared. In Landsat4and5, theMulti-Spectral Scanner(which
records in four bands) has been supplemented with a
system called the Thematic Mapper, which has a wider
spectral sensitivity, recording seven bands up into the
thermal infra-red. The mirror reflects, and onAboard tapes
store, reflectance values from discrete areas on the ground
called pixels (or picture elements). Pixel size, 50.by 60
metres for the Multi-Spectral Scanner and 30 by 30 metres
fortheThematicMapper, representsthesatellite'sresolu»
tion.

A satellite records information much asdid the French
impressionist, Georges Seurat. Seurat developed a unique
technique called "pointillism". Look closely at one of his
paintings, and you see a multitude of tiny dots of pure
colour. Stand back, and the dots resolve themselves into
a scene - rivers, boats, trees, and people. Seurat used
these discrete dots of colour to build up images of his
surroundings. Pixels are the building blocks of satellite
imagery, Each one helps to paint a picture of the earth's
surface.

Anotherseriesofsatellitesisnowcontributingto earth
resource databases, especially with respect to vegetation
monitoring. Essentially launched for meteorological
work, the US. National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration series carry a sensing device called an
Advanced Very-High-Resolution Radiometer. The repeat
interval is daily; the swath 2,800 kilometres wide; pixel
size is 1.1 by 1.1 kilometres; and the sensors cover five
radiation bands.
The key advantages of Advanced Very»High»
Resolution Radiometer data are their quantity and the
frequency of their coverage. The coarser resolution is
adequate for recording variables such as surface
temperature and vegetation growth,
Lightaircraftwithexperiencedpilotsand observersare
the second levelofdataacquisition. Planesequipped with
camerasand radiometers can provide permanent records
ofvegetationandgroundstructurethatcan becompared
with the imagery provided by satellites. Counts of
animals, both wild and domestic, are easily accomplished
by low»level ights made along predetermined, systematic
flight lines. Aerial data provide unique information for
the database and help define the patterns of land use that
satellites are sensing.
Since satellitesand aircraft are, asyet, unable to record
very fine detail, information has to be gathered on the
ground to help interpret the imagery. Here we see the
return ofpeople in the field
geologists, biologists,
geographers - gathering groundtruth . lmaginean area
of ground the size of a pixel. lf such a space were flat and
painted a uniform colour, it would reflect a uniform value.
These reflectance values are called "spectral signatures".
Ground truthing determines what a particular signature
represents on the earth s surface. The signatures of
uniform areassuch as maizefieldsor waterbodiesarethe
easiest to recognize. Complex ecosystems such as mixed
wooded grasslands and mountains require additional
effort on the ground so that more information can be
extracted from the imagery.
Slowly but surely, this problem is being sorted out.
"Ground truthers", equippedwith new technology, such
as satellite sensitive compasses. are able to fix co»
ordinates, to geo reference themselves with great
accuracy. This enables the analysts to marry groundtruth
toimagery and unravel the wealth of data generateddaily.
As the library of spectral signatures develops, the potential application ofimagery, both new andold, grows more
extensive.

Although vital, "ground truthing is not the only way
workers on the ground gather data. Sometimes,
ecosystems can be understood only if fine detail is

prm idedahuut lhclr(t)n\ltlul nl parts Suth detail 7 mil
properties \peues lis|s, vegetation gruwth rates and
mtlrU-lllmdh W is gathered by ground workers
Databases also int lude data on human d(ll\ lly such as

the l0(dl10ns nt towns and market LentreS, the distrihu
tum (ll telet timmunuation links and the number mt tars
per head (it population, This seeiivemnomit inturmatinn
the \ldll\ll(\ «it a material world \Nl'ltLl l may he at odds
With thenaturalenVImnment helpstoexpmeandexplain
the tentliets.
A wealth el inturmdtlon alsu eXists in tiles, reports,
maps and graphs, data that have heen building up ever

\tnLt' man hogan taking a quantitative interest in l th

surrmindings (,tinverted into a language that («imputen
\ \'tll understand old data tan he used ter tomparative
analvses
Itattirgiilherlni:

tet hmques

\\'Ill he

(linllnlldllY

iinpruvedandretinedmthetuture Althtrughthelantlstit
experiment is nearingtumpletien neu \dlt lll|t'~ \\'lll hr
laun<hed and the net wt remote nKln}; expanded lhe
l rench orbiterSl OT when launched in 1085 \Vlll Klmrpi it
reselutiun to 10 metres and earth rewurt e satellites hai e
already been launt hed hy India and the trth l'niim
Other L mintries, such as lapan have reseun e satellites
under development Automated data mllution (l( \'t(l"~
WillImprovetheetlitientyandtmt ellet tiw-nessnt htxth
air crews and ground teams
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The three levels of environmental monitoring
* on the ground in the air and from spare 7

are illustrated on this page Earh level provides
information which (omplements the others,
(hecks arruraql and data quality and helps
interpret the levels above and below Ground
monitoring provides very high resolution but
1 expensive, spare monitoring provides huge
quantities ufdata but at lower resolution
I Emlngists (arrymg out ground studies of an
elephant population in East Afrtta

Salinatiun ponds on the (east 0] Kenya This
SPOT stmulatian Is at an area 25 km north ut
Mil/ind: and was generated from aerial
photographs Salutation ponds appear as lrlue
rei'tangles in lltt west of the illustration red
and white re(tangles to the southeast are
fields

2 Louivle uel renmnaisanee flights help
determine the distribution and nature of plant
and animal Communities
3 Satellite Image of Lakes Barmgo (north) and
Begoria in Kenya generated with datafrom
Landsat's Thematic Mapper lvegetation

appears green;

7

Overlaying environmental data

Collating the data
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Data collected by these techniques are stored in databases
around the world, For example, the UnitedNations Educa
tional, Scientific and Cultural Organization and World
Meteorological Organization work with GEMS to
maintain a World Glaciermonitoring service at the Swiss
Federal Polytechnic in Zurich. Data on baseline levelsof
key pollutants from the Background Air Pollution
Monitoring Network are collected by the World
Meteorological Organization, but are stored by the United
States Environmental Protection Agency in Washington.
DC. These data already have great value in monitoring
particular aspects of the environment. When combined,
they will beeven more useful. GRID will amalgamate key
parts of all the databases that concern the environment,
analyse thecollated data, and then see that the results are
distributed and widely known.
. Gathering data into GRID will not reduce the value of
original sources. In Cambridge, the Conservation
Monitoring Centre is gathering data on the status of
endangered plant and animal species, on trade in
endangered species and on threatened habitats. Staff
members compile the species Red Data Books and data
flows in from all over the world. This centre is a division
of the International Union for the Conservationof Nature
and is part of the GEMS natural resources monitoring
network. Scientists in the unit will continue to work as
before, collecting, collating and assessing the quality of
specialist information.
GEMS and GRID involve a network of people who
depend on one another for information. GRID will
perform the function of locating gaps in the databanks,
be they the status ofair pollutants or the mass balance
of remote glaciers. When the gaps are located, they will
be filled by whatever means are necessary, from inter
preting satellite imagery to intensive groundsurvey. The
chemists analysing airquality, the pilots of survey aircraft,
United Nations Specialized Agency staff, and GRID
system modellers are equally important to a database that
will ultimately answer questions about any aspect of our
global environment.
All environmental assessments need baseline data sets.
First is a base map of the world, a framework for geo»
referencing. Over the maps will be laid information on
elements such as soils, vegetation, plant and animal
species, climate and human settlements. Initially, data will
flow in from international data sets to which the United
Nations Environment Programme already has access; for
example, the five programmeareasofGEMS, Usingthese
data sets in the pilot phase, GRID managers will be able
to establish priorities for collecting new data to expand
the database.

Sometime in the future, sufficient data will beavailable
to allowa response to most questions about the environment. Answers will lead to new questions and improve
the process of upgrading data sets. The attention of
managers will be drawn to gaps in the database and action
taken to fillthem. Upgradingisaprocessthatwillbepart
of the day-to-day working of GRID, leading to decisions
based on increasingly reliable and comprehensive data.

human
settlements

animal
populations

vegetation
Cover

m a?

J3:17;""~-

lb; II

water
FESOUFCCS

soil
types

Overlaying is the basic tool of GRID analysis.
By superimposing data on many different
aspects of land structure and use, planners can
build up an increasingly detailed picture of the
area they wish to study. Only a few of the
many possible types of information are
included in the diagram right

base
map

:

Analysing the data
I.|ls' most computer based geographical information
systems, GRID has a number of baSlC features data
capture, storage and retrieval, analysis, output and
display.
Data capture involves putting information into the
computer and organizmg it in memory The key point is
how the software handles each piece of information Data
in GRID are georreferenced. The software recognizes
every piece of information in terms of its position on the
surface of theearth Thecorordinates which pindatadown
geographically are the one feature that all data entering
the system have in common
Data are stored as geo~referenced points The points,
however arearrangedbythesoftwaretorepresenteither
points lines or areas Thus, rain gauges and houses are

points, lines such as roads and rivers are stored and
recognized as strings of points, while areas have points
defining their perimeters The software can deal With areas
of any shape from the uniform Wheat fields of the
American Great Plains to irregular Norwegian fiords
Data storage also involves registering characteristics
Every point, line and area is a(tually described, be it a
rain gauge, road or lake Any description is possible and
any point (or line, or areal may be described over and
over again and given new and reVIsed attributes a point
in terms of different daily rain levels: a river, in terms of
fish stocks. turbidity or speed of flow- an area, in terms
of anything from maize fields to the foraging grounds of
polar bears,
Retrieval is the reverse of storage, literally recovering
ordered data from thecomputer's memory, or from mass
storage discs or magnetic tapes, so that they can be

analysed Retrievalinvolvesaskingthecomputertosearch
for information ii for example, all the lakes in Gambia,
all the man-made lakes or reservoirs, all of the same that
are Within lOkilomet resofa maiorroad, those that Contain
a Certain species of fish, or those that suffer from high
aCidity,
With the data back out of storage, how does anaIySis
take place? The main feature of GRID is its capacity to
analyse and display information. This involves the
retrieval of data filesor parts of them in any combination
andtheiranalySistogetherorseparatelytogeneratetables,
graphs, maps, or charts that will help analysts examine,
manipulate and understand the problem they are
investigating. GRID will be able to handle almost any
question couched in geographical terms. lts ability to
answer Will be a reflection of data availability, not
analytical flexrbility
The two basic techniques of data analysis are overlay
and thetiseofstatistics, In overIaVing, thesoftwaretakes

on an almost magic quality for any particular area,
if
the data exist, data sets can be overlaid, an electronic
version of stacking maps, With different information for
the same area The greater the number of data
sets, the

greaterthenumberofpossrblecomparisons Forexample.
in a study of soil erosion the computer Will be able to
(ompare the degree of erosron With soil quality, waterrunl
oft, temperature. human settlements or domestic animal
distribution by overlaying them one by one (or all
togetheri The list may belong, but the statistical package
V» ill allow correlations to provtde probable hints about
what may be causing the erosion

I he software's capacity to display analysed data will
ultimately determine the way in W'ltK h they Will he used
I erhaps the most common output will be the map, but
many others will be possible: graphs, charts, tables and
display on colour monitors
The tolloWing three examples illustrate some of the
potential uses of GRID
In 1080, the United Nations Environment Programme

published, in to-operation With the Food and Agriculture
Organization, aglobal tropicalforestresource-assessment
It serves as an illustration of the three basic activities that
w ill be performed by GRID
inventoring, monitoring
and modelling First the state of forests was inventoried
in 7b (oiintries Secondly, where data were available,
agents of deforestation were identified and monitored to
iiidit ate rates of forest loss at national and global level

Thirdly, these rates were used to make the crude predio
tion that 88 percent of the world's tropical forests would
still be standing at theend of the century. T he assessment
was conducted as objectively as methodologies allowed
at the time As GRID becomes operational, regular
assessments Will become increasingly useful, they Will be
based on more and better data, and they Wlll stem from
more detailed analysis of all the different causes of
deforestation.
The second example concerns the world s soils Most
landeuse decisions, especially agricultural ones, include
consideration of soil quality, The United Nations EnVironment Programme, co-operating With the Food and
Agriculture Organization, has taken existing world soil
maps available at a scale of1:5 million, and stored them
in a computerized database. With the assistance of the
International Society of Soil Scientists and the International Soil Reference and Information Centre, it is
proposed that the data to be stored in GRID be upgraded
to generate soil maps at a scale of 1-1 million. This will
provide a much more detailed account of soil properties
on which to base decisions about land use,
The third example involves GRID's ability to trouble

shoot by isolating problems, directing effective action
to understand them, and thereby helping to prevent future
I

{llr( n(l:$

Desert locusts annually devour extensive areas of
carefully tended fieldsand posea constant threat to food
(rops These notorious insects range over 30 million
square kilometres, much being land where populations
depend wholly on agriculture It includes 55 countries,
supporting 850 million people, extending east from
§enegal to Bangladesh

north from Tanzania to the

southern (roplands of the SoViet Union The locust
plagues originate from the relatively smaller area that

nevertheless stretches over some 16 million square
lilometres from Mauritania to NorthJNest India
The I-oodand Agriculture Organization's Plantllrotecr
tion Servne has been

using Advanced

Very High

Resolution Radiometer and Landsat data to locate the
areasfrom whichlocustplagueserupt I Iaguesmcuronly
in ideal breeding conditions, usually afterpersistent rain
I'emales lay theireggs in sandy, moist soils and the young
lotusts called hoppers, hatch when vegetation is fresh

aiidgreen Theseconditionsarefound in about 4 percent

ot theeruption belt and are Virtually impossibleto locate
effectively With conventional ground and aerial methods
Landsat and Advanced Very»HighAResolution
Radiometer data have been used to pinpoint areas which
are potential breeding sites, by locating the vegetation
blooms Once the sites are located, ground checks deter»
mine it there are hoppers present. If they are, they are
t-radir ated byspraying TheenVironment benefitsin two
ways the locusts are removed, and much less insecticide
is used than With traditional blanket spraying This
redutes costs and pollution
This proiett shows iust how valuable enVironmental

data can be if they are properly geoereferenced, analysed
and applied on a Wide scale GRID will make it possible
to mount other, similar proiects, with increased accuracy
and effectiveness

Dufon station in CJSfII Rica three maps show
how monitoring can he used to illustrate
(Itunges in forest cover LII L'V time Forest extent

if! 1940 was deterriiined by aerial survey that
in 1977 by interpretation of Landsat imagery
Combined they reveal the extent of

deforestatimi during the iiiteninnirig 3," years
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How GRID will work

Providing the expertise
GRIDwill invest strongly in training. The technology of
geographical information systems is well developed but
has not, until now, been widely available through international and national outlets. As a result, there is a
shortageof personnel qualified to operate the technology.
In co operation with GRID, national governments and
major donors will provide studentships allowing young
professionals to be trained in geographical information
system technology. The trainees will work at a GRID
facility on their own national data sets. The Swiss Govemment, for example, has already promised training for
twenty people.

It would be ironic if the countries most likely to benefit
from GRID were unable to obtain the help that the
technology promises. For that reason, special attention
has been paid to their needs. Most countries contribute
to GEMS activities, and from this network some will be
chosen to participate in the pilot phase of GRID. Participation will include personnel training and, as the programme
advances, the provision of hardware and software.

Functions and tasks of GRID
Functions

Tasks

Examples

Assessment

Data supply

Supply information on numbers of elephants in
northern Kenya

Inventory management

Improved data on global soil<

Status reporting

Periodic assessment of state of environmental
pollution
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Analysis

Monitoring change

Reports on change in forest cover

Research support

Analysis of causes of desertification

Forecasting

Prediction of locust swarms or climate change

Improved management

Use of GRID data to deCide when to move cattle in

drought-afiected areas

Policy development

Testing of effectiveness of alternative environmental
policies

Aid allocation

Identification of areas in which development support
is critical

Proiect evaluation

Analysis of environmental impact of introduction of
irrigation to an arid area

GRID will become a dispersed system with nodes linked
by telecommunications, Initially, it will be divided
between two: GRID-Control at the United Nations
EnVironment Programme headquarters in Nairobi, and
GRID-Processor at United Nations Environment
Programme premises in the University of Geneva,
Switzerland,
The Nairobi facility will control and manage GRID
operations worldwide, working from the headquarters
of the United Nations Environment Programme, the body
controlling overall policy. The United Nations complex
at Nairobi also houses regional officessuch as the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization and the United Nations Children s Fund and the world
headquarters of the United Nations Centre for Human
Settlements (HABITAT). GRID-Control will, therefore.
serve as an in-house demonstration facility for the
database. Scattered through these same officesare experts
rangingfromchild nutritioniststoenvironmentallawyers,
all of whom are available to GRID for advice and
guidance. GRID-Control will be the most important
centre for the introduction of GRID technology to the
developing countries.
In Geneva, GRID Processor will be preoccupied with
data capture, monitoring, modelling, analysis and
distribution. The hardware required for the tasks needs

The super mini computer system which will be
used by GRID has been donated by the Prime
Computer Corporation of the United States

GRIDyProressor [JYUVHISE S in Geneva have l7I'I7H
provided by the university they are
conveniently situated near research institutes
and other computer centres

to be close to a comprehensive computer serVice centre
GRIDvProcessor also needs neighbours. such as univerr
sities and research institutes, to keep statf abreast ot
developments in modelling and application Geneva is
the headquarters of many of the United Nations
Specialized Agencies. suchasthe World HealthOrganizar
tion and the World Meteorological Organization, which
are co-operating in GRID from the outset.
Equipment forGRID ControlandGRID~Processor will
be based on Prime and Perkin-Elmer super mini computer
systems, The main computers are to be supported by a
large range of ancillary equipment such as terminals.
digitizers, image processors, plotters. array processors

and mass storage devices.
The equipment has been provided through donations
from a number of national agencies and private
companies TheseincludetheNationalAeronauticaland
Space Administration (USAI and the Prime Computer
Corporation (USA) which, between them, have prov1ded
most of the hardware. The software which has been
donated includes the National Aeronautical and Space
Administration's Earth Resources Laboratory Applicaa
tions Software. and ARC INFO from the Environmenv
tal Systems Research Institute in Redlands, California.

What GRID will do
lntheend, CRID's successWill betested mtermsofapplication, How will people, governments and international
bodies benefit7 Essentially, data areonly valuable if they
can be used. The enVironment is a complex composite of
systems * physical biologicaland soCIo-economic ~ and
few management deCisionS can be safely taken Without
regard to all of them. GRID is a straightforward tool

lSC- ib920

THE ULTIMATE GOAL
environmental
data

leading to an understanding of how these systems Interact
Understood, they can be managed more effectively

We live in a world wherenatural resources arelimited
International planners deal With the limitations on a global
scale: national planners, within national boundaries At
any scale. resources must be used wisely. GRll) can help
all decision makers to make wiser decismns about managing the resources they have in their domains.
Clobally, CRlDWillbcusedtomakestatementsabout
global trends, such as changes in climate and increasing
desertification Nationally, GRID will be valuable at any
scale of planning, from national agricultural schemes to
the siting of roads and human settlements
l erhaps GRID is best summed up in terms of a medical
analogy When people see their familiar world in disarr
ray they are often forced to stand by, unable to undersr
tand what is wrong, forced to watch helplessly Like a
vet faced With a sick animal, environmental managers
cannot ask forestsand seaswhat is wrongwhen they show
signsof ill health. With GRID, theenvrronment will begin
to resemble a human patient, capable ot answering
questions about itself, helping doctors to locate the
problemsand to treat them. When that happens, we Will
be able to move from crisis management to prevention
from a sick environment to a healthy one

GRID

national

\

international

institutions

agencies
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Cengmphic information system softwure, from

the digitizing 0/ complex maps to the writing
of more sophisticated statistical packages will
continue to be developed GRID will benefit,
ensuring more and better decrsions are made
about the PIIIJIVOYHIIPIII in the future
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I. PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to
present
the
major
objectives
and
accomplishments of the Agriculture and
Resources Inventory Surveys Through
Aerospace Remote Sensing (AgRISTARS)
program
and
its
eight
component
projects during fiscal year (FY)1983.
This report Includes an Introduction
to the overall AgRISTARS program, a
general statement on progress, and
separate summaries of the activities of
each project, with emphasis on the tech-

2. INTRODUCTION

nical highlights.
Organizational and
management Information on AgRISTARS
is included in the appendixes, as Is a
complete bibliography of publications
and reports. Additional information may
be obtained from:
\gRISTARS Program Management Group
Code SC
NASA-Lyndon 8. Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas 77058
Telephone:

713-483-2548

(FTS: 525-2548)

AgRISTARS is a long-term program
of research, development, test, and eval-

uation of aerospace remote sensing to
meet the needs of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture (USDA). The program is a
cooperative effort of: the USDA; the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA); the U.S. Department of
Commerce (USDC) through the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NCAA); and the U.S. Department of the

interior (USDI). In addition, the Agency
for International Development (AID)

which the participating agencies established the AgRISTARS program. In 1980
the program

was Initiated as an effort

based on satisfying current and future
requirements of the USDA for highpriority agricultural and other renewable
resources type information. This information ls important to the USDA in
addressing national and international
issues on supply, demand, and competition for food and fiber.

participates as an ex officio observer and

potential future user agency.

in 1978 the Secretary of Agriculture
issued

an initiative,

in

USDA'A'NASA
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The overall goal of AgRiSTARS is to
determine the feasibilitL of integrating
aerospace remote sensing technology
into existing or future USDA data acquisition systems.
Determining feasibility
depends upon the assessment of numer-

ous factors over an extended period of
time. Determinations of the reliability,
costs, timeliness, objectivity, and adequacy of information required to carry
out USDA missions are planned in the
program. The overall approach consists
of a balanced program of remote sensing
research, development, and testing which
addresses a wide range of information
needs on domestic and global resources
and agricultural commodities.
in this initiative the USDA identified
the following seven information requirements:

0

Early warning of change affecting
production and quality of
commodities and renewable resources

Commodity production forecasts

a

Land use classification and measurement

0

Renewable

assessment

resources

inventory

0

commodity

Early Warning and Crop
Assessment (EW/CC A)
Inventory

(iTD)

production

Technology

Development

Conservation practices assessment

0

Supporting Research (SR)

0

Pollution detection and impact evaluatlons

0

Yield Model Development (YMD)

Based on these information requirements, as well as on a specific immediate need for better or more timely information on crop conditions

and expected

production, the AgRiSTARS technical
program was developed. It consists of
eight projects which address all seven of
the USDA information needs with a clear
emphasis on the first two, early warning

cons: RVATION AND
POLLUTION

RE NEWABLE
RESOURCES
INVENTORY

PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT
YIELD
MODEL
DEVELOPMENT

warms
RESEARCH

MIL
MOISTURE

0
0

Soil Moisture (SM)
Domestic

(DC/LC)

Crops

and

Land

Cover

Condition

0

INVENTORY
TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT

DWES TIC
CRO'S AND
LAND COVER

0

and

and

The eight projects include the

Land productivity estimates

AgRlSTARS PROJECTS

EARLY WARNING

change

forecasts.
following:

a
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CRO? CONDITION
NEWENT

of

o

0

Renewable Resources Inventory (R RI)

0

Conservation and Pollution (C/P)

Even though each project has its
specific set of objectives, the projects
are interrelated both through mutuality
of data needs and through much common
technology.

3.
The AgRiSTARS program

PROGRAM SUMMARY
has been

9

underway for 4 years.
During this time
significant progress has been made in

agricultural applications.

a

National Resource
program.

domestic and foreign operational crop
production estimation programs. During
focused

the

on

three

AgRISTARS
areas:

0

technology

0

projected costs per state associated with

using Landsat data have been drastically
reduced, thereby enhancing Landsat's
utility to domestic crop production

estimation.

0

A revised wheat yield reduction
model was transferred to the Foreign
Agricultural Service (FAS) and tested
in both the USSR and China. Model
results compared favorably with nonsatellite data sources.

FAS also used the Crop Estijatlon
through
Resource
Environment
Synthesis (CERES) winter wheat
model to produce operational yield
estimates for the USSR.

on

transferring

techniques

to field

Results from 14 international basins
indicate that the accuracy of the

Vegetation
indices
developed
in
AgRlSTARS, using the Landsat M55
or the NOAA advanced very high
resolution radiometer (AVHRR), are
used operationally by estimating and
forecasting groups in USDA, NCAA,
and AID.

A
major
technical
interchange
meeting
was
held
between
AgRiSTARS participants and other
government
and
non-government
researchers on the use of the NOAA
satellites AVHRR for agricultural
applications.

0

evaluation

of

Methods

to estimate

precipitation,

daily temperature extremes, canopy
temperatures, insolation, and snow

Preliminary

Geological Survey (USCS) land cover

categories.

The

TM's

0

A

new

hydrologic

developed

improved

analysis

during

to

model

has

incorporate

been

remote

sensing information from various
sensors for water resources management. This model will be field tested
in FY 1984.

age, and better signal-to-noise (S/N)

Major Research Focus During FY 1983

Improved spectral and spatial resolution of TM offers the potential to
separate important soil properties

even in regions with similar soils and

under a dense vegetation canopy.
A soybean phenology (growth stage)
model was developed and tested. The

results indicate that the model will
generate
reliable
estimates
of
growth stages

over

range of climatic conditions.

Agroclimatic

reference

a

wide

handbooks

were prepared for Argentina, Brazil,

and Australia.

Microwave remote sensing of bare
soil
produced
repeatable
and
quantifiable
results
regardless
of

geographic

location

and

sensor

system used, thereby demonstrating
the potential of microwave remote
sensing for estimating soil moisture
over large areas.
The Multiresource inventory Methods
Pilot Test (MIM PT) was completed.
The MlM PT demonstrated the poten-

tial use of Landsat data for conducting recurrent forest inventory and
assessment
activities
over
large

areas.

data

FY 1963 indicated that some conservation practices could be successfully
detected in Landsat TM data, but a
number of existing practices are of
such size and definition that present
sensors and standard techniques cannot detect them with great accuracy.

thematic

shown that TM data can discriminate
to levels ll and III of the U.S.

soybean

Principal Technical Accomplishments
o

Continued

0

mapper (TM) data for crop identification,
land cover separability,
and
.forest
species
discrimination
has

ratio.

emphasis

forecasting.
o

satellites

remote sensing

snowmelt-runoff
model
(SRM) for
simulating
seasonal
water
yield
(volume) is 97 percent and for daily
flows is 85 percent.
This model is
ready for conversion to operational

scanner (MSS) data to support U.S. crop
estimates. Acreage estimates for seven

meterological

The USDA Forest Service placed con-

tion workshops.

The
USDA
Statistical
Reporting
Service (SR5) used acreage estimates
generated from Landsat multispectral

0

(NRI)

users by conducting several advanced
remote sensing and photo interpreta-

transfer, basic research, and evaluation
of the NOAA satellites.

states - Arkansas, Colorado, Illinois,
lowa, Kansas,.and Missouri - calculated
by combining Landsat MSS with ground
data,
were
twice as
efficient as
estimates using ground data alone;

inventory

from

accuracy
is
attributed
to
better
spatial and radiometric resolution,
improved wavelength (band) cover-

siderable

program

Technology Transfer

The Soil Conservation Service (SCS)

is reviewing Landsat change detection techniques for possible use in the

Research
conducted
by
the
AgRISTARS projects has been evaluated
by USDA agencies, and selected techniques have been incorporated into the
1983,

The CERES-maize model was used in

real time
(1983
crop season) to
evaluate the U.S. corn crop and the
impact of the drought on corn yield.

evaluating, analyling, and using various
types of
remote sensing data for

FY

cover

are in the final phases of testing and
evaluation.

During

FY 1983 a major part 01 the

research effort focused on the use of the

NOAA polar-orbiting satellites for agri-

cultural monitoring and condition assessment.
The NOAA satellites
have
AVHRR's onboard that collect data in
the visible, infrared, and thermal bands.
The spectral response of the visible and

near-infrared bands is similar to bands 5
and 7 on the Landsat M55. The AVHRR

continuously scans the globe at a resolu-

tion of 1 kilometer.
The 1-kilorneter
data is aggregated automatically to a
resolution of 4 kilometers onboard the
satellite in order to conform to data
storage constraints.

About 10 minutes of

that

daily

selected higher resolution 1-kilometer
data can be stored onboard during each
orbit.
The advantage of the NOAA
satellites for monitoring vegetation is
they

provide

observations,

while Landsat has a repeat time of 16
days.
Problems with cloud cover are
much less severe with daily observations.

The trade-off for daily coverage is resolution. Only a small part of the Earth
can be observed daily at the full
meter AVHRR resolution; daily

l-kiloglobal

coverage is obtained at a 4-kilometer

resolution.
During

FY 1983, basic research was

conducted on improving the processing
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efficiencies of the AVHRR data through
cloud screening techniques, geometric
rectification,
registration, scan angle

corrections, and swath width studies
(fig. 1). Additional studies investigated
the use of the thermal bands for estimation
of
precipitation,
temperature,
surface evaporation, and ocean water
reflectances.

in the applications area, various
daily, global, and composite vegetation
indices (Vl's) were produced (fig. 2) and

used within the assessment
USDA, NCAA, and AID.

groups

at

Figure 2.- Progression of

severe drought in the Orinoco

i

and Mehta River Basins of
Columbia and Vmesuela during

3
i

early 1903. This new operational product of aggregated
AVHRR daily data is available
weekly and is designed to give

i
I

E

analysts a quick-look of the

overall environmental trends.

The broms in Columbia and
Venezuela document the dessication of the grasslands that

me associated with El Nino of
1982-83. Also noticeable is
the greenness contrast between
the two nations of Haiti zmd
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the Dominican Republic on the
Island of Hispaniola. The
cause ofthe lower greenness
in Haiti (western end of the

island) is due to severe

deforestation (less than 21 of

the country
remainsas forest)
and subsequent erosion.

gure 1.- ROM AVHRR

ags of the Southern United States.

is the western half of a full AVER)? scan.

his image product

It illustrates the effects of scan

angle on data distortion. The Pinter Vheat belt of Oklahoma and Kansas is the
red area in the central portion of the image.

10

The AVHRR was able to track catastrophic or large area events
Mexico's
El Chicon

volcano eruption,

drought

in

the African Sahel, and reductions in the
water level of Lake Chad, and a massive
phytoplankton

bloom

off

coast of Australia (fig. 3).

the

northeast

The

NOAA polar-orbiting satellites

have provided an efficient,

4. PROJECT TECHNICAL HIGHLIGHTS

inexpensive

source of data for agricultural monitoring, condition assessment, and change
detection to augment existing satellite
and ground technologies.

Technical highlights of the eight
AgRlSTARS projects are given in this
section.
Project overview, FY 1983
objectives, and accomplishments are
discussed.
4.1

crop production in foreign countries and

far assessing crop conditions in general.
They

EARLY WARNING/CROP CONDITION ASSESS [MT

The EW/CCA research project is
designed to develop remote sensing tech-

nology and crop simulation models that
mvide early warning of actual or poten-

tial plant stress and that provide alerts
for optimal crop conditions. The project
activity includes development and testmg of techniques for monitoring and
assessing

conditions

that

may

impact

small

grains

(wheat

sorghum,

and

(ARS)

cotton.

and

EARLY WARNING OF CONDITIONS AFFECTING CROPS
This pron will assist
the USDA in tracking the
condition at major trope

e of

toplankton bloom off northeast coast of

previously. Hater depths in ghis region are generally less than 100 feet over
a corallino sandy bottom. The entrapment of thus phytoplankton concentratwn

in the Capricorn Channel is probably related to entratnment tn 4} warm-core

91/

being spun out of the Coral Sea, a nonnal occurrence 1.?! their reg-Lon

during the Southern Hemisphere manner.

by

NASA,

The FY 1983 objectives were:

a

To continue development and evaluation of various simulation models and

satellite data to provide timely alerts

of abnormal conditions on a global
basis.
0

a
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To provide improved definition of the
relationships between plants and their

environment and
the growth cycle.

0

are well «rein-d. and the

'

participation

factors

affecting

To determine and quantify relationships between factors such as crop
responses.

satellites to measure the
affects oi drought on crops

re 3.- ROM-B

with

stress, the environment, and spectral

Taehniouu using data tram

AungaZia. This 121:2: we Zia: in December 1983 of a porttonoI the Great
Barrier Reef. Ihe chlorophyll greenneee signature betng ashtbtted
tins
mass of single-celled blue-green algae covered about 30,000 square k-tlometera
of the Capricorn Chanel off the coast of weeneland, Australta. Ihe
greenness of the phytoplankton bloom equals that measured for soybeans

require-

4.1.1 Technical Objectives

in the United States and
foreign courtlries.

P11

research

NOA A, and other USDA agencies.

barley), corn,

sunflowers,

provided

The EW/CCA project is managed by
the USDA Agricultural Research Service

crop production in foreign and U.S.
areas.
Major commodities for which
technology is being developed include:
soybeans,

have

ments and have requested that specific
technology
be transferred to their
Foreign
Crop Condition Assessment
Division.

areas oi the crops a oat-d
can be aecurataiv measured. Other types oi erw
attest are also being
stud-ad.

To investigate the utility of multisensor data for agricultural applications and to improve the capabilities
for using NOAA satellite data for
indicating
and
monitoring
crop
conditions.

4.1.2 Crop Stress indicator Models
Technology developed in the EW/CCA

project will be transferred to elements
within

USDA.

For

example,

the

USDA/FAS is responsible for providing
early warning of changes that may affect

or

Models are being developed, tested,
improved to provide information

concerning crop stress.

A satellite, agronomic, and meteorological (SAM) data base for Missouri,

13

North

Dakota,

developed

to

and South
test

and

Dakota

was

evaluate

the

plants

accuracy of the wheat, corn, and sorghum stress indicator models. The SAM
data base was established using groundtruth information obtained from the
USDA/SRS weekly crop weather bulletins,

plus

data

extracted

from

alerts.

ogy, stress alerts, and various vegetative

computed from satellite data.

The crop stage model components appear

the disease

level

than

those

from

nondlseased

if favorable conditions exist for disease

I

i

lldi

fl

IIIIIII

II

M

decline in Vi numbers may be attributed
to disease and not to drought.

ground data.

illustrates
spectraliy
7 - chancomputed

from data collected with a handheld
radiometer.
Spectral Vl's began to

decrease

inoculated

soon

after wheat

with

rust

plants

spores.

information suggesting which moisture
conditions are favorable for rust epidemics. Since good moisture conditions

were

As the

A conceptual design was developed
for a harvest loss wheat model based on
3 years of field and laboratory studies
conducted in North Dakota. The model
will provide information relative to
sprouting, quality, and yield loss.
A
major problem associated with model

development is the inability to determine

drying rates following a period of precip-

itation.
Humidity measurements, if
available from first order weather stations, would be useful in predicting the

dry-down rate.

Major modifications were made to a
wheat yield reduction model developed in
1982. The revised model was transferred
to FAS and tested in both the USSR and
China.
Figure 7 illustrates the results
obtained for three major winter wheat

Figure 4.- Carpariean of modeleetimated earn phenology with ground
data.
spring wheat

phenology

producing provinces in the North China

component (Robertson's crop calendar)
appears to estimate inaccurately crop

phenology
(fig. 5).

after

This

the

heading

conclusion

is

stage

based

Efforts continued toward the development of a meteorologicaliy driven
stripe rust indicator model and spectral
responses

14

associated

with

rust-infected

Plain.

The model suggests that the po'

tentlal

for yield

in

on

limited testing; additional testing is
continuing, and modifications willgbe
made to improve the model's accuracy.

1982

(53

(42 percent).

N -

ICM

aua

I ll

"M

M

II.
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V
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an - I.

Figure 6.- The effect of leaf rust

on remotely sensed vegetation index
numbers during the growing season

reductions was greater

percent)

than

in

1983

Reports from China verify

that better yields were obtained in 1983
than in 1982. Additional testing of this
model will be accomplished using the
SAM data base and ARS experimental
plot data from various research locations
in the United States.

III-V

EU"

M

M

M

I":

Figure 7.- Eetimted 1982 and 1983

wheat yield reduction potentials for
major wheat provinces in China.
A crop water stress index (CWSl) was
calculated for cotton plants exposed to

different
ments.

early season irrigation treat-

it was responsive to plant water

status, attaining minimum values
following an irrigation and then increasing
gradually as plants depleted soil moisture
reserves. The final yield of seed cotton

was significantly and inversely correlated with the average midday CWSI
observed

4.1.3 Condition Assessment
MONTANA RUST DISEASE STUDY
minim

the

um

must exist for rust outbreaks to occur, a

Figure 5.- Comparison of modeleatimted wheat phenology with

wheat and barley.
Figure 6
the influence that rust has on
derived VI values [(channel
nel 5)/(channel 7 0 channel 5)]

However,

O.

outbreaks.
The meteorologically driven
rust
indicator
model should
provide

to be quite accurate for corn (fig. 4).
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and

plants. This provided evidence that crop
conditions may be monitored from satellite platforms for the presence of disease

Each component is being evalu-

ated for accuracy and for relationships
among available soil water, crop phenolindices

smaller

the

EW/CCA geographic data base.
The
stress models track crop phenology and
soil water status and provide stress

matured

increased, VI values became increasingly

over

a

3-month

fruitsetting

interval. This information can be used to
establish guidelines for using infrared
thermometry for scheduling cotton irrigations and for quantifying the magnitude and duration of stress between irrigations in order to achieve the appro*
priate balance between vegetative and
reproductive
patterns
of
growth.
Infrared

thermometry

provides

several

important advantages over conventional
approaches for quantifying stress and
monitoring yield potential. It is a rapid,
nondestructive technique which can be
used to survey large acreages in a cost
effective fashion while circumventing
many of the sampling problems associated with point measurements.
In 1982 the EW/CCA project reported

that

Landsat VlN's of native rangelands

for wheat.

15

could be used to monitor drought stress
in
adjacent
croplands.
Continued
research in 1983 suggests that Vl's computed for all picture elements (pixels)
within a segment may provide drought
stress information similar to that of
native rangelands (fig. 8). The results
show that

Vl's

computed for

rangeland

areas and those for all pixels within the
segment
followed
similar
patterns
throughout the season and that both
trajectory curves respond to increasing
or
decreasing
crop
moisture
index

levels.

These

findings

NCAA-AVHRR

satellite

information

monitor

suggest

data

that

(1-ltilo-

meter resolution) can provide adequate
to

crop

moisture

stress in the U.S. Great Plains or in other
semiarid regions of the world.

index

(LAl), intercepted photosyntheti-

cally active radiation (IPAR), yield, and
spectral Vl's derived from remote observations of plant canopies.

Spectrally derived Vl s can be used to

estimate LAI and IPAR for use in plant
growth/yield model algorithms developed
from experimental data.
Relationships
between yield and Vl's can provide inde-

pendent checks

for agrometeorological

growth and yield model outputs.

The reflectance of solar radiation by
the soil background complicates the
discrimination of vegetation by remote
sensing. To study this effect, dry and
wet reflectance data, for 20 soils covering a wide range in spectral properties,

were obtained with a handheld radiomenu (MIL
Inns
ma

meter.

um . .
0-.

Principal

components

analysis

was used to study the distribution of soil
spectra in four-dimensional space and to

define a mean soil line. Analysis of the
mean soil line showed that it was not
possible

to discriminate bare soil from

low vegetation densities.
Creenness
measurements were shown to be sensi-

tive to both soil type and soil moisture

1

5

.

.

J
.1
mi J no m
no u;
as
part
not cows-mo not an: KIM 1m vaults to (m

Figure 8.- Seaaonal trajectories

depicting mngeland and total scene
vegetation indices (AVI) and the
crop moisture index.

condition. in contrast, the use of individual soil lines as a base to measure
greenness minimized soil background
influence
and
improved
vegetation
assessment, particularly in the case of
low green plant canopy covers.
These
results show the importance of using
specific
soil
spectra
in
vegetation

discrimination.

in another study, spectral reflectance

at two wavelengths (0.55 and 0.65 millimeters)

4.l.4 Crop/Spect ral Research
Techniques are being developed and
tested to incorporate spectral indicators

of

vegetation development and growing

conditions

into

agrometeorolo gical

growth and yield models.

interrelations

For example,

exist between

leaf

area

was

investigated

using

single

leaves of fertilized and nonfertilized
buffelgrass.
Chlorophyll concentration
and nitrogen content were less in nonfertilized leaves than in leaves receiving
more than 112 kilograms of nitrogen per
hectare. Significantly higher reflectance
values, at the 0.55-millimeter wavelength, were measured from nonfertilized than from fertilized leaves.

Nonfertilized plots could also be distinguished from fertililed plots using
color-infrared aerial photography. These

results indicate that leaf reflectance
measurements may be useful for esti-

mating protein

content and

green bio-

mass production of buffelgrass.

Reflectance
measurements
of
Produra wheat fields were made at 13
different times of the day at Phoenix,
Arilona, using a handheld radiometer
with bandpass characteristics similar to
those of the Landsat M55.
The major
objective was to determine the effect of

changing sun angles on the reflectance

properties

of

canopies

in

various phe-

nological stages and with different levels
of green leaf area index (CLAi).

Results

indicated that diurnal changes in each of
the four Landsat wavebands and several
indices derived from them are related to

canopy
architecture,
percentage
of
cover, and vertical distribution of green
leaves within the canopy. Multispectral

data
acquired under
differing
sun
altitude and azimuth angles contain
important information
regarding the
three-dimensional distribution of plant
material which can be extracted to
determine phenological stage of growth
or to estimate levels of stress. Additional

errors

analysis

could

showed

be

that

introduced

substantial

into

the

estimate of CLAl from spectral observations if the diurnal patterns of reflectance caused by changing sun angles are
not properly incorporated.
When plants are stressed because of
insufficient water, both physiological and

geometric

changes

occur,

thereby in-

creasing the complexity of the interpretation of spectral data. To study these.
effects,
spectral
responses
in
eight
wavebands (three
visible, two
nearinfrared, two
mid-infrared,
and one
thermal-infrared)
were
measured
by
repetitively traversing a radiometer over
several rows of cotton. After an initial

measurement the stems of one row were

cut at a point just above the soil. The
subsequent dessication of plants within
this row was followed by comparing re-

flectance and emittance of the row with
that of a control row. Measurements in
all wavebands

reacted rapidly to stress,

with the visible and thermal-infrared
showing a larger change than the nearinfrared. Reflectance changes caused by
canopy geometry changes were apparently greater than those caused by leaf

physiological and anatomical changes in
all but the visible red band. The increase
in red reflectance was attributed to a
rapid decrease in absorptance by leaf
chloroplasts.
As expected, the radiometrically determined plant tempera-

tures

increased

with

stress was imposed.

time

after

the

These results dem-

onstrate that canopy geometry changes

caused by stress must be accounted for if
plant water stress is to be quantified

using reflectance measurements.
4.1.4

Aircraft and Satellite
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Investigations

Aircraft
Three
cameras,

black-and-white
each

fitted

with

video
different

narrowband filters, were used together in
an aircraft to obtain information about
agricultural crop and soil conditions.
lnflight information was recorded on
video equipment, and won landing, the
video tapes were ready for television
(TV)
displays
and
computer
image
analysis.
Variations
in
reflective
characteristics of
landscape features
were clearly evident between wavebands.
False color composites, made using the
computer image analysis system, were
similar in appearance to color infrared
photographs. These results suggest that

a modified color video camera system

and appropriate narrowband filters can
enhance the information needs of agri-

cultural managers in near real time. The
TV formatted outputs of video systems

make them a natural for transmission of

16
17

L

images
over
electronic
agricultural
information networks of the future.
Combined Sensors

weather

Linear combinations of spectral bands
form. physically significant Vi's. lndices
comprised of two and four bands have
been used to discriminate vegetation
from soil background. A procedure for
calculating vegetation indices using any

observations

monitoring.

for

agricultural

Meteorological

quantities

that are needed for crop models and that
can be produced from satellite data
Include estimates of precipitation, daily
temperature extremes, canopy temperatures, insolation, snowcover, and Vl's.

number of bands was evaluated. Reflectance values were obtained for each band
for each sensor. Vl's were calculated for
various
band combinations
for the

The NOAA polar-orbiting satellites
have AVHRR's onboard that make obser-

several sensors, and their dynamic ranges
for a 0- to 100-percent change in vegetation were compared. A six-band Vi cal-

infrared band (channel 2, 0.73 to 1.10
millimeters). The spectral responses for
these bands are similar to responses for
bands 5 and 7 on the Landsat M55.

by two five-band and one four-band index

The reflectance of green vegetation
in the visible part of the spectrum is low

culated using six of the TM bands had the
greatest dynamic range, followed closely
from the same sensor.

The two-band

index using bands 4 (near-infrared) and 7

(mid-infrared) of the TM had a greater
dynamic

686

Service (NESDIS) is to develop products
from operational meteorological satellite
data that will supplement ground-based

range than any

band combina°

tion of the other four satellite sensors.
The four-band index of the Landsat-4
M55 and the three-band index of the
French satellite SPOT were similar. The
two-band indices from the AVHRR sensors on NCAA-6 and NCAA-7 changed
less with vegetation changes than did the
other three. This development means an
improved ability to discriminate and

evaluate
vegetation
platforms.

from

remote

has been initiated on the use of the
NOAA
satellites
for
agricultural
monitoring.
Two locations have been
principal contributors to this researcg.
Camp Springs, Maryland
Part of the AgRlSTARS effort under
way at the NOAA National Environmen-

18

Data,

and

Other

ground,

surfaces,
and

such

clouds

as

have

water,

bare

reflectances

that are nearly the same in the two
bands.
Thus, the difference between
measurements

in channels

1 and 2 is

a

sensitive indicator of vegetation.
The
differential reflectance of vegetation in
the visible or near-infrared was used
with MSS data to estimate crop acreage,
to study the distribution and condition of
vegetation,

and

to detect plant stress.

provide daily observations while Landsat

During the past year extensive work

Satellite,

(20 percent or less) but is much higher
(50 to 60 percent) in the near-infrared.

The advantage of the NOAA satellites
for monitoring vegetation is that they

NOAA Satellites

tai

vations in the visible band (channel 1,
0.58 to 0.90 millimeters) and in the near-

Information

has a repeat time of 16 days.
Cloud
obscuration of the areas of interest is
much less of a problem with daily observations. The trade-off for daily coverage is resolution. Only a small part of
the Earth can be observed daily at the

m
i
.
. a"? "1

full 1-ltllometer AVHRR resolution; daily

global coverage is obtained at
meter resolution.

4-kilo-

Examples of an experimental Vi product are shown in figures 9 and 10.

0-05

Figure .9.

Northern Hemisphere composite AVHRR image of the normalized

for August

23 29,

difference vegetation index [(channel 2 - channel 1)/channel 2 + channel 1)]
1982.
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These are Northern

stereographic

Hemisphere,

mapped

normalized difference
channel 1)/(channel 2

polar-

satellite estimates of insolation because

[(channel
2 9
channel 1)]

day allow tracking of changing cloud
conditions.
Where geostationary data

images

of

the

vegetation index. The greener the scene,
the darker the image and the higher the
VI value, which ranges between 0.1 and
0.6 for most vegetation.
The images
were
generated
from
4-kilometer
AVHRR observations made during the
week of August 23-29, 1982, and March
21-27, 1983. The data were mapped each
day into a 1024- x 1024-pixel polar
stereographic array and composited over
a 7-day period by saving the greenest
observation
for
each
array
point.

Atmospheric effects, such as

and

Rayleigh

Mie scattering and subpixel

clouds,

reduce the radiance in channel 2 relative
to channel 1 and reduce the value of the
data.
Saving the greenest observation
over the 7-day period minimizes cloud
and atmospheric effects and throws out

high nadir-angle observations in favor of
straight-down looks.
The disadvantage
of saving the greenest observation is that
it can bias the sampling toward the
greener vegetation (forest, irrigated
land,

etc.).

The

usefulness

of

this

its

repeated observations

are not available, techniques using
orbiter data have beendeveloped.

An

tance.

is determined by the transmit-

Under overcast conditions, up to

60 to 70 percent of incident solar radiation may be reflected to space and

method

has

polar

been

technique

involves

regression

against

observed target brightness as measured
by GOES, and the known brightness of

the target under clear conditions. The
difference between these two quantities
is a measure of cloudiness.
Hourly
estimates are summed to give a daily
total insolation, which is the measure

used in agricultural models.

Figure 11

shows a comparison of satellite estimates of daily insolation against pyrano-

meters.

These data are

for satellite

estimates colocated with selected sites
in
the
NOAA pyranometer network.
lnsolation estimates are currently being

made and archived for all of the United

States and for agriculturally important
areas in Mexico and South America.

n mass". m

In. - m u
I. [m '1.

°

I! an - Ln

OVIAIMVIII ll'l

amount of solar radiation reaching the

surface

insolation

a

developed that uses hourly GOES visible
data to estimate hourly insolation. The

product for monitoring global agriculture
is being evaluated by units of NCAA and
USDA.
lnsolation, the primary energy source
for growing crops, is used in numerical
models for estimating crop yield, potential evaporation, and soil moisture. The

throughout

another 10 to 15 percent absorbed within
the cloud.
The satellite directly
observes the reflected component of the

Figure 10.- Northern Henriephere composite AVHRR image of the nomliud
difference vegetation index [(c_ za7mal 2 - channel 1)/cha:mel 2 + channel 1)]

for March 21-27, 1933.

incident radiation, so satellite measurements in the visible part of the spectrum
are directly related to insolation at the

surface.

The

NOAA

Geostationary

Operational
Environmental
Satellite
(GOES) is the preferred data source for
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Figure 11.- Observed daily total
insolation versus satellite est-£-

mtea using hourly GOES data.
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developed into an interactive method
which uses mapped NOAA AVHRR data,
climatic rainfall analyses, and convec-

Canopy temperature, shelter temperature, dewpoint temperature, and daily
maximum and
minimum temperatures

tional cloud and rainfall observations
from
the global telecommunications
system.
The objective is to obtain a

are all needed for use in crop and soil
moisture

models.

Surface temperature

has a high spatial variability which
contributes to crop forecasting errors
where

observations

are

sparse

and not

representative of the whole region.
Quantities derived from satellite data
are area averages. For large agricultural
areas a single satellite estimate may be
more representative than two conventional observations within the area.

3

En.

Ell.

g

,'
-' '.

the

operational

soundings.

The

processing

provides

atmospheric

enhanced

sounding

temperature

and

moisture soundings for 3- by 3-pixel
arrays of the high resolution infrared
radiation sounder 2 (HIRS/Z) lMiaMan'
eous fields of view (IFOV's) giving a
ground resolution of about 75 kilometers

688

at nadir.
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The approach chosen to obtain temperatures for agriCulturai monitoring is
through

2
.

Figure 12.- Sielter temperature
plotted against satellite estimtes

corrected

brightness

window channel of the HIRS/I. if the
radiating surface of the Earth is covered
with vegetation, then the surface is a
plant canopy. Of course, the lFOV for
the HIRS/2 is so large that the radiance
measured is from a mixture of surface
types (water, bare soil, crops, and native
vegetation).
Shelter

and

dewpoint

temperatures

are obtained by regression using the
Television infrared Observation Satellite
(TIROS) operational vertical sounder
(TOVS) data and sounding products as
predictors

in the equations.

Figure 12

shows satellite estimates of sheiter
temperature compared with observed
values from NCAA-6 soundings.
The
results shown are for clear and partly
Cloudy conditions during spring and
summer. The error increases for cloudy
retrievals (microwave) and during the
winter.

22

satellite

imagery.

The

computer

uses

to

estimate

the

the climatic rainfall analyses and global
regression

equations

between

satellite

passes.

An

example of a field of precipitation
estimates superimposed on cloud imagery

is shown in figure 13.

Considerable effort has been made to
develop a practical method of computer
screening

hierarchical classification of NCAA-7
AVHRR data into clouds, haze, water,
bare soil, and vegetation.

USDA is a blend of satellite and surface
observations,

with

greater

weight given to the conventional measurements. The satellite values enter the
field where conventional data are sparse.

The approach developed for NCAA-7
AVHRR data should be amendable to
other satellite-sensor systems.
The

Figure 15.- A field of precipitation
estimates superimposed on cloud
imagery for a rapped AVHRR scene.

A second method uses similar input
data on a more automatic approach
where the AVHRR infrared temperatures
are converted directly into precipitation

As part of the agricultural monitoring

program, interactive and fully automated
techniques
are being developed for

most
important responsibility of the
meteorologist is to interpret and analyze

growing regions.

A manual method was

Bands 3

clouds and to classify cloud-free data
into water, bare soil, and vegetation.

estimates.
In this method, the analyst
edits the resulting precipitation field. in
the two procedures discussed above, the

analysis of precipitation over major crop

The approach allows the

adjust automatically for

and 4 are used to detect the presence of
haze. Bands 1 and 2 are used to detect

are near optimum for estimating the
daily maximum and are good for estimating the minimum.

temperature

to

time of year and scene location.

0230 and 1430 local time

considerable
error,
the
experimental
temperature product being prepared for

The subroutine

uses data from all five AVHRR bands in
a hierarchical series to obtain the classi-

The overpass
polar orbiter

Since the maximum and minimum
temperature estimates are liable to

pixels

A simple Fortran

subroutine has been developed that can
quickly
and
efficiently
perform
a

fication results.

zenith, and cloud cover.
times of the daytime
(NCAA-7) at

cloud-contaminated

from satellite data.

subroutine
temperatures are obtained by regression
against shelter temperature, local solar

moisture

on interpretation of the rain clouds
observed in the visible and infrared

1981.

temperature observed in an atmospheric

uses

Houston, Texas

A meteor-

retrievals for April through July

Estimates of maximum and minimum

developed

ologist analyzes a cloud type field based

for clear and partly cloudy

Canopy temperature is simply

the

technique

more
accurate
distribution
of
daily
rainfall than was previously possible with

rainfall

5° H.341, .......a:: m. m

third

estimates are automatically generated
for crop growing regions and are transferred
for
climatic adjustments
and
editing on interactive equipment.

convectional raingauge data.

i

The

hourly GOES infrared images for automatically tracking and measuring the
growth of convective cloud systems. The

for the development or dissipation of
rain clouds
during the 6- or 12-hour
period between passes.

increase

of

atmospheric

haze

caused by volcanic eruptive products, as

measured by the NCAA-7 AVHRR data,
was demonstrated.
Prevailing nadir
atmospheric transmission, measured on
the ground at Weslaco, Texas, before the
El

and

Chicon

volcano eruption

afterward

represents

a

it

was

decrease

of

was

0.611.

0.686,

This

10.9 percent

(fig. 14). The decrease of atmospheric
transmission measured on the ground
agreed with increases
of
NCAA-7
AVHRR digital count minimum (052M)
values in the visible and infrared bands
obtained over the Gulf of Mexico. The
DCM's ranged from 17 to 37 before, as
compared to a range of 45 to 116 after,

the eruption.

These results demonstrate
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Figure 14.- Prevailing nadir atmospheric transmission, ground-measured, and
NOAA AVERR minimum digital counts before and after the El Chichon Volcano
eruptions .

the importance of monitoring NOAA-7
AVHRR DCM's for transient atmospheric

to about 512 pixels either side of nadir.

haze

becomes apparent when

effects

that

could

potentially

interfere with early warning crop stress

detection activities.

Another study researched the effects

of solar illumination, view angle, and
non-Lambertlan
surfaces
on
NOAA
AVHRR sensor data. Figure 15 summarizes

the

results

of applying

geometric

and solar corrections to the data.
Results Indicate that useful greenness
Information can be derived using data up

sensor.

The

(b) Geometric relationship between
the Sim and the AVHRR scanning
limits with respect to the Earth.

689

effect of non-Lambertian surfaces
considering the

angle differences between insolation and
the satellite viewing vectors.
It is
suggested that the increased shadowing

with increasing pixel numbers plays a
significant role in the interpretation of

data from non-Lambertian surfaces. The
findings also show that solar zenith
corrections (dividing AVHRR data by the

cosine of the sun

zenith angle) are not

necessary when computing
index numbers (VlN's).

vegetation

me n. r- l IIir'l

0.0..A..t..*....

.74

ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION

OPTICAL DEPTH

.61

(a) Radiance values as in uenced
by scan angle (pixel number) for
channels 1 and 2 of the NOAA-é AVHRR

(c) Modeled EVI'e (Ianbertian surface) and computed ROM-6' derived
EVI'e illustrate the atmospheric and
illumination geometry affects.

Simulated data were derived
Love s data set.

using

Figure 15.- Geometric and aolar correction of HOAA AVHRR data.
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This satellite photoprint was kindly
furnished to us by the National
Environmental Satellite, Data, and

Information Service, National Oceanic

and
Atmospheric
Administration,
United
States
Department
of
Commerce.
It shows a polar
stereographic image of the Northern

Hemisphere

NVI

(normalized

vegetation index) for the week of the
TbMN Workshop.
[The NVl is a
preferred index because it partially
compensates
for
the
changing
illumination conditions, surface slope,
and viewing aspect] These images are

made from 4 km data (from channels

690

1 and 2) which are, each day, mapped
into 1024 by 1024 polar stereographic
arrays for the Northern and Southern
hemispheres.
Resolution in the
mapped arrays ranges from 15km at
the equator to 30km at the poles.
The NCAA 9 advanced very high
resolution
radiometer
(AVHRR)
satellite has visible and near-infrared

bands that allow

monitoring the

greenness or vigor of vegetation on a
global scale.
AVHRR channel 1
observes in the 0.55pm to 0.68pm band.
Channel 2 covers 0.73pm to 1.1m.
Green vegetation has a reflectance of
about 20 percent in the channel 1
spectral region, but up to 60 percent
in channel 2. Various mathematical
combinations of channels 1 and 2
radiances are correlated with the
density and greenness of vegetation

and are referred to as vegetation
indices (such as the NVI).

demonstrating

the

Research is

utility

.of

operational
satellite
data
in
monitoring the condition and extent
of agricultural
areas, forests, and
rangeland.
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pictures ever taken of tbe Pine Tree State.
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103 minutes. This polar orbit. which is
coordinated with the planet's own rota-

nating those wilderness areas that can
sustain recreational and industrial
development.
Atthe Department of Inland Fisheria
and Wildlife, biologists have used Landsat to evaluate an area's potential for
mpporting various wildlife specim. As
biologist and computer programmer Art
Ritesr says, "Our department is uponsible for maintaining wildlife populations
The better the habitat information we
have. the more realistic our plans and

prediction an be. We know there s been
an increase in the moose population. for
example, and we know it's habitat related

By Elizabeth Cary Pierson

LLr-t-D

cheaply. LURC also uses Landsat images for establishing wnes of protection
for fragile ecosystems, such as wetlands
and shoreline. and, conversely. for desig-

Space age pbotograpbs, flasbed back to eartb from Landsat satellites,
potentially

S far as satellite tedmology goes,
is relatively simple (at
that's what the experts claim). The
weighs about a ton and looks
something like a stocky ocean buoy
equipped with a pair of rectangular,
photovoltaic wings. It flies base-down at

sat can do faster, more easily, and more

Maine

are tbe most expensive, and

uming anivity on a regularbasis in areas
where there may be muse for concern
about excessive harvesting. Landsat
maps an be overlaid with zoning maps
in order to reveal potential vmlatl''ons.
'I his is something we ve done for years
with suial surveys." says Connors, and
it s a perfect example of a job that Land-

- but Landaatmaygiveusamoreexact

idea of why.

HE ragged contour of mid-wast
Maine is the focus of what surely
must beoneofthemostdramatic~and
most expensive
Maine photographs
ever taken. The colorful. 500-mile~high
view of the islands of Penohscot and
Frenchman s bays and of the lakes and
forests surrounding the Penobscot River
(the Bangor-Brewer area shows up as a
distinctive light-blue patch near the
center ofthe map) isjust oneofthouaands
that have been gathered during the past
donen years by America s Landsat satellites. Any Maine resident looking for a
pretty and unusual picture to hang on his
wall can purchase a Landsat portrait of
a part ofthe statefor the not-sodown toearth price of $300, but the satelliteprodues considerably more than just pretty
ctures. in Maine. forester-s, wildlife
geologists. and land use planners have all found special usu for Land
sstphotographa. andsomesaythatthe
potential of the whole satellite program
bu hardly been tapped.
Probably the most avid proponent of
the Landsat project in Maine is Jim Connors. supervisor of resource analysis at
the Land Use Regulation Commission
(LURC) for the past twelve years. In
fact. it takes very little prompting for
the thii-ty nine-yeanold Connors to displaysomeoftheouterspaceviewsinhis
Augusta 05cc. 1 know they look like

Photocnphs." he ny- Iminbly. but.

strictly speaking. the appropriate name
forthemiaimages. Connorsgoesonto
plain,

In the simplest terms. this is

now the system works. he satellite
mum re ected light from the urth's
Illrhoe and radios that data back to

k

earth. A computer interprets the data,
assignscolortonestnit.andmakesthe
negative. So the imagesare altoer computer-generated. They re a repeaentr
tion of Maine's land surface as seen
through the diodes ofa computer. insth
of through human eyes.
In 130, largely at Connors' urging,
the State ofhlaine cosponsored a Landsat

demonstration project with NASA (the

program has since shifted to the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration), which was then actively helping
state governments learn how to use the
data The University of Maine at Orono
(UMO) purchased the computer pro
grams, NASA provided training and
technial assistanu, and the state provided thepeopletodothework. Personnel from several stateagendas, including
Environmentalhotection,andthe8tste

PlanningO ice.participated_intbeproject,andJim Connor-saupervraedit'lhe
coreoftheprojectconsinedofcomparing
twoimages onetakeninAugust, 1975,
andtheotherinSeptembeer encanpassing the same roughly 1 million
acres in the Iooaeliead Lake region.
Among'jeategoriesoflandcoverirr
cluded in the men were hardwood
and softwood forests. deep and shallow
Ward s m nymn'swnfmghl, outbid ofths Moons! begins at
the Mussel Rides Chanel o Ovla Hand
(tour 141 ). tutu in Deer Isle. Mount
Desert Island bisected
Sound.
MSW Poial.and ftnm'suslssdovs
sauntPlaumslBayjustslumameiupwt,

waters, wetlands. and clear cut areas.

The Maine Geological Survey, a branch
of the Department of Conservation, uses

added together and divided by the m

especially folds and faults, which may
mark fracture loations that yield good
water supplies. According to state hy»
drologist Andrews Tolman. most of
Maine s bedrock does not conduct much

"What we learned. says Connors. is
that Landsat can provide a rusonably
acorn-ate analysis of very large areas.
relatively quickly. and at a low cost per
sac. When all the direct cost items are
age analyraed. the cost of performing a
Landsat analysis is about a half-cent per
acre. That compares very favorsny to
costs of about fteen cents an acre for
conventional aerial photography analysis." While he insists that there are
numerous things only Landsat can do.

Connors admits that the rapidly changing
technology is not foolproof, [andsats l.
2, and 8. launched in 1972, 1W5. and
1978, respectively. are now all defunct.
while Landsat D began malfunctioning
six months after it went up in the late
summer of 1% (a fth Landsat was
launched earlier this spring). Occasionally, too, cloud coverobscures the clarity
of Landsat i' mages.
Landsat has not been used as eaten»
sivelyinlaineasithasinaomeststes,

like New Janey or California, primarily
heats» of its cost. It may be reasonable

on a cost-perm basis." says Connors,
"but it s still a lot of money. Start-up
expenses an be big, around seventy or
eighty thousand dollars for a computer
and program. Yet largely because ofthe
la]
project. Landsat is
udoying wider use in Kaine. The state
thus hr has
twelve Landsat
scenes which show all but the northern
tip of the state in various seasons.
typiul application of Landsat at
LURC is to keep track of timber-

Landsat to spot bedrock

structures,

water. except where it is fractured.
'l'hese fractures, says Tolrnan. tend to

show up as tonal variations on Landsat
maps.andtheyhelpusfindareaswhere
a lot of water, relatively speaking. may
hemoving, l hatinturnhelpsuspredict
where the best place are to drill wells."
The Geological Survey also uses Landnt
to spa land lls or other projects that
might contaminate ground
water
suppliesandtomapsandandgravelde
posits, Yetanotheragencythathasbene
flted from Landsat is the Forest Service,
which is planning to use the maps to
identify areas where tree mortality from
spruce budworm and other insects and
diseases poses a partiuilarly serious lire
haurd
Todste,theprivateseetorinlaine

basmadehttleuseoflandaatOnenota
bleuception utheSt.Regispapa-company,whichisuaingLandntonaneapsrirnentalbasistoumductalarge scale
inventoryofitslandinhlaine. l'hecom
panyuaesLandsatprimai-llytodetect
utdirmsin'echangesintheirlsndcover
causedbyharvesting.insectinfutatians,

disease, or unauthorized cutting. Althoughlhndsatisusedextemivelyby
miningmdoilcompaniesinthewestjt
generallyianotusedhysuchcompanies

intheNortheast. where extensivetree

coverandglacialdelrrismasltmanyounenldeposits.

aheightofaroundSOOmiles,andcirtles
thecarthinsnorth-southorhitevery

tional maven-lent, takes the satellite over

a given spot on earth once every eighteen
days. The only partsof the earth that
hndsatdoesnotscanarethetwopolar
regions above eighty-one degrees
latitude.

Landsat D carries a device called a
multispectral scanner that measures the
intensity of re ected light from the
earth ssurfaceandcodesitasanurnher
from one to sixty-two. as the light intensity varies from dark to light. I'be
darker an object is.er a parking lot,
explains Jim Connors,

the lower the

number. The lighter an object, like a
corn eld. the higher the number." 'lhe
data is returned to ground stations (there
are twelve uttered around the world)
as electronic signals and is recorded on
high density digital tapes at NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center in Maryland. Prom Maryhnd the tapes go to the
US. Geologic! Survey s Earth Resources Observation Systems (EROS)
Data CenterinSouth Dakota. whichhas
complete responsibility for the storage,
reproduction, and distribution of Land
sat data
In South Dakota EROS transforms
NASA's digital tapes into computermna number of ways. One of the forms in
which Jim Connors frequently uses
Landsat data, for example, is alphanumeric character maps. where letters
are used to represent land-cover types.
The tapes can aho be converted into

hadagrwndruohrtion(arnallestvin hle
area) of Ir acres, which means the
satellitc recognised'ahndnnrkoi yif
ithaddhnerliomgruterthan 150 by
300 feet. the groimd resohition oftbe
more advanced Landsat D is twice u
good. so that features seventy five by
l ofeet.oraquartzrofanacre.eanbe

seen.

thhkssanexperttnhthomthe

techmlogyoflaralaat.itcertamly

able book Earth Watch, Landsat offers
a cornucopia of information to geogpectors. forestsrs. hydrologiats, soul so»
entim, mtographers, land-use plan-

ners.

oceanographers,

coastal

lime

amlysts. and environmentalists.
The images' transmitted by 'Landaat
number of manna. With Landsat's uniform repeated coverage allowing comparison of the earth's mrface today with
amonth. ayear. ortenyursago Iand
changes an be monitored quickly, easily.
and frequently. Landsat's synoptic View
enables continuous ground features to be
traced for many miles. Hydrologists an
inventory snawpaclt and surface waters
to foresee potential problems such as
ooding, drought.and water supply uctuations, while geologists can detect fault
Iona. Additionally. Landsat an inven

tory cops. measure soil erosion. and
even follow the movement of sand dunes.
Landsathasalsoohservedsomeofthe
most remote and inaccessible parts of the
world. (Among the biggest users of
Landnt have been foreign governments
whose own couritn'u have never been
adequately mapped before.)
Exactly whatthe future isfor Landsat,
in Kaine and elsewhere, however. remins Imcntain. Aside from the techni<
al problems with Landsat D, the entire
program is fraught with polititnl prob
Iems. Critic argue that while NASA is
very good at building and managing
quoted in Science magazine: Having
put ten times the mney into developing
theinstnonaitsasintolarning howto
analyu the data, NASAjust says. Hcre
it is, commtmity. mit. A prime example
today is Landsat D. They re spending
SWmi iononthesystem. andyoucould
carryarmmdthenmneyforanalysisina
thick wallet"
NASA originally hoped that the nae-rs
of the data would pay for analysis, but
that tape has not always
Another major complaint arose with the
hunch'mg of Landsat D in 1&. Although
welcomed the

whichwsremecialiaedforthe ntthree
Itellites and would not suf ce for the
moreadvaneedsecoml-gaa-ation satellit.
Ulu mately.thefateof1andast could
ridemthesoccenofthe fthaatellite.
althoughtheRuganAdmirustI-ationhas
indiated that it wants the operating
cutaofthepogramtransferredtothe
private-sawhymeendofthisdeude.
Dupite the doud of uncertainty sur~
mdhigtbemJimCmnonmlly
Mtoa ymhiaactivi es. Realistiallyspsakiru."beccndudes,'landsat
istillinitsexplorstorystagealtmight
nothetheanswertoeveryprohlern,but
it s proven its potential as an effective
tool for enhancing lard resurrect: managementinlaine."
U
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One ofLa ndsat's chiefuses has been to inventory the different
forest types ofMairze'.s North Woods by means ofcolor~enlzanced
images, such as the one of Chesmzcook Lake and its
environs. above. Softwood trees show upas dark green,
hardwoods as red, and mixed stands as yellow. The Penobscot
River appears as but a squiggly turquoise ribbon on the left.
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A Research Strategy for theDecade
1985-1995

Pre ice

Oceanographyfrom Space

Oceanography is ready to launch a bold new program to understand the ocean
using
data collected by satellites A century of measurements from ships and buoys has
not
only expanded our knowledge of the oceans, but has also revealed the limits of
these
traditional techniques, A decade of measurements from satellites, launched largely
for
other purposes, has now shown that a new and more sweeping view of ocean phenomena

A Research Strategy for the Decade
1985-1995

can be obtained from space.

This Executive Summary provides an overview of a ten-year research program using
oceanographic satellites and related measurements; it has been proposed by a Satellite
Planning Committee made up of scientists from 16 US. research organizations.
The
Committee was appointed by Joint Oceanographic Institutions Incorporated,
an organi-

Executive Summary

Iuly 1984

zation of ten oceanographic research institutions that provrdes management support

and coordination for large ocean research proiects The Executive Summary is Part
I of
the Committee s report; Part 2 is a more detailed technical review of the proposed

programs.

The report of this group is designed to aid government agencies including the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the National Science Foundation
(NSF),
the U.S, Navy, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration [NOAA),
and
others as they go forward with research and operational programs in oceanography

Part one of a report prepared by the
Satellite Planning Committee
of

WW
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The Ocean

Challenge

Overview
wo recent events have

emphasrzed the oceans1 importance in global climate:
the disastrous 1982-83 El Nino
which caused billions of dollars in
damage and considerable loss of life,
and the potentially harmful effects of
increasmg carbon dioxide levels in

the atmosphere from the bunting of

696

fossil fuels. We now know that our
ability to understand and ultimately
to predict events associated with a
severe El Nir io or with the warming
predicted from a carbon dioxide increase is severely limited by a lack of
ocean measurements. New global in

formation available from satellites,

coupled with data from the interior
of the ocean, will meet this need.

Research satellites have dem-

onstrated a remarkable ability to
measure ocean variables critical to
climate as well as other national
concerns including sheries, transportation, defense, and waste disposal. Different types of sensors can
measure:

I sea surface winds, which drive

ocean circulation ,a ocean wave heights, important

for ship routing,

sea stir/ace topography, from
which ocean currents and sea bed
shape can be deduced,
I ocean color, from which biologi-

cal productivity affecting fish yield

can be estimated,n sea surface temperature and rate
0/ rain/all in all-weather conditions for climatic studies,
sea Ice conctrations, important

for supporting commercial opera-

tions in ice-infested waters,- and
Ice sheet elevations, for determin-

ing whether polar ice caps are
growing or melting.

The power of satellite techniques
was shown during NASA s 1978 Seasat flight with its scatterometer,
which measured the global sea surface wind field every three days. Dur2

ing the entire lOO-day mission, this

dividual measurements of wind
speed and direction as were collected
during the previous century of shipbome observations
This report was prepared to assess
future impacts of the new satellite
technology The report stresses the
immediacy of our nation s need for a
better understanding of the oceans
and their role in the global climate
system, and it shows how a significant part of that need can be met
only by satellite observing systems.
Existing weather satellites operated by NCAA and the Department

of Defense provide some routine surface observations, but we still lack

crucial data on surface winds, ocean
currents, biological productivity, and
the gravity field of the earth. The re-

port presents a phased plan for ac-

quiring these measurements from
space. The ongoing and proposed
satellite missions and the complementary field programs will

require intensified scientific coor-

dination, both nationally and internationally.
Timing is crucial to the collection
of such data. Since winds, currents,
biology, and ice cover all interact,
they should be measured simul'
taneously. In this way we can con-

struct a broad framework for understanding and prediction. Therefore, a

sequence of new missions is propose to provide maximum feasible
overlap for these different measure
ments. In addition, satellite measurements of wind stress and cur-

rents are central to the programs

being planned through the World Climate Research Program. The proposed schedule meets this important
intemational time constraint. The
phased start-up of individual misv
sions also minimizes major costs incurred during any single year.
Four new satellite missions are
recommended, with the opportunity

arth is a water planet with two

satellites. However, it is increasingly

life-sustaining oceans. Without
the oceans, climatic extremes would

particularly in climate prediction
requires an improved knowledge of
ocean behavior.
The oceans are important to us in
other ways. [ntemational trade is
conducted mainly by shipping and
national defense is becoming increasingly dependent on the sea,
Fisheries provide a significant fraction of protein for the world; the
physics, chemistry, and biology of the

thirds of its surface covered by

Seasat instrument made as many in-

be far more severe. The extent to
which the oceans modulate climate
is determined by ocean curfents

which redistribute heat around the
globe. Processes at work in the ocean

are also important in the absorption
of gases. They may significantly delay
and reduce the impact of global
warming due to the increase in car-

bon dioxide from the burning of fossil
fuels. In the polar regions, sea ice, itself a sensitive indicator of
bal
warming, controls the rate at w ich

heat can escape from the polar oceans

for simultaneous observations over
much of the period 19891993. The
first is the Navy Remote Ocean Sensing System (NROSSl which will car
ry aNASA scatterometer to measure

winds at the ocean surface, NROSS

is proposed for a new start in FY
1985, with a mission planned for
three years beginning in early 1989.
For ocean surface topography [surface currentsl the Ocean Topography
Experiment (TOPEX) is proposed for
a new start in FY 1986, with a threeyear missron also to begin in 1989.
NROSS and TOPEX are both crucial
to the World Climate Research
Program.
NASA is currently investigating
ight opportunities for ocean color
measurements. In View of the importance of these measurements, the

report strongly recommends deploy-

ment of a satellite-borne Ocean
Color lmager (0C1) in 1990with a new
start in FY 1987. For measurements
of the earth s gravity and magnetic
field, the Geopotential Research
Mission (CRMl is proposed for a new
start in 1988 and deployment in l99l.
The total estimated cost to NASA for
the proposed new missions for the
decade 1985-1995 is $750 million,
with a peak per-year cost of about

SIM) million in 1988 and 1989. These

costs include spacecraft hardware,
data processing, supporting science,
contingency, and the estimated ef-

fects of in ation.

Recent events have

demonstrated

that the need has never been greater

for man to understand the workings

into the overlying atmosphere.
Both world weather and long-term
climate change are strongly linked to
ocean behavior. In the past 20 years,
our ability to forecast weather over
short periods has significantly improved with the routine availability
of observations from meteorological

apparent that further improvement

ocean are all fundamental to the development andmanagement of these
living resources. The oceans assimilate a major fraction of man s pollution, from oil spills to nuclear waste.

e sea bed stores enormous de-

posits of mineral wealth
not only
oil but also potential sources of
strategic minerals. Records of the

Earth s past are also found there. Sea
bed deposits provide us with a remarkably clear picture of the evolu-

tion of world climate over many mil-

of the ocean and its resources. Satel-

lite data are the key to global measurements. They are essential for the
data base needed to answer the primary scientific questions, to build
predictive weather and climate
models, and for resource exploitation. The technology is here, the costs
appear reasonable, and there is a
body of scientists and engineers
ready to participate. The program is
timely, it responds to national needs
and to worldwide concern about
climatic changes and the role played
by the ocean. Such an oceanographic

initiative is essential to the imple
mentation of the World Climate Re

search Program, and the proposed

Global Habitability and Intemation-

al Geosphere-Biosphere Programs.
The nation needs to make a commitment now to a decade-long program
of oceanography from space closely
coupled with field measurements

and modeling.

1. The Research Vessel Oceanus weathers a
North Mamie storm (Credit- J McCarthy. Harvard University)

2. The slsrn or a research vessel showan
oceanograch eqrdprmnt used Ior deep ooam
water sanlplmg (Croat: 6. Peterson).
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Ocean
Observations
processes, including the cycling of
carbon through the oceanic ecosys
terns. All of these measurements

should be well distributed over the

globe and made regularly to deter
mine natural variability. Such coverage can be provided only from a

space-based program operating over a
period of several years.
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in response to these needs for
understanding climate, and in recognition of the contributions that can
be made by new technology, a World
Climate Research Program (WCRP)
has been established. Maior oceanic
components of the WCRP are the
Tropical Ocean and the Global
Atmosphere (TOGA) program,
which focuses on understanding the
interannual variability of events like
El Nina, and the World Ocean Cir
culation Experiment (WOCE), which

focuses on the general circulation of

the ocean and its relation to world
climate.
The TOGA program will begin in
l985 and extend for a decade, and the
WOCE field studies are proposed to
start in 1989. The new satellite pro
grams proposed here for trimming
wrnd stress and ocean currents, along
with improvements of ongoing pro
grams for navrgation and data transmission, will be central to these international ocean studies. Satellite
measurements offer the only means
of obtaining the requisite long-term
global coverage.

Geologyand Geophysics:
Mapping with New Data Sets
The theory of plate tectonics has

revolutionized the field of geology

and has yielded a new understanding
of the crustal and interior dynamics
of the earth. Now, with satellite and

earth-based measurements, it is

possible to construct new data sets
that can resolve features important

for such studies.

Up to now, geological studies have
relied on data from land surveys and

6

ships at sea. But recent research has

5

lite-bome instruments and instru~

ments at sea.

shown that studies of the earth s

cmst can benefit when continental
and oceanic data sets are combined.
The new satellite maps of the sea
oor and of the earth s magnetic field
now allow study of regional geology
in much greater detail and over much
larger distances. Global satellite measurements of the earth s gravity and
magnetic elds combined with this
same geological and tectonic in.
formation could also help us to identify regions for resource exploitation,
Further, geophysical satellite observations have yielded very accurate determinations of the earth s rotation,
which is closely coupled to the atmospheric global circulation. Phenomena like El Nino, which affect
global circulation, are potentially
observable in this way. Since changes
in the circulation of the atmosphere
are closely related to the exchange of
energy through the ocean surface,
these satellite observations provide a
consistency check on numerical
models of the atmosphere-ocean

system.

lnternationalReladons

uwoftheSu
A recent development has severely
reduced our ability tomake the
observations required to understand
the ocean. In 1983, a final ayeement
on a Law of the Sea treaty was

reached, but the United States was

not a st
tory. The treaty restricts
access to a large part of the coastal

ocean that is responsible for more
than 25 percent of the ocean s prim-

ary productivity and more than 95
percent of the estimated fishery
yield. it also limits access to vast
areas of the deep ocean near islands.
Therefore, new ways to observe
these regions are required. Remote
sensing by satellite is the only way to
obtain vital information on ocean resources independent of national
jurisdiction.

In order to identify the necessary
elements of an ocean observing'sys
tern, the Satellite Planning Commit-

tee has focused on the following vari-

ables of prime importance:

I Ocean Surface Wind Stress. I his
is the major driving force for ocean
currents and waves, and knowledge about it is essential for any
predictive model of ocean be-

havior.

Surface, Intermediate, and Deep
Ocean Currents. Together, these

elements of circulation affect cli-

mate, biogeochemical cyclesband

the marine food web.

The Basic Questions
1 Nino, carbon dioxide warming, geologic mapping, and internationally restricted coastal
access are all examples of crucral
problems whose solutions require
accurate global measurements of the
ocean. A host of other such problems
could be cited. In developing a

strategy for satellite measurements

to meet national needs, the Satellite
Planning Committee has taken into
account the state of knowledge and
technology in various oceanographic
disciplines. The strategy presented
here is consistent with the recommendations of various reports of
national and international groups
published in the past two years. [See
Table l.)
The overall goal of ocean observations is to provide a scientific description of the ocean and its changing processes. We must describe the
ocean system as it is so that a baseline for future comparison exists, and
we must follow the changes in the
ocean as they occur so that we can
understand how it works and how it
responds to external forces.

Not until we know the dynamics
of ocean circulation can we understand the movement of warm pools
of water, the growth and decay of sea
ice, and other climate phenomena
important to our economy. Only
when we understand how and why

chemical tracers are mixed and
transported will we be able to predict

oil spill traiectories and nuclear
waste dispersal. And not until we
understand the magnitude, distribution, and variability of biological productivity will we be able to predict
the ocean s ability to absorb and
store atmospheric carbon dioxide
and to yield fish.

Satellite-home sensors provide data

on phenomena ranging in
centimeters all the way
ocean basins, but they
accompanied by surface

size from
to entire
must be
measure-

ments in order to be properly interpreted. Moreover, the satellite instruments cannot peer below the surface

of the ocean. Thus we must have
simultaneous field programs that
measure subsurface nrccesses not accessible by satellite. The elements of
a complete ocean observing system

therefore must involve both satel-

Primary Biological Productivity.
Chlorophyll and the associated

plants and animals in the marine

food web have an important effect
on global biogeochemical cycles,
interacting with sunlight, nutrients, and ocean currents.
Chanistry. Chemical tracers that
follow ocean currents give alargescale, long-term averaged view not

obtainable any other way. Chemi-

cals that are nutrients can also be
used to reveal biological processes.

Gravity and Magnetic Fields. The
variations in gravity enable us to
determine the undisturbed shape

of the sea surface (the geoidl and,
with magnetics, to explore geologi-

cal processes and resources be
neath the sea. Measurements of
the geoid are required to determine
absolute currents.

I Sea Surface Temperature. The sur-

face temperature of the ocean has a
signi cant effect on the atmosphere. The temperature in the near
surface layer determines the heat

content of the upper ocean and inuences its biology.
Sea Ice. The amount and extent of
sea ice is an important climatic fac-

tor. Changes in sea ice not only
influence climate but also are
sensitive indicators ofglobal warming.
Current knowledge of these fun-

damental ocean variables has come

primarily from ships and moored and
drifting buoys, with important ad-
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5. The roles-day global dals coverage oblam
lrom convsnllonsl ship mama lspons,&1l August 1978 (Credit. D. McLain, National Manns
isliones Semce)
6. In conlrssl to hours 5. Sesssl s around lrack
lot the same "use days IS typical 0! the global
coverage olls/sd by safe/Illss (Clsdll J G.

Mush, Goddad Space Flight Corner).
7. Ssassl, the llrsl dedicated
Iaplu c
sale/Ills. operated 0' three mm: In 1 78 and
dsmmslralsd the feasibility ol mounting all:
lace winds, so. level changes. and the marina
ooold (Clodll: Jsl Propulsion
story; Ladle
hood).
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vances in the past two decades. But

for all of these variables, we have

been limited to a few measurements
in a few locations. Unfortunately,
ships, the major platforms for

oceanographic measurements, will
never move fast enough to properly

sample the changing ocean nor be

economically feasible for full ocean
coverage. Likewise, we will never be
able to deploy enough buoys to give
an adequate scientific description of

the ocean.

the only dedicated oceanographic

kilometers (60 miles) across the Gulf
Stream. The difference between
actual topography and the geoid
gives a measurement of the speed
and direction of large-scale ocean

In addition, the distributions of sea

The topography is determined by a
radar altimeter which measures the
time for a transmitted pulse to travel
to the surface and back again to the
satellite. The distance between the
satellite and the sea surface, combined with a knowledge of the satellite orbit, is then used to construct
global maps giving the shape of the
surface. If the satellite carrying the
altimeter repeats its track exactly,

satellite, operated for three months in
1978. It demonstrated the feasibility
of measuring global surface winds,
wave height, sea surface topography,
and the variability of surface currents.

ice, sea surface temperature, chlorophyll, and other properties have
been mapped by a variety of multi-use

satellites. The success of Seasat and
the later measurements gives strong

Until the advent of satellites, we
had no techniques for obtaining
synoptic or simultaneous scientific

impetus to the design of a coordinated
ocean observing system. Without
satellite occano aphy, an adequate
understanding 0 the ocean on region-

at regional and larger scales. Seasat,

beyondreach.

data on ocean properties and behavior
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Instruments and Techniques
atellite instruments can be divided into two categories of
sensors: pasSive and active.
Passive sensorsrecord the intcnSity

of natural radiation either emitted or

reflected from the surface of the
ocean. They generally scan the surface to observe an area beneath the
satellite some hundreds of kilometers wide. The images obtained
are used to infer surface characteris

tics such as temperature, color, and

the presence of ice. Wavelengths of
the measured radiation range from
the visible to the microwave regions
of the spectrum.
Active sensors transmit pulses of
microwave energy and then measure
properties of their reflections from
the ocean surface. The time delay
and the characteristics of the re;
turned pulse are used to provide information about the ocean surface
such as winds, waves, and topograr
phy. Microwave sensors, by operat-

ing at wavelengths of millimeters to

centimeters, are able to penetrate
clouds. Thus they have the important capability of being able to operate night and day under all-weather
conditions.
Ocean Surface Wind and Waves
For surface winds a scatterometer

is used. This microwave radar measures backscattered radiation from a
broad area of sea surface. The intenSity of radar backscatter is primarily influenced by short surface
waves in equilibrium with the local
Wind. Measurements made with two

or more antennas Viewing the sur-

face from different directions allow
determination of both wind speed
and direction
Wind speed can also be measured
by a radar altimeter, which measures
radar backscatter from directly beneath the satellite. The backscattered radiation gives wind speed (but
not direction) and the average height
of ocean waves over the area illuminated by the radar pulse. Surface
wind speed can also be deduced from

then any changes in the sea surface

can be related to changes in the
ocean currents. Thus, variability in
ocean currents can be deduced solely
from altimeter measurements that

have been corrected for tidal effects.

Gravity Field
The shape of the ocean surface results from the combined effects of
gravity, winds, and currents. The undisturbed shape due to gravity alone,
the geoid, is an undulating surface
created by the bathymetry and ir-

regular composition of the earth be-

neath the sea. The undulations tend
to follow the bathymetry and have a
global range in height of 185 meters
{607 feet).
The geoid has normally been in
ferred from measurements of gravity

by ships at sea and by tracking satellites in different orbits. Although

obal information on the geoid has
n obtained by satellites flown for
other purposes, our knowledge of the

global gravity field would be greatly

improved by a special purpose mis~
sion. The proposed technique in-

volves two satellites ying close to

Estimates of the mean or permanent
ocean currents require both altimeter measurements and data describing the geoid,

earth and following each other. As
the first passes over a positive gravity
anomaly [for example, a mountain),

B. A salollrie radar altimeter measures the dis
lance between the spacecralt and the ocean to
map the topography ol the see su ace Surface
currents can be estimated Irom these data the
gure shows the variability based on Sense!
masuremenls made during 3 25-day period
The most energetic currents are cola/coded in
yellow and reds (Credit RE Cheney, JG
Marsh, Goddard Space Flight Center)

D. Nimbus-7 lesl or 0 series at NASA experimental saleIttes rves laulmd in 1078 and
lsso'lopereang (Credit GE),
re. A comparison at temperature (Ielt)and color»
ophyl (right) sssocrsted with s pm nent Gut!
Stream feature. a Warm Core Ring Dela were
(siren by Nimbus~7 CZCS on 24 April 1982
(Credit 0 Brown, R Evens, UnrversrtyolMemt )

it will speed up relative to the

measurements of passive microwave

radiation at appropriate wavelengths,
Ocean Currents
Ocean currents are deduced from
their influence on ocean topography.
lf the ocean were still, its large~scale
surface topography would be that of
the geoid. This undisturbed shape is
influenced solely by gravity. How-

ever, large-scale ocean movements

cause bulges or depressions in the sea
surface. The effect is small, but
measurable, For example, there is a
sea-surface height difference of about
one meter (3 feet) in a distance of 100

9
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second. The change in relative veloc
ity can be directly related to change<
in gravity at the surface.

Sea Surface Temperature
Sea surface temperature can be de

termined by using infrared or micro
wave radiumeters which measure
the radiant energy emitted from th:sea surface. Infrared imagers 0!:

accuracy but much broader spatial
resolution. These sensors thus provide complementary observations in
terms of spatial resolution and observational frequency. Measurements of
global sea surface temperature made
with these sensors, but with improved levels of accuracy, would provide a fundamental advance in ocean
and climate research.

Color Scanner (CZCS) can detect
these shifts in the sunlight backseattered from within the ocean Given
the high degree of phytoplankton
variability, the capability demonstrated by the CZCS makes possible
for the first time an accurate estimate of primary production in the

oceans.

Because interactions between the

Sauce

Visible, infrared, and microwave
(passive and activel sensors give in
formation on the ice cover. Of these,
only the microwave measurements
can be obtained in all weather, day
and night. Passive microwave imagers have flown continuously since
1973, providing a long time series of
sea-ice cover in Arctic and Antarctic
waters. Relatively complete coverage
is provided every few days. The smallest feature that can be resolved with
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these measurements is on the order
of tens of kilometers.

\ -_

the NOAA meteorological satellites
have provided maps of surface temperature wtth a resolution of one
kilometer (0.6 milei These maps nu
veal oceanic fronts, large-scale current meanders, and eddies (the
oceanic equivalent of atmospheric
storms).
The accuracy of the infrared technique for measuring sea surface

temperature is approaching that re-

quired for precise climatology studies, but the technique is limited by
clouds, water vapor, and aerosols.
Microwave imagers correct for water

content in the atmosphere and con-

sequently see through clouds, providing measurements with similar
10

CE": I
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Biological Productivity
and Chemistry

Precise measurements of the color
of the
n can be used to map the
distrib
on of marine phytoplankton from satellites. Phytoplankton
are the microscopic marine plants
that provide the basis for marine food
webs and perform about half of the
total global photosynthesis. Their
chlorophyll pigments capture sun:
light for photosynthetic primary production and also produce a shift in
ocean color from blue to green as the
plants become more abundant.
Launched in 1978 aboard Nimbus-7
and still operating, the Coastal Zone

.. ..

«5'

7,348 "

along a well-defined path. Radar

pulses are beamed off to one side of
the spacecraft, and multiple re ec-

tions are received from individual re-

flectors while they are within the

field of view. High spatial resolution

is obtained by identifying each re-

flector according to its measured
range and Doppler shift in frequency
associated with spacecraft motion.
Because of the detail obtained, the

SAR data rate is too high for storage

aboard the spacecraft. Thus the data

collected must be immediately retransmitted to special ground receiv-

ing stations in the polar regions.
With repeated views of the same
area, individual ice floes can be identified and their motion determined,
information important for navigav
tion, mineral exploration, and research.

.

biomass and the nutrients are intimately linked to physical processes, advances in our understanding of
biological processes require simul
taneous measurements of color along
with surface wind and ocean current
data. On a global scale, such simul
taneous information will provide a
previously unobtainable description
of the distribution of ocean biological productivity and the phystcal pro
cesses controlling it. This novel view
will expand our understanding of carbon and nitrogen fluxes in the ocean,
as well as providing information
directly relevant to the management

of fisheries.

More detailed measurements are
obtained with a Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) which can resolve features one thousand times smaller, on
the order of tens of meters. In the
SAR a small radar antenna is made to
function as a very large one by taking
advantage of the antenna s motion

11. Altrmatercarrved map at the ocean oor
The bottom topography ll'lf/UBHCGS the shape at
the ocean s mean surface and can be recovered
Irom altimeter data gure 8 shows the (truevarytng sea surface, Ihts ltguta shows the

Irma-averaged or mean sea surlace topography

(Cred/l W Haxhy. Lamont-Doherty Geologtcal
Observatory)

12. Seasonal and annual changes tn sea Ice
affect global Gil/77816, local wealhar, and shtp op-

atattons The Nimbus-5 microwaveradiometer

recorded these dramatic vartaltons In sea tca
around Antarctica In February, June and October
1976 Dark red indicates lull ice cove/ago, light
blue mrntrnal coverage (Credtt J Zwally. God»
data Space Flight Center)

13. Inc High Resolution Inlrsmd Sounder and
Microwave Sounding Untt record radiation ornittad Irom the earth which ts proportional Io

temperature Thts rmage was taken In January

1979 Temperatures below freezing are green
and blue, warmer temperatures rod and brown
(Credit M. Chenille, Jet Propulsron Laboratory,
J Sussktnd, Goddard Specs Flight Center).
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I Climate prediction and lon g-range weather forecasting require improved understanding of
the global oceans.

Global observations of the oceans are required to achieve this underStandmg.

I In recognition of these requirements, the international screntific community is developing
new global-scale programs to observe and understand the oceans.
I These global programs require new space~b0me observations for determining oceanic Wind
stress, ocean circulation, biological productrvtty, and grav1ty, as well as extensive seavgomg
activities to collect subsurface data.

A Research Strategytbr theDecade
1985-1995

I Four missrons
NROSS, TOPEX, DC], and CRM are proposed as new starts from FY 1985
to FY 1988, with a total estimated cost of $750 million spread over a decade.
I Simultaneous observations from these missions
over much of the period 1989-1993
permit a first comprehensive understanding of the global oceans.

- will

I The observations from these missions and the resulting understanding will directly benefit
maritime activities associated with trade, national defense, fisheries, waste disposal,
petroleum, and mining.

Part 2: Proposed Measurements and Missions

Ioint Oceanographic Institutions Incorporated
Jornt Oceanographic Institutions Incorporated
(JOI Inc ) brings together the collective capabtt
tty Ol IndrvrouaI Institutions IO bear on large
oceanographic research protects
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merits. We must also at the same
time engage in studies that seek to
make clear the fundamental processes of interaction among the atmosphere, ocean, and land. In the context of both contemporary observations and the lithospheric and
cryospheric record of the past, the
process studies will permit us to
understand the mechanisms responsible for global change.
Unfortunately, the time periods for
global change are much longer than
the time scales for political decisionmaking or the lifetime of a given administration of an agency. Thus
there is need for commitment to a
continuing program a commitment that must be renewed periodically. The Committee notes that its
report is an attempt to provide a context for long-term commitments.
We emphaSize the need to acquire
measurements throughout the
lengthy periods years to centuries that are necessary to resolve

and characterize processes with glob-

al impacts.
The literature is replete with ex
amples of long-term time series that
have been broken. For example, air
temperature was monitored in city
centers and is now monitored at airports. The breaks in the series mean
that they are much less useful in determining long~term change. On the
positive side, the few long term time
series that we do have, such as the
measurements of sea level and of carbon dioxide concentration, have
spurred entire new fields of study
and have heightened our awareness
of long-term changes. The longeterm
continuity required also involves the
question of instrument calibration.
How can we be sure that changes
observed today are real rather than
instrumental artifacts? Both scientific strategy and institutional

mechanisms are required to ensure
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that the right actions are taken and
the right records are kept. This is
especially important as we enter an
age of new technology.
The third theme is simultanei'ty
not the simultaneity discussed above
that is required to achieve synoptic
descriptions of rapidly changing systems, but simultaneous observations
of different kinds of processes. For
example, it is essential if we are to
make progress in biology that we
make physical, chemical, and biolo-

gical observations all at the same
time, since the physics and chemistry are an integral part of the biological system.
A good example of the need for
global Simultaneous measurements
can be found in the scientific require
ments for understanding the cycling
of the elements necessary for life on
earth: carbon, nitrogen, sulfur, phos
phorus, and water. The ocean plays a
key role in the cycling and storage of
these elements because physrcal,
chemical, and biological processes
all interact there. Thus maximum
simultaneity of measurements of all
these processes on global scales is desirable. The satellite program recommended here is a first step towards
simultaneity that could occuras early as the early l990 s.
Until the advent of satellites, we
had no techniques that could satisfy
simultaneously the needs for longterm, global, synoptic measurements
of different processes in the ocean.
Seasat, the only dedicated oceanographic satellite to date, operated for
three months in 1978. It demon-

strated the feasibility of measuring

global surface winds, wave height,
sea surface topography, and the
variability of ocean currents. The
success of Seasat and later measurements of the distributions of sea ice,
sea surface temperature, chlorophyll,
and other properties, mapped by a
variety of multi use satellites, gives

strong impetus to the design of a

coordinated ocean observing system.
Without satellite oceanography, an
adequate understanding of the ocean
on regional and larger scales will remain beyond reach.
The program presented here is
based on the results demonstrated by
Seasat and other remote sensrng
techniques. it is to be carried out in
the context of international oceanographic plans, the maiority of which
are being developed as part of the
World Climate Research Program to
meet the requirements for fundamental physical knowledge of
ocean circulation, internal mixing,
and surface driving forces. The program will also help to lay the ground.
work for new global studies of
biogeochemical cycles.
The Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEX), the Navy Remote
Ocean Sensing System [NROSSL and
the European Space Agency's Re-

mote Sensing Satellite (ERS-l) are
missions proposed to prowde data on
ocean circulation, wind stress,
waves, surface temperature, and sea
ice beginning in late 1989. The resnlting global data set will be used to
test and stimulate the development
of models of ocean Circulation and
mixing. These models are intended
to describe accurately the circulation
of heat, fresh water, and chemicals so
that predictions of fluxes of energy,
water, chemicals, and gases into the
atmosphere can be made with errors
significantly smaller than the
observed decadal fluctuations.
Ocean currents and mixing affect
the productivity of phytoplankton
[remotely sensed as chlorophyll} and
through them the marine food web.
In turn, chlorophyll and the associated plants and animals in the web
have an important effect on global
biogeochemical cycles as they in
teract with sunlight, nutrients, and
ocean currents and mixing. Physical
and chemical measurements provide
a context for understanding the cycles of the essential elements. Because interactions between the
biomass and the nutrients are intimately linked to physical processes, advances in our understanding of
biological processes and global
biogeochemical cycles will require
simultaneous measurements of
physical processes and the distribu~
tion of marine life.
Measurements made with the
Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS)
on the Nimbus-7 satellite, launched
in 1978, have shown that we can now
measure chlorophyll, and thus can
infer the amount and distribution of
marine plants and animals over large
areas of the oceans. in order to make
the required global ocean color

measurements, an ocean color imag-

er lOCll must be flown on a satellite.
The theme of simultaneity thus
points to the need for early develop-

ment of the 0C] so that it could be

operational in the early 1990 s during
the World Climate Research Program
together with the TOPEX, ERS-l, and
NROSS physical measurements of
the ocean.
NROSS, TOPEX, and the 00 are
the primary U.S. missions recommended in this report, and their start
dates are proposed as FY 1985, FY
1986, and FY 1987 respectively so
that the missions will provide max-

imum feasible overlap with each
other and With the European ERS-l
during the period 1989-1993.
In addition, it is critical that an
accurate gravity mission be flown at
the same time as these primary missions so that full advantage can be
taken of the TOPEX topography data.
Thus the group recommends the
start of a gravity mission (currently
proposed as a gravity-magnetic field
measurement) in FY 1988, following
the three primary missions listed
above. The Ceopotential Research
Mission [GRMl is designed to advance our understanding of ocean
circulation, plate dynamics, internal
structure and composition of the
earth, and generation of the earth's
magnetic field. With an FY I988 new
start, the 6-month measurement
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period for GRM would take place in

either 1991 or l992, within the desired 1989-93 time period.
The four new missions recommended for new starts sequentially
in FY 1985-1989 are discussed in
more detail in Section 2. In addition,
there is a fundamental need to
augment the ongoing program of
measurements from weather satellites and navigation and data collection systems on satellites. The
ongoing satellite program provides
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fundamental information for ocean-

ography that complements the new
starts discussed above. it is essential
that these measurements be continued and augmented so that a complete view of the global oceans becomes available. For example,
weather satellites operated by
NCAA and the Defense Meteorolog~
ical Satellite Program (DMSPl provide measurements of sea surface
temperatures and sea ice conditions
In addition, operational satellites
collect data from and track the
movement of buoys in remote locations, and they provide important
all-weather navigational aids to ships
and aircraft. Details of needs for an
augmented ongoing program are provided in Section 3 of the report. Data
management, institutional arrangements, and required resources for the
proposed program are discussed in
Section 4.
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A Digital Map That Doesn't Look Like One:
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US. Geologlcal Survey
When a team of scientists from collaborating government agencies set out to
inventory land cover in the Arctic National Wildlile Reluge, Alaska, they used computer
graphics to do more than display digital data collected by sensors aboard an orbiting
satellite. They used computer graphics to produce the color separations (lilm images
from which printing plates are made) for the Wildlife Reluge map lheir obiect was to
produce a full-color land cover and vegetation map ol nearly 2,600 square miles
The newly published map is 'Vegetation and Land Cover, Arctic National Wildliie Coastal
Plain, Alaska' (USGS map H443). Unfolded the map measures 72 by 36 cm (28 5 by M s
inches). The scale is 1:250,000 (2.5 km per cm, or about a statute miles per inch) lhe
area shown is bordered on the north by the Beaufort Sea and Arctic Ocean iilty
kilometers to the east lies the Canadian border Ninety ltllOMClCH to the west has

Prudhoe Bay, the present center oi petroluem production on the Alaskan North Slope
and the starting point of the Alaska Pipeline An area measuremenl table is printed on

the back of the map for ease in comparing land cover statistics With the corresponding
survey townships shown on the map,

The agencies collaborating with U365 in the preparaiion oi the map were the U 5 fish
and Wildlife Sen/ice, the US Minerals Management. Sen/ice, and the U 5 Army Corps of

,m

,

m4

Engineers. Together, these agencies are addressing a national resource management

'

problem:

assessment of the fragile Arctic

exploration far paroleum

coastal erwirmiment gum in seismir

One purpose of the effort is in find and transle new ml

while minimizing harm to the enwronment

In combination With other irilqrrnaiimi, the

map is intended to help find gravel and water for construction and 11; define [ tmllil
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Whatever else it does, any population requires to maintain a viable
relation between its numbers and the resources of its habitat.
It has
four, and only four, means of doing so.
It can limit its numbers.
It
can adapt its way of life. to the changing resources available to it.
It
can enlarge its habitat by colonization or conquest, or to some extent
indirectly by trade. Or, lastly, it can find ways to get more from the
same habitat, either by pressing more hardly upon it or by increasing the
habitat's power to respond, or both.
Technology has contributed
in
different degrees to these four forms of adaptation.
The
control
of
population
has
been
largely
by
abortion
or
infanticide,
except
for
the
contribution
of
inbuilt
biological
controls[.]
The major technological contribution
time with the chemical control of fertility.
...

has

come

in

our

The adaptation of food habits to resources has occurred historically
at a great variety of speeds and for a great variety of reasons, not all
of them technological.
The third of the ways
for enlarging a habitat is the way of
colonization, conquest and trade.
Its importance is obvious.
It has had
three phases -- so far.
The first phase was the complementary exchange
of products, usually of high value in relation to their bulk, of kinds
not produced by the importing society or not produced in such quality.
Such were
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the early

exchanges

of bronze

and,

later,

iron artefacts

and of

Chinese silks and ceramics.
The second phase was the production for
export of plantation crops and minerals including fuels in undeveloped
countries usually dominated by the importing country.
The third phase is
the
competitive
production of industrial
and agricultural
products,
notably in countries of formerly
colonial status.
[Tlhe colonial
era -- or at least the last colonial era has closed.
The whole
habitable world is partitioned by frontiers which can hardly fail to grow
more and more selective unless political force prises them open.
Only
trade remains as a distributive mechanism between them.
And trade is
limited
by
its
need
for
reciprocity
and
by
its
dependence
on
international markets and international credit;
limitations which are
becoming increasingly obvious but not increasingly easy to overcome.
And so to the fourth way
by how a population can enlarge the
support which it derives
from its habitat.
It can increase the yield,
either by pressing on the habitat more heavily or by enlarging its
capacity

to

respond.

The

two

are

not

always

it

was

possible

easy

practice but their differences are hugely important
the passage of time even if they are not foreseen.
There

was

undesirable)
for

our

a

time

when

to assume that

needs, wants

and

the

whims,

earth was
and

a

a

to

distinguish

in

and are disclosed by

(though

limitless

bottomless

even

fund

sink

to

then

of

perhaps

resources

receive

our

wastes, our failures, and our obsolescence.
This is no longer a viable
assumption; and the alterna ive
is fighting its way into the common
consciousness of both technolo ists and nontechnologists.
It makes much
faster progress with the second than the first.
Technologists should
know more about the behavior of
systems,
but they
interest and by tradition, to lead the culture in its

of

the

difference

mavericks,
contribute

between

cancerous

and

organic

are ill placed,
by
belated recognition

growth.

Only

a

few

usually
academicscientists
rather
than
technologists,
to the massive
and unwelcome educational
task of
restoring

some sense of reality and responsibility to a world which has for so long
been technologically drunk.
A world technologically sober would not, of course, be a world less
technologically
active.
At
least
three
technological
tasks
are
clamouring for more attention now.
One is the basic inventive task

which technology has always regarded as its own.
The term 'appropriate
technology'
which
is
coming
increasingly
into
use,
reflects a new
awareness that there are styles in technology as in all other cultural
activities and that in many fields our current style is inappropriate,
not only for the developing nations which wish to develop a more adequate
technology but perhaps even more for the developed and overdeveloped
countries themselves.
The basic needs are now familiar.
They
are all basically contained in the
injunction to organize a
sustainable human system - or at least some sustainable human systems in
those places where degradation has not become irreversible.
(They will
not necessarily be in the Western world.)
The basic task is, of course,
not
technological but political,
financial,
and educational
-all
aspects of human culture.
But the technologist has an important though
subprdinate,part to play.
To stabilize the relations between human
demands and available resources will require conservation, monitoring,
and

education;

and all three will make demands on technology.

The conservation of resources has four aspects.
...
The first is
the preservation of earth, air, and water (including the oceans) in a
state fit for the indefinite support not only of men but of the vegetable
and animal species on which he depends; and equally the adaptation of
life in each habitat to the natural resources available.
...
Biological
resources

are

deacribed

as

renewable

but

they

are

not

renewable

to

an

unlimited extent.
Any species of them may be permanently destroyed by
human
pressure.
...
The
conservation of biological
resources may
therefore involve action no less drastic than the conservation of mineral
resources which a e not renewable even in theory -- the third of the
aspects of conservation[.]
The scope for conservation is so vast in
an Age of Waste as revolting as the present that it will offer the widest
immediate scope for the technologist, at least in theory; but in practice
it will no doubt depend on adapting more realistic systems of cost
accounting
than we use
today.
The scope
for
substitution is more
familiar.
Even abnegation [of technologically-produced substances such
as plutonium] is already in the forefront of contemporary politics.
The second [of the three technological tasks clamoring
for more
attention]
is the enormous monitoring task involved in
charting and
publicising even the most blatantly
deviant trends in a world which
today
may be even more unstable than we realize.
This field offers enormous
scope for technological inventiveness.
We have only begun to measure a
few of the most dangerous forms of pollution and the most urgent fields
of depletion.
There may well be some which have'hot been identified; and
others will
no doubt emerge.
The
new information technology makes
possible the collection and presentation of data far more up to date than
has ever been possible before.
It will generally be a thankless task.

As

usual

the

difficulties

than technological.
The

third

task,

an

involved

essential

are

far

condition

more

of

the

political
success

and

of

cultural

the

second

(monitoring),
is the
educational
task.
The elementary
facts about
systems in general and human systems in particular
are still not
widely known,
still less widely realized, though they can and should be
taught in elementary schools.
Until they have entered deeply into the
consciousness

effect

either

of

on

a

particular

the

culture,

government

of

they

the

will

country

have

little,

concerned

or

if

technologists.
- -

Sir Geoffrey vickers,

Human Sistems Are

Different

(1983)

on

any:

its

story & photos by John Goodin

But
What

Can

Do?

Usually confined to a
spectators role, the

public has the

opportunity to directly
help with wildlife
research.
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Why don t you speak for yourself, John?
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

"The Courtship of Miles Standish (1857-1858)
.é

':

(Preceding page) A logging road in Mantana's Flathead National Forest is a good
place to search for wolf trades (Top) Once

found. plaster casts are made of the tracks.
(Aboue) Measuring a timber urolfpaw

print 1'71 Montana.

he numerous facts from the
lecture the night before were
in the back of my mind as our
complaining van grinded along the
dirt road. This morning we were
going to find the location of one of the
study animals a two-year old Roosevelt elk bull. The surroundings were
strange, but fascinating. We were
moving through the blast zone of
Mount St Helens; logging roads
wound around ridges and valleys. firs
and alders grew on the lee side of
slopes, and the ashy dust rose in a
wake behind us.
We halted the van and, with the
frequency set, the radiotransmitter
gave a moderate blip. . .blip. . oblip.
Around the bend we stopped again,
but this time the signal was strong
and coming from the valley below us.
A thoughtful scan with our binoculars revealed our subject. Frozen,
with his nose and ears aimed toward
us, the elk blended nicely into this
foraging spot. After a moment he
dropped his head and returned to his
feeding. unprovoked by our presence.

We watched intently as cow elk and
several calves also appeared.
The animals were counted and
approximately 20 other locational and
climatic conditions were recorded
Later that day the observations were
added to a permanent le on the bull
elk. The information being compiled
would eventually be summarized and
entered into a report on the Roosevelt
elk herd and their activity around

Mount St. Helens.

The above experience seems to be
limited only to an elite few with a
master's degree in wildlife manage
ment. While many studies similar to
this are only carried out by professionals. there do exist several possibil~
ities for the general public to become
directly involved in assisting wildlife
research and habitat improvement.
The availability of ecological pro
grams which involve public assistance has grown over the past decade
for a number of reasons. Overshadowing all has been cutbacks and cancel~
lations in federal and local funding
for these projects. Those persons
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Alaska.

All projecm involve camping and
backpacking while o ering a first-

hand view of some of the loser
known areas in the country. Fees run

3360 for two- to three-week projects.
$710 for six-week projects. and other
fees may vary. The cost includes
funding for the research. project
equipment instruction and leadership. Personal equipment must be
brought or shared and food is purchased as a group at the project site.
College credit may be obtained at no
extra cost.
For over 25 years the Sierra Club
has offered service trips to various
wilderness or national park areas in
the U.S. The three basic types of
trips trail maintenance. clean-up

assist habitat improvement

Forest Service helps administer the
Youth Conservation Corps {or
younger people. Volunteer programs
in the government consist of habitat
improvement. although specific jobs

EARTHWATCI-I has been match-

ing professional researchers with
eager amateurs since 1971. Their
programs have been conducted in 64

different countries as well as over

half of the U.S. and the projects are
extremely varied. How would you
like to help an ornithologist in the
Christmas Islands or assist primate
MAY 1985

vary from one location to another.

Opportunities for volunteer envi-

ronmental work in the Common-

wealth also exist although they are
more limited. This is due primarily

Although the project fees are
expensive (most foreign trips cost
$100.00 per day), they include all
food, lodging. equipment. and
instruction for the duration of the
project. EARTHWATCH also offers
many opportunities for archeological
and paleontological investigation.
Wildlands Research is another non»
profit organization that directs volunteer help to worthy research projects.
Wildlands
search programs occur
primarily 1 the U.S.. with a few in
Canada. and generally take place
during the summer. Examples of
research topics include: an investigation of a possible return of the Timber
wolf to northern Montana, the study
of environmental conditions on the
Missouri Breaks wildriver for future
recommendations. or a summer of
glacial and riparian systems study in
Wrangell-St. Elias National Park.

because there are no speci c state

volunteer programs and most of the
research involves a signi th
amount of background in the field.

The value of volunteer help must also
be weighed against the amount of
instruction. organization. and time it
costs the state to implement it.
Within the state park system.

volunteers usually assist in trail

upkeep. erosion control. and with
public information In the
t. volun~

teers have also compiled a ird checklist for Seashore State Park and have
participated on other projects

appropriate to a certain park. Per-

sons interested in helping with a pro-

(Top) Maryland bird [wander Margaret

McDonald and eager rolunteer. (Abate)

Radio tracking elk near Washington s
Mount St. Helena

ject should contact the superintendent
of a
icular park or Mr. Irv Wilson.
grams Coordinator for Virginia State Parks.
As with state parks, the state

forests rely essentially on individual
interest for assistance. Chief of Forest
10

were records of some 5

ies presence

are undocumented or 0 not exist.
For BOVA to be complete and accurate it is important that there be a

substantial amount of data. Perhaps
the best allocation of volunteer assistance would be the veri able reporting of such data.

Finally. one should not overlook

participation in chapters of the
Audubon Society. the Virginia Orni-

in their research or other activities.
Occasionally volunteers assist at hunt-

thological Society. or other wildlife

ant Division Chief for Game. sees the
possibility for increased public partic-

as the Christmas Bird Count and

ing check stations or with waterfowl
trapping. but most work is done by
state employees Bob Duncan. Assist-

lation of all recorded sightings of

The federal government gives persons a chance to work in our National
Forests as volunteers. In addition. the

marsh in Massachusettes.

The Commission of Game and

Inland Fisheries does not usually go
outside the agency for volunteer aid

tion and nature of the project While
these projects do not offer research

research in Madagascar? Closer to
home one might participate on a
grassland project in Arizona or eval
uate the effects of pollution on a salt

traps, reformation. site preparation.
marking timber and public relations.

opportunity. they do offer the chance
to work in beautiful locations and

885 and $200 depen ing on the loca-

responsible for the management of
our natural resources have created
opportunities for concerned volunteers to assist them in research projects. In addition a heightened
awareness of our natural environment and its importance to our survival has spurred public interest in
participation. Many colleges began to
offer field courses or credit for environmental research, which brought
about an increase in college aged
involvement
If one is interested in participating
on a program to assist wildlife
research or habitat improvement. it is
important to know where to look.
The most popular programs
involve national organizations.

been used that much. there is potential for
tcr involvement in the
future. tate forests have used volunteer help in the placing of gypsy moth

ipation. though he realizes that there
are wit: a few logistics in the way.
The on-Game Program has used
volunteers indirectly with public help
in the annual Bald Eagle survey.
However, most projects re uire considerable technical knowl ge.
One state-wide program. Biots of

and wilderness restoration combine
improvement of our natural envi
ronment with freetime to enjoy it.
The towday outin cost between
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Management. Chuck Stanley. nota
that although volunteer help has not

Virginia (BOVA), does need volunteer contributions. BOVA is a compi~
E'lhants and animals within the state.
ere are many areas in Virginia

organizations. These offer exceptional
opportunities to view some of Virginia s wildlife and occasionally to aid
wildlife research with projects such
Virginia s Breeding Bird Atlas

program

_

Asisting wildlife research or habitat improvement offers a unique
opportunity to contribute to the

understanding of our natural envi~
ronment. While these opportunities
may be somewhat limited. they do
exist and the enthusiastic can seek

them out. If you have always viewed
wildlife or natural scenes with envy.
maybe soon you could become
directly involved with a project to
help your world. I:

Tbefollowingaddruawillamst' youinywrlcarch:
Fomt Seniceu USDA
Audubon Naturalist Society of The
PD.
2417
Washington. DC. $013

Central Atlantic States
8940 Jones Mill Road

Infe f Bundin
Washington, D. . 20240 -

Sierra Club Outing Department
530 Bush

N om] Pug service

Commission atom and Inland
Fisheries

4010 West Broad St. Box 11104

Rich mood. VA 232301104
DIVl'lion 01' Fm

Box 3758
Charlottcsvillc. VA 22903
Virginia Wildlife Federation
6602 D Wat Grove Ct.
Virgima' Beach VA 23455
Izaak Walton Inglis of America
Tom 10de Prm'dont
P.0. Box 42
Nokesville. VA 2213

Vim-ink from gums

Chevy Chase. MD 20815

Sm F nnm CA 94109

Wildlands Research
3 Mugwood Circle

c.3439, CA 95921
Smithsonian Institution,

1000 Jefferson Dr.. SW
Washington. D.C. 20660
EARTHWATCH
10 Juniper Rod
Box 127
3011mm02178
Mr. Irv Wilson. Programs
Coordinator
Virginia Dirision of Parks

State Of ce Building

1205 E. Main St.
Capitol we
Richmond. VA 23219
Rich
VA 23219 I
Wildlife Sod-U Virginia Clam Virginia Society at Ornithology

James
1). PM. magnesium 520
MnRainbow
Them Wm"
.
Room 106' mm 3.1]
Ford Drive
Virginia Polytechnic University
BIuksburg. VA 24061

Lynchburr. VA 24502
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Forest Service Volunteers

The Washington Post ,

Wednesday, 21 August 1985
Page
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Cut Trees and Budgets
U.S. Agencies Aided by Unpaid Helpers
V

By TR. Reid

. M ltd Writs

WEST
ELK
WILDERNESS.
Colo Wearing slate gray hiking
boots. faded jeans and a powderblue hard hat, Ruth Miller picked up
her Forest Service ax and began
hacking at a tough old aspen tree.
"Now this, the 50-year-old Rich-

mond, Va., resident said between

swings. "has been a wonderful vacation."
Vacation? With a hard hat and an
as?
For Miller and about 50,000 other Americans, summer vacation this
year has meant two weeks of unpaid
work clearing timber and cutting
trails in the national forests.
These hard-working vacationers' constitute the Forest Service's
burgeoning volunteer corps, the
agency's secret weapon in the
struggle against ever-tighter budgets for operation and maintenance

activities.
Miller s team of 20 workers all
of whom traveled at their own expense to this cool, dark green wilderness in Southwest Colorado
was assigned to build a new trail to
a popular hiking spot known as
Swampy Pass." The trail was
"much-needed, says district ranger
Jim Paxon, of Gunnison National
Forest. But we aren't funded to do
it ourselves.
In an era of strained domestic
budgets, the Forest Service has
been one of the leaders in developing a new, cheaper way to get fed-

hospitals. The Health and Human
Services Department has relied
heavily on volunteers in its runaway
youth shelters and programs such
as Head Start. (Indeed, Head Start
has about eight volunteer workers

for every paid staffer.)

Even the Internal Revenue Ser
vice has turned to volunteer ac-

countants for help when it could no

longer afford to provide walk-in assistance for elderly taxpayers.
In addition to volunteer workers,
some agencies have made a concerted effort to pull in donations to
make up for budget shortfalls.
At the Park Service, for example,
Director William Penn Mott has
said the next major addition to the
national park system a preserve
of tall-grass prairie land will be
located wherever the government
can nd the most land owners willing to contribute their acreage to
form a national park.
In essence, the agencies that are
relying on volunteers are taking the
Reagan administration's drive to
turn over more government operations to private contractors one
step further.
The administration argues that in
many cases, the'private sector can
provide government services at less

cost than federal employes do. But

what could cost less than volun
teers?
Barbara Passuth of the Forest
Service's human resource programs

office says her agency gets an av-

erage of $13,500 worth of work

from each volunteer; the service

spends less than WOO for equip-

eral work done: volunteerism.
But other agencies, too, have
begun to take advantage of a strong
desire among many Americans to
use their free time to help Uncle
Sam do his multifaceted job.
The use of volunteers has been
particularly widespread in the out~
door agencies, such as the Forest
Service, the National Park Service.
the Bureau of land Management,
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
and the Army Corps of Engineers.
But some desk~bound bureaus,
too, have taken advantage of the

ten Virtually no Encouragemen l r
assistance from the White House.

ministration has volunteers in its

promote volunteer activities the

volunteer spirit. The Veterans Ad-

ment, supervision and so forth on
each volunteer.
A Forest Service study concluded
that it would have required $24.1
million in additional appropriations
to do the work that 43,496 volunteer forest workers provided in fiscal 1984. This year, the agency expects to have about 50,000 volunteers on the job.

Despite the potential savings.
directors of the volunteer efforts at
individual agencies say they've unt

The White House has an office to
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Ruth Miller. a Forest Service volunteer this summer he. Rlehnond, Vs. cuts
away branches from a trail in the West Elk Wilderness in Colorado.
Office of Private Sector Initiatives.
But a staff member there, who declined to volunteer his name, said
no one in the office has any knowl-

edge of agencies' efforts to hold
down their budgets by recruiting
volunteers.
In the absence of central direction, some agencies have followed
the lead of the Forest Service,
which has an enabling statute the
Volunteers in the National Forests
Act' allowing it to me volunteer
workers and provide iniury and Ilability coverage while they're on
the job.

The majority of the Forest Setvice volunteers are people like Ruth
Miller, a physictan's wife who de-

crded to donate her vacation to the
agency because I've always loved
the forests and I thought it .would
be a good idea to help."

For two weeks in mid-August,
Miller worked a tough eight~hour
day, chopping trees, raking back
vegetation and tugging at rocks to
clear an 18-inch wide trail through
the rugged wilderness. She ate under the clear western stars and
slept in a Forest Service tent, 9,500
feet above sea level.
During that two-week period. her
teanl cut three miles of trail up a
hillside.
'It would have cost us thousands

[of dollars] to contract out this

work,' said Shammy Somrak, a Forest Servioe technician who super~
vised the job. Here in the wilder
ness, where we're not allowed to
use any machinery or plasmas,
getting these trails built is really
tough. And here these folks did it
for us for free!

l
l
l
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The development of a monitoring pmgram for conservation easements is an important step which the Maine Chapter
has taken to meet it: responsibility of enruring that the conditimta of the easement: are being met. It i: also significant in
that, although there are several other organizatmnr and agendet in Maine which hold conservation easements. it appear:
the Maine Chapter Lt the rst to approach this responsibility
with such
an extensive program. The Auime (urirervancy
seeks to me the conservation easement a: anntlter I001 in the
protection of rlgnificant arear;a "middle gmmnl "approach to
protecting a rare plant site, a nesting area or a buffer to an
existing preserve,

A Bird's-eye View
Conservation

easements are innovative protection tools

which enable The NatUre Conservancy and other organizations
and agencies to extend protection to natural areas without
holding title to them. Also known as scenic easements."
conservation

restrictions," or "scenic restrictions," ease-

ments are legally binding agreements which set permanent
limitations on the future use of a particular property. The
easement approach to land preservation is attractive for a
variety of reasons. Although landowners are essentially relinquishing some of their rights to develop their property,
they retain full ownership of the land and the right to sell or
lease it or leave it to their heirs.

Arr easement limit: future development
structures on this rocky island.

to the existing

low-altitude photographs - which include verticals and obli
ques. blackandwvhite, and color prints, and color slides invaluable for documentation of the condition of the casements. for mapwork, and to supplement existing inventory

data, The survey was also tremendously costeffective. in a
matter of hours, instead of weeks, dozens of islands could
be photographed and monitored.
After the initial baseline data has been gathered, easements must be monitored regularly,e iciently,and with minimum inconvenience to the landowner. Although it is unlikely
that thth will be violations of an easement with the original
donors, problems could arise when ownership changes.
Conservancy relies largely on volunteers who are familiar
with a particular easement property to serve as monitors
for that area, in the past, members of the local Preserve
Stewardship Committees have helped with the monitoring
effort. Hurricane lsland Outward Bound School also provides

assistance with offshore hard-toget-to islands in the mid-

i

The "fan", w d" easement prohibits development or l llfllll
on this property.
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The Nature Conservancy, as the recipient of a conservation easement. assumes the responsibility for insuring the
terms of the easement are upheld and that the resources are.
in fact, protected. To do .this, Conservancy must have ace-u.
rate; well-documented baseline data of the property at the
time of acceptance and an cf cient,carefully developed monitoring system to keep up with the current use.condilinn.und
ownership of the property. The Chapter currently is responsible for 24 easements covering over IOOO acres. More are in
the works.
This summer and fall,the Maine Chapter "illed in the gaps
of its easement inventory data and embarked on a revitalized
monitoring campaign to keep the Chapter ~)cttcr informed
about the changes that will inevitably occur in each area. The
task proved challenging ~ for most of the Chapters 24 casements are on coastal islands stretching front Casco Bay to
Machias. To further complicate matters. many of these islands
are rocky, windand-wave battered refuges where one simply
doesn't land if the weather isn t right or the swell is running
too high.
To augment the information gathered from onsite inspections, an aerial reconnaissance survey was conducted for all
of the easement properties, as well as chcral preserves and
ecologically sensitive areas. The Chapter staff have found the

coastal region.
in I982, the Chapter will provide easement monitors
with a monitoring package," which contains all essential
information about each easement property. Photographs.
when necessary, are keyed to scaled drawings, so that comparisons can be made between present conditions and those
shown on original maps. Map: Show improvements. boundary
lines. and ecological features. A checklist is included to be sure
all casement restrictions are complied with. Yearly visits to
the easements, combined with aerial surveys every 4-5 years
will provide Conservancy with knowledge it needs to continue
to protect the natural features ofour land.
if you are interested in nding out more about Our
easement monitoring program, or in becoming an easement
monitor, please contact the Chapter of ce,
(Photos by the author}
--Kathy Kehoc
Maine Chapter News
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The Nature Conservancy

STATE

NATURAL HERITAGE

PROGRAM

Draft Technical Description

The Nature Conservancy traces its origins to a special commit
tee established within the Ecological Society of America in 1917
for the purpose of conducting an inventory of remaining natural
lands in the United states.
The Conservancy has continued this
effort by participating in almost every significant natural areas
inventory undertaken in the United States.
The Conservancy is
today the major United states conservation organization specializing in the preservation of natural lands, including endangered
species habitats, scientific research sites, examples of native
ecosystems, and critical areas benefiting the environment.
In recent years, the Conservancy has had the staff resources
and continuity to pursue inventory in a much more systematic

manner

and

to couple

it

with direct

protection

of

the lands

identified.
The 'State Natural Heritage Program' is the cutting
edge of these new capabilities, and represents a significant
advance over all previous efforts.
The purposes of such programs,
briefly stated, are;
e

to gather information (systematically and on a continuing
basis) on ocourrences of the highest ranking ecological
entities within a given state;

0

to aggregate and to store this information efficiently:

o

to make its retrieval utilitarian and cost-effective so that
the impact of various activities on the landscape can be
determined on a regular basis; and

a

to set rational preservation priorities so that entities near
extinction can be saved while others which are already secure
are not redundantly protected.

At present, Heritage programs are underway in various phases
in the following states:
New Mexico
Tennessee
West Virginia
Ohio
Oregon
Mississippi
Washington
North Carolina

South Carolina
Oklahoma
Indiana
Kentucky
Rhode Island
Wyoming
Arkansas
Massachusetts

Minnesota
Colorado
California
Arizona
Maryland
Michigan
North Dakota
Idaho
New York

Missouri
Iowa
South Dakota
Pennsylvania
Connecticut
Florida
Texas
New Jersey
Louisiana

Programs were begunrin 1976 with the Tennessee Valley Authority,
and in 1984 with the Navajo Nation.
The Conservancy recently
established a regional Heritage Program in New England, and another
in the Rocky Mountain region.
The first Heritage program began
early in 1974.
Negotiations are currently underway with several
additional states.
Several states have 'proto-heritage' programs
which use heritage methods but are operated wholly by The Nature
Conservancy, wholly by the state, or in some other anomalous fashion.

In the National Office of The Nature Conservancy a
multidisciplinary task force has been assembled which includes
specialists in ecology, natural resources, law, systems analysis,
computer programming, etc.
This task force is working constantly
on the methodological model and its various components and is
making its expertise available to the Heritage states.
The usual approach taken in a Heritage program is for the
Conservancy to hire and train at its national office a program
coordinator and other professionals who then become the staff of
the program in the capital of the Heritage state.
The goal is for
this staff to transfer to state government employment after the
initial phase, which is generally two years. This transfer ensures
that expertise is not lost.

A very important part of the Heritage concept:
inventory and
protection operations continue within the Heritage state beyond
the contract period.
The ecological data base can thus be
incrementally expanded and improved, protection can meaningfully
proceed, and the entire process can continuously evolve in a
fashion required by the dynamics of alteration of uses of land
within the state.
Therefore, it is extremely important that the
state not look on this joint enterprise as an end in itself to be
terminated when the product is 'completed.'
There must be a
recognition by both the state and the Conservancy of necessity for
funding and operational support for continued internal effort.
At
the same time it is the Conservancy's purpose to engender within
the state the full range of capabilities required for maintenance
of program operations.
In this way the Heritage program can help
to create a broader base of professionals actively specializing in
this field, and by helping to increase the state s own capability,
the Conservancy can enhance the basis for coordination and
operational efficiency in the state.
The Conservancy envisions a continued support role for private
conservation, including the Conservancy's own acquisition and
protection activity undertaken_jointly with the state.
The
Conservancy's commitment to these programs is not termina1- the
National Task Force remains available in the future for any needed
assistance and for exchange of information and ideas.
The program begins by developing lists of the elements of
natural diversity throughout the state.
An element is a species

or a

community.

These lists

serve as a

skeletal

structure

for

organizing natural landscape information so that dissimilar
elements are recognized and similar elements are grouped to
facilitate direct comparison, comparison which is based upon
objective data rather than subjective and abstract judgments.
The
units of classification may also be thought of as 'targets' for
both data collection and protection activity, and they help insure
that nothing is overlooked in the process of inventory.
These
element lists are working documents, and retain the flexibility to
be changed as need dictates.
The elements are ranked and then
reranked as new data is available.
Rank depends on scarcity and
vulnerability.
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NATURAL HERITAGE DATA STRUCTURE
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Appendix:
Previous natural areas inventories (and many current ones)
have been designed to operate on a site basis, which presents
several difficulties not present in the element basis used by the
Heritage program.
One is the difficulty of establishing
ecological boundaries, which is no simple matter, given the
complexity of the natural environment.
Another is that sites are
generally defined and then rated on an overall, simple 'niftiness'
basis rather than as a result of systematic consideration of
needs.
Most serious of all, every individual site, however
defined, is in fact unique, either because it possesses
unduplicated attributes or because it is a unique mix of
elements.
For this reason, rigorous comparison becomes impossible
because of the dominance of incommensurable factors.
The Heritage
approach circumvents all of these difficulties; by lumping 'apples
with apples,
i.e., element-occurrence with element occurrence.
The landscape is treated in terms of individual occurrences of
generalized element types, an approach which gives the system four
distinct capabilities which are directly applicable to an
objective assessment of relative criticality.
Overall criticality
itself is dependent on the relative rareness of individual
elements

within the

state,

then

on the qualities of

the

individual

occurrences of a given element, and finally on the qualities of
'ensembles' of occurrences.
In this approach, site identification
becomes a result of rigorous
analysis of fundamentally similar
ecological entities, rather than an arbitrary drawing of lines on
a map.
Reflecting the logic of this assessment process, the
system is capable of providing:
1. an index of ambient rarity of
elements (i.e., which elements have the fewest significant
occurrences); 2. the status of current land protection in terms of
elements (which occurrences are on already protected tracts within
the state); 3. the ability to objectively compare the qualities of
the recorded occurrences for individual elements; and 4. the
ability, through mapping processes, to determine the spatial
relationship between various
elementoccurrences so as to select
priority ensembles (sites) for efficient protection efforts.

Phase I:

Step-by Step Description

Program Development

The first phase is devoted to the establishment of program
operations and includes such things as setting up
the office,
completing an ecological classification, establis
hing the data
flow patterns and the data management system, and
planning for
the ongoing operations of the program.
Task I:

Establish Operations

The Conservancy trains key program personnel.
These
individuals, working under the guidance of the Conserva
ncy's
National Office Task Force, secure
office space and equipment,
allocate space to basic program files, set up various
work
procedures and responsibilities, etc.
Task II:

Generate Classification

Classifying the elements of the state's natural diversity
consists of the listing and description of all ecological
communities; endangered species of both plants and animals;
and
other significant features found within the state.
The units
of the classification are what are inventoried, lapped and

monitored.

The classification is completed with the help of many
expert indiViduals.
An ecologist from the National Task Force
works with the in-state staff.
They gather the relevant
information

from

local

experts,

from previous

scientific

work,

and from some very generalized national directories (e.g., the
Smithsonian's list of endangered plants in the United States).
Subsequent to this survey of information, a draft
classification is produced and circulated to local scientists.
The local scientists are asked to comment on the draft and can
suggest modification.
A final working version of the
classification is then produced.
Task III:

Install Data Management Apparatus

This task involves several major parts all of which lead to
a methodology for handling and analyzing the inventory data as
it

is

gathered.

National

task

force members

assist

the

in-state staff in setting up an integrated manual and
computerized data management system.

The manual portion of the system contains files on the
communities, specres and other units in the classification
system, a map file for maintaining and displaying locational
information

on

the various

units,

and

files

on information

pertaining to the actual landscape.
A part of this task
involves the adaptation of the model data forms to the specific
state in question.
The National Task Force assists the
in-state staff not only in arranging the system, but also in
scheduling and planning the actual flow of data into it.
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Computer software constitutes the second part of the data
management system.
The computer software which has been
developed by the Conservancy is installed by
the National Task
Force into an in-state computer system.
This software permits,
among other things, extremely rapid data search and
manipulation.
Task IV:
Plan Continuing Operations and Ensure Use of the
Operations Manual
This task is vital to the continued operations of the
program and involves several important steps.
The first is to
establish and use key sources of information and assistance.
Several catalogs of information are produced, including:
listings of individuals and their areas of expertise, listing
of pertinent publications, and catalogs of available agency

resources.

The second major step is to create awareness of the program
in other agencies (state, federal and local) and to establish
with
them working relationships and lines of communication.
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The final major step is to complete the working Operations
Manual for the program.
The Operations Manual is essentially
the reference book for the program.
The handbook includes such
things as the flow diagrams for data sheets, instructions for
transcribing data, the catalogs of information sources and
assistance, the instructions and formats for data collection,
processing and analysis, etc.
The in-state staff will use this
Operations Manual to run the program and to train state
employees who require use of the program's information system.
Phase 11:

Pilot Program

The second phase of the program involves gathering data,
processing it, and analyzing it.
Since the plan is that data
gathering and processing will be continuous, any particular
analysis will represent only a point in time.
The results of
analysis change as further data is gathered.
Task I:

Collect Data

Perhaps the most fundamental task of the program is to
collect data on the places where the_eiements of the
classification system occur.
The first step is to generate
leads to occurrences.
Leads are generated by reviewing all
available earlier surveys and pertinent literature, consulting
with experts, investigating museum collections, etc.
As these
leads are generated, preliminary analysis will guide the staff
toward information 'gaps' (communities, species, or other
elements for which there is little or no data) which can then
be systematically filled.

Once information gaps have been found and filled, the field
Staff or volunteer field workers
verification process begins.
can begin to visit the reported locations for the various
Once the locations have been verified, an expert
elements.
field surveyor can be detailed to complete an in-depth field

survey.

Task II:

Process Data

The processing of data involves the transcription of data
other
from museum specimens, theses, reports, field surveys and
sources onto forms so that they are ready for computer
Another part of the process is the recording of
processing.
Another is the filing of additional
element locations on maps.
element occurrence information in manual files.
Task III:

Analyze Data

One of the important features of the information storage
Por example, if a request is made
system is its flexibility.
printout
for data on an endangered plant Species, a computer
describing the species' locations, a list of people in the
state who are knowledgeable about the species or some
combination of data from manual and computer files can be
If information is requested on a county-by-county
produced.
baSis the computer is able to sort out the requested data.
The analysis products can include such things as data
summaries, computer generated maps, directories to the
Data
endangered species found throughout the state, etc.
Including those previously
summaries can be in various forms.
mentioned, there are lists of occurrences, and complete
printouts of computerized information.
Task

IV:

Produce Progress

Report

At the conclusion of the Conservancy's contract with the
This will document
state, a progress report will be produced.
the ecological classification, data management apparatus,
catalogs to human and other resources, and all standard
operating procedures.

Phase III:

Program Continuation

After at least two years of operation of the program under
s to
direct supervision by the conservancy, the state undertake
data
carry on the inventory operations, continues to expand the
bank, further analyzes pertinent information, responds to
s
requests for data, sets preservation and protection prioritie
The
and takes action to preserve high priority areas.
Conservancy's role is to advise and to begin to increase its
private preservation efforts.
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Weather Watchers

Helping Forecasters
First-Hand Reports Supplement Technical Aids
By Keith F. Girard

Special to The Washinle Post

Ron Carl, 19, of Falls Church, had been a
storm spotter for only four months in 1983
when a tornado touched down in Fairfax
County about a mile and a half from his
house.
Things just didn't seem quite right that
evening," he recalled. Right around 8 pm.

it was dark out, but I heard an almost un-

mistakable roar. It almost sounded like an
airplane in the distance."
Carl called the National Weather Ser
vice s regional of ce to report his findings.
As many as five separate tornadoes touched
down that night in Fairfax County.
Over the years, the National Weather

Service has learned that not even the most

it

~
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Ron Carl. a volunteer storm spotter for the weather service. with 5 satellite weather map.
A

sophisticated equipment can match eyewitness observations for accurate weather information, said Richard W. Schwerdt, a
weather service meteorologist who works
in the Washington regional office.
it's good to get these pictures from ratlar, but you still need to know what's hap-l
pening on the ground," he said. We found
that reports from people are still the best
way to get that."
Carl is one of 400 volunteers who serve
as storm spotters for the regional office,
The weather service's Washington regional

office is responsible for issuing storm warnings in 36 counties and cities in Maryland,
Virginia and West Virginia, and keeps a
close watch on the fronts with powerful radar at Patuxent Naval Air Station in St.
Mary's County and with satellites operated
by the National Environmental Satellite
Data Service.
Although many spotters consider themselves serious weather buffs, volunteers do

not need sophisticated equipment or in

depth knowledge

of the

weather,

said

Schwerdt.
The weather service provides a packet of
information for new spotters that tells what
type of weather to look for and how to spot
the conditions that produce it.
Severe storms, tornadoes and ash
oods, they re the main three we're inter-

ested in, Schwerdt said. Spotters also try
to report high winds that produce structural
damage 50 to 60 mph] and hail that could

damage a farmer's crop [three-fourths of an
inch or larger]."

After a decade of benign neglect, the
Washington regional of ce decided to
began rebuilding its spotter network last
year. The first thing it did was call WRCTV (Channel 4) meteorologist Bob Ryan.
Ryan, a firm believer in the use of eye»
witness observations, developed his own
See SPO I TER, Page 13, Col. 1
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Weather Watchers Help Meteorologists
SPOTTER, From Page 1

extensive network of weather spotters when
he came to Washington five years ago. Many

now double as volunteers for the weather service.
1 don t thinkthere will ever be a substitute
for that," he said. If we see something that looks
suspicious on radar l have it flagged on a map
where observers live, so I can get a firsthand
report."
Last year, the regional office quadrupled the
number of volunteer weathenwatchers who routinely report conditions in their area, and the
result was noticeably better weather forecasting.
We found that, in most cases, the sophisticat-
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ed-type equipment would indicate that the storm
was more severe than was the case, said
Schwerdt. Many of the warnings that were being issued for storms turned out to be false
alarms."
Now, forecasters tracking storms by satellite
and radar find a spotter close to the action to
check with them, as well. Forecasts are based on
both electronic and eyewitness observations,
Schwerdt said.
The regional office is making a particular push

for spotters this year in Maryland and, if recruit
ment efforts go well there, it intends to expand
its network throughout Virginia in 1987, said
Schwerdt.
The spotter network now covers the District,
four, counties in Maryland, three counties in
West Virginia and 28 counties and cities in
northern and central Virginia.
The Virginia counties include all of Northern
Virginia south to a line consisting of Augusta,
Green, Orange, Stafford and King George's
counties. Counties farther south receive storm
warnings from Norfolk, Richmond, Lynchburg or
Roanoke.
The rest of the three state region is covered
by weather service offices in Baltimore and
Elkins, W. Va., said Schwerdt.
Since most official weather observation posts
are located at airports, volunteer spotters help

fill in the gaps. Those lozated farther out also
provide advance warning about the nature of
approaching storms, the meteorologist said.
Counties that are farther west and north are
particularly important because severe weather
tends to move toward the District from the west,

southwest and northwest," he explained. "We

like to have spotters up to 100 miles from D.C."

All are architects of Fate,

Working in these walls of Time;
Some with massive deeds and great,
Some with ornaments of rhyme. ...
Build to-day, then, strong and sure,
With a firm and ample base;

And ascending and secure
Shall to morrow find its place.
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

"The Builders" (1846)

Typically, the regional office likes to have 25
to 30 spotters in each county, but we can always
use more." said Roy K. Smith, a weather service
meteorologist who is a volunteer storm spotter
in the District. It helps to have more than you
need."
Smith has his own weather instruments and
keeps track of such things as temperature
changes and rainfall accumulation. In the District, unusual weather usually means pea-sized
hail or high winds, he said.
I was a snow freak," said Mike Bailey, 28, of
Darnestown, who became a storm spotter six

years ago. I smlied it in the Boy Scouts,'and

bought my first weather instrument 18 years
ago.
Today, Bailey has more than $3,000 worth of
sophisticated electronic weather equipment at
his house, most of which he built himself. He can
record rainfall, minimum and maximum temperatures, wind speed, peak gusts, humidity. wind
chill and a number of other weather observav
tions.
'
I know a couple of times I ve called in-with
observations of high winds,'heavy, snow or thundershowcrs and they've altered their forecast,"
Bailey said.

We need all the power we can raise together. These are
not comforting times in which to make promises; the
stakes are too high, we are playing with forms of death
from which there may be no return, and all the endings
are still uncertain. We can only begin. ...
[Tlhe power we sense in a seed, in the growth of a child,
the power we feel writin , weaving, working, creating,

I call this consciousness estrangement because its essence is
that we do not see ourselves as part of the world. We are
strangers to nature, to other human beings, to parts of
ourselves. We see the world as made up of separate,
isolated, nonliving parts that have no inherent value.

be able"). It is the power that comes from within. There

Among things inherently separate and lifeless, the only
power relationships possible are those of manipulation
and domination. ...

making choices, has not ing to do with threats of
annihilation. It has more to do with the root meanin of
the word power, from the (late popular) Latin, podere "to
are many names for power-from-within, none of them
entirely satisfying. it can be called spirit
but that name
implies that it is separate from matter, and that false split

. . . is the foundation of the institutions of domination. ...
[P]ower-from within is the power of the low, the dark, the
earth; the power that arises from our blood, and our lives,

and our passionate desire for each other s living flesh. And
the political issues of our time are also issues of spirit,
conflicts between paradigms or underlying principles. If
we are to survive the question becomes: how do we
overthrow, not those presently in power, but the principle
of power-over? How do we shape a society based on the
principle of power-from-within? . . . To reshape the very
principle of power upon which our culture is based, we
must shake up all the old divisions. The comfortable
separations no longer work. The questions are broader
than the terms religious or political imply; they are
questions of complex connections. For though we are told

that such issues are separate . . . all these realities are

shaped by the consciousness that shapes our power
relationships.
Those relationships in turn shape our
economic and social systems; our technology; our science;
our religions; our views of women and men; our Views of

races and cultures that differ from our own; our sexuality;
our Gods and our wars.

(They are not even dead

because death implies life.)

The removal of content, of value, serves as the basis for the
exploitation of nature. . . . The removal of content from
human beings allows the formation of power relationships
in which human beings are exploited. . . . [W]e live our
lives feeling powerless and inauthentic
feeling that the
real people are somewhere else, . . . while we exit as
shadows, and our unique lives, our losses, our passions,
which cannot be counted out or measured, which were
not approved, or graded, or sold to us at a discount, are
not the true value of this world.
Estrangement permeates our society so strongl that to us

itseemsto be consciousness itself.
Yet anot er form of
consciousness is possible. Indeed, it has existed from
earliest times, underlies other cultures, and has survived

even in the West in hidden streams.
This is the
consciousness I call immanence - the awareness of the
world and everything in it as alive, dynamic,
interdependent, interacting, and infused with moving
energies: a living being, a weaving dance.
Starhawk, Dreaming The Dark (1982)
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restrictions,
designed
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%

the

The considerable logistical problems involved
networks

have

quality

network

been overcome

in part

stations

of

benthic

in large scale monitoring

by establishing

is

which

invertebrate

a

biological

water

schoo1s_

high

by

Operated

in

community structure obtained

Heasurement

of

with regard

to collecting and identification efficiency.

a

pilot proJect involving five schools produced results that were reliable
fron the operating

network

that

includes more

than

Early results

20 teachers

and 500

students at l2 schools show it capable of identifying changes in stream

Having

obtain

for

a

programme as

the

sites,

of

number

for sampling,

sorting

of

pollution

surveys

Education.

by

British

children

described the

Hellanby (1974)

Advisory

Centre for

1971 and

l972 surveys on water and air.

surveys

routine biological

were conducted

The programme also

(Reynoldson l974).
stations,

key locations. as well as biological monitoring.
examined

changes

impacts on

in

benthic Iinvertebrate

for a

on

river water quality from municipal

few parameters at

producing

and

2)

It would fulfill
number

2 l/2

times

the

size

l)

closest to Edmonton (Figure

of

the

U.K.).

on which

larger

A well-designed volunteer programme

previde a useful

adjunct to the basic

received

designed

From a well

view of the

realistic
activity

an obvious demand from schools as

enquiries

of

and

to assess

would

have

could

be

The biological component of this programe was continued for a five-year
period from l972 - l977. however because of manpower

(over

reliable data could

industrial discharges.

structure

Km2

network and produce valuable baseline monitoring information.

The biological progranme

community

644,390

population centres were located.

of

included regular chemical sampling

automatic monitoring devices

of

the southern rivers

In the case of the water survey,

major rivers as part of the government water quality monitoring programme
fixed

The logistics involved in establishing a centrally manned network of
permanent biological monitoring stations are considerable in a
Accordingly, the biological monitoring programmes were restricted to

reasonable agreement was found with results of government biologists.

Province of Alberta.

e.g.

The major benefits in Alberta SPElelcany were:

by the

results

societies,

The concept 0f Hater

blOlOQlcaJ status was investigated-

describing

organized

and

clubs

school

through

sets

data

long-term

province

results

In the

learned of the surveys conducted in the United Kingdom, on a single

quality sites manned by schools which would provide useful data on the

Introduction
In l9 . an article (Mellanby l974) appeared in this journal

a

resource

rainfall. temperature. Btc- through Geography Clubs-

l)

at

discontinued

Further,

restricted

a

at

the limiting

was

personnel

necessity,
l9Bl.

in

event basis and also being familiar with the ability of schoolchildren to

water quality.

the

of

and identification in the benthic monitoring.

Abstract
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was,

recomencing

included larger rivers

only

again because

programme

before

five year period

_

how

much
seen

man
more
and

about

program,

students
the

effects on
is

a

part

results

scientifically acceptable manner.

the
the

of

significance
their

pollution

if

indicated by the
and

in rivers

would

aquire

a

lakes.

much more

environment from societal
ecosystem.

cause and
evaluated

Their projects

effect
and

relationship

compiled

in

a

-33)

There also exists the possibility of spin-off benefits, both in terms
of

increased

members

of

environmental
society

connmnication

in

awareness and

the

between

governing

government

also

the

process

agencies

enfranchising

and

and

by

of

TABLE I

establishing

individuals

allow

SUMMARY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SCHOOL

development of an increased awareness of what agencies can and cannot

BIOHDNITORING PROGRAMME

do.
This

paper

presents

monitoring

the development

network,

of

and

some

results

from

a

stream

operated by schoolchildren in the Province of Alberta

under the auspices of the Provincial Dept. of the Environment.
Method of Progranme Development
The

school

initial

monitoring programme was

in

the

spring

of l980,

authors

the

students

(Hempel)

This

ability to sample and

feasibility
schools.

taught.

study
Results

supported
from

defined the

initial

problems plus

identify benthic invertebrates.

development

the

logistical

of

study

a

pilot

pilot

project

project

are

at

Concept developed

Spring l98l

Field trials with single school and groundtruthing

Summer 198l

Feasibility established
Keys/Manuals developed

Fall l9Bl

Repeat field trials with single school

Spring l982

Pilot project initiated at 5 schools

Summer 1982

Evaluation of initial pilot - modify proposal

Fall 1982

Rerun pilot project with a reduced level of invertebrate

an

feasibility study was undertaken with one school, at which one of

the

here.

proposed

Spring 1980

This
five

discussed

identifi

A chronology of the progranne to date is shown in Table 1.

'l983

Project refined.
and Environment

Field Methods

A detailed outline of the methods used
manuals

teachers'

available from the

which

developed

were

However a brief

authors.

this

project,

and

these are

Schools were assigned
schools

number of

were

in

the

government

suitable

for

Further.

a

reports.

On

two rivers,

a

Sites selected for the pilot were those used

monitoring

sampling

on a river.

involved in the pilot project so that more sites

were sampled on two rivers.

programme

and/ the

historical data

Winter l983

Workshop held for participating schools and a
slide tape developed

Spring l984

one or two sites

benthic

because

they

community

base was available

were known

structure

to

be

identified.

for students use in their

in the two cases where a number of schools were sampling on a

river. arrangements were made for data exchange between the schools.

by the Departments of Education

Project presented to the Alberta Association of Science
Teachers

the sampling

description of

methods is provided below.

Approval

Fall 1983
is available in the student and
for

and groundtruthing

Ca cn

'

Programme operational; first samples taken

719

.

before freeze

up.

These timings

co-incide with school terms

and when the greatest invertebrate numbers occur in the rivers.

the

upstream

tendancy

to

statistically significant

opening

sampler.
on

encloSes

upstream and

downstream side?
the sampler

the collecting

0.1m

and

a

of

then

vigorously

is then

are

in

the

on

the

inside

Invertebrates

by the current

sorted

and

field

using

supposedly
school

unpolluted,

samples,

yet

there
this

was

was

a
not

using 1 way ANOVA on transformed data (P<0.05)

picked
a

there was.little

difference in numbers

collected

by

student

and government samples.

with an

net

scrubbed clean

disturbed.

removed and

preserved

substrata

210);2 mesh

water column and then washed

This

animals

of

was
the

into

in the

At

the

upstream

identified.
sampling

l5

station

of

these

units and 22

units (Table 3).

from
were

by the

all

sample

found

in

students

replicates,

the

25

government

in their samples

taxa

sample

were

from

4

from 12 sampling

At the downstream station, of the 12 taxa found, 5 were

found in the government sample and ll in the students sample.

suitable

.

The

net.

area
sides

of 10-50 cm using a Neil

in the cylinder were

substrata

into the

an

downstream

Large rocks

and the

are dislodged
field.

This

in a water depth

in

-

cylinder

riffles

which

counts

At the station downstream of a major municipal and a number of industrial
discharges.

Samples were taken at

station,

lower

.,»..,--.

fall

in the spring after ice breakup and

-

in the

a year,

. g. ..a...,_ a._ < w...

At
Sampling was undertaken twice

4
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preservative and returned to the laboratory for identification.

Finally and most importantly, what would have been the interpretation of
changes

720

Results

between

the two sites from the two data

downstream station.
with

Feasibilit

loss

of

Dligochaeta.

a

reduction

mayfly
In

and

fact.

in total

caddisfly

both

genera

student

sets?

numbers and

and

and

Both showed a the
the number of taxa

increased

government

numbers

samples

of

showed

a

downstream community responding to organic loadings from sewage effluents.
Groundtruthing

was

done

on

both

the

feasibility

study

and

the

pilot

project to evaluate the quality of the data produced by the schools and to

A

determine whether or

government at the

not

this

would

be

suitable

for

incorporation

into

government data bases.

second

l98l.

series

These

of

data

samples

same

were

sites

have

been

but

taken

by

over an

compared

part

of

simultaneously

the

initial

in the

feasibility

spring of 1931

study.

samples

from the same riffles

author and students from Ross Shephard High School,
on the

North

Saskatchewan RivEr

.

The

data

-

field person?
the animals?

would

the students

taken

by the senior

Edmonton, at two sites

(Table 2)

areas where students were likely to make errors.
efficiency

were

address

the

two

First, sample collection

find as many animals as

an experienced

Second, how effective would the students be in identifying

oligochaeta

downstream and

reduced

three

groups

and

in the

fall

(Fig.

similarity do demonstrate similar trends.
As

school

11-day period
That

foumd

Chironomidae.

particularly
significantly.

by

the

students.

while

showing

of
less

is a larger proportion of

numbers of stoneflies and a general

shift towards the more pollution-tolerant taxa.
numbers

2)"I and

the

Noticeable are the lower

particularly

of

Oligochaeta

and

This could be explained by the difference in sampling date

as

water
However.

levels
a more

in

this

likely

controlled
explanation

river

can

fluctuate

is the fact that

the

government samples on this occasion were picked in the laboratory. under a
microscope - thus, many more small animals were found.

*Fig. 2 is on page 726 of this volume.
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TABLE 2

TABLE 3

COMPARISON OF NUMBERS OF BENTHIC
IHVERTEBRATES COLLECTED BY SCHOOL CHILD
REN AND GDVERNHEHT STAFF

TAXA IDENTIFIED BY STUDENTS AND GOVERNMENT
STAFF

4

17

3

19

13

37

19

28

16

9

6

69

14

22

20

56

29

14

24

21.2 15.2

32.5

17.3

23.9 390.3

18.0

18.5

74.3

9.2

47.3 187.0

48.2

3.2

588.9

54.2

I F
ANOIA

2.59

T

H.S.

P < 0.05

1.13
N.S:

P

Cheumatopsyche
Hydropsyche
Psychomyeia

Elmidae

Hemiptera

-

Hydracarina
Corixidae
Oligochaeta
Nematode

I + I + +

_

I

I

-

Dytiscidae
Emp1d1dae
Chironomidae
Taban

dae

< 0.05

+
-

I l + I + I I I

14

17

721
I

8

25

l

'

+

*

'

'

I + + + I

24

q. 4.

62

16

aacth

LeptophTebia
EphemereTIa
Ephemera
Trichorhyt h odes

l

9

26

3

l

16

14

2

I

34

1

I

3

Rhithrogena

:;;:;§3:°Ph °b a

+ + + + +

2

STUDENTS SAHPLE

+

s2

T

GOVERN!EHT SAMPLE

+ + + + + + I +

x

DOHNSTREAK OF EDMONTON

STUDENTS SAMPLE

l+|i+

UPSTREAM OF EDHDNTOH

EQYERNHENT SAHELE

+

NUHBERS PER SAMPLE UNIT

+ + I + + + + + + I

IsoperTa
lsogenus
Brach tera
Nemouig

vang zNT T :TEDQNTS

l + + + +

ATToperT

I + ? + + + +

GOSEENiElTR ESTUSENTS

Tota] Number of Taxa

25

12

Common Taxa
Government SampTes Only
Student SampTes Only

12
3
10

4
7
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This

however does

Their data

not

-10-

invalidate the

data collected

clearly shows the trend observed

initial

provided

two

data

sets

of

of

samples

excellent

collected

quality

and

the

in many previous

at those sites by government staff.
The

by

by

students

warranted

the

students.

collections

from one

spring of

1981 1982.

of

a

teacher and student manuals were

developed for the project that described the project, the
sampling methods

and data

analysis.

A

key

taxa was also prepared.
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specific

to Alberta rivers

At this time, based

on the

based

upon conlnon

success of students

with the taxonomy in the final field trial, identifi
cations were taken to
the genus level.
These manuals are available on request.
A briefing

session was

accessable

to

held with eight teachers from six schools across
the province in which they were instructed in the use
of the equipment and
analysis of the data.
Stations were selected on each of the rivers easily

the

Saskatchewan and

schools,

viz:-

Beaver Rivers

June 1982 and seven of

teachers,

staff.
exc ept

It
those

oldman,

l).

Bow,

Sampling was

Red

Deer,

North

done in May and

the teachers completed the sampling programe with

their students preparing reports.
government

the

(Figure

was

In August, 1982, the teachers met with

clear

involved

that

in the

the

major

initial

difficulty

study was

Those

with

all

the taxonomy.

teachers initially involved in the programe had
a previous
familiarity with stream inveltebrates.
Three steps were taken to resolve
this problem.
First. it was decided that identifications should only
be
taken to the family level. except for the oligochaetes
which would be only
identified as such.

the

field

conducted
workshop
specimens .

with

Second. that a government representative should go in
one occasion to ensure sampling was being

teachers on

correctly.

for teachers

Third,
on

that the

the use

government would

of the key and

to

hold a

the
staff

changes
took

would

improve

simultaneous

the

quality

samples

of

with

the
all

participating schools in the fall sampli
ng.
The results of this are
presented from four schools to illust
rate the utility of this

First,
samples

and

how well

government

programme.

Pilot Project

In the winter

assess

school

development

pilot project.

To

data,

training

show representative

from

these

contained

data

(Table

4),

it

is

considerably more animals.

clear
This

that

government

again primarily

reflects the fact that government sample
s were picked and sorted in
the laboratory using a microscope.
In respect to the quality of the
data and the replicability of the sample
s, there were differences
between schools - some performing better than
others.

Hhile collecting

less

organisms

community structure were

per

sample,

the major

detected by school samples.

changes

in

0n the Bow

River, there was a major shift from Bearsp
aw to Graves Bridge shown
in government samples to dominance of
the benthic comnunity by the
chironomidae and oligochaeta, there was
also a reduction in the
number of Plecoptera, Ephemeropteraes and
Trichoptera.
The school
samples clearly picked up this shift in conmuni
ty structure between
the two sites.
The chironomids changed from 3 to 41%
of the
community and the oligochaetes for 2 to 57:.
The school samples did
not clearly pick up the change in numbers
of
plecoptera and
ephemeroptera but did identify the reduction in the
Trichoptera.
0n the Saskatchewan River at Beverly Bridge, again
while the actual
government counts were higher, the community structur
e identified by
the school samples was the same.
This particular site is downstream
of a major municipal sewage discharge and all the
sample sets show
the same effects on the benthic community viz:
loss of Plecoptera,
Ephemeroptera and Trichoptera and large numbers
of Chironomidae and

oligochaeta.

_]]-12-

The school samples on the Red Deer
River showed the greatest difference
to
government samples.
These student samples also showed
the greatest
variability (Table 5) which this
suggests that the school was probab
ly
still having difficulty with the taxono
my, particularly in the relative
ability of some students to identi
fy oligochaetes and chironomids.
The
particularly high coefficients of variat
ion of the groups in the Red Deer
samples illustrates this well.
the

In summary, the pilot programme from
these schools showed students well
able to detect major changes in cunnunity
structure and schools with more
experienced teachers showed samples very
similar to those collected and
analyzed
by
professional
agency staff.
With
more
experience
and
assistance it is likely that all schools
could produce this quality of

data.

To demonstrate exactly what a programme of this
type can produce in terms
of water quality impact assessment data from two
rivers are presented
where a number of stations were sanpled by several schools.

l982,

two

Edmonton

High Schools (McNally and Ross Shephard) have
invertebrates (from four stations) twice a year (in the
spring and fall) from the North Saskatchewan River.
The sampling was carried
each year at

furthest

Street Bridge was
Bar

as many of

upstream,

Sewage

downstream of the

the

represented

four sites as possible.
the

'control"

site.

Groat

Bridge, the

Downstream,

the

for its position inmediately upstream of the Gold
Plant and the Gold Bar Bridge which is 4mmediately

sewage treatment facility.

The

Beverly

several kilometres further downstream.

Bridge site was

data

calculated by

are

summarized

the students

the numbers or organisms increase.

The

data

(Figure 3).

in

Table

from theihedata

6

using

the

diversity

indices

collected over three years.

all four sites were able to be sampled each year.

In most years the data

This response is the same as that

obtained

in

Although the

October

increase

of

l982

in the

were of particular interest
number of organisms downstream of
Beverly Bridge, followed the usual

the sewage treatment plant especially at
pattern, the sudden decline in numbers at
50th Street bridge was unexpected
and that was also a major change in the relativ
e abundance of the major groups
at this site.
The Plecoptera. Ephemeroptera and Trichoptera which
represent
the 'clean' water organism groups. These indicato
r organisms were not found at
the 50th Street site and the increase in the number
of oligochaetes at this
site indicated organic pollution, yet the 50th
Street bridge site on this

occasion and the increase in the number of oligochaetes at this
site indicated
yet

the 50th 'Street

bridge

site

was

upstream

It was

of

the

effluent

not discovered until

later
that raw sewage was being accidentally discharged inmediate
ly upstream of this
site, which their data showed.
The Gold Bar bridge and Beverly bridge sites
showed the typical response to organic pollution further
downstream of an

effluent source.
Plecoptera. Ephemeroptera and Trichoptera
eliminated and Chironomidae and Oligochaeta were dominant.

were

virtually

These results clearly show that samples taken by students not
only confirm
obtained by previous governnent surveys but can identify isolated

results

accidental
agencies.

1

These

city,

shown by previous government surveys (Reynol
dson, 1982) and due to the organic
effluents released by the Edmonton Sewage Treatme
nt plant.

50th

selected

Treatment

in diversity from the upstream sites (aroat
and 50th Street
and bridges) to the downstream sites (Gold
Bar and Beverly bridges) with the
notable exception of October. 1982, unich
is described below.
The data also
show, that although the diversity tends
to decrease as one moves through the

discharge from the sewage treatment plant.

been sampling benthic
out

a decline

pollution.

North Saskatchewan River

Since

showed

Not

discharges

thus

providing

an

additional

benefit

to

government
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TABLE 6

DIVERSITY INDICES 0F SAMPLING SITES ALONG

The

THE NORTH SASKATCHEWAN RIVER

DATE

SROAT
BRIDGE

50TH STREET
BRIDGE

initial

intent

sponsored by Alberta

GDLD BAR
BRIDGE

BEVERLY
BRIDGE

Environment would

of

the

biomonitoring

Environment was dual

see an expansion

network

and

of

schools

reciprocal

in

of the data-gathering

in

Alberta

nature.

system

Alberta

operated by

the department and the schools would receive an interpretation and comparative
analysis

of

their

data

using

the

data

available

through

the

department's

existing system.
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Oct.
May
Oct.
Apr.
Oct.
May
Oct.

1981
1982
1982
1983
1983
1984
1984

1.33
2.02
1.20
1.93

1.32
0.51
2.00
2.14

2.05
0.89
0.83
1.36

1.19

0.29

0.88
1.86
0.74

Though this
level

of the

difficulties
complete

1.63

intent

initial
has

the

is still achievable it has not been realized to the

vision

been

for a

the

analysis

in

variety of

availability
a

of

reasonable

reasons.

One

department

time.

A

of the greatest

technical

second

staff

difficulty

is

to
in

defining the degree and type of interpretation and comparative analysis that

would be most useful for the teachers and students to receive.
The results of the schools' biomonitoring has been excellent.

The data is

generally of high quality and can be incorporated into the system operated by
Alberta Environment, Hater-Quality Branch.
staff

NUMBER OF ORGANISMS PER SAMPLE
DATE

GROAT
BRIDGE

5019 STREET
BRIDGE

time

schools

GDLD BAR
BRIDGE

BEVERLY
BRIDGE

has

is

been

provided

1981
1982
1982
1983
1983
1984
1994

B1
14
105
11

29
\ 16
46
118

24
75
42
265

36

359

123
57
314

for and

so

that

these

Reciprocally, Water Quality Branch

the

necessary

students will

reporting

back

now obtain the

to

the

feedback on

their labour that is so very important to them.

The

achievement

communication of

Oct.
May
Oct.
Apr.
Oct.
May
Oct.

assured

the

initial
the

the

formation

of

a

needs and information will

intents

Environmental
Branch,

of
of

Education
teachers

the

program.

Branch
involved

with
in

comnittee

assist with

be instrumental

This
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TABLE 4

RESULTS OF COMPARATIVE SAMPLING BY SCHOOLS AND GOVERNMENT
MEAN NUMBER - SAMPLE UNIT
B

O

N

BEARSPAN

h

.

P1ecoptera

'

46

R

0

129
320

6
12

01igochaeta

518

1

526

V

E
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R

R E D

GUVI.

SCHOOL

o

3

4

Ephemeroptera
Trichoptera
Chironomidae

I

20
24

2

1307

GOVT.

SCHGOE

184

35

6
2

1347
114

352

455

254

831

O E E R

F|.NORMANDEAU

270

R I V E R

KNAPPS FARMS

GOVT.

SCHUOE

GUVI.

118

38

1

16
53

2056
201

8

1116

9

N. SASKATCHEWAN RIVER

26
29

921

22

25

BEVEREV BRIDGE

~SCHOUE

5
O

416

7877

SCHOOE

o

o

1
0

0
0

44

22

317

228
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PERCENT OF TOTAL NUMBER
1

B

j

j

GOVT.

1

3
f

T

g

E

L

O

N

R

BEARSPAN

P1ecoptera

3

SCHOOL

7

Ephemeroptera
Trichoptera

8
21
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O1igochaeta

34

2
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34

R

3

I

V

E

GRAVES

R

R E D

GOVT.

SCHOOL

0

O

1
1
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38

D E E R

F|.NORMAN5EAU
GOVT.

8

SCHOOL

29

1
O

57
5

13
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57
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7
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7

R I V E R
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3
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0

47
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5
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0

SCHOOL

0

0
0

0
0
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9

TABLE 5

MEAN VALUES (NO-SAMPLE) HITH COEFFICIENT 0F VARIATION FOR
SAMPLES TAKEN BY SCHOOLS AND GOVERNMENT STAFF

B 0 w

BEARSPAN

P1ecoptera

Ephemeroptera

Trichoptera
Chironomidac

X

c.v.

45.8
128.6
320.8

0.55
0.58
0.82

518.4

0 33

426.4

01igochaeta

B 0 N
BEARSPAN

X
P1ecoptera
Ephemeroptera

Trichoptera
Chironomidae
01igochaeta

4.1
5.6
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1.7
1.0
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1.10

G

0.19

R I V E R
X
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6.3
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O
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E

R
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N
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0.13
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831.2
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1116.0
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1307.2
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A
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1E 3363C'RTVER
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0 8
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375 8

7876 8
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0.46
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BEVERLY BRIDGE

X

0.1
0.7
0
44.1
317.3

c.v.

4.0
1.14
1.11
0.60

BEVERLY BRIDGE

X

c.v.

0.1
0.1
0
21.7
228.6

4.0
4.0
0.56
0.70

.. . [I]tis as alone

Each of us stands and surveys this empty cell of time. Well,
What is there to do? And so a mysterious creeping motion
Quickens its demonic profile, bringing tears, to these eyes at least,
Tears of excitement. When was the last time you knew that?
Yet in the textbooks thereof you keep getting mired
In a backward innocence, although that too is something
That must be owned, together with the rest.
There is always some impurity. Help it along! Make room for it!
John Ashbery, "The Ivory Tower"

begun to study as the Ecology of Knowledge or EOK. By proposing the
ecological approach Wojciechowski provided a meta-critique of
knowledge. He pointed out that the Greek ideal of contemplative
knowledge of a cosmic order in which man is a subordinate part was
replaced by the Baconian aim of scientific knowledge of the laws of
nature in order to master nature and put its wealth at man's disposal.
The EOK approach might, in his words, serve a "'new realism' (whose)
main characteristic should be the consideration of knowledge not only
as a set of abstract notions, but as a concrete reality, an existential
activity producing tangible results within and without the knower. In
this perspective knowledge appears as an activity influencing the
objective order of reality and in turn influenced by it, an integral part
of a greater whole. This is therefore an ecological rather than logical
or methodological point of view. It does not try to negate the other
approaches, it simply intends to say something else .
A
consequence of this enfolded vision of knowledge is what
Wojciechowski describes as "knowledge . . . cannot be contained in
itself. It is part of and participates in a bigger, more complex, and
more fundamental reality than itself . . . (and therefore) the classical

730
When examining the ways in which knowledgebases have evolved in
different cultures we cannot help but feel that the many bits and
pieces of knowing, as reflections of biased human consciousness, have
been put together on the basis of trying to integrate information to
meet momentary challenges. In fact, the "art" of knowing might be a
good term for this process: the Latin root of art is to "join" or "to fit",
as in artisan. Knowledge, in the true sense of the word, is an
"artifact", a thing joined by human skill; we make knowledge as it
suits us. What we need is a method, a description, of how humankind
as a whole continues to " rtifactualize", and thereby Creates an
"ecology" of organisms (multiple knowledge constructs).
Hence,
assuming that there is "generic" knowledge, we should begin to learn
about this from a study of the relationships between humankind s
myriad ways of knowing. . . .
To begin this conceptualization we must expand the rational/empirical
features of Western knowledge, developed in tandem with the
Enlightenment, with the recognition of what a Network of
academicians and practitioners, following Wojciechowski . . ., have

distinction between theoretical and practical knowledge cannot be
maintained in its traditional form. Whatever the intention of the
knower, the act of knowledge has a concrete result and is therefore in
fact, practical knowledge in a broad sense of this word . . . . Because
of this embeddedness of knowledge within the totality of our
activities it is perceived that "Ecology is a . . . holistic point of view . . .
(which) in contradistinction to the classical scientific point of view . . .
does not try to be value free cognition. On the contrary, values and
valuation are central to the ecological perspective. . . . From the point
of view of human ecology, the history of mankind appears as a good
oriented, value motivated evolutionary process, and so does the life of
the individual man . . .". And "Ecology reintroduces a new version of
the ancient notion of natural law and teaches us to see man and
nature as complementary parts of bigger whole. . . . The chief merit of
the ecological approach lies in that it makes us seek solutions to
existing problems by enlarging the scope of our thinking about them
and by inducing us to transcend previous beliefs and positions so as to
form a more complete and balanced view of the complex whole which
is our presence in this world . .
Aristide H. Esser, "Humans In Their Environments: The Case for
Diversity in Environmental Ethics (1985)

January 3, 1985
the knowledgable contact with the "ecosystem" and the transfer of the knowledge and information represent. the links with the "ecosystem".
It appears
that what is being talked about in the TbHN is the interaction of man with the
various components of the natural systems be they land, air and water or
animals, birds and fishes.
As indicated in the proceedings, a lot is known
about certain aspects of the various natural components but little is known
about the human interaction with it.
In many respects, this is how the information system
because it has evolved that way.
It is formalization of this
ation of many of its limitations socially and politically, and
greater flow and use of information which is being asked for in

said distinctly hunan (no other animal seems to do it), which in many cases
eliinates a wider range of participation (hence many people and few leaders)

as well as use of a wide range of information.
I see the purpose of the TbMN
as broadening the process of participation in some manner to increase the flow
and interaction of information between many presently involved persons as well
as bring new elements into the network.
written words (reports, etc.) seem too slow or too over specified or
often too overwhelming in the present system as a mode of transfer.
On the
other hand, I think the observational components, such as counting animals or
fish or gathering water quality data will improve slowly
withtechnology and
we ust start with what is available if not what is economical.
The success of your efforts in putting together the conference pro
ceedings can be measured to some extent by their ability to stimulate the
above thoughts in one participant.
I think that the wide range of views
expressed are far from leading to a consensus or an overview, there are many
of then, but
the material does present a basis for searching for one or two
amongst the diversity of participants.
Good luck.

With best regards,

I remain,

i
l

P>

i|

i

on a Transboundsry Network.
Robert lodsle
lodsle Press,

Emaus, PA

Inc.

18048

Bruce Bandurski has asked me to function as a special critic for the
transboundsry Monitoring Workshop, and to approach the substance of the meeting
from primarily a people-orientation.
He has also asked me to focus my thinking
on the information flows with the minds of people in both countries who might
be

thought to have an interest

is a welcome challenge.

in or knowledge of

transboundary systems.

That

First, some caveats. Much of what I will ssy in this report
specifically about opportunities in the border region will be based on
assumptions rather than hard data.
I have not yet systematically collected the
facts that would be needed to stake out conceptually the framework of the
projects I will suggest.
However, my assumptions are supported by over 35
years experience publishing magazines that circulate widely in the 0.5. and
Canada,

and

that deal with both personal and

public environmental

issues.

,
~~~

y

/,/

/
\

«,i

both countries.)

Another caveat is that in this paper I will be crossing
forth over what I consider to be the boundary between objectivity
subjectivity. When talking about needs and uses for hard data. I
be objective. But when suggesting approaches for the use of that
biases will be exposed.

back and
and
will try to
data, my

/
V

.
(/11

John Eric Edinger."Ph.D.

(In

a sense, an information monitoring network alreadyexists in the shared
thoughts and responses of people who read relevant periodicals circulating in

Sincerely yours ,
i
l

A Saint ion-oriented Perspective

functions today
system, eliminarranging for a
the TbHN idea.

As an example, a number of persons commented on the important and
uniquely hunan political role in the present set up describing it as somewhat
visceral rather than rational.
The hunan mind does have the ability to take
in a wide range of stimulae, verbal exchange being one of them, form impressions usually related to an individuals background, experience and training,
and somehow arrive at an overview or impression.
Individuals that can do this
successfully get re-elected or reappointed.
It is an empirical process, as I
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INFORMATION AND OPPORTUNITY --

The original theme name of the planned workshop
"Ecologically,
A More Perfect Union," -- suits my purpose well. And so does this
paragraph for the letter of invitation to the workshop that I received in
August of 198M

almost unavoidable anyway.
Yacts become information as soon as they are
collected.
But there are more environmental facts than just the level of
pollutants.
Ideas are facts too, if they are held firmly.
And we have every
reason to believe that viewpoints on the environment are characterised by
almost numberless firmly held ideas.
Then, we need to imagine ouselves standing well above the border of
the 0.5. and Canada and,

in a visionary way,

look down on the collected network

of facts about the physical as well as the idea environment.
network we need to

look for the

border.

No,

not

And through that

the geographic border,

but the

border between the conflicting attitudes about the potential uses of the shared
resources of the two countries. And to find that new border we'll have to try
to put ourselves within the minds of the people, and think about our selfinterest. After all, people think mainly about themselves. They think about
their jobs, their food, their prestige, their health, and their families.
Let's ask ourselves - "How do people think about the shared
environment of the two countries in the context of their self-interest?"
(I realize that the answer to that question almost has to be "He
don't know." But that's all right for now. Often, it is more important to
have the question than the answer. This is one of those times.)
My next suggested question could be easier to answer:

734

"What conceptual border or borders separate groups of people holding
different views about the use of the environment?
I will venture a guess.
My feeling is that the most clear border is
between the optimists and the pessimists. One sees the border environment as

half full (the optimists).
pessimists).

And the other sees it as hslf empty (the

Unless we explore and stake out that particular conceptual border and think about others that possibly exist as well -- we will find more
frustration than satisfaction in the collection of facts about only the
physical environment. At least, that is my contention.
th He Should Monitor
All Forms of Abundant Resources
I maintain that if we 1 ok at the environment from the perspective of
those who use it rather than from he viewpoint of those «ho study it, we see
that another important border divides what is scarce from that which is
abundant.
Roughly
speaking,the border between scarcity and abundance follows
the contour of the commodity markets.
If something is scarce, it has a
monetary value.
People then produce, sell and purchase it, making it into a
commodity.
Things that are abundant - air, water, sunlight and soil, for
example -- are so freely available that they usually are free or available at
so low a cost as not to be conmodified.
Other "softer" things, like peoples'

time, ideas and information cross back and forth over the border between
scarcity and abundance.
You can be sure that the border between scarcity and abundance is
important if you simply ask someone whose job depends directly on natural
resources what kind of environmental monitoring network he or she would like to
see used.

The

answer could

well be:

"One that tells me when the resources needed for my work will either
run out or be polluted beyond practical usefulness."
In other words, people probably want to know when things that are
abundant cross the line into the territory of scarcity and commodification.
They want

to know

when

they're
going

to have to

pay,

or pay more,

for

things

that once were free.
How, I contend that we who think about the study of the environment
should welcome the opportunity to focus more on abundance. And I can think of
two good reasons:
I. The systematic study of abundance leads to the discovery of much
more abundance than first meets the eye. Take air, for instance. At first,
you might,think it's just air. But then consider that air is 80 per cent
nitrogen, and nitrogen is probably the most important input into the largest
industry of the U.S./Canadian border area - agriculture.
And think also that
by using plants to extract that nitrogen from the air the cost of nitrogen
inputs can be reduced greatly.
Has anyone ever monitored - or thought of monitoring -- the
potential to meet agricultural nitrogen needs in the border area through wider
use of leguminous plants - and then computed the economic benefits that could
result? I doubt it.
2. The second reason to monitor abundance is that the data collected
can become the building blocks of a better social and economic structure. A
vision of a society rooted more in the use of renewable resources can be
outlined before the monitoring begins. Then the facts about the extent and the
nuances of abundance add clarity to that vision, and can lead toward the
regenerative use of resources that are of great economic value.
That word regenerative is the key to understanding the many ways that
abundant resources can be substituted for things that are scarce in a
systematic way. For example, a specific zone or region (spanning part of a
border area) could be designated as a zone of regeneration, in which ways of
monitoring abundance are tested. And the people living within that zone can be
invited to View themselves and their region as a laboratory for the
regenerative application of abundance.
In my opinion, the border between the
0.5. and Canada offers a good opportunity for the creation of one or more such
regeneration sones. Also the environmental and political cooperation fostered
in such areas would be unique. International regeneration zones along the
border would lead both to monitoring that could not be used to further adverse

environmental exploitation, end to a new type of international
cooperation.

Sevlrmah Rinr Ecology Laboretory iI over-ted by the Univemty of Georgia {or the Deoertmem of Energy under
oomren DE~ACOS~76$ROO~819.

I realize that in this rather ehort paper I have raised questions
and
issues that could have been brought up during the workshop -- or
even before it
-- rather than after.
And to a certain degree my critique ia eelf~eerving, in
the sense that I and our organization have already done considerable work
on
regeneration zones.
So I have ueed this opportunity to comment on the vorkshoP
to try to steer your thinking in what I consider a regenerative direction.
I welcome response and

queations about

any of these comente, and
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will be happy to eend further information about the concept of regeneratio
n and
the idea of regneration zonee to anyone interested.
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community.
The term "niche" is sometimes used to describe this
role.
Some writers have brought more sophisticated argumen
ts to this
approach, taking a cybernetic (Patten and Odum, 1981)
or thermo-

dynamic (H. T. Odum, 1983) view to optimal design of the ecosyst
em.

The problem with community-unit, cybernetic, thermod
ynamic,
and similar paradigms of community structure is that they
assume a
tightly knit, functionally integrated system for which an explanati
on
or description is required. But in fact communities may not
be either
so neat and tidy nor so organized as these paradig
ms require
(Engelberg and Boyarsky, 1979).
All of these variations on the
ecosystem as organism or society paradigm constrict thought
and
prevent us from understanding those cases where ecosyste
ms are n_ot
highly coevolved, where community structures are not evolution
arily
convergent (Lawton, 1984), where community level Rnefits
are n_ot
maximized, and where goods and services are n_ot produced in
the

most

efficient

way.

For example,

the old field

successions that

generated the earliest organismic analogies are largely composed
of
species recently introduced by man or growing out of their natural
habitats (Marks, 1983) and are not highly coevolved because
of time
limitations.
The results of invasions of new species such as on
remote islands suggests that the invaders may be more productiv
e
than the supposedly highly evolved natives. Because of disturban
ce,
many communities are in a nonequilibrium state where factors such
as

colonization are most important.

The particular species resulting from

colonization episodes may be somewhat random (Simberloff and Wilson,
1969).
A fundamental assumption to paradigms that assume optimally
organized (for power, efficiency, production of goods and services)
communities is that competition is the major organizing force
in

nature.

This premise has come under significant attack (Lawton,

1984; Price et al., 1984).
These and other examples point out the
problems with the organismic or community unit views of the ecosystem.

Two more recent paradigms have been proposed for guiding
environmental monitoring; Living Systems Theory (Miller, 1978) and
the medical diagnosis analogy version of stress ecology (Rapport and
Regier, 1980; Rapport, 1984; Rapport et al., 1985; Regier and
Rapport, 1978).
Living Systems Theory is a semi-organismic paradigm.
As such its applicability is limited to those systems that are
tightly knit as a result of coevolution, and that may be described as

mutualistic (e.g., the plant-mychoxizae-pollinator system).

In fact, it

rather

interaction

has been argued

than

(Gaspari,

1978) that ecosystems are democratically

hierarchically organized.

The

fact

that

intensities decrease in the ecosystem as the spatial scale increases
tends to support Gaspari's (1978) argument. Others (Engelberg and
Boyarsky, 1979) have argued that informational control does not exist

in the ecosystem (i.e., the ecosystem is not cybernetic).

So far,

Living Systems Theory has been a relatively sterile paradigm when
applied to ecology.

The medical diagnosis analogy (and stress ecology) may have
broader utility, however, where ecosystem level responses (BOD, .rate
of biomass accumulation) are indicative of aggregative effects (i.e.,

organisms are being physiologically stressed as individuals), or of
impacts on individual species leading to community compositi
on
change.
The utility of this View is somewhat higher than the organismic view and has been successful in generating problem solving
approaches.
I will return to the usefulness of this paradigm when
effects are not aggregative, below.
In approaching the problem of paradigms, it is useful to distinguish the evolutionary view (ultimate causes) and the empirical view
(proximate causes).
The empirical view predominates in Europe, the
other is more prominent in America. Empirical ecologists hold that it
is not useful, practical, or correct to ask "why" questions and object
to terms such as strategy and tactic.
Such an approach is adequate
for measuring heavy metal concentrations in streams or DDT in bird
eggs. Most ecosystem modelers belong to this school and are partial
to engineering methodologies.
I believe this is currently one of the
weak points in modeling because a focus purely on mechanism does
not give us any reasons for selecting particular mechanisms
as
important.
Models built to predict flows of matter and energy will
consistently leave out factors not necessary to that narrow purpose,
factors that may be crucial to predicting response to perturbation.
For example, it will be difficult to derive an empirical model
of
herbivore diet selection that adequately predicts diets (Loehle and
Rittenhouse, 1982); an evolutionary model employing some type
of
optimal foraging theory is needed.
Many aspects of organism behavior and response are idiosyncratic and can only be understood in
an
evolutionary context.
This is the utility of "why" type questions.
Over-emphasis on "how" questions in our ecosystem models gives

many of them a "so what" flavor and explains the failures of others.

It may seem that the organismic views of the ecosystem are
evolutionarily based, and proponents of those views continually cite
coevolution.
However, their claims about organism-er behavior go
far beyond what can be established empirically or theoretically from
the processes of selection at the level of the individual, and further,
the multitude of nonequilibrium communities and other counter
examples argue that tightly coevolved community units are probably

the exception rather than the rule.

How can we apply the evolutionary paradigm to environmental
monitoring? By characterizing evolutionary strategies we can better
predict effects of perturbations or stress on organisms (e.g., Noble
and Slatyer, 1980).
Conversely, we can predict the types of organ
isms that will invade or come to dominate a community under stress
without necessarily specifying the Species (e.g., old field succession).
The evolutionary model, by specifying strategies, tells us
those factors that are important to measure or monitor, e.g., those
affecting growth rate, dispersal, reproduction, etc., and indicates
which species have flexible strategies or behaviors, or flexible genetic
traits, and might thus adapt to man more easily. For example, some
plants have both vegetative and seed reproduction, a exible reproductive strategy that enables greater responsiveness to varied
conditions.
It also points out that organisms with short generation
times (e.g., microbes and agricultural insect pests) will evolve more
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rapidly in response to perturbations or stress.
Even longer-lived
species are now known to exhibit genetic change in ecological rather
than just geological time. Studying such genetic change has become a
standard part of studies of human impacts on ecosystems at, for
example, the Savannah River Ecology Lab (Aiken, S.C., USA). Note
that in the medical diagnosis analogy model, discussions of preadaptation to
stresses involve
evolutionary arguments
and frequent

reference is made to adaptations, life history traits, and strategies
such as opportunistic species (Rapport et 31., 1985), indicating a

possible useful merger of approaches.

At the community level, an evolutionary approach, by focusing
on the mechanisms of population and community change enables us to
estimate to what extent organisms are coevolved (How much time has
passed? Do the species interact?) and to what extent human actions
will cause genetic changes.
By understanding these evolutionary
mechanisms it should be possible to begin unraveling the aggregative
from the cybernetic ecosystem level properties.
For example, if a
pollutant causes a decline in net primary productivity is this result
merely the sum of individual
specieseffects (an aggregative result)
or due to some disruption of community function (a cybernetic

result)?
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An aggregative result may hold for non-coevolved species

such as some old field weed communities, but effects caused by a
change in cybernetic properties will depend on the nature and extent
of coevolved mechanisms in the community.
If it is an aggregative
result, then a monitoring program can be simple while retaining
information, perhaps sampling only one species or using greenhouse

or laboratory results.

If the effect is a true systemic problem, then

a deeper research effort may be required to find out what ecosystem

component or process is being affected and how the effect ramifies
through the system. The evolutionary view would shed light on the
nature of the coevolved aspects of the system and on how perturbations would affect these aspects and future evolutionary and succes-

sional trends.

I would like to cement on one final paradigm that seems to be

widely shared by workshop participants.
This is the chemistry
paradigm.
This paradigm assumes that the health of the environment
can be measured by concentrations of contaminants. As far as cancer

and direct toxicity this is adfefquate. But structural changes in the
system caused by selective e ects of chemicals on particular biotic
components are missed by this viewpoint, as are the significant biotic

changes produced by exploitation and introduction of pests such as

the lamprey.
For this reason I approve of the attempt by the worktshop organizers to broaden our perspectives beyond monitoring solely

or toxics.

I would urge, in conclusion, the recognition that the question of
what to monitor becomes tangled up in paradigms.
Furthermore,
identification of criteria for ecosystem health is a key paradigmatic
issue, one which I can not resolve here. I can make the following
suggestions.

The

medical

diagnosis

analogy

(stress

ecology)

is

clearly useful when effects are aggregative (such as increased incidence of cancers or reductions in photosynthesis). Applying it when

effects are systemic requires a definition of system health which we
do not necessarily have.
The evolutionary paradigm provides a

backdrop for stress ecology and leads to ideas of what to monitor and

predictions of effects of certain changes.
The mechanistic paradigm
is most useful at present for abiotic factors.
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Craig Loehle
ABSTRACT

Environmental monitoring is currently primarily a data gathering
activity.
In many cases this is appropriate, but in the case of
biotic monitoring (of e.g. pests) or effects monitoring, something
more is needed because of biotic complexity and dynamic behavior.
Simulation models and related analytical techniques are suggested for
dealing with spatial variability, temporal change, and unmeasured
variables.
It is shown that models can help us decide what to
measure, establish appropriate sampling schemes with reduced costs,
integrate gathered data to increase information content, and assist in
data intepretation.

Ecological paradigms, once
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INTRODUCTION
Environmental monitoring is an extensive operation in the U.S.
and Canada.
Much of the monitoring that goes on consists of routine
measurements of specific variables at various points in space and
time, e.g. DDT concentrations.
Such monitoring is considered to be
dull, unscientific, and non-publishable by most research scientists.
The bulk of the work has thus fallen to government agencies and con-

sulting firms.

When the focus of monitoring was solely the measure

ment of ambient concentrations of toxicants, the researcher's attitude
was understandable. Increasingly, however, environmental problems are
becoming more complex and it is becoming less sufficient to just
collect some samples to test for pollutants.
The acid rain problem is
a clear example in which the nature of the problem is not clear nor
the mechanisms that cause it. Complexity in environmental toxicology,
pollutant fate tracing, and measuring ecosystem-level impacts are
similar
problems.
Integrated
research-monitoring efforts will be
increasingly important in the future to unravel these processes.
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Studying the ecosystem is difficult, and when the issue is as
crucial as acid rain it is not sufficient for the researcher to do the
usual pragmatic thing and study those small portions of the ecosystem
which are tractable,
manipulable, or which fit the researcher s
budget.
The state of the art must be stretched and an integrated
approach taken.
Interdisciplinary research, inter-agency cooperation,
and long-term funding are required, all of which depend on sufficient
will from funding agencies and program administrators.
And, as
emphasized repeatedly at this workshop, it requires more analysis of
the mountains of data being collected.
Analysis involves statistical
and mathematical models such as ecosystem simulations.
Unless data
were collected with a specific type of model or analysis in mind,
however, the samples may be too infrequent, inadequately spaced, or
exclude important variables.
Thus, a modeling frame of mind needs to
more adequately permeate the monitoring process, from conceptual
frameworks to sampling design and data integration, and finally into
interpretation.
This paper will address this question of integrating
modeling into the monitoring enterprise.
Statistics is considered
only with respect to modeling because without a model to test, statistics can not carry us very far in studying dynamic systems such as
ecosystems.
In the broader context, monitoring may be a part of an
adaptive environmental assess ent and management procedure (Holling,
1978), though it need not
in the case of reactive or warning
monitoring in which our monitoring program acts as an early warning
system for some toxic effect.
Whether reactive or adaptive, monitoring programs can in many cases be improved by the inclusion of
modeling techniques.
Other uses of modeling such as optimization and
risk analysis are outside the scope of this paper and are discussed

in Holling (1978).

USING MODELS
Models can be valuable tools for studying ecosystems.
They can
enhance understanding, raise new questions, generate predictions,
and guide field work.
In the monitoring context models can also help

define sample design, integrate collected data, and aid data interpretation.
Before discussing these specific applications, however, it is
useful to examine modeling per se.
Ecosystem modeling has had notable successes and embarassing
failures.
Timber stand models and fish stock models are crucial to
the success of their respective industries.
The systems studied are
circumscribed, data are extensive and long-term, and research groups
have made sustained efforts at understanding system dynamics.
Such
well-supported models tend to be successful.
Taking the opposite
approach, modeling everything in a poorly studied system with a shortterm effort, is a recipe for a dust-collecting document.
We can not model everything at once because our current understanding leaves too much uncertainty about mechanisms or even about
states and processes.
Uncertainty gets compounded in an ecosystem
model as it ramifies through the network of interactions.
A great
deal of research is currently being done on quantifying uncertainty in
models but it is easier to describe than to eliminate.
The best
strategy is to circumscribe the problem such that only the most important factors impinging on the process or species in question are
modeled.
We can, for example, model a tree stand such that "normal"
growth includes mycorhizal growth enhancement, average pest load, and
pest predation.
These items are then factored out of our equations.
Similarly, abstractions and aggregations may be found useful such as
when total plant biomass can be predicted from climate and soils
irrespective of species composition.
These methods are discussed in
more detail in Loehle (1982).
The art of modeling is not as far advanced as we would like, but
by keeping our models simple and correctly circumscribed and by putting sufficient effort into the ones attempted, modeling can have a
satisfactory
success rate.
It
will
not
always be the case that
modeling can be effectively applied to enhance the monitoring effort,
but in those cases where it can the contribution can be significant,
as shown in what follows.
MODELING FOR MONITORING
Background Understanding
Models can help provide the conceptual framework that enables us
to define what the system actually is.
For example, modeling studies
led to the concept of alternate steady states for ecosystems.
This
led to an awareness of greater complexity in community dynamics and
changed our concept of an ecosystem as tending toward some unique
final "climax" state.
Modeling studies of tree growth (Shugart, 1984)
gave strong support to the gap-phase replacement model of forest
dynamics.
Models of nutrient cycling, succession, food chains, bioenergetics, etc. form the framework for much of our understanding of
ecosystem level dynamics. While a few monitoring questions have to do

with biogeographical (e.g.

what is the distribution of bald eagles?),

taxonomic (e.g. is this snail darter in this stream a separate species
and
thus potentially endangered?)
or other disciplines, most are

concerned with ecosystem processes and dynamics.
In contrast to
taxonomy and other descriptive subjects, and in contrast to experimental dose-response toxicity studies which may use straight-forward
statistical analyses, studies of dynamic systems and processes are
best
framed
in the
language of
differential
(difference,
PDE)
equations or simulation, though microcosm studies may also be profitably used in some cases.
Given that this is true, as soon as the
monitoring question goes beyond "what is out there and where is it" to
questions such as "at what rate is toxin A accumulating" or "is the
ecosystem being perturbed" we must turn to our models of processes
and background knowledge such as biogeochemical cycling and stability/
resilience theory (Westman, 1978), respectively.
Sample Design

When

or human

it

is

action,

desired
it is

to ascertain

necessary

to

ecological effects of some toxin

decide what

to measure since we

can not measure everything.
This search for an indicator, which may
be a process, a species, or a relationship between components, may in
some cases be facilitated through the use of models.
If we can model
the behavior of a component accurately in the absence of human action,
then the impact may be assessed as deviations from this predicted
function.
Such a component with low endogenous noise and high predictability is a good candidate for indicator status.
Cost factors
may also need to be considered (Carlisle and Fitzner, 1983; Hinds,
1984).
The advantage to choosing a component that is highly predictable is that it enables factoring out (by inclusion) e.g. variable
climate which otherwise significantly adds to the variance.
Mathematical analysis might also help us choose an indicator species that
plays a critical role such as a keystone predator. Model perturbation
analysis is a technique which might be helpful here. Once a species
is selected, dimensionality analysis (Schaffer, 1981) can help indicate which subset of interacting species must also be measured to
allow
prediction of dynamics of the species being studied.
If
responses at the ecosystem level are of interest, aggregated system
level models may be useful in choosing the appropriate items to
monitor.
Once items to be monitored have been selected, spatial and
temporal sampling rates must be determined.
If community level
energetics or species composition changes are to be detected, spatial
variability in community composition can be difficult to handle.
Few
plant communities are easily definable and unique from their neighbors
except where topographic features are discontinuous (e.g. the upland floodplain boundary which may be very sharp).
Models that take
spatial interactions into account and indicate the scale at which

For animal populations a population model, by allowing explicit
comparison of the magnitude of local population change vs interpopulation migrations,
can help define to what extent sites are
isolated or behave independently. Thus fewer samples may be needed
for a highly mobile bird that redistributes its populations over the
landscape than for an anadromous fish which has a unique population
for each spawning stream.
If monitoring involves tracing transport of an airborne pollutant
to identify its source, an atmospheric transport model is almost
indispensable.
Given the hypothesized source or alternate possible
combinations of sources, a transport model can identify where pollution from these sources would end up and the characteristic isopleths
of concentration as a function of weather.
Such information can allow
specific hypothesis testing involving measurements at sets of points
defined by the model.
Such methods are crucial to solution of the
acid rain problem.
Ecosystems change over time even in the absence of human intervention.
It is not sufficient, for example, to correlate the occurrence of a toxin with low vegetation growth rates because if the toxin
accumulates over time, older vegetation may have higher concentrations
merely because of time and will exhibit slow growth at least partly
due to maturity alone.
Over a successional sequence most ecosystem
measures (NPP, C/N ratios, diversity, etc.) change, so that it is
difficult to say what are the human impacts over a sample interval
unless these endogenous changes are taken into account. A succession
model can help quantify these endogenous changes.
Establishing the
endogenous fluctuations and trends in the system is also useful for
establishing sample timing and frequency.
If populations to be
sampled exhibit cyclic behavior these cycles must be taken into
account in order to catch e. g. population maximum or minimum values.
Having an explicit model of the cycling allows us to more closely
track
these
fluctuations.
Such
detailed information
can enable
unequal spacing of samples in time with less coverage when rates of
change are slow and more when they are fast or near times of peak
values, if this is of interest.
Given the above types of information on spatial and temporal
variability one may then move on to sample variance reduction subject
to

cost

constraints,

etc.

Without

the

guidance

of models,

however,

some problems may only have a very intensive sampling regime as a
solution to achieving acceptable levels of variance.
Integrating Data

be

No matter how much data is collected there will often occur
instances when we wished we knew more. Mathematical models can help
stretch the data by enabling various amounts of component interpolation, spatial interpolation, and temporal interpolation.

A model also may be useful for defining criteria by which species
may be lumped into groups (O'Neill and Rust, 1979) such that some
types of site-to-site variations are aggregated into less variable
categories.
This can make plot replication or location of control
plots more feasible.

Component interpolation is possible when knowledge of certain
components enables prediction of others with a high degree of certainty.
For example, in aquatic ecotoxicology if the major ions are

certain

processes

occur may

indicate the

ling
(Allen,
1977).
Spatial
and
considered together (Kane, 1971).

scale or resolution of samp-

temporal

scales

may

even
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measured in the field a model such as MEXAMS (Felmy, 1983) can be
used to obtain values for many unmeasured components and to distinguish components that are difficult to separate in the laboratory. Such
a procedure can drastically cut the number of components to be
analyzed in the lab.
Spatial interpolation is also possible in some cases, an obvious
example being dilution of a toxin downstream from a point source.
More sophisticated interpolations are possible.
Let's say that there
is a newly introduced agricultural pest that is spreading outward from
a point of introduction.
It spreads at a rate of V miles per year and
in new areas gradually increases according to a logistic relation

as
dt
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_ IN (K-N)
K

The velocity can vary by chance and with weather in different directions out from the origin such that we can not extrapolate the spread
very well. What can be done, however, is to keep track of reports of
first occurrence in an area.
From these scattered reports it should
be possible to interpolate to locations where it was reported to have
just newly arrived in previous years and get an estimate of pest
density at all points between the new outbreak margin and a previously
known margin. The cumulative growth curve of the logistic is

N(t)

K

=

1 + ((K-N(O)/N(0))e

_ t

If the pest spread M miles in T years giving V = M/T, then the pest
has existed at any point X (a distance from the previous margin) along
the spread path for X/V years or XT/M years, on average. Then the
population at point X is
N

X

=

K

1 + ((x-n<o)/N(o))e'XT/

This can give a cheap and effective method for monitoring such a
phenomenon by reducing the\ sampling intensity to reports of first
occurrence rather than detailed population estimates at many points.
We may note that in the above example the model also indicates that we
should be moving our sample points farther out from the infection
center as time goes on.

Simulation models may also provide us with useful temporal interpolation.
Some types of interpolation aid the data gathering phase by

allowing data

to be collected less frequently.

A model of interac-

tions in lake plankton may allow us to interpolate between infrequent
sample
periods
by
describing
the
competitive
relationships and
seasonal dynamics such that periodic samples serve to recalibrate the
model for random fluctuations since a previous measurement. The model
is then used to interpolate data between the sample periods.
A
reasonably good model is of course helpful for such use.

Inte

retin

Data

Environmental impact assessment monitoring involves trying to
detect a change and then assessing the significance of this change.
Each of these steps is difficult.
Sample noise may make it difficult
to be able to say that this sample is different from a previous
sample.
Previously mentioned methods for reducing the number of
variables being measured and reducing variance may help this problem.
Given that a difference has been detected, what can be said about its
significance?
If a community is in an early successional state,
sequential measurements will detect plant biomass accumulation.
These
changes will not necessarily be relevant to human impacts on the
system. What must be assessed is the deviations of community changes
from the expected (non-impacted) trajectory.
The community trajectory
(say total biomass B) is B(t).
At any time interval biomass change
will be dB/dt, presumably a predictable function.
It isAsurely then a
simple matter to compare dB/dt at t with measured dB/dt to see if
growth rate has been reduced (by e.g. acid rain).
It is not, however,
so easy because dB/dt may be highly variable from year to year. This
problem is particularly acute near an in ection point where a small
deviation in B changes dB/dt considerably and can cause prediction of
final state to vary widely.
This problem has long bedeviled human
demographers.
The human world population is nearing or has just
passed the inflection point for a self-limiting (logistic-type) model.
Errors in estimating population growth rate and current population are
such that projections for final world population vary from 6 billion
to 20 billion or more.
In a controlled system, measuring the rate of
change or changes in this rate (the 2nd derivative) would often be the
best technique for guarding against significant impact.
But in
randomly perturbed systems tracking the lst or 2nd derivative can
cause us to over-react to spurious future consequences.
Systems or
components with low fluctuations in change rates or lack of endogenous
change are therefore preferred candidates for monitoring.

In the case of acid rain forest die-off in Germany, tree growth
is variable from year to year and current growth small compared to
total biomass.
This hindered detection of the downward trend in
forest condition for at least the first 5 years of visible symptoms
(Steinbeck, 1984) and for an unknown period before that.
If it was
inferred in the past that any such problem might occur in the future
and a monitoring program was established, it would have been necessary
to try to eliminate some of this variability.
If a series of monitored plots had been set up, current annual increment, height growth,
litter fall etc. could have been measured.
These measures could have
been compared to simulation model values for trees of the appropria
te
age, site index, and climate conditions.
Significant reductions in
growth could perhaps have been detected much sooner than they were.
Note that if the simulation model parameters were fit with
data from
forests already under stress, then the stressed condition
s Would
appear "normal" and the models would have been of little
benefit.
This problem can plague modelers in many systems which are extensive
ly
disturbed and heavily impacted if baseline data do not
exist.

EINAL WORD

It has been shown that various modeling techniques can be of
assistance to monitoring efforts.
These same techniques prove valuable in environmental impact assessment studies, and indeed some of
the examples are from this field because we may be monitoring for
impacts.
The methods discussed here are not exhaustive but cover the
range of techniques.
A structural problem with using these techniques is that modeling
is more of a research activity than most monitoring agencies are set
up for, unless the model is highly developed and general such as
MEXAMS (Felmy, 1983) and can be applied off the shelf.
Applying
models to situations may take considerable expertise and effort,
though the payoff may also be substantial.
This suggests that initial
evaluation of a problem needs to involve modelers and analysts to help
incorporate analysis into the monitoring effort from the beginning.
It may be possible in cases to automate the analyses once they are set
up and so reduce the analyst time required.
In any case, incorporating these techniques depends on a reappraisal of the importance of
research and data analysis
to monitoring efforts, an importance
stressed repeatedly in this workshop.
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"Toward A Transboundary Monitoring Network:

A Continuing Binational Exploration"

problems of unprecendented seriousness since water is clearly the most precious of all continental resouces.
Complex
and expensive schemes for water diversion have been and will
be proposed.
Long-term planning is essential, taking into
account such diverse factors as climate change, world population pressures, and food needs."

Critique on the October 1984 Workshop

by
Peter S. Thacher
Distinguished Fellow
World Resources Institutute
Washington, D.C.
The reader who digests the Proceedings of the Philadelphia
workshop will
bewell rewarded by a rich and varied fare bril
lisntly introduced by
Professor Cronon's historical setting for
what follows - an abundant justification for a Transbounday
Monitoring Network.
Some readers may, however, find the meal a
bit rich, too diverse to be easily digested, perhaps because
there were so many specialist cooks at the workshop in Philadelphia. 1
The Proceedings contain too many signposts for the
IJC to follow, and so, as a practicing generalist trying to get
action started, I will stress several general reasons for going
ahead on the Network, and suggest some steps for the next stage.
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The Need.
Many justifications are given in the Proceed
ings for some sort of systematic measuring of various parameters,

but one stands out which was 29: given much attention at the

workshop: to stay on top of change
as to manage for maximum benefit.

internal and external

- so

There are many factors of change whose impacts on the
Great Lakes region will be increasingly felt in coming years.
At Philadelphia, for example, papers by Lynton Caldwell and
Lester Milbrath reminded us that media and politicians can lag
behind the public in its sensitivity to the issues being addressed.
One month later, at an Arden House meeting on "Canada and
the U.S." organized by the Council on Foreign Relations, some "58
men and women from Canada and the U.S., drawn from their respec
tive federal governments, legislatures, provincial and state
governments, universities, businesses, foundations, associations,
labor organizations, and communications media" 3 expressed their
concerns in these terms:
<\
"Fresh water, long considered inexhaustible and hence
a
free good" now begins to appear as a -- perhaps the -major long range resource issue on the continent.
Although
the quality of both surface water and ground water is al
ready of concern in some places, the issue of water quantity
is further down the road in terms of impact and, for that
reason, suggests a different kind of bilateral attention
than acid rain now receives.
If unaddressed, rising demand
over the next decades, especially by Americans, can cause

With this explanation,
theAssembly recommended the two
governments, "should initiate a coordinated and systematic review
to assure that detailed study of long-term environmental changes,
such as water quality and supply, world and continental climate,
diminution in soil fertility, and other developments currently
unforeseen is undertaken to provide early warning and the capacity for appropriate joint or separate action."
Clearly pgpulation is one of the greatest factors of change
which will impact the Great Lakes region in a variety of manners,
some subtle.
On a global basis the human species is going
through a period of change unprecedented in terms of both its
magnitude and rapidity.
Even in North America, where mortality
rates declined over a period of generations, accompanied by
prosperity and a gradual levelling of fertility rates, population
will continue to expand by more births than deaths for decades to
come, and will be swelled by immigration.
Instead of a seemingly
endless geographical frontier, whose exploitation created prosperity for a growing population, we must
now explore and expand
the "technological frontier" in order to provide the goods and
services needed at home, as well as grains and other foods
critical for life in a world of increasing hunger.
Each year some 80 million people are added to the human
species, mostly in the under-developed, tropical countries of the
"Third World."
This number increases every year;
in 15 years
some 90 million will be added annually.
Long before global
population stabilizes, as eventually it must, it will have
doubled, most of it in food deficit areas.
According to World
Bank estimates, 3
the North American 1985 population of 263
million will increase by smaller and smaller amounts until it
levels off in the second half of the let Century around 325
million, an increase of about one quarter over today.
During
this same period, the "developing" world will grow from 3,584
million to 9,462 million, is, almost three times, and within this
group Africa will grow by five times, while Asia doubles.
In a period of decades, most of the world is now going
through the kind of population transformation which North
Americans went through over a far longer period of time.
The
sheer rapidity of population growth in most developing countries
with doubling times as low as 20 years in some
prevents the

educational and institutional growth which helped North Americans

achieve good management and prosperity - after all, how can ,
teachers be trained fast enough to cope with an exploding student

population?
The poor of the world are multiplying, and in many
parts they are less and less able to produce food and other
basic needs of survival.
Clearly, most effects from population increase, in the
form of pressures on land and water for food, will be felt only
indirectly in North America.
But North America already enjoys
the highest per capita rates of consumption of water and other
resources, and will undoubtedly feel the impacts of rapid changes
in an interdependent world in a variety of ways; already, for
example, large banks in middle America have collapsed under the
burden of mounting foreign indebtedness, only to be saved by
extra-legal rescue efforts of central government.
Grain sales
and shipments are strongly affected by foreign crop conditions
and foreign purchasing power, weakest though it is where the need
is greatest.
And some of the most likely impacts from domestic
and external changes will affect the waters which are the the
object of the Boundary Waters Treaty in ways which may hinder
achievement of the goals of the of the Great Lakes Water Quality

Agreement of 1978.

The Arden House statement brings to mind the likelihood of
changes in the distribution of rainfall throughout the Treaty
area in coming decades caused by the "greenhouse" effect of
the current build-up in C02, methane and other jradiatively
active gases in the atmosphere.
An extract from the current
international assessment is quoted in the Proceedings calling for
analytical steps in the Great Lakes region "to link available
knowledge with economic decision-making and to characterize
regional vulnerability and adaptability to climatic change."
The full text of this assessment deserves reading and is attached.
In sum, while the exact nature of future changes on water in
the Treaty area cannot be foreseen except in most general terms,
it is highly likely that changes already underway due to growing
domestic and foreign needs will be amplified by external factors.
It seems therefore timely to start systematically collecting data
about changes which are relevant to the mandate of the Joint
Commission so as detect and evaluate changes taking place at an
early enough phase that this knowledge may be used in daily
management decisions.
In ship parlance, we should tune up the
radar and maintain speed; the alternative is to reduce speed or
face mounting risks in uncharted waters.
How to Start.
Luckily, both countries are rich in govern
mental and non government;l institutions with experience at
all levels; from national/federal to state/province, municipal,
and in the academic and private sectors.
Let us therefore begin
by identifying existing research and monitoring efforts - and

their institutional sponsors - by which to detect and measure
change in parameters relevant to the Commission's mandate;

and on

the basis of this inventory of institutional capabilities see
how best to redirect or stimulate new work to establish baseline
data
so as to have a comparison against which rates of change
and their significance can be assessed - and set about its
collection on a routine, cost-effective basis.
As it happens, the water quality part of the global monitoring effort under GEMS
the Global Environmental Monitoring
Program - is coordinated at the Canadian Centre for Inland Wa
ters, in Burlington (Ontario), which was selected for this responsibility by governments when the water quality monitoring
program was set up in 1976 by the UN Environment Program (UNEP),
the World Health Organization (WHO), UNESCO, and the World Met
eorological Organization (HMO).
According to the Manager of
the WHO Collaborating Centre on Surface and Ground Water Quality

in Burlington,

as of early 1985,

about 250,000 water quality

data points have been reported from 448 monitoring sites on major
rivers, lakes and aquifers in 62 countries participating in the

GEMS/HATER program." 5

Additionally, both Canada and the us

have large networks of federally-supported monitoring stations:
in Canada alone, some 1,000 monitoring stations were in operation
during UNESCO's International Hydrological Decade, and today
50,000 samples are collected each year under the five regional
offices of the National Water Quality Branch.
Thus the proced
ures for employing common methodologies, training, intercalibra
tion support and other procedures by which to assure good data
quality and comparability are already in place in an ongoing
program which could be easily fine-tuned to fit the coverage
needed by the Treaty.
Many significant economic implications from coming changes
can be seen only in general terms, such as the tendency now
underway, fortunately, to ensure that fresh water not continue
to be treated as a free good, or as the principal means for
disposing of human and industrial wastes.
Adjustments in the
industrial uses of water will continue to evolve if it is to be
available in good quality - and cost - to meet the competing
demands of agriculture, industry, transportation, recreation, as
a source of sport and food fishing and, not least, water for
drinking.
Better foresight available through monitoring could allow
economies in the selection and employment of new management
approaches to this whole complex of water and land uses.
Here
again, the US and Canada have unique analytical capabilities
based on remote sensing from satellites and the use of Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) to integrate remote sensing data with
more conventional socio-economic data so as to take account of
changes as a basis for better managment strategies.
while the
government of Canada probably leads the world in terms of GIS
systems serving many branches and levels of government, many

individual agencies of the US Government,_such as the USGS,
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NCAA, the USDA Forest and Soil services, have developed the most
sophisticated techniques, all of which are in the public
domain
and are being used vigorously at the state and provincial level
where universities and the private sector are in the forefront.
The IJC's role.
The IJC has already started the process by
bringing together practitioners and politicians, and a good basis
has been laid at Philadelphia for continuing consultation among
many of the principal scientific actors of a future Transboundary
Monitoring Network.
This catalyzing role can be carried further
by such steps as the building of inventories;
the compilation of
directories of US and Canadian institutions already
active in
relevant fields or possessing capabilities which, with minimum
encouragement from state and corporate entities, might expand
their work
andcontribute to the better understanding of changes
As information accumualready taking place, and those to come.
lates about institutional capabilities, opportunities for tying
together existing databases, especially through computer communications networks, are available on both sides of the border to
speed the process, with costs already covered
byexisting
networks
among academic and scientific insitutions.
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At an early stage in this process, a basis should be in hand
on which to decide whether or not to seek such additional funding
as might then be necessary to start the Network on a surer foot
ing.
The rationale for going ahead would probably rest on

savings that all can share if the monitoring process is started

soon enough to avoid the costs of surprise,
economies of anticipating change.

and to achieve the

footnotes:
1.
Regretably, neither the Canadian Ministry of External
Affairs nor the US State Department took part in the workshop.
Their officers have played constructive roles in the complex
business of setting up comparable networks of monitoring stations
on a global, as well as regional basis.
Although rarely expert
in the field of monitoring, their disinterested, yet intelligent
guidance over
this process involving scientists and techologists
laid a good basis for programs which now serve governments well
and effectively at moderate cost.
2.
Publication "Canada andhthe 0.8." issued by
Foreign Relations, Inc.
3.
"World Population Projections 1984 ,
ton, D.C.

4.

The Council on

The World Bank, Washing-

"An Assessment of the Role of Carbon Dioxide and of other

Greenhouse Gases in Climate Variations and Associated Impacts";
statement adopted at a scientific conference convened by the UN

Environment Program (UNEP), World Meteorological Organization
(HMO) and International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU), in
Villach, Austria, 9-15 October 1985 (copy attached).
5.
S. Barabas in Water Quality Bulletin,
1985 (copy attached).

Vol.

10 No.

2,

April

6.
See for example the Fresh Hater chapter in "The Global
Possible" produced by WRI's 1984 International Conference on
Resources, Development, and the New Century.

The ecological threat is seen by some as a cogent reason for
securing what they need at whatever cost to those who are
thereby left in want of it; by others as an equally cogent
reason for sharing what there is with all who need it. The
difference is not an antithesis but the contrast between
different positions on a spectrum which identifies the
individual with a narrower or wider group and extends his
concern to a more distant or less distant time horizon.
Sir Geoffrey Vickers, Human Systems Are Different

(1983)

UNEP/WMO/ICSU
AN ASSESSMENT OF THE ROLE OF CARBON DIOXIDE AND OF OTHER

GREENHOUSE GASES IN CLIMATE VARIATIONS AND ASSOCIATED IMPACTS

VILLACH, AUSTRIA, 9-15 CCTOBER 1985

While some warming of climate now appears inevitable due to past
actions, the rate and degree of future warming could be profoundly
affected by governmental policies on energy conservation, use of

fossil fuels, and the emission of some greenhouse gases.

These conclusions are based on the following consensus of current
basic scientific understanding u
The amounts of some trace gases in the troposphere, notably carbon

dioxide (coz), nitrous oxide (N20), methane (CH4),

CONFERENCE STATEMENT
A joint UNEP/NHO/ICSU Conference was convened in Villach (Austria)
from 9 to 15 October 1985, with scientists from twenty nine developed and

developing countries, to assess the role of increased carbon dioxide and other
radiatively active constituents of the atmosphere (collectively known as
greenhouse gases and aerosols) on climate changes and associated impacts.
Other greenhouse gases reinforce and accelerate the impact due to C02
alone .
As a result of the increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases, it
is now believed that in the first half of the next century, a rise of global
mean temperature could occur which is greater than any in man's history.

he Conference reached the following conclusions and recommendations.

1)

Many important economic and social decisions are being made today on
major irrigation, hydro-power and other water projects; on drought and
agricultural land use, on structural designs and coastal engineering
projects, and on energy planning, all based on assumptions about
climate a number of decades into the future.
Most such decisions
assume that past climatic data, without modification, are a reliable

guide to the future.

This is no longer a good assumption since the

increases of greenhouses gases are expected to cause a significant
warming of the global climate.
It is a matter of urgency to refine

estimates of future climate conditions to improve these decisions.
2)

Climate change and sea level rises due to greenhouse gases are closely
linked with other major environmental issues, such as acid deposition
and threats to the Earth's ozone shield, mstly due to changes in the
cmposition of the atmosphere by Ian's activities.
Reduction of coal
and oil use, and energy conservation undertaken to reduce acid
deposition will also reduce concentrations of greenhouse gases:

reduction in emissions of chloro-fluorocarbons (CFCs) will help

Protect the ozone layer and will also slow the rate of climate change.

chloro-fluorocarbons and ozone, are increasing.
These gases are
essentially transparent to incoming short-wave solar radiation but
they absorb and emit longwave radiation and are thus able to influence

the Earth's climate.

'me role of greenhouse gases other than co; in changing the climate
is already about as important as that of 002.
If present trends

'continue, the combined concentrations of atmospheric

02 and other

greenhouse gases would be radiatively equivalent to a doubling of
C02 from pre-industrial levels possibly as early as the 2030's.

The most advanced experiments with general circulation models of the
climatic system show increases of the global mean equilibrium surface

temperature for a doubling of the atmospheric C02 concentration, or

equivalent, of between 1.5 and 4.5 'C.
Because of the complexity of
the climatic systan and the imperfections of the models, particularly

with respect to ocean-atmosphere interactions and clouds, values
outside this range cannot be excluded.
The realization of such
changes will be slowed by the inertia of the oceans, the delay in
reaching the mean equilibrium temperatures corresponding to doubled

greenhouse gas concentrations is expected to be a few decades.

While other factors such as aerosol concentrations, changes in solar
energy input, and changes in vegetation may also influence climate,
the greenhouse gases are likely to be the most important cause of
climate change over the next century.
Regional scale changes in climate have not yet

been modelled with

confidence. However, regional differences fro: the global averages
show that warming may be greater in high latitudes during late autumn

and winter than in the tropics; annual mean runoff may increase in
high latitudes, and summer dryness may becme more frequent over the

continents at middle latitude in the Northern Hemisphere.

In tropical

regions, temperature increases are expected to be smaller than the

average global rise, but the effects on ecosystems and humans could
have far reaching consequences. Potential evapotranspiration PIObably

will increase throughout the tropics whereas

convective rainfall could increase.

in moist tropical regions
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0

It is estimated on the basis of observed changes since the beginning

(ii)

of this century, that global warming of 1.5 'C to 4.5 'C would lead to
a sea-level rise of 20-140 centimeters.

A sea level rise in the upper

leading to a much larger rise in sea level,

0

responses aimed at preventing or adapting to climate change
should be identified, analyzed and evaluated.
These

A significant melting of the West Antarctic ice sheet

expected during the next century.

assessments should be initiated immediately and should employ

slthough possible, is not

a variety of available mthods.
Some of these analyses
should be undertaken in a regional context to link available
knowledge with ecoan decision-making and to characterize
regional vulnerability and adaptability to climatic change.
Candidate regions may include the Amazon Basin, the Indian
subcontinent, Europe, the Arctic, the Zambezi Basin, and the

Based on analyses of observations, the estimated increase in global

mean tanperaturs during the last one hundred years of 0.3 to 0.7 °C is
consistent with the observed increase in (:02 and other greenhouse
gases, although it cannot be ascribed in a scientifically rigorous
manner to these factors alone.

o

Based on evidence of effects of past climatic changes, there is little
doubt that a future
change
in climate of the order of magnitude
obtained from climate models for a doubling of the atmospheric C02

concentration could have profound effects on global ecosystems,

North American Great Lakes.
4.

Governments and funding institutions should strongly support the
following:
_

(1)

agriculture, water resources and sea ice.
RECOMMENDED AMIONS
l.

social and economic development, environmntal programmes,
emissions of radiativer active gases.
2-

and control of

Public information efforts should be increasad by international agencies

and governmnta on the issues of greenhouse gases, climate change and sea
level,

(ii)

including wide distribution of the documents of this Conference

(Villach 1985).

3.

Long-term monitoring and
interpretation with
state-of-the art models ofI

(a)

radiatively important constituents in addition to C02,

(b)

solar irradiance, and

(c)

sea level.

Governments and regional inter-governmental organizations should take into

account the results of this assessment (villach 1985) in their policies on
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Major uncertainties remain in predictions of changes in global and

(iii)

regional precipitation and tnperature patterns.
Ecosystem responses are also
imperfectly known.
Nevertheless, the understanding of the greenhouse questiOn

is sufficiently developed that scientists and policy-makers should begin an

lctive collaboration to explore the effectiveness of alternative policies and
adjustments.
Efforts should be made to design nthods necessary for such

including aerosols)

Study and interpretation of the past history of climate and
environment, especially regarding interactions among the
atmosphere, oceans and ecosystems.

Studies of effects of atmospheric composition and of changing
climate and climatic extremes on sub-tropical and tropical
soosystuns,

(iv)

boreal forests, and on water regimes.

An investigation of the sensitivity of the global

agricultural resource base with respect to:

collaboration.
(1)

In

these assessments the widest possible range of social

portion of this range would have major direct effects on coastal areas

and estuaries.

Support for the analysis of policy and economic options
should be increassd by governments and funding agencies.

(a) direct effects of increases in atmospheric C02 and
other greenhouse gases)

Governments and funding agencies should increase research
support and focus efforts on crucial unsolved problems
related to green
se gases and climate change.
Priority

should be given

(b) effects of changes in climate;

inational and international scientific

programs initiatives such as (a) the World climate Research

Ptog m ( HO-ICSU).

(b) present and proposed efforts on

biogeochemical qrcling and tropospheric chemistry

in the

framework of the Global Change Program proposed by ICSU,
(c) National Climatic Research Programs. Special emphasis
should be placed on improved modeling of the ocean,

Cloud-radiation interaCtions, and land surface processes.

(c) probable combinations of these.

(v)
1)

Evaluation of social and economic impacts of sea level rises.
Analysis of policy-making procedures under the kinds of risks
implied by a significant greenhonse harming.

5.
gases,

UNEP,
or take

(1)

(ii)

WHO, and ICSU should establish a small
other measures.

EDITOR'S CORNER a srsy

task force on greenhouse

to help ensure that appropriate agencies and
bodies follow up
the recommendations of villach 1985i
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scientific understanding and its practical implications,

to provide advice on further mechanisms and
actions required at
the national or international levels;

(iv)

to encourage research in developing countries
to improve energy
efficiency and conservation;

(v)

as deemed necessary, consideration of a global conventio
n.

by S. Barabas

more IILVIO IAIABAS

to ensure periodic assessment? are undertaken of the
state of

(iii)

Canada and GEMS/WATER Program
In commenting on the activities of
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WHO/CC and the publication of this
journal are but two manifestations of
Canada s broad interest and active participation in a lull gamut of environmental programs.
Since December 1977. when the GEMS/WATER project was
officially
launched. the coordination of this truly United Nations
program has become
our WHO/CC's major responsibility. We thought it worthwhile to
review at this
stage the progress to date in implementing this major internationa
l undertaking by having the country representatives oi this program
tell the story
themselves.
This is the first in a series of laws devoted to the theme of water
quality
monitoring. Prominent exponents of national and intemationa
i water quality
monitoring programs have been invited to prepare articles describing
all
aspects of their countries commitment and activities in the water
quality
monitoring field. It is hoped that such an exchange of experiences
will prove
beneficial to all.
As we go to press. about 250 000 water quality data points have
been
reported from 448 monitoring sites on major rivers. lakes and aquifers
in 62
countries participating in the GEMS/WATER program. What is impressive.
however. is not the amount of water quality data or the number of
monitoring
stations, but thedegree of participation.
It should be noteworthy that before launching the GEMS/WATER
project,
many of the countries now participating had no national water quality
program
in place at all. The initiation of this major international. cooperative effort
has
served as impetus for the countries not having previously a national
water
quality monitoring program to start one. This fact alone is justification enough
of this worthwhile U.N. initiative.
in a subsequent editorial. my colleague of many years, Dr. Richard Helmer
of WHO, will outline many interesting aspects of the GEMSNVATER program.
In closing. we take note. with a mixture of pride and embarrassement. of the
attering comments that the Minister Blais-Grenier has very graciously made
in respect to WHO/CC, this Bulletin and the editor himself. It is an encourage
ment to continue on our path with even greater dedication.
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I.

Introduction

V

f

This critique will concentrate on the TbMN manuscript (hereafter TM") from the

perspective of the conceptual frameworks and models that were advocated during the
workshop and in the manuscript. I will attempt to provide a framework from which we

MIuLER

can describe and evaluate several of the specific frameworks that were proposed to
deal expressly with the transboundary problem. Since my remarks here will operate
primarily at a "meta-level" (talking about frameworks), there is the danger that the

t

t p\I:-.°'V 3...,

discussion will contain only unverifiable, philosophical assertions of little or no
relevance to fundamental empirical and theoretical issues of network design. I will,
therefore, return to the fundamental issues with specific recommendations at the end.

RAPPORT/REGIER

First, however, I wish to describe one conceptual framework of scientific

conceptual frameworks published earlier (Harren et al. 1979). Figure 1 is a pictorial
representation of our view of the "conceptual continuum" which each scientist
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maintains and uses as a result

of their education, training, research experience, and

efforts to communicate their findings to colleagues and students.

One can imagine a

scientific discipline as a community of these continua, each unique, but with

extensive overlap at different points along the continuum.

There are two crucial

.

aspects of this model to emphasize here. First, observations contribute both to the
formulation of formal statements of "data" which are reported in scientific journals
all effects have causes").

Observations

-

I,
- ' '

as well as to the creation and maintenance of extremely deep seated beliefs about the

behavior of the world (e.g.,

-. . ~

-

affect both of

_

v

.\

PATTEN

(

' ' "

J

3

these human activities, although the nature of the statements that emerge from them
(if any do) are typically very different in form. Second, there are two primary
criteria for evaluating the statements that emerge from the continuum: verifiability
(or falsifiability) and explanatory breadth. These two attributes conflict:

WATT

verifiability increases as one makes statements with high degrees of specificity
(e.g., I the current air temperature at the ground in Logan, Utah is 33°F") and
decreases as one generalizes the statements to other places, times, 0r phenomena.

CRONON

Expanatory breadth, on the other hand, is greater as the generality of the statement
increases: more systems are encompassed, more phenomena and possible outcomes
accounted for. These two criteria conflict: one increases at the expense of the

)7.15).". n. no. a

other. This is similar to the observation that mathematical models are a trade-off
between realism, generality, and precision (Levins, 1966).

I have attempted to assess the TM in terms of this scheme by indicating, loosely,
the different positions of various individuals as I perceive their views to place them

on this continuum.

This is not perfect and I have possibly misunderstood and

misinterpreted several of the positiOns, but I think the effort helps summarize the
workshop and manusCript and identify possible future directions. The locations of

Miller and Patten are probably uncontroversial, as is that of Cronon (whose name I am

using to symbolize a view shared by a great many people at the workshop).

Figure 1.

The use of

the "health" metaphor proposed by Rapport and Regier has a great deal of explanatory
breadth. l5 "0t formulated as a mathematical theory, and has not yet (in my opinion)
PrOduced GXPHClt. verifiable Statements, Wthh is not to say it will not. I have

The conceptual continuum of an individual scientist. Scientific problems are identified
by interactions between observations and the theoretical and conceptual context. The

conceptual continuum is a hypothetical structure composed of all aspects of the scientific

activity.

Falsification and verifiability increase, but explanatory breadth decreases.

as statements pertain more to observations than to conceptual frameworks.

positioned Commissioner Olsen according to my perception of his demand
to keep the
network design simple and relevant to the known facts. I place him
in the interior of

Universal it!

the donut because 1 think of him very much in the question-formulating, problem

The final property of monitoring systems identified in the workshop
concerned the
measurement protocol and database. There was a clear message for the
need of a

transboundary network (e.g., political, practical, theoretical) and less to explicit

consistent over space and time as to sampling and measurement methods
(e.g. continuous
record, no protocol or technique changes). Both computer records
and archived samples
were perceived as needed.

definition stage of the process. Similarly, the primary focus of
President olds
remarks (in my view) dealt with the kinds and types of questions to be
raised by a
answers, but from a position on the continuum of significantly greater explanatory
breadth than that of Olsen.
11.

B.

Three major positions

I will attempt to criticize three important views concerning network design: (1)
that based on General Living System Theory (GLST), (2) that based on case-histories,
and (3) that based on the concept of system health.
A.

Keywords

I will organize my comments around a few key words that seem to me to capture

much of the conceptual aspects of the workshop discussion: simElicig, flexibilit ,
antici ato , universality. These are all applied to descri
Sl erata of a

monifgring sys em.

Some conceptual problems

There are a number of problems with these 4 desiderata that were not
explicitly
discussed during the workshop. (1) The desire for a monitoring system
to be
anticipatory may contradict the desire for a flexible system. The
purpose of an
anticipatory monitoring system is to measure those variables that can predict
the

occurrence of undesirable effects. This could conceivably be a large set.
0n the
other hand, a flexible design in a monitoring system might be one in which a few
variables are measured, but that these could be altered (not added to)
in reponse to a
changing envirorment.
(2) Likewise, the desire for a simple system may contradict the desire for
either an anticipatory or flexible system. One of the major arugnents in
favor of the

I ecosystem heal th" concept is its potential use in detecting the presence of
"unhealthy" symptoms. Simple designs may preclude exploration of these approaches
.

Singlicig

Early in the workshop and in the TM, IJC administrators expressed a need and
desire for a monitoring system that was both simple and explicitly directed towards

existing IJC interests, programs, and concerns.

This was expressed by the Olsen's

statement (paraphrasing): "You are offering us cake and we need bread".

this statement to be a direct criticism of the General Living System

advocated by Miller.

database that was (a) contributed to by all relevant agencies, and (b) rigorously

I interpreted

Theory approach

This sentiment (and phraseology) was echoed by several others

during the remainder of the workshop. The view is that although it may be desirable
to possess an overarching, planned rationale for designing monitoring systems (e.g.

General Living System Theory ), this plan should not be so complex and "fancy" as to
be cumbersome and obfuscate the day-to day management of a monitoring system.
Flexibility

A second desiderata of monitoring systems recognized during the workshop was that

the system be flexible so as to be able to respond to new social or environmental

problems that affect the transboundary region.

There were several levels to this

property: (a) the system should be designed to be able to collect data on new
problems, (b) the network design should permit new definitions of the location of the
boundary region, and (c) the database produced by the network should permit external
scientists (not connected with the original data collection) to address statistical
questions of the database that were not anticipated during the design of the system.

A third desiderata was that the monitoring system anticipate future

This had the sense that the measuranents

taken in the present should be of such a character that they be able to predict future

problems. This is the "early warning" property of a good monitoring system. The
concept of "ecosystem health" was intended to provide the framework for this property
of a monitoring system.

g,

collection of samples is attempted. Do the administrators appreciate that the

monitoring system might have a complexity proportional to that of the system under

study?

(3) Some time was spent in discussion of the problem of defining the boundary
region to be monitored. The problem, if it exists, is not due to the rapid
change of
the boundary. This may have been the case in the 18th century due to the relative
slow movement of people. But by now, the social system is reasonabl well-mixed.
The
appropriate size of the region, however, is a problem. The fac1|e answer
is that it
should extend as far as influences from the other country extend. This is likely
to

produce a region too large to monitor practicably.

Therefore, a smaller region must

be defined. It cannot be defined in the absence of objectives for the monitoring
system. These objectives were never adequately delineated.

C.

Critique of approaches

1.

GLST

There are a number of more specific criticisms of some of the ideas presented.
Miller's General Living System Theory (GLST) was not forcefully or convincingly

Anti ci patory

(predominantly envirormental) problems.

One of the axioms of the material presented to the participants was
that the old
method of designing monitOring programs in a piecemeal way was inadequate
and
inefficient.
A new approach (clean the boots, do not apply perfume) is likely to
be
more complex, involve more agencies, and require careful planning before
the

presented as relevant to the boundary monitoring system design problem.

A specific

example should have beenpresented showing how the conceptual approach solved design

problems not addressed by other methods. For example, the utility of 9.5T in
incorporating anticipatory elements into a monitoring system was mentioned, but
not
stressed. This application could have served to unify two separate approaches,
but
the opportunity was not taken. As a consequence, most of the verbal statements
during
the workshop indicated little enthusiasm with basing the design on (151.
Moreover, I continue to believe there are problems in applying GLST to ecological

systems.

The fundamental conceptual basis for GLST seems to be (to inadequately
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(

summarize) hierarchical control systems, the paradigm for which is a business

organization, military unit, or individual organism.

is universal and the use

Professor Howard Odum's very

personal (not to say idiosyncratic) view not withstanding, this is not currently the

predominant view among either modelers or field ecologists. My own personal
(idiosyncratic) view is that ecosystans are a relatively loosely aggregated collection
of physical factors and populations, one of which is human. These groups sometimes

form clusters that reflect relative degrees of interactions.

For example, in

ecological time (0 200 years) one can identify functional groups within ecosystems
based on foraging relationships (e.g. trophic levels, feeding guilds).' The membership
in these groups is largely a statistical property and changes over time and space.
But in no case is it legitimate (i.e., consistent with current ecological theory) to

describe the relationship between these groups as an hierarchical control system.
must recognize the distinction between hierarchical structure and hierarchical

He

For example, the ideal

even though the quantitites (e.g. temperature, pressure) may be derivable from first

principles and theory using

microscopic variables at a lower level.

Moreover, the

use of macroscopic variables in physics and chemistry does not carry with it the

negative connotations of organismic, self directed/organizing systems
orof
teleological explanation. "Health", on the other hand, has all of these negative
(among hardened field biologists) connotations. Thus, regardless of the practical
utility of using "health" as a concept to convince administrators of the merit of

one's ideas, the use of level specific measurements to the design of anticipatory
monitoring systems would be better served using the idea of macroscopic parameters.

The ecological groups (including the human component) are (in this view) all

Re phrasing the concept, however, is not sufficient to justify basing a
monitoring system on it. The primary benefit of using these ideas is their potential

interactions on one level of organization. GSLT may encompass this view of ecosystems
as loosely aggregated systems, but the usefulness ofthe analogy with cells,

established, to my knowledge, that macroscopic parameters are better predictors than
other measures of system performance or state. Hhether or not this is the case is an

central.

on the same hierarchical level and human in uences are merely the result of strong

organisms, etc. is questionable because of the emphasis placed on system control by
one or a few components. Ecosystems, which are systems, are not controlled by special

groups on higher levels nor is the dynamic tr_aJ'ectories manifested by them necessarily
determined by unseen forces described by either succession

or evolutionary theory.

Peter Haug has recently reviewed the situation and valiantly attempted to frame
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of macrosopic variables is fruitful.

gas law is one instance of the use of measurements on one level of "organization",

ecosystem theory in the context of GLST. Central to this effort is the determination
that ecosystem dynamics are controlled. If "control" means bounded states" (other
definitions are possible, but not cited), then clearly application of GLST to
ecosystems will depend on the definitions of the state variables and on the spatial

and temporal resolution of the observations.

None of these things are necessarily

defined in any particular ecosystem analysis. The general acceptance of classical,
deterministic succession theory is very problenatical at this time; basing a
monitoring program on it would require extensive defense of the theory and putative
supporting data. The same is true ofthe theory of co evolution, adaptive radiation,
and convergent evolution. The risks are high here and the ultimate test is: Can QSI
make better predictions than other methods? The onus is on those with a vested

interest in (1.5T.

2.

Case Hi stories

Cronon is the most articulate advocate of the extrapolation of case-histories

developed by close analysis and monitoring of a few, small, existing networks.

A

major problem with this approach is the number of case-histories that must be examined
in order to extrapolate. Methods for verifying that the extrapolation is correct is
an unsolved problem. Differences between potential future perturbations confounds the
use of a case-history for one sys

in place of another.

Hithout additional theory,

were is little in this approach to gu de one in choosing the initial case-histories
to examine. Prior exiStence, longevity, annual budget, number of pmlications
eminating from a monitoring network are all possible criteria, none with any
overwhelming theoretical support. Thus, this approach is strong on simplicity, and
flexibility, but is deficient with respect to universality and its ability to

anticipate future effects.
3.

But it has never been

interesting research question. It could be addressed in two ways: (1) a field study
in which measuresat two or more levels of organization are obtained and compared in
their ability to predict some independently chosen measure of system state, and (2) a
modeling study in which detailed models are compared to low resolution models in their
predictive ability. Some research along the lines of (2) has already been

accomplished as a means of studying aggregation error in ecological models. Research
of this kind is a step towards understanding optimal monitoring system design.
111. Recommendations
1.
design.

The MC should undertake a rigOrous study of optimal monitoring system
They must begin to think in terms of monitoring systems composed of the

geographical region of interest, the time frame of interest, the physical location of
sampling stations (the network), the sampling protocol (sampling frequencies and
sampling/measurement portocol), and the database produced by the data collection.

Decomposing the problem in this way helps identify weaknesses in the current design
philosophy (e.g. missing components) and permits attention to be focused on particular
issues (e.g. the region of interest). Many of the working groups noted this and
supplied illustrative diagrams.

I suspect a great deal of research on this design problem has already been

accomplished.

Expertise and experience should be drawn

from the meteorological and

military (radar detection) literature. At the minimum, the research should involve:
statisticians with expertise in sampling theory, stochastic optimal control theorists,

ecological modelers, and (most important) scientists directly

involvedin the field in

existing monitoring programs. The workshop background paper by lzrael and Munn is
relevant, and I wish that this material could have beengiven greater discussion.
2.

The role and necessity of well-defined objectives for a transboundary

monitoring system is mentioned in nearly all of the ore workshop material and
responses.

The topic was discussed and acknowledged in many of the working group

discussions; it was explicitly mentioned in the presentation of Rodemeyer as important
to the implementation of any legislation.

Unfortunately, however, the specifics of

the objectives for each of the components of the monitoring system (e.g. space/ ti me

System Health

Similarly, the concept of "ecosystem health" was not addressed by many groups or
by the plenary sessions. I think this approach has some merit, but it must be
presented in a different manner and more fully developed. The concept of "health" and

its determination is closely related to the use of "macroscopic parameters" (e.g. by
Lane and Levins in ecological systems) to characterize complex system performance.

The issue relates directly to the philosophical problem of reductionism.

role in anticipating future envirormental degradation.

The problem

resolution, region definition, sampling/measurement protocol, etc.) were never
addressed. This must be done before any significant progress can be made.

Bandurski's "global" objective to maximize (or at least increase) net human benefit is
a help, but it begs the question: "Hhat do women and men want?"

IV.

Conclusions

Summary Critique

For me, the problem

Joel W. Hedgpeth

is one of the optimal design of a system. To solve
such a
problem we must begin to think in terms of the monitoring system (not just
the

network), we must define the objectives, and we must use the
most rigorous tools

available to evaluate the universe of all possible designs. Hierarchi
cal control
systems do not seem to be an especially felicitous model of the ecological
systems to
be studied.

Therefore, I am not enthusiastic about the prospects for the
successful
application of (1.5T to the problem. There is, however,
some merit in the search for
macroscopic parameters (variables) that have great predictiv
e power. It is not

necessary to couch this search in the context of "ecosystem heal to";
it suffices to
recognize the goal of such a search as the correct prediction
of the state of a
complex system from the least amount of information.
V.
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A Retrospective Prologue
Circumstances have provided me the oppportunity
to be the
last, not only at the time of the conference
(October 10-11,
1984) but also nearly two years later as
the proceedings

approach belated publication.

Such

delays

are

I

think,

the

essence of the hierarchical systems of government,
which may be
the archetypes of socio political systems, designe
d by accident

or intent to see that nothing is done too precipitously.
This
trend towards a state of entropic stability is a border
function
of the interface between the seething anonymous mass
of well

intentioned bureaucrats
officials.

and

the

temporary patina of

presiding

Be that as it may, this interval in the function
of the
hierarchical system does provide the bystanders with some chance
to think, and to be exposed to other, enlightening experie
nces.
It had been planned, or at least intended, that I would
offer a
sort of restatement ["reprise"] of the meeting after sanpling
or
visiting all the discussion groups.
This idea, which seemed
promising at the time, did not take into consideration
the
physical arrangement of the nine discussion groups into widely
separated cubbyholes on several floors in different wings of
a
massive building that has accunulated over more than a hundred
years.
It was too easy to get lost between inscrutable
corridors of cases of pinned bugs and pickled fishes (some
of

these date back to our first world wide exploring expedition of
1838-42), and I often spent too nuch time finding the various

rooms to get an adequate taste of what was going on.

expected

to

say

intelligent

things

immediately

Then I was

after

the

spokesmen for the various discussion groups read from prepared
sunmaries I had not seen.
It was much more disconcerting,
however, to observe the empty seats abandoned by menbers of
the
meeting who had departed for the airport or the last contmte
hour train to Washington. I had thought of some special remarks
for some of those people.
I would suggest, in behalf of whoever tries this again, that
the next meeting be held on some island
- Anticosti, Isle
Royale or the Queen Charlottes, from which no one can escape

before

the

disrespectful

appointed
of

the

time.

This

is

august atmosphere

not

of

intended

Philadelphia

to

or

be

of
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that appropriately greater than life sized statue of Benjamin
Franklin who presided over the banquet tables. Indeed the ideal
arrangement would be an unscheduled post mortem day (while
waiting for the chartered excursion boat) to think things over
or just to look at nature.
The broad paved streets of
Phildelphia are not exactly the best environment for stimulating
appropriately ecological thinking.
In this interlude since the Philadelphia seances we have
become aware of the potential effects of selenium that is being
accumulated in the agricultural drainage water of California's
irrigated agribusiness world, the San Joaquin Valley. Selenium
is not a common element in California soils, and except for the

southeastern desert regions of the state there are no selenium
concentrating species of loco weed (Astragalus) that poison
livestock. Livestock losses attributable to selenium poisoning
in the tier of states from Texas to the prairie provinces amount
to 15% in some localities It also finishes off the barnyard
fowl.
Nevertheless selenium is required for livestock and is
regularly added to the diet in selenium poor regions.
It is
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also essential to man in very small

quantities,

but there are

medical records of nervous disorders, skin lesions and loss of
hair

from

excess

selenium.

Nevertheless,

health

faddists,

oblivious to
the possibility that some people
may be
hypersensitive to an element effective in very small amounts,
assume that if a little is good for you, and lot more must be
better and gobble down pills of elemental selenium.
It was not
considered a serious problem in California's Central Valley
until defects attributed to selenium in embryos of migratory
birds in a wildlife refuge became conspicuous.
The water for
this refuge consisted of heavily salinated water drained off
irrigated fields. The selenium is derived from alkali deposits
in the coast ranges to the west and ultimately from the mineral
cxxrplex associated with the extensive mercury deposits of the
New Idria mine.
It was known at the outset of this project
(irrigation of the westernxside of the San Joaquin Valley) that
drains would be required remove this water.
The nature of the soil in this region, rich in boron and other
alkalis, had been known for many years and there were explicit

warnings by soil experts and farmers familiar with the area, but
these were ignored by the officials and politicians promoting
the opening of the region.
Although there were no formal
monitoring programs, the warnings and information about the high

alkali content of this soil were frequent enough to emphasize
the severity of damage to the soil that has been associated with
irrigation of land in regions of low rainfall and hot summers.
Indeed, the agricultural drains had been planned at the outset
of the project.
It seems

possible

that without the

selenium poisoning

the

birds, the alkaline waters would have been allowed to accumulate

and eventually been channeled into San Francisco Bay. But the
selenium, concentrated above the clay hardpan underlying the
irrigated soil by the valley's 90% excess of evaporation over
precipitation became the ultimate spice in the concoction that
alerted everyone except the officials in charge to the potential
dangers and the extravagances of this ill advised venture in
irrigation.
Even the death of birds would have been quietly
ignored had not an employee of the Fish and wildlife Service
begun to leak the details to reporters.
He has been given a
citation

for

duty to

the cause

of

the

environment

above

and

beyond his job description, and his position has been abolished
in an effort to consign him to some ineffective limbo.
The moral of all this is that without some way to force the

custodians to do their custodial duty,

ittakes a

much

longer

time than necessary to carry
out the message implicit in
information or the data provided from any sort of monitoring.
There are too many ways to find excuses for procrastinating or
not doing anything at all, even while the trees and fishes are
dying. There is some feeling that there has been footdragging
or reluctance to observe the provisions of the Great Lakes Water

quality agreements of 1978 and 1972 if not the basic Boundary

Waters

treaty.

However,

acid

rain

was

given

a

low

key,

pianissimo treatment in Philadelphia. Perhaps, if there had been
some dead fish in the nearest fountain.
. . .

For the last several years (before and after Philadelphia) I
have
been giving a seminar discussion under the title of
"Paradigms Revisited" or "Paradigms, Paragons and Paladins." The
burden of this circuit riding sermon is our changing concept of
marine bottom communities since the first recognition of the
biocoenosis by Karl Moebius in 1877. Moebius was something of a
German romantic who had

been exposed

to Johannes

Muller,

the

last of the great vitalists, and he considered his biocoenosis a
homeostatic entity that functioned as a closed system. The only
person who criticised this concept as an unrealistic statement

ecology's first paradigm. Moebius' idea was based on a study
of
oyster beds in the shallow tidal seas of Schleswig Holstein; the

oyster was the controlling species for his system, but all
the

other organisms were conceived as interacting to maintain the
community as a natural unit. Since that time the oysters
have
disappeared, but the other organisms still remain.

to base legal pollution requirements has suffered
a timely and
unlamented death.

One of the implications of Dr. Cronon's barnstormu ng keynote

address was that we are, or will be, one large
interrelated
socio-economic system and
that the driving
force in our

Moebius was followed by the Dane Carl Georg Johanne
s Petersen,
who attempted to quantify the organic production of
the shallow
inland seas of Denmark. He considered the eel grass
(Zostera) to

histories is our great metropolitan centers.
However any
political union of Canada and the United States is not
for our
time.
One cannot imagine how this may happen under the
administration of anything like that of the present occupants of

major

visionaries among us who feel that man's salvation from all his

be the basic source of food for the other levels of organisms
in
the Danish waters leading up to the fish. He omitted the
only
consumer of eel grass,

the black brant,

and ignored the

importance of the phytoplankton. When the eel grass died
off in
the 1930's the rest of the organisms did nicely, except for the
birds.
Then there has been the startling ecological disruption of the

shallow benthic communities of the Black Sea caused
by the
accidental (and careless) introduction of the enormou
s Japanese

oyster drill Ra
bezoar, which not only ate up all the
oysters and mussels, but provided large shells that became
larger houses for the small hermit crabs to grow (they had been
thought to be a dwarf species controlled by the low salinities

of the Black Sea, but the reason was that there were
no large

native gastropods; the largest native
than three centimeters long).

snail

shells were

less

At the present time the tendency is to regard marine benthic
communities as controlled by physical factors, with biological
interactions playing a secondary role. According to this view,

the Graeco-Roman temples of our river towns.

Instead, there are

economic and social ills is in fractionization, returning
to the

ecologically utopian days of Hiawatha. The conference of thirty
years ago that resulted in the book "Future Environments of
North America" forecast no utopias and its summary
speakerLewis
Mumford expressed the need for us to re-educate ourselves and
get on top of our technological system.
"Man needs the whole

cosmos to sustain him.
The knowledge of this cosmos and every
living part of it enriches him, enables him to know himself for
on top of the forces that now threaten his life."

members

of our meeting, Lynton Caldwell,

1965 conference.]
There

seem

to

be

two

schools

of

[ One of the

is a veteran of that

future

visionaries;

the

divisonists and the reductionists.
The divisionists,
or
bio-regionalists are represented by such works as Ernest
Callenbach's "Ecotopia' (1975) , in which the three pacific coast
states

are

separated

from the

rest

of

the

country,

and

Joel

Garreau's

from this concept of externally controlled open systems
is the
bewildering hierarchical array of facies, associes, seres
and

Mexamerica, and so on (Quebec muld be a separate country). A
recent book by Kirkpatrick Sale, "Dwellers in the Land. The
Bioregional Vision" (1985) presents the philosophical basis for
bioregionalism, which stems from E. F. Schumacher's "Small is
beautiful." Among the reductionists we have Ursula LeGuin who

biomes that infested the ecology texts of fifty years ago.

What this all adds up to is that attempts to predict the
effects of introduced factors by monitoring communities may not
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the first time, to have some sense of the further advantages and
the further fulfillments that lie ahead of him if once he
gets

in its bare essentials, a community is a collection of relics
of

former events or disasters, reminiscent of David Starr Jordan's
definition of a species as an "island in a sea of death." Gone

i

died in vain for the sake of diversity indices. At least
that
the notion of a theoretical diversity index as a number
on which

divides
Foundry

"The

Nine Nations

of North

America"

(1981)

which

all three nations into such entities as Dixie, The
(America's Ruhr valley, including part of Canada),

has built a marvelously complicated structure of

life

~ 4*: 5 1v-

over by the plant ecologist Clements, and it has been consider
ed

be very rewarding, and suggests that untold
thousands of
innocent organisms gathered up in bottom sampling program
s have

v

in the sea was Bashford Dean, who also seems to

in some

, . a...

of conditions

have been the only person writing in English who had read the
German original. The idea of the homeostatic system was carried

distant time in California in her novel "Always Coming.Hane"
(1985). It is an idyllic vision of future tribal life that owes
much to her anthropologist father and the games she played with

it's

apparent

that

things

came

out

much

cautiously Celtic mood had prepared me for.

better

than

that

her brothers, but it is saying there is a future for us, there
will be good people who know how to live in a natural world.
The
title
is
an
echo
of
Novalis.
Kurt
Vonnegut,
in

We were started off in a stimulating and impressive way by Dr.
Cronon, a young historian who has been looking at the relations
and interactions between the white men fresh from Europe and the
indians and the environment of what we now call New England. We

abilities that torment man in his

conditioned by our own family history, and mine is rather grim
indeed since one of my New England ancestors is Edward Rawson,
that austere puritan who chased witches out of town and ordained
that "whosoever took the name of the lord in vain on the Sabbath

"Gala pagos'.(l985) , however, sees man surviving on the Galapagos
as a degenerate, witless seal like creature devoid of the evil
present manifestation.

Then

there is Frederick Turner's experiment in epic verse that sees

the
future
as
baronies
of
bloodthirsty
people
whose
Weltanschauung reminds one of Malory's time, "The New World"

(1985).

to

should

mile these visions of a fractured and diminished future are

not appropriate for a conference whose underlying there is how
to get along better with each other, they do suggest several

themes for some future meeting.
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Before

the

meeting

began

we

were

all

deluged

with

paper,

your library can no longer afford. As for monographs, the first
you may hear of them is when one of your correspondents sends
to

watch

graduate

suffer

at

history

to have

his

in America

tongue

from

bored

a

point

through

of

with

view

a

hot

Of course those tough old Puritans did not intend to kill off

the Indians with

smallpox,

but

their economics were

just

as

(1983) with a quotation from Carl Sauer: "Americans had not yet
learned the difference between yield and loot."

mountains of it. I don't think any of us had time to read all,
or even part of it, especially to follow promising leads. It is
almost impossible to keep up with your own specialty these days,
especially if significant papers may be printed in journals that
you tear sheets of his chapter.

iron."

look

fatal in the long run: they brought to an innocent land the
ideas of
land title and selling its produce for profit.
Significantly Cronon concludes his book, "Changes in the Land"

I

sight

tend

It is a somewhat discomforting

students

busily

running

the

latest

journal through the copy machine; one gets the impression that
the mere act of copying is taking the place of reading.
Someofushaddoubts aboutwhatwasqoingtohappentoall
the material that had beengsent to us, what we were going to
make of it and how it would fit in with our own conception of
what the meeting was to be all about. There is probably a lot
of correspondence between participants that might be lively
reading although it might upset third parties. I think most of
us approached this affair in the spirit of that old Welsh
proverb: Nid y bore y mae cammol diwrnod teg - "Never praise a
fine day in the morning." Now, in the evening of the second day

We were reminded that the land north of our boundary also has
a history, somewhat different from ours although the same in
essence.
The drive to move west was
not to fill up the empty
land, but the influence of the developing metropolis, the great

cities of the original colonies and the provinces.

Our Indian

fighting ancestors and the cowboys with their six guns were the
result of this moving force, not the force itself, that settled
the continent.
As the grandson of the 16 year old boy who rode

into the natural water tank at El Morro (Pasd por aqui ) in 1858

and scratched our family name on the sandstone wall I felt a
little sad, but I suspect Dr. Cronon is right.
The force that
moved my father's people west was the gathering storm that made
life so difficult for staunch southern Methodists in Nodaway
County near the northern body of Missouri in the years before

the Civil War. [Francis Grierson's "The Valley of the Shadows"
(1909) is a vivid evocation of those times.]

Like many Americans
borders which of our

I am not sure
border states,

which Canadian province
although Soviet school

children are required to memorize the names as well as those of
the

states

that make up the Four Corners.

We have very vague

ideas about what goes on in Canada.

[As Margaret Atwood remarked

in an article in the Nation (March 22, 1986), "One
of the
problems is that Canadians and Americans are educat
ed backward

from one another.
The Canadians -except for the Quebecois, one
keeps saying- are taught about the rest of the world
first and
Canada second. The Americans are taught about the
United States
first, and maybe later about other places,
if they're of
strategic importance.
. .
. It's not the clothing that is
different, it's those mental noises."]
Yet the boundary is very vague, if it exists at
all, between
our two countries, economically and possibly philoso
phically, if
we give ourselves time to think about it.
Canadian interests
have been moving into California to revive the mines
of the
Mother Lode. They have brought their money with them to
buy us
out.
They have come like vandals to mines shut down a hundred
years ago or during the last war with massive modern machiner
y

that can obliterate mountains.

mining town

To the west of Jamestown, an old

that had settled down as a comfortable tourist trap

with bits of old machinery and dilapidated wagons for decor and
revived saloons has been rudely returned to the days
of old as

the new machinery is readied for the demolition of the quartz

hills and the earth moving equipment will gouge dwellings
out of
the landscape and leave great pits.
Pleasant suburbs will be

obliterated and the people who found that they were living on
the wrong gold mine will be expatriated.
The county's useful

agricultural high school that was in just the right place for
a

deep

hole

consented.

clock.

has

disappeared

Now the mine

as

tax

is grumbling

hungry

officials

readily

and growling around the

I suspect I am not the only one who thinks this latter

day assault is Canada's revenge for acid rain.
But the Canadian
invaders have not won every round: they were repulsed from

another

location

by

a

coalition

of

poets,

environmental

escapists and Cannabis cultivators who had settled among the
old
diggings of North San Juan.
Much of what Dr. Cronon said is available in his book, but he
had obviously looked over the packet of reading material that
was intended to get us in a suitable mood, and recommended the
historical method and that We read a book by Innes that I have

not yet found the time to look up.

He warned us not to attempt

to gather data on all relevant matters, but to concentrate on
specific purposes, and avoid the grander theoretical levels.
Obviously pressed for time to make the next appointment, he

wished us
overcomrnit
promise.

luck and went on his way.
I hope he does not
himself, for he is obviously a young man of great

There were other opening speeches, most of which had
already
been made available and consequently were probably not listened
to as attentively.
Some of us, I think, are skeptical about

some of the information provided by Dr. Milbrath about his polls

that indicate that perhaps there are more people in
favor of
preserving the environment than anybody else has suspecte
d.
I
do hope he is right; my own experience is to
some extent
reassuring, but some of the signs indicate a long road
ahead.
Some forty years ago I established the Society
for the
Prevention of Progress, whose purpose is "to oppose,
and if
possible,
to prevent the further encroachment of materia
l
civilization on the natural environment, because it
is believed
that such exploitation violates the terms of the lease
granted
to mankind by nature." My ecclesiastical friend thought
it very
orthodox and C. S. Lewis cordially accepted his
election to
membership: "While feeling that I was born a member
of your
Society, I am nevertheless honoured to receive the
outward seal

of membership."

[8th. June 1944]. Some of my friends thought I

was a bit daft, and the Sierra Club was obviously
nervous, but
now the Sierra Club is philosophically my largest chapter
.
The
last time I was in Washington I encountered Dave Brower
on the
sidewalk in front of the AAAS building on Massachusetts
Avenue.
"Are you here again, pushing back the frontiers of progres
s?"
I

asked, and he replied, "I'm doing my damnedest."

We heard from James G. Miller, author of that very, very
large
book, and were interested to hear that it is being translat
ed

into Chinese. This news reminded me of my experience with the I
Ching. One my first try, after shuffling the three pennies, I

got my first advice: "Make no decisions today."
I didn't know
what to do.
I was stymied.
I suppose I did make a decision by
giving up, but what else was there to do? Anyhow it turned
out
that Dr. Miller was a lot less domineering than the size
of his
book gave us to expect.
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II
The general message of the discussion rapporteurs and comments

from the floor was that monitoring was necessary and should be

done, but there was no consensus on specifics, because virtually
every aspect came up for consideration in one session or

another.

Our

modern technology

and

byzantine

political

structures have complicated what was once a simple process.
In
a sense, the first monitoring attempt was that of Gilbert White,

whose "Natural History of Selborne" (1788)

is a record of such

natural events as bird migrations,the hibernation habits of his

pet

tortoise

and

meteorological

phenomena.

It

was

Matthew

Fontaine Maury who started coordinated and systematic data
gathering with a uniform plan of observations at sea in a
standard logbook.
International agreement was achieved at the
world's first
organized
scientific
congress,
that
met
in

Brussels in 1853. Maury's organization of wind and current from

logbooks was a material contribution to the record voyages of
American clipper ships in the 1850's. Although he was very
succesful in laying out routes on his famous sailing charts, his

concepts of wind circulation and oceanic currents were naively
incompetent.
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later Maury proposed a scheme for meteorological observations,
with standardized instruments, map symbols, and so on to be
conducted by the navy.
The bill to establish this was defeated

through

the

influence

of

Joseph

Henry

of

understanding

of

the

Smithsonian

Institution, who had plans of his own for weather observations.
Byzantine politics had already set in, but the Weather Bureau
Some of our participants would
was eventually established.
probably call the activities set in motion by Maury data
gathering rather than monitoring.
but his level of data has

been

essential

to

our

nature.

Most

significantly, he established the concept of such data gathering

as an

international

capacities for rapid

increased

the

responsibility.

significance

several orders of magnitude.
Our

first

In our

times electronic

assembling and analyzing information have

rapporteur,

and

importance

Regier,

of

brought

basic
the

data

by

message,

diagnosis comes too late?
This raises the question, are we
monitoring the right things? If we do not know what is going to

happen we are tempted to monitor too many things and bog down in
an uninteresting program of accumulating all

most of them random.

sorts of numbers,

There is no answer to this except to build

into our system the capacity to adapt and change when something
tells us a canary is about to die.

The
scheme suggested by
Session 1
explicitly considers
modeling to be based on information, mapping and monitoring
data.
To be sure, even the simplest monitoring program is based
on the assumption (i.e., "model") that we know that the matters
to be monitored are significant.
The models in our ecology

textbooks

are the sum of unverified assumptions,

even at the

basic kindledge of what is eating what at every level or region
of the oommmity or system.
We must not believe too much in our

own generalizations or think that because we may

have profited

from Petersen's experience he cannot make the same mistake.
After all, Petersen was one of the founders of fisheries biology
and one of the reasons that we can profit from his experience is
that he published his raw data.

In this context the recommendation that various

reportson the

states of the natural environment and renewable resources should
be reviewed calls to mind the long term, extensive monitoring of
the fisheries resources of the north European seas under the
auspices of the International Commission for the Exploration of
the Sea and its excellent publications (Petersen was one of the
founding members of ICES). The Journal du Conseil is .:one of the

great international
sense.

journals

One would hope

of marine

biology in the larger

that any publication

by the

to informed laymen."
However, it is the uninformed laymen (or
laypersons, although such terminology sounds unecessarily sexy)

who must

be

reached

environmental problems.

What

is

needed

for

in

any

public

enterprize

dealing with

This is after all everybody's world.

us

in North

America

is

appropriately from Working Group 1, of a session devoted to the

expertise

define the transboundary region "by Specifying or observing the
bounds of actual binational problems already encountered" is

resources and to produce a remarkable (and massive)

nuts

and bolts with an

ecosystem emphasis.

Their

attempt

to

somewhat circular.
What of the unencountered problems that,
like cancer, may be developing unnoticed for so long that the

IJC would

enjoy such prestige while at the same time being "intelligible

and

concern

for

the

environment

that

the

spirit,

motivated

the

scientists of The Netherlands, Germany and Denmark to pool their
"Ecology

of

the

Wadden

Sea"

(edited

by

W.

J.

work on the

Wolff;

A.A.

Balkema/Rotterdam/l983; 3 vols.
+ maps).
This is nothing less
than a comprehensive review and data base of environmental

kept the price within reason!

So, it can be done: all that is

needed is the right people.
And the knowledge, of course.
(Incidentally it was the Danes, as possessors of a "minorit
y"
language,
who established
the tradition of
writing their
scientific works in a more accessible language.)

Dr. Regier,
it should be noted, is one of the authors,
together with David Rapport of a 23 page paper,
"Ecosystem
behavior under stress."
(American Naturalist, vol.
125 No. 3,
pp.
617-640, May, 1985, but submitta Dec. 1982.) The main idea

of this paper is that ecosystems behave in a manner analogous to

higher

organisms;

when

this

is

extended

to

the

idea

the integrating response and control that is achieved by
the
nervous system of "higher organisms?" Although the language
is
cautious,
some
people
seem
to
have
forgotten
that
the
superorganism was given the last rites back in my salad days.
I
am not convinced that we can monitor ecosystems as units; what
we monitor are the factors and individual species and changes of
these may or may not affect the whole.
In other words, an
ecosystem is not greater than the sum of its parts in the sense
that man is an organism. Marcus Aurelius tackled this matter of
the parts and the whole of Nature, without convincing success,

"Make

thy own a scientific system of enquiry into the mutual change of

all things, and pay diligent heed to this branch of study and

and exercise thyself in it".

p.

273).

(Book X:ll, Loeb Classics edition,

Later in 1985 there appeared a long paper by M. Gilbertson,
"The
Niagara Labyrinth
--The
human
ecology
of
producing

organochlorine chemicals"

No. 10, pp.

(Can.

J. Fish.

Aquat. Sci., Vol.

42

1681-1692). The author aknowledges Henry Regier as

the stimulator of this paper, which is concerned with matters of

particular

interest

to

this

conference

although

I

YTV

this criterion (as quoted by Gilbertson) in the California water

quality standards impossible to attain:
".
. . permit the
legitimate planned usage of those waters for receiving
suitably
prepared wastes so that an orderly growth and expansi
on of
cities and industries may be possible."
Such philosophy, an
elegant extrapolation of the "solution to pollution is dilution
"
gospel of the sanitary engineers will get us nmhere:
"That
which is not in the interests of the hive cannot be
in the
interests of the bee."
(Marcus Aurelius, VI: 54)

that

ecosystems are capable of homeostasis it must be asked, where is

but did leave us with a good description of our charge:

there is disagreement about parts of it, and I cannot
be certain
of the accuracy of many points, but it is certain
that we have
not adequately considered the human ecology or socio-e
conomic
aspects (human cussedness in this context) of some
of the highly
publicized pollution episodes of recent years, and
that our
chemical industry is making some compounds that should
never
have been synthesized in the first place. Unfortunately
and too
often we know so little about some chemicals until
they have
become concentrated in living systems; this sort of thing
makes

"'

information, general accounts of plants, animals
and fisheries
and species lists, in fact everything needed as a
data base for
compiling impact reports and conducting research
in the low
lying tidal seas along the coasts of Holland, Germany
and
Denmark. Dutch scientists began the task without
government
subvention and enlisted their colleagues who shared
their common
coastal waters, and except for a couple of lowland
proverbs,
wrote it all in a mutually foreign language, English
. On top of
all that, they found an interested and cooperative
publisher who

understand

III

Five of the discussion groups were concerned for the most
part
with various
aspectsof monitoring, but the numerical order of
the questions put to the respective groups seem to have been
arranged by chance rather than design.
The last question,
discussed
by
the
ninth
group,
concerned
the
nature
of
monitoring, the fifth group was concerned with the coordination
of efforts in the governmental agencies concerned, the second
group was concerned with integrating the long term needs of
a
monitoring program with an annual budgeting process.
Three of
the rapporteurs
involved
in this series
of reports
are
practicing
ecologists
from
the
halls
of
Academe,
as
distinguished
from
the
somewhat
pejorative
category
of
"academic," which implies that the person so described does not
know what he is talking about.
However, the first report - or discussion-- to be considered
(No.
8)
was a response to questions that have a strong
theoretical aroma and it was fitting that the Rapporteur should
have been the most theoretically inclined of the practicing
ecologists, Bernard Patten. It is well to be reminded of the
theoretical and logical implications of what we are atterpting
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to do,

especially

when

it

comes

to

the ultimate

monitoring as the basis for making decisions.

goal

of

the

But when we are

concerned with natural systems that we do not yet understand the
data needed for making the decisions will not be available until
the decision process must be set in motion.
Dr. Patten has
always had difficulty with monitoring, and frankly admits he
does not know what monitoring is and is reluctant to consider it

as a science.

A large part of his report consisted of a short

J.%*:...,

i .

essay written in the terms of formal logic which was recommended
for deletion by one of the participants as it was not part of
the discussion.
However, I think it should not be lost for we
need this viewpoint.
In any event we also had a minority
comment from Tom Kuchenberg, who refers to himself simply as a
writer.
(See his account of this meeting in Environment for
March, 1985, pp.
32-37) He reminded us of the extant dictionary
definitions of monitoring, and of the difficulty experienced by
"the press" in interpreting information by those "who walk the
thin
line
between
either
minimizing
or
exaggerating
the

potential danger of . . . contamination."
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Part of this problem, aside from the inadequate reporting of
public
meetings
or
cavalier
editing
of
statements
for
publication, is the obvious concern of editors for retaining as
much space as possible for advertising, or fitting things neatly

within certain allocated spaces.

This often leaves inadequate

space to make the point clear.
We have few newspapers willing
to give adequate space to some of these important, yet involved
and ambiguous problems.
Inadequate reporting is too often the
rule in local weeklies or smaller provincial dailies that serve
the grassroots where the environmental problems may
be most
directly significant, either because of inadequately experienced
reporters or editorial policy favoring development or industrial
interests.
To my mind the best discussions of ecological and
environmental problems these days are to be found in the British
weekly, The New Scientist.

An

important

matter,

concerning environmental

problems

in

general,
is the lack of follow-up of environmental impact
assessment studies.
Unexpected changes or "circumstances" often

alter the case in these matters. Once submitted, environmental
impact assessment reports (which are often bulky affairs in

several volumes) accumulate in cartons in garages, or worse, are
mined for out of date and erroneous information by subsequent
environmental consultants for other reports.

Group 9 discussed

and what the

(again)

IJC could

the questions "what is monitoring"

do in transboundary monitoring.

The

Rapporteur was Ralph Brinkhurst, who had the advantage of being
the last reporter and could therefore say that everything had
already been discussed by the previous speakers.
We were
reminded that some people who are frightened by modeling are not
aware that they may be modeling without knowing it.
The group
evidently spent some time talking about the health of the
ecosystem.
I believe that the idea that an ecosystem had such a
property as health was suggested a priori by some sanitary
engineers, who then went on to postulate, also without evidence,
that the degree of health could be determined by a diversity
index, from whence it followed that low diversity was
an
indication of "poor" health.
In any event the group decided it
would be too complex and expensive to monitor "general ecosystem

health." It is also obvious that the matter of who and how to
do the monitoring job is equally complex, and the consensus was

that IJC should not be directly involved
in the
monitoring but serve in an oversight role, serving as

broker."

Control of funds for granting purposes,

act of
"honest

or at least

stimulating granting agencies to support appropriate projects in
that "geopolitical ribbon of undetermined width that ignores

ecological verities."

The discussions in Group 3 considered the integration of
cross-media
studies,
the
role
of
monitoring
in
the
decision support system, monitoring design and intergovernmental
considerations.
Cross media problems, it turns out,
involve
such matters as air borne residuals from industrial plants that

are ultimately deposited in water, so that measurements between

interfaces
are
needed.
Cross media
seems an
unecessarily
confusing term in this
context,
but
the concept
of
the
inter-media flux may become a useful criterion for such problems
as
acid
rain.
The concern
for continuity of
data
and

standardization

of

monitoring

and

analytical

methods

was

considered, with the caveat that some of the older possibly
obsolete standards are still useful for maintaining continuity
of data.
Again the supervisory, honest brokerage role of the
IJC was emphasized.

by

The difference between monitoring and surveillance

the group did

attempted his own.

not

entirely

satisfy

one

discussed

participant,

who

I have always thought there was no point to

other at the monitoring,

interpreting and philosophical

level.

But all this must be secondary to convincing the powers that be
that we need to protect our world for future generations, to
improve our ability to solve the problems before us and that we
can do this in a cost efficient and coordinated way.
For this
our first step is an inventory of the existing data bases and
collection systems.
Charles Goldman brought much the same message from group 2: we
need the mandate for what we are doing or see that needs to be
done.
He emphasized the long term aspect of environmental study
projects, and the need for methods handbooks.
More than this,
long term studies require specific goals and intentions, or
monitoring "quickly becomes a kind of mindless, uninteresting
activity where the quality control is lost through lack of

interest."
parameters

At the same time the rationale and protocols for the
(I try not to give in to this jargon--"facto_rs" is

more accurate) must be firm enough to prevent newcomers to the
project from adding or deleting factors.
Data sets should be
carefully stored and curated.
This brings to mind one menace of
computers
on
every desk in
a
research
laboratory.
One

organization of my acqaintance has had difficulty with people
erasing a disk for personal purposes, thus obliging someone to

regain the file from the raw data sheets.
If the raw data were
dumped, this could have been very expensive indeed.
At the
closing comments, Dr. Goldman raised the question of ownership
of data, and in his group discussion emphasized the need for

gathering and archiving the data before it is lost in the black
hole of a computer bank.

I __

A

Roger Green, in behalf of his group (5) emphasized that we
are
assuming that
"people desire environmental
security.
.
.
without fear for both present and future health and happines
s."
I'm not sure that we can assume that for everybody; not to imply
that we are the elite, but that there are a lot of people
in
this world who are unaware we are in an environment of any kind,
good or bad, or, unfortunately, that they are even alive except
in the most limited sense.
In any event we do need improved
information, both for the public that is concerned, and for each

Of the three remaining discussion groups, number 6
(Ruth
Patrick, Rapporteuse) attempted all 11 questions that were
put
before them in a methodical, disciplined way, although at
the
end they lumped them up a bit; group 7, according to
its
rapporteur David Rapport, was "quite an anarchist group"
that
would not stick to any one question; and group 4 with Tim Smith
as rapporteur distinguished themselves by coming up with
a
diagram of the "open/heuristic system" (that word heuristic
was

A. M

"wolf."

IV

.

monitoring if it did not involve surveillance as an
inseparable
part of the process.
To me surveillance means just watching to
see how things are going, and if contrary to expectation,
to cry

very fashionable at Yale sometime back).

Group 6 recommends that many things be monitored, including
human behavior, attitudes and and productivity.
Did they really
intend to omit diseases, teratology (e.g., thalidomide) and
infant deformities
(although this may be implied in their
reference
to
mercury)?
However
this
does
imply
some
consideration of the socio-economic syndrome that accepts risks
from dangerous chemicals.
It has been my frequent complaint,
especially when dealing with the U 5 Bureau of Reclamation in
the selenium matter that promises or attempts to find answers in
the time reference of the federal fiscal year is a futile
pastime that ignores life cycles and environmental turnover
times.
Hence I fail to understand their conclusion that the
question about the essentially annual budgeting process not
being helpful in elucidating thoughts etc.
I guess we have a
communication gap here.
However they make a good case for
natural areas, and studying the historical record and searching
for indicators (chemical and biological) in sediments and peat.
Group 6 is the only group to think of archiving chemicals and
specimens as well
as data
storage.
They also recommend
improving communication,
especial 1y about the value of the
monitoring system, and an asessment of monitoring programs in
both countries.
The anarchists of group 7, as reported by David Rapport did
come up with a few different ideas.
Styled as holistic they
suggested we regard ecosystems as doctors do their human
patients by Checking a handful of vital signs (to be agreed upon
by committee of experts).
They also expressed some distaste for

the modern analytical methods that measure parts per trillion.

This may reflect a bias from working with freshwater
and terrestrial
systems;
bioaccumulation
in the

estuaries

may

build

up

some

pollutants

from

organisms
seas and

very

minute
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quantities.
Some
of
the
present
permissible
limits
for
pollutants are based on the limit of analysis by obsolete
methods or the suspected limit of tolerance in man.
And, still
another plea
for conmunication,
the transfer of data and
knowledge to those who must use it or endure what is happening.
Nothing has been said about the need for encouraging and
training people as scientific or environmental
journalists.
This seems to be something that is expected to spring up
spontaneously.
Admittedly it is a special talent, but training
in scientific journalism is a part of the University of

California

Sea

Grant

Program,

and

probably

in

other

institutions.
If not, it deserves serious consideration of a
universally aknowledged need.
When I was in college, as a
zoology major
in my senior year,
I elected a course in

biographical writing offered by George R. Stewart. My advisor,

J. Frank Daniel, protested that I was wasting my time and tried

to talk me out of it.
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It was the best course I ever took.

I

was among english majors (I think I was admitted because
the
professor needed six students to hold the course) and had some
competition.
Years later, talking with Professor Stewart at a
chance encounter I asked what had happened to those others
and
he said he did not know, he had heard nothing of them and I
was
the only one that amounted to anything and he had given me
the
lowest grade.
I guess there is a moral here.

Group 4 had the benefit of the conference organize
r as
discussion leader, and emphasized implementation, how to
do
something [now], and produced in response a diagram
of the
proposed system (Fig. «1 ). With respect to data for this system
they were concerned with data quality and standardization.
Their final and urgent reconmendation was that we should begin

to inventory existing data systems, and organize a pilot system,

perhaps with a budget of
issues, such as acid rain.
and start.

$100,000, and get started on key
We need to know what we have now,

/\

CWCLUDING COWIENT

There is no need to sunmarize a summary,

and all

possible

recommendations seem to have been thought of.
In spite of the
difficulty of getting around to the discussion groups
the

workshop went very well, much better than with some
professional
outfit that arranges these things and sometimes interje
cts its
own notions.
The contract managers of the last such affair I
attended took it upon themselves to ask us to
jot up the
percentages of significance or volume of various
kinds of
pollutants, and our guesses would be averaged up as
a consensus
of the meeting.
Some of the groups flatly refused, some jokers

treated it like those requests from the dean or business office
to

itemize

the

percentages

of

time

spent

on

each

grant

or

academic activity by putting down what we felt to be a
good
estimate even if it all added up to 175% or whatever, and
let
the

pencil

pushers

in

the

grants

office

figure

it

out.

Conferences like this should be organized and conducted by
the

people who feel the need for them, not a gaggle
of hired
interlopers. The need was felt here and met.
We all know there
is much to do, and that none of us will have the time to
do all
we would like to do in the hope that something of the
world we
know today will be here for future
generations.
I hope everyone has read Dr. Cronon's book
like to reconmend another book, by a Canadian,
that we must godeeper than monitoring systems
house organs about what we are doing to keep
improve things.
The book is " The Natural

Evernden

by now.
I would
to remind us all
and well written
track of and to
Alien", by Neil

(University of Toronto Press, 1985) In other terms, he

brings the same message that we heard from William
Cronon at
this meeting, and strikingly like Iewis Mumford's summary
words
of 1965: "If we encounter nature as natural resourc
es, then we
deny
it
any
of
the
character
of
worldhood.
And
we
simultaneously deny ourselves access to it as home.
It is
characterized as space, not by place.
There is no human
involvement and therefore no sense of significance
in such a
nature."
[ "The Natural Alien", p.
66.]

Fig. l

We are the world. ... We are the children. ...
We are saving our own lives. ... We can make a brighter day.
U.S.A. for Africa, We Are The World

I touch the future, I teach.

[E

Christa McAuliffe

We're still pioneers. . . . It's all part of the process of exploration
and
discovery. It s all part of taking a chance at expanding man s horizon
s. .
The future doesn't belong to the fainthearted. It belongs to the
brave.
President Ronald Reagan (January 28, 1986)
[T]he description in this issue of Science of the arrival of two
balloons in the atmosphere of Venus strikes one not only as a scientif
ic
landmark but also as a delightful adventure. It seems appropriate that
a
visit to our nearest planetary neighbor, often only a mere 26 million
miles away, was accomplished by a meandering balloon.
The proposal that a balloon could be used to explore the
atmosphere of Venus was the idea of Jacques Blamont of France, who
then enlisted the support of Soviet, French, and American scientists in a
fine example of international cooperation.
This cooperation was
sustained and intimate as plans evolved from a focused mission to Venus
alone to the final alternative of releasing a balloon from each of two
Vega spacecraft on their way to Comet Halley. Moreover, the tracking
of the balloons across Venus required the dedicated teamwork of
scientists and engineers at radio observatories in ten different nations:
Australia, Brazil, Canada, Great Britain, West Germany, South Africa,the
Soviet Union, Spain, Sweden, and the United States.
These scientists had no easy task. The atmosphere of Venus has been
described as a close approximation to the atmosphere of hell. The
planet's surface temperature is about 470°C, in which even heavily
insulated instruments may last only an hour. The balloons, therefore,
were engineered to settle at an altitude of 54 kilometers, where the
temperature is only 32°C. The winds on Venus blow with hurricane
velocity, and the atmosphere contains primarily sulfuric acid as well as
hydrochloric and hydrofluoric acids. At the balloons' altitude, solid
state materials could be used, whereas only vacuum tubes could last any
time at lower atmospheric levels. The balloons, in fact, produced a
wealth of valuable data for 46 hours. . . .
It is intriguing to speculate that a model for international

cooperation was also developed by the teamwork of scientists from the

Soviet Union, France, and the United States. Discovering common goals
is easier in science than in world politics, but the search for enterprises

that transcend international frictions cannot abate.

Otherwise, the

atmosphere of Earth may resemble that of Venus.
Daniel E. Koshland, Jr., "Ballooning Around Venus

1986)

(21 March
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Perspectives VI
(On Associating What a TbMN Discloses)

William James . . . repeatedly stressed that "our
normal waking consciousness is but one special
type of consciousness, while all about it parted
from it by the filmiest of screens there lie
potential forms of consciousness entirely
different." It is as if our everyday awareness
were but an insignificant island, surrounded by
a vast ocean of unsuspected and uncharted
consciousness, whose waves beat continuously
upon the barrier reefs of our normal awareness,
until, quite spontaneously, they may break
through, flooding our island awareness with
knowledge of a vast, largely unexplored, but intensely real domain
of new-world consciousness. . . .
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[U]nity consciousness . . . is the nature and condition of all sentient

beings; but we progressively limit our world and turn from our true
nature in order to embrace boundaries. Our originally pure and
unitive consciousness then functions on varied levels, with different
identities and different boundaries. These different levels are
basically the many ways we can and do answer the question, "Who
am i?" . . . Something very simple happens when you answer the
question, "Who are you?" When you are describing or explaining or
even just inwardly feeling your "self", what you are actually doing,
whether you know it or not, is drawing a mental line or boundary
across the whole field of your experience, and everything on the
inside of that boundary you are feeling or calling your "self", while
everything outside that boundary you feel to be "not-self . Your
self-identity, in other words, depends entirely upon where you draw
that boundary line. . ..

All answers to that question, Who am I? stem precisely from this
basic procedure of drawing a boundary line between self and notself. Once the general boundary lines have been drawn up, the
answers to that question may become very complex - scientific,
theological, economic - or they may remain most simple and
unarticulated. But any possible answer depends on first drawing the
boundary line. ...

[A] boundary line, as any military expert will tell you, is also a
potential battle line, for a boundary line marks off the territory of
two opposed and potentially warring camps. Thus, for example, a
person on the level of the total organism will find the potential
enemy is his environment
for it appears foreign, external, and
therefore threatening to his life and well being.
The point is
that as an individual

draws up the boundaries of his soul, he

establishes at the same time the battles of his soul. The boundaries
of an individual s identity mark off what aspects of the universe are
to be considered "self" and what aspects are to be considered "notself".

50 at each level of the spectrum [a rainbow-like affair

composed of numerous bands or levels of self-identity], different
aspects of the world appear to be not-self, alien, and foreign. Each
level sees different processes of the universe as strangers to it. . . .
[O]ur lives are largely spent in drawing boundaries. Every decision
we make, our every action, our every word is based on the
construction, conscious or unconscious, of boundaries. I am not now

referring to just a self-identity boundary
important as that
certainly is
but to all boundaries in the broadest sense. To make a
decision means to draw a boundary line between what to choose
and what not to choose. To desire something means to draw a
boundary line between pleasurable and painful things and then
move toward the former. To maintain an idea means to draw a
boundary line between concepts felt to be true and concepts felt not
to be true. To receive an education is to learn where and how to
draw boundaries and then what to do with the bounded aspects. To
maintain a judicial system is to draw a boundary line between those
who fit society s rules and those who don t. To fight a war is to draw
a boundary line between those who are for us and those who are
against us. . . . Quite obviously, from minor incidents to major crises,
from small decisions to big deals, from mild preferences to flaming
passions, our lives are a process of drawing boundaries.
The peculiar thing about a boundary is that, however complex and
rarefied it might be, it actually marks off nothing but an inside vs. an
outside. . . . It is the boundary line itself, in other words, which
creates a pair of opposites. In short, to draw boundaries is to
+

the more terrifying death becomes. The more I value anything, the
more obsessed I become with its loss. Most of our problems, in other
words, are problems of boundaries and the opposites they create.
Now our habitual way of trying to solve these problems is to attempt
to eradicate one of the opposites. . . . We handle the problem of life
vs. death by trying to hide death under symbolic immortalities.
The materialist tries to reduce mind to matter, while the idealist tries
to reduce matter to mind. The monists try to reduce plurality to
unity, the pluralists try to explain unity as plurality.
The point is that we always tend to treat the boundary as real and
then manipulate the opposites created by the boundary. We never
seem to question the existence of the boundary itself. Because we
believe the boundary to be real, we staunchly imagine that the
opposites are irreconcilable, separate, forever set apart. "East is East

and West is West and never the twain shall meet.

. . .

[L]ife and

death, good and evil, love and hate, self and other
these are as
different, we say, as night and day. . . . [ljn seeking to accentuate
the positive and eliminate the negative, we have forgotten entirely
that the positive is defined only in terms of the negative. The
opposites might indeed be as different as night and day, but the
essential point is that without night we would not even be able to
recognize something called day. ...
The root of the whole difficulty is our tendency to view the opposites
as irreconcilable, as totally set apart and divorced from one another.
Even the simplest of opposites, such as buying versus selling, are
viewed as two different and separate events. Now it is true that
buying and selling are in some sense different, but they are also
and this is the point
completely inseparable. Any time you buy
something, someone else has, in the same action, sold something. In
other words, buying and selling are simply two ends of one event,
namely the single business transaction itself. And while the two
ends of the transaction are "different", the single event which they
represent is one and the same. . . .

L~

Modern physics, in short, proclaims that reality can only be considered
a union of opposites. . . .

That all opposites
such as mass and energy, subject and object, life
and death
are so much each other that they are perfectly
inseparable, still strikes most of us as hard to believe. But this is only
because we accept as real the boundary line between the opposites.
[B]oundary lines, of any type, are never found in the real world itself,
but only in the imagination of mapmakers. To be sure, there are many
kinds of lines in the natural world, such as the shoreline situated

between c0ntinents and the oceans surrounding them.

There are, in

fact, all sorts of lines and surfaces in nature
outlines of leaves and
skins of organisms, skylines and tree lines and lake lines, surfaces of
light and shade, and lines setting off all objects from their
environment. Obviously those surfaces and lines are actually there,
but those lines, such as the shoreline between land and water, don't
merely represent a separation of land and water, as we generally
suppose. As Alan Watts pointed out so often, those so-called
"dividing lines" equally represent precisely those places where the
land and water touch each other. That is, those lines join and unite
just as much as they divide and distinguish. These lines, in other
words, aren t boundaries! . . .
The point is that all of the lines we find in nature, or even construct
ourselves, do not merely distinguish different opposites, but also bind

the two together in an inseparable unity.

[A] line, whether

mental, natural, or logical doesn tjust divide and separate, it also joins
and unites. Boundaries, on the other hand, are pure illusions
they
pretend to separate what is not in fact separable. In this sense, the
actual world contains lines but no real boundaries.
When the
opposites are realized to be one, discord melts into concord, battles
become dance, and old enemies become lovers. We are then in a
position to make friends with all of our universe, and not just one half
ofit.
Ken Wilber, No Boundary (1981)

.
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3

seek success, the more I must dread failure. The harder I cling to life,

space or happening in time, but only of a space-time occurrence.

V5v. ,

The simple fact is that we live in a world of conflict and opposites
because we live in a world of boundaries. Since every boundary is
also a battle line, here is the human predicament: the firmer one s
boundaries, the more entrenched are one s battles. . . . The more l

[Sjuch opposites as subject vs. object and time vs. space are now seen
as being so mutually interdependent that they form an interwoven
continuum, a single unified pattern. What we call "subject" and
"object" are, like buying selling, just two different ways of
approaching one single process. And because the same holds true for
time and space, we can no longer speak of an object being located in

A. A
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manufacture opposites. Thus we can start to see that the reason we
live in a world of opposites is precisely because life as we know it is a
process of drawing boundaries. . . .

The 1978 Agreement appears to be the first major international
treaty or agreement to embrace the ecosystem approach to the
management of large regional resources. Commitments in the
Agreement concerning control strategies for nutrients and toxic
chemicals and the monitoring across several levels of the trophic

structure of each lake are clearly ecosystemic in nature.

The Agreement recognizes the significance of the diverse pathways
by which pollutants reach significant endpoints in the basin (e.g.,
human foods), as well as the importance of a long-term perspective
in managing pollutant threats. There are two classes of measures for
achieving sustainable development of regional ecosystems: reactive
measures to eliminate introduction of undesirable substances and to

remediate the effects of past mistakes and anticipatIive] measures to

assure full renewal of the resources following their normal use....
The 1978 Agreement recognizes the need for both reactive and
preventive measures to control the buildup of substances in the
management of the lakes and the transport of materials from the
land to the water and from the air to the water. However, the great
difficulties evident in trying to achieve concerted action among the
11 jurisdictions for even the reactive measures seems to have left
little room for progress on forward-looking measures .....
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[T]herefore, the committee has sought to look broadly at the depth

and regional scope of managing large-scale source/receptor
problems and related intergenerational issues.
The committee
finds that the past century presents a record of resource degradation
expanding in area, extending in the duration of the impairment, and
intruding more deeply into ecosystemic processes. The causes of the
impairments are now more complex with respect to causal linkages
and have become less evident to the public as well as to scientists.
Risks seem to affect much larger populations. The sequence of
environmental degradation, corrective measures, and then the
creation of new environmental threats has not been brought under
control by the 1978 Agreemth. Three types of future events are
likely to occur in the Great Lakes:

o

The certain ones that we can predict and understand;
The uncertain ones that we cannot predict but can understand;
and
The surprising ones that we can neither predict nor understand.

The first allows the possibility for traditional control. The second
requires flexibility in order to adapt and design for the uncertain.
The third requires an atmosphere for learning. . . .

Up to the present in the history of the Great Lakes, each major issue
requiring corrective action has been addressed mostly in isolation of
other such issues, whether they preceded or accompanied the
particular issue of concern. As the magnitude of the water-quality
alterations [has] increased, the various issues have developed more

interlinkages, not only ecologically but also economically, socially, and
politically, leading to the call for an ecosystem approach in the 1978
Agreement. However, the broad range of measurements required for
an ecosystem approach across the various jurisdictions has presented a
difficult challenge. ...
With attention now being directed to remediation of areas of concern
and other complex sources of nutrient and contaminant inputs, it is
urgent that a balanced information system be created to provide
these . . . types of information. It should be developed at two levels:
the regional level, to include all areas of concern, and the local level,
where the regional information base is interpreted and augmented
with respect to management of particular substances or areas of
concern. Such an information system should also provide a basis for
considering a program's efficacy, cost effectiveness, and equitability.
[W]hat is reasonable use of an ecosystem such as the Great Lakes
basin; what is reasonable determination of causality or source
attribution; what is a reasonable expense for correcting prior abuses;
and what is fair and equitable with respect to sharing the benefits or
rebuilding a healthy and sustainable ecosystem?
Consideration of such questions has become more open as the
information base has become more complete, and it is unlikely that
this trend will be reversed. Even better access to information services
will be needed, including information on cost-effectiveness and
equity.
The committee recommends that interdisciplinary information
developed by thejurisdictions be recast to place equal emphasis on
four kinds of information: time series of monitored data, maps of key
features of the ecosystem and of its use and abuse by humans, models
of causal relationship integrating human uses and ecosystem
responses, and case studies of management actions to demonstrate
what has worked and what has not.
'
National Research Council of the United States and The Royal
Society of Canada, The Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement:
An Evolving Instrument for Ecosystem Management (1985)

Along the Boundary
Skagit River
On April 2, 1984, US. Secretary of State George P. Shultz and
Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs and Deputy Prime
Minister Allan J. MacEachen met in Washington, DC. to sign the
Treaty between Canada and the United States of America relating
to the Skagit River and Ross Lake, and the Seven Mile Reservoir on
the Pend d Oreille River". This Treaty put an end to a 42-year, often
acrimonious dispute over Seattle's proposed raising of the High Ross
Dam and consequent flooding of British Columbia lands.
In his remarks at the signing ceremony, Mr. Shultz recognized the
role of Commissioners L. Keith Bulen and E. Richmond Olson in
forging the Treaty and praised the IJC as "representative of the US.Canadian relationship at its best . Mr. MacEachen also praised the
work of the Commission, adding, It is my firm view that the
foresight shown by our two countries in setting up the IJC in 1909
will continue to pay dividends in the future, and I hope that the IJC
will be called upon shortly to facilitate resolution of other problems
in the environmental field."
The Skagit River Treaty commits the Federal Governments of both
nations to provide Federal guarantees to the provisions of a City of
Seattle-Province of British Columbia Agreement which creates a
mutually acceptable alternative to the raising of Ross Dam. This is
what the Commission stated in April 1982 as its ultimate objective in
undertaking to facilitate discussions between the City and Province.
The Treaty is one of three documents which comprise a settlement
package which will be in force for a period of 80 years. The other
two documents, a British Columbia-Seattle Agreement and a
Canada-British Columbia Agreement, were signed in Vancouver on
March 30, 1984, and October 29, 1984, respectively. Under the Treaty
and the related implementing Agreements, Seattle receives from
British Columbia an amount of energy equivalent to what Seattle
would have realized from the raising of the dam, at a comparable
price, thereby avoiding the flooding of the Canadian Skagit Valley.
British Columbia realizes an additional increment of energy from the
existing Seven Mile Dam on the Pend d'Oreille River.
In addition, the Agreement calls for the establishment of an
environmental endowment fund to beautify the existing Ross Dam

reservoir and to create additional trails and facilities in the Canadian
and US. portions of the Skagit Valley. The establishment of the
endowment fund is a unique international enterprise and will be
jointly managed by Seattle and British Columbia.

The Treaty was introduced in the Canadian House of Commons by
the
Honourable Jean-Luc Pepin (for the Deputy Prime Minister and
Secretary of State for External Affairs) as "a good new bill
One of
the major successes in relations between Canada and the United States
in the past year...." The Honourable John Fraser rose to pay tribute to
the IJC for having played a significant and at times almost dramatic
part in establishing a regime and climate within which the Agreement
the Minister referred to was worked out". The Honourable Jim Fulton
traced some of the history of the negotiations and observed that
"there are tens of thousands of Canadians today who have waited a
long time for this important and historic occasion." The Treaty went
through three readings and was passed unanimously on Friday, June 1,
1984.

In his June 11, 1984, letter of transmittal to the US. Senate, President
Reagan noted that "a longstanding dispute between Seattle and
British Columbia over the construction of the High Ross Dam has been
constructively and ingeniously settled, and a difficult and potentially
divisive bilateral problem between the United States and Canada
positively resolved.
Senators Gorton and Evans from the State of
Washington both praised the "diligent and tireless efforts of the
International Joint Commission and urged the support of their
colleagues for "an excellent example of international cooperation".
Senator Richard Lugar of Indiana proposed that the Senate concur
with Secretary of State Shultz's suggestion during the Treaty signing
ceremony that the Treaty henceforth be referred to as the "BulenOlson Treaty . The US. Senate gave its unanimous advice and consent
to the Treaty on June 28, 1984.
In the October 30th signing ceremony for the Canada BritishColumbia Agreement, Intergovernmental Relations Minister Garde
Gardom called the 80-year agreement "an environmental victory
[which] makes economic sense". The Treaty entered into full force
and effect on December 14, 1984, when the instruments of ratification

were exchanged in Ottawa, Ontario.

1983 1984 Activities Report of
Commission, Canada-United States

the

International

Joint
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In the mid-1940 s Aldo Leopold, the noted ecologist, philosopher,
and writer was moved to write, "If the public were told how much
harm ensues from unwise land-use, it would mend its ways." This
was my credo, and I still think it is a fairly accurate definition of what
is called "conservation education .
Behind this deceptively simple logic lie three unspoken but
important assumptions: 1) that the public is listening, or can be
made to listen; 2) that the public responds, or can be made to
respond, to fear or harm; 3) that ways can be mended without any
important change in the public itself. None of the three assumptions
is, in my opinion, valid.
it is both remarkable and tragic how little has changed in the
ensuing 40 years. Ecological education is still flawed by the use of
the same assumptions and as a result has had little impact on society.
A revolution in the approach to the teaching of ecology and
conservation is long overdue. I would like to suggest an outline for
this new beginning.
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First and foremost is the need for widespread understanding of
ecological principles and environmental science. . . . Everyone
should receive ecological education throughout their schooling,
from kindergarten to college. No one should be allowed to graduate
without an understanding of ecology and environmental science and
the effect of man's activities on the capacity of the environment to
sustain future generations.A key part of this curriculum will be the
study of the Supply, use, disposal, and associated environmental costs
of the energy, water, and food used in everyday life. Only an
educated and aware public can be expected to act and vote
responsibly.
Second, the emphasis of environmental education and lobbying
efforts must be reoriented from the negative "stop the . . ., block the
. ., preserve the . . to the po 'tive "restore the . . ., rehabilitate the
. . ., renew the. . . ." Rather than always talking about the harm that
a given project will do, we must propose solutions that will provide
greater benefits. . . .
[Tlhose of us involved in ecological education and political action
must more clearly enunciate our goals. Foremost among them is the
often unstated desire for a healthy and happy people living in a
sustainable manner. This goal is often lost in the passionate battle to
save a particular treasure, but until the public appreciates the
interrelationships between their health and welfare and a healthy
environment, and costs more nearly reflect total cost, these battles

will continue to be lost more often than they are won. . . . Developing
a sustainable economy will require relatively modest changes in
society and ourselves. it will require more strict changes in society and
ourselves. It will require more strict economic accounting and a
properly conservative approach to resource management. And it
will take time, patience, and a great deal of effort. It can and must be
done if we are to share a future

ofsustained abundance, rich in

understanding, healthful, and enjoyable, with communities that bring
out the very best in the human spirit.

David Bainbridge, "Ecological Education: Time For A New

Approach" (December 1985)

For the public at large and for our students there is a special problem
in discussing pollution and other environmental concerns. The entire
lives of students have been spent in an era of intense environmental
concern about nuclear reactors and their wastes, about pesticides,
food additives, air pollution, and toxic waste dumps. The news media
are full of dire predictions that something bad is about to happen to
us. Yet for most of us nothing does. People are not dying in the
streets and gradually we are coming to accept pollution as part of life.
Human beings have remarkable abilities to adjust to harmful
phenomena if they are chronic or seen as difficult to remedy. The
same phenomenon will not be acceptable if it is of irregular
occurrence. Death on the highways and death in war are good
examples. We have come to accept as a fact of life the death of 50,000
Americans each year in motor vehicle accidents but we found it very
difficult to accept the death of 47,217 Americans in the 18 year
involvement (1961 l979) in the Viet Nam War. In World War ll the
total was 292,000, which was equal to only 6 years of highway
carnage.
The fact that pollution is now chronic dulls our interest and concerns.
My suggestion for discussing current environmental problems is not to
present a catalog of horrors but to select a few highly specific
problems, important at the moment, and subject them to a rigorous
and dispassionate analysis.
This will provide students with a
framework for thinking about matters that will be of conern to their
health, quality of life, and economic state for their entire lives. . . . [Ilf

we are able to impart a feeling of hope and an understanding of the

power that is in the hands of human beings, the future that we so
desire could be achieved.
John A. Moore, "Science as a Way of Knowing
Ecology (1985)

Human

[Mleasures to foster appropriate changes would
[r]eco
process, not "authoritative" management [Surprising gnize that whatever is done will be first of all a social learning
future events] that we can neither predict nor understand
an atmosphere for learning.
require

National Research Council ofthe United States and The Royal
Society of Canada (1985)

The Transboundary Monitoring Network (TbMN) we now envisag
e
would be an arrangement for learning more about the
man/environment relationship and about the integration of living
systems at all levels. The development of this TbMN can be describ
ed
as progress in a series of steps that have been (and are) leading to
changes in the way we learn and in the way we apply what is
learned.
Those changes would not involve change for its own sake. They
would relate to the attaining and maintaining of ecological
(man/environment) health.

In his book, Steps to an Ecology of Mind, Gregory Bateson gave us a
pointer for this. "[l]t will be convenient to have, not a specific or
ultimate goal, but an abstract idea of what we might mean by
ecological health.
Such a general notion will both guide the
collection of data and guide the evaluation of observed trends. I
suggest then that a healthy ecology of human civilization would be
defined somewhat as follows: A single system of environment
combined with high human civilization in which the flexibility of the
civilization shall match that of the environment to create an ongoing
complex system, open-ended for slow change of even basic (hardprogrammed) characteristics.
The endeavor to use an "ecosystem approach" in implementing the
Canada/USA. Great Lakes Water Quality Agreements seems to fit
Bateson's characterization of pursuing ecological health via a
general notion. It also jibes with what Glenn Olds noted as this
workshop's "strategy of indirection , when he stated:
I call it the ecological version of the hedonic paradox,
Ifyou aim at
pleasure, you miss it. My theory is that almost every valued
dimension of the boundary situation is consequentially indirective.
If Bucky Fuller used to say there are no direct lines in nature, I can
tell you, as a harried president, and as a teacher, that there's no
direct line to institutional change.

As the world gets smaller, our problems get larger, not becaus
e the
world is bigger, but our minds are. We now have the capaci
ty in a
global neighborhood to encompass in that larger perplexity the
range
and nature ofour human situation...
Strangely, many of our meanest boundary problems are intra-,
not

inter-mural.... Is their intractable irresolution a product of
too
narrow a diameter of dissonance, too small a setting for global and
real solutions?
[Us it possible that one of the dilemmas we face in
this conference is too narrow a diameter for the distances that our
monitoring system would seek to embrace?
Wouldn t it be more
effective and appropriate if we enlarged the diameter of the boundary
to provide the context suf cient for the solution?
Humans are many-splendored, as are ecological systems. Both strain
toward "a more perfect union in which dissonance and difference are
gathered up in a higher unity. Any "net human benefit , therefore,
must reflect this dynamic multidimensionality, in all systems,

boundaries, methods, and strategies.
Too

long

our

specializations

and

narrow

nationalisms have kept our problems and our
thinking in too narrow and unproductive

compartments. Our ecological analyses have too

often omitted the human dimension.
Our
economic and social systems have too often
floundered on the ideological and value side.
Our conference workshop theme [net human

bene t], planning documents, and presentations

call for transcending these limits and embracing
a richer, more holistic, perspective.
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I see a tremendous potential for us a1l....l m delighted that
.we seem to have come to sonve understanding that
complements your desires and our needs and,
I think, the needs of the Twentieth Century

and Canada and the United States.

I hope.it' will be exciting for you;
-.I know it s alryady exciting for me.
l just feel very good about it. You
probably think we haven t gone far; enough
the first time round here, but I am telling you that
we have. And I will tell you it s as much activity and
excitement that I ve seen on thoCommission for a while.
0

-- L. Keith Bulen, at- IJC meeting subsequent to the TbMN Workshop .
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